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ª 1990 United Nations. The United Nations is the
author of the original material. Reproduced by permis-
sion.—The Washington Post, September 8, 2003.
Copyright ª 2003, The Washington Post. Reprinted
with permission.

Copyrighted excerpts in Human and Civil Rights:
Essential Primary Sources were reproduced from the
following books:

International Convention on the Protection of the
Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their
Families, G.A. res. 45/158/annex, 45 U.N. GAOR
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Supp. (No. 49A) at 262, U.N. Doc. A/45/49 (1990).
United Nations, 2003. ª 2003 United Nations.
The United Nations is the author of the original mate-
rial. Reproduced by permission.—From Bringing
Them Home: Report of the National Inquiry into the
Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Children from Their Families. Australian Human
Rights 1997 Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission. Reproduced by permission.—From
Pocket World in Figures 2005. The Economist/Profile
Books, 2004. Copyright ª The Economist Newspaper
Ltd, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998,
1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004. Reproduced by
permission.—From ‘‘Human Rights Abuses in Shahist
Iran,’’ in Amnesty International Briefing: Iran. Amnesty
International, November 1976. Copyright ª 1976
Amnesty International Publications, 1 Easton Street,
London WC1X ODW, United Kingdom, http://
www.amnesty.org. Reproduced by permission.—
From ‘‘Attacks on Jews in Arab Countries,’’ in Major
Knesset Debates: 1948-1981. Edited by Netanel Lorch.
Translated by Dorothea Vanson-Shefer. University
Press of America, 1993. Copyright ª 1993 by The
Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, University Press
of America, Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduced by
permission.—From ‘‘Statement by the AFL-CIO
Executive Council on International Human Rights
Conference, Bal Harbour, Florida, February 23,
1968,’’ in AFL-CIO Executive Council Statements and
Reports, 1956-1975. Edited by Gary M. Fink. Green-
wood Press, 1977. All rights reserved. Reproduced by
permission of Greenwood Publishing Group, Inc.,
Westport, CT.

From ‘‘Human Rights Charter,’’ in Major Knesset
Debates: 1948-1981. Edited by Netanel Lorch. Translated
by Dorothea Vanson-Shefer. University Press of
America, 1993. Copyright ª 1993 by The Jerusalem
Center for Public Affairs, University Press of America,
Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduced by permission.—
Chinese Human Rights Movement Committee,
Beijing. From ‘‘Tiananmen Square Declaration of
Human Rights,’’ in The Chinese Human Rights Reader:
Documents and Commentary, 1900-2000. Edited by
Stephen C. Angle and Marina Svensson. Armonk,
NY: M E Sharpe, 2002. Translation copyright ª
2002 by M. E. Sharpe, Inc. All rights reserved. Not
for reproduction. Used with permission of M.E.
Sharpe, Inc.—Embassy of India. From The Human
Rights Crisis in Kashmir: A Pattern of Impunity. Human
Rights Watch, 1993. Copyright ª June 1993 by
Human Rights Watch and Physicians for Human
Rights. All rights reserved. Reproduced by permis-
sion.—Zhinazi (Pseudonym). From ‘‘The People’s
Legal Right to Freedom (1903),’’ in The Chinese

Human Rights Reader: Documents and Commentary,
1900-2000. Edited by Stephen C. Angle and Marina
Svensson. M. E. Sharpe, 2001. Armonk, NY: ME:
Sharpe, 2002. Translation copyright ª 2002 by M. E.
Sharpe, Inc. All rights reserved. Not for reproduction.
Used with permission of M.E. Sharpe, Inc.—Bradshaw,
Robert. From The Fugitive Years: The True Story of
a Compulsive Gambler. Penguin Books Ltd., 1986.
Copyright ª Robert Bradshaw, 1986. All rights
reserved. Reproduced by permission of Penguin Books
Ltd.—Bradshaw, Robert. From The Fugitive Years: The
True Story of a Compulsive Gambler. Penguin Books,
1986. Copyright ª Robert Bradshaw, 1986. All rights
reserved. Reproduced by permission of Penguin Books
Ltd.—de Weydenthal, J. B. From RAD Background
Report/291 (Poland). Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty,
1981. Copyright ª 1981, RFE/RL, Inc.. Reprinted with
the permission of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty,
1201 Connecticut Ave., N.W. Washington DC 20036.
www.rferl.org.

El-Saadawi, Nawal. From ‘‘A Passion for Solitude,’’
in Memoirs from the Women’s Prison. Translated from the
Arabic by Marilyn Booth. Women’s Press, 1986.
Copyright ª 1986. Reproduced by permission.—
Gandhi, Mahatma. From Speeches and Writings of
Mahatma Gandhi. G. A. Natesan & Co., Madras, 1933.
Reproduced by permission of the author’s estate.—
Garton-Ash, Timothy. From Granta (Gazza Agonistes).
Granta, 1993. Reproduced by permission of the
author.—From a speech, ‘‘I Have a Dream,’’ by Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., 1963. Copyright ª 1963
by Martin Luther King Jr., copyright renewed 1991
Coretta Scott King. Reprinted by arrangement with
the Estate of Martin Luther King, Jr., c/o Writers
House as agent for the proprietor New York, NY.—
Koh, Harold Hongju. From Economist. 2003. Copyright
ª 2003 The Economist Newspaper Ltd. All rights
reserved. Reprinted with permission. Further reproduc-
tion prohibited. www.economist.com—Lizhi, Fang.
From ‘‘Open Letter to Deng Xiaoping,’’ in The Chinese
Human Rights Reader: Documents and Commentary, 1900-
2000. Edited by Stephen C. Angle and Marina Svensson.
Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 2002. Translation copyright
ª 2002 by M. E. Sharpe, Inc. All rights reserved. Not for
reproduction. Used with permission of M.E. Sharpe,
Inc.—Mandela, Nelson. From Nelson Mandela: The
Struggle in My Life. International Defense and Aid Fund
for Southern Africa, 1978. Reproduced by permission.

Millay, Edna St. Vincent. From ‘‘Conscientious
Objector,’’ in Collected Poems. Harper Solzhenitsyn,
Aleksandr. From The Nobel Lecture on Literature.
Translated from the Russian by Thomas P. Whitney.
Harper 1972 by the Nobel Foundation. English translation
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copyright ª 1972 by Thomas P. Whitney. Reprinted by
permission of HarperCollins Publishers.—Solzhenitsyn,
Alexander. From One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich.
Translated from the Russian by Ralph Parker. E. P.
Dutton 1963 by E. P. Dutton 1991 by Penguin USA
and Victor Gallancz, Ltd. In the U.S. reproduced by
permission of Dutton, a division of Penguin Group
(USA), Inc. In the U.K. reproduced by permission of
Victor Gollancz, Ltd.—Tambo, Oliver Reginald. From
‘‘Appeal for Action to Stop Repression and Trial in
South Africa,’’ in Apartheid and the International
Community. Edited by E.S. Reddy. Namedia
Foundation, Sterling Publishers Private Limited,
1991. Reproduced by permission of the editor.—
Tvardovsky, Alexander. From an English translation
of the poem ‘‘By Right of Memory,’’ in Gulag: A
History. Translated by Anne Applebaum. Doubleday,
2003. Copyright ª 2003 by Anne Applebaum, Inc.
Used by permission of Doubleday, a division of
Random House, Inc and Georges Borchardt, Inc., on
behalf of the author. In the United Kingdom by Penguin
Group.—Vanzetti, Bartolomeo. From ‘‘Bartolomeo
Vanzetti Bids Farwell to Dante Sacco on the Eve of
His Execution’’ in The Letters of Sacco and Vanzetti.
The Viking Press, 1928. Copyright 1928, renewed
1955 by The Viking Press, Inc. Used by permission
of Viking Penguin, a division of Penguin Group
(USA) Inc.

Photographs and illustrations appearing in Human and
Civil Rights: Essential Primary Sources were received
from the following sources:

A barefoot gypsy child stands amid garbage near a
gypsy camp, photograph. AP Images.—A British
Passport Office volunteer has his fingerprints scanned,
photograph. ª Peter MacDiarmid/Reuters/Corbis.—
A cell of the old prison of the Pierre-and-Paul fortress
1991, photograph. Photo by Lipnitzki/Roger Viollet/
Getty Images.—A courtyard in Theresienstadt, photo-
graph. ª Corbis.—A crew of undocumented migrant
farm workers, photograph. ª Andrew Lichtenstein/
Corbis.—A detainee being guided by two US Army
MPs at Camp X-Ray in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
photograph. Peter Muhly/AFP/Getty Images.—A
detainee spends time outside his cell at Camp Delta
Four in the Guantanamo Bay Naval Station, Cuba,
photograph. AP Images.—A draft of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s message to Congress in
1941, photograph. Photo by Herbert Orth//Time
Life Pictures/Getty Images.—A Fort Myer Elementary
School classroom on September 8, 1954, the day it was
desegregated, photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—A
fourteen-year-old girl working as a spool tender in a
Massachusetts cotton mill, photograph. AP Images.—A

group of Black protesters during funerals for victims
of police repression, photograph. ª Bernard Bisson/
Corbis SYGMA.—A group of Israeli soldiers rever-
ently take their first look at the Jewish religion’s
holiest place, the Wailing Wall, photograph. AP
Images.—A group of young Afghan girls doing
schoolwork in Heart, Afghanistan, November 23,
2001, photograph. ª Jacques Langevin/Sygma/
Corbis.—A handbill offering a reward for the return
of a runaway slave, photograph. ª Louie Psihoyos/
Corbis.—A Kenyan slum dweller walks on the side of
a road, photograph. ª Reuters/Corbis.—A little
Japanese boy is awaiting the return of his parents,
photograph. AP Images.—A man buying theater tick-
ets at a segregated ticket counter, photograph. ª
Eudora Welty/Corbis.—A man crouches on the
ground holding his head in his hands, in front of a
crumbling brick building, photograph. ª Smailes
Alex/Corbis Sygma.

A man looks at the front page of the British tabloid
newspaper The Sun, carrying a photo showing former
Iraqi president Saddam Hussein, photograph. AP
Images.—A man protesting China’s occupation of
Tibet protests in the streets of Paris while holding a
Tibetan flag in front of his body, photograph. ª J. L.
Bulcao/Corbis.—A man walks past an illuminated
panel bearing the words of the Universal declaration
of Human Rights, photograph. Adrian Dennis/AFP/
Getty Images.—A member of a Kremlin-backed
youth group called Nashi (Ours) hands out leaflets
standing in front of a replica of a Holocaust period
Jewish room, photograph. Denis Sinyakov/AFP/Getty
Images.—A member of Amnesty International dis-
plays a photo of Chinese prisoner of conscience Gao
Yu, photograph. Robyn Beck/AFP/Getty Images.—A
mob of Iranian demonstrators riots outside of a
Beverly Hills, California home, photograph. ª
Bettmann/Corbis.—A modern Chinese family, photo-
graph. ª Liu Liqun/Corbis.—A Pakistani woman
holds a placard carrying names of honor killing victims
at a rally on Friday, October 8, 2004 in Islamabad,
Pakistan, photograph. AP Images—A poem in
the Ladies Department of the anti-slavery newspaper
The Liberator, published by William Lloyd Garrison,
photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—A poster displayed
at the UN Human Rights Conference, photograph. ª
Vienna Report Agency/Sygma/Corbis—A scene from
the Cite Soleil slum and shantytown northwest of
Haiti’s capital, Port-au-Prince, photograph. ª Les
Stone/ZUMA/Corbis.—A Slavey Dene woman hangs
white fish on wooden beams, photograph. Photo by
Raymond K Gehman/National Geographic/Getty
Images.—A teenage Kurdish girl stoops as she harvests
cotton by hand, photograph. ª Reza Webistan/
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Corbis.—A Third Liberty Loan Poster by Laurence
Harris, photograph. ª Swim Ink 2, LLC/Corbis.—
A train conductor signaling from the ‘Jim Crow’
coach, reserved for African Americans, photograph. ª
Corbis.

A view of photographer Oliviero Toscani’s work,
photograph. Photo by Gareth Cattermole/Getty
Images.—A woman carrying her dying child cries out
for help at the Red Cross feeding center, photograph.
ª Andrew Holbrooke/Corbis.—A worker looks at the
camera while he uses a piece of cloth to protect his nose
from dust, while his coworkers are seen sewing differ-
ent parts of t-shirts for the clothing line of Sean P
Diddy Combs, Sean John, at the Setisa, photograph.
AP Images—A World War I poster ‘‘For Every
Fighter a Woman Worker’’ by Adolph Triedler,
photograph. ª K J Historical/Corbis.—A young girl
bonded laborer working in a slate mine in Mandsaur,
India, photograph. ª Sophie Elbaz/Sygma/Corbis.—
A young girl migrant farm worker, photograph. ª
Bettmann/Corbis.—A young Sudanese refugee cries
for his mother at a camp, photograph. ª Stephen
Morrison/epa/Corbis.—Abernathy, Ralph, Bishop
Julian Smith, and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., photo-
graph. AP Images.—About 20 people from the
Students for a Free Tibet, including Rebecca Nelson,
gather in front of Google Inc., photograph. AP
Images.—Aerial view of the central prison in
Belgrade, photograph. AP Images.—Afghan women
approach a voting station, photograph. ª Teru
Kuwayama/Corbis.—African Americans vote for the
first time in Alabama after enactment of the Voting
Rights Act, 1966, photograph. ª Flip Schulke/
Corbis.—American prisoners of war who died during
the infamous Bataan Death March are lined up on the
ground in the Philippines in April 1942 during World
War II, photograph. AP Images.—An 1837 woodcut
used to illustrate a broadside of John Greenleaf
Whittier’s anti-slavery poem ‘‘Our Countrymen in
Chains,’’ photograph. The Library of Congress—An
Australian Aborigine wearing a headpiece and face
paint, in Alice Springs, Australia, circa 1930, photo-
graph. ª EO Hoppe/Corbis.—An editorial cartoon
from Harpers Weekly, May 8, 1875 with the title
‘‘No Church Need Apply,’’ photograph. Provided cour-
tesy of HarpWeek.—An eight-year-old child soldier from
Chad takes a break to smoke a cigarette, photograph.
ª Reuters/Corbis.—An emaciated, clearly starving
Sudanese boy cries inside a compound run by
Doctors Without Borders, photograph. AP
Images.—An estimated 5,000 people march outside
the Minnesota Capitol Building in protest to the
January 22, 1973 Supreme Court ruling on abortion
as a result of the Roe vs. Wade case, photograph. AP

Images.—An illustration depicting former runaway
slaves, photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—An illus-
tration in Harpers Weekly shows disabled women
being taught crafts in a class in England circa 1871,
photograph. ª Corbis.

An illustration of a woman being hanged, during
the nineteenth century, original caption The Execution
of Mrs. Hibbins, photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—
An Indian woman collects water from the local well,
photograph. ª Reuters/Corbis.—Bataan Death
March, photograph. ª Corbis.—Berkenwald, Ben,
photograph. AP Images.—Bodies of dead civilians lie
among mangled bicycles, photograph. AP Images.—
Bolton, Todd and George Rutherford, photograph.
AP Images.—Brooks, Rose and Jesse Meadows, photo-
graph. AP Images.—Cadets at the Negro Training
Center examine a map before taking off in a biplane
for a training exercise, photograph. ª Bettmann/
Corbis.—Chinese man hanging from branch labeled
‘‘Freedom to All,’’ photograph. Hulton Getty/Liaison
Agency.—Clash between young African-Americans
and Ku Klux Klan members in Miami after the
murder of a 20-year-old, photograph. ª J. L.
Atlan/Sygma/Corbis.—Close-up shot of a jail cell
door, photograph. ª H Armstrong Roberts/
Corbis.—Coffin, William S., Dr. David E. Swift,
and Dr. John D. Maguire, Freedom Riders, photo-
graph by Perry Aycock. AP Images.—Copper slave
tags, photograph. ª Louie Psihoyos/Corbis.—Copy
of the Bill of Rights, 1789, print. National Archives
and Records Administration.—Declaration of the
Rights of Man and Citizen painting by Jean
Jacques Francois LeBarbier, photograph. ª The
Art Archive/Corbis.—Demonstrators in Trafalgar
Square, photograph. ª Hulton-Deutsch Collection/
Corbis.—Detainee’s hold onto a fence at Camp 4 of
the maximum security prison Camp Delta at
Guantanamo Naval Base, photograph. Mark
Wilson/AFP/Getty Images.—Disabled activists on
Capitol Hill, photograph. Photo by Terry Ashe/
Time Life Pictures/Getty Images.—Display of Red
Literature, photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—Dreyfus
disgraced on cover of Let Petit Journal, photograph. ª
Leonard de Selva/Corbis.

DuBois,W.E.B.,photograph. FiskUniversityLibrary.
Reproduced by permission.—Eckford, Elizabeth, an
African American teenager, walks towards Central
High School in Little Rock, Arkansas, on September 4,
1957, photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—Emancipation
Proclamation, painting by A. A. Lamb. ª A. A. Lamb/
Francis G. Mayer/Corbis.—Engraving depicting the
United States Slave Trade 1830, photograph. ª
Corbis.—Engraving of an anti-slavery public meeting,
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photograph. ª Corbis.—Ford, Gerald signs the Final
Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, photograph. ª Corbis.—Four Indonesian
children play on a jungle gym in Jakarta a park, photo-
graph. ª Bagus Indahonoepa/Corbis.—Freed slaves
waiting for work opportunities, photograph. U.S.
Signal Corps, National Archives and Records
Administration.—Gandhi, Mahatma, with his two
granddaughters Ava and Manu, photograph. ª
Bettmann/Corbis.—Goddess of Democracy stands
before portrait of Mao Zedong in Tiananmen
Square, photograph. ª Peter Turnley/Corbis.—
Gourley, Christi, photograph. AP Images.—Haden,
Ablavi, photograph. AP Images.—Hasan, Xaawo
Mohammed lies with her newborn in a hospital
in Baidoa, Somalia, photograph. ª David Turnley/
Corbis.—Holy Cross’ first two women Air Force
ROTC students stand at attention with fellow cadets,
photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—Honecker, Erich,
photograph. AP Images.—Human rights activists
sprawl on the main road to the parliament building
in Beirut, photograph. ª Jamal Saidi/Reuters/
Corbis.—Hundreds of people gather around a huge
well in Natwarghad, photograph. ª Reuters/Corbis.—
I’m Counting on You! poster by Leon Helguera, photo-
graph. ª K J Historical/Corbis.—Illustration of Don
Juan Seducing a Woman, photograph. ª Bettmann/
Corbis.—Indian female Dalit, photograph. Indranil
Mukherjee/AFP/Getty Images.—Insignia of the
AFL-CIO, photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—
Israeli soldiers round up Egyptian prisoners in the
area of the Gaza-El Arish crossroad, photograph. AP
Images.

Jean, Faubert, a Haitian migrant worker, photo-
graph. ª Gideon Mendel/Corbis.—Johnson, Mark
and his partner Shaun Johnson cut their wedding
cake, photograph. ª Colin McPherson/Corbis.—
Keller, Helen, reads with her teacher, Anne Sullivan
Macy, photograph. ª Corbis.—King, Dr. Martin
Luther, Jr. (speaking before bank of microphones),
Washington D. C., 1963, photograph. ª UPI/Corbis-
Bettmann.—Kosovar Albanians bury the Seventy-five
victims of a massacre, photograph. ª Patrick
Robert/Sygma/Corbis.—Lama, Dalai meditates
while listening to a speech, photograph. ª Jayanta
Shaw/Reuters/Corbis.—Levi, Primo, photograph. ª
Gianni Giansanti/Sygma/Corbis.—Li, Yi, photo-
graph. AP Images.—Mandela, Nelson, photograph.
ª David Turnley/Corbis.—Members of CORE
(Committee on Racial Equality) picketing the
home of a landlord, photograph. Photo by Herb
Scharfman/Time Life Pictures/Getty Images.—
Members of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People picket under the

marquee of the Republic Movie Theatre against race
discrimination featured in the movie, The Birth of a
Nation, photograph. ª Corbis.—Menchu, Rigoberta,
photograph. ª Reuters/Corbis.—Millay, Edna St.
Vincent, photograph. The Library of Congress.—
Milosevic, Slobodan, photograph. ª Bas Czerwinski/
Pool/Reuters/Corbis.—More than 150 children in
Trafalgar Square protest teacher dismissal, photograph.
ª Hulton-Deutsch Collection/Corbis.—Mornod,
Jan, photograph. ª Sophie Elbaz/Sygma/Corbis.—
Mourners surround the coffin of black leader Steve
Biko, photograph. AP Images.—Muslim women
demonstrate against the French proposal to bar
Muslim women from wearing headscarves, photograph.
Photo by Pascal Le Segretain/Getty Images.—National
Guardsmen called out to quell race riots in Chicago,
photograph. Photo by Jun Fujita/Getty Images.—New
York City sweat shop full of female workers, interior.
ª Bettmann/Corbis.—Osburn, C Dixon, photograph.
AP Images.—Palestinian Peoples Party activist burn
an effigy, photograph. AP Images.—Pamuk, Orhan,
photograph by Sophie Bassouls. ª Corbis.—Parks,
Rosa (riding in front of bus), photograph. ª Bettmann/
Corbis.—Parks, Rosa, being fingerprinted by police
officer, Montgomery, Alabama, photograph. AP
Images.—Paul, Alice, photograph. ª Bettmann/
Corbis.—Pax Sovietica Polish Solidarity Movement
Poster, photograph. ª Stapleton Collection/
Corbis.—People marching in Melbourne, Australia,
carrying wreaths in the form of the female symbol,
photograph. ª Nik Wheeler/Corbis.—People stand
beside a portrait of late comfort woman Kim Hak-
Sun, photograph. Toru Yamanaka/AFP/Getty
Images.

People supporting NATO military operations in
the Balkans demonstrate, photograph. Hector Mata/
AFP/Getty Images.—Perm 35, the last Russian gulag,
prisoners outside in a fenced yard, photograph. ª P.
Perrin/Corbis Sygma.—Photo of a traditional 1950s
family meal, photograph. Photo by George Marx/
Retrofile/Getty Images.—Police use tear gas and a
water cannon to disperse a demonstration by some
1650 priests, nuns and pacifists protesting against the
use of torture by Chile’s Secret Police force, photo-
graph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—Portrait of American
abolitionist and writer Frederick Douglass, photograph.
ª Bettmann/Corbis.—Portrait of John Quincy Adams,
photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—Poster depicts a
mother and baby during China’s ‘‘one-child family’’
policy to encourage small families and prevent over-
population, photograph. ª Owen Franken/Corbis.—
Poster for D.W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation, illustra-
tion. The Library of Congress.—President Kennedy,
handing out pens during ceremony at which he signed
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bill to assure women of paychecks equal to those of men
doing the same work, photograph. ª Bettmann/
Corbis.—Protesters in central London burn a mock-up
of an identity card of Prime Minister Tony Blair, photo-
graph. AP Images.—Protesters on the Berlin Wall near
the Brandenburg Gate, photograph. ª Robert Maass/
Corbis.—Protestors look on as a man pulls up his shirt
to show the camera scars on his back he received from
torture at the hands of General Augusto Pinochet’s
Chilean government, Santiago, Chile, circa 1983,
photograph. ª Greg Smith/Corbis.—Qualls, David
and Jules Lobel, photograph. AP Images.—Refugees
fleeing from Rwanda’s civil war pass corpses lying by
the side of a road, photograph. ª David Turnley/
Corbis.—Remains of a Gulag prison camp, photograph.
ª Staffan Widstrand/Corbis.—Roman Catholic mis-
sion school, photograph. Photo by Art Rickerby/Time
Life Pictures/Getty Images.—Roosevelt, Eleanor,
photograph. Photo by Jean Manzon/Stringer/Time
Life Pictures/Getty Images.—Russian guard searching
prisoner, photograph. ª David Turnley/Corbis.—
Saadawi, Nawal with her husband Sherif Hetata, photo-
graph. ª Reuters/Corbis.—Sanitation workers strike,
Memphis, Tennessee, 1968, photograph. ª Bettmann/
Corbis.

Saro-Wiwa, Ken, photograph. Reuters/Archive
Photos, Inc.—Scene from D. W. Griffiths 1914
movie Birth of a Nation, photograph. AP Images.—
Shahzaidi, Nayyar, photograph. ª Lynsey Addario/
Corbis.—Shaw, Herman, photograph. AP Images.—
Sitting Bull with his family, Fort Randall, 1852, photo-
graph. The Granger Collection, New York.—Skulls
are seen in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, photograph. AP
Images.—Slaves in chains on the island of Zanzibar,
off the cost of east Africa, in the nineteenth century;
nine black men and boys are standing in a street,
wearing metal collars connected to each other by
chains, photograph. ª Bojan Brecelj/Corbis.—
Solzhenitsyn, Alexander, photograph. ª Bettmann/
Corbis.—Somalians load the bodies of people who
died from living in a famine-stricken village, photo-
graph. ª David Turnley/Corbis.—St. Patrick’s
Cathedral at Fifth Avenue between 50th and 51st
streets, New York City, circa 1880, photograph. ª
Corbis.—Supporters of woman’s liberation hold
banners and stand in front of a sea wall at the Statue
of Liberty, photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—
Teacher directs a special education class for disabled
children, photograph. ª Richard Nowitz/Corbis.—
Ten inmates freed from Illinois death row, photo-
graph. AP Images.—The bodies of people killed
by street violence in Bogotá, Colombia, photograph.
Photo by Piero Pomponi/Getty Images.—‘‘The Crisis,

A Record of the Darker Races,’’ edited by W.E.B.
DuBois, cover for November 1910, print.—The four-
teenth Dalai Lama as a young boy, photograph. ª
Bettmann/Corbis.—The inside of a Manhattan ferry
boat is jammed with commuters on May 11, 1953,
photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—The main entrance
to Wormwood Scrubs prison in London, photograph.
Photo by F. Brooks/Fox Photos/Getty Images.—The
title page of a report titled ‘‘Negro Slavery, No Evil
or The North and the South’’ published in 1854,
photograph. ª Corbis.—The Wormwood Scrubs
prison in London, photograph. Photo by Dennis
Oulds/Central Press/Getty Images.—Third grade stu-
dent, Adela, right, talks with fifth grader Sanita, photo-
graph. AP Images.—Three Chinese women employed
at a Reebok factory in Zongshan, China, 1996. They
are wearing face masks and are brushing glue onto
sports shoes, photograph. ª Michael S Yamashita/
Corbis.

Three demonstrators join hands to build strength
against the force of water sprayed by riot police in
Birmingham, Alabama, during a protest of segregation
practices, photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—Three
police officers in camouflage uniforms dragging an
anti-apartheid protestor at a demonstration, photo-
graph. ª William Campbell/Sygma/Corbis.—Travelers
wait in line to be screened by security personnel at
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, photo-
graph. AP Images.—Trnopolje Detention Camp,
(starving Muslim), 1992, Banjaluka, Bosnia-
Herzegovina, photograph. AP Images.—Two white
employees of a downtown cafe in Nashville,
Tennessee, form a human barricade, photograph.
AP Images.—Undated composite picture shows peo-
ple tortured in Iraqi prisons, photograph. ª
Association of Muslim Scholars in Iraq/Handout/
Reuters/Corbis.—Undated photo of a Soviet prison
labor site, photograph. AP Images.—Unidentified
pathologist and archaeologist examine human
remains found in a mass grave near Samawa in the
Muthanna Province, photograph. AP Images.—
Victims of the Triangle Shirtwaist Company Fire,
photograph. ª Bettmann/Corbis.—Villagers grieve
over the bodies of family members massacred at
Vermachak village in Jehanabad district of central
Bihar, India in this December 18, 2000 photo, photo-
graph. AP Images.—Washington D.C.’s Black commu-
nity celebrating the passage of the Thirteenth
Amendment, photograph. Photo by MPI/Stringer/
Getty Images.—Wiesel, Elie (with fellow inmates,
Buchenwald, Germany), photograph. National Archives
and Records Administration.—Workers at a Ford plant
in River Rouge, Michigan voting, photograph. Photo by
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MPI/Getty Images.—Yersin, Isabelle, an MSF (Doctors
Without Boarders) medic, helps a potential cholera-vic-
tim, Domingo Mucato- busi, photograph. ª Corbis.—
Young children weave carpets at a Katmandu factory,
photograph. ª Alison Wright/Corbis.—Young prosti-
tutes stand on a dusty street in the gold mining town of
Curionopolis, Brazil, photograph. ª Stephanie Maze/
Corbis.—Young women in front of a primary school in
Acarlar, photograph. AP Images.

Copyrighted excerpts in Human and Civil Rights:
Essential Primary Sources were reproduced from the
following websites or other sources:

‘‘3068 (XXVIII) International Convention on the
Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of
Apartheid,’’ in Resolutions Adopted on the Reports of the
Third Committee, United Nations, November 30,
1973. Copyright ª 1973 United Nations. The
United Nations is the author of the original material.
Reproduced by permission.—‘‘Act for the relief of the
parents of Theresa Marie Schiavo,’’ Findlaw, March
20, 2005. Copyright ª 2005 Findlaw, a Thomson
business. This Column Originally appeared On
Findlaw.com. Reproduced by permission.—Amnesty
International Canada, October 4, 2004, for ‘‘Canada:
Stolen Sisters: A Human Rights Response to
Discrimination and Violence Against Indigenous
Women in Canada,’’ Indigenous Peoples, AI Index:
AMR 20/003/2004, Available at http://web.amnesty.
org/library/index/engamr200032004. ª 2004 Amnesty
International Publications, 1 Easton Street, London
WC1X ODW, United Kingdom, http://www.
amnesty.org. Reproduced by permission.—CBS News
Online Staff, ‘‘Chirac Calls for Ban on Headscarves,’’
CBC.CA News, December 17, 2003. Copyright ª 2004
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. All rights
reserved. Reproduced by permission.

‘‘Commission on Human Rights,’’ Documents E/56/
Rev. 1 and Document E/84, Paragraph 4, Both as Amended
by the Council, United Nations, June 21, 1946.
Copyright ª United Nations. The United Nations is
the author of the original material. Reproduced by
permission.—‘‘EU Policy on the Death Penalty
(11249/03 Presse 204) P 83/03,’’ European Union, The
Council, Brussels, July 14, 2003. Reproduced by permis-
sion.—‘‘Framework Convention for the Protection of
National Minorities,’’ H(1995)010, Council of Europe,
Strasbourg, February, 1995. Copyright ª Council of
Europe 1995. Reproduced by permission.—Joelle
Tanguy, ‘‘Responding to Complex Humanitarian
Crises and Massive Abuses of Human Rights:
Reflections On the Legal, Political and Humanitarian
Framework,’’ Speeches & Open Letters, September 16,

1998. Reproduced by permission of the author.—
Larry Siems, ‘‘PEN Protests Charges Against Turkish
Author Orhan Pamuk,’’ Press Release, www.pen.org,
September 2, 2005. Copyright ª Pen American Center.
All rights reserved. Reproduced by permission.—
‘‘Milosevic case Information Sheet (IT-02-54) ‘Bosnia
and Herzegovina.’’’ United Nations, April 5, 2005. The
United Nations is the author of the original material.
Reproduced by permission.—Paul D. Amato, ‘‘Benetton
Produces, ‘We, On Death Row,’’’ www.nodeathpenalty.
org, February, 2000. Reproduced by permission.—
‘‘Preamble and Recommendation,’’ Resolution on the
Prohibition of Access of Women to Health Care and the
Prohibition of Practice by Female Doctors in
Afghanistan (1997), World Medical Association, 49th
WMA General Assembly, November, 1997. Copyright
ª World Medical Association. Reproduced by
permission.

‘‘Question Of Detainees in US Naval Base in
Guantanamo,’’ E/CN.4/2005/L.94, United Nations,
Commission on Human Rights, Sixty-First Session, April
14, 2005. Copyright ª United Nations. The United
Nations is the author of the original material.
Reproduced by permission.—‘‘Resolution 242,’’ in
United Nations 1382nd Meeting, November 22, 1967.
Copyright ª United Nations. The United Nations is
the author of the original material. Reproduced by
permission.—Rigoberta Menchu Tum, ‘‘Acceptance
and Nobel Lecture (translation),’’ December 10,
1992. The Nobel Prize.org, 1992. Copyright ª The
Nobel Foundation 1992. Reproduced by permis-
sion.—‘‘Saudi Arabia, Information Transmitted to
the Government and Replies Received,’’ E/CN.4/
1996/35Add.1, United Nations, January 16, 1996.
Copyright ª United Nations. The United Nations is
the author of the original material. Reproduced by per-
mission.—The Guardian, October 25, 2005. Copyright
ª Guardian Unlimited and Guardian Newspapers
Limited, 2005. Reproduced by permission of Guardian
News Service, LTD.—‘‘The Menace that wasn’t,’’
Economist.com, November 11, 2004. Copyright ª 2005
The Economist Newspaper and The Economist Group.
All rights reserved. Further reproduction prohibited.
www.economist.com—‘‘UN Report on Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment,’’ E/CN.4/1996/35, United Nations,
January 9, 1996. Copyright ª 1996 United Nations.
The United Nations is the author of the original
material. Reproduced by permission.—‘‘Universal
Declaration of Human Rights,’’ in General Assembly of
the United Nations, Resolution 217 A (III), December 10,
1948. Copyright ª 1948 United Nations. The United
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Nations is the author of the original material.
Reproduced by permission.—Valli Ollendorff, ‘‘Fate
Did Not Let Me Go (letter),’’ www.fatedidnotletmego.org.
August 24, 1942. Copyright ª Ollendorff Center for
Religious and Human Understanding. All Rights

Reserved. Reproduced by permission.—World Medical
Association, ‘‘World Medical Association Declaration of
Helsinki Ethical Principles for Medical Research
Involving Human Subjects,’’ WMA General Assembly
Policy, June, 1964. Reproduced by permission.
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About the Set

Essential Primary Source titles are part of a ten-volume
set of books in the Social Issues Primary Sources
Collection designed to provide primary source docu-
ments on leading social issues of the nineteenth, twen-
tieth, and twenty-first centuries. International in scope,
each volume is devoted to one topic and contains
approximately 150 to 175 documents that will include
and discuss speeches, legislation, magazine and news-
paper articles, memoirs, letters, interviews, novels,
essays, songs, and works of art essential to understand-
ing the complexity of the topic.

Each entry will include standard subheads: key facts
about the author; an introduction placing the piece in

context; the full or excerpted document; a discussion of
the significance of the document and related event; and

a listing of further resources (books, periodicals, Web
sites, and audio and visual media).

Each volume will contain a topic-specific intro-
duction, topic-specific chronology of major events, an

index especially prepared to coordinate with the
volume topic, and approximately 150 images.

Volumes are intended to be sold individually or as
a set.

THE ESSENTIAL PRIMARY SOURCE SERIES

� Terrorism: Essential Primary Sources
� Medicine, Health, and Bioethics: Essential Primary

Sources
� Environmental Issues: Essential Primary Sources
� Crime and Punishment: Essential Primary Sources
� Gender Issues and Sexuality: Essential Primary

Sources
� Human and Civil Rights: Essential Primary Sources
� Government, Politics, and Protest: Essential Primary

Sources
� Social Policy: Essential Primary Sources
� Immigration and Multiculturalism: Essential

Primary Sources
� Family in Society: Essential Primary Sources
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Introduction

Human and Civil Rights: Essential Primary Sources provides
insight into over two centuries of struggle for human
and civil rights and the issues that struggle engenders.

Human rights are universal guarantees of security of
person and freedom of conscience for all individuals
regardless of nationality, ethnicity, race, religion, or gen-
der. The preamble of the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 states: ‘‘ . . . recog-
nition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and
inalienable rights of all members of the human family
is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the
world . . . disregard and contempt for human rights have
resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the con-
science of mankind, and the advent of a world in which
human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief
and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as
the highest aspiration of the common people . . .’’

The resources in Human and Civil Rights: Essential
Primary Sources provide evidence to support the asser-
tions of the U.N. Declaration and in doing so repre-
sent rights as natural rights (e.g. those of life, liberty,
pursuit of property) and as expressions of the highest
democratic ideals of equality, justice, and political and
religious liberty. The resources also provide insight
into emerging concepts of rights as related to security
and privacy in times of both war and peace.

Universal rights should, by definition, embrace
all of humanity and transcend borders and political
systems. Alas, they are often subverted or repressed
by culture or governments. Accordingly, the pri-
mary sources contained in Human and Civil Rights:
Essential Primary Sources provide a global perspec-
tive regarding both success and failure in human
and civil rights movements. Although it is beyond
the scope of this collection to cover all rights
issues, and all facets of those issues, Human and
Civil Rights: Essential Primary Sources provides a
wide-ranging and readable collection of sources
designed to stimulate interest and critical thinking,
and to highlight the complexity of rights related
issues.

The editors sincerely hope that this book helps to
foster respect for both the human and civil rights that
advance civilization and that ennoble humankind.
Moreover, the editors intend that readers gain from
the sources and commentary offered an appreciation
that the struggle for human and civil rights is an unfin-
ished work in progress.

K. Lee Lerner, Brenda Wilmoth Lerner, &
Adrienne Wilmoth Lerner, editors

Paris, France and London, U.K.
June, 2006
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About the Entry

The primary source is the centerpiece and main focus
of each entry in Human and Civil Rights: Essential
Primary Sources. In keeping with the philosophy that

much of the benefit from using primary sources derives
from the reader’s own process of inquiry, the contex-
tual material surrounding each entry provides access

and ease of use, as well as giving the reader a spring-
board for delving into the primary source. Rubrics
identify each section and enable the reader to navigate

entries with ease.

ENTRY STRUCTURE

� Primary Source/Entry Title, Subtitle, Primary
Source Type

� Key Facts—essential information about the primary
source, including creator, date, source citation,
and notes about the creator.

� Introduction—historical background and contri-
buting factors for the primary source.

� Primary Source—in text, text facsimile, or image
format; full or excerpted.

� Significance—importance and impact of the pri-
mary source related events.

� Further Resources—books, periodicals, websites,
and audio and visual material.

NAVIGATING AN ENTRY

Entry elements are numbered and reproduced here,
with an explanation of the data contained in these ele-
ments explained immediately thereafter according to the

corresponding numeral.

Primary Source/Entry Title, Subtitle, Primary Source Type

[ 1 ] Secretary of State’s Morning
Summary for June 5 and 6,
1989

[ 2 ] For June 5 and 6, 1989

[ 3 ] Government record

[ 1 ] Primary Source/Entry Title: The entry title is usually
the primary source title. In some cases where long
titles must be shortened, or more generalized topic
titles are needed for clarity primary source titles are
generally depicted as subtitles. Entry titles appear as
catchwords at the top outer margin of each page.

[ 2 ] Subtitle: Some entries contain subtitles.

[ 3 ] Primary Source Type: The type of primary source
is listed just below the title. When assigning source
types, great weight was given to how the author of the
primary source categorized the source.

Key Facts

[ 4 ] Author: James A. Baker, III

[ 5 ] Date: June 5–6, 1989

[ 6 ] Source: Baker, James. ‘‘Secretary of State’s
Morning Summary for June, 1989’’ and ‘‘Secretary of
State’s Morning Summary for June 6, 1989.’’
Department of State. Washington, D.C., 1989.

[ 7 ] About the Author: Texan-born James A. Baker III
served as Secretary of State from January 1989 to
August 1992 under President George H.W. Bush.
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Baker now serves as Chair of the James A. Baker III
Institute of Public Policy at Rice University in Houston,
Texas.

[ 4 ] Author, Artist, or Organization: The name of the author,
artist, or organization responsible for the creation of the
primary source begins the Key Facts section.

[ 5 ] Date of Origin: The date of origin of the primary
source appears in this field, and may differ from the date
of publication in the source citation below it; for example,
speeches are often delivered before they are published.

[ 6 ] Source Citation: The source citation is a full biblio-
graphic citation, giving original publication data as
well as reprint and/or online availability.

[ 7 ] About the Author: A brief bio of the author or origi-
nator of the primary source gives birth and death dates
and a quick overview of the person’s work. This rubric
has been customized in some cases. If the primary
source is a written document, the term ‘‘author’’
appears; however, if the primary source is a work of
art, the term ‘‘artist’’ is used, showing the person’s
direct relationship to the primary source. For primary
sources created by a group, ‘‘organization’’ may have
been used instead of ‘‘author.’’ Other terms may also be
used to describe the creator or originator of the pri-
mary source. If an author is anonymous or unknown, a
brief ‘‘About the Publication’’ sketch may appear.

Introduction Essay

[ 8 ] INTRODUCTION

In June 1989, the world watched as the China’s
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) forcibly removed thou-
sands of demonstrators from Tiananmen Square in
Beijing. The circumstances which led to the unprece-
dented suppression of the protests in June of 1989 actu-
ally began in 1985 and 1986. During this time, students
and workers began to demonstrate in support of broad
democratic reforms in China. These protests originated
on university campuses as students opposed the presence
of the PLA in the schools. In addition, protesters
demonstrated against nuclear testing that occurred in
the Xinjiang province. The movement became a pro-
democracy demonstration and adopted slogans of ‘‘Law,
not authoritarianism’’ and ‘‘Long live democracy.’’ As
these demonstrations escalated to nationwide protests,
members of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) sup-
ported a harsh government response. However, party
chairman Hu Yaobang was sympathetic to the reformers
and refused to respond with military force. As a result, in
1987, he lost his position as party chairman.

On April 15, 1989, Hu Yaobang died. People began
to gather in Tiananmen Square in his remembrance and

in support for his political stand. On April 26, however,
an editorial appeared in the People’s Daily newspaper
discrediting the gathering of Hu Yaobang’s suppor-
ters. As a result, the mood shifted from an expression of
grief to a political stand for democratic reforms.
According to Chinese government figures, the demon-
strations that began in Tiananmen Square began to
spread to twenty-nine provinces and eighty-four cities.
On May 13, students began a hunger strike and by May
17, approximately one million demonstrators had con-
verged on Tiananmen Square. Many of these protes-
ters were students. However, unlike demonstrations in
the past, this gathering became a cross-class protest
that included students, urban workers, party and gov-
ernment employees, and others. In all, over seven
hundred organizations participated.

On May 20, the party leadership, under the control
of Deng Xiaoping (1904–1997), declared martial law.
Initial attempts on the part of the PLA to dispel the
demonstrators failed. By May 30, the protesters erected
a ten-meter-high (about 33.5-feet-tall) plaster statue
called the ‘‘Goddess of Democracy.’’ The statue,
inspired partly by the Statue of Liberty, was raised to
face the portrait of China’s historical Communist Party
leader Mao Zedong (1893—1976) hanging in
Tiananmen Square. As a result, the Chinese govern-
ment began to implement a policy of forceful removal
and disbursement of the protesters. This policy began
on June 1, 1989, by removing the access of foreign
journalists to the events. The next day, convoys of
tanks and soldiers began to move into central Beijing.
By June 3, the military began to use tear gas and rubber
bullets to force the demonstrators’ eviction of the
square. The PLA’s tanks entered Tiananmen Square
by midnight on June 3, at which time many demonstra-
tors agreed to leave the square. However, the army
began to open fire on the protesters in the early morn-
ing of June 4.

In a cable written to the U.S. State Department
from the American Embassy in Beijing, approximately
10,000 troops surrounded the 3,000 remaining protes-
ters resulting in violent clashes along Changan
Boulevard, the main thoroughfare in Tiananmen
Square. The military used automatic weapons, tanks,
and armored personnel carriers to suppress the
demonstration, which until this point had been peace-
ful. According to reports, the military opened fire on
unarmed civilians, to include members of the press.
The U.S. Embassy reported that journalists for CBS
had been beaten by the PLA and their equipment,
especially cameras, had been smashed.

As is customary with all pressing situations over-
seas, the U.S. Secretary of State, then James A. Baker
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III, kept the president, then George H. W. Bush,
aware of developments through frequent updates.
The following reports, initially labeled ‘‘top secret’’
were excised of still-sensitive material and made avail-
able to the American public in 1993.

[ 8 ] Introduction: The introduction is a brief essay on
the contributing factors and historical context of the
primary source. Intended to promote understanding
and equip the reader with essential facts to understand
the context of the primary source.

To maintain ease of reference to the primary
source, spellings of names and places are used in
accord with their use in the primary source.
According names and places may have different spel-
lings in different articles. Whenever possible, alterna-
tive spellings are provided to provide clarity.

To the greatest extent possible, we have
attempted to use Arabic names instead of their
Latinized versions. Where required for clarity, we
have included Latinized names in parentheses after
the Arabic version. We could not retain some diacri-
tical marks (e.g. bars over vowels, dots under conso-
nants). Because there is no generally accepted rule or
consensus regarding the format of translated Arabic
names, we have adopted the straightforward, and we
hope sensitive, policy of using names as they are used
or cited in their region of origin.

n PRIMARY SOURCE[ 9 ]

1. China

A. After the bloodbath

Yesterday and this morning troops continued to fire
indiscriminately at citizens in the area near Tianamen
[sic] Square. Citizens tried to block streets and burned
armored vehicles and army trucks. Hundreds of mili-
tary vehicles including at least 34 tanks and numerous
armored personnel carriers have been destroyed over
the last two days, according to [unidentified source]
and press reports.

Secured a university campus where students had cap-
tured an armored personnel carrier, and issued a warn-
ing that executions of students will begin tonight,
according to [unidentified source] units are poised out-
side several other colleges, and the military said troops
will move against the campuses if resistance does not
cease. Some students have seized weapons and are
vowing to resist. Non-violent protests have occurred
in half a dozen other cities. . . .

Press have reported hat more than 1,000 soldiers and
police were killed or wounded and that some civilians

were killed. Foreign estimates range from hundreds
to as many as 2,600 civilians killed and thousands
injured. But the severity of the assault on Tianamen
Square is clear. Troops shot indiscriminately into
crowds of unarmed civilians, including women and
children, often with automatic weapons. In one case,
students attempting to parlay with troops were
gunned down. Foreign journalists report seeing fleet-
ing protesters shot in the back. Enraged protesters
burned personnel carriers and killed some security
personnel.

Secretary of State’s Morning Summary for June 6, 1989,

China: Descent into Chaos

In the western edge of the city, according to press
reports, elements of the 28th army clashed with the
27th army, which is being blamed for the worst atro-
cities against civilians during Saturday night’s attack
on Tiananmen Square. Told [unidentified source] that
Chinese troops are out of control.

That at least some of the troops still entering Beijing
are arriving without authorization and are intent upon
attacking the 27the army. An unconfirmed Hong
Kong television broadcast today reported fighting at
Nanyuan military airport, where several thousand
fresh troops may have arrived today from the
Nanjing military region.

The Nanijng commander is believed to be personally
loyal to Deng. A security guard in the great hall of the
people shot Premier Li Peng in the thigh yesterday,
according to press reports. The would-be assassin was
immediately killed by security forces. The report, from
a reliable Hong Kong newspaper, will gain wide
dissemination.

Sporadic gunfire continued in the center of Beijing
yesterday, with some civilian casualties, accord-
ing to press reports. Troops, supported by tanks,
have taken up defensive positions near the US
embassy.

Strikes and protests are spreading to other cities; mar-
tial law has been declared in Chengdu where violent
clashes between troops and demonstrators have left at
least 300 dead. According to the consulate general, on
Monday night an angry mob tried to break into the
hotel where the consulate is housed, although looting,
rather than attacks on foreigners, was believed to be
the purpose.

Unconfirmed accounts suggest that troops are poised
outside Shanghai to intervene if ordered, and the city is
paralyzed by strikes and roadblocks erected by protes-
ters. Demonstrations have also occurred in
Guanghzhou and other cities.
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Leaders and army commanders who have ordered or
conducted atrocities now feel they are fighting for
their lives. They have ringed the Zhongnanhai leader-
ship compound with armored vehicles and troops.

Convoys of limousines like mini-buses, escorted by
tanks, left Zhongnanhai Sunday night for a wartime
command center in the suburbs, according to uncon-
firmed press reports.

nnn
[ 9 ] Primary Source: The majority of primary sources
are reproduced as plain text. The primary source may
appear excerpted or in full, and may appear as text, text
facsimile (photographic reproduction of the original
text), image, or graphic display (such as a table, chart,
or graph).

The font and leading of the primary sources are
distinct from that of the context—to provide a visual
clue to the change, as well as to facilitate ease of read-
ing. As needed, the original formatting of the text is
preserved in order to more accurately represent the
original (screenplays, for example). In order to respect
the integrity of the primary sources, content some
readers may consider sensitive (for example, the use
of slang, ethnic or racial slurs, etc.) is retained when
deemed to be integral to understanding the source and
the context of its creation.

Primary source images (whether photographs,
text facsimiles, or graphic displays) are bordered with
a distinctive double rule. Most images have brief
captions.

The term ‘‘narrative break’’ appears where there is
a significant amount of elided (omitted) material with
the text provided (for example, excerpts from a work’s
first and fifth chapters, selections from a journal article
abstract and summary, or dialogue from two acts of a
play).

Significance Essay

[ 10 ] SIGNIFICANCE

The U.S. Embassy in Beijing reported that relative
calm had been restored to the region by June 8, 1989.
Human rights organizations assert that approximately
1,000–2,600 people were killed during the protests in
Tiananmen Square.

By 1991, the Chinese government had confirmed
2,578 arrests of those involved in participating and
organizing the protests. Unlike the gentle handling of
the 1985–1986 pro-democracy protests, the CCP lea-
dership enacted sweeping responses to prevent future
demonstrations from occurring. In addition to jailing
protesters, many of the demonstration’s leadership

were exiled. Policy changes also occurred. The CCP
intensified the political education of students through
programs such as an eight-week university program
that teaches party principles. Many schools adopted a
state written curriculum that focuses on China’s
achievements and the perceived excesses of the West.

[ 10 ] Significance: The significance discusses the impor-
tance and impact of the primary source and the event it
describes.

Further Resources

[ 11 ] Further Resources: A brief list of resources categor-
ized as Books, Periodicals, Web sites, and Audio and
Visual Media provides a stepping stone to further
study.

Books

Casserly, Jack. The Triumph at Tiananmen Square.
Lincoln, Neb.: ASJA Press, 2005.

Periodicals

Mason, T. David., Clements, Jonathan. ‘‘Tiananmen
Square 13 Years After: The Prospects for Civil Unrest
in China.’’ Asian Affairs: An American Review. 29 (2002):
159.

Web sites

Guardian Unlimited. ‘‘Tiananmen: Ten Years On.’’ 1999.
<http:// www.guardian.co.uk/Tiananmen/0,2759,193066,
00.html> (accessed April 30, 2006).

National Security Archive Electronic Briefing Book No.16.
‘‘Tiananmen Square, 1989.’’ <http://www.gwu.edu/
�nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB16/> (accessed April
30, 2006).

SECONDARY SOURCE CITATION FORMATS (HOW TO

CITE ARTICLES AND SOURCES)

Alternative forms of citations exist and examples of
how to cite articles from this book are provided below:

APA Style

Books: Cridge, Ann Denton. (1870). Man’s Rights, or,
How Would You Like It? Comprising Dreams.
Wellesley, Mass.: E.M.F. Denton. Excerpted in
K. Lee Lerner and Brenda Wilmoth Lerner, eds.
(2006) Human and Civil Rights: Essential Primary
Sources, Farmington Hills, Mich.: Thomson Gale.

Periodicals: Constable, Pamela. (2003, September 8).
Attacks Beset Afghan Girls’ Schools. Washington
Post. Excerpted in K. Lee Lerner and Brenda
Wilmoth Lerner, eds. (2006) Human and Civil
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Rights: Essential Primary Sources, Farmington Hills,
Mich.: Thomson Gale.

Web sites: Yale Law School; The Avalon Project. ‘‘League
of Nations. Convention to Suppress the Slave
Trade and Slavery. September 25, 1926.’’ Retrieved
May 29, 2006 from http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/
avalon/league/lea001.htm. Excerpted in K. Lee
Lerner and Brenda Wilmoth Lerner, eds. (2006)
Human and Civil Rights: Essential Primary Sources,
Farmington Hills, Mich.: Thomson Gale.

Chicago Style

Books: Cridge, Ann Denton. Man’s Rights, or, How Would
You Like It? Comprising Dreams. Wellesley, Mass.:
E.M.F. Denton, 1870. Excerpted in K. Lee Lerner
and Brenda Wilmoth Lerner, eds., Human and Civil
Rights: Essential Primary Sources, Farmington Hills,
Mich.: Thomson Gale, 2006.

Periodicals: Constable, Pamela. ‘‘Attacks Beset Afghan
Girls’ Schools.’’ Washington Post (September 8,
2003). Excerpted in K. Lee Lerner and Brenda
Wilmoth Lerner, eds., Human and Civil Rights:
Essential Primary Sources, Farmington Hills, Mich.:
Thomson Gale, 2006.

Web sites: Yale Law School; The Avalon Project. ‘‘League of
Nations. Convention to Suppress the Slave Trade
and Slavery. September 25, 1926.’’ <http://
www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/league/lea001.htm>
(accessed May 29, 2006). Excerpted in K. Lee
Lerner and Brenda Wilmoth Lerner, eds., Human
and Civil Rights: Essential Primary Sources, Farmington
Hills, Mich.: Thomson Gale, 2006.

MLA Style

Books: Cridge, Ann Denton. Man’s Rights, or, How
Would You Like It? Comprising Dreams, Wellesley,
Mass.: E.M.F. Denton, 1870. Excerpted in K. Lee
Lerner and Brenda Wilmoth Lerner, eds., Human
and Civil Rights: Essential Primary Sources, Farmington
Hills, Mich.: Thomson Gale, 2006.

Periodicals: Constable, Pamela. ‘‘Attacks Beset Afghan
Girls’ Schools.’’ Washington Post, 8 September,
2003. Excerpted in K. Lee Lerner and Brenda
Wilmoth Lerner, eds., Human and Civil Rights:
Essential Primary Sources, Farmington Hills, Mich.:
Thomson Gale, 2006.

Web sites: ‘‘League of Nations. Convention to Suppress
the Slave Trade and Slavery. September 25, 1926.’’
Yale Law School; The Avalon Project. 29 May 2006.
<http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/league/lea001.
htm>. Excerpted in K. Lee Lerner and Brenda
Wilmoth Lerner, eds., Human and Civil Rights:
Essential Primary Sources, Farmington Hills, Mich.:
Thomson Gale, 2006.

Turabian Style

Books: Cridge, Ann Denton. Man’s Rights, or, How
Would You Like It? Comprising Dreams (Wellesley,
Mass.: E.M.F. Denton, 1870). Excerpted in K. Lee
Lerner and Brenda Wilmoth Lerner, eds., Human
and Civil Rights: Essential Primary Sources
(Farmington Hills, Mich.: Thomson Gale, 2006).

Periodicals: Constable, Pamela. ‘‘Attacks Beset Afghan
Girls’ Schools.’’ Washington Post 8 September, 2003.
Excerpted in K. Lee Lerner and Brenda Wilmoth
Lerner, eds., Human and Civil Rights: Essential
Primary Sources (Farmington Hills, Mich.: Thomson
Gale, 2006).
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Using Primary Sources

The definition of what constitutes a primary source is
often the subject of scholarly debate and interpreta-
tion. Although primary sources come from a wide
spectrum of resources, they are united by the fact that
they individually provide insight into the historical
milieu (context and environment) during which they
were produced. Primary sources include materials
such as newspaper articles, press dispatches, autobio-
graphies, essays, letters, diaries, speeches, song lyrics,
posters, works of art—and in the twenty-first century,
web logs—that offer direct, first-hand insight or wit-
ness to events of their day.

Categories of primary sources include:

� Documents containing firsthand accounts of his-
toric events by witnesses and participants. This
category includes diary or journal entries, letters,
email, newspaper articles, interviews, memoirs,
and testimony in legal proceedings.

� Documents or works representing the official
views of both government leaders and leaders of
terrorist organizations. These include primary
sources such as policy statements, speeches, inter-
views, press releases, government reports, and
legislation.

� Works of art, including (but certainly not limited
to) photographs, poems, and songs, including
advertisements and reviews of those works that
help establish an understanding of the cultural
milieu (the cultural environment with regard to
attitudes and perceptions of events).

� Secondary sources. In some cases, secondary
sources or tertiary sources may be treated as pri-
mary sources. In some cases articles and sources
are created many years after an event. Ordinarily, a

historical retrospective published after the initial
event is not be considered a primary source. If,
however, a resource contains statement or recol-
lections of participants or witnesses to the original
event, the source may be considered primary with
regard to those statements and recollections.

ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY SOURCES

The material collected in this volume is not
intended to provide a comprehensive overview of a
topic or event. Rather, the primary sources are
intended to generate interest and lay a foundation for
further inquiry and study.

In order to properly analyze a primary source,
readers should remain skeptical and develop probing
questions about the source. As in reading a chemistry
or algebra textbook, historical documents require
readers to analyze them carefully and extract specific
information. However, readers must also read ‘‘beyond
the text’’ to garner larger clues about the social impact
of the primary source.

In addition to providing information about their
topics, primary sources may also supply a wealth of
insight into their creator’s viewpoint. For example,
when reading a news article about an outbreak of dis-
ease, consider whether the reporter’s words also indi-
cate something about his or her origin, bias (an
irrational disposition in favor of someone or some-
thing), prejudices (an irrational disposition against
someone or something), or intended audience.

Students should remember that primary sources
often contain information later proven to be false, or
contain viewpoints and terms unacceptable to future
generations. It is important to view the primary source
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within the historical and social context existing at its
creation. If for example, a newspaper article is written
within hours or days of an event, later developments
may reveal some assertions in the original article as
false or misleading.

TEST NEW CONCLUSIONS AND IDEAS

Whatever opinion or working hypothesis the
reader forms, it is critical that they then test that
hypothesis against other facts and sources related to
the incident. For example, it might be wrong to
conclude that factual mistakes are deliberate unless
evidence can be produced of a pattern and practice
of such mistakes with an intent to promote a false
idea.

The difference between sound reasoning and pre-
posterous conspiracy theories (or the birth of urban
legends) lies in the willingness to test new ideas against
other sources, rather than rest on one piece of evidence
such as a single primary source that may contain errors.
Sound reasoning requires that arguments and asser-
tions guard against argument fallacies that utilize the
following:

� false dilemmas (only two choices are given when in
fact there are three or more options)

� arguments from ignorance (argumentum ad ignor-
antiam; because something is not known to be
true, it is assumed to be false)

� possibilist fallacies (a favorite among conspiracy
theorists who attempt to demonstrate that a fac-
tual statement is true or false by establishing the
possibility of its truth or falsity. An argument

where ‘‘it could be’’ is usually followed by an
unearned ‘‘therefore, it is.’’)

� slippery slope arguments or fallacies (a series of
increasingly dramatic consequences is drawn from
an initial fact or idea)

� begging the question (the truth of the conclusion
is assumed by the premises)

� straw man arguments (the arguer mischaracterizes
an argument or theory and then attacks the merits
of their own false representations)

� appeals to pity or force (the argument attempts
to persuade people to agree by sympathy or force)

� prejudicial language (values or moral judge-
ments—good and bad—are attached to certain
arguments or facts)

� personal attacks (ad hominem; an attack on a per-
son’s character or circumstances)

� anecdotal or testimonial evidence (stories that are
unsupported by impartial or data that is not
reproducible)

� post hoc (after the fact) fallacies (because one thing
follows another, it is held to cause the other)

� the fallacy of the appeal to authority (the argument
rests upon the credentials of a person, not the
evidence)

Despite the fact that some primary sources can
contain false information or lead readers to false con-
clusions based on the ‘‘facts’’ presented, they remain an
invaluable resource regarding past events. Primary
sources allow readers and researchers to come as
close as possible to understanding the perceptions
and context of events and thus, to more fully appreciate
how and why misconceptions occur.
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Chronology

So that the events in this volume may be placed in a larger historical context, the following

is a general chronology of important historical and social events along with specific events

related to the subject of this volume.

n 1600–1799

1679: The Habeas Corpus Act is formally passed by
English Parliament.

1689: British Bill of Rights is adopted.

1772: England outlaws slavery.

1773: Boston Tea Party.

1774: First Continental Congress meets in Philadelphia.

1775: British and American forces clash at the battles of
Lexington and Concord, igniting the American
Revolution.

1775: James Watt invents the steam engine. The inven-
tion marks the start of the Industrial Revolution.

1776: Declaration of Independence asserts American
colonies’ independence from the British Empire
and proclaims that ‘‘all men are created equal.’’

1781: The thirteenth state ratifies the Articles of
Confederation, creating the United States.

1783: American Revolutionary War ends with the sign-
ing of the Treaty of Paris.

1785: The Daily Universal Register, later known as The
Times (London), publishes its first issue.

1786: Britain establishes its first colony in Southeast
Asia, beginning an age of European colonial
expansion in Asia.

1787: The Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia
adopts the United States Constitution.

1787: The ‘‘Society for the Abolition of the Slave
Trade’’ is established in Britain.

1789: First nationwide election in the United States.

1789: Citizens of Paris storm the Bastille prison. The
event ignites the French Revolution.

1789: Declaration of the Rights of Man is issued in
France.

1790: First U.S. census is taken.

1791: The states ratify the Bill of Rights, the first ten
amendments to the United States Constitution.

1793: Louis XVI, King of France, is guillotined by
revolutionaries.

1793: ‘‘Reign of Terror’’ begins in France. Almost
40,000 people face execution.

1794: The French Republic abolishes slavery.

1796: Edward Jenner administers the first vaccination
for smallpox.

1798: Irish tenant farmers rebel against British land-
owners in the Irish Rebellion of 1798.

1798: The United States enacts the Alien and Sedition
Acts making it a federal crime to ‘‘write, publish,
or utter false or malicious statements’’ about the
United States government.

n 1800–1849

1800: World population reaches one billion.

1801: Union of Great Britain and Ireland.

1803: Napoleonic Wars begin. Napoleon’s army con-
quers much of Europe before Napoleon is defeated
at Waterloo in 1815.

1803: The United States pays France $15 million for
the Louisiana Territory extending from the
Mississippi River to the Rocky Mountains.
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1807: The importation of slaves is outlawed in the
United States, but the institution of African slav-
ery continues until 1864.

1812: The North American War of 1812 between the
United States and the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland. The war lasted until the
beginning of 1815.

1814: The Congress of Vienna redraws the map of
Europe after the defeat of Napoleon.

1819: South American colonial revolutions begin when
Columbia declares its independence from Spain
in 1819.

1820: Temperance movement begins in United States.

1822: American Colonization Society advocates the
repatriation of freed African slaves to the
Colony of Liberia.

1829: Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet (1796–1874),
Belgian statistician and astronomer, gives the
first statistical breakdown of a national census.
He correlates death with age, sex, occupation,
and economic status in the Belgian census.

1830: Indian Removal Act forces the removal of Native
Americans living in the eastern part of the United
States.

1838: More than 15,000 Cherokee Indians are forced to
march from Georgia to present-day Oklahoma on
the ‘‘Trail of Tears.’’

1838: Samuel Finley Breese Morse (1791–1872) and
Alfred Vail (1807–1859) unveil their telegraph
system.

1840: John William Draper (1811–1882), American
chemist, takes a daguerreotype portrait of his
sister, Dorothy. This is the oldest surviving
photograph of a person.

1840: Pierre-Charles-Alexandre Louis (1787–1872), French
physician, pioneers medical statistics, being the first to
systematically compile records of diseases and
treatments.

1841: Horace Greeley (1811–1872), American editor
and publisher, founds the New York Tribune,
which eventually becomes the Herald Tribune
after a merger in 1924.

1842: The first shipment of milk by rail in the United
States is successfully accomplished.

1845: The potato famine begins in Ireland. Crop fail-
ures and high rents on tenant farms cause a three-
year famine. Millions of Irish immigrate to flee
starvation.

1846: Mexican War begins as the United States attempts
to expand its territory in the Southwest.

1847: John Collins Warren (1778–1856), American sur-
geon, introduces ether anesthesia for general sur-
gery. It is soon taken up worldwide as an essential
part of surgery.

1847: Richard March Hoe (1812–1886), American inven-
tor and manufacturer, patents what proves to be the
first successful rotary printing press. He discards
the old flatbed press and places the type on a revol-
ving cylinder. This revolutionary system is first
used by the Philadelphia Public Ledger this same
year, and it produces 8,000 sheets per hour printed
on one side.

1848: Karl Marx publishes The Communist Manifesto.

1848: Delegates at the Seneca Falls Convention on
Woman Rights advocate equal property and vot-
ing rights for women.

1848: Series of political conflicts and violent revolts
erupt in several European nations. The conflicts
are collectively known as the Revolution of 1848.

1848: A group of six New York newspapers form an
association or news agency to share telegraph
costs. It is later called the Associated Press.

1848: The first large-scale department store opens in
the United States. The Marble Dry Goods Palace
in New York occupies an entire city block.

1849: John Snow (1813–1858), English physician, first
states the theory that cholera is a water-borne
disease and that it is usually contracted by drink-
ing. During a cholera epidemic in London in 1854,
Snow breaks the handle of the Broad Street Pump,
thereby shutting down what he considered to be
the main public source of the epidemic.

n 1850–1899

1852: Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin
is published. It becomes one of the most influen-
tial works to stir anti-slavery sentiments.

1854: Crimean War begins between Russia and allied
forces of Great Britain, Sardinia, France, and the
Ottoman Empire.

1854: Violent conflicts erupt between pro-and anti-slav-
ery settlers in Kansas Territory. The ‘‘Bleeding
Kansas’’ violence lasts five years.

1854: Florence Nightingale (1823–1910), English nurse,
takes charge of a barracks hospital when the
Crimean War breaks out. Through dedication
and hard work, she goes on to create a female
nursing service and a nursing school at St.
Thomas’ Hospital (1860). Her compassion and
common sense approach to nursing set new
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standards and create a new era in the history of the
sick and wounded.

1854: Cyrus West Field (1819–1892), American finan-
cier, forms the New York, Newfoundland and
London telegraph Company and proposes to lay
a transatlantic telegraph cable.

1856: Illustrated London News becomes the first period-
ical to include regular color plates.

1857: Supreme Court of the United States decision in
Dred Scott v. Sanford holds that slaves are not
citizens and that Congress cannot prohibit slav-
ery in the individual states.

1857: The Indian Mutiny revolt against British colonial
rule in India begins.

1859: Charles Robert Darwin (1809–1882), English nat-
uralist, publishes his landmark work On the Origin
of Species by Means of Natural Selection. This classic
of science establishes the mechanism of natural
selection of favorable, inherited traits or variations
as the mechanism of his theory of evolution.

1860: The United States Congress institutes the U.S.
Government Printing Office in Washington, D. C.

1861: The Civil War begins in the United States.

1861: The popular press begins in England with the
publication of the Daily Telegraph.

1864: U.S. President Abraham Lincoln issues the
Emancipation Proclamation, freeing the slaves
in Union-occupied lands.

1865: The Civil War ends with the surrender of the
secession states. The United States is reunified.

1865: President Lincoln is assassinated by John Wilkes
Booth.

1865: The Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to
the United States Constitution are ratified. The
Thirteenth Amendment outlaws slavery; the
Fourteenth Amendment all persons born or natur-
alized in the United States as United States citizens
and extends equal protection under the law.

1867: Britain grants Canada home rule.

1869: The first transcontinental railroad across the
United States is completed.

1870: The Franco-Prussian War (1870–1871) begins.

1871: The era of New Imperialism, or ‘‘empire for
empire’s sake,’’ starts a multinational competition
for colonies in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East.

1876: Alexander Bell files for a patent for the telephone.

1876: The American Library Association is founded
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania by American librarian,

Melvil Dewey (1851–1931), the founder of the dec-
imal system of library classification.

1877: Reconstruction, the period of rebuilding and
reunification following the U.S. Civil War, ends.

1884: International conference is held at Washington,
D.C., at which Greenwich, England, is chosen as
the common prime meridian for the entire world.

1885: Karl Benz invents an automobile in Germany.

1885: Louis Pasteur (1822–1895), French chemist, inocu-
lates a boy, Joseph Meister, against rabies. He had
been bitten by a mad dog and the treatment saves
his life. This is the first case of Pasteur’s use of an
attenuated germ on a human being.

1886: Richard von Krafft-Ebing (1840–1902), German
neurologist, publishes his landmark case history
study of sexual abnormalities, Psychopathia Sexualis,
and helps found the scientific consideration of
human sexuality.

1890: The United States Census Bureau announces that
the American frontier is closed.

1890: Herman Hollerith (1860–1929), American inven-
tor, puts his electric sorting and tabulating
machines to work on the United States Census.
He wins this contract after a trial ‘‘run-off’’ with
two other rival systems and his system performs in
one year what would have taken eight years of
hand tabulating. This marks the beginning of
modern data processing.

1892: Ellis Island becomes chief immigration station of
the eastern United States.

1893: Panic of 1893 triggers a three-year economic
depression in the United States.

1893: Sigmund Freud (1856–1939), Austrian psychia-
trist, describes paralysis originating from purely
mental conditions and distinguishes it from that
of organic origin.

1894: Thomas Alva Edison (1847–1931), American inven-
tor, first displays his peep-show Kinetoscopes in
New York. These demonstrations serve to stimulate
research on the screen projection of motion pictures
as well as entertain.

1896: Landmark Supreme Court of the United States
decision, Plessy v. Ferguson, upholds racial segre-
gation laws.

1897: Havelock Ellis (1859–1939), English physician,
publishes the first of his seven-volume work
Studies in the Psychology of Sex. This contributes
to the more open discussion of human sexuality
and supports sex education.
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1898: USS Maine sinks in harbor in Havana, Cuba;
Spanish-American War begins.

n 1900–1949

1901: Guglielmo Marconi (1874–1937), Italian electri-
cal engineer, successfully sends a radio signal
from England to Newfoundland. This is the first
transatlantic telegraphic radio transmission and
as such, is considered by most as the day radio is
invented.

1903: Wright brothers make first successful flight of
a controlled, powered airplane that is heavier
than air.

1903: The Great Train Robbery, the first modern movie,
debuts.

1904: Russo-Japanese War (1904–1905): Japan gains
territory on the Asian mainland and becomes a
world power.

1905: Albert Einstein (1879–1955), German-Swiss-
American physicist, submits his first paper on
the special theory of relativity titled ‘‘Zur
Elektrodynamik bewegter Korpen.’’ It states that
the speed of light is constant for all conditions and
that time is relative or passes at different rates for
objects in constant relative motion. This is a fun-
damentally new and revolutionary way to look
at the universe and it soon replaces the old
Newtonian system.

1908: A. A. Campbell-Swinton of England first suggests
the use of a cathode ray tube as both the transmitter
(camera) and receiver. This is the first description of
the modern, all-electronic television system.

1914: Assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of
Austria-Hungary and his wife Sophie; World
War I begins.

1914: Panama Canal is completed.

1914: The beginning of the massacre of 1.5 million
Armenians by the Turkish government, later
known as the Armenian Genocide.

1915: German U-boats sink the British passenger stea-
mer RMS Lusitania.

1916: Easter Rising in Ireland begins fight for Irish
independence.

1917: The United States enters World War I, declaring
war on Germany.

1917: The Russian Revolution begins as Bolsheviks
overthrow the Russian monarchy.

1918: World War I ends.

1918: The Great Flu; nearly twenty million perish dur-
ing the two-year pandemic.

1918: The Red Terror in Russia: Thousands of political
dissidents are tried and imprisoned; Five million
die of famine as Communists collectivize agricul-
ture and transform the Soviet economy.

1919: The ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment
to the United States constitution gives women the
right to vote.

1919: Mahatma Gandhi initiates satyagraha (truth force)
campaigns, beginning his nonviolent resistance
movement against British rule in India.

1920: Red Scare (1920–1922) in the United States leads
to the arrest, trial, and imprisonment of suspected
communist, socialist, and anarchist ‘‘radicals.’’

1920: KDKA, a Pittsburgh Westinghouse station, trans-
mits the first commercial radio broadcast.

1922: Twenty-six of Ireland’s counties gain indepen-
dence; the remaining six become Northern
Ireland and remain under British rule.

1922: Mussolini forms Fascist government in Italy.

1925: Geneva Protocol, signed by sixteen nations, out-
laws the use of poisonous gas as an agent of
warfare.

1925: The Scopes Monkey Trial (July 10-25) in Tennessee
debates the state’s ban on the teaching of
evolution.

1927: Charles Lindbergh makes the first solo nonstop
transatlantic flight.

1928: Alexander Fleming discovers penicillin.

1929: Black Tuesday. The United States stock market
crashes, beginning the Great Depression.

1930: Rubber condoms made of a thin latex are
introduced.

1932: Hattie Wyatt Caraway of Arkansas is the first
woman elected to the United States Senate.

1932: The Nazi party capture 230 seats in the German
Reichstag during national elections.

1932: RCA (Radio Corporation of America) makes
experimental television broadcasts from the
Empire State Building in New York.

1933: Adolf Hitler named German chancellor.

1933: President Franklin D. Roosevelt announces the
New Deal, a plan to revitalize the United States
economy and provide relief during the Great
Depression. The United States unemployment
rate reaches twenty-five percent.

1933: U.S. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt (1882–
1945) makes the first of his ‘‘fireside chats’’ to the
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American people. He is the first national leader to
use the radio medium comfortably and regularly to
explain his programs and to garner popular support.

1935: Germany’s Nuremburg Laws codify discrimina-
tion and denaturalization of the nation’s Jews.

1938: Anti-Jewish riots across Germany. The destruc-
tion and looting of Jewish-owned businesses is
know as Kristalnacht, ‘‘Night of the Broken
Glass.’’

1938: Hitler marches into Austria; political and geogra-
phical union of Germany and Austria proclaimed.
Munich Pact —Britain, France, and Italy agree to
let Germany partition Czechoslovakia.

1939: The United States declares its neutrality in
World War II.

1939: Germany invades Poland. Britain, France, and
Russia go to war against Germany.

1939: The Holocaust (Shoah) begins in German-occu-
pied Europe. Jews are removed from their homes
and relocated to ghettos or concentration camps.
The Einsatzgruppen, or mobile killing squads,
begin the execution of one million Jews, Poles,
Russians, Gypsies, and others.

1939: Television debuts to the public at the World’s
Fair.

1941: The United States Naval base at Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii is bombed by Japanese Air Force. Soon
after, the United States enters World War II,
declaring war on Germany and Japan.

1941: The first Nazi death camp, Chelmno, opens.
Victims, mainly Jews, are executed by carbon mon-
oxide poisoning in specially designed killing vans.

1942: Executive Order 9066 orders the internment of
Japanese immigrants and Japanese-American citi-
zens for the duration of World War II.

1942: Enrico Fermi (1901–1954), Italian-American phy-
sicist, heads a Manhattan Project team at the
University of Chicago that produces the first con-
trolled chain reaction in an atomic pile of uranium
and graphite. With this first self-sustaining chain
reaction, the atomic age begins.

1943: Penicillin is first used on a large scale by the
United States Army in the North African cam-
paigns. Data obtained from these studies show
that early expectations for the new drug are cor-
rect, and the groundwork is laid for the massive
introduction of penicillin into civilian medical
practice after the war.

1945: Auschwitz death camp is liberated by allied
forces.

1945: World War II and the Holocaust end in Europe.

1945: Trials of Nazi War criminals begin in Nuremberg,
Germany.

1945: United Nations is established.

1945: Displaced Persons (DP) camps established
throughout Europe to aid Holocaust survivors.
In the three years following the end of World
War II, many DPs immigrate to Israel and the
United States.

1945: United States destroys the Japanese city of
Hiroshima with a nuclear fission bomb based on
uranium-235. Three days later, a plutonium-
based bomb destroys the city of Nagasaki. Japan
surrenders on August 14 and World War II ends.
This is the first use of nuclear power as a weapon.

1948: Gandhi assassinated in New Delhi.

1948: The Soviet Union blockades Berlin. The United
States and Great Britain begin airlift of fuel, food
and necessities to West Berlin. The event, the
first conflict of the Cold War, became known as
the Berlin Airlift (June 26-Sept 30, 1949).

1948: United Nations issues the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.

1948: Israel is established as an independent nation.

1948: American zoologist and student of sexual beha-
vior, Alfred C. Kinsey (1894–1956) first publishes
his Sexual Behavior in the Human Male.

1949: South Africa codifies apartheid.

1949: The Soviet Union tests their first atomic device.

n 1950–1999

1950: President Truman commits U.S. troops to aid
anti-Communist forces on the Korean Peninsula.
The Korean War lasts from 1950–1953.

1951: First successful oral contraceptive drug is intro-
duced. Gregory Pincus (1903–1967), American
biologist, discovers a synthetic hormone that ren-
ders a woman infertile without altering her capa-
city for sexual pleasure. It soon is marketed in pill
form and effects a social revolution with its ability
to divorce the sex act from the consequences of
impregnation.

1952: First hydrogen bomb is detonated by the United
States on an atoll in the Marshall Islands.

1954: Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy begins hearings of the
House Un-American Activities Committee, pub-
licly accusing military officials, politicians, media,
and others of Communist involvement.
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1954: Landmark decision of the United States Supreme
Court, Brown v. Board of Education, ends segre-
gation of schools in the United States.

1955: Emmett Till, age fourteen, is brutally murdered
for allegedly whistling at a white woman. The
event galvanizes the civil rights movement.

1955: Rosa Parks refuses to give up her seat on a Montgo-
mery, Alabama, bus to a white passenger, defying
segregation.

1955: Warsaw Pact solidifies relationship between the
Soviet Union and its communist satellite nations
in Eastern Europe.

1957: President Eisenhower sends federal troops to
Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas,
to enforce integration.

1957: Soviet Union launches the first satellite, Sputnik,
into space. The Space Race between the USSR
and the United States begins.

1958: Explorer I, first American satellite, is launched.

1960: African-American students in North Carolina
begin a sit-in at a segregated Woolworth’s lunch
counter; the sit-in spread throughout the South.

1961: Soviet Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin becomes first
human in space.

1961: Berlin Wall is built.

1961: Bay of Pigs Invasion: the United States sponsors
invasion to overthrow Cuba’s socialist govern-
ment but fails.

1962: Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring is published; envir-
onmental movement begins.

1962: Cuban Missile Crisis occurs.

1963: Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., delivers his ‘‘I Have
a Dream’’ speech at a civil rights march on
Washington, D.C.

1963: The United States and the Soviet Union establish a
direct telephone link called the ‘‘hot line’’ between
the White House and the Kremlin. It is intended to
permit the leaders of both countries to speak directly
and immediately to each other in times of crisis.

1964: U.S. President Lyndon Johnson announces ambi-
tious social reform programs known as the Great
Society.

1964: President Johnson signs the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

1965: March to Selma: state troopers and local police
fight a crowd of peaceful civil rights demonstra-
tors, including the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
as the group attempted to cross a bridge into the
city of Selma.

1965: First United States combat troops arrive in South
Vietnam.

1965: Voting Rights Act prohibits discriminatory vot-
ing practices in the United States.

1965: Watts Riots: Thirty-five people are killed and 883
injured in six days of riots in Los Angeles.

1966: Betty Friedan and other leaders of the feminist
movement found the National Organization for
Women (NOW).

1968: Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., is assassinated in
Memphis, Tennessee.

1968: Cesar Chavez leads a national boycott of
California table grape growers, which becomes
known as ‘‘La Causa.’’

1969: Stonewall Riots in New York City spark the gay
rights movement.

1969: The United States successfully lands a manned
mission, Apollo 11, on the moon.

1972: Arab terrorists massacre Israeli athletes at
Olympic Games in Munich, Germany.

1973: Roe v. Wade: Landmark Supreme Court decision
legalizes abortion on demand during the first
trimester of pregnancy.

1973: The American Psychiatric Association removes the
classification of homosexuality as a mental disorder.

1976: Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak invent personal
computer.

1977: International human rights advocacy group Amnesty
International awarded the Noble Peace Prize.

1978: The Camp David Accord ends a three-decade
long conflict between Israel and Egypt.

1979: Iran hostage crisis begins when Iranian students
storm the United States embassy in Teheran.
They hold sixty-six people hostage until 1981,
when the hostages are finally released after 444
days in captivity.

1980: President Carter announces that U.S. athletes will
boycott Summer Olympics in Moscow to protest
Soviet involvement in Afghanistan (Jan. 20).

1981: Urban riots breakout in several British cities,
protesting lack of opportunity for minorities and
police brutality.

1981: AIDS identified.

1986: U.S. space shuttle Challenger explodes seventy-
three seconds after liftoff.

1987: U.S. President Ronald Reagan challenges Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev to open Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union to political and
economic reform.

1989: Fall of the Berlin Wall.
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1989: Tiananmen Square protest in Beijing, China.

1989: The Internet revolution begins with the inven-
tion of the World Wide Web.

1991: The Soviet Union dissolves.

1991: Persian Gulf War (January 16-February 28):
United States leads ‘‘Operation Desert Storm’’
to push Iraqi occupying forces out of Kuwait.

1992: U.S. and Russian leaders formally declare an end
to the Cold War.

1992: L.A. Riots: The acquittal of four white police
officers charged with police brutality in the beat-
ing of black motorist Rodney King sparks days of
widespread rioting in Los Angeles.

1992: WHO (World Health Organization) predicts
that by the year 2000, thirty to forty million peo-
ple will be infected with the AIDS-causing HIV.
A Harvard University group argues that the num-
ber could reach more than 100 million.

1993: A terrorist bomb explodes in a basement parking
garage of the World Trade Center, killing six.

1994: First all-race elections in South Africa; Nelson
Mandela elected President.

1998: Gay college student Matthew Shepherd is tor-
tured and murdered.

1999: NATO forces in former Yugoslavia attempt to
end mass killings of ethnic Albanians by Serbian
forces in Kosovo.

n 2000–

2001: Terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in
New York and the Pentagon in Washington, DC
kill 2,752 people.

2001: Controversial Patriot Act passes in the United
States.

2001: United States and coalition forces begin War
on Terror by invading Afghanistan (Opera-
tion Enduring Freedom), overthrowing the
nation’s Islamist Taliban regime in December
of 2001.

2002: Slobodan Milosevic begins his war crimes trial at
the UN International Criminal Tribunal on
charges of genocide and crimes against humanity.
He is the first head of state to stand trial in an
international war-crimes court, but he dies before
the trial concludes.

2002: After United States and coalition forces depose
Islamist Taliban regime in Afghanistan, girls are
allowed to return to school and women’s rights
are partially restored in areas controlled by the
United States and coalition forces.

2003: U.S. space shuttle Columbia breaks apart upon
re-entry, killing all seven crew members.

2003: United States and coalition forces invade Iraq.

2003: The United States declares an end to major com-
bat operations in Iraq. As of June 2006, U.S.
fighting forces remain engaged in Iraq.

2003: On November 18, the Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial court rules that denying same-sex couples
marriage rights violates the state constitution,
legalizing same-sex marriages.

2004: Islamist terrorist bombing of commuter rail net-
work in Madrid, Spain.

2005: Islamist terrorist bombings in London. Bombs
simultaneously detonate on the Underground
and city buses.
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Development of Human Rights

Human rights are the basic freedoms, liberties, and
protections to which all persons are entitled. Human
rights are not specific to one government or religion.
They do not differ in times of war or peace. Human
rights are constant and inalienable rights, possessed
by all people. Ideally, governments should promote
and protect human rights through systems of law.

Today, human rights include life, liberty, and
security of person; the freedom of religion, thought,
political expression, movement, assembly, speech,
and organization; due process of law, education,
employment, health, property ownership, cultural
preservation; the right to marry and found a family;
and freedom from discrimination, unjust punish-
ment, persecution, tyranny, and oppression.

The modern concept of human rights developed
over three centuries. In the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, the concept of natural rights emerged.
Natural rights are not subject to any political, legal,
or religious system. They are inalienable rights that
humans possess from birth. The Declaration of
Independence (1776) perhaps best summarized natural
rights: ‘‘all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pur-
suit of Happiness.’’

The concept of natural rights gained popularity
during the American and French Revolutions of the
late eighteenth century. Both nations struggled to
forge new representative governments that would
best promote the natural rights of citizens. Both
nations produced contemporaneous statements of
rights—France, the Declaration of the Rights of
Man and of Citizens, and the United States the

Constitution and the Bill of Rights (both included in
this chapter).

These documents provide the foundation for
the modern concept of human rights. However, the
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of Citizens
and the Bill of Rights did not extend all natural
rights to all persons. Slavery and indentured servitude
continued in fledgling United States and neither
nation extended full rights to women or indigenous
populations.

The concept of human rights as it is now under-
stood emerged in the twentieth century after World
War II (1938–1945). Outraged by the horrors of war
and the Holocaust, the newly-formed United Nations
addressed issues such as torture, warfare against civil-
ians, the treatment of prisoners of war, and the prose-
cution of war criminals, setting forth new rules for
warfare that protected basic rights. In 1948, the mem-
ber states of the United Nations drafted the United
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Since the adoption of the declaration, the UN,
national governments, and independent organizations
have worked to advance, promote, and enforce human
rights throughout the world.

The fundamental structure of this book is based
on the rights enumerated in the United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which is
featured in three articles in this chapter. The major
principles of the declaration are the basis of interna-
tional humanitarian law. Even though the document is
non-binding, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights is the best-known and most widely translated
modern statement of human rights.
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Declaration of the Rights of
Man and of the Citizen
The Birth of the French Republic

Declaration

By: National Assembly of France

Date: August 26, 1789

Source: National Assembly of France

About the Author: The National Assembly of France
formed on June 17, 1789 when the Estates General
decided to change its name as revolutionary sentiments
spread. The Assembly is responsible for stating
France’s revolutionary principles in the Declaration
of Man and Citizen as well as writing the first French
constitution in 1791.

INTRODUCTION

The Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the
Citizen is the founding document of the French repub-
lic. A product of the 1789 French Revolution, it
reflected a radically new view of human rights.

In June 1789, King Louis XVI responded to wide-
spread anger in France by proposing a charter of rights
to the Estates General. Although he granted freedom
of the press along with some measure of equality to the
citizens, he preserved many of the feudal rights of his
nobles. The king offered far too little, far too late.
Within days, he was forced to recognize the authority
of the National Assembly. For the majority of repre-
sentatives in the Assembly, the Revolution meant a
guarantee of citizens’s rights, freedoms, and equality
before the law. On August 4, 1789, the Assembly
decreed the abolition of the feudal regime by freeing
the few remaining serfs and eliminating all special
privileges given to the nobility in matters of taxation.
It also mandated equality of opportunity in access to
official posts. Enlightenment principles were begin-
ning to become law.

On August 26, 1789, the Assembly further empha-
sized its support of the Enlightenment ideals by pass-
ing the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the
Citizen. The French were inspired to issue a document
by a draft of a bill of rights that Thomas Jefferson
offered to the Assembly. Jefferson, the principle
author of the Declaration of Independence, served as
U.S. ambassador to France in 1789. The French
Declaration closely resembles the American one.
Both granted freedom of religion, freedom of the
press, and power to the people rather than a sovereign.

The Declaration of Rights of Man and of the Citizen
reflects French thought by further mandating equality
of taxation and equality before the law.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

The representatives of the French people, organized as a

National Assembly, believing that the ignorance, neglect,

or contempt of the rights of man are the sole cause of

public calamities and of the corruption of governments,

have determined to set forth in a solemn declaration the

natural, unalienable, and sacred rights of man, in order that

this declaration, being constantly before all the members

of the Social body, shall remind them continually of their

rights and duties; in order that the acts of the legislative

power, as well as those of the executive power, may be

compared at any moment with the objects and purposes

of all political institutions and may thus be more respected,

and, lastly, in order that the grievances of the citizens,

based hereafter upon simple and incontestable principles,

shall tend to the maintenance of the constitution and

redound to the happiness of all. Therefore the National

Assembly recognizes and proclaims, in the presence and

under the auspices of the Supreme Being, the following

rights of man and of the citizen:

Articles:

1. Men are born and remain free and equal in rights.

Social distinctions may be founded only upon the

general good.

2. The aim of all political association is the preservation

of the natural and imprescriptible rights of man. These

rights are liberty, property, security, and resistance to

oppression.

3. The principle of all sovereignty resides essentially in

the nation. No body nor individual may exercise any

authority which does not proceed directly from the

nation.

4. Liberty consists in the freedom to do everything

which injures no one else; hence the exercise of the

natural rights of each man has no limits except those

which assure to the other members of the society the

enjoyment of the same rights. These limits can only

be determined by law.

5. Law can only prohibit such actions as are hurtful to

society. Nothing may be prevented which is not for-

bidden by law, and no one may be forced to do any-

thing not provided for by law.

6. Law is the expression of the general will. Every citizen

has a right to participate personally, or through his

representative, in its foundation. It must be the

same for all, whether it protects or punishes. All citi-

zens, being equal in the eyes of the law, are equally

eligible to all dignities and to all public positions and
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The painting ‘‘Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen’’ by Jean Jacques Francois Le Barbier. It depicts the document of the same

name, a manifesto from the early stages of the French Revolution, in the form of two tablets watched over by heavenly beings. ª ARCHIVO

ICONOGRAFICO, S.A./CORBIS.
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occupations, according to their abilities, and without

distinction except that of their virtues and talents.

7. No person shall be accused, arrested, or imprisoned

except in the cases and according to the forms pre-

scribed by law. Any one soliciting, transmitting, exe-

cuting, or causing to be executed, any arbitrary order,

shall be punished. But any citizen summoned or

arrested in virtue of the law shall submit without

delay, as resistance constitutes an offense.

8. The law shall provide for such punishments only as

are strictly and obviously necessary, and no one shall

suffer punishment except it be legally inflicted in vir-

tue of a law passed and promulgated before the com-

mission of the offense.

9. As all persons are held innocent until they shall have

been declared guilty, if arrest shall be deemed indispen-

sable, all harshness not essential to the securing of the

prisoner’s person shall be severely repressed by law.

10. No one shall be disquieted on account of his opinions,

including his religious views, provided their manifes-

tation does not disturb the public order established

by law.

11. The free communication of ideas and opinions is one

of the most precious of the rights of man. Every

citizen may, accordingly, speak, write, and print with

freedom, but shall be responsible for such abuses of

this freedom as shall be defined by law.

12. The security of the rights of man and of the citizen

requires public military forces. These forces are,

therefore, established for the good of all and not for

the personal advantage of those to whom they shall

be intrusted.

13. A common contribution is essential for the mainte-

nance of the public forces and for the cost of admin-

istration. This should be equitably distributed among

all the citizens in proportion to their means.

14. All the citizens have a right to decide, either personally

or by their representatives, as to the necessity of the

public contribution; to grant this freely; to know to

what uses it is put; and to fix the proportion, the

mode of assessment and of collection and the dura-

tion of the taxes.

15. Society has the right to require of every public agent

an account of his administration.

16. A society in which the observance of the law is not

assured, nor the separation of powers defined, has no

constitution at all.

17. Since property is an inviolable and sacred right, no one

shall be deprived thereof except where public neces-

sity, legally determined, shall clearly demand it, and

then only on condition that the owner shall have been

previously and equitably indemnified.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Declaration of Rights of Man and of the
Citizen does much more than simply state the obliga-
tions of French citizens. It struck at the divine right of
kings, severing the nation from a past based on religion.
It is a document of the Age of Reason. The Declaration
ended the thousand-year-old mystique of monarchy by
demoting the king to the mere executive of the people’s
will. He was no longer God’s choice to rule and a
representative of the divine. Instead, the king was a
leader who had failed his people. Accordingly, the
people’s revolt was justified since resistance to oppres-
sion is a natural right of men.

The most enduring legacy of the Declaration lies
in its assertion that citizens are equal before the law. In
1789, this assertion only applied to men.
Revolutionary women such as Olympe de Gouges,
author of the 1791 Declaration of the Rights of
Woman and the Female Citizen, unsuccessfully
sought to extend rights to women. Only in the twen-
tieth century would French men and women gain
equal rights and protections. Nevertheless, despite its
shortcomings with respect to gender, the Declaration
made it possible for all French citizens to eventually
receive equal status. It dismantled the hereditary dis-
tinctions and privileges that had formed the center of
monarchical society. The nature of sovereignty, the
class structure of society, and the face of justice had
been transformed forever in France.

FURTHER RESOURCES

Books

Barny, Roger. Le Triomphe du Droit Naturel: La Constitution de
la Doctrine Revolutionnaire des Droits De L’Homme. Paris:
Diffusion, 1997.

Dunn, Susan. Sister Revolutions: French Lightning, American
Light. New York: Faber and Faber, 1999.

Van Kley, Dale, ed. The French Idea of Freedom: The Old
Regime and the Declaration of Rights of 1789. Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1994.

Bill of Rights
The First Ten Amendments to the U.S. Constitution

Legislation

By: U.S. Congress

Date: December 15, 1791

Source: National Archives and Records Administration
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About the Author: Congress is the legislative branch of the
U.S. federal government and is responsible for writing
the nation’s laws. It consists of two branches, the
Senate and the House of Representatives. The first
Congress under the U.S. Constitution met in New
York City in 1789. Drafting what became the Bill of
Rights was one of its first priorities.

INTRODUCTION

In 1776, Americans feared excessive power in the
hands of rulers, but ten years later they feared excessive
power in the hands of the subjects, when Shays’
Rebellion illuminated the government’s ability under
the Articles of Confederation to handle civil disorder.

The Constitutional Convention, led by James
Madison, Benjamin Franklin, and others, met at
Philadelphia in May 1787 to address concerns about
weaknesses in the Articles of Confederation and to
write a new constitution. The Federalists favored the
creation of a strong national government, while the
Anti-Federalists wanted a specific statement of indi-
vidual rights and freedoms to protect the people from a
tyrannical national government.

The Constitution, the basic framework of govern-
ment in the United States, was ratified by two-thirds of
the states (nine of thirteen) on June 21, 1788, and has
been amended twenty-seven times since its creation.
Congress met on March 4, 1789, to consider 103
amendments from the states, forty-two from groups
within the states, and two complete bills of rights
offered by New York and Virginia. Congress submit-
ted twelve of these to the states on September 25, 1789.
Ten were ratified by December 15, 1791, and these
became known as the Bill of Rights. Written primarily
by Madison, George Mason, and Thomas Jefferson,
they were designed to clarify the basic rights and free-
doms of the people, which many Americans argued
were insufficiently protected by the language of the
Constitution. Initially the Bill of Rights applied only
to the federal government, and was superseded by
individual state’s bills of rights. This allowed southern
states, for example, to censor abolitionist literature. In
a series of decisions, however, the Supreme Court
gradually subverted state laws to the Bill of Rights.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

The Preamble to The Bill of Rights

Congress of the United States

begun and held at the City of New-York, on

Wednesday the fourth of March, one thousand seven

hundred and eighty nine

THE Conventions of a number of the States, having at the

time of their adopting the Constitution, expressed a desire,

in order to prevent misconstruction or abuse of its powers,

that further declaratory and restrictive clauses should be

added: And as extending the ground of public confidence

in the Government, will best ensure the beneficent ends of

its institution.

RESOLVED by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America, in Congress assembled,

two thirds of both Houses concurring, that the following

Articles be proposed to the Legislatures of the several

States, as amendments to the Constitution of the United

States, all, or any of which Articles, when ratified by three

fourths of the said Legislatures, to be valid to all intents and

purposes, as part of the said Constitution; viz.

ARTICLES in addition to, and Amendment of the

Constitution of the United States of America, proposed

by Congress, and ratified by the Legislatures of the several

States, pursuant to the fifth Article of the original

Constitution.

Amendment I

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment

of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or

abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the

right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition

the government for a redress of grievances.

Amendment II

A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of

a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms,

shall not be infringed.

Amendment III

No soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any

house, without the consent of the owner, nor in time of

war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

Amendment IV

The right of the people to be secure in their persons,

houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable

searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no war-

rants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by

oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to

be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

Amendment V

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or other-

wise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indict-

ment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or

naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in time

of war or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for

the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb;

nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness

against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property,
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without due process of law; nor shall private property be

taken for public use, without just compensation.

Amendment VI

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the

right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the

state and district wherein the crime shall have been com-

mitted, which district shall have been previously ascer-

tained by law, and to be informed of the nature and

cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the wit-

nesses against him; to have compulsory process for

obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assis-

tance of counsel for his defense.

Amendment VII

In suits at common law, where the value in controversy

shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be

preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise

An original copy of the Bill of Rights drafted March 4, 1789. NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION.
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reexamined in any court of the United States, than accord-

ing to the rules of the common law.

Amendment VIII

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines

imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.

Amendment IX

The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall

not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by

the people.

Amendment X

The powers not delegated to the United States by the

Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved

to the states respectively, or to the people.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Although the amendments in the Bill of Rights
were not part of the original Constitution, they contain
many of the rights and freedoms considered funda-
mental to the American system of government. The
Framers believed that the right to free expression with-
out fear of government retribution is the foundation of
effective citizen participation in and control of govern-
ment. Accordingly, the First Amendment protects
freedom of speech. The Fifth Amendment, which
derives from English law, insures that the government
does not use abusive means to secure criminal convic-
tions. The Eighth Amendment, the least debated of all
the amendments in the Bill of Rights, uses terms bor-
rowed from England’s Bill of Rights of 1689 and
inserted into Virginia’s Declaration of Rights in
1776. It protects the people from government’s
power to punish.

Originally drafted as protections against an over-
reaching federal government, most of the rights
embodied in the Bill of Rights have been extended by
the U.S. Supreme Court to apply to the state govern-
ments as well. Through a principle known as the incor-
poration doctrine, the court has found in a series of
decisions that the due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment prohibits the states from infringing on
virtually all of the major protections of the Bill of
Rights.

FURTHER RESOURCES

Books
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Reconstruction. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,
2000.

Levy, Leonard. Origins of the Bill of the Rights. Yale
Contemporary Law Series. New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 2001.

Palmer, Kris E. Constitutional Amendments: 1789 to the
Present. Detroit: Gale Group, 2000.

On the Legal Rights and
Responsibilities of the Deaf
and Dumb

Book excerpt

By: Harvey P. Peet

Date: 1857

Source: Peet, Harvey P. On the Legal Rights and
Responsibilities of the Deaf and Dumb. Richmond, Va.:
C. H. Wynne’s Steam-Powered Press, 1857.

About the Author: Harvey Prindle Peet was an educator
who dedicated his professional life to work with deaf
individuals. He believed that educational materials for
this group were lacking and wrote many books for
classroom use. In addition, Peet was a prolific writer
on sign language, teaching methods for the deaf, and
the merits of instruction in verbal articulation. His
writings also addressed the philosophical beliefs and
misconceptions of popular culture regarding the deaf
population.

INTRODUCTION

Historically, deaf people have been treated as
though they were cognitively impaired, particularly if
they signed or wrote rather than spoke in order to
communicate with the hearing world. This probably
stemmed from early theories linking intelligence with
spoken language. Since most early learning, as well as
the transmission of cultural and traditional knowledge,
was accomplished orally, persons who were deaf were
excluded from educational opportunities by the pre-
vailing culture. Deaf people had few, if any, civil rights,
and were often confined to institutions and asylums for
the insane because of the eccentricities of their behav-
ior and speech. In the Middle Ages, it was believed that
deaf people were somehow more sinful than the hear-
ing population, since they were unable to hear reli-
gious communications. As a result, the deaf were
thought to be unable to hold spiritual beliefs or to
participate in a sentient way in religious practices.

Fortunately, in the sixteenth century, society’s
view of the deaf began to change. The Spanish monk
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Pedro Ponce de Leon established the world’s first
school for the deaf at the monastery of San Salvador
near Madrid. He developed methods to teach reading,
writing, and speaking to deaf members of nobility in
order to prepare them to inherit money and property.
Pablo Bonet developed and used a single hand, manual
alphabet in order to teach deaf members of the Spanish
nobility to read; he also taught them to speak. De
Leon’s and Bonet’s methods laid the foundation for
the development of the French and American Sign
Languages, the predominant manual languages in con-
temporary culture.

The work of de Leon and Bonet was broadened
and extended during the eighteenth century by Charles
Michel de L’Eppe, who founded a public school
for deaf students in France in 1771. He also wrote
textbooks on teaching deaf students using manual
(sign) language. De L’Eppe is credited with writing
the first French sign language dictionary.

In the early 1800s, an American theologian named
Thomas Gallaudet saw a French Sign Language pre-
sentation involving a deaf teacher named Laurent

Clerc. He was so impressed with what he learned that
he went to France to study their teaching methods. In
1817, Gallaudet and Clerc returned to America and
founded the First American School for the Deaf in
Hartford, Connecticut (named the Connecticut
Asylum for the Education and Instruction of Deaf
and Dumb Persons until 1895). They translated
French Sign Language for use with American students.

A substantial number of the early students at the
school came from Martha’s Vineyard, which had an
unusually large deaf population. The deaf population
of Martha’s Vineyard was a fully recognized part of the
Vineyard community, and they had developed a local
sign language. They also were pioneers in using simul-
taneous sign language translation at all spoken public
meetings. The children from Martha’s Vineyard
taught their signs to the School’s staff and had a sig-
nificant impact on the development of American Sign
Language (ASL).

n PRIMARY SOURCE

The result of this examination of English common law, as

the foundation of American law, is, that the Deaf and

Dumb have ever possessed the same rights of inheritance

as those who are not deaf and dumb: and, like the latter,

are restricted in the full enjoyment of such rights only upon

proof of the want of the requisite intelligence. This, also,

we believe, is the case throughout Europe; the old feudal

codes having mostly passed away. As to what would be

deemed satisfactory proof of the requisite intelligence,

there is evidently room for much diversity of opinion; and

different decisions may be given in similar cases, accord-

ing to the degree of intelligence and freedom from preju-

dice of the judge or jury. In such cases, indeed, the

intelligence of the judge has often more to do with the

decision than the intelligence of the Deaf Mute.

We will next consider whether a Deaf Mute can make

a valid will. Evidently, a person deprived of the control of

his property during his lifetime, cannot consistently be

permitted to alienate it from the legal heirs at his death.

The Roman law on this point we have already cited. The

English law would decide this question according to the

actual intelligence manifested. Other European codes,

more influenced by the spirit of the Roman law, exact

formalities which only Deaf Mutes able to write can com-

ply with. In France, a Deaf Mute able to read and write, is

admitted on all hands to be competent to make a valid will,

writing, signing and dating it with his own hand, conform-

ing in this to the spirit of the Roman law, and avoiding the

ignorant exclusion of Deaf Mutes from birth from the

possibility of education. It is required, however, that ‘‘the

judges should have positive proofs that the Deaf Mute

Helen Keller, reading with her teacher, Anne Sullivan Macy.

Illness at a young age left Keller deaf and blind, but with the

help of her teacher she learned to communicate and became a

world famous public figure. ª CORBIS.
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testator had exact notions of the nature and effects of a

testament; that reading was in him not merely an opera-

tion of the eyes, but also an operation of the understand-

ing, giving a sense to the written characters, and acquiring

by them knowledge of the ideas of another; that writing

was the manifestation of his own thoughts; that on the

whole, the testamentary dispositions were such as

showed the effect of an intelligent will—and these proofs

are at the charge of the person to whose benefit the will

is made.’’

From this statement, taken from a standard French

work, it appears that, whereas in ordinary cases, every

person of lawful age is considered competent to make a

will till the contrary is proved, a Deaf Mute, on the other

hand, is considered incompetent till his competency is

proved.

Prioux records a case in which the holograph will of a

Deaf Mute, Theresa Charlotte Lange, was, in August,

1838, annulled by the Tribunal of Saint Jean d’Angely, on

the ground that, though it was not contested that the will

was written by the own hand of the testatrix, yet there was

no evidence that she could use writing to express her own

ideas, but, on the contrary, evidence that she could only

express herself by signs. As this case was an important

one, and seems to have been argued at much length, and

carefully considered by the court, we will give an abstract

of the points in which the judgment was founded:

‘‘The heirs have not denied that the characters which

compose the material body of the document purporting to

be the testament of Theresa Charlotte Lange were the

work of her hand, but maintained that they could not be

the work of her intelligence; hence that there was no

occasion for a verification of the hand-writing, or for enquir-

ing at whose charge such verification should be.’’

‘‘No provision of the law places the Deaf Mute in any

exceptional case as to the capacity of making a will; he

possesses the common rights of other men; and therefore

can, like the generality of citizens, bequeath or give away

property, provided he complies with the formalities

exacted by law.’’

‘‘If in consequence of his infirmity, he cannot make a

will by acte publique , he cannot, at least, when he knows

how to write, when he can manifest his will in an unequi-

vocal manner, contest his ability to make a holographic or a

mystique testament; this is a point on which there is now

no difficulty.’’

‘‘To be valid, the holographic testament must be writ-

ten, dated and signed by the hand of the testator.’’

‘‘In ordinary language, and in the strict acceptation of

the term, it is true that to write may be understood to trace

on paper letters or characters, no regard being had to their

signification.’’

‘‘But in the eyes of the law, and in its more extended

acceptation, this expression has a very different sense;

and it is evident that in a matter of such importance as

making a will, to write most evidently cannot be under-

stood of the purely mechanical act which consists in copy-

ing, instinctively or by imitation, characters that have been

placed before one’s eyes, and of which the copier does not

know the use or meaning; that to know how to write is to

be able at once to conceive, collect, arrange one’s

thoughts, put them in form and express them on paper

by means of certain conventional characters; and conse-

quently, it is much more an operation of the mind, a work

of the intelligence, than a labor of the hand.’’

‘‘Whence it follows, that to know how to write in the

true acceptation of the word, it is indispensable to know

the significance of words, to comprehend the relations

which they have, the objects and ideas which they repre-

sent; that thus to establish that an individual knows or

knew how to write, it is not enough to produce a sample

of characters placed one after another; this would only

prove that he had been habituated to figure letters, or to

draw; but it is necessary to prove that he has received,

whether in a public institution or by the care of capable

persons, the education necessary to attain this result; this

is above all true when the question is of a Deaf Mute from

birth, who, deprived of two organs, so essential as hearing

and speech, whatever natural genius and capacity he

might have otherwise, has so many difficulties to over-

come in order to develop, or rather to form, to re-temper

his intelligence.’’

‘‘When such a proof becomes necessary, it is without

doubt incumbent on the party who would have the benefit

of a writing attributed to a Deaf Mute; in this matter

the general rule is, the state in which nature has placed

the individual afflicted with dumbness and deafness; the

exception is, the modification or amelioration wrought in

that state: the presumption of law is, that the Deaf Mute is

illiterate, and the fact to be proved, that he has been

brought out of his ignorance by education—which is con-

sequently to be proved by him who alleges this fact, or

claims the exception.’’

‘‘Therese Charlotte Lange was born deaf and dumb.

Nothing offered in evidence shows her to have been,

whether in youth or at a more advanced age, placed in an

establishment consecrated to the special education of

those unfortunate persons afflicted like her with this dou-

ble and deplorable infirmity. It is alleged, indeed, that on

her arrival in France, she was, as well as her sister Rose,

also deaf and dumb from birth, received by the Abbé

Hardy, then vicar-general of the bishoprick of Saintes,

and that this ecclesiastic, devoting himself wholly to the

care of their education, had taught them to read and to

write; but no proof of this fact is to be found in the
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documents produced in the case: the only piece which has

been adduced in support of these allegations, the acte of

19th September, 1789, far from justifying them, seems to

prove the contrary.’’

‘‘In effect it results from this acte that one of the

ancestors of the plaintiffs had wished at that time to with-

draw the demoiselles Rose and Charlotte Lange from

under the guardianship of the Vicar Hardy, in order that

they should, as he said, re-enter the bosom of their family;

and it was only by gestures and signs that Therese

Charlotte, particularly, manifested her opposition, and her

refusal to adhere to the demand of the Sieur D. F.

Desportes. Four witnesses, whose communications with

the demoiselles Lange were frequent, were on this occa-

sion called in to assist at this declaration in mimic lan-

guage, and to interpret the signs by which they made

known their resolutions; all these circumstances are such

as to give a strong suspicion, in spite of the physical fact

(fait materiel) of the apposition of the signature of

Charlotte Lange at the bottom of the protestation, which

was written, as is mentioned in the acte itself, by Rose

Lange—that signs were the only means she knew to

manifest her will or wishes.’’

‘‘From this epoch to that of her marriage in 1821,

nothing is shown which could tend to invalidate this con-

clusion. If it is alleged that she had a great facility to divine

the signs addressed to her, and to make herself under-

stood by means of gestures by those with whom she was

habituated to communicate, that fact may prove that by a

just compensation, nature had endowed her with a

remarkable instinct and penetration, but not destroy the

presumptions, weighty, precise and consistent, which

result from the other circumstances of the case; because

these presumptions are yet farther justified by the fact that

she appears to have made no use of writing, which ought,

however, to have been one of the easiest and surest

means of communicating with her relatives and friends.’’

‘‘These presumptions, already so strong, become cer-

tain proofs when, in the most solemn circumstance of her

life, at the epoch of her marriage with the Sieur Hardy in

1821, we see Therese Charlotte, in order to accomplish

Garde des Sceaux (Keeper of the Seals,) to obtain an

authorization to this effect, because of the impossibility

in which she found herself to express her consent; and on

the other side, obliged to employ an interpreter to transmit

to the public officer the consent which she gave as is

mentioned in the acte civile , (the civil part of the contract

of marriage) by signs, showing her intelligence by conver-

sation on all sorts of subjects, when it had been so easy for

her to avoid all these difficulties by giving her consent in

writing, if in fact she knew how to write.’’

‘‘Hence there can be no doubt that at the epoch of her

marriage with the Sieur Hardy, Charlotte Lange, then aged

sixty-five years, did not know how to write, and it is difficult

to admit that she could have learned since; moreover no

proof has been offered on that point.’’

‘‘It must be concluded, from all these facts, that evi-

dently, if the acte called her testament, materially emanated

from her, it is not the work of her intelligence, and that, in

this point of view, it cannot be valid in the eye of the law.’’

The testament dated 7th August, 1834, and enregis-

tered 8th August, 1836, was accordingly declared null. The

plaintiffs, M. M. Desportes, having offered a liberality of

12,000 francs to the defendant and legatee Hardy, the

latter acquiesced in the judgment; a fact that induces a

suspicion that the decision of the court was not considered

altogether conclusive, and that there was some possibility

of a different ruling by a higher tribunal; or at least doubt

enough to encourage the defendant to prosecute an

appeal, if not bought off.

The reader will observe that, in this case, the general

intelligence of Therese Charlotte Lange, and her compe-

tency to make her wishes distinctly known by signs, were

not called in question. The only question was whether she

could read and write with sufficient understanding to write

her own will, with a full knowledge of its provisions and

their effect. In this point of view, we are not prepared to

dispute that the decision of the court was correct. It is

probable, from the facts shown in the case, that though

Therese Charlotte might have had some idea of the mean-

ing of simple sentences, those about her and possessing

her confidence, might have placed almost any instrument

before her to copy as her own; she would have had to rely

on their interpretation in signs for its purport.

We have, however, to object to the reasoning of the

judgment before us on one or two points. It is by no means

true that a Deaf Mute who has been taught to read and

write, however expert he may be, finds writing ‘‘the easi-

est and surest means of communication with his relatives

and friends.’’ In most cases, on the contrary, the relatives

and friends of an educated Deaf Mute find it much easier

to learn to communicate with him by signs, than to suffer

the tediousness and other inconveniences of having to

write every communication. And there are few Deaf

Mutes from birth, however well educated, who do not

understand signs skillfully made, more easily and readily

than writing.

We may further remark that a Deaf Mute who uses

written language so imperfectly that he prefers to express

himself by signs, may yet have a fair idea of the meaning

of what he reads or copies. Whether this last was the

case with Charlotte Lange, the evidence before us does

not show.

Under this decision, and others of the same tenor, it

seems that, in France, an uneducated or imperfectly
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educated Deaf Mute cannot make a valid will at all. As it is

certain that there are some uneducated, and many partially

educated, Deaf Mutes who are perfectly competent to

manage their own affairs, and as fully aware of the nature

and effects of a testament as illiterate speaking persons

generally are, it must be considered as a defect of the law,

if they are, by consequence of the formalities exacted,

precluded from disposing by will of property perhaps

acquired by their own industry.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Many of the early students at the First American
School for the Deaf were trained to be teachers and
ministers and went on to establish new schools. During
the remainder of the nineteenth century, schools for
the deaf proliferated across the United States. Thomas
Gallaudet’s son Edward became a teacher of the deaf
and established the world’s first college for deaf stu-
dents in 1864. Originally called the Columbia
Institute, it was renamed Gallaudet College in 1894,
in honor of Thomas Gallaudet, the founder of deaf
education in America. In 1986, the name was changed
once again, to Gallaudet University.

At an international congress for educators of the
deaf held in Milan, Italy, in 1880, a decision was made
to discontinue all forms of sign language in deaf edu-
cation and to mandate that all students be taught to
speak and to become proficient at lip-reading. This
movement was called Oralism. Gallaudet and the
American educators strongly disagreed with this phi-
losophy and felt that oral language should be offered as
an educational component, but should not be the pre-
dominant teaching method. Gallaudet College contin-
ued to use ASL as a primary teaching method.

The National Association for the Deaf (NAD) was
founded in 1880, partly in reaction to the rise of
Oralism. As the deaf culture began to develop coher-
ence in America, there was growing concern that the
tradition and richness of American Sign Language
might be lost by the growth of Oralism.

There are a range of cultural and physiological
terms associated with deaf culture. The word deaf is a
clinical and medical term for profound or complete
absence of hearing. To be deafened means to lose one’s
hearing after having been able to hear for some period
of time. People who are profoundly deaf have very
little hearing and may only be able to discern a small
amount of environmental sound. Those who are hard
of hearing have varying abilities to hear sound and
language. The term deaf is a cultural, linguistic, and

political one, and it relates to a community that uses
ASL as its primary language.

Deaf culture is an expression of enormous pride in
the richness and diversity of the deaf population that
uses American Sign Language as a primary communi-
cation medium. A seminal moment in the development
of American deaf culture occurred in 1988 at Gallaudet
University, with the Deaf President Now protest
movement (DPN). At that time, a new president of
the university was to be elected. Among the three top
candidates for the position, only one, Dr. Elisabeth
Zinser, was a hearing individual. She had the least
experience with deaf culture and was the least familiar
with ASL. She was elected president by the
University’s Board of Trustees. Before her election,
the school had only had presidents who were unable
to hear. For a week after the election, the students
refused to attend classes and staged a protest in which
they demanded that a deaf president replace Dr.
Zinser, and that the board membership be changed to
include a fifty-one percent majority of deaf members.
Those demands were met, and Gallaudet University
increased the visibility of deaf persons around the
world.

There is a predominant assumption among the
hearing that ASL is an exact replica of spoken
English. In fact, ASL is its own language, with a
semantic, grammatical, and structural complexity
equivalent to that of any spoken language. ASL does
not simply finger spell words, it has a wealth of idio-
matic gestures that express abstract concepts, phrases,
and ideas. Sign languages are culturally based, and vary
from country to country. Historically, deaf children
have attended residential schools, where much of deaf
culture and language are transmitted. Members of deaf
culture do not typically view themselves as differently
abled or handicapped and often prefer to remain
within their own subculture for most social
interactions.
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Man’s Rights, or, How Would
You Like It? Comprising
Dreams

Book excerpt

By: Annie Denton Cridge

Date: 1870

Source: Cridge, Ann Denton. Man’s Rights, or, How
Would You Like It? Comprising Dreams. Wellesley,
Mass.: E.M.F. Denton, 1870.

About the Author: Annie Denton Cridge was an American
spiritualist, writer, and utopian. Part of the spiritualist
movement with such luminaries as Victoria Woodhull,
the first woman to run for president of the United
States, Cridge claimed to have spiritual and psychic
powers; her brother, geology professor William
Denton, participated in psychometric studies in
which Cridge divined extrasensory information from
inanimate objects. Her exact date of death is unknown,
but she is believed to have died in the mid-1880s.

INTRODUCTION

Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein; or, The Modern
Prometheus, published in 1818, reflects a form of uto-
pianism in which man exhibits such control over the
natural world that he creates life. At a time in American
society when a woman’s role was confined to the
domestic sphere, Shelley dreamed of an alternate world.

Female science fiction and utopian writers in that
era often examined future changes in social conven-
tion, morality, and gender equality. Writers such as
Mary Griffith, in her 1836 book Three Hundred Years
Hence used a Rip van Winkle device in which the main
character, Edgar Hastings, falls asleep in 1835 to
awaken in 2135 to a very different world in which
gender equality is the norm. That book, like Annie
Cridge’s, uses long narrative lectures to describe the
changes in society spearheaded by women.

In the 1840s spiritualism, the belief that mediums
and trance lecturers could communicate with the dead,
swept through upper- and middle-class society,
attracting many female adherents. Most mediums and
trance lecturers, in fact, were women, and many female
spiritualists were also part of the utopian and women’s
rights movements.

Annie Denton Cridge believed she had psycho-
metric powers—the ability to divine an object’s past
from contact with it. Cridge, for instance, took part
in a series of experiments designed by her brother,
geology professor William Denton, and claimed to
have extrasensory knowledge about the objects.
Spiritualism and utopianism blended together, giving
women greater public voices and sparking interest in
social organizations outside the norm, such as utopian
communities, open marriages, non-Christian belief
systems, and gender equality. Cridge published her
1870 novel, Man’s Rights at the crossroads of spiritu-
alism, utopianism, and the growing women’s rights
movement in the United States. The novel involves a
series of dreams that take place in a society on Mars,
and in this excerpt a lecture on ‘‘Man’s Rights’’ causes
quite a stir in a society where women hold all the
power.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

But it does seem especially remarkable to me, that, after

having penned down at midnight one dream, I should, on

returning to my pillow, have found myself in the very spot

where my late dream ended; again in that strange city,

again looking at the large posters headed,—

‘‘MAN’s RIGHTS!!

MR. SAMMIE SMILEY, MR. JOHNNIE SMITH, AND OTHERS,

Will address the meeting on the

RIGHTS OF MAN!’’

I was pleased on coming to these words: ‘‘Discussion

is invited.’’ ‘‘I will go,’’ I said, and turned to follow the

crowd; but, as by magic, was transferred to one of the

large cooking-establishments which I saw in my first

dream, and soon recognized it to be the same.
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There were the huge machines at work cooking din-

ner, while in a comfortable rocking-chair sat the same

gentleman who had in that same dream showed me over

the establishment. He was reading a newspaper. ‘‘Ah!’’ he

said, as he looked up from his paper, ‘‘glad to see you,

madam. You see I have time to read while the dinner is

cooking. All goes on well. We supply one-eighth of the city

with meals, and everybody is satisfied, nay, more than

satisfied: they are delighted with the arrangement; for

every poor man is relieved of washing, ironing, and cook-

ing. And yet all this is done at less cost than when every

house had its little selfish, dirty kitchen.’’

‘‘And what is this about ‘man’s rights’?’’ I asked. ‘‘I

see posters all over your city, headed, ‘Man’s Rights!’’’

He smiled as he replied, ‘‘Well, Madam, emancipating

man from the drudgery of the kitchen has given him leisure

for thought; and, in his thinking, he has discovered that he

labors under many wrongs, and is deprived of quite as

many rights. The idea of men lecturing, men voting,

men holding office, etc., excites considerable ridicule; but

ridicule proves nothing.’’

‘‘Are you going to the lecture?’’ I asked.

‘‘I will go if I have company,’’ he replied; ‘‘but it would

not look well for me to go alone: besides, I would be afraid

to go home so late.’’

I made no answer; but I thought musingly, ‘‘Afraid!

afraid of what? of what can these men be afraid? I wonder

if there are any wild beasts prowling around this strange

city at night. Perhaps there are wolves or mad dogs; but

then he is a man, and could carry a revolver and protect

himself.’’ But, as by a flash, the truth came to me, and I

wondered I had not thought of it before. In this land,

woman is the natural protector; and so, of course, he

was afraid to go without a lady to take care of him.

I had scarcely arrived at this conclusion, when I found

myself en rapport with every husband in that city. ‘‘I would

like to go to the lecture on ‘men’s rights,’’’ I heard one man

say to his wife very timidly.

‘‘I shall go to no such place,’’ replied his wife loftily;

‘‘neither will you. ‘Man’s rights,’ indeed!’’

‘‘Let us go to the lecture,’’ said another husband to his

wife, with a pleasant smile on his face.

‘‘No, no, my dear,’’ replied the lady: ‘‘I like you just as

you are; and I don’t admire womanish men. Nothing is

more disgusting than feminine men. We don’t want men

running to the polls, and electioneering: what would

become of the babies at such times?’’

Then I looked in on a bevy of young boys ranging in

age from sixteen to twenty. How they did laugh at the very

mention of ‘‘man’s rights,’’ as they put on their pretty coats

and hats, looking in the mirror, and turning half round to

see how their coat-tails looked!

‘‘Man’s rights!’’ said one. ‘‘I have all the rights I want.’’

‘‘So have I,’’ said a young boy of nineteen. ‘‘I don’t

want any more rights.’’

‘‘We’ll have rights enough, I presume, when we get

married,’’ said a tall boy of seventeen, as he touched up the

flowers in his pretty hat, and perched it carefully on his

head.

‘‘Are you all ready?’’ said a lady, looking into the room.

‘‘Come, I want you all to learn your rights to-night. I warrant

that after to-night you will want to carry the purse, don the

long robes, and send us ladies into the nursery to take care

of the babies!’’

Hundreds of ladies and gentlemen were on their way

to the meeting; and it rejoiced me greatly to find in the

hearts of many of the ladies a profound respect for the

rights of man, and a sincere desire that man should enjoy

every right equally with themselves.

Then I found myself in the lecture-room, which was

well filled with ladies and gentlemen, many of whom

seemed greatly amused as they whispered and smiled to

each other. Very soon three little gentlemen and one rather

tall, thin, pale-faced gentleman walked to the platform, and

were received with great demonstrations of applause and

suppressed laughter. The audience were evidently not

accustomed to hear gentlemen lecture.

‘‘How ridiculous those men look!’’ I heard one elderly

lady say. ‘‘What does it look like to see a parcel of men

pretending to make speeches, in their tawdry pants and

fly-away coat-tails, covered with finery and furbelows?’’

‘‘They sadly lack the dignity,’’ said another female,

‘‘that belongs to ladies and long robes.’’ ‘‘They are decid-

edly out of their sphere,’’ I heard another remark.

The meeting was opened by the tall gentleman being

nominated as president, who at once introduced Mr.

Sammie Smiley to the audience, remarking that Mr.

Sammie Smiley, with whom they were probably all

acquainted by reputation, would address the audience on

the all-important subject of Man’s Rights.

‘‘Sammie Smiley!’’ said a young lady contemptuously.

‘‘Suppose we should call ourselves Lizzie instead of

Elizabeth, or Maggie instead of Margaret. Their very

names lack dignity.’’

Mr. Sammie Smiley stepped to the front of the plat-

form with remarkable self-possession for one of the gen-

tlemen of that Dreamland. He wore a suit of black silk,—

coat, vest, and pants all-alike, bordered with broad black

lace. He wore no ornaments, except ear-rings, a plain

breastpin, and one or two rings on the fingers. Very good

taste, I thought.
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‘‘Ladies and gentlemen,’’ he said, ‘‘our subject this

evening is the Rights of Man; but to properly understand

this question, it would be well, before considering man’s

rights, to define his wrongs.’’

‘‘Hear, hear!’’ applauded the audience.

‘‘Education,’’ he continued, ‘‘commences with child-

hood; and men’s wrongs also commence with childhood,

inasmuch as they are restricted from healthful physical

exercise. The merry, active boy, that would romp and

play like his sister, is told that it would be improper for a

boy. How often your little son has to be reminded that a

boy must not do so and so: he must be a dear little gentle-

man, and not rough and boisterous like a girl.

‘‘He is kept in over-heated rooms; seldom breathes

the pure air of heaven; and when he is taken out, how

different his dress from that of the girl! Look at his flimsy

pants of white muslin; look at his flimsy jacket and paper

shoes: and contrast them with the warm cloth dress, the

substantial over-garments, and thick shoes of the girl!

Think how seldom the boy is permitted to inhale the life-

giving, open atmosphere! The girl may romp and play in

the snow, climb fences and trees, and thus strengthen

every muscle; while the little pale-faced boy presses his

nose against the window-pane, and wishes—alas!

vainly—that he, too, had been a girl.

‘‘The course of training for our boys causes weakness

and disease in after-life, and more than a natural degree of

muscular inferiority. The pale faces of boys are a sad con-

trast to the rosy-cheeked girls in the same family. In our

boys is laid, not by Nature, but by ignorance and custom,

the foundation for bodily weakness, consequently depend-

ence and mental imbecility: in our girls, muscular strength

and their accompaniments, independence and vivacity,

both of body and mind. Were boys subject to the same

physical training as girls (and no valid reason can be given

why they should not be), the result would prove that no

natural inferiority exists.

‘‘True education I conceive to be the harmonious devel-

opment of the whole being, both physical and mental. The

natural or physical is before the intellectual. First the stalk,

then the ear, and then the full corn in the ear. Through

ignorance of these primary truths, many well-intentioned

fathers hurry their children to premature graves.

‘‘Why is it that, of all the children born, one-fifth die

annually? Can not this large mortality be traced to the

present ignorance of males? Can it not be traced to their

flimsy and imperfect educational training? If men had their

rights, were all literary institutions as free to one sex as to

the other, our young men would be taught what is of the

utmost importance for them to know, but what is kept

sedulously from them; viz., a knowledge of mental and

physical science.

‘‘Let man be educated as liberally as woman; let him

be made to feel the value of a sound mind, and that the

brightest ornament to man, as well as woman, is intellect;

then, and not until then, will he stand forth in all his beauty.

‘‘We frequently hear that woman’s mind is superior to

man’s; and therefore he ought not to have equal educa-

tional facilities. If, as is stated by the opponents of man’s

rights, men are naturally and necessarily inferior to

women, it must follow that they should have superior

opportunities for mental culture. If, on the other hand,

men are by nature mentally equal to women, no reason

can be given why they should not have equal educational

facilities.’’

In the midst of the audience, a beautiful, stately

woman rose, and said, that, if it was not out of order, she

would like to ask a question: Did not the literature written

expressly for men—gentlemen’s magazines, gentlemen’s

fashion-books, etc.,—prove their inferiority? This question

caused a laugh, and round after round of applause; but the

little gentleman-speaker smilingly replied, that many gen-

tlemen never read the trash prepared for them just as

simple reading is prepared for children: but the works

written for women to read, they study and digest, feeling

that they were as much for them as for women. The

lecturer then continued by stating the appreciative esti-

mates of the truths of science and philosophy evinced by

men as well as women, which would be the case to a still

greater extent as the opportunities for culture were

increased, when gentlemen’s books and their flimsy trash

would disappear; that even were man weaker in judgment

than woman, it did not follow that he should never use it;

and, if women did all the reasoning for man, it would not be

surprising if he had lost the power to reason.

‘‘Pretty good, Mr. Sammie Smiley,’’ said a lady near me.

‘‘Smiley can reason pretty well: that is pretty good

logic,’’ remarked another. Then applause after applause

arose, accompanied by stamping and clapping of hands,

while some young folks in the back of the hall crowed like

roosters.

It was really very funny; but Mr. Sammie Smiley took

no notice of the proceeding. He referred to the exclusion of

men from nearly all occupations, from governing States to

measuring tape; also that men were paid only one-third of

the wages of women, even for the same work, their occu-

pations being mainly restricted to sewing and teaching;

while women could do both these, and whatever else

they chose. He urged the gentlemen to push their way

into the employment and professions of women, and be

equal sharers in the rights of humanity.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Man’s Rights, which used satire to explore social
questions, was published just two years after the pas-
sage of the Fourteenth Amendment, which gave
African American men the right to vote. Women’s
rights activists such as Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
Lucretia Mott had fought for female enfranchisement
as well; lecture circuits were filled with female speakers
urging audiences to support women’s suffrage.
Cridge’s reversal of gender roles and stereotypes
sparked some distinctly antifeminist writing, such as
Minnie Finkelstein’s 1891 book The Newest Woman.

Eighteen years after Cridge’s book, Edward
Bellamy published Looking Backward, another utopian
work that used time travel as a device for examining a
future in which women’s roles changed drastically.
Both Bellamy and Cridge depict futures in which tech-
nology meets the physical needs of domestic life, elim-
inating household drudgery. Yet Bellamy’s work,
unlike Cridge’s, depicts a future in which women
have their own cabinet-level department in govern-
ment, work in distinctly different jobs, and live a sep-
arate but equal existence.
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the assassination of President William McKinley.
Roosevelt held the office until 1909. As president he
supported progressive reforms, such as greater govern-
ment control over business and the conservation of
nature. Dissatisfied with his successor, President
Taft, Roosevelt ran unsuccesfully for a third term in
1912 under the banner of the ‘‘Bull Moose’’ Party.
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to 1945.

A wife serving her husband dinner in an example of the traditional

gender roles that Cridge reversed in her story Man’s Rights.

PHOTO BY GEORGE MARX/RETROFILE/GETTY IMAGES.
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INTRODUCTION

The 1880s in the United States proved to be a time
of rapid economic and personal growth, and it marked
the height of the Gilded Age. The Gilded Age ran from
approximately 1870 to 1900. The U.S. Civil War
ended in 1865, Reconstruction officially ended in
1877, and the Second Industrial Revolution brought
new products and residents to the nation. The 1880s
saw more than five million immigrants from Europe
migrate to the United States, and new technologies
like steam made transportation faster. Railroads con-
nected the American West with the east, and farmers
were more eager to move westward. The ease of trans-
portation, the promise of lands, cattle, and homes
incited the American public to push forward.

As the west expanded, cities boomed with the new
waves of immigrants. Encouraging the growth of
immigrants came from U.S. industries contracting for-
eign labor, until 1885 when the Foran Act made the
practice illegal. Also, the padrone system flourished.
This system used a labor boss who encouraged ethnic
groups to come to the United States for work. These
individuals would come here and live and work with
friends, families, and peoples of the same nationality.
Hence, newcomers to the United States could retain a
sense of the old world while building a new life in
another country. However, even though the rise of
new and expanded industries—those of coal, steel,
and manufacturing—needed cheap immigrant labor
for production, not everyone remained happy about
the changing shape of the American social landscape.

The rise in immigration saw traditional immigrant
groups become outnumbered. Some of those old-
stock groups consisted of British, Irish, Scotch,
Scandinavian, and German immigrants. These are
also the traditional White Anglo-Saxon immigrants
from the colonies and early years of the nation’s form-
ing. These older immigrant groups upheld social
standards of the middle-class ideal, while the newer
groups worked the least desirable jobs. These jobs
ranged from agricultural work to steel mills. The mid-
dle classes viewed the manufacturing jobs as beneath
them and those of uneducated and common men.
These tensions, along with the expanding territory of
the nation, laid the framework for the intense political
and social divisions that lay ahead.

In cities like New York, Boston, and Chicago, the
rise of immigrants brought the growth of political
machines and changes in voting patterns. These
machines rallied working-class and immigrant votes
to bring non-middle class, old-stock immigrant candi-
dates into office. In places like New York, which had a
higher immigrant population than a native one, this

shift in office holders ignited heated debates among
the city’s residents. Many upper and middle class citi-
zens felt that the lower classes were bringing down
their quality of life, and they believed that these new
voters were corrupting society with their lack of morals
and education. New York City’s Boss Tweed, William
Marcy Tweed, is probably the most famous of these
political reformers. Through coercion, ethnic affilia-
tions, and corruption, leaders like Tweed helped bring
police departments, fire stations, and public services to
growing American cities. Tweed died in 1878, but his
legacy survived him. More importantly, the growth
of political corruption reflects the growing divide
between the wealthy and poor in society. John D.
Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie made their fortunes
in the oil and steel industries. Men like Carnegie and
Rockefeller earned the title of Robber Baron because
of their aggressive business practices. They quickly
built up their companies by buying out the competi-
tion, forcing competitors to go bankrupt with price
wars, and obtaining and holding monopolies on the
market. These business practices reflected many of
the political practices of the day, especially those
of the political bosses in urban areas.

Social forces began to react against these political
and economic units, and writings of muckraker jour-
nalists brought a wide array of issues to light.
Muckraker journalists tended to investigate areas of
corruption, corporate crime, child labor, and other
areas of social contempt. The writings of the muck-
rakers brought forth the 1890 Sherman Anti-Trust
Law. This law banned pacts, agreements, and laws
preventing or restricting interstate or foreign trade.
As reforms began to take hold, and grassroots organ-
izations developed to reform labor laws, housing
codes, and city services, U.S. society grappled with its
growing pains. The middle and upper classes viewed
the rise in immigration as the problem; they claimed
that new immigrants were taking jobs away from
Americans, and they felt isolated from local politics.
As these social dilemmas worked their way into
national politics, senators, writers, and reformers con-
tinually focused their works on reforming the state of
American society. Theodore Roosevelt, then an
assemblyman in New York, captured these social
moods by declaring that both the wealthy and the
poor were responsible for urban decay, declining
morals, and political and economic corruption. His
words mirror John Henry Hopkins’ 1857 The
American Citizen: His Rights and Duties According to the
Spirit of the Constitution of the United States. This work
followed the nineteenth-century belief that citizenship
and patriotism were linked through political action,
and public speeches like Roosevelt’s merely captured
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the sentiment. Reiterating patriotism and activism in
politics proved poignant as the United States expanded
its borders and continued to grow economically.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

But let me reiterate, that in being virtuous he must not

become ineffective, and that he must not excuse himself

for shirking his duties by any false plea that he cannot do

his duties and retain his self-respect. This is nonsense, he

can; and when he urges such a plea it is a mark of mere

laziness and self-indulgence. And again, he should beware

how he becomes a critic of the actions of others, rather

than a doer of deeds himself; and in so far as he does act as

a critic (and of course the critic has a great and necessary

function) he must beware of indiscriminate censure even

more than of indiscriminate praise. The screaming vulgar-

ity of the foolish spread-eagle orator who is continually

yelling defiance at Europe, praising everything American,

good and bad, and resenting the introduction of any reform

because it has previously been tried successfully abroad,

is offensive and contemptible to the last degree; but after

all it is scarcely as harmful as the peevish, fretful, sneering,

and continual faultfinding of the refined, well-educated

man, who is always attacking good and bad alike, who

genuinely distrusts America, and in the true spirit of servile

colonialism considers us inferior to the people across the

water. It may be taken for granted that the man who is

always sneering at our public life and our public men is a

thoroughly bad citizen, and that what little influence he

wields in the community is wielded for evil. The public

speaker or the editorial writer who teaches men of educa-

tion that their proper attitude toward American politics

should be one of dislike or indifference is doing all he can

to perpetuate and aggravate the very evils of which he is

ostensibly complaining. Exactly as it is generally the case

that when a man bewails the decadence of our civilization

he is himself physically, mentally, and morally a first-class

type of the decadent, so it is usually the case that when a

man is perpetually sneering at American politicians,

whether worthy or unworthy, he himself is a poor citizen

and a friend of the very forces of evil against which he

professes to contend. Too often these men seem to care

less for attacking bad men, than for ruining the characters

of good men with whom they disagree on some pubic

question; and while their influence against the bad is

almost nil, they are sometimes able to weaken the hands

of the good by withdrawing from them support to which

they are entitled, and they thus count in the sum total of

forces that work for evil. They answer to the political

prohibitionist, who, in a close contest between a temper-

ance man and a liquor seller diverts enough votes from the

former to elect the liquor seller. Occasionally it is neces-

sary to beat a pretty good man, who is not quite good

enough, even at the cost of electing a bad one—but it

should be thoroughly recognized that this can be neces-

sary only occasionally and indeed, I may say, only in very

exceptional cases, and that as a rule where it is done the

effect is thoroughly unwholesome in every way, and those

taking part in it deserve the severest censure from all

honest men.

Moreover, the very need of denouncing evil makes it

all the more wicked to weaken the effect of such denun-

ciations by denouncing also the good. It is the duty of all

citizens, irrespective of party, to denounce, and, so far as

may be, to punish crimes against the public on the part of

politicians or officials. But exactly as the public man who

commits a crime against the public is one of the worst of

criminals, so, close on his heels in the race for iniquitous

distinction, comes the man who falsely charges the public

servant with outrageous wrongdoing; whether it is done

with foul-mouthed and foolish directness in the vulgar and

A poster promoting the World War I era Third Liberty Loan,

encouraging Americans to show their patriotism by purchasing

government bonds. ª SWIM INK 2, LLC/CORBIS.
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violent party organ, or with sarcasm, innuendo, and the

half-truths that are worse than lies, in some professed

organ of independence. Not only should criticism be hon-

est, but it should be intelligent, in order to be effective. . . .

Criticism should be fearless, but I again reiterate that it

should be honest and should be discriminating. When it is

sweeping and unintelligent, and directed against good and

bad alike, or against the good and bad qualities of any man

alike, it is very harmful. It tends steadily to deteriorate the

character of our public men; and it tends to produce a very

unwholesome spirit among young men of education, and

especially among the young men in our colleges.

Against nothing is fearless and specific criticism more

urgently needed than against the ‘‘spoils system,’’ which is

the degradation of American politics. And nothing is more

effective in thwarting the purposes of the spoilsmen than

the civil service reform. To be sure, practical politicians

sneer at it. One of them even went so far as to say that

civil-service reform is asking a man irrelevant questions.

What more irrelevant question could there be than that of

the practical politician who asks the aspirant for his political

favor—‘‘Whom did you vote for in the last election?’’ There

is certainly nothing more interesting, from a humorous

point of view, than the heads of departments urging

changes to be made in their underlings, ‘‘on the score of

increased efficiency’’ they say; when as the result of such

a change the old incumbent often spends six months

teaching the new incumbent how to do the work almost

as well as he did himself! Occasionally the civil-service

reform has been abused, but not often. Certainly the

reform is needed when you contemplate the spectacle of

a New York City treasurer who acknowledges his annual

fees to be eighty-five thousand dollars, and who pays a

deputy one thousand five hundred dollars to do his work—

when you note the corruptions in the New York legislature,

where one man says he has a horror of the Constitution

because it prevents active benevolence, and another says

that you should never allow the Constitution to come

between friends! All these corruptions and vices are

what every good American citizen must fight against.

Finally, the man who wishes to do his duty as a citizen

in our country must be imbued through and through with

the spirit of Americanism. I am not saying this as a matter

of spread-eagle rhetoric: I am saying it quite soberly as a

piece of matter-of-fact, common-sense advice, derived

from my own experience of others. Of course, the ques-

tion of Americanism has several sides. If a man is an

educated man, he must show his Americanism by not

getting misled into following out and trying to apply all

the theories of the political thinkers of other countries,

such as Germany and France, to our own entirely different

conditions. He must not get a fad, for instance, about

responsible government; and above all things he must

not, merely because he is intelligent, or a college professor

well read in political literature, try to discuss our institu-

tions when he has had no practical knowledge of how they

are worked. Again, if he is a wealthy man, a man of means

and standing, he must really feel, not merely affect to feel,

that no social differences obtain save such as a man can in

some way himself make by his own actions. People some-

times ask me if there is not a prejudice against a man of

wealth and education in ward politics. I do not think that

there is, unless the man in turn shows that he regards the

facts of his having wealth and education as giving him a

claim to superiority aside from the merit he is able to prove

himself to have in actual service. Of course, if he feels that

he ought to have a little better treatment than a carpenter,

a plumber, or a butcher, who happens to stand beside him,

he is going to be thrown out of the race very quickly, and

probably quite roughly; and if he starts in to patronize and

elaborately condescend to these men he will find that they

resent this attitude even more. Do not let him think about

the matter at all. Let him go into the political contest with

no more thought of such matters than a college boy gives

to the social standing of the members of his own and rival

teams in a hotly contested football match. As soon as he

begins to take an interest in politics (and he will speedily

not only get interested for the sake of politics, but also take

a good healthy interest in playing the game itself—an

interest which is perfectly normal and praise-worthy, and

to which only a prig would object), he will begin to work up

the organization in the way that will be most effective, and

he won’t care a rap about who is put to work with him,

save in so far as he is a good fellow and an efficient worker.

There was one time that a number of men who think as we

do here to-night (one of the number being myself) got hold

of one of the assembly districts of New York, and ran it in

really an ideal way, better than any other assembly district

has ever been run before or since by either party. We did it

by hard work and good organization; by working practically,

and yet by being honest and square in motive and method:

especially did we do it by all turning in as straight-out

Americans without any regard to distinctions of race origin.

Among the many men who did a great deal in organizing

our victories was the son of a Presbyterian clergyman, the

nephew of a Hebrew rabbi, and two well-known Catholic

gentlemen. We also had a Columbia College professor (the

stroke-oar of a university crew), a noted retail butcher, and

the editor of a local German paper, various brokers, bank-

ers, lawyers, bricklayers and a stone-mason who was

particularly useful to us, although on questions of theoretic

rather than applied politics he had a decidedly socialistic

turn of mind.

Again, questions of race origin, like questions of

creed, must not be considered: we wish to do good

work, and we are all Americans, pure and simple. In the

New York legislature, when it fell to my lot to choose a
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committee—which I always esteemed my most important

duty at Albany—no less than three out of the four men I

chose were of Irish birth or parentage; and three abler and

more fearless and disinterested men never sat in a legis-

lative body; while among my especial political and personal

friends in that body was a gentleman from the southern

tier of counties, who was, I incidentally found out, a

German by birth, but who was just as straight United

States as if his ancestors had come over here in the

Mayflower or in Henry Hudson’s yacht. Of course, none

of these men of Irish or German birth would have been

worth their salt had they continued to act after coming

here as Irishmen or Germans, or as anything but plain

straight-out Americans. We have not any room here for a

divided allegiance. A man has got to be an American and

nothing else; and he has no business to be mixing us up

with questions of foreign politics, British or Irish, German

or French, and no business to try to perpetuate their lan-

guage and customs in the land of complete religious toler-

ation and equality. If, however, he does become honestly

and in good faith an American, then he is entitled to stand

precisely as all other Americans stand, and it is the height

of un-Americanism to discriminate against him in any way

because of creed or birthplace. No spirit can be more

thoroughly alien to American institutions, than the spirit

of the Know-Nothings.

In facing the future and in striving, each according to

the measure of his individual capacity, to work out the

salvation of our land, we should be neither timid pessi-

mists nor foolish optimists. We should recognize the dan-

gers that exist and that threaten us: we should neither

overestimate them nor shrink from them, but steadily

fronting them should set to work to overcome and beat

them down. Grave perils are yet to be encountered in the

stormy course of the Republic—perils from political cor-

ruption, perils from individual laziness, indolence and timid-

ity, perils springing from the greed of the unscrupulous

rich, and from the anarchic violence of the thriftless and

turbulent poor. There is every reason why we should rec-

ognize them, but there is no reason why we should fear

them or doubt our capacity to overcome them, if only each

will, according to the measure of his ability, do his full duty,

and endeavor so to live as to deserve the high praise of

being called a good American citizen.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Dilemmas within American society continued to
erupt, soften, and manifest into new social concerns.
The 1880s saw Americans continue to fight over polit-
ical and national boundaries. In 1887, after years of
disputes between white society and the Native
Americans, the Dawes Act attempted to protect

Native American lands. The act gave Native
American homestead lots, but continued white aggres-
sion for land ownership; the Oklahoma land rush of
1889 cost Native Americans over half of their land.
Land disputes in the 1880s also paved the way for the
growth of the Department of Labor, in 1888, and labor
unions. The rise of immigrants brought cheap labor,
and initially old-stock immigrants sought protections
through unions to keep their jobs. But, labor unions
quickly changed shape as workers realized that they
must unite together, across ethnic boundaries, to give
themselves a united front.

Labor unions and the acquisition of land were not
initially seen as political activism, but these actions
forced new laws and regulations to be enacted. The
twentieth century saw the birth of labor laws and
restrictions. They limited the hours of children, the
workday, and eventually legalized unions. More
importantly, the era saw the integration of citizenship
ideals and education merge. In 1914, Henry Ford

A World War II era poster calls on citizens and soldiers to do their

duty to the United States and not discuss information that might

be helpful to America’s enemies. ª K.J. HISTORICAL/CORBIS.
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established his Americanism program in his auto
plants, and in 1915, the National Education
Association adopted curriculum for teaching citizen-
ship advocacy in the classroom. Here, workers were
given higher wages, shorter hours, and better benefits
while being instructed in courses on civics and living
moderate and moral lifestyles. Ford saw this program
as a way to integrate the much-needed immigrant
worker into American life and culture. Parts of his
program filtered into schools and other factories.

American citizenship debates continue into the
present era. As of May 2006, proposed legislation circu-
lates in the U.S. Congress concerning immigration
restrictions for the United States. The 2006 debate mir-
rors previous citizenship and immigration discussions
because of the 1882 passage of the Chinese Exclusion
Act by the U.S. Congress. This act prevented Asian
immigrants from coming to the United States because
many feared they were taking jobs away from whites.
The rise of Chinese (and Asian immigrants) came from
the building of the railroads. In 1924, the Immigration
Act performed similar restrictions on immigrants, but it
placed quotas on entry numbers from the 1890 census.
The 2006 debate concerned removing, restricting, and
legalizing illegal immigrants. Also, parts of the debate
concerned a changing population—one with an emerg-
ing majority of Hispanic residents—and fluctuating
political identities. Similar to what the 1880s experi-
enced with election results favoring immigrant desires,
the same trends occurred in 2006, and old fears that
immigrant workers were taking jobs away was again a
hot political topic. Questions of what it means to be an
American citizen and what a person’s role is in society
have taken the forefront in early twenty-first century
political debates.
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The Communist Manifesto

Book excerpt

By: Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels

Date: 1848

Source: Marx, Karl, and Friedrich Engels. The
Communist Manifesto. 1848.

About the Author: Karl Marx (1818–1883) and Friedrich
Engels (1820–1895) are the German-born founders of
modern international communism. Both men wrote
The Communist Manifesto, but Engels generally edited
and translated Marx’s writings. They attacked the state
as the instrument of oppression.

INTRODUCTION

The Communist Manifesto grew out of criticism of
early industrial society. Socialists condemned eco-
nomic inequalities and attacked the capitalist system
that permitted the exploitation of workers. Karl Marx
and Friedrich Engels explored the sociology of poverty
and the social structures that allowed a concentration
of power and wealth in the hands of relatively few
individuals.

Marx and Engels were the most prominent of the
nineteenth century socialists. These German-born
theorists believed that the social problems of the nine-
teenth century were the inevitable results of a capitalist
economy. They argued that capitalism divided people
into two main classes, each with its own economic
interests and social status: the capitalists, who owned
industrial machinery and factories (the means of pro-
duction), and the proletariat, consisting of wage work-
ers who had only their own labor to sell. Intense
competition between capitalists trying to make a profit
resulted in ruthless exploitation of the working class.
To make matters worse, according to Marx and
Engels, the state and its coercive institutions, such as
police forces and courts of law, were agencies of the
capitalist ruling class. The function of the state was to
maintain capitalists in power and enable them to con-
tinue their exploitation of the working class.

Marx developed these views fully in Capital:
Critique of Political Economy, a long, theoretical work
that was published in three volumes from 1867 to
1894. Together with Engels, Marx also wrote a short
pamphlet, The Communist Manifesto, in 1848. In this
work, Marx and Engels aligned themselves with the
communists, who aimed for the abolition of private
property and the creation of a totally egalitarian
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society. Famously, The Communist Manifesto asserts
that all human history has been the history of struggle
between social classes. The work can be viewed as
representative of mid-nineteenth century European
thought on the problems of the working class.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Does it require deep intuition to comprehend that man’s

ideas, views and conceptions, in one word, man’s con-

sciousness, changes with every change in the conditions

of his material existence, in his social relations and in his

social life?

What else does the history of ideas prove, than that

intellectual production changes its character in proportion

as material production is changed? The ruling ideas of each

age have ever been the ideas of its ruling class.

When people speak of ideas that revolutionize soci-

ety, they do but express the fact, that within the old soci-

ety, the elements of a new one have been created, and

that the dissolution of the old ideas keeps even pace with

the dissolution of the old conditions of existence.

When the ancient world was in its last throes, the

ancient religions were overcome by Christianity. When

Christian ideas succumbed in the 18th century to ration-

alist ideas, feudal society fought its death battle with the

then revolutionary bourgeoisie. The ideas of religious lib-

erty and freedom of conscience merely gave expression to

the sway of free competition within the domain of

knowledge.

‘‘Undoubtedly,’’ it will be said, ‘‘religious, moral, philo-

sophical and juridical ideas have been modified in the

course of historical development. But religion, morality

philosophy, political science, and law, constantly survived

this change.’’

‘‘There are, besides, eternal truths, such as Freedom,

Justice, etc. that are common to all states of society. But

Communism abolishes eternal truths, it abolishes all reli-

gion, and all morality, instead of constituting them on a

new basis; it therefore acts in contradiction to all past

historical experience.’’

What does this accusation reduce itself to? The his-

tory of all past society has consisted in the development of

class antagonisms, antagonisms that assumed different

forms at different epochs.

But whatever form they may have taken, one fact is

common to all past ages, viz., the exploitation of one part

of society by the other. No wonder, then, that the social

consciousness of past ages, despite all the multiplicity and

variety it displays, moves within certain common forms, or

general ideas, which cannot completely vanish except

with the total disappearance of class antagonisms.

The Communist revolution is the most radical rupture

with traditional property relations; no wonder that its

development involves the most radical rupture with tradi-

tional ideas.

But let us have done with the bourgeois objections to

Communism.

We have seen above, that the first step in the revolu-

tion by the working class, is to raise the proletariat to the

position of ruling as to win the battle of democracy.

The proletariat will use its political supremacy to

wrest, by degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to

centralize all instruments of production in the hands of

the State, i.e., of the proletariat organized as the ruling

class; and to increase the total of productive forces as

rapidly as possible.

Of course, in the beginning, this cannot be effected

except by means of despotic inroads on the rights of prop-

erty, and on the conditions of bourgeois production; by

means of measures, therefore, which appear economically

insufficient and untenable, but which, in the course of the

movement, outstrip themselves, necessitate further

inroads upon the old social order, and are unavoidable as a

means of entirely revolutionizing the mode of production.

These measures will of course be different in different

countries.

Nevertheless in the most advanced countries, the

following will be pretty generally applicable.

1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents

of land to public purposes.

2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.

3. Abolition of all right of inheritance.

4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and

rebels.

5. Centralization of credit in the hands of the State, by

means of a national bank with State capital and an

exclusive monopoly.

6. Centralization of the means of communication and

transport in the hands of the State.

7. Extension of factories and instruments of production

owned by the State; the bringing into cultivation of

waste-lands, and the improvement of the soil gener-

ally in accordance with a common plan.

8. Equal liability of all to labor. Establishment of industrial

armies, especially for agriculture.

9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing indus-

tries; gradual abolition of the distinction between

town and country, by a more equable distribution of

the population over the country.

10. Free education for all children in public schools.

Abolition of children’s factory labor in its present

form. Combination of education with industrial pro-

duction, etc., etc.
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When, in the course of development, class distinc-

tions have disappeared, and all production has been con-

centrated in the hands of a vast association of the whole

nation, the public power will lose its political character.

Political power, properly so called, is merely the organized

power of one class for oppressing another. If the proletar-

iat during its contest with the bourgeoisie is compelled, by

the force of circumstances, to organize itself as a class, if,

by means of a revolution, it makes itself the ruling class,

and, as such, sweeps away by force the old conditions of

production, then it will, along with these conditions, have

swept away the conditions for the existence of class

antagonisms and of classes generally, and will thereby

have abolished its own supremacy as a class.

In place of the old bourgeois society, with its classes

and class antagonisms, we shall have an association, in

which the free development of each is the condition for the

free development of all.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Throughout the second half of the nineteenth
century, socialism and socialist parties spread rapidly
throughout Europe and the United States. The doc-
trines of Marx and Engels came to dominate European
and international socialist thought. Revolutionary
socialists like Marx and Engels urged workers to seize
control of the state, confiscate the means of produc-
tion, and redistribute wealth equitably throughout
society. Such a revolutionary takeover occurred in
Russia, leading to the creation of the communist
Soviet Union that controlled much of Eastern
Europe until 1989. The collapse of the Soviet model
has given support to evolutionary socialists who argue
that socialists should work through representative gov-
ernments to elect legislators who support socialist
reforms.

Despite the apparent failure of revolutionary
socialism, The Communist Manifesto remains one of
the most widely read secular books in any language.
The work has maintained a substantial worldwide

The Communist Manifesto and other items captured by police when they arrested a striking electrical plant worker in 1954. ª BETTMANN/

CORBIS.
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readership as a classic of political philosophy and a
crucial historical document, while remaining key to
many popular struggles for liberation. With major
international movements forming around fair trade,
ecology and sustainability, and economic and political
justice, interest in The Communist Manifesto is higher at
the turn of the millennium than it has been since the
1970s.
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Interpretations. Washington Square, N.Y.: New York
University Press, 1998.
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The People’s Legal Right to
Freedom

Magazine article

By: Zhinazi

Date: 1903

Source: Angle, Stephen, and Marina Svensson. The
Chinese Human Rights Reader. Armonk, N.Y.: M.E.
Sharpe, 2001.

About the Author: ‘‘Zhinazi’’ is a pseudonym for an
unknown Chinese political thinker writing in 1903.

INTRODUCTION

Chinese thought on the subject of human rights
has developed along partly independent lines from
Western thought, although, over the last two centu-
ries, there has been considerable Western influence.
This article is a manifesto proclaiming what the author
believed to be essential human rights, especially
appealing to the standards of what the author repeat-
edly describes as ‘‘civilized’’ states, namely European
states. This article was first published in 1903 in a
magazine called Zhejiang Chao, which was produced
for one year by a group of Chinese men studying in
Japan.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

The right to freedom (ziyou quan) is one of the rights

(quanli) that people hold against the state (guojia). If we

examine the history of Europe, we will see that this right

could not have been obtained if [European] states had not

gone through numerous revolutions and their people had

not gone through endless bloodshed. Uncivilized, despotic

states feared only one thing: the freedom of their people,

which would be able to limit the states’ despotic powers.

So long as the people’s knowledge was deficient, their

intellectual and physical strengths did not suffice to defy

their states, and therefore they could not but lower their

heads and obey [their rulers]. As people became more

civilized, and also as they were pushed by the trends of

the times and pressed by social changes, they were no

longer willing to be fooled and manipulated. They mounted

opposition movements aimed at recovering the rights that

they ought to enjoy (yingxiang zhi quanli). The people of

modern civilized countries are all [able to] bustle about

under the aegis of their constitutions. Their states not

only do not dare to interfere arbitrarily, but actually pay

particular attention to protecting them. Isn’t all this the

result of fantastically ardent efforts by their predecessors?

Alas, our people always speak of freedom, freedom.

Yet what after all is the right to freedom? And what even-

tually distinguishes the limit of freedom? I am afraid that

our people are still utterly ignorant of these things. . . .

Here I list the kinds of rights to freedom below.

1. The freedom of residence and movement. The most

essential among people’s rights to freedom is the

right of residence. The state is composed of people.

Whoever resides in the territory of a state is its sub-

ject. Therefore the state allows its people to freely

move without any restriction within its territory.

2. The freedom of physical security. In a civilized country

people have noble personalities. Even a hair or a tress

should not sustain any unreasonable restraint, so the

state does not dare to improperly act to arrest,

imprison, or punish anyone. Crimes in violation of

the law, of course, are separate matters.

3. The freedom of safe residence. ‘‘Residence’’ is the

place that people use for their daily living. Legally

speaking, ‘‘[safe] residence’’ means not to damage a

person’s safety within his abode. So long as people

are not suspected of a crime, the state ought not to

intrude upon and search their residence without a

reason, in order to protect their safety.

4. The freedom of secrecy in correspondence. ‘‘Cor-

respondence’’ is when a particular person conveys his

ideas to another particular person in written words. It is

sealed carefully, unlike public mass advertisements that

are intended to be known to all people. Thus the state’s
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administrative organs, except as required by law, should

not purposely open correspondence or show it toothers,

no matter what the enclosed content.

5. The freedom of assembly and association.

‘‘Assembly’’ is the gathering of a large number of

people for a common end. ‘‘Association’’ is a contrac-

tual relationship; in order to fulfill their common end, a

large number of people gather and contract to perma-

nently and continuously seek their objective. During

the old despotic era, the state prohibited and force-

fully guarded against this right, fearing that people

would initiate acts of resistance. In modern constitu-

tional states, on the other hand, so long as the peace

and order of the state and society are not harmed, the

state should never interfere with this right.

6. The freedom of thought and expression. Certainly the

law has no way to interfere with a person’s inner

thoughts. Only after the thought is published exter-

nally does it become the object of law and the state is

able to limit or protect it. That which is put forth orally

is called speech; that which is put forth in written

words or illustrations is called writing; that which is

put forth using stone-block, wood-block, or lead-block

[printing] is called printed matter. So long as they do

not transgress the limits of law, the state ought not

arbitrarily interfere.

7. The freedom of ownership. The right to ownership

(suoyou quan) is a relation between individuals in

public law. As stipulated in the constitution, the right

to ownership has two meanings. The first restricts the

operation of the state’s power, making it unable to

violate people’s freedom of ownership. The second

protects people’s freedom; if the state’s administra-

tion violates [someone’s property], [he or she] is

permitted to be compensated by way of an adminis-

trative lawsuit.

8. The freedom of worship. Prior to the eighteenth cen-

tury, the power of the Roman Pope was unlimited.

Even all the rulers of European countries were subject

to his power. Therefore politics and religion were

subject to his power. Therefore politics and religion

were hardly separable, and his strength was able to

force the people not to convert to their religions [sic].

In the modern age, after many revolutions and with

the advancement of civilization, the state’s politics

and religion have become absolutely separate and

independent. The state grants its people freedom of

worship and does not interfere, though [religious

activities] should not cross the boundary of peace

and order.

In all, then, there are eight kinds of rights to freedom.

They are set down in the law code, declared in the constitu-

tion, and all have sworn to comply and do not dare to disobey.

But where are these rights [actually] respected?

Alas, when I think about this, I cannot help sighing

deeply. Please consider: have the four hundred million peo-

ple of our China completely enjoyed these rights? Should our

citizens desire to put into practice their freedom of assembly

and association, and so gather a large number of people to

form an organization, the government would certainly label it

as a rebellion, uprising, or riot, and would employ its despotic

force to dispel them, arrest them, imprison them, and would

not stop until all are stamped out. Should our citizens desire

to put into practice their freedom of thought and expression

to make manifest the common principles of mankind, the

government would definitely hold [the principles] to be

rumors, heterodoxies, insults to the court, or sacrilege, and

would proscribe them, destroy them, and would not be con-

tent until the principles can no longer be heard.

I do not blame the arbitrariness of the government,

though: I only blame the ignorance of our citizens. Which

among the so-called civilized governments was not bar-

baric and despotic before their reforms? Why is rights

consciousness (quanli sixiang) so weak in the minds our

citizens? Why do they treat rights so casually that they do

not fight to reform the law, to stipulate clearly the limits of

law, and hence to recover the rights due to them (yingyou

zhi quanli)?

I cannot but blame those today who call themselves

advocates of freedom (ziyouzhe). They do not have a sense

of the civic consciousness (gonggongxin) nor a capability for

self-rule (zizhi). They make the destruction of the commun-

ity their purpose and regard the transgression of rules as

freedom. They indulge themselves in individual selfishness

and harm the rights of the commonality. Even up to the day

they lose both fortune and honor, they still speak boastfully

to others about ‘‘freedom, freedom,’’ whereas they have

degraded the value of freedom to nothing. Could they pos-

sibly know that what is called freedom and what are called

rights in civilized states are [in each case] acknowledged by

the law that has been approved publicly by the citizens?

People together make up a state. If the elements of a state

are all [passive and lacking in rights consciousness,] as I

described above, then there will never be a day when the

citizens recover their freedom. If the elements [have no

civic consciousness nor sense of self-rule,] as I just

described, then there will never be a day when the citizens

peacefully enjoy their freedom. Civilized countries have no

people who merely fulfill duties, nor do they have govern-

ments that exclusively enjoy rights. Those under heaven

most capable of fulfilling duties while not enjoying rights are

slaves and animals. If our citizens are willing to be slaves or

animals, and allow a shepherd to reprimand them and

thrash them, then there is nothing more to say.

Otherwise, they should rise up at once.

nnn
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SIGNIFICANCE

At the time this article was written, China was
governed by its next-to-last emperor, Emperor
Zaitian of the Qing dynasty. China had been ruled by
emperors of various dynasties for approximately 2,000
years. The last emperor (Puyi) conceded in 1908 that a
constitution was needed, and, in 1910, even took steps
toward convening a national parliament, but these
half-hearted measures never took shape. Puyi abdi-
cated in 1912, and, from 1912 to 1916, China was
governed by its first republic. The constitution of this
republic explicitly recognized some of the principles
articulated in this rights manifesto by Zhinazi, includ-
ing freedom of religion.

However, the recognition of rights in constitu-
tional documents does not necessarily correspond to
reality. The Constitution of the People’s Republic of
China, enacted in 1982, states that ‘‘citizens of the
People’s Republic of China enjoy freedom of speech,
of the press, of assembly, of association, of procession,
and of demonstration,’’ but in practice, citizens of
China are routinely jailed and tortured or executed
for practicing forbidden religions or criticizing the
government. Hundreds of peaceful demonstrators
were massacred in Tiananmen Square in the capital
city of Beijing in 1989. It is one thing to proclaim
rights in a constitution and another for them to be
available to citizens.

Chinese thought on the subject of human rights
dates to the sixteenth century, when neo-Confucian
philosophers debated the subject of ‘‘legitimate
desires’’ and ‘‘legitimate interests.’’ In this setting, a
right is seen as a means to an end (the realization of a
legitimate desire or protection of a legitimate interest)
rather than as an end in itself. In the nineteenth cen-
tury, partly under influence from Europe and Japan,
the concepts of ‘‘rights’’ (quanli, the word used by the
writer of this primary source) and ‘‘people’s [political]
rights’’ (minquan) were articulated. Early in the twen-
tieth century, about the time this manifesto was writ-
ten, the term renquan came into use, which is usually
used in modern Chinese to signify rights. According to
China scholars, the concept of rights that developed
at this time was—in keeping with its Confucian
heritage—oriented toward ends and interests, includ-
ing economic ends and interests, rather than toward
absoluteness and innateness, as in much Western
thought. In the nationalistic May Fourth Movement
in China from 1919 to the mid-1920s, intellectual
freedoms were a central concern. The idea that reli-
gion should be forbidden as irrational and harmful
superstition co-existed in the Movement with ideals
of freedom of speech, association, and the like.

Despite China’s long history of intellectual engage-
ment with the concept of human rights, the government
of China today systematically violates many human
rights. Some writers have argued that China should
not be held to Western standards in such matters.
They contend that the concept of human rights is rela-
tive, not absolute, and has evolved over the last few
centuries of Western intellectual history. It would,
therefore, be a form of cultural imperialism to impose
Western ideals about freedom on the Chinese people.
By protecting law and order and seeing to the orderly
economic development of China, the government of
China is protecting human rights according to
Chinese rights. The Chinese government itself makes
this argument. Its delegation to a U.N. human rights
meeting in 1993 said, ‘‘The concept of human rights is a
product of historical development . . . . Different histor-
ical development stages have different human rights
requirements.’’ China also accuses the West of hypoc-
risy, pointing to recent U.S. claims that human rights
can be violated in the name of ‘‘the war on terrorism.’’

As noted above, there has, indeed, been a distinct
school of Chinese thought on the nature of human
rights for centuries. However, as documents such as
this primary source and the constitution of the
People’s Republic of China show, the ideals articulated
by that Chinese school of thought do not differ radi-
cally from those that are generally held in the West.

Western Internet companies such as Yahoo! and
Google, which have cooperated with the Chinese gov-
ernment in censoring the Internet inside China, offer a
rights-through-development argument that echoes that
of the Chinese government. These Western companies
and others that do business with the Chinese security
apparatus argue that the best way to help human rights
advance inside China is to speed China’s economic
development—while, of course, making a profit. U.S.
foreign policy has usually reflected a similar philosophy,
with China retaining Normal Trade Relations status
(formerly Most Favored Nation trading status) despite
its numerous human rights violations in occupied Tibet
and within its own borders.
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Niagara’s Declaration of
Principles

Declaration

By: Anonymous

Date: July 1905

Source: ‘‘Niagara’s Declaration of Principles.’’ Niagara
Movement, July 1905.

About the Author: When first published in 1905, the
Declaration of Principles was attributed to the Niagara
Movement, a new organization committed to obtain-
ing civil, legal, and social rights for African-Americans.
Although they were not personally credited, it was
clear that the new general secretary, W.E.B. Du Bois,
and the new chairman of the Press and Public Opinion
Committee, William Monroe Trotter, co-authored
the Declaration. Historical research into the letters
and documents of the Niagara Movement’s members
confirm this assumption. William Edward Burghardt
Du Bois (1868–1963) and Monroe Trotter (1872–
1934), as Trotter was known, were both African-
Americans from Massachusetts. Du Bois received his
doctorate from Harvard University in 1895, the same
year that Trotter earned his bachelor’s degree there.
Du Bois became a scholar specializing in the history,
economics, and sociology of black Americans, and in
1901 Trotter founded the Guardian, an influential
Black weekly newspaper published in Boston. Both
Du Bois and Trotter were prolific writers as well as
controversial activists. Trotter was seen as the more
radical of the two, mainly due to the vitriolic editorials
he wrote for the Guardian, which he edited until his
death in 1934. Du Bois was one of the founders of the
NAACP (National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People) in 1909 and served as the editor of
its magazine, The Crisis, from 1910 to 1934. Du Bois
was also the author of many important books, includ-
ing The Souls of Black Folk (1903), Darkwater (1920),
Black Reconstruction in America (1935), and Dusk of
Dawn (1940). In 1958, Du Bois emigrated to Ghana,
where he died in 1963.

INTRODUCTION

The Niagara Movement was the first African-
American organization to demand equality in all
spheres of contemporaneous life. Its Declaration of
Principles was drawn up at the organization’s first con-
ference, which took place in July 1905 at the Erie
Beach Hotel in Fort Erie, Ontario, a Canadian resort
area across the falls from Buffalo, New York. The
Declaration was notable not only for being the first
collective black claim to equal rights, but for its
explicit, controversial, and detailed description of the
different areas of concern to black Americans. Its
demand for social equality openly defied current Jim
Crow laws, and its language, which spoke of protest,
oppression, and agitation, was bold, if not radical.

The Declaration was written in pointed contrast to
the policies and demeanor advocated by Booker T.
Washington and his followers at the Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama. As the era’s leading black spokes-
man, Washington’s political and social influence was
enormous. The Tuskegee Institute was well-funded by
white philanthropists that approved of Washington’s
gradual, non-threatening programs for social change,
as exemplified by the famous speech Washington gave
in 1895, known as the Atlanta Compromise. The
Niagara Movement deliberately opposed the Atlanta
Compromise and the Tuskegee Machine (as Du Bois
called Washington’s organization) in addition to white
racism.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Progress: The members of the conference, known as

the Niagara Movement, assembled in annual meeting at

Buffalo, July 11th, 12th and 13th, 1905, congratulate the

Negro-Americans on certain undoubted evidences of prog-

ress in the last decade, particularly the increase of intelli-

gence, the buying of property, the checking of crime, the

uplift in home life, the advance in literature and art, and

the demonstration of constructive and executive ability in

the conduct of great religious, economic and educational

institutions.

Suffrage: At the same time, we believe that this class

of American citizens should protest emphatically and con-

tinually against the curtailment of their political rights. We

believe in manhood suffrage; we believe that no man is so

good, intelligent or wealthy as to be entrusted wholly with

the welfare of his neighbor.

Civil Liberty: We believe also in protest against the

curtailment of our civil rights. All American citizens have

the right to equal treatment in places of public entertain-

ment according to their behavior and deserts.
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Economic Opportunity: We especially complain

against the denial of equal opportunities to us in economic

life; in the rural districts of the South this amounts to

peonage and virtual slavery; all over the South it tends to

crush labor and small business enterprises; and every-

where American prejudice, helped often by iniquitous

laws, is making it more difficult for Negro-Americans to

earn a decent living.

Education: Common school education should be free

to all American children and compulsory. High school train-

ing should be adequately provided for all, and college train-

ing should be the monopoly of no class or race in any

section of our common country. We believe that, in

defense of our own institutions, the United States should

aid common school education, particularly in the South,

and we especially recommend concerted agitation to this

end. We urge an increase in public high school facilities in

the South, where the Negro-Americans are almost wholly

without such provisions. We favor well-equipped trade and

technical schools for the training of artisans, and the need

of adequate and liberal endowment for a few institutions

of higher education must be patent to sincere well-wishers

of the race.

Courts: We demand upright judges in courts, juries

selected without discrimination on account of color and

the same measure of punishment and the same efforts at

reformation for black as for white offenders. We need

orphanages and farm schools for dependent children, juve-

nile reformatories for delinquents, and the abolition of the

dehumanizing convict-lease system.

Public Opinion: We note with alarm the evident retro-

gression in this land of sound public opinion on the subject

of manhood rights, republican government and human

brotherhood, and we pray God that this nation will not

Co-chairmen of the Niagara Centennial Committee Todd Bolton (left) and George Rutherford (right) stand between a picture of the 1906

Niagara Movement founding members. The movement held its second annual meeting, the first in the United States, on the Storer

College campus in Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia. AP IMAGES.
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degenerate into a mob of boasters and oppressors, but

rather will return to the faith of the fathers, that all men

were created free and equal, with certain unalienable rights.

Health: We plead for health—for an opportunity to

live in decent houses and localities, for a chance to rear

our children in physical and moral cleanliness.

Employers and Labor Unions: We hold up for public

execration the conduct of two opposite classes of men:

The practice among employers of importing ignorant

Negro-American laborers in emergencies, and then afford-

ing them neither protection nor permanent employment;

and the practice of labor unions in proscribing and boycot-

ting and oppressing thousands of their fellow-toilers, sim-

ply because they are black. These methods have

accentuated and will accentuate the war of labor and cap-

ital, and they are disgraceful to both sides.

Protest: We refuse to allow the impression to remain

that the Negro-American assents to inferiority, is submis-

sive under oppression and apologetic before insults.

Through helplessness we may submit, but the voice of

protest of ten million Americans must never cease to assail

the ears of their fellows, so long as America is unjust.

Color-Line: Any discrimination based simply on race

or color is barbarous, we care not how hallowed it be by

custom, expediency or prejudice. Differences made on

account of ignorance, immorality, or disease are legitimate

methods of fighting evil, and against them we have no

word of protest; but discriminations based simply and

solely on physical peculiarities, place of birth, color of

skin, are relics of that unreasoning human savagery of

which the world is and ought to be thoroughly ashamed.

‘‘Jim Crow’’ Cars: We protest against the ‘‘Jim

Crow’’ car, since its effect is and must be to make us pay

first-class fare for third-class accommodations, render us

open to insults and discomfort and to crucify wantonly our

manhood, womanhood and self-respect.

Soldiers: We regret that this nation has never seen fit

adequately to reward the black soldiers who, in its five

wars, have defended their country with their blood, and

yet have been systematically denied the promotions which

their abilities deserve. And we regard as unjust, the exclu-

sion of black boys from the military and naval training

schools.

War Amendments: We urge upon Congress the

enactment of appropriate legislation for securing the

proper enforcement of those articles of freedom, the thir-

teenth, fourteenth and fifteenth amendments of the

Constitution of the United States.

Oppression: We repudiate the monstrous doctrine

that the oppressor should be the sole authority as to the

rights of the oppressed. The Negro race in America stolen,

ravished and degraded, struggling up through difficulties

and oppression, needs sympathy and receives criticism;

needs help and is given hindrance, needs protection and is

given mob-violence, needs justice and is given charity,

needs leadership and is given cowardice and apology,

needs bread and is given a stone. This nation will never

stand justified before God until these things are changed.

The Church: Especially are we surprised and aston-

ished at the recent attitude of the church of Christ—of an

increase of a desire to bow to racial prejudice, to narrow

the bounds of human brotherhood, and to segregate black

men to some outer sanctuary. This is wrong, unchristian

and disgraceful to the twentieth century civilization.

Agitation: Of the above grievances we do not hesi-

tate to complain, and to complain loudly and insistently. To

ignore, overlook, or apologize for these wrongs is to prove

ourselves unworthy of freedom. Persistent manly agita-

tion is the way to liberty, and toward this goal the Niagara

Movement has started and asks the cooperation of all men

of all races.

Help: At the same time we want to acknowledge with

deep thankfulness the help of our fellowmen from the

Abolitionist down to those who today still stand for equal

opportunity and who have given and still give of their

wealth and of their poverty for our advancement.

Duties: And while we are demanding, and ought to

demand, and will continue to demand the rights enumer-

ated above, God forbid that we should ever forget to urge

corresponding duties upon our people:

The duty to vote.

The duty to respect the rights of others.

The duty to work.

The duty to obey the laws.

The duty to be clean and orderly.

The duty to send our children to school.

The duty to respect ourselves, even as we respect

others.

This statement, complaint and prayer we submit to

the American people, and Almighty God.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Historian David L. Lewis describes the Niagara
Movement as part of the Talented Tenth’s response to
growing discontent with Booker T. Washington’s pol-
icies, as well as a reaction to the increasing racism,
violence, and oppressive laws that followed the end of
Reconstruction in the American South. The Talented
Tenth was the phrase that W.E.B. Du Bois coined to
describe an emerging black professional class. As epit-
omized by the members of the Niagara Movement,
most of the Talented Tenth had some education in
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the liberal arts. Many were college graduates who
valued higher education for their race, as shown by
the paragraph on education in the Declaration. This
was in marked contrast to the Tuskegee Institute’s
focus on industrial education.

Booker T. Washington had already asked for Du
Bois’s help in organizing a conference of black leaders
to be held in January of 1904, despite the fact that Du
Bois had criticized Washington and his accommoda-
tionism in 1903 in The Souls of Black Folk. Du Bois’s
experience at this conference and his frustration with
serving on the Committee of Twelve—the political
action group organized by Washington—led Du Bois
to consult with Monroe Trotter, Minnesota lawyer
Frederick L. McGhee, and Chicago doctor Charles
E. Bentley about forming a more radical black organ-
ization. As Fox describes in Trotter’s biography, the

four planned a secret meeting for the summer of 1905.
Du Bois invited fifty-nine men to come join ‘‘organ-
ized, determined, and aggressive action on the part of
men who believe in Negro freedom and growth.’’
Twenty-nine men attended the historic conference
which resulted in the Declaration of Principles.

Although some accounts of the Niagara
Movement’s first meeting claim that it was scheduled
to be held in Buffalo and that the men were denied
hotel rooms because of their race, or because of a
shortage of rooms caused by an Elks Club convention,
there is no documented evidence for this. Buffalo res-
idents and Du Bois supporters Mary Burnette Talbert
and William H. Talbert may have suggested the Fort
Erie resort location to Du Bois, who made the arrange-
ments. Interestingly, there is some evidence that
Booker T. Washington’s followers kept all but a few
newspapers from reporting on the Niagara Movement.

The Niagara Movement was officially incorpo-
rated in January 1906. By the time of its second confer-
ence in Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia, in August 1906,
the group had about 170 members in thirty branches
and had distributed over ten thousand pieces of liter-
ature, including their Declaration. Despite the fact that
the Niagara Movement only survived a few more years
as an organization, Du Bois used both the organiza-
tion’s framework and its principles as the blueprint for
a new, hugely successful group, the NAACP, in 1909.
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Four Freedoms
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s State of the Union

Address

Speech

By: Franklin Delano Roosevelt

Date: January 6, 1941

The front cover of the November 1910 edition of the NAACP’s

monthly magazine The Crisis. This was the first edition of what

would become one of the most important publications of the civil

rights movement. PUBLIC DOMAIN.
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Source: Roosevelt, Franklin Delano. ‘‘The Four
Freedoms: President Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
State of the Union Address.’’ Congressional Record. 44
(January 6, 1941).

About the Author: Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR) was
born in 1882 in New Hyde Park, New York. During
his youth, he played sports and remained active, but at
age thirty-nine, he contracted poliomyelitis (polio).
The disease caused him to loose the full use of his
legs, and throughout the rest of his life, he used a
wheelchair and crutches for mobility. Upon his 1932
election to the presidency, he became the first United
States President with a physical disability, which he
took great steps to conceal. FDR led the United States
through the Great Dperession and World War II
(1941–1945). He won the presidency for four consec-
utive terms—the only president to do so—and he died
on April 12, 1945 of a cerebral hemorrhage. Franklin
D. Roosevelt is also the fifth cousin of Theodore
Roosevelt, U.S. president from 1901 to 1909.

INTRODUCTION

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt gave his
Four Freedoms Speech as a State of the Union address
to the U.S. Congress on January 6, 1941. In this
speech, he outlined a plan for the United States to
sustain economic recovery and to help Europe (partic-
ularly Great Britain) in war. The Great Depression of
the 1930s, with the Stock Market Crash of October
1929 frequently noted as the catalyst for the nation’s
and world’s economic crisis, sent the United States
economy into a downward spiral. President Herbert
Hoover initially asked the country to rely upon volun-
teerism to stabilize the economy, but Roosevelt took a
drastically different approach after taking office in
1933. Roosevelt set up a series of New Deal programs
that brought federal funding and aid to local commun-
ities. These moneys then established jobs and eco-
nomic infrastructures that enabled individuals to earn
a living, communities to maintain and establish eco-
nomic growth, and with time, they allowed the
national economy to rebuild itself. These types of
programs, federal aid and help while letting individuals
work and rebuild on their own, are synonymous with
FDR’s presidency. Thus, his Four Freedoms Speech
established the Lend-Lease Bill with Great Britain and
stated the Four Freedoms.

The Lend-Lease Bill provided that the United
States would lend destroyers, and other weapons, to
Great Britain on the condition that the United States
could lease military bases from Great Britain. The
Lend-Lease plan developed from the Neutrality Acts
(beginning in 1935), which said the United States

would not intervene in European conflicts. But, as
per the agreement, the United States would sell weap-
onry and raw material to belligerent countries on a
cash and carry basis. With the start of World War II
in September 1939, the United States took a stand of
neutrality. The intent of the Lend-Lease Bill was to
help Great Britain—the war greatly drained its resour-
ces—but the United States could not sign a bill directly
aimed at Great Britain because the United States had
taken a stand of neutrality. Hence, the bill said the
United States and Great Britain were leasing and loan-
ing property without the intent for war. The Lend-
Lease Bill reflects Roosevelt’s New Deal liberalism by
helping without being hands on and giving aid too
freely, and the core of this speech—the Four
Freedoms—reflected the nation and the international
community.

The four key points of the speech based them-
selves on key ideals of the American Constitution and
on human desires. The first two points of the speech
utilized the first and second amendments (freedom of
speech and expression and freedom of religion), and
the last two freedoms proposed alleviating the freedom
from want and the freedom from fear. These elements
of the speech reflected the American psyche and the
turmoil of the Great Depression. Americans had not
previously experienced such economic devastation,
and they were not used to asking for help. In reaction
to the Labor Struggles of the 1920s and the economic
crisis of the 1930s, many Americans firmly believed in
isolationism. This belief also grew from the aftermath
of World War I when economic theories like The
Merchant of Death Thesis said that big business had
lured Americans into fighting so that they could make
money. Hence, FDR knew that he had to rally the
nation into supporting a European conflict, and with
the Neutrality Acts and then the Lend-Lease Bill he
was easing the American public’s mind into the con-
flict. The insertion of the Four Freedoms then allowed
FDR to bring the hopes and desires of Americans into
an international arena, comparing them to U.S. Allies,
and showing that Americans and non-Americans
desire the same rights.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Let us say to the democracies, ‘‘We Americans are vitally

concerned in your defense of freedom. We are putting

forth our energies, our resources and our organizing

powers to give you the strength to regain and maintain a

free world. We shall send you in ever-increasing numbers,

ships, planes, tanks, guns. That is our purpose and our

pledge.’’
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In fulfillment of this purpose we will not be intimidated by

the threats of dictators that they will regard as a breach of

international law or as an act of war our aid to the democ-

racies which dare to resist their aggression. Such aid is not

an act of war, even if a dictator should unilaterally proclaim

it so to be.

When the dictators are ready to make war upon us, they

will not wait for an act of war on our part. They did not wait

for Norway or Belgium or the Netherlands to commit an act

of war.

Their only interest is in a new one-way international law

which lacks mutuality in its observance and, therefore

becomes an instrument of oppression.

The happiness of future generations of Americans may

well depend on how effective and how immediate we

can make our aid felt. No one can tell the exact character

of the emergency situations that we may be called upon to

meet. The nation’s hands must not be tied when the

nation’s life is in danger.

We must all prepare to make the sacrifices that the emer-

gency—as serious as war itself—demands. Whatever

stands in the way of speed and efficiency in defense

preparations must give way to the national need.

A free nation has the right to expect full cooperation from

all groups. A free nation has the right to look to the leaders

of business, of labor and of agriculture to take the lead in

stimulating effort, not among other groups but within their

own groups.

The best way of dealing with the few slackers or trouble

makers in our midst is, first, to shame them by patriotic

example; and if that fails, to use the sovereignty of govern-

ment to save government.

As men do not live by bread alone, they do not fight by

armaments alone. Those who man our defenses and

those behind them who build our defenses, must have

the stamina and the courage which come from unshakable

belief in the manner of life which they are defending. The

mighty action that we are calling for cannot be based on a

disregard of all the things worth fighting for.

The nation takes great satisfaction and much strength

from the things which have been done to make its people

conscious of their individual stake in the preservation of

democratic life in America. Those things have toughened

the fiber of our people, have renewed their faith and

strengthened their devotion to the institutions we make

ready to protect.

Certainly this is no time for any of us to stop thinking about

the social and economic problems which are the root

cause of the social revolution which is today a supreme

factor in the world.

There is nothing mysterious about the foundations of a

healthy and strong democracy.

The basic things expected by our people of their political

and economic systems are simple. They are:

Equality of opportunity for youth and for others.

Jobs for those who can work.

Security for those who need it.

The ending of special privilege for the few.

The preservation of civil liberties for all.

The enjoyment of the fruits of scientific progress in a wider

and constantly rising standard of living.

These are the simple, the basic things that must never be

lost sight of in the turmoil and unbelievable complexity of

our modern world. The inner and abiding strength of our

economic and political systems is dependent upon the

degree to which they fulfill these expectations.

Many subjects connected with our social economy call for

immediate improvement.

As examples:

We should bring more citizens under the coverage of old-

age pensions and unemployment insurance.

We should widen the opportunities for adequate

medical care.

We should plan a better system by which persons deserv-

ing or needing gainful employment may obtain it.

I have called for personal sacrifice. I am assured of the

willingness of almost all Americans to respond to that call.

A part of the sacrifice means the payment of more money

in taxes. In my Budget Message I shall recommend that a

greater portion of this great defense program be paid for

from taxation than we are paying for today. No person

should try, or be allowed to get rich out of this program;

and the principle of tax payments in accordance with ability

to pay should be constantly before our eyes to guide our

legislation.

If the congress maintains these principles, the voters,

putting patriotism ahead of pocketbooks, will give you

their applause.

In the future days which we seek to make secure, we look

forward to a world founded upon four essential human

freedoms.

The first is freedom of speech and expression everywhere

in the world.

The second is freedom of every person to worship God in

his own way everywhere in the world.

The third is freedom from want, which, translated into

world terms, means economic understandings which will

secure to every nation a healthy peacetime life for its

inhabitants everywhere in the world.
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The fourth is freedom from fear, which, translated into

world terms, means a world-wide reduction of armaments

to such a point and in such a thorough fashion that no

nation will be in a position to commit an act of physical

aggression against any neighbor—anywhere in the world.

That is no vision of a distant millennium. It is a definite

basis for a kind of world attainable in our own time and

generation. That kind of world is the very antithesis of the

so-called ‘‘new order’’ of tyranny which the dictators seek

to create with the crash of a bomb.

To that new order we oppose the greater conception—the

moral order. A good society is able to face schemes

of world domination and foreign revolutions alike

without fear.

Since the beginning of our American history we have been

engaged in change—in a perpetual, peaceful revolution—a

revolution which goes on steadily, quietly, adjusting itself

to changing conditions—without the concentration camp

or the quick-lime in the ditch. The world order which we

seek is the cooperation of free countries, working together

in a friendly, civilized society.

This nation has placed its destiny in the hands and heads

and hearts of its millions of free men and women; and its

faith in freedom under the guidance of God. Freedom

means the supremacy of human rights everywhere. Our

support goes to those who struggle to gain those rights

and keep them. Our strength is our unity of purpose.

To that high concept there can be no end save victory.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The United States officially entered World War II
in December 1941, after the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor, and it became a central leader in forming the
United Nations. The United Nations, an extension of
President Woodrow Wilson’s League of Nations fol-
lowing World War I, established a council for nations
to settle their disputes. More importantly, the United
Nations had the support of the world’s major powers
(the United States, Great Britain, the Soviet Union,
and China), and it set up a system for embargos and
penalties against countries that did not comply to
international guidelines of warfare and human respect.

After the initial postwar period, the United
Nations continued to develop and refine its role with
world affairs. Since its creation, the United Nations
has helped enforce such international laws as the
Treatment of Prisoners of War (adopted August
1949 and entered into force in October 1950) and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (adopted
December 1948). First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt used
the Four Freedoms Speech as her inspiration and cata-
lyst for the drafting and signing of the United Nations
Declaration of Human Rights, and the United Nations
has parts of the Four Freedoms speech as a central
element of its directive.

The Four Freedoms Speech also inspired four
paintings by American artist Norman Rockwell. The
Saturday Evening Post published this series of paintings
in 1943 on February 20, February 27, March 6, and
March 13. The Office of War Information also used
the Rockwell paintings in their campaign to sell war
bonds for World War II, and the four paintings are
attributed with selling about $130,000,000 in war
bonds.

The Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt Institute
pays yearly accolades to individuals who commit their
lives to the ideals of the Four Freedoms. Some recip-
ients of the Four Freedoms Award are Coretta Scott
King (wife of civil rights leader Martin Luther King,
Jr.) and Mikhail Gorbachev (former President of the

A draft copy, with handwritten notes, of President Franklin D.

Roosevelt’s famous ‘‘Four Freedoms’’ speech. PHOTO BY HERBERT

ORTH//TIME LIFE PICTURES/GETTY IMAGES.
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Soviet Union who worked with U.S. President Ronald
Reagan to help end the Cold War).
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Punishment and Prevention of
War Crimes

Resolution

By: League of Nations

Date: October 10, 1943

Source: League of Nations. ‘‘Resolutions of the
Executive Committee of the League of Nations
Union.’’ Executive Committee of the League of
Nations Union, October 10, 1943.

About the Author: The League of Nations formed in 1919
as part of the postwar accords from World War I. U.S.
President Woodrow Wilson first presented the idea of
the League in his Fourteen Points Speech on January
8, 1918. Wilson initially called his plan The Covenant
of the League of Nations, and through his work the
League became Section I of the Treaty of Versailles.
January 10, 1920 saw the ratification of the treaty, and
the official formation of the League of Nations. It first
met in Geneva on November 15, 1920, and twenty
nations joined. The League was intended to prevent
future hostilities through mediation and non-violent
intervention, but many countries withdrew from the
League and the United States never joined. Scholars
note that the United States’ failure to join the League
caused many countries to withdraw their support for it.
During World War II, the allied powers still worked

under the auspices of the League until the formation of
the United Nations at the Yalta Conference in
February 1945. The United Nations replaced the
League of Nations after World War II.

INTRODUCTION

During World War II, technology increased the
intensity of warfare, and racial and ethnic divisions
heightened the level of wartime brutalities. Operation
Barbarossa saw Soviet Union troops and German
troops committing highly intense acts of wartime cru-
elties upon each other. Postwar testimonies from
German and Soviet soldiers attest that both sides
used dead bodies as target practice, large massacres of
civilians and troops took place, and other atrocities
occurred. In the battle between the United States and
Japan, scholars have deemed it a ‘‘war without mercy.’’
Popular magazines captured cover images of women
proudly holding up the skulls of Japanese soldiers.
These skulls, and other bones, had been shipped to
them from their Marine fiancés and husbands.
President Franklin Roosevelt refused to accept a letter
opener carved from the bones of a Japanese soldier,
and keeping bones and body parts as souvenirs was so
customary that customs officials had to ask individuals
to declare their bones upon entry into the country.

In addition to the hostilities of the battlefield, and
the efforts of soldiers to elevate their morale and feel
justified in their actions, the general public became
more aware of the German atrocities of war. Scholars
do not know when the Germans decided to massacre
Jews, nor do they know how the decision was made.
Historians debate if Hitler initiated the extermination
programs of the Third Reich or if his subordinates
encouraged the idea, but they generally agree that at
some point Hitler approved of the program. In the
summer of 1941, indiscriminate killing of Jews offi-
cially began in conquered areas of the Soviet Union,
and at the Wannsee Conference (a suburb of Berlin)
the details of the Final Solution were laid out. The plan
called for the continued deportation of Jews to
Concentration Camps, immediate death for the very
young, old, or those unable to work, segregation by
gender, and death through forced labor and lack of
food. Finally, any remaining Jews would be killed at
the end of the war.

As the Nazis pushed forward on their plans for
Jewish extermination, Allied leaders began to receive
more concrete evidence concerning the German
Concentration Camps and extermination facilities.
More so, in 1943 the Germans began losing ground
in the war; they were no longer gaining territory, their
economy was suffering from overexertion, and
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Germany began to lose some of its war gains. The turn
in the German warfront caused Hitler and his leaders
to intensify their plans for exterminating the Jews.
News from liberated zones and camps quickly spread
to world media outlets, and the international public
outcry against the treatment of European Jews super-
seded many local racisms and hostilities. For instance,
in the United States, long-standing fears and hatred of
Jews and other ethnic groups prohibited certain indi-
viduals from obtaining jobs and housing. Yet, the news
of the Holocaust (that is, Germany’s Concentration
Camps and extermination programs) forced President
Roosevelt to reverse national policy. Previously, the
United States had refused entry to European refugees,
and in February 1942 Roosevelt ordered the intern-
ment of Japanese-Americans living on the west coast.

In 1943, the federal government began allowing intern-
ees to leave Internment Camps. Initially, they were not
allowed to return to the west coast, but in early 1944 this
policy changed. Some individuals were allowed to
return to their previous homes. In June 1944,
Roosevelt brought one thousand refugees from
Europe to the United States as his personal guests in
Washington DC. These policy changes reflected the
international community, the lack of tolerance for the
unlawful imprisonment of individuals, and an interna-
tional desire to end the hostilities of World War II—
locally and internationally. The world community had
grown tired of warfare, and the escalating brutalities of
the battlefield shocked individuals. Additionally, policy
changes reflected international agreements that aimed
to prevent future retribution by victims of war crimes.

Survivors of the Nazi concentration camp at Buchenwald, after their liberation by the Allies on April 16, 1945. Elie Wiesel, the future

Nobel Prize winning author, is on the second bunk from the bottom, sixth from the left. NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION.
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RESOLUTIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE

LEAGUE OF NATIONS UNION

Punishment of War Criminals The Executive Committee of

the League of National Union recognizes that war cannot

be made humane. But acts of violence permissible to a

belligerent are strictly defined and limited by rules of

International Law.

The charge against the Germans and their Allies is

that, in defiance of these rules, they have carried out a

system of terrorism by slaughter, outrage and torture,

not to speak of robbery and destruction, unjustified by

any military necessity and aimed at men, women and

children of all ages and in certain cases dictated by racial

or religious prejudice as in the wholesale massacre

of Jews.

In order to re-establish the principles of Law, to satisfy

the legitimate indignation cause by these horrors, and to

prevent retaliatory massacres, the Executive Committee

believes that it is essential that those individuals, whoever

they may be, who are accused of having ordered or carried

out such crimes should be brought before courts of justice

which shall, after open and rigorously fair trial, pass sen-

tence on any persons convicted of the offenses charged

against them.

Where possible, the Committee hopes that the

Courts will be international in character.

The Committee welcomes the assurance by the

Government that they are taking preparatory steps in the

direction indicated and it trusts that, as and when enemy-

occupied territory comes under United Nations control,

they will secure all known suspected persons there. It

also hopes that it may be possible to prevent such persons

escaping from justice into neutral territory and that, if they

do so escape, the United Nations will require their

surrender.

Prevention, where possible, of further War Crimes The

Committee considers that it is of the utmost importance

that all possible steps should be taken by the United

Nations to remove persons criminally threatened with vio-

lence in the countries occupied by Nazi forces. In partic-

ular, as territories are in process of liberation, the strongest

pressure should be put on those still in control of them to

abstain for any violence against the inhabitants, to remove

all discriminative measures, especially those against the

Jews, and to rescue as many as possible who might still be

in danger of attack.

At the same meeting it was resolved that,

The Committee is of opinion that no person figuring

on the list of wanted war criminals of any of the United

Nations should, on grounds of military expediency or for

any other reason, be entrusted with any post of

confidence.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The Nuremburg Trials were held in Nuremburg,
Germany from October 1945 to October 1946. The
trials maintained the League’s affirmations that those
responsible for the Holocaust and various other war
crimes of World War II would be held liable. War
crimes brought before international courts tended to
be of the worst kind. The most notable of these crimes
were the German Concentration Camps. The first of
these war crime trials occurred in Krasnodar, Soviet
Union, in July 1943. Thirteen Soviet citizens were
tried for more than seven thousand acts of murder.
Three of the individuals received twenty-year prison
sentences, and eight were hanged.

After the Nuremburg Trials, numerous other tri-
als occurred. These cases were tried in a variety of
places where the crimes occurred, such as France,
Italy, and the Soviet Union. After 1946, most of those
tried were not high-ranking officials, and many partic-
ipants and facilitators of war crimes never faced
charges.

After World War II, the United Nations contin-
ued to develop treaties and organizations and imple-
mented measures to prevent future wartime atrocities.
The Geneva Convention, being the most notable of
the post-World-War-II actions, drafted concise defi-
nitions for the treatment of wartime prisoners, the
execution of international and wartime criminals, and
other aspects of war actions. The Geneva Convention
drafted its articles in August 1949, and on October 21,
1950, the United Nations entered them into force.
These measures have strengthened the international
community and helped to define acts of torture and
inhumane treatment that still occur—in 1999, hun-
dreds of ethnic Albanians were executed in conflicts
with Serbian police forces and the Kosovo Liberation
Army. As recently as March 2006, U.S. Marines
received indictments for the deaths of Iraqi civilians
and soldiers. The outcomes of these trials have not yet
been determined.

FURTHER RESOURCES

Books

Browning, Christopher R. The Path to Genocide: Essays On
Launching the Final Solution. Cambridge, U.K. and New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1992.
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Creation of UN Commission
on Human Rights

Resolution

By: United Nations

Date: June 21, 1946

Source: United Nations Economic and Social Council.
‘‘Creation of UN Commission on Human Rights.’’
(June 21, 1946).

About the Author: The phrase ‘‘United Nations’’ was used
during World War II (1939–1945) to describe the
dozens of nations allied together to fight Germany
and Japan, most notably including China, France,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United
States of America. These allies decided to develop a
new organization to facilitate international coopera-
tion and help prevent future wars. It would replace the
League of Nations, which had failed to prevent World
War II. They called it the United Nations (UN). The
UN Charter was ratified on October 24, 1945. In the
years since the UN has served as a forum for interna-
tional negotiation and cooperation on many issues,
including international security, human rights, trade
and economics, and the environment.

INTRODUCTION

The mass genocide of the Jewish people, Roma
people, homosexuals, communists, and other targeted
groups during World War II (1938–1945) under the
orders of Adolph Hitler, led to a call for greater inter-
national oversight and monitoring of human rights

issues. By the end of World War II, leaders from
countries worldwide called for an international body
with greater powers than the League of Nations, which
had formed in 1919 but had failed in its primary mis-
sion to control aggression, as evidenced by the Axis
Powers’ invasions leading to World War II. In 1945,
more than fifty countries joined the newly created
United Nations, which inherited many of the func-
tions and agencies from the League of Nations, but
which also included the membership of the United
States and a broader coalition of countries.

The United Nations Commission on Human
Rights (UNCHR) was created less than one year
after the formation of the United Nations. The
UNCHR is an independent commission under the
umbrella of the UN Economic and Social Council
and was established as part of the UN charter at its
founding in 1945. The topic of human rights was para-
mount as calls for war crime trials increased in the late
1940s; German and Japanese military officers faced
charges ranging from genocide to torture to institu-
tionalized rape of Japanese ‘‘comfort women,’’ to the
murder of children and unarmed non-combatants.

The primary function of the UNCHR is to mon-
itor human rights abuses, policies, procedures, and law
in member countries. The Commission originally
included eighteen member states; as the number of
UN members increased, the UNCHR membership
increased proportionately as well. In 2005, there were
fifty-three member states comprising the commission,
elected for three-year terms.

At its creation, the UNCHR’s first function was to
compile all existing laws, treaties, and policies con-
cerning human rights in member countries. Over
time, that mission has expanded to include the consis-
tent monitoring of human rights topics including free-
dom of expression, access to healthcare, proper
nutrition, education, and freedom from violence in
member countries, and to create annual reports
describing and detailing current human rights circum-
stances in each country.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The UNCHR met every March and April, conven-
ing for six weeks, with a rotating chair system; different
countries from varying continents served as the
Commission’s chair each year. As of 1993, the
UNCHR began to report to the newly created position
of UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. As an
Under Secretary within the UN system, the High
Commissioner’s mandate includes the promotion of
human rights in international treaties, the protection of
human rights, education on human rights issues, and the
management of all human rights issues related to
the UN.
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Since 1993, UN High Commissioners for Human
Rights have come from Latin America, Western
Europe, Africa, and North America; as of 2004, the
position was held by Louise Arbour of Canada. In
2001, the UNCHR, for the first time since 1947, did
not include the United States as a commission mem-
ber. Many member states in Europe were not pleased
with the United States’ objections to the creation of an
International Criminal Court. By 2003, the United
States had been reinstated to the UNCHR. In 2004,
Sudan was voted onto the commission, prompting out-
cries from international human rights groups, as Sudan
is accused of sanctioning the ongoing extermination of
non-Muslims in its Darfur region. The UNCHR has
come under sharp criticism as well for including such
member nations as China, Russia, Pakistan, Saudi
Arabia, Cuba, and Zimbabwe on the commission; the
human rights abuse records in these countries have led
critics to charge that the UNCHR lacks credibility and
has become a political pawn in international politics.

On March 15, 2006, the United Nations General
Assembly voted to create a new body, the UN Human

Rights Council, to replace UNCHR. International
human rights organizations such as Amnesty Inter-
national and Human Rights Watch strongly endorsed
the new Human Rights Council and expressed opposi-
tion to the United States’ refusal to vote for the new
council. One hundred seventy member nations voted
for the change, while Israel and the United States voted
against it. The United States claimed the change did not
go far enough in tightening human rights oversight. The
new UNHRC includes forty-seven member nations, uses
secret ballot procedures in the General Assembly to elect
members, and creates a system for suspending members
for human rights abuses. The final Commission on
Human Rights meeting—its sixty-second—ended on
March 27, 2006. The first meeting of the Human
Rights Council was held in April 2006.

FURTHER RESOURCES

Books

Donnelly, Jack. Universal Human Rights in Theory and
Practice. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press,
2002.

An inmate in Trinidad’s Carrera Island prison. In 2000, a report to the UN Commission on Human Rights alledged that the mentally ill

were being mixed with the general prison population here and not given any treatment for their condition. ª SMAILES ALEX/CORBIS SYGMA.
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UN Universal Declaration of
Human Rights

Declaration

By: United Nations General Assembly

Date: December 10, 1948

Source: United Nations General Assembly. ‘‘UN
Declaration of Human Rights. General Assembly
Resolution 217 A (III). December 10, 1948.

About the Author: The phrase ‘‘United Nations’’ was used
during World War II (1939–1945) to describe the
dozens of nations allied together to fight Germany
and Japan, most notably including China, France,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United
States of America. These allies decided to develop a
new organization to facilitate international coopera-
tion and help prevent future wars. It would replace the
League of Nations, which had failed to prevent World
War II. They called it the United Nations (UN). The
UN Charter was ratified on October 24, 1945. In the
years since the UN has served as a forum for interna-
tional negotiation and cooperation on many issues,
including international security, human rights, trade
and economics, and the environment.

INTRODUCTION

By the end of World War II (1938–1945), the issue
of human rights was central to the creation of an inter-
national organization that would include member states
from around the globe. The League of Nations, the
brainchild of United States President Woodrow
Wilson, was founded in 1919 as an international organ-
ization that would help to prevent aggression, provide a
mediator between nations, and help to maintain peace.
When World War II began and Axis Powers invaded
parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa, the League of nation’s
efficacy lost credibility, and a new international organ-
ization emerged: the United Nations.

One of the primary topics built into the United
Nations charter in 1945 was human rights; by 1946 the
UN created the UN Commission on Human Rights,
an independent commission under the auspices of the
UN Economic and Social Council. The genocide of
World War II, Hitler’s eugenics programs, and issues
with refugees, sexual slavery in Asia, and other human
rights concerns sparked international conversations
about the definition of human rights, cultural attitudes
toward such definitions, and simple questions of
humanity. The United Nations charter had outlined
the principles of human rights in its charter, but mem-
ber nations and UN officials felt a need to clarify those
principles by providing specific definitions of what
universal human rights constituted.

The primary writer of the Declaration of Human
Rights was Canadian John Humphrey, a professor of
law at McGill University. His efforts were joined by
Rene Cassin of France, Eleanor Roosevelt of the
United States, Charles Malik of Lebanon, and P.C.
Chang of China, providing involvement from member
nations in North America, Asia, the Middle East, and
Western Europe.

On December 10, 1948, the United Nations
General Assembly unveiled the Declaration of Human
Rights as a common goal for all member states.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
passed a vote in the General Assembly with forty-eight
votes for, and eight abstentions. Articles 3 and 25 of the
Declaration of Human Rights address the most basic
rights; article three states that ‘‘Everyone has the right to
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life, liberty and security of person,’’ an echo of the
United States Declaration of Independence and
France’s Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the
Citizen. Article twenty-five addresses basic living con-
ditions and medical care as universal human rights: ‘‘(1)
Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate
for the health and well-being of himself and of his
family, including food, clothing, housing and medical
care and necessary social services, and the right to
security in the event of unemployment, sickness, dis-
ability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood
in circumstances beyond his control.

(2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to spe-
cial care and assistance. All children, whether born in
or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protec-
tion.’’ By enumerating and describing what should be
basic rights for all human beings, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights created an ideal to
which governments were supposed to aspire.

The document’s simple language is meant to be
accessible for all readers, and the Universal Declaration
of Human rights has been translated into more than three

hundred languages and dialects. The Declaration is not a
legally binding contract for UN member nations, but
governments are expected to treat it as a strong guideline
in crafting internal human rights policy and law.

The Declaration is one of three documents that
together constitute the International Bill of Rights.
The other two documents, the Optional Protocol and
the International Covenants on Human Rights, were
adopted in 1976. The Optional Protocol and the
Covenants expand on the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and provide member nations with fur-
ther clarity in creating treaties and laws that respect the
universal rights of human beings.

In 1968, at the UN International Conference on
Human Rights, the members agreed that following the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights was an obli-
gation for all member nations, to ensure fair treatment
of all peoples worldwide, within their own borders and
in other countries as well.

Many UN documents addressing the issue of rights,
such as the 1952 Convention on the Political Rights of

A gypsy child stands amid garbage near a gypsy camp outside of Salonica, Greece, on December 10, 1998. Human rights groups are

protesting poor conditions at the camp. The date is the fiftieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. AP IMAGES.
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Women and the 1981 Declaration on the Elimination of
All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on
Religion or Belief are based on the principles in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights; the 1948
Declaration acts as a compass for international law and
relations regarding human rights.

FURTHER RESOURCES
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Adoption of the Declaration
of Human Rights

Speech

By: Eleanor Roosevelt

Date: December 9, 1948

Source: Roosevelt, Eleanor. ‘‘Adoption of the
Declaration of Human Rights.’’ Speech to United
Nations General Assembly, December 9, 1948.

About the Author: Eleanor Roosevelt (1884–1962) is best
known for being an activist First Lady during the
presidential administration of her husband, Franklin
D. Roosevelt. A diplomat and humanitarian, she
devoted the years of her widowhood helping to shape
the human rights agenda of United Nations.

INTRODUCTION

As U.S. delegate to the United Nations (UN),
former First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt was credited
with being the leading spirit behind the adoption of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It is a
document that serves as the basis for efforts to inter-
nationalize the concept of human rights.

In January 1947, Roosevelt was elected chair of the
Human Rights Commission that had been established

to work on the declaration. As chair, she split the
commission into three committees. The committee
that she led drafted the declaration, the statement of
general principles that was ratified by the General
Assembly of the UN. Roosevelt later wrote that she
considered this work to be the most important task
completed in her life.

Roosevelt encouraged the drafting committee to
reach a realistic compromise without sacrificing princi-
ple. The declaration would assert for all humankind the
fullest listing of human rights that the entire world com-
munity could be persuaded to adopt in principle but that
no country at the time would fully meet. To increase
acceptance of a fuller range of rights, the principles were
phrased in general terms rather than in binding language.
The other two Human Rights Commission committees
developed binding human rights covenants on civil,
political, cultural, and economic rights. On December
10, 1948, the General Assembly passed the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.

The former First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, Chairwoman of the

Committee of Human Rights, attends a meeting at the United

Nations in January 1950. PHOTO BY JEAN MANZON/PIX INC./TIME LIFE

PICTURES/GETTY IMAGES.
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

The long and meticulous study and debate of which this

Universal Declaration of Human Rights is the product

means that it reflects the composite views of the many

men and governments who have contributed to its formu-

lation. Not every man nor every government can have

what he wants in a document of this kind. There are of

course particular provisions in the declaration before us

with which we are not fully satisfied. I have no doubt this

is true of other delegations, but taken as a whole the

Delegation of the United States believes that this is a

good document—even a great document—and we pro-

pose to give it our full support. The position of the United

States on the various parts of the declaration is a matter of

record in the Third Committee. I shall not burden the

Assembly, and particularly my colleagues of the Third

Committee, with a restatement of that position here.

Certain provisions of the declaration are stated in such

broad terms as to be acceptable only because of the lim-

itations in article 29 providing for limitation on the exercise

of the rights for the purpose of meeting the requirements

of morality, public order, and the general welfare. An

example of this is the provision that everyone has the

right of equal access to the public service in his country.

The basic principle of equality and of nondiscrimination as

to public employment is sound, but it cannot be accepted

without limitations. My government, for example, would

consider that this is unquestionably subject to limitation in

the interest of public order and the general welfare. It

would not consider that the exclusion from public employ-

ment of persons holding subversive political beliefs and

not loyal to the basic principles and practices of the con-

stitution and laws of the country would in any way infringe

upon this right.

Likewise, my Government has made it clear in the

course of the development of the declaration that it does

not consider that the economic and social and cultural

rights stated in the declaration imply an obligation on gov-

ernmental action. This was made quite clear in the Human

Rights Commission text of article 23 which served as a so-

called ‘‘umbrella’’ article to the articles on economic and

social rights. We consider that the principle has not been

affected by the fact that this article no longer contains a

reference to the articles which follow it. This in no way

affects our whole-hearted support for the basic principles

of economic, social, and cultural rights set forth in these

articles.

In giving our approval to the declaration today it is of

primary importance that we keep clearly in mind the basic

character of the document. It is not a treaty; it is not an

international agreement. It is not and does not purport to be

a statement of basic principles of law or legal obligation. It is a

declaration of basic principles of human rights and freedoms,

to be stamped with the approval of the General Assembly by

formal vote of its members, and to serve as a common

standard of achievement for all peoples of all nations.

We stand today at the threshold of a great event both

in the life of the United Nations and in the life of mankind,

that is the approval by the General Assembly of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights recommended by

the Third Committee. This declaration may well become

the international Magna Carta of all men everywhere. We

hope its proclamation by the General Assembly will be an

event comparable to the proclamation of the Declaration of

the Rights of the Man by the French people in 1789, the

adoption of the Bill of Rights by the people of the United

States, and the adoption of comparable declarations at

different times in other countries.

At a time when there are so many issues on which we

find it difficult to reach a common basis of agreement, it is

a significant fact that 58 states have found such a large

measure of agreement in the complex field of human

rights. This must be taken as testimony of our common

aspiration first voiced in the Charter of the United Nations

to lift men everywhere to a higher standard of life and to a

greater enjoyment of freedom. Man’s desire for peace lies

behind this declaration. The realization that the fragrant

violation of human rights by Nazi and Fascist countries

sowed the seeds of the last world war has supplied the

impetus for the work which brings us to the moment of

achievement here today.

In a recent speech in Canada, Gladstone Murray said:

‘‘The central fact is that man is fundamentally a moral

being, that the light we have is imperfect does not

matter so long as we are always trying to improve

it . . . we are equal in sharing the moral freedom that

distinguishes us as men. Man’s status makes each

individual an end in himself. No man is by nature simply

the servant of the state or of another man . . . the ideal

and fact of freedom—and not technology—are the true

distinguishing marks of our civilization.’’

This declaration is based upon the spiritual fact that

man must have freedom in which to develop his full stat-

ure and through common effort to raise the level of human

dignity. We have much to do to fully achieve and to assure

the rights set forth in this declaration. But having them put

before us with the moral backing of 58 nations will be a

great step forward.

As we here bring to fruition our labors on this

Declaration of Human Rights, we must at the same time

rededicate ourselves to the unfinished task which lies

before us. We can now move on with new courage and

inspiration to the completion of an international covenant

on human rights and of measures for the implementation

of human rights.
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In conclusion I feel that I cannot do better than to

repeat the call to action by Secretary Marshall in his open-

ing statement to this Assembly:

‘‘Let this third regular session of the General Assembly

approve by an overwhelming majority the Declaration of

Human Rights as a statement of conduct for all; and let

us, as Members of the United Nations, conscious of our

own short-comings and imperfections, join our effort in

all faith to live up to this high standard.’’
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SIGNIFICANCE

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
emphasizes that human rights are basic to the human
condition. It has focused attention on freedom of
speech and expression, freedom of worship, and free-
dom from fear. Since its passage in 1948, governments,
international organizations, and ordinary people have
asserted Universal Declaration provisions in situations
where no binding human rights laws exist. In this
manner, the declaration has become recognized as
the preeminent human rights document in the world.

The declaration has led to other binding human
rights agreements, notably the International
Convention on Elimination of Racial Discrimination
in 1965, the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in
1966, the International Convention on Elimination of
Discrimination against Women in 1979, the
International Convention Against Torture in 1984,
and the International Convention on Rights of the
Child in 1989. At the same time, numerous citizens’
organizations have sprung up to support human rights,
including Amnesty International and Human Rights
Watch. These groups build on the concepts pioneered
in the Declaration by internationalizing human rights.
The international condemnation of abusive govern-
ments that has become a feature of the world since
1948 is one of the most important legacies of the
declaration. To a large extent, Roosevelt’s dream of a
worldwide creation of cultures of human rights has
been achieved.
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Geneva Convention Relative
to the Treatment of Prisoners
of War

Convention

By: United Nations

Date: October 21, 1950

Source: United Nations. ‘‘The Geneva Convention
Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War.’’
Diplomatic Conference for the Establishment of
International Conventions for the Protection of
Victims of War, October 21, 1950.

About the Author: The phrase ‘‘United Nations’’ was used
during World War II (1939–1945) to describe the
dozens of nations allied together to fight Germany
and Japan, most notably including China, France,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United
States of America. These allies decided to develop a
new organization to facilitate international coopera-
tion and help prevent future wars. It would replace the
League of Nations, which had failed to prevent World
War II. They called it the United Nations (UN). The
UN Charter was ratified on October 24, 1945. In the
years since the UN has served as a forum for interna-
tional negotiation and cooperation on many issues,
including international security, human rights, trade
and economics, and the environment.

INTRODUCTION

The Geneva Conventions of 1949 were created
by the members of the United Nations under the
guidance of the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) and took effect on October 21,
1950. The provision to protect prisoners of war
recognizes that while nations are quite capable of
committing gross abuses of human rights in peace-
time, wartime creates an especially fertile ground
for horrendous attacks on individuals. The hatred,
tension, and upheaval inherent in armed conflicts,
particularly civil wars, has led to the murder or ill-
treatment of prisoners of war throughout history.
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Prisoners of war are defined as combatants who have
fallen into the hands of the enemy. They are among
the most vulnerable group for potential abuse by
authorities.

International disgust at the brutal treatment
accorded to prisoners of war by the Germans and
Japanese during World War II led to a push to codify
the proper behavior of states toward prisoners. The
idea of protecting prisoners of war was not a new one.
The Geneva Conventions of 1949 built upon the 1929
Geneva Convention on the Treatment of Prisoners of
War and the Hague Conventions of 1899 to 1907 that
covered the conduct of war.

The 1949 prisoner of war convention reflects
innovations by applying to all international armed
conflicts, regardless of any formal state of war; elabo-
rating basic principles for non-international armed
conflict; and providing a list of grave breaches for
which countries are obligated to enact penal legisla-
tion and prosecute or extradite individual offenders.
The grave breaches include willful killing, torture or
inhumane treatment, willfully causing great suffering
or serious injury to body or health, compelling a
prisoner of war to serve in the forces of the hostile
power, willfully depriving a prisoner of war of the
rights of a fair and regular trial, and unlawful depor-
tation of a protected person. Civilian internees, such
as the Japanese Americans during World War II,
enjoy similar protections to those granted to prison-
ers of war.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

The convention has received near-universal
acceptance, giving it a strong claim to represent cus-
tomary law. However, rogue nations and countries
experiencing a collapse of internal structures do not
always obey the rules of war with respect to prisoners.
In African countries experiencing civil war, such as
Sierra Leone and Liberia in the 1990s, prisoners of
war were tortured, mutilated, killed, or forced to serve

One of the Bosnian Muslims held prisoner by Serbian forces at their Trnopolje detention camp, near Banjaluka, Bosnia-Herzegovinia,

August 12, 1992. AP/WIDE WORLD PHOTOS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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as soldiers for the side of their captors. With inter-
national reluctance to send troops to mediate such
conflicts, the abuses have continued. In situations
where troops are attempting to halt civil unrest, such
as Iraq at the millennium, terrorists have abused pris-
oners of war to make political points.

In the 1990s, the UN Security Council began
establishing criminal tribunals with international judges
to prosecute those who had committed human rights
abuses in the context of war. In 2002, the countries of
the world met in Rome to establish the International
Criminal Court (ICC). In contrast to the UN tribunals,
the ICC is the first global permanent court with juris-
diction to prosecute individuals for crimes of greatest
concern to the international community: genocide;
crimes against humanity; and war crimes. The United
States has yet to sign the ICC treaty.

American officials fear that an independent pros-
ecutor, motivated by anti-Americanism, might single
out U.S. military personal and senior government offi-
cials for persecution. They argue that Americans
should not be placed at risk of criminal prosecution
for national security decisions involving such matters
as responding to acts of terrorism, preventing the pro-
liferation of weapons of mass destruction, and deter-
ring aggression. Any American prosecuted by the ICC
would be denied procedural protections guaranteed to
all U.S. citizens under the Bill of Rights, such as the
right to trial by jury. In 2002, in response to these
concerns, the United States Congress passed the
American Service Members’ Protection Act, declaring
that the United States will not recognize the jurisdic-
tion of the ICC over American nationals.
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Equal Rights Amendment

Legislation

By: Martha Griffiths, Birch Bayh and Marlow Cook

Date: 1972

Source: 92nd U.S. Congress. Equal Rights Amendment.
United States Statutes at Large. volume 86, pages 1523–
1524, 1972.

About the Author: Democratic United States Representative
Martha Griffiths of Michigan, Democratic Senator
Birch Bayh of Indiana, and Republican Senator
Marlow Cook of Kentucky took the language of the
Equal Rights Amendment, originally written in 1921
and substantially revised in 1950, and made changes to
help foster its successful passage in both the House
and Senate in 1972.

INTRODUCTION

Alice Paul, a highly educated Quaker woman who
earned five degrees, including a master of laws and a
Ph.D. in economics, joined the National American
Women’s Suffrage Association in 1910; she left six
years later to found the National Women’s Party. In
1921, one year after the Nineteenth Amendment guar-
anteed women the right to vote, Paul penned the
‘‘Equal Rights Amendment,’’ which read: ‘‘Men and
women shall have equal rights throughout the United
States and every place subject to its jurisdiction.
Congress shall have power to enforce this article by
appropriate legislation.’’ Paul read the proposed
amendment at a 1923 convention in Seneca Falls,
New York, during the seventy-fifth anniversary of the
first women’s rights convention in the same town in
1848.

Designed to give American women equal protec-
tion under the law in such areas as employment, family
law, education, and civil society, the Equal Rights
Amendment was introduced to Congress in 1923 by
Senate Republican Whip Charles Curtis and
Representative Daniel R. Anthony, Susan B.
Anthony’s nephew. For the next forty-nine years pro-
ponents of the amendment submitted it to Congress
for passage; finally in 1972 the joint efforts of
Democratic Representative Martha Griffiths,
Democratic Senator Birch Bayh, and Republican
Senator Marlow Cook led to a draft of language that
helped facilitate its passage. Griffiths had been widely
credited with inserting language on gender protection
into the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the ERA helped
reinforce her reputation as a women’s rights legislator.

Senator Sam Ervin and Representative Emmanuel
Cellar added a seven-year clause to the amendment:
Thirty-eight states had to ratify the ERA within seven
years for the amendment to be added to the Con-
stitution. This tactic had been used on the Nineteenth
Amendment as well, though many women’s groups
viewed it as unfair. March 22, 1979 became the ERA
deadline.
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

SECTION 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not

be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State

on account of sex.

SECTION 2. The Congress shall have the power to

enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this

article.

SECTION 3. This amendment shall take effect two

years after the date of ratification.
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SIGNIFICANCE

In 1972, Phyllis Schlafly, best-selling conservative
author and activist, created the National Committee to
Stop the ERA and established the Eagle Forum, a con-
servative response to the Equal Rights Amendment.

Schlafly’s primary argument against the ERA was that
the 1963 Equal Pay Act and the 1964 Civil Rights Act
provided enough gender protection for women; the
ERA would not only duplicate those laws, but would
also, by using the word ‘‘sex’’ in the amendment, open
the door for federal acceptance of gay rights.

By 1977, thirty-five states had ratified the Equal
Rights Amendment; with three more the amendment’s
adoption would be complete. The National
Organization for Women, founded in 1966, poured
money and time into grass roots campaigns in each
state to push for ratification. Rallied by the amend-
ment and the belief that the ERA would be the final
push for legislative equality, in February 1977 NOW
encouraged a boycott of all states that had not ratified
the amendment.

At the same time, Phyllis Schlafly and other con-
servative groups worked to prevent the ERA’s ratifica-
tion. By arguing that gender equality would force
women into the military, including combat, and to
lose preferential treatment in child custody cases,
Schlafly and her organizations helped stall the ERA’s
momentum. Despite a three-year extension, the ERA
never gained the thirty-eight states needed, remaining
instead three states shy. As of June 30, 1982, the Equal
Rights Amendment officially timed out.

On March 15, 2005, Democratic Senator Ted
Kennedy of Massachusetts and Democratic Repre-
sentative Carolyn Maloney of New York introduced
the Equal Rights Amendment to Congress once again
using the ‘‘three-state strategy,’’ an argument written
by law students in 1995. This maintains that the
Twenty-Seventh Amendment—the 1992 amendment
regarding Congressional pay raises—actually began its
ratification process in 1789 and was not fully ratified
until 203 years later. Using this precedent, the strategy
further maintains that the original thirty-five state rat-
ifications are still valid and that time should be
extended indefinitely to allow three more to ratify the
amendment. Despite legal challenges and questions,
feminist groups and supporters continue to push for
the ERA’s adoption using this argument.
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Beauty Will Save the World

Speech excerpt

By: Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Date: 1974

Source: Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr, translated by Thomas
P. Whitney. ‘‘Beauty Will Save the World.’’ In The
World Treasury of Modern Thought, edited by Jaroslav
Pelikan. New York: Harper and Row, 1974.

About the Author: Born in 1918, Alexander Solzhenitsyn
was a Russian author who spent eight years in Russian
leader Joseph Stalin’s (1878–1953) prison camps. He
was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1970.
Following the publication of The Gulag Archipelago in
1974, he was charged with treason and exiled from the
Soviet Union.

INTRODUCTION

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (1918–) spent much of his
adult life under arrest, in exile, or in fear. His The
Gulag Archipelago, a three-volume series published
between 1973 and 1978, exposed the history of the
police state in the Soviet Union. Its most remarkable
point showed that labor and political prisoner camps
came from the theologies of Vladimir Lenin—the
Communist founder of the Soviet Union—and not
Joseph Stalin. Yet, it was not the publication of The
Gulag Archipelago that made Solzhenitsyn a political
target in the Soviet Union. Rather, his political chas-
tisement, imprisonments, and eventual exile began
in 1945.

In February 1945, the KGB (the Russian-language
abbreviation for Secret Security Committee) arrested

Solzhenitsyn for criticisms he had made about Stalin.
Solzhenitsyn had written these remarks in letters to a
school friend between 1944 and 1945, and his arrest
came on the frontlines. He had been commanding an
artillery-position-finding company in East Prussia for
the Soviet Army during World War II. He achieved
the rank of captain during the war, and his service
earned him two wartime decorations. This arrest sent
him to detention camps for eight years. Then, one
month after his prison sentence ended, the adminis-
tration decided that he would be exiled for life to Kok-
Terek (in present-day Kazahkstan). This exile lasted
until March 1953. In 1953, Solzhenitsyn was diag-
nosed with cancer, and he fought this battle until
1954 when the cancer went into remission.

During his exile, Solzhenitsyn turned toward his
writing as a way to console and express himself. He
wrote in secret and feared showing his works to even
his closet friends because of continual government
observation of his activities. It wasn’t until much later
that Solzhenitsyn broke his silence with One Day in the
Life of Ivan Denisovich published in 1962. This work
portrayed one day of life in a Soviet prison camp. The
story erupted as a sensational piece, with numerous
translations to follow. By 1964, Solzhenitsyn’s writings
and plays were censored, and in 1965 his book The First
Circle and his papers were seized.

Solzhenitsyn’s writings marked the beginning of
Soviet prison camp literature, and his political
criticism of the Soviet regime sparked the interest of
the Western world. His writings spoke of the every-
man, captured the reader through their direct language
and narration, and the characters explored questions
on life, death, and politics. These topics, particularly
his political criticism, caused the KGB to censor his
writings, seize his manuscripts, and halt his publica-
tions. From 1963 to 1966, he only published four short
stories, and in 1969 the Writer’s Union expelled him.
Even though he faced a continual surge of governmen-
tal harassment, Solzhenitsyn continued to write. In
1971, he began smuggling his manuscripts into the
West, and the story of how he smuggled his Nobel
Lecture from Moscow showcased his drive to over-
come his oppression.

Solzhenitsyn received the Nobel Prize in
Literature in 1970, and his enemies in the Soviet
Union used it as more fuel to condemn him. They
saw the award as praising a traitor. Thus,
Solzhenitsyn decided not to go to Stockholm,
Sweden to accept the award for fear that he would
not be allowed back into his country. Even though
the Soviet Union’s government harassed, quarantined,
and censored him, he could not fathom severing
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himself from his homeland. Once Solzhenitsyn
decided to not accept the award in Sweden, officials
talked of presenting him the prize at the Swedish
Embassy in Moscow in April 1972. This plan fell
through when the Swedish Ambassador insisted that
the award be merely handed to Solzhenitsyn, and that
he would not give his Nobel Lecture. Solzhenitsyn
took offense to this demand, and he refused to accept
the award there. In 1972, Solzhenitsyn met Swedish
news correspondent Stig Fredrikson, and during the
course of the next year the two would meet in secret
locations and pass messages and packages to one
another. Solzhenitsyn used Fredrikson to smuggle his
writings from Moscow, and he used him to obtain
correspondence from his lawyer and publishers in the
West. Most importantly, Solzhenitsyn gave
Fredrikson a series of negatives that contained his
Nobel Lecture. From these negatives, his speech was
given to the Swedish Academy and reproduced and
published in later works. Its message spoke of political

dissent, censorship, and of the human spirit. These are
the same themes that Solzhenitsyn used in writings
that won him the award in 1970.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

After the 1973 publication of The Gulag
Archipelago, Solzhenitsyn faced increased harassment
and criticism from the Soviet Union’s government.
The book provided a detailed account of the Soviet
prison and labor camps and did not show the Soviets in
a kind light. He was arrested and charged with treason,
which resulted in his expulsion from the Soviet Union
in 1974. Soviet officials stripped him of his citizenship
and deported him to West Germany. Once banished

Russian novelist Alexander Solzhenitsyn in 1963. ª BETTMANN/

CORBIS.
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from his homeland, Solzhenitsyn first moved to
Switzerland. In 1976, he came to the United States.
While in the United States, in Vermont, he continued
to write history and political pieces. He finished the
The Gulag Archipelago series and also completed The
Red Wheel. The Red Wheel detailed the Russian Army’s
defeat in East Prussia, and once again the history that
Solzhenitsyn told did not glorify Soviet leadership.

When the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, the
political tide for Solzhenitsyn began to soften. In
1990, new leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev offered to
restore his citizenship, and the following year
Solzhenitsyn toured Siberia to promote his writings.
In 1994, he resettled in Moscow where he continued
his political writings condemning Western material-
ism. His later writings show a reflection of late-twen-
tieth-century Russian culture and a desire for the
return of pre-communist Russian culture. These later
writings have not gained the same popularity and
praise in Western societies as his earlier works, but
he continues to gain respect and acclaim in the former
Soviet Union. As of 2006, Solzhenitsyn lives with his
family in Moscow.
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The Final Act of the
Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe
Helsinki Declaration

Declaration

By: Conference on Security and Co-operation in
Europe

Date: August 1, 1975

Source: The Final Act of the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe, 14 I.L.M. 1292. August 1,
1975.

About the Author: The Conference on Security and
Co-operation in Europe was established in 1973 by a
group of thirty-five nations and states for the purpose
of examining issues of European security. After the
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the group
became known as the Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe. It is currently headquartered
in Vienna and has fifty-five member states.

INTRODUCTION

In 1970, on a visit to Poland, the West German
Chancellor Willy Brandt kneeled in front of a monu-
ment for victims of the Warsaw ghetto. This action
was an example of Ostpolitik, or an effort by West
Germany to advance relations with Eastern bloc, or
Warsaw Pact countries. The Cold War (1947–1991)
had created a climate of conflict throughout the inter-
national community and the measure of a state’s secur-
ity and strength was found in its alliances. However, a
movement toward détente facilitated the environment
for cooperation between rival nations. In 1972, prepa-
rations began for a conference among states. During
that same year, the two nations leading the Cold War,
United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, signed the SALT I (Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks) to freeze the number of strategic
ballistic missile launchers. By 1973, oil-producing
Arab states launched an embargo against the United
States, Europe, and Japan for those nations support for
Israel. This global energy crisis sparked continued
movement toward cooperation in the international
community. As a result, on July 1, 1973, the
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe
(CSCE) opened in Helsinki. The conference met in
Geneva from September 18, 1973 through July 21,
1975 and concluded on August 1, 1975 in a meeting
in Helsinki. Representatives participated from Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Finland, France, the German Democratic
Republic, the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece,
the Holy See, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,
Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Malta, Monaco, the
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
USSR, United Kingdom, United States, and
Yugoslavia. In addition, non-participating Med-
iterranean states that contributed to the conference
were Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Morocco, Syria and Tunisia.
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At the close of the conference, the participating
members signed the Helsinki Declaration, also called
the Helsinki Final Act or Helsinki Accord. The agree-
ment that emerged from the conference was intended
to facilitate improved relations between Eastern and
Western nations. The declaration identified that par-
ticipating states possessed shared interests in creating
security through confidence building measures rather
than through the environment of force that prevailed
during the Cold War. The agreement asserts detailed
principles for relations between states. Intended to
broaden peace and stability through cooperation in
Europe, the agreement promoted détente by identify-
ing a common purpose among participating states to
create closer relations among nations, and asserted the
recognition of a common history, tradition, and values
within European states. The principles set out by the
declaration include a respect for respective nation’s
sovereignty, the renunciation of force as a means to
resolve disputes, the policy of non-intervention in
internal affairs, acknowledgement of territorial integ-
rity of states and inviolability of frontiers, and respect

for human rights. In addition, the agreement affirmed
the role of the United Nations in creating peace, just-
ice, and security.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

President Gerald Ford signs the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, in Finland, on August 1, 1975.

ª CORBIS.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The initial thirty-five members of the Conference
on Security and Co-operation in Europe met through-
out Europe in its movement toward the Helsinki Final
Act. These meetings resulted in a series of non-binding
agreements between states on international issues such
as human rights. The meetings and agreements that
came from the meetings, especially the Helsinki Final
Act, displayed a consensus throughout participating
countries that had never been seen before. This con-
sensus was based on the ideological link between
security and cooperation between states. In a press
briefing recognizing the 30th anniversary of the signing
of the Act, the White House stated that the declaration
was a factor in ‘‘undermining despotism with ideals of
freedom and human rights . . . premised on the belief
that security should be defined by the ways that coun-
tries treat their own citizens and cooperate with their
neighbors.’’ As a result, the CSCE evolved from a
diplomatic entity to an international organization.
The group began by bringing 1975 Cold War rivals
into a similar organization thereby creating channels
of communication between opposing states. In addi-
tion, the CSCE brought human rights to the forefront
of international relations. With the collapse of com-
munism, the CSCE convened in Paris in 1990 to
restructure its organization. As a result, by January
1995, the CSCE became the Organization for
Security and Co-operation in Europe. In July 2005,
parliamentarians from Europe and North America
convened in Washington, DC to promote continued
involvement in the OSCE. As a result, the group reaf-
firmed the principles of international law set out in the
Helsinki Final Act. In addition, the members once
again identified human rights as a global foreign policy
concern and adopted a resolution promoting women’s
involvement in the OSCE.

The Organization for Security and Co-operation
in Europe emerged from the CSCE into the Western
world’s largest intergovernmental organization. In its
support of the principles set out in the Helsinki Final
Act, the OSCE has observed elections in eight regional
countries and has monitored human rights in the
region and continues to promote human rights and
fundamental freedoms.
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Convention against Torture
and Other Cruel, Inhuman,
or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment

Declaration

By: United Nations

Date: December 10, 1984

Source: United Nations General Assembly. ‘‘Convention
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment’’ General Assembly Resolution
39/46. December 10, 1984.

About the Author: The phrase ‘‘United Nations’’ was used
during World War II (1939–1945) to describe the
dozens of nations allied together to fight Germany
and Japan, most notably including China, France,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United
States of America. These allies decided to develop a
new organization to facilitate international coopera-
tion and help prevent future wars. It would replace the
League of Nations, which had failed to prevent World
War II. They called it the United Nations (UN). The
UN Charter was ratified on October 24, 1945. In the
years since the UN has served as a forum for interna-
tional negotiation and cooperation on many issues,
including international security, human rights, trade
and economics, and the environment.

INTRODUCTION

The United Nations Convention against Torture
and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment is a treaty that had been signed and ratified,

as of April 2006, by 141 member nations, signed but not
ratified by another ten, and unsigned by forty-one.

The convention was adopted by the UN General
Assembly (the voting body consisting of all UN mem-
ber states’ representatives) on December 10, 1984, and
entered into force on June 26, 1987. The first UN
instrument to ban torture, adopted in 1948, was the
Universal Declaration on Human Rights, which stated
that ‘‘[n]o one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.’’
However, the word ‘‘torture’’ was not defined. The
UN’s 1966 International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights repeated the 1948 language and
added that ‘‘no one shall be subjected without his free
consent to medical or scientific experimentation’’ but
still did not define the word ‘‘torture.’’

Not until the UN’s 1975 Declaration on the
Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment, which resembles the con-
vention in many of its provisions, was ‘‘torture’’ defined.
This definition was adopted as Part I, Article 1 of the
Convention against Torture, with the addition of lan-
guage specifying that for the purposes of the conven-
tion—that is, to be considered a state crime, as opposed
to a crime against humanity (a broader category)—
torture must be inflicted by a government official.
Further, the convention added language specifying
that pain ‘‘inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions’’
is not torture. For example, the suffering of an enemy
soldier shot in combat is not considered torture. The
convention requires every signatory nation to ban and
actively prevent torture and to not send any prisoner to
a country ‘‘where there are substantial grounds for
believing that he would be in danger of being subjected
to torture.’’ It also forbids the invocation of ‘‘exceptional
circumstances’’ such as national emergencies to justify
torture.

In the words of a UN fact sheet, ‘‘the United
Nations did not merely put in writing in a series of
articles a body of principles and pious hopes, the
implementation and observance of which would not
be guaranteed by anything or anyone.’’ To encourage
compliance, Article 17 of the convention established
the UN Committee against Torture.

Committee members—ten experts in human rights
who are citizens of nations signatory to the convention
(‘‘State Parties’’)—are elected every four years by a
secret vote of all State Parties. The committee, which
began to function on January 1, 1988, meets twice a year
but can convene special sessions. It submits an annual
report to all State Parties and the General Assembly.
Each State Party is supposed to submit a report once
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every four years, starting within one year after signing
the convention, describing actions taken to fulfill its
obligations. Complaints by individuals or states can be
filed formally with the committee, and the committee
can institute investigations of its own accord.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Most countries are signatories of the Convention
against Torture. Although many countries still practice
torture, it has become, for the most part, politically
unacceptable to openly defend the practice of torture.
This is a historic novelty; torture was not always consid-
ered abhorrent. On the contrary, it has been openly and
officially practiced by most states throughout history.
Torture has been employed to enforce conformity to
religious orthodoxies, for ritual purposes, and to punish
various crimes. However, following the European
Enlightenment in the 1700s, torture has gradually
come to be seen as unacceptable by the majority of the
world’s population. In some democratic states, including
the United States, public debate over the permissibility of
torture under special circumstances—the usual hypo-
thetical scenario being prevention of a massive terrorist
attack—revived during the early 2000s.

Whether the Convention against Torture and the
Committee Against Torture have been effective in
decreasing the amount of torture practiced in the
world is difficult to know. The Committee has no
direct enforcement powers, but by making credible,
independent information about torture practices
widely available and by publicly calling on states to
change their practices, the Committee may be able
reinforce political processes that can cause some states
to reduce or eliminate torture.

Scores of countries have been criticized for torture
by the Committee Against Torture, but criticism of
the United States by the Committee has received spe-
cial attention because of the U.S.’s uniquely prominent
role in international affairs. In 2005, the United States
admitted in its second periodic report to the
Committee (the first had been delivered in 1999,
almost five years overdue) that prisoners had been
tortured at U.S. military facilities in Guantanamo
(Cuba), Afghanistan, and Iraq. It denied, however,
that any of the torture had been officially permitted.
In April 2006, the Committee demanded more infor-
mation on the treatment of prisoners in these facilities
and in alleged secret detention facilities worldwide run
by the United States. The United States was due to
send a delegation of officials to argue its case before the
Committee in May 2006. The Committee also
criticized U.S. practices of jailing juveniles with adults
and allowing some states to put prisoners in chain
gangs. Envoys from the International Committee of
the Red Cross had already concluded in 2004 that
officially permitted interrogation techniques at
Guantanamo were ‘‘tantamount to torture,’’ as had a
delegation from the UN Commission on Human
Rights in February 2006. The United States maintains
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that its policies are in agreement with all treaty obli-
gations and domestic laws.
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Ablavi Haden, a native of Togo, at the Dallas County Jail on December 2, 1998. She is seeking asylum in the United States under the

Convention Against Torture, and fighting against the Immigration and Naturalization Service attempt to deport her back to Togo. AP IMAGES.
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About the Author: Netanel Lorch is a former Secretary-
General of the Knesset and author of several books
about Israel’s military history. The Knesset [trans.
‘Assembly’] is the Israeli Parliament. First convened
in February 1949, it consists of 120 elected members.
In the source below, members are discussing the pro-
posals of the Knesset member, Professor Yitzhak
Klinghoffer (1905–1990), for a Human Rights
Charter. Born in Austria, Klinghoffer fled to France
then Brazil to avoid the Nazi annexations of 1938 and
1940 before settling in Israel in the 1950s. Klinghoffer
was an expert on constitutional law and a founder of
Israel’s Liberal Party in 1961.

INTRODUCTION

When the state of Israel was proclaimed in 1948,
one of the key differences that emerged between its
founding fathers rested on the issue of a constitution.
Though it had been promised in Israel’s Proclamation
of Independence, those who sought to bring in a for-
mal written constitution were opposed by orthodox
Jews, who opposed the notion of a secular document
having higher authority than religious texts, such as the
Torah and Talmud. In 1949, the first Knesset arrived
upon the Harari Decision, by which Israel would forgo
a formal constitution but instead formulate ‘‘Basic
Laws’’ which would form the key component of
Israel’s unwritten constitution. Between 1958 and
1992, eleven Basic Laws would be passed, covering
everything from the designation of Jerusalem as
Israel’s rightful capital to the role of the army.
Although non-codified, combined they provided one
of the most comprehensive constitutional documents
in the World.

The debate about incorporating a human rights
element into the Basic Laws was one of the most
perennial in Israel’s first fifty years. Although most
democracies, including Israel, adhered to the princi-
ples of human rights law as expressed in the United
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, few
had it enshrined in their constitutions or had adopted
their own charter. Constitutional law is normally
marked by its brevity: adding clauses which are open
to interpretation is seen as a way of inviting a multitude
of challenges to legislative law.

Liberal minded Israelis, such as Professor Yitzhak
Klinghoffer, a constitutional law expert and member of
the Knesset, however, believed a human rights element
should be essential to Israel’s constitution. Klinghoffer
drafted a comprehensive Human Rights Charter
which he put before the Knesset. He viewed its adop-
tion as being the first step towards the Basic Laws
assuming a Human Rights aspect.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Human Right’s Charter

Introduction

It will be recalled that the work of the Constituent

Assembly convened in 1949 ended with a compromise,

namely, that the formal constitution be written over time,

one chapter at a time. This was done, and in fact is still

being done at the time of writing. The lack of a Bill of Rights

has been a sore point for years. Professor Kinghoffer,

himself a teacher of Constitutional Law, proposed such a

bill. His proposal was rejected by the Minister of Justice, a

distinguished jurist in his own right.

Sitting 320 of the Fifth Knesset

15 January 1964 (1 Shevat 5724)

The Speaker, B. Idelson: We now proceed to MK

Klinghoffer’s bill on the Basic Law: Charter of Basic Human

Rights, 5724–1963.

I. Klinghoffer (Liberals): Madam Speaker, distinguished

Knesset, not only is the proposal which I have the honor of

bringing before the Knesset long and complex . . . but each

of its component topics is important and raises problems

which should be discussed extensively. . . .

Obviously, the time allotted for presenting a private

bill . . . is insufficient for conducting an exhaustive discus-

sion of all these problems, but submitting it gives me an

opportunity to attempt to convince the House that it

should be transferred to one of the Knesset committees

so that it may be prepared for a first reading.

I will try to do so by limiting myself to two aspects of

the overall subject . . . namely, giving a brief review of

the history of the idea of determining basic human

rights in law or a special Basic Law, and stressing what I

regard as the need for according the charter of basic rights

a rigid character and supremacy within Israel’s legal

system.

The idea of a charter of basic human rights is based on the

constitutional tradition which has taken root throughout

the world in the last two hundred years. It was preceded

by quasi-constitutional documents in English constitu-

tional history, although the first in the series of modern

human rights charters guaranteeing the individual areas of

freedom in which the authorities may not interfere was the

State of Virginia’s Bill of Rights of 1776, which served as

the pattern for many others all over the world. . . .

The first country to introduce a legal basis for safeguarding

basic social rights was Mexico, which included them in its

constitution in 1917. . . . The countries of Europe began

including basic social rights in democratic constitutions at

a later date. . . . Since the end of the Second World

War . . . there has been . . . international concern to ensure

basic human and social rights. . . .This was reflected in
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certain passages of the United Nations charter and the

World Proclamation of Human rights of 10 December

1948. This is not a convention, it is not a binding document,

but it has moral and educational value and several new

countries have incorporated recognition of its principles

into their constitutions. Since 1954, the U.N. has been

preparing two international agreements, one regarding

civil and political rights and the other regarding social,

economic and cultural rights. The contribution of Israel’s

representatives to this committee should be noted.

Against this background . . . it is somewhat surprising that

Israel has no constitutional law assuring these rights. Is it

not paradoxical that the Jewish people, which has always

fought in the diaspora for human rights, has not yet

attained a charter of basic rights in its fifteen years of

independent existence in its own land? My proposal rep-

resents an attempt to put an end to this regrettable sit-

uation. The fact that the Government has refrained from

taking any initiative in this may be due to its allergy to the

principle of introducing a rigid constitution which would

supercede other laws, as well as to its recognition . . . of

the fact that a regular law ensuring basic human rights will

have no legal value. . . . We must emerge from this dead-

lock. If groups within the government are still considering

adopting a charter of basic rights in the form of a law which

can be amended or annulled, like any other law, by a simple

majority in the Knesset . . . they would do well to pay heed

to well-known jurists who have completely rejected that

approach. . . .

In my view, it is time that Israel adopted a charter of basic

human rights . . . which should supersede regular legisla-

tion. I assume that these two questions are the central

ones which could arise in any argument on matters of

principle in Israel concerning the constitutional guarantee-

ing of basic human rights. . . . The actual details of my

proposal to assure basic human social, economic and edu-

cational rights . . . will, I hope, be discussed in the parlia-

mentary stages which will follow this preliminary debate. I

will add only that the U.N. Secretary-General, U Thant,

designated 1964 as Human Rights Year throughout the

world. We should respect that pronouncement by passing

a Basic Law of a charter of basic human rights which will

be worthy of its name and will bring us honor. I asked the

Knesset to decide to transfer my proposal to the

Constitution, Law and Justice Committee so that a first

reading may be prepared.

The Minister of Justice, D. Joseph: Professor

Klinghoffer’s proposal . . . is not original and has been pre-

ceded by several others, though these have not been

debated by the Knesset. . . . I and the staff at my Ministry

have examined MK Klinghoffer’s proposal, and have noted

various positive and negative aspects of it, but I will con-

centrate here on the matters of principle. . . .

The Knesset has already passed several constitutional

laws, such as the Basic Law on the Knesset, the transition

Law, with its various amendments . . . the Judges

Law . . . the Law of Return, etc. . . . My Ministry has also

prepared a chapter on human rights for the Basic Law but

not in a form which they will destroy existing legislation by

proclaiming its supremacy, as MK Kinghoffer advocates.

His suggestion will enable any judge to decide that the

law which has been in force since the establishment

of the state . . . is invalid, thereby leading to general

confusion. . . . Behind the fine and supposedly self-evident

phrases of MK Klinghoffer’s proposal hides a revolution in

the country’s constitutional basis and a blow to the

Knesset’s authority. Thus, the Knesset which is responsi-

ble for legislation, and the government, which is respon-

sible for proposing the laws and the country needs to the

Knesset, are working to prepare all the constitutional laws

which, in accordance with the decision of the Knesset, will

one day form Israel’s constitution.

My question is whether in these circumstances it is nec-

essary for a Member of the Knesset to interfere in this

process and take the initiative for proposing laws of this

kind, unless the intention is to act demonstratively and

goad the Government. Even if the Knesset were to accept

the proposal, the Constitution, Law and Justice committee

would not deal with it until it had completed its work on the

Basic Law: the president of the state . . . not to mention

the Basic Law: the Government, which will soon be sub-

mitted. I do not think that his is an efficient or desirable

way of managing our legislative affairs, and for that reason

alone I will propose that the Knesset remove it from the

agenda.

I . . . do not want the mistaken impression to be created

that a member of the Knesset has proposed something

good, a charter of human rights, a large part of the fine

constitution which the country needs, and for some unac-

countable reason the Government is not prepared to

accept it. . . . In my view there is a fundamental mistake in

professor Klinghoffer’s approach to our constitutional

problem . . . namely, that he wants to introduce into

Israel, which is a unique and Unitarian state, something

which is appropriate for a federal state. In a federal state it

is necessary to ensure that the constitution is not subject

to the legislatures of either the federal body or any one its

component provinces or states. Then it is also necessary

to determine who will decide whether a given law clashes

with the constitution or departs from the rights of the

state, the federal government or any individual province

or their governments. In a Unitarian state, like Israel, there

is no need or justification for that. On the contrary, no

institution should be placed above the legislature, which

should be enabled to adapt the constitution to the
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country’s changing needs from time to time, even if the

constitution is contained within one document.

This fundamental distinction between a federal and a

Unitarian state seems to have escaped professor

Klinghoffer, who wants our legislature to be subject to

the decision of any court, because he does not propose

who will decide whether a given law contradicts the pro-

posals contained in his bill . . .and any judge—not even nine

Supreme Court judges, as in the case in the U.S.—may

overturn a law which has been passed by the Knesset.

P. Rosen (Liberals): Would you agree to that?

The Minister of Justice, D. Joseph: I will answer you if

you come to my Ministry, because that is not MK

Klinghoffer’s proposal. I do not propose setting nine judges

above the 120 elected representatives, when the nation

can replace the latter but not the former . . . though what

we are talking about is five judges out of nine.

J. Sapir (Liberals): There is a certain lack of politeness in

that. . . .

The Minister of Justice, D. Joseph: Isn’t my Ministry an

appropriate place for discussing a subject of that kind?

J. Sapir (Liberals): The Knesset is here and you are reply-

ing to it.

The Minister of Justice, D. Joseph: . . .In his explanation,

Professor Klinghoffer said that Israel’s Declaration of

Independence is not a substitute for a document of that

kind because the Supreme Court, has decided that that

document ‘‘expresses the nation’s vision and credo, but

does not in practice determine anything about the exis-

tence or annulment of laws.’’ Exactly the same may be

said of MK Klinghoffer’s proposal, which does not deter-

mine what should be in the law but merely contains a long

list of fine statements about rights which should be

enacted in other laws, and which have in effect already

been set out in detail in many existing laws. . . .To act as if

we had before us a tabula rasa, as if nothing existed in the

state and we had to begin with that law, with all due

respect—I do not wish to speak sharply.

I completely reject NK Klinghoffer’s claim that ‘‘the objec-

tive can be attained solely by legislating a Basic Law which

will supercede the general legislation.’’ I maintain that that

can be achieved, as has in effect been done, by observing

the prevailing law and amending it from time to time by

regular legislative procedures.

How can one ignore the special reality of our life in Israel

when, because of our unfortunate security situation, since

we are surrounded by enemies who seek to destroy us, at

any moment a situation might arise in which special legis-

lation is required, and the majority in the Knesset will wish

to do what is necessary to defend the state, but the

Knesset will be free to act only with two-thirds majority?

And we know the secret, we know how often there are 81

members in the Knesset when the vote is taken.

I also disagree with the legislative system underlying MK

Klinghoffer’s proposal. The first few paragraphs reflect

their German origin, in my view.

A. Ben-Eliezer (Herut): Do you regard that as positive?

The Minister of Justice, D. Joseph: No. the first three and

the sixth paragraphs read as if they were translated from the

West German Basic Law of 1949 . . . and a phrase like ‘‘the

freedom to develop one’s personality’’ is not recognized by

us as a legal concept. . . .

I doubt whether the statements MK Kinghoffer desires us

to make in his bill will bring us honor, since many people

will regard them as mere empty phrases, without any

practical value or content. For example, what does

‘‘Human dignity should not be harmed’’ mean? That one

should not insult someone? Whom does it help, and how, if

no accompanying sanctions are prescribed by law? . . . Who

needs a declaration that ‘‘Every man has the right to

develop his personality’’? . . .

What is the value of the pronouncement that ‘‘Human life

is sacred’’ if it means that one must not kill . . . that is

evident from our criminal law regarding murder. . . . What

is the point of saying that one must not strike a person?

Will that stop a father from striking his son? . . . . If the

intention of the bill is serious, would it not be better to

determine a penalty? Our criminal law has already dealt

with this. . . .

As a leading British jurist has said, without a clear and

precise criminal law the citizens of a country will not bene-

fit from declarations of this kind, apart from a general feel-

ing of well-being. But that does not guarantee the public

welfare. What point is there in declaring that science is

free? Is it not free anyway? Do we make it free by declaring

it to be so? And what does ‘‘teaching is free’’ mean? Does

it mean that every teacher is free to teach what he wishes

in school? . . .I believe that teaching is not free. Teaching is

limited to what we determine by law. . . .Teachers are lim-

ited by the curriculum of the schools. . . .

What is the value of saying that ‘‘The freedom to

strike is guaranteed,’’ if this is qualified by the phrase

‘‘and may be used in accordance with the law". This

means that the law, not the fine constitution, will

determine to what extent the right to strike exists.

That being so, what is the value of the fine phrase in

the constitution? . . .What is important is not fine

phrases but good laws, which are clear and precise

and as detailed as possible. . . .

Thus, Professor Kinghoffer presents a series of rights

which he supposedly wishes to guarantee, while they

have always existed and are clearly guaranteed by

law. . . . His bill also contains detailed provisions which
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suffer from the same defects, and will have an adverse

effect on existing law if they are accepted. . . . I am not

concerned only that certain provisions will be annulled by

the bill—Knesset can be warned of those dangers and

appropriate solutions found—but that from time to time a

clever lawyer will discover that a given law or clause con-

tradicts the Charter of Basic Human Rights . . . and the

courts will be obliged to annul laws which neither MK

Klinghoffer nor the Knesset intended to harm. . . . And

even if the discrepancy is resolved, the state of confusion

which will prevail until matters are settled will undermine

the stability of Israeli law. . . . It is not by chance that the

great charters were written after revolutions, when

nations were prepared to divest themselves of outdated

legal systems. The State of Israel has no need of a legis-

lative revolution. It needs continuity of law, carefully con-

sidered changes and organic development. . . .

Professor Klinghoffer’s bill proposes that the courts be

authorized to examine whether a regular law accords

with the Charter of Human Rights. In other words, every

judge . . .will be entitled to declare a given law invalid, or

reverse the decision of another judge. . . .Is that the atti-

tude to legislation which should be granted by the Knesset

after several readings in the plenum and a careful exami-

nation in committee? . . .The issue of the examination of

laws by the courts is one of the most serious of our day. In

England the courts do not have the right to examine parlia-

ment’s legislation, but would anyone say that human

rights are not guaranteed in England. In the U.S. the

Supreme Court has taken it upon itself to supervise the

legislature . . .in accordance with the constitution. It has

happened there in the last two decades that many laws

which we intended to achieve social progress were

obstructed by the court, until its composition changed.

The court blocked laws prohibiting the employment of

children and restricting hours of work. . . .On the other

hand, despite the fact that their Constitution states that

no man’s right to vote may be restricted by race or color,

and despite the right of the Supreme Court to act against

violations of the Constitution, we know that in certain

states Negroes are unable to use their right to vote.

What, then, is the value of the fine phrase which has

been in their Constitution for almost a hundred years? . . .

I do not want what I am saying to be interpreted as meaning

that the courts always obstruct social progress or protect

the enemies of democracy . . .the U.S. Supreme Court is

the rock of freedom of its citizens, even though some of its

decisions raise doubts in our minds. Our Supreme Court

has made an important contribution to preserving human

rights, although this does not make it the supervisor of the

legislature . . .for ‘‘who will supervise the supervisors?’’ The

supreme authorities of the state must be independent of

one another, each one being subject solely to itself and

its conscience. One cannot place human rights in the

hands of one of them alone and rely on it to restrain the

others; only if they all respect those rights is their existence

assured. In that the courts are no better or superior to the

legislature. I have every confidence that if the Knesset

promulgates a charter of human rights it will not deliber-

ately infringe it. . . . If in the future the Knesset sees fit to

limit one of the rights which at present we think should be

protected, it alone can judge the situation which will prevail

then. . . . We must educate our sons to freedom and

respect for the rights of others, but we must not tie their

hands. That is why what is needed is a less rigid charter of

rights, like the one my Ministry is preparing, and whose

completion will not take long, I hope . . . . I propose that the

bill under review be removed from the agenda. . . .

I. Klinghoffer (Liberals): Time does not permit me to

answer all the Minister of Justice’s criticisms of the con-

tent of my bill . . .though I will focus on a few of them. He

said that it is not true that neither England nor Israel has a

constitution. I know that there are differences of opinion

on this point centering on the distinction between a mate-

rial and a formal constitution. We have constitutional law in

the material sense, but when one debates a constitution

one is referring to a formal one, which neither Israel nor

England has. The lack of a constitution in Israel negates the

assurance given in the Declaration of Independence . . . . It

is true that a Constituent assembly was elected, but it did

not promulgate a constitution. . . .

The Minister regards my bill as an attempt to revolutionize

our constitutional basis, since it could annul laws or provi-

sions of laws and there is no knowing what this will lead

to. . . .I would like to say that had it not been for this effect

of the Charter I propose it would have been possible to ask

what it was worth. . . .Its entire object is to be binding on

the regular legislature and to bring about the consequent

reexamination of the laws. That is why, at this point, I

accept the Minister’s criticism, which in my view empha-

sizes this positive aspect of my bill. . . .

The Minister of Justice fears that the charter I propose will

restrict the legislature and hereby undermine our constitu-

tional foundations. I would like to say that I propose noth-

ing of the sort. I am proposing only that in every instance

the legislature be identified with the regular majority of the

House, with any quorum. Two-thirds of all the members of

the Knesset also constitute the Knesset, they are the

legislature. In what way does this discriminate against

the Knesset? You identify the Knesset with its regular

majority when it makes decisions with any quorum. . . .

I regret the fact that the Minister of Justice saw fit to single

out two or three paragraphs (out of more than seventy) of

my bill which he regards as having been copied from the

basic law of West Germany. The fact that I included those

paragraphs does not indicate that I am influenced by the
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Germans. . . .Those provisions, or ones very similar to them,

are to be found in other documents which are international,

not German, and include the term ‘‘dignity of man. . . .’’

In conclusion, as regards the Minister of Justice’s

remark . . .about the court’s supervision of the constitu-

tionality of the laws, he asks ‘‘who will supervise the

supervisors?’’ The answer is that when the courts examine

whether a given law accords with what is in the constitu-

tion or not they are merely fulfilling a purely legal

role. . . .Comparing laws is, in effect, what judges do

every day. . . .That is the right of every court of law in

Israel. It is not concentrated solely in the hands of the

Supreme Court, although by appeals and taking matters

to the highest court the uniformity of decisions is ensured.

The function which the court fulfills when it examines the

validity of laws does not differ essentially from its function

when it examines whether a certain law accords with the

provisions of the constitution. That is basically the same

function, as regards both thinking and law.

As regards the emphasis the Minister has placed on the

need to educate the generations to come, I do not see,

within the framework of the Knesset’s activities, a more

appropriate opportunity of attaining that objective than by

passing the Basic Law determining a charter of basic

human rights, which without a doubt will be of the greatest

educational value in enhancing the nation’s political

culture.

The Speaker, B. Idelson: We will now vote on MK

Klinghoffer’s proposal to transfer his bill to the

Constitution, Law and Justice committee.

The Vote

Those in favor of the proposal: 21

Those against: 35

(The proposal is not adopted.)

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

In 1992, Israel finally adopted a Basic Law cover-
ing ‘‘Human Dignity and Liberty.’’ It proclaimed that:
‘‘Fundamental human rights in Israel are founded
upon recognition of the value of the human being,
the sanctity of human life, and the principle that all
persons are free; these rights shall be upheld in the
spirit of the principles set forth in the Declaration of
the Establishment of the State of Israel.’’ By then,
however, Israel had become embroiled in one of the
most controversial, widely reported and longest run-
ning human rights crises in modern history.

Three years after the Knesset rejected the adop-
tion of a human rights charter discussed above, in June
1967, Israel fought what became known as the Six Day
War, a three fronted pre-emptive strike against Egypt,
Jordan and Syria. Israel astonished the world with the
speed and effectiveness of the attack and in a swoop,
through annexations, it increased its territorial size
three times after seizing the Sinai Desert, Gaza, the
West Bank, and the Golan Heights. Although it gave
up most of the Sinai after the 1973 Yom Kippur War
and Gaza in 2005, it has held onto most of the other
occupied territories, thus giving rise to a series of
human rights crises and global condemnation.

Arrest without charge, torture, targeted killings,
the illegal settlement of occupied territories, onerous
restrictions on freedom of movement, the ghettoising
of entire towns are just some of the human rights
violations of which Israel has been accused in the
four decades it has held the occupied territories. The
situation deteriorated markedly in the second Intifada
(2000–2004) during which Israeli security forces
would routinely carry out missions in the occupied
territories, and prevent the passage of Palestinians
into Israel itself, where many held jobs.

Palestinian People’s Party activists burn an effigy representing

closure, settlements, collaborators and occupation, during a rally

held in the West Bank town of Nablus on February 10, 2001. AP

IMAGES.
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The U.S. State Department, which is usually one
of Israel’s more ardent defenders, has admitted that
Israel’s human rights record in the occupied territories
is poor. Its criticism of occupying forces has in recent
years been tempered by the apportionment of blame
for human rights failures on the Palestinian Authority,
which is supposed to govern Gaza and the West Bank.
Nevertheless, in its 2005 Country Report on Human
Rights Practices, the State Department noted that
Israeli occupying forces stood accused of the following
human rights abuses: ‘‘damage to civilians in the con-
duct of military operations; numerous, serious abuses
of civilians and detainees; failure to take disciplinary
action in cases of abuse; improper application of secur-
ity internment procedures; use of temporary detention
facilities that were austere and overcrowded; and lim-
ited cooperation with nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs).’’

To what extent the adoption of a Human Rights
Charter in 1964 or an earlier Basic Law on ‘‘human
dignity and liberty’’ would have improved the lot of
those living in the occupied territories remains to be
seen. Through its Basic Laws Israel came to protect
and ensure the human rights of its citizens more com-
prehensively than almost any other country in the
world. This is nevertheless a moot point. The problem
facing those who live and who have lived in the occu-
pied territories is that they are effectively stateless:
though in Israeli held territory they are not seen as
citizens of Israel; and although they had previously
lived in Egyptian or Jordanian territory, most of their
populations had been regarded as refugees after
Israel’s independence and the end of the Palestinian
Mandate in 1948. The presence of Israeli settlers, who
maintain their rights as citizens in the occupied terri-
tories, in contravention of international law exacer-
bates tensions.

More than a million Arabs living in Israel (though
not the occupied territories) do so as Israeli citizens
and are afforded the same rights under the country’s
Basic Laws as Israel’s Jewish majority. The one excep-
tion in law is that Israeli Arabs are not obliged to
undertake compulsory military service, although they
are entitled to opt in. In practice, however, Israel’s
Arab citizens are subject to informal discrimination
in education, employment, social policy provision
and are under-represented in most professions and in
government. Most notably, policies prohibiting the
transfer of land to non-Jews in Israel make Arab land
ownership problematic.

Discussion about human rights and Israel invaria-
bly invites questions about its treatment of its Arab
population, both inside Israel itself and the occupied

territories. Yet the Arab context and the problems
Israel faces because of its regional politics blur an
otherwise generally sound human rights record.
Indeed, taken in the context of the constitutional pro-
tection it gives its citizen’s human rights, Israel stands
up to comparison with most western democracies.
Many of these countries are still to enact any form of
statutory protection for its citizen’s human rights com-
parable to Israel’s Basic Laws.
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the organization. She has served in several locations
where MSF has delivered aid.

INTRODUCTION

Doctors Without Borders (Médecins Sans
Frontières) has worked as an independent, nonpolitical
organization since its founding in France in 1971.
MSF volunteers, composed of medical and non-med-
ical professionals and laymen, work alongside local
volunteers in areas of Africa, Australia, Asia, Europe,
and the Americas. The organization’s work primarily
rests with bringing medical aid to conflict-ridden areas
and locations where adequate supplies and medical
facilities are not fully functioning.

As Doctors Without Borders works to alleviate
suffering in impoverished, war-laden, and underdevel-
oped countries, it also strives to stay outside of local
and international political debates. The organization
does this in order to provide the most aid without
having to play favorites to party lines, but this sense
of political autonomy does leave the organization reli-
ant upon private donor donations. These donations
support MFS’s work, but are also dependent upon
the relative success of field operations and of public
knowledge of crisis situations throughout the world.
For instance, mainstream media reports may neglect
coverage of hostilities and social crises in areas that the
United States or other Western nations do not have
direct control or major economic interests in.

In 1998 and 1999, U.S. troops under the support
of the United Nations entered Kosovo on a peace-
keeping mission. Prior to UN intervention and U.S.
troop deployment, U.S. media accounts did not pay
particular attention to the escalating conflict between
the Kosovo Liberation Army and the standing regime
in Yugoslavia. Even after UN and U.S. intervention,
media accounts still paid little attention to the area.
This lack of coverage for world events, particularly
those concerning tribal and clan rivalries, leaves organ-
izations like Doctors Without Borders vulnerable.
Since the organization relies upon donations, it needs
the public to be informed and concerned about inter-
national events. When individuals do not know about
crises in places like Kosovo, the organization must
attempt to educate them on the need and purpose for
medical supplies and food relief efforts.

Other instances that put organizations like MSF in
jeopardy can be seen with Saddam Hussein in the
1980s. Saddam Hussein, then-leader of Iraq, used
chemical weapons against the Kurds in 1987. The
persecution of Kurds in Iraq had been ongoing, and
the targets of most of the attacks were male Kurds.
Hussein’s government-sanctioned genocide went

ignored by the United Nations. The United Nations
refusing or neglecting to impose economic sanctions
against Iraq for its use of chemical weapons, in this case
poison gas, proves fateful for the support of the inter-
national community. Hussein’s government continued
to execute, imprison, and torture individuals who
opposed his regime. Kurds and non-Kurds were rou-
tinely tortured and killed. Finally, after Iraq invaded
Kuwait in 1991, the United States deployed troops to
cease the hostilities. The Gulf War, a battle of about
sixty days, ensued, and in its aftermath Hussein stayed
in power and the United Nations placed economic
sanctions against Iraq. These sanctions, while aiming
to halt a destructive government, did more harm to the
average citizen of Iraq than to the Iraqi government.
The children and poorer citizens of Iraq were the ones
who went without food, water, and medical supplies.
The enforcement of humanitarian laws and the non-
enforcement of these legislations created a protracted
battle in places like Iraq. Reasons why the United
Nations took so long in enforcing sanctions against
Iraq for its treatment of Iraqis and Kurds is unknown,
but effects of the sanctions solidify what non-govern-
mental agencies continually claim. They report that
sanctions do not always stop an oppressive govern-
ment. Instead, they allow a government to main-
tain control through politically and economically
oppressed people.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

RESPONDING TO COMPLEX HUMANITARIAN CRISES AND

MASSIVE ABUSES OF HUMAN RIGHTS: REFLECTIONS ON

THE LEGAL, POLITICAL, AND HUMANITARIAN FRAMEWORK

Two years ago, the United Nations classified 26 con-

flicts in the world as ‘‘complex emergencies’’ and quanti-

fied their impact: some 59 million people affected—the

majority in Africa. Civilians accounted for 90% of the vic-

tims—half of those who died were children. To their side,

relief teams such as those of Doctors Without Borders/

Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), attempt to alleviate the

suffering.

CNN may portray our volunteers as physicians,

stethoscope in hand, treating patients in a remote or

besieged health-post, but the day to day challenge of

humanitarian workers is not just in providing medical

care. It also means to negotiate access to populations at

risk and to fuel or confront media reporting on the crises

we witness. It means to advocate for the respect of basic

human rights and humanitarian law, and, hopefully,

through our presence, to help in the protection of civilians.

The key message that our teams have learned, if not

the intellectual framework that Médecins Sans Frontières
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started with, is that effective humanitarian action

demands an acute awareness of human rights and a vigi-

lant sensitivity to the interaction of the humanitarian

agenda with political, military, legal and economic arenas.

Building on the experience of our teams worldwide,

I’ve identified three key issues that we need to address if

we want the international community to successfully

tackle the wave of ‘‘uncivil’’ civil wars and their appalling

human rights records: the lack of an effective conceptual

framework; the relativity of humanitarian law; and the

ambiguous dynamics of the mediating actors.

LACK OF AN EFFECTIVE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK First I

would like to remark on the lack of an effective conceptual

framework. As Rony Brauman points out in Humanitaire:

Le Dilemne (Textuel, 1996), three concepts of peace have

been developed and adapted at different times over the

last three centuries.

The first one, that of Montesquieu, of the British

Liberals, is that of ‘‘peace by commerce’’: that business

interests will ultimately arbitrate the destructive passions

of man. It is the classical liberal paradox that the sum of

private selfishness provides for the public well being.

The second concept, which appeared in the 19th cen-

tury, is ‘‘peace by reason.’’ That is, that the progress of

knowledge would fight ignorance, the real cause of suffer-

ing and violence.

The third concept, mostly illustrated in today’s debate

about the International Criminal Court on this the 50th

anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights, was that of ‘‘peace by law,’’ as guaranteed by

institutions.

Doctors Without Boarders (MSF) medic Isabelle Yersin helps a potential cholera-victim, Domingo Mucatobusi, after he was airlifted to

higher ground from a flooded area on March 4, 2000 in Chibuto, Mozambique. ª REUTERS/CORBIS.
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All three concepts still have strong footing these days,

sometimes merge, but often conflict. When seeking to

improve international crisis response, the lack of an all-

encompassing policy framework is appalling and the divide

between the various actors is great.

What is the point of a humanitarian actor using the

concept of ‘‘peace by law’’ to argue for the protection of

Rwandan refugees in the Democratic Republic of Congo?

The massacres orchestrated with the complicity of the

country’s political leadership who should be made account-

able, but the formula adopted by the member states sup-

porting this leadership is that of ‘‘peace by commerce!’’

How do the World Bank, the IMF, on one hand, and

the UNHCR on the other hand, coordinate their response

to complex emergencies when their conceptual frame-

works are so different, and their approaches to the crises

entirely specialized? They don’t!

THE RELATIVITY OF HUMANITARIAN LAW My second com-

ment is on the (unfortunate) relativity of humanitarian

law.

The Geneva Conventions, the Convention against

Torture, the Convention for the Prevention and

Repression of Genocide, the UN Charter and a number of

other documents seem to protect civilians. Yet during the

Cold War, we watched as state and international institu-

tions used the precarious balance of power to flaunt these

conventions and never once enacted them against

Brezhnev, Pol Pot, Argentinian or Pakistani generals.

Even in the 1980’s after the Cold War was over, when it

came to Saddam Hussein—then a Western ally—using

chemical weapons against the Kurds, the conventions

were still ignored. And the same thing happened in

Chechnya and Rwanda. The noble declarations of inten-

tions, enshrined in the texts of humanitarian law, flourish in

UN conferences and international fora, but the practice

and logic of member states remain unchanged.

THE AMBIGUOUS DYNAMICS OF MEDIATING ACTORS And

finally I must mention the third factor, the ambiguous

dynamics of the mediating actors.

The mediating actors are partly represented around

this room: the United Nations, the Member States, and the

NGOs. Let’s not also forget key local actors such as the

military and political leadership, as well as intellectual and

community leaders, regional leadership, and others. And,

of course, catalysts at every stage are the local and interna-

tional media outfits.

Let us take a closer look at the humanitarian actors:

What is our true ability to work in total independence and

strictly according to humanitarian principles? How much

influence can donor countries buy with their funding of

our humanitarian operations? You will never find it

acknowledged, but the ‘‘N’’ of non-governmental does

not always stand strong!

Institutions established by the UN charter and associ-

ated agencies, have also become suspect of capitulating to

the pressures of donor states rather than advocating for the

causes enshrined in their mandates. A case in point was the

move by UNHCR in 1992 to propose temporary protection

as a response to asylum seekers from Bosnia, while these

were mostly fully eligible to standard and full asylum proce-

dures according to the convention. Repeatedly, in recent

years, and especially in the Rwanda-Zaire-Congo crisis

which is still a hot preoccupation for us, we have felt that

the Executive Committee and key funding member states

exercised undue pressure on the UNHCR that resulted in an

agency policy in the field that offered little support to the

refugee populations caught in violence.

Probably among the most fiercely independent NGOs,

Médecins San Frontières has had to build a large base of

independent, individual donors over the years, hoping that

this general public support will not impose politically on our

operational deployment. But, we often ask, can’t we lose

what we have gained in political independence, by our total

dependency on whether the media brings a given crisis to

public attention? When the US media editorial policy

ignores Rwanda, the Sudan or Kosovo because of O.J.

Simpson or Monica Lewinsky, what recourse is left to invite

private philanthropy, stir indignation and stimulate action?

CONCLUSION To conclude, I should like to stress that these

same three factors who hinder effective response to the

crises—the lack of an effective conceptual framework, the

relativity of humanitarian law and the ambiguous dynamics

of the mediating actors—actually also make prevention

quite a challenging task if not an impossible one. Let me

quote some examples:

Even though our first appeal for the Balkans dates back

to the fall of Vukovar, even though the fall of Srebrenica and

the collapse of the so-called ‘‘safe heavens’’ had a rehearsal

a year earlier with the bombing of Gorazde, even though the

Bosnian disaster was ‘‘en marche’’ since the recognition of

Croatia, how long did it take for a significant military and

political involvement in Bosnia? And who is listening to the

calls from Pristina today? The Kosovo is the issue of the day,

but, like Bosnia, the international community will wait till it’s

too late.

Working in Kigali at the height of the genocide, we

were first hand witnesses to the fact that the Genocide

Convention might not be worth the paper it is printed on.

Warnings that impunity would further fuel violence in the

region, were ignored too, and the Western Rwanda—

Eastern DRC region all the way to Kinshasa—is still in the

grasps of civil war.
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Working in Mogadishu, we were, again, first hand

witnesses to the failure of a peace-enforcement mission.

The US and UN military and political leadership had ignored

the warning given by humanitarian actors who saw the

writing on the wall with regards to the escalation of vio-

lence that finally ended the mission and sent the chills

through the spines of the most eager interventionists.

But across the years, and despite these failures, we

have retained our commitment. This commitment is often

fueled and inspired by the special courage of those men

and women whom we meet, who in the midst of war,

when their societies are torn apart and they are facing

great personal risks, still stand up for the values they

uphold, and advocate for the respect of human rights and

humanitarian law.

Our commitment is also forged by our volunteers in

the field, who remain pragmatic idealists despite the com-

plex realities they face in dealing with humanitarian crises

around the world.

I will end on the words of one of these volunteers,

Dr. Zachariah:

‘‘ . . .what we saw in Rwanda proved to us that our

bandages, our sutures, can never heal the deep

wounds of Rwanda. What they need is justice. [ . . .]

All those people, all those patients that I had treated

have been killed. The lives we had saved were killed

before our eyes.

‘‘I lost my friends, my colleagues, everything. And this

is why, when I was on the bridge that separated

Rwanda and Burundi, standing on this bridge counting

the bodies, watching the corpses of mutilated children

and women, thinking of the thousands and thousands

of bodies I had seen, I swore to myself that if there is a

judicial system in this world, those people will pay for

their crime.’’

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Complexities concerning the application of
humanitarian laws, political actors and agendas, and
instituting peace accords and justice continue to per-
plex the role of humanitarian aid workers throughout
the world. In March 2000, several relief organizations
withdrew from the southern Sudan because they
refused to allow rebel groups in the region to have
control of relief agency operations. Eleven groups
rejected the mandate of the Sudanese People’s
Liberation Army, and one of these groups was MFR.
Adding complexity to the situation, U.S. considera-
tions of sending aid directly to the rebels pointed to
the dilemma of contradictory agendas in conflict
zones. The promise of state-funded aid allowed rebel
factions to gain a strengthened sense of superiority and

power. While the U.S. relief plans stemmed from good
intentions, the possible fallout of these measures was
potentially catastrophic. With rebel forces controlling
the relief programs, those in greatest need and those
opposing the dominant rebel parties could be left with-
out. Hence, organizations like MSF decided to with-
draw from the area because its continual mission is to
not entangle its relief efforts with politics.

Events like those in Sudan continually threaten
the neutrality of humanitarian workers, and in the
Middle East governmental investigative committees
are forming to explore the patronage and personnel
of non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
Countries like Egypt and Israel have established offices
to examine all humanitarian aid groups that want entry
to the country. These offices examine the organiza-
tions funding and the background of its workers.
These investigations of NGOs come from the rise in
humanitarian aid organizations posing as neutral par-
ties, when in fact they are politically oriented and
government-funded. The Tunisian government com-
mitted such an act with its creation of Jeunes Médecins
Sans Frontières (Young Doctors Without Borders).
This group was composed of Tunisian spies and gov-
ernment actors who would frequent conferences
hosted by humanitarian organizations. The group
sought to gather information about neighboring coun-
tries so that it could use this knowledge to divide
governments and instigate hostilities. The true iden-
tity of the Tunisian organization came to light when
MSF began sending letters of protest to humanitarian
conference organizers saying that the MSF was not
affiliated with this newer organization.

Despite these conflicting agendas, humanitarian
organizations still push forward. The United Nations
and numerous governments throughout the world
work closely with these groups to enable them access
to war-torn areas. With the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq,
the U.S. government approached the MFR and other
humanitarian groups before the hostilities com-
menced. The United States asked if these organiza-
tions wanted to come into Iraq for humanitarian
purposes—by asking these groups beforehand, policy
leaders sought to mend the gap between aid workers
and government initiatives. In 1999, Doctors Without
Borders earned the Nobel Peace Prize for its continual
efforts to bring non-political aid to individuals in need.
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INTRODUCTION

The 1948 Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly on December 10, 1948, ushered in a new
era in human rights expectations and humanitarian law
worldwide. The United Nations’ 1945 charter itself
including provisions creating bodies designed to moni-
tor human rights abuses. The traditional notion among
many countries that a nations’s sovereignity superceded
the human rights of its citizens and guests was rejected
firmly with the creation of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.

Written on the heels of World War II
(1938–1945) with its dramatic human rights abuses
involving concentration camps, mass genocide, forced
sexual slavery, and other war crimes, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights was a joint effort that
included drafters from North America, Western
Europe, Latin America, Asia, and the Middle East.

Announced in 1948, the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights was part of the International Bill of
Rights, a United Nations project that also included
the Optional Protocol and the International
Covenants on Human Rights, which include the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
and the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights. The Optional Protocol and the
Covenants were adopted in 1976, after nearly a decade
of consideration by member states. The UN hears
cases of human rights abuses via a Human Rights
Committee; this committee manages affairs related to
the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, the Committee on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination, and the Committee on Torture.

Until the passage of the 1948 Universal Declaration,
no such international document defining universal
human rights existed. As the following article notes, the
50th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights triggered praise for the document and its impact,
while examining ongoing human rights abuses in mem-
ber states.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Can international law establish universal human rights?

After fifty years of treaty-making, writes David Manasian,

it is at last beginning to get somewhere.

This has been a year of speeches, declarations, resolu-

tions, conferences, concerts, meetings and campaigns

marking an event of which the general public remains

largely oblivious. Celebrations of the 50th anniversary of

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights—a sweeping

list of fundamental civil, political, social and economic

rights—will reach a climax with a special session of the

United Nations General Assembly on December 10th, the

day the declaration was adopted by the same assembly in

1948. Bill Clinton, along with scores of other world leaders,

will make yet more speeches. And nearly ten million peo-

ple have already signed Amnesty International’s pledge to

do what they can to implement the declaration.

But the posters and petitions may have been preaching

mainly to the converted. Most people remain unaware of

the declaration, and many of those who know about it are

unimpressed by righteous resolutions by politicians and

do-gooders. Besides, what is there to celebrate? Human-

rights abuses around the world are reported by news-

papers and television every day of the week. Massacres

in Kosovo. Slaughter in Algeria. Torture in Turkey. Chronic

violence in Colombia. The jailing of dissidents in China,

Myanmar and a dozen other countries. There seems no

end to the terrible things people do to other people.
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And yet, paradoxically, this constant stream of reports

about human-rights abuses is itself a tribute to the

Universal Declaration, and to the international human-

rights movement it helped to spawn. Repeated misbeha-

viour by any government is now almost always picked up

by some international group. Professions of concern about

human rights, whether sincere or not, accompany almost

any debate about world politics. For any western politician

visiting China, raising the question of human rights with

Chinese leaders has become a necessary ritual, rather like

the obligatory state banquet or visit to the Beijing opera.

Such concerns have also prodded reluctant governments

into risky armed interventions in Somalia, Rwanda, Bosnia

and Kosovo, mostly with mixed results.

A stealthy revolution Over the past few decades, a small

army of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) advocat-

ing, monitoring and lobbying for human rights, led by

bodies such as Amnesty International and Human Rights

Watch, have become serious participants in international

affairs. Linked with these larger international groups, and

often sponsored or encouraged by them, are thousands of

indigenous NGOs in poorer countries, gathering informa-

tion on particular issues and pressing their governments to

live up to international standards. Human rights has

become a mainstream subject at law schools, and the

number of lawyers specialising in it has soared. Harried

by NGOs and consumer groups in rich countries, many

multinational companies too have felt compelled to formu-

late human-rights policies, and to answer publicly for the

effects of their commercial activities. But the NGOs’ main

targets remain governments, the key guarantors—and

usually the key abusers—of human rights.

With talk about human rights so pervasive, it is easy to

forget that the adoption of the Universal Declaration

launched a revolution in international law. It may not be

as famous as America’s constitution, the French revolu-

tion’s Declaration of the Rights of Man, or Britain’s Magna

Carta; but together with the United Nations Charter (the

UN’s founding document), the Genocide Convention and

the four Geneva Conventions updating the laws of war, all

roughly contemporaneous, it marked a decisive change

with the past.

Until the end of the second world war, international rela-

tions were based on the idea of a society of sovereign

states, as they had been ever since the rise of the

European nation-state centuries earlier. There was little

to challenge state sovereignty, either in international law

or in the way that most governments behaved. True, phil-

osophical appeals for what today might be described as

universal human rights have been heard since the time of

the ancient Greek Stoics; but such ideas played almost no

part in international politics.

The United States and the European powers had some-

times intervened in the civil strife of other countries to

protect their own nationals, as they did in the Chinese

and Ottoman empires; but there was general agreement

that whatever states did to their own nationals was their

business. So long as they were able to maintain physical

control over their territory, they remained sovereign. They

answered to no higher political or moral authority.

Nineteenth-century attempts to abolish the slave trade

through international agreements achieved little. Instead,

slavery waned because it became uneconomic. Efforts to

codify the laws of war paid careful heed to state sover-

eignty, restricting only what a state could do to enemy

soldiers or foreign nationals, not to its own. For the most

part, individuals had no standing in international law: their

fate lay in the hands of their governments.

The devastation of the second world war, the Jewish

Holocaust and the violence inflicted on occupied popula-

tions by the Germans and the Japanese prompted a pro-

found reconsideration of the relationship between human

rights and international peace. The United Nations, like the

League of Nations which had failed so abysmally before it,

was meant to be a collective security arrangement, with

the five permanent members of the Security Council, the

world’s major powers at the time, pledged to act together

to punish breaches of the peace. But there was also a new

element. For the first time, a state’s treatment of its own

citizens officially became a subject of international con-

cern. Regimes which treated their citizens abominably

would, it was recognised, eventually pose a threat to

other countries too.

The UN Charter, signed in June 1945, is unequivocal about

this. Its preamble pledges the organisation ‘‘to reaffirm

faith in fundamental human rights,’’ and article 1 cites

‘‘promoting and encouraging respect for human rights

and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction

as to race, sex, language or religion’’ as one of the UN’s

principal purposes, along with peacekeeping. But the

Universal Declaration goes further, explicitly linking

respect for human rights as necessary to the maintenance

of international peace.

The limits of sovereignty In retrospect, it seems amazing that

Stalin’s Soviet Union, which egregiously abused human

rights, should have agreed to any reference to them in

the UN Charter. But even in the long and bitter debates

that accompanied the drafting of the Universal Declaration,

the Soviets never repudiated the concept of universal

rights as such. They argued only about the relative impor-

tance of different rights, and about the weight that should

be given to individual rights and the conflicting doctrine of

national sovereignty. The UN Charter embodies this con-

tradiction, proclaiming that the UN is based on the
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‘‘sovereign equality of all its members,’’ even while cham-

pioning universal rights.

When the declaration was drafted, the cold war had

already begun to blight post-war hopes that international

co-operation would prevail over great-power rivalry. The

declaration was passed unopposed, but the entire Soviet

block abstained, along with Saudi Arabia. And yet, remark-

ably, even in the depths of the cold war a stream of human-

rights treaties was still being signed. Some of the main

ones are listed in table 1.

This large body of international human-rights and human-

itarian law (the modern term for the laws of war) is histor-

ically unprecedented. It has developed alongside a similar

body of international law governing trade, finance, and the

exploitation of natural resources such as the sea. But in

these other areas, international law is more akin to con-

tractual agreements, in which benefits are reciprocal and

national sovereignty remains largely unaffected. Human-

rights law is different. It touches governments at their

most sensitive point: how they exercise power over their

own citizens. Never before have states agreed to accept

so many restrictions on their domestic behaviour, or to

submit to international scrutiny.

But has it done any good? Abuses of human rights have

remained widespread in the past fifty years. Governments

have evaded or ignored their obligations under these trea-

ties with depressing regularity. Even as humanitarian law

has been refined, many armed conflicts have been waged

as indiscriminately as ever. The overwhelming majority of

casualties are now civilians, not soldiers. International

human-rights law did nothing for the post-war victims of

the Soviet gulag, China’s Cultural Revolution, Argentina’s

‘‘dirty war’’ and Cambodia’s killing fields. The end of the

cold war in 1989 raised hopes that human rights would be

more widely respected, and the 1990s became the decade

of democracy—yet it also brought horrors such as the

Rwandan genocide and the ethnic cleansing of the

Balkans.

Sceptics (and there are many) could be forgiven for con-

cluding that the frenzy of treaty-making which followed the

Universal Declaration has mocked such continued and

widespread suffering. Indeed, they might ask, does it

make sense to call these treaties ‘‘law’’ at all, if there is

On July 21, 1999, Kosovar Albanians bury 75 victims of a massacre perpetrated five months earlier by Serbian troops. ª PATRICK ROBERT/

SYGMA/CORBIS.
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no direct way of enforcing them? For all the human-rights

legislation now in place, they would claim, the only genu-

ine guides to international behaviour are still national inter-

est and military power.

Such arguments should be treated with respect. Human

rights have undeniably been widely abused, and are still

being flouted in many parts of the world. Nevertheless,

this survey will argue that human-rights law, for all its fail-

ures, has marked a genuine turning point in world affairs. It

has had an influence on countries’ behaviour in the past

and could play a bigger role in the future. To make that

admittedly difficult case, the best place to start is to see

how human-rights law works in practice.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

As Manasian points out, one of the greatest
criticisms of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights is that there is no mechanism for enforcing it.
In the half-century following the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, a series of UN member
states faced human rights crises, including military
dictatorships in Chile and Argentina with accompany-
ing torture of civilians, Pol Pot’s regime in Cambodia,
the Tutsi-Hutu genocidal conflict in Rwanda, war and
ethnic cleansing in the Balkans, and famine in Eastern
Africa. Within the context of diplomatic history, prior
to the 1948 Universal Declaration, many governments
would have limited their discussions with other coun-
tries to matters of diplomacy, trade, and war. As the
creation of the United Nations and the documents that
make up the International Bill of Rights, UN monitor-
ing bodies and special rapporteurs—experts appointed
by the Commission on Human Rights—investigate
and report on human rights issues in member states,
uncovering information and details about internal
human rights situations. The systematic documenta-
tion of such internal issues is one of the primary func-
tions of the UN agencies and councils that support
human rights compliance and those issues outlined in
the International Bill of Rights.

In 2005, the UN General Assembly voted to
change the human rights oversight structure within
the UN. The United Nations Commission on
Human Rights, part of the UN since 1946, had
become highly politicized in the eyes of many member
nations. Membership included countries with strong
human rights abuse records, and in 2004, United
States UN Ambassador and Representative to the
Economic and Social Council Sichan Siv walked out
of the UNCHR meeting when Sudan’s membership
was approved. Ambassador Siv stated that the UN
should ‘‘not elect a country to the only global body

charged specifically with protecting human rights, at
the precise time when thousands of its citizens are
being murdered or risk starvation.’’ The newly created
Human Rights Council convened its first meeting in
April 2006; the membership process involves a secret
ballot in the General Assembly, requiring a simple
majority for membership, and establishes a protocol
for removing HRC members when severe human
rights violations are documented.

As the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
continues into the twenty-first century, its role in
international affairs remains a crucial link in keeping
human rights at the forefront of political, social, and
civil society. While member nations may argue over
cultural differences, legal definitions, and committee
procedures, the issue of human rights has now become
firmly established as part of international and human-
itarian policy. The Declaration provides member
nations, leaders, and individuals with a cohesive set of
principles to guide treaties, policy, and human
behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

The 1998 Human Rights Act, passed in 1998 and
entered into force in October 2000, incorporated the
provisions of the European Convention on Human
Rights directly into British law. The convention is a
legal instrument adopted by the Council of Europe in
1950. The Council of Europe is not to be confused with
the European Union; the Council of Europe was formed
in 1949, whereas the European Union was formed in
1992. Confusingly, at least to non-Europeans, both are
headquartered in Strasbourg, France; moreover, the
Council operates the European Court of Human
Rights (established by the European Convention on
Human Rights), while the European Union operates
the European Court of Justice. The two organizations
are completely distinct, apart from some overlap in
membership.

The convention, which was the basis of the 1998
act, contains a number of articles: right to life, prohib-
ition of torture, prohibition of slavery, right to liberty
and security, right to a fair trial, no punishment with-
out law, right to respect for private life, right to

freedom of thought, right to freedom of conscience
and religion, right to freedom of expression, right to
freedom of assembly and association, right to marry,
right to an effective remedy, and prohibition of dis-
crimination. All of these prohibitions are now part
of British law. The significance of this, however, is
debated.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

The Menace That Wasn’t: The Human Rights Act Has Not

Lived up to Expectations. Good.

TAKE a common law system steeped in precedent

and tradition and add a dash of fundamental rights. What

do you get? Four years ago, Jack Straw, then the home

secretary, made a confident prediction. By incorporating

the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) into

English law, he claimed, the nation would acquire some-

thing like America’s Bill of Rights. Public authorities and

the government would henceforth be bound by a ‘‘fairness

guarantee’’ and would no longer be able to treat ordinary

A man walks past an illuminated panel bearing the words of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights at the international convention

centre in Barcelona, Spain, during the Euromed summit on November 27, 2005. ADRIAN DENNIS/AFP/GETTY IMAGES.
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citizens according to whim. More than that, a Human

Rights Act would create universal values for all and ‘‘act

as a compass as society moves through the uncharted

waters created by global change.’’

A less benign, but equally confident, view is that the

human rights compass has led Britain astray. Tabloid

newspapers report that the Human Rights Act has brought

nothing but chaos. Undesirable minorities such as asylum-

seekers, gypsies, and prisoners are said to have harnessed

innocent-seeming ‘‘rights’’ to liberty and family life in such

a way as to trample everyone else’s liberties. Ever on the

lookout for an issue with popular traction, the Conservative

Party has pledged to review the Human Rights Act with

the strong hint that some of its provisions will be undone.

This is splendid politics, but the problem is that the

incorporation of the ECHR into domestic law has not come

close to meeting reformers’ hopes—nor has it confirmed

conservative fears. ‘‘It has been a bit like the millennium

bug,’’ says Luke Clements, who follows human rights law

at Cardiff University. Even Dominic Grieve, the

Conservative shadow attorney-general, concedes: ‘‘the

view was that it was going to lead to a legal free-for-all,

and I don’t think that has happened.’’

A count of cases heard in the high courts of England

and Wales between 2000 and 2002 found that human

rights claims were considered in 431 cases and upheld in

just 94. Keir Starmer, a barrister who contributed to the

study, says things have moved on since then: he has four

appeals pending, all of which involve human rights in some

way. But just because judges now have a new standard by

which to assess the claims of plaintiffs doesn’t mean they

will reach a different decision. ‘‘Hand on heart,’’ Mr

Starmer says, the Human Rights Act has changed the

outcome of only a very few cases.

That is partly because the common law turned out to

be more accommodating than many reformers or tradition-

alists suspected. Four years ago, some feared that,

because Britain lacks a written constitution or bill of rights,

the stark language of the ECHR would sweep aside cen-

turies of legal precedent. Faced with a potential clash

between two traditions, though, judges have simply

declared them to be complementary, or even claimed

that the ECHR ‘‘reveals’’ ambient human-rights principles

in the common law.

For the most part, such philosophical niceties are

unnecessary. Away from the high courts and the few

London legal chambers that specialise in human rights

cases, ECHR principles are rarely invoked. When they

are, says Tony Kershaw, the principal solicitor at West

Sussex county council, they are invariably ‘‘bolted on’’ to

mundane claims in order to make them seem more solid.

‘‘No lawyer can hope to win a case based solely on human

rights,’’ he believes.

That holds true even for lawyers representing gypsies

and travellers, who often assert the right to private and

family life when facing eviction from illegally occupied

land. Chris Johnson, a solicitor who represents gypsies,

says that many people (including his clients) believe cases

are transformed by ‘‘a sprinkling of magic human-rights

dust.’’ They are usually disappointed. The Human Rights

Act has neither enabled more cases to be brought, nor

made them much easier to win, since judges are still

obliged to weigh individual rights against the common

good. Even when decisions go the gypsies’ way, they

turn out to have limited application. Mr Johnson believes

that a new planning bill will have a greater effect than all

the court cases put together.

On the rare occasions when human rights have upset

the apple cart there was usually a pressing need for change.

A good example is privacy law: cases brought by Naomi

Campbell, a model, and Princess Caroline of Monaco have

recently jeopardised the trade in paparazzi photographs.

Legislation could swiftly resolve the issue one way or the

other, but the government is loth to cross the newspapers.

So human rights law must clean up the mess.

Even in Westminster the Human Rights Act has been

domesticated. Every item of legislation is now scrutinised

by the Joint Committee on Human Rights to see if it

complies with the ECHR. Some of the Home Office’s

wilder initiatives—such as a proposal to deny housing to

asylum-seekers unless they do community work—have

failed that test. But what looks like a clash between parlia-

mentary sovereignty and fundamental rights is in fact just a

new front in an old political battle. As Lord Lester, a com-

mittee member and a long-time campaigner for human

rights, puts it, the committee supplies weapons—in the

form of critical reports—which other parliamentarians use

to attack legislation.

The mythical status of the Human Rights Act is such

that almost every unpopular decision is now blamed on it.

But Mr Clements, at Cardiff, believes there may be a more

mundane explanation for the liberal drift in judicial thinking:

staff turnover. ‘‘These days,’’ he says, ‘‘there are simply

more right-wing judges than very right-wing judges.’’

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Human Rights Act was passed by the Labour
Party after it took control of Parliament in 1997; pas-
sage of the act had been a campaign promise of the
party. A white paper issued by the new government
explained that although the UK was bound by interna-
tional law to observe the European Convention on
Human Rights, there was no means of applying the
convention directly in British courts. With the bill’s
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passage, it would be ‘‘unlawful for [British] public
authorities to act in a way incompatible with the con-
vention rights.’’ Where previously it would have taken
a great deal of time and money for a British citizen to
take a case based on the convention to the European
Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg, it would now
be possible for that citizen to take the same case to a
UK court.

Since its passage, the act has been invoked in
relatively few British cases. Perhaps most significant
have been challenges to alleged antiterrorism provi-
sions of British law enacted since September 11, 2001.
Thirteen foreign terror suspects were, as of 2004,
being held without charge in a London jail on the
strength of emergency detention measures passed as
part of the Terrorism Act in 2001. The House of Lords
ruled in December 2004 that their detention without
charge violated the Human Rights Act of 1998. The
Labour government’s response was to pass (with diffi-
culty) the Prevention of Terrorism Act of 2005, which
among other provisions states that the British home
secretary, who is roughly the equivalent of the U.S.
attorney general, the primary government official
responsible for law enforcement, can putatively issue
antiterror ‘‘control orders’’ that bypass human rights
laws. Passage of the controversial bill pitted the House
of Lords against the House of Commons, creating a
legislative crisis. The Prevention of Terrorism Act has
been widely criticized by groups such as Human
Rights Watch.

Many members of the Conservative party vigo-
rously oppose the Human Rights Act. In 2005, party
leader Michael Howard stated that ‘‘[t]here are too
many people in Britain today who hide behind so-
called human rights to justify doing the wrong thing.
‘I’ve got my rights’ has become the verbal equivalent of
two fingers [an obscene gesture] to authority.’’ In par-
ticular, Conservatives have claimed that gypsies are
empowered by the Human Rights Act to trespass on
public land. Several lower courts upheld an appeal by a
gypsy family against an eviction order by the city of
Leeds in 2005, but the appeal was ultimately over-
turned by a court of seven members of the House of
Lords (March 2006). This would seem to uphold The
Economist’s thesis that the Human Rights Act has not
greatly changed British law.
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Slavery and Genocide

Personal freedom is an essential cornerstone of human
rights. The most basic aspect of personal freedom is self-
ownership, meaning no human being may own another
as property or in bondage for his or her labor. The
United Nations Universal Declaration states that ‘‘[n]o
one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the
slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.’’

This chapter primarily addresses African slavery in
England and the Americas from 1800 to 1865. Before
the mid-twentieth century, human rights issues were
often debated within the context of religion or mor-
ality. The article ‘‘Slaveholding Not Sinful’’ presents a
nineteenth-century argument that slaveholding is con-
sistent with Christian theology. Conversely, most abo-
litionist literature of the day was bolstered by religious
teachings against slavery.

Slavery is not an historical relic. While slavery was
outlawed in the United States in 1864 by the
Emancipation Proclamation (included in this chapter),
many forms of slavery still exist in the twenty-first
century. Chattel slavery—the actual ownership of
another human being is rare—but bondage slavery,
owning a person’s labor contract is alarmingly com-
mon. No nations recognize slavery as a legal institu-
tion, but some human rights groups assert that as of
2006, nearly 30 million people across the globe may be
living in some form of slavery. Labor and sex slavery
is a growing international problem. The article on
comfort women discusses forced sex slavery. Issues
involving labor slavery are discussed in the chapter
‘‘Working Conditions and Labor.’’

Slavery dehumanizes the enslaved. It fosters the
notion of inferior classes of human beings, likens
people to chattel, and undermines a crucial moral

barrier that prevents most people from abusing or
murdering others. Slavery turns people into a com-
modity, one that can be bought and sold for economic
gain. Further dehumanization of a group of people—
members of a certain race, ethnicity, or religion for
example—can yield catastrophic consequences. The
ability to strip target victims of their humanness is a
necessary prelude to genocide, the mass killing of a
target group with common characteristics.

Genocide is specifically defined by international
treaty. The Convention on the Prevention and Pun-
ishment of the Crime of Genocide defines genocide as:

Any of the following acts committed with intent to
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical,
racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;

(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of

the group;

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life

calculated to bring about its physical destruction in

whole or in part;

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within

the group;

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another

group.

Included in this chapter are entries highlighting the
horrors of the Holocaust, the ‘‘Killing Fields’’ of
Cambodia, Kosovo, and Sudan.

The editors have chosen to adopt a broad definition
of genocide to highlight, not only international wrang-
ling over terminology, but also the prevalence of mass
killings. Terminology carries consequences for policy
and intervention, but it does not alter the horror of such
crimes against humanity.
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Handbill Offering a Reward for
a Runaway Slave

Photograph

By: Louie Psihoyos

Date: October 21, 1835

Source: ª Louie Psihoyos/Corbis.

About the Photographer: Louie Psihoyos was a staff photog-
rapher for National Geographic magazine and the recipient
of numerous awards. His work includes a wide array of
nature photography, as well as Hollywood campaigns and
stock photography, including pictures of historical
documents.

INTRODUCTION

America’s first federal fugitive slave law was
enacted in 1793, stating that no person ‘‘shall entertain,
or give countenance to, the enemies of the other, or
protect, in their respective states, criminal fugitives,
servants, or slaves, but the same to apprehend and
secure, and deliver to the state or states, to such ene-
mies, criminals, servants or slaves.’’ Although the
issues of slavery and escaped slaves had been addressed
in the Constitution, conflict still remained; the 1793
law was sparked by a clash between residents of
Pennsylvania and Virginia.

Most successful escapes were made from slave
states that bordered free states; the further south a
slave lived, the less likely his or her chances of reach-
ing freedom. In addition, slaves were usually required
to produce documentation from their master permit-
ting them to travel off the plantation; any slave caught
without these papers was apprehended, returned to
his master, and usually subjected to harsh punish-
ment. Because so few slaves could read or write, forg-
ing such documents was nearly impossible. In his
1845 autobiography, Frederick Douglass, a former
slave who could both read and write, detailed an
event in which he forged papers for himself and fellow
slaves as they prepared to escape from Maryland.
When their plot was discovered, the slaves burned
or ate the papers in an effort to hide the evidence;
literacy was illegal for slaves, and the combination of
an escape attempt and known literacy could have cost
them their lives.

The Underground Railroad, a series of safe houses
and havens for escaped slaves, was a loose system
of abolitionists and others who helped escapees find
their way to freedom in the northern United States

or Canada. From 1810 to 1850 the Underground
Railroad helped more than 6,000 slaves escape, aided
by former slaves such as Harriet Tubman, religious
groups such as the Quakers, and abolitionist sympa-
thizers. Fugitive slaves numbered more than 30,000 in
Canada by the end of the Civil War.

In the 1830s, abolitionist sentiment grew, and
tension between the North and South increased.
Lecture circuits were filled with antislavery speakers,
publications spoke of the institution’s evils. This hand-
bill, dated 1835, was printed and posted more than
twenty-five years before the start of the Civil War.
Similar items were printed by slave owners seeking
their escaped slaves and offering rewards to those
who helped return them.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Handbill Offering a Reward for a Runaway Slave

See primary source image.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The description of Frank Mullen’s clothing sug-
gests that he was a household slave rather than a field
hand; household slaves escaped less frequently than
other slaves, in part because their treatment was gen-
erally better, and in part because they were under
greater direct supervision. Slaves who drove carriages,
cleaned the main house, worked as cooks, or cared
for children were on more intimate terms with their
owners and often received better clothing and rations
than other slaves.

The bounty for Frank Mullen was set at $100–200;
such rewards spawned an entire industry of slave hunt-
ers. In some instances, bounty hunters captured any
black person without documentation they could find
and turned the assumed slave over to authorities for
a reward. Though rare, this practice led to the
re-enslavement of some free blacks.

The Fugitive Slave Law of 1793 compelled citi-
zens to hand over fugitive slaves, but many northern-
ers refused to do so, and those in the Underground
Railroad and other slave assistance organizations
actively flouted the law. An 1842 Supreme Court
decision, Prigg v. Pennsylvania, declared that states
did not have to aid in the capture and delivery of an
escaped slave, in effect nullifying portions of the 1793
law.

In 1850, Congress passed an updated Fugitive
Slave Law; this new version required law enforcement
officials to turn over any fugitive slave, with harsh
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

Handbill Offering a Reward for a Runaway Slave: An 1835 handbill offering a reward for the return of Frank Mullen, a runaway

slave. Such handbills were commonly posted in public areas and along suspected travel routes of escaped slaves. ª LOUIE PSIHOYOS/CORBIS.
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penalties for those who did not. In addition, the law
provided a direct ‘‘finder’s fee’’ for those who captured
slaves, taking the informal system on handbills and
making it part of the law.

By 1850, abolitionist sentiment in the North was
reaching fever pitch. William Lloyd Garrison’s aboli-
tionist newspaper The Liberator published stories of
fugitive slaves, their living conditions in the South,
and powerful editorials fulminating against the slave
system. Over the next decade, the 1850 Fugitive Slave
Law became a source of escalating tension and aggres-
sion as the United States headed toward the Civil War.
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Proceedings of the Anti-slavery
Convention of American
Women

Pamphlet

By: Anonymous

Date: May 1838

Source: Proceedings of the Anti-Slavery Convention of
American Women, Held in Philadelphia, May 15th, 16th,
17th, and 18th, 1838. Philadelphia, PA: Merrihew &
Gunn, 1838.

An illustration depicting former runaway slaves, now free men, meeting with Union officers during the Civil War. Under a policy

developed during the Civil War, slaves who escaped from Confederate territory were treated as ‘‘contraband of war,’’ with the effect

that they were set free from slavery. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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About the Author: The Anti-slavery Convention of
American Women was organized by Lucretia Mott
and other women after they were denied full member-
ship to the American Anti-slavery Society.

INTRODUCTION

While abolitionism—the end of the institution of
slavery or the enslavement of any human being—
gained power in the United States in the late 1820s
and early 1830s, pro-abolition groups and laws existed
in the colonies long before noted abolitionists such as
William Lloyd Garrison, Lucretia Mott, John Brown,
or Frederick Douglass gained national attention.

Famous ministers such as Jonathan Edwards, Jr.,
published anti-slavery articles in newspapers such as
The Connecticut Journal and the New-Haven Post-Boy in
1773 and 1774. Georgia’s charter prohibited slavery.
In 1774, Rhode Island abolished slavery, and in 1775
the first American abolition organization, the Society
for the Relief of Free Negroes Unlawfully Held in
Bondage, formed in Philadelphia. Many colonists
believed slavery to be immoral and unethical; over
time, northern colonies and states abolished or
severely limited slavery, while in the south slaves pro-
vided an increasing amount of manual labor that sus-
tained skyrocketing exports of cotton, tobacco, and
sugar crops.

Congress declared the slave trade illegal by 1808,
and in 1820 engaging in the slave trade was deemed
piracy, punishable by death. Many abolitionists
worked to abolish the slave trade itself, with the hor-
rific ‘‘Middle Passage’’ in which newly captured slaves
were crammed into ship hulls to be shipped to the
Americas, fed erratic meals, and in which disease ran
rampant, killing as much as twenty percent of
the captives. With the banning of the slave trade and
the north beginning to use a wage labor system vs. the
slave labor system used by the agricultural south, the
northern cry for abolitionism increased.

By the 1830s, a new opportunity for women’s
expression in civil society emerged. As the ‘‘cult of
domesticity,’’ which held the domestic and family
sphere sacred for the middle and upper class woman,
gained power in society, many women found an outlet
for organization through the use of Christian mother-
hood ideals. As abolitionist ministers used the bully
pulpit to preach against slavery, women rose to the
call, organizing in unprecedented numbers to fight
against slavery. The following is an excerpt from the
Anti-slavery Convention of Women, held from May
15–18, 1838.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Resolved, That whatever may be the sacrifice, and what-

ever other rights may be yielded or denied, we will main-

tain practically the right of petition, until the slave shall

go free, or our energies, like Loveyjoy’s, are paralyzed in

death.

Resolved, That for every petition by the National

Legislature, during their late session, we will endeavor to

send five the present year; and that we will not cease our

efforts until the prayers of every woman within the sphere

of our influence shall be heard in the halls of Congress on

this subject.

On motion, the business of the Convention was sus-

pended for a short time to give instructions to the com-

mittee appointed to make arrangements for the future

meetings.

On motion of Mary Spencer,

Resolved, That we regard the right of petition as clear and

inalienable, and so far from glamouring a dictatorial spirit, it

is the refuge of the most humble and powerless, and

greatness would never turn away from such appeals.

Mary Grew offered the following resolution,

Whereas, The principles of Christ are commanded to have

no fellowship with the ‘‘unfruitful works of darkness;’’ and,

whereas, union in His church is the strongest expression

of fellowship between men; therefore, Resolved, That it is

our duty to keep ourselves separate from those churches

which receive to their pulpits and their communion tables,

those who buy, or sell, or hold as property, the image of

the living God.

This resolution was supported by the mover, Lucretia

Mott, Abby Kelly, Maria W. Chapman, Anne W. Weston,

Sarah T. Smith, and Sarah Lewis; and opposed by

Margaret Dye, Margaret Prior, Henrietta Willcox, Martha

W. Storrs, and Juliana A. Tappan, and was adopted.*

[Note: *Those who voted in the negative on the above

resolution, fully concur with their sisters, in the belief

that slaveholders and their apologists are guilty before

God, and that, with the former, Northern Christian should

hold no fellowship; but as it is their full belief that

there is still moral power sufficient in the church, if

rightly applied, to purify it, they cannot feel it their duty

to withdraw until the utter inefficiency of the means

used, shall constrain them to believe the church totally

corrupt. Martha W. Storrs, Margaret Prior, Elizabeth M.

Southard, Margaret Dye, Charlotte Woolsey.] Adjourned

to meet in Pennsylvania Hall, on Thursday morning,

May 17th.

Thursday Morning, May 17.
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The Convention was called to order, in the Pennsylvania

Hall, at 10 o’clock, A.M.

A portion of Scripture was read, and prayer offered by the

President.

Lucretia Mott made some impressive remarks respect-

ing the riot of the preceding evening, and exhorted the

members of the Convention to be steadfast and solemn

in the prosecution of the business for which they were

assembled.

On motion of Margaret Dye,

Resolved, That the Anti-Slavery enterprise presents one of

the most appropriate fields for the exertion of the influence

of woman, and that we pledge ourselves, with divine

assistance, never to desert the work, while an American

slave groans in bondage.

On motion of Abigail B. Ordway,

Resolved, That every mother is bound by imperative obli-

gations, to instruct her children in the principles abolition,

by teaching them the nature and sanctity of human rights,

and the claims of the great law of office, as binding alike on

every member of the human family.

On motion of Mary Grew,

Resolved, That in view of unparalleled sufferings of the

slave, and also in relation to the oppression of the nomi-

nally free people of color in the United States, it becomes

us, as women and as Christians, to invoke the special aid

of Almighty God for the speedy deliverance of this people

from their oppressions, in that way which will most glorify

Himself.

On motion of Henrietta Willcox,

Resolved, That in view of the exigencies of the times, and the

loud call for money to aid in the dissemination of truth, this

Convention recommend to Female Anti-Slavery Societies to

take immediate measures for the formation of cent-a-week

societies, on the plan proposed by the Executive Committee

of the American Anti-Slavery Society. [Note: *Persons wish-

ing to obtain cards and tracts, and any information respecting

the system, and referred to Nathaniel Southard, 143 Nassau

Street, New York.]

On motion of Margaret Dye,

Resolved, That the system of American slavery is contrary

to the laws of God, and the spirit of religion, and that the

church is deeply implicated in this sin, and that it therefore

becomes the imperative duty of all her members to peti-

tion their ecclesiastical bodies to enter their decided pro-

tests against it, and exclude slaveholders from their pulpits

and communion tables.

Adjourned to meet in the same place at 4 o’clock, P.M.

Thursday Afternoon, May 17.

The Convention was called to order at 4 o’clock, P.M. The

President read the 6th chapter of 2d Cor., and Sarah M.

Grimké offered prayer.

Sarah T. Smith, on behalf of the Business Committee,

presented an address to Anti-Slavery Societies, which

was read and adopted.

On motion of Thankful Southwick,

Resolved, That it is the duty of all those who call them-

selves abolitionists to make the most vigorous efforts to

procure for the use of their families the products of free

labor, so that their hands may be clean, in this particular,

when inquisition is made for blood.

A poem, ‘‘Am I not a Woman and a Sister?’’ published in the

‘‘Ladies’ Department’’ of the anti-slavery newspaper The

Liberator, 1849. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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Esther Moore made some remarks upon the importance

of carrying into effect the resolutions that had been

passed.

Adjourned to meet in Temperance Hall on Friday morning

at 9 o’clock.

Friday Morning, May 18.

The Convention met pursuant to adjournment at

Temperance hall, but found the doors closed by order of

the managers. *A member of the Convention offered the

use of a school-room, where the meeting was called to

order at 10 o’clock, A. M.

[Note: *The Pennsylvania Hall having been burned by a

mob, on Thursday evening, and much excitement still

prevailing, the managers of Temperance Hall, fearing for

the safety of their building, refused to open the doors.] The

President read the 4th chapter of 2d Cor., and prayer was

offered by Juliana A. Tappan, and Mary E. Smith.

On motion of Lucretia Mott, Angelina E. G. Weld was

appointed Vice-President.

On motion of Sarah R. Ingraham,

Resolved, That in view of the manifestation of public senti-

ment, as recently exhibited in the outbreakings of a law-

less mob, resulting in insult and abuse towards all

abolitionists, and personal injury to some of our colored

friends, the case of the latter be earnestly commended to

God, and prayer be offered that He will redress their

wrongs, and protect them from the dangers to which

they may be in future exposed.

Sarah T. Smith, in behalf of the Business Committee,

presented an address to the free colored people of the

United States, and an address to the Senators and

Representatives of the free States in Congress, which

were read and adopted.

Abby Kelly offered the following resolution, which was

adopted:

Whereas, A vast portion of the wealth of the North has

accrued, and is still accruing, from the slave system,

either directly in the holding of slaves, by Northern citi-

zens, or indirectly by our social and commercial inter-

course with slaveholding communities; therefore,

Resolved, That we are very deeply implicated in the sin

of using our brother’s service without wages, and of hold-

ing in our hands the gains of oppression; consequently it is

our duty to bring forth fruits meet for repentance, by

laboring devotedly in the service of the spoiled, and by

contributing with unsparing liberality to the treasury of

the slave.

On motion of Sarah M. Grimké,

Resolved, That prejudice against color is the very spirit of

slavery, sinful in those who indulge it, and is the fire, which

is consuming the happiness and energies of the free

people of color.

That it is, therefore, the duty of abolitionists to identify

themselves with these oppressed Americans, by sitting

with them in places of worship, by appearing with them in

our streets, by giving them our countenance in steam-

boats and stages, by visiting them at their homes and

encouraging them to visit us, receiving them as we do

our white fellow citizens.*

[Note : *Not unanimous—a number voted in the negative,

believing that a resolution couched in such phraseology,

might, by being misapprehended, injure the abolition cause.]

On motion of Sarah M. Grimké,

Resolved, That those of our Southern brethren and sisters

who feel and mourn over the guilt of slavery, while circum-

stances impose on them the necessity of remaining wit-

nesses of its evils and its horrors, are entitled to our

sympathy and prayers, and that we encourage them to

walk with weeping and supplication before God, that His

judgments may be averted from our beloved country.

On motion, the following resolution was adopted:

Resolve, That in this Convention, met together to consider

the solemn subject of American slavery, it is cause of grate-

ful acknowledgement that sectarian feeling has been so far

laid aside as to enable us to meet together as Christians,

and we recommend to all similar bodies to keep in mind,

that sects are no part of the glorious gospel of Christ, but

that love to our fellow men is the test of religion. ‘‘Whoso

dwelleth in love, dwelleth in God, and God in him.’’

The following resolution was offered by Sarah M.Grimké

and adopted:

Resolved, That we hail with joy the triumphant success of

immediate emancipation in the islands of Antigua and

Bermuda, which has been most forcibly set forth in the

journal of Kimball and Thome. We recommend this work to

the perusal of Americans, as calculated to remove every

objection to the fundamental principles of abolitionism,

and to strengthen every one who is laboring for the slave’s

redemption.

On motion of Angelina E.G. Weld,

Resolved, That did we need other stimulus than the exam-

ple of Him who came to preach deliverance to the captive,

we possess it in the disinterested and untiring efforts of

our sisters across the Atlantic, in this sacred cause, and in

the success that has crowned them.

Resolved, That the voice of joy and freedom as it rings up

from the British West Indies, resounds through our land, is

a triumphant proof of the safety of immediate emancipa-

tion; and, while it inspires us with confidence, should so

attune our spirits to gentleness and love, that the most
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obdurate may be moved by our entreaties, and the most

captious find nothing to blame.

Catherine M. Sullivan offered the following resolution,

which was adopted:

Believing the principles of the Anti-Slavery cause to be

identical with those on which the whole gospel rests,

and that the constant and vigorous propagation of them

will equally advance the kingdom of Christ, in the hearts

and outward lives of men; therefore,

Resolved, That we increase our efforts for the spiritual and

temporal salvation of the slave, knowing that such labors

will involve the salvation of the master, the good of our

own souls, the general promotion of peace, moral reform,

temperance; the circulation of the Scriptures, the educa-

tion of youth, and the exaltation of our country to so high a

standard of morals and religion, that its example shall go

forth unto all the earth and recommend the gospel to every

creature.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Just five years before this convention, William
Lloyd Garrison, Arthur Tappan, Lewis Tappan, and
others formed the American Anti-slavery Society; abo-
lition became a strong force in American society, push-
ing the issue to the forefront of American politics.
Many men questioned having women play a public
role in the abolition movement, claiming that politics
was too worldly and crude for delicate and pure women
to work within. Sarah and Angela Grimke, the first
female speakers on the American lecture circuit, trav-
eled throughout the United States in 1837, visiting
Congregationalist churches to denounce slavery and
race prejudice. By 1838, the same year as the Anti-
slavery Convention of American Women, thousands
of lecture attendees listened to the Grimke sisters,
both devout Quakers shunned for the public displays
of their beliefs.

The tone of female abolitionism was distinct;
many women used emotional appeals to highlight the
dark side of slavery. Female abolitionists invoked
images of female slaves forced to give up children, be
separated from husbands, or to face rape at the hands
of immoral white owners. By appealing to women to
look at female slaves as fellow women and not just black
slaves, northern middle class organizers used their role
as holders of moral and religious purity to invoke anti-
slavery sentiment.

Women’s work in abolitionism gave participants
valuable organizational and political skills; over time,
many female abolitionists and followers began to

analyze the concept of civil rights and to examine
the role of women in civil and political society.
Future women’s rights activists such as Lucretia
Mott and Elizabeth Cady Stanton began their polit-
ical involvement while working on abolitionist
causes.

Female abolitionists often worked with former
slaves such as Sojourner Truth and Frederick
Douglass, providing white, middle class, northern
women the opportunity to meet, converse, and lecture
with African Americans not as slave owners but as
people. Within ten years of the Anti-slavery
Convention of American Women, the first women’s
rights convention convened in Seneca Falls, New
York. Efforts to gain the vote for former slaves in the
late 1860s brought abolitionist women into conflict
with many black rights activists; Horace Greeley and
Frederick Douglass, for instance, supported the black
male vote, but not female suffrage at that time. Upset
with their loss, many female abolitionists shifted their
energies toward female suffrage, a right they would
achieve fifty years later.
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Copper Slave Tags

Photograph

By: Louie Psihoyos

Date: 1840

Source: ‘‘Copper Slave Tags.’’ ª Louie Psihoyos/
Corbis. 2006.
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About the Photographer: Louie Psihoyos was a staff photo-
grapher for National Geographic magazine and the reci-
pient of numerous awards. His work includes a wide
array of nature photography, as well as Hollywood
campaigns and stock photography, including pictures
of historical documents.

INTRODUCTION

These copper slave tags, dating from 1831–1840,
were worn by slaves in Charleston, South Carolina.
These slaves were hired out by their masters for work
at the trades shown on the tags, occasionally receiving
some portion of the wages themselves. They were
required to wear the tags, purchased annually from
the city treasurer’s office, or risk jail with fines levied
on the masters. The ‘‘hire badges’’ or ‘‘slave tax
badges,’’ as they were also called, served to differentiate
slaves that were legally ‘‘jobbing out’’ from Black freed-
men, runaway slaves, slaves attempting to earn money
on their own, and those whose masters did not pay
the required tax.

As one of the few enduring artifacts possessed by
individual slaves, these tags have become increasingly
valuable to both collectors and scholars. Although
hiring out slaves for wage labor was common through-
out the southern United States before the Civil War,
contracts or paper tickets usually documented it.
Metal tags, stamped with ‘‘Charleston,’’ the year, a

trade, and a sequential number for each trade, were
issued only in Charleston from 1783–1790 and from
1800–1865.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

COPPER SLAVE TAGS

See primary source image.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Charleston’s slave tags are unique amongst
slavery’s artifacts. They evoke some of the horror
and fascination of the other material remains, like
shackles, but also prompt speculation on those
who wore and perhaps lost or discarded their
badges. These individuals included house servants,
porters (who moved cargo on the docks), fisher-
men, fruit sellers (‘‘hucksters’’ or ‘‘fruiterers’’), car-
penters, masons, tailors, and a host of other skilled
tradesmen.

Urban slaves constituted only about five percent of
the U.S. slave population, and these men and some
women were more likely to have the skilled jobs that
free citizens required on a part-time basis than those
enslaved in the rural South. According to Theresa
Singleton, urban slaves also had more access to other

An illustration of the U.S. slave trade used by the abolitionist movement to raise anti-slavery awareness. ª CORBIS.
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

Copper Slave Tags: When slave owners wished to hire out their slaves to work for others in Charleston, South Carolina, the slaves

were required to wear these copper slave tags for identification purposes. Slaves without tags or identification papers were put in jail.

ª LOUIE PSIHOYOS/CORBIS.
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people, including free Blacks, as well as ‘‘education,
opportunities for self-hire and self-purchase, and the
privilege of ‘live-out’ in separate sections of town.’’ As
such, the badges were not perceived as shameful by
their bearers, but were highly sought after, as
described by Greene, Hutchins, and Hutchins in
their book on the tags and their legal underpinnings.

Greater freedom, coupled with the hired slaves’
economic competition with white artisans, resulted in
increasingly complex laws regarding slave hiring from
1800 through 1866, culminating in Charleston’s
badges. Originally, freedmen were also required to
display badges, and a few ‘‘Freedman’’ badges dating
from 1783–1790 have been found. After 1800, only
‘‘jobbing slaves’’ needed badges. All slaves except
house servants were required to display the tags, either
strung around the neck or sewn onto clothing, and fees
and penalties associated with breaking the slave hire
laws increased.

A limited number of these tags were made. For
example, Greene, Hutchins, and Hutchins estimate
less than five thousand were issued in 1850, with
about 2,400 for servants. Since tags were probably
melted and re-used each year, the fraction of tags that
have been discovered is quite small. Fewer than four
hundred have been found, mostly in Charleston.

As symbols of slavery, these tags have been sought
after since the early 1900s, although their use was not
widely understood. Counterfeit badges were marketed
as early as 1903. In 2002, a huckster’s badge from 1803
brought more than $26,000 at an auction, and there
has been a corresponding increase in forgery, as well as
more interest and understanding of the role they
played in one aspect of ‘‘the peculiar institution’’ of
slavery.
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Appellants, vs. Cinque, and
Others, Africans, Captured in
the Schooner Amistad

Argument Before the Supreme Court

Speech

By: John Quincy Adams

Date: March 1, 1841

Source: Adams, John Quincy. Argument of John Quincy
Adams, before the Supreme Court of the United States, in
the Case of the United States, Appellants, vs. Cinque, and
others, Africans, Captured in the Schooner Amistad . . .
New York: S. W. Benedict, 1841.

About the Author: John Quincy Adams (1767–1848) the
sixth president of the United States and the son of the
second president, spent most of his post-presidential
career opposing the institution of slavery. As an attor-
ney, he argued for the rights of Africans in the 1841
Amistad case before the U.S. Supreme Court.

INTRODUCTION

On June 18, 1839, the Spanish ship Amistad sailed
from Havana, Cuba, with a cargo of fifty-three illegally
imported Africans belonging to José Ruiz and Pedro
Montes. The Africans were to be sold as slaves in
Puerto Principé in east-central Cuba. Four nights
later, the Africans freed themselves from their chains,
mutinied, killed the ship’s captain and cook, sent two
crewmen overboard, and instructed two surviving
crewman to sail for Africa. The mutineers were led
by Joseph Cinque (1811?–1852?), also known as
Sing-gbe, a native of present-day Sierra Leone and
member of the Mende tribe.

The Amistad landed at Long Island, New York on
August 26, after being seized in the Atlantic by a U.S.
Coast Guard brig under the command of Lieutenant
Thomas Gedney. The U.S. State Department recom-
mended that the Spanish minister take custody of the
Amistad and its jailed cargo. When the Africans were
indicted for piracy, Lewis Tappan and other abolition-
ists established the Amistad Committee to raise money
for their defense. Meanwhile, the Spanish government
claimed the Africans as its property and demanded
their return. The case moved from district court to
circuit court and arrived before the Supreme Court
in late 1840.

Antislavery activists took an interest in the case and
convinced Adams to defend the Africans. Adams had
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not practiced law in years. He hesitated to take such an
emotional case in part because he feared that his anti-
slavery zealotry would diminish his ability to provide a
cool, rational defense. Nevertheless, Adams stood
before the Supreme Court for over four hours on
February 24, 1841, and again on March 1 to present
arguments that ranged from the minute wording of
shipping laws to the ideals of the Declaration of
Independence. On March 9, 1841, Chief Justice Roger
B. Taney, a Maryland slave-owner who later decided
the 1857 Dred Scott case, found the Africans innocent
of murder and piracy. He ruled that they were free and
should be allowed to return to Africa. The thirty-five
surviving Africans, aided by the defense committee and
Yale University’s Divinity School, sailed for Sierra
Leone in November 1841 to serve as Christian mission-
aries and positive examples of returned-to-Africa blacks
for the American Colonization Society.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

. . .I appear here on the behalf of thirty-six individuals, the

life and liberty of every one of whom depend on the deci-

sion of this Court. . . .Three or four of them are female

children, incapable, in the judgment of our laws, of the

crime of murder or piracy, or, perhaps, of any other

crime. Yet, from the day when the vessel was taken pos-

session of by one of our naval officers, they have all been

held as close prisoners, now for the period of eighteen

long months . . . .

The Constitution of the United States recognizes the

slaves, held within some of the States of the Union, only in

their capacity of persons—persons held to labor or service

in a State under the laws thereof—persons constituting

elements of representation in the popular branch of the

National Legislature persons, the migration or importation

of whom should not be prohibited by Congress prior to the

year 1808. The Constitution no where recognizes them as

property. The words slave and slavery are studiously

excluded from the Constitution. Circumlocutions are the

fig-leaves under which the parts of the body politic are

decently concealed. Slaves, therefore, in the Constitution

of the United States are persons, enjoying rights and held

to the performance of duties.

. . .The persons aforesaid, described as slaves, are

Negroes and persons of color, who have been transported

from Africa in violation of the laws of the United States . . .

The Court should enable the United States to send the

Negroes home to Africa . . . in pursuance of the law of

Congress passed March 3, 1829, entitled ‘‘An act in addi-

tion to the acts prohibiting the slave-trade.’’

. . . The President . . . signed [an] order for the delivery

of MEN to the control of an officer of the navy to be carried

beyond seas . . . The District Judge, contrary to all [the]

anticipations of the Executive, decided that the thirty-six

Negroes . . . brought before the Court . . . were FREEMEN;

that they had been kidnapped in Africa; that they did not

own . . . Spanish names; . . . that they were not correctly

described in the passport, but were new Negroes bought

by Ruiz in the depot of Havana, and fully entitled to their

liberty.

. . . Well was it for the country—well was it for the

President of the United States himself that he paused

before stepping over this Rubicon! . . . The indignation of

the freemen of Connecticut, might not tamely endure

the sight, of thirty-six free persons, though Africans,

fettered and manacled in their land of freedom, to be

transported beyond the seas, to perpetual hereditary

servitude or to death, by the servile submission of an

American President to the insolent dictation of a foreign

minister. . . . .

[President Van Buren informed his subordinates that]

if the decree of the Judge should be in our favor, and you

can steal a march upon the Negroes by foreclosing their

right of appeal, ship them off without mercy and without

delay: and if the decree should be in their favor, fail not to

enter an instantaneous appeal to the Supreme Court where

the chances may be more hostile to self-emancipated

slaves.

Was ever such a scene of Lilliputian trickery enacted

by the rulers of a great, magnanimous, and Christian

nation? Contrast it with that act of self-emancipation, by

which the savage, heathen barbarians Cinque and

Grabeau liberated themselves and their fellow suffering

countrymen from Spanish slave traders, and which the

Secretary of State . . . denominates lawless violence.

Cinque and Graveau are uncouth and barbarous names.

Call them Harmodius and Aristogiton, and go back for

moral principle three thousand years to the fierce and

glorious democracy of Athens. They too resorted to law-

less violence, and slew the tyrant to redeem the freedom

of their country. . . .

I said, when I began this plea, that my final reliance for

success in this case was on this Court as a court of

JUSTICE; and in the confidence this fact inspired, that, in

the administration of justice, in a case of no less impor-

tance than the liberty and the life of a large number of

persons, this Court would not decide but on a due consid-

eration of all the rights, both natural and social, of every-

one of these individuals. . . . I have avoided, purposely

avoided, . . . a recurrence to those first principles of liberty

which might well have been invoked in the argument of

this cause. I have shown that Ruiz and Montes, . . . were

acting at the time in a way that is forbidden by the laws of
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Great Britain, of Spain and of the United States, and that

the mere signature of the Governor General of Cuba ought

not to prevail over the ample evidence in the case that

these Negroes were free and had a right to assert their

liberty. . . .

. . . On the 7th of February, 1804, now more than thirty-

seven years past, my name was entered, and yet stands

recorded, on both the rolls, as one of the Attorneys and

Counsellors of this Court. . . . I stand before the same Court,

but not before the same judges—nor aided by the same

associates—nor resisted by the same opponents. As I cast

my eyes along those seats of honor and public trust, now

occupied by you, they seek in vain for one of those honored

and honorable persons whose indulgence listened then to

my voice. Marshall—Cushing—Chase—Washington—

Johnson—Livingston—Todd—Where are they? . . . Gone!

Gone! All gone! . . . In taking, then, my final leave of this

Bar, and of this Honorable Court, I can only ejaculate a

fervent petition to Heaven, that every member of it may

go to his final account with as little of earthly frailty to

answer for as those illustrious dead . . . .

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Amistad case remained a contentious point in
antebellum U.S.-Spanish relations. From 1844 until
1860, when Spain abandoned its claims in the Amistad
case, every American president suggested that the
United States should compensate Spain for the
Africans and mentioned the event in his state-of-the-
union address.

The subsequent lives of Cinque and the other
Amistad survivors are not well-documented. Cinque
is the best known of the Africans. Some accounts
claim that he died barely a decade after his return to
Africa, while other records indicate that he lived until
1879 and was buried on the grounds of the American
Missionary Association compound in Sierra Leone.

Regardless of the ultimate fate of Cinque and his
African companions, they remained important sym-
bols for slaves in the United States because they seized
their freedom. After the end of slavery, the Amistad
mutineers continued to serve as examples of the will
to persevere for justice against great odds.
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Am I Not a Man and a Brother?

Illustration

By: Anonymous

Date: 1837

Source: The Library of Congress.

About the Artist: The Society for Effecting the Abolition of
the Slave Trade was formed in Britain in 1787 for the
purpose of distributing anti-slavery literature and rous-
ing public opinion against the slave trade. The primary
source image was inspired by their official seal.

INTRODUCTION

Long before the U.S. Civil War (1861–1865), the
Quakers—also known as the Society of Friends—were

John Quincy Adams, diplomat, congressman, and sixth president

of the United States. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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staunch Abolitionists (opponents of slavery) both in
the United Kingdom and in the United States. In
1787, a group of Quakers in London formed an organ-
ization called the ‘‘Society for Effecting the Abolition
of the Slave Trade.’’ As part of the creation of the
Society, several members designed a distinctive seal
for its use, intended to be emblematic of its mission
and belief system. The image they created was that of a
kneeling African male, shackled at the wrists and
ankles, bound by chains, bearing the caption ‘‘Am
I not a man and a brother?’’ It was then made into a
metal engraving that was used by the Society, and
eventually adopted as emblematic of the cause of
Abolitionists in the United Kingdom, the United
States, and elsewhere. The phrasing of the emblem
(‘‘Am I not a man and a brother?’’) took on progres-
sively more philosophical and political meaning over
time.

It is noteworthy that the original intent of the
Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave
Trade was purported to be much more specific than
abolition of slavery—it was intended merely to focus
attention on the malfeasance of process of the African
slave trade—but not to abolish the whole of slavery,
although that is what the logo that they commis-
sioned came to symbolize. There is, however, consid-
erable disagreement in that regard recorded in
historic documents attributed to individual members
of the Society, many of whom were completely
opposed to slavery.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

AM I NOT A MAN AND A BROTHER?

See primary source image.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

As was the case in the United States, the history of
the abolition of slavery in the United Kingdom pro-
gressed through several phases. In 1807, the importa-
tion of slaves to the British colonies was formally
halted, although slaves remained in servitude through-
out the British Empire. In 1833, all aspects of slavery
were outlawed, both importation and ownership.
However, slave owners were paid large sums of
money (typically reported to be on the order of twenty
million pounds) as part of the abolition, and they were
permitted to retain their former slaves in a form of
indentured servitude (an unpaid apprenticeship) for a
period of one dozen years.

At a convention at Exeter Hall, London, in 1837,
there was much outcry against the perceived unfairness
of the apprenticeship programs, with many reports that
they amounted to slavery under a different name. At
that conference, the Central Emancipation Committee
(CEC) was formed, with the goal of complete emanci-
pation of all slaves throughout the British Empire.
Again, the plantation owners and others who owned
slaves were offered financial incentives for cooperation.

The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society
(BFASS) got its start at Exeter Hall in 1839, The
goals of the BFASS were similar to those of the CEC
but with a more global perspective—although much of
their work continued to be focused on the British
colonies for the next decade. Essentially, it was this
group’s mission to prevent former slave owners from
imposing indentured servitude on the freemen (and
women), and to raise money so as to offer financial
assistance to former slaves who wished to establish
independent living and working situations. The organ-
ization helped large numbers of former slaves relocate
to Jamaica and the West Indies, to form small farming
communities there.

The design portrayed in ‘‘Am I not a man and a
brother?’’ became symbolic of a larger ideal, and
made its way into the upper echelons of society. In
effect, it transitioned from the simple insignia of a
particular organization to an artistic and political
statement adopted by people around the world who
were opposed to slavery. The seal became a design
imprinted on a Wedgewood cameo, and a consider-
able number of the cameos were shipped from the
United Kingdom to the United States. From there,
the design was made into medallions that were copied
onto all manner of accessories, from bracelets to hair
clips. The designs were worn by the populace who
desired to make personal anti-slavery statements.
That trend has continued, symbolically, to the
present day, wherein people express their philosoph-
ical and political sentiments by displaying or wearing
colored ribbons or bands associated with various
causes ranging from cancer awareness to support for
the Armed Forces.
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n PRIMARY SOURCE
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human being appeared as an illustration to an 1837 broadside of John Greenleaf Whittier’s anti-slavery poem: ‘‘Our Countrymen in

Chains.’’ THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
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Country, Conscience, and the
Anti-Slavery Cause
An Address Delivered in New York, New York, May 11,

1847

Magazine article

By: Frederick Douglass

Date: May 13, 1847

Source: Douglass, Frederick. ‘‘Country, Conscience,
and the Anti-Slavery Cause: An Address Delivered in
New York, New York, May 11, 1847.’’ New York Daily
Tribune (May 13, 1847).

About the Author: Frederick Douglass was born in
February 1818, on Maryland’s Eastern Shore, with
the name Frederick Augustus Washington Bailey.
His mother, a slave, said his father was a white man

Civil rights protestors march in support of a sanitation worker’s strike in Memphis, Tennessee, 1968. National Guardsmen and tanks

flank the protestors. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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whose identity remains unknown. In September 1838,
he fled to New York City; once free, he changed his
name to Frederick Douglass. He traveled to New
England, pursued an education, and joined the fight
to end slavery. In 1845, he published his autobiogra-
phy and two years later began publishing his antislav-
ery newspaper the North Star. Douglass was a key
leader in the abolitionist movement and the first
black American to gain significant government
appointments.

INTRODUCTION

The early years of Frederick Douglass’s life were
not that different from other slave children. He lived
with his grandparents and an aunt, in slave quarters on a
large plantation, and he saw his mother only a few times
before her death. At eight years old, he was removed
from his family and was sent to Baltimore to work for
the ship carpenter Hugh Auld. Douglass learned to read
and write while working for Auld and later noted that
his Baltimore years gave him the desire and ability to
escape his servitude and fight against slavery. After
Auld’s death, the sixteen-year-old Douglass was
returned to the plantation to work as a field hand,
forcing him to endure the brutal privations of slavery.
He became determined to obtain his freedom.

Douglass first attempted to escape in 1833, but his
owner learned of the plans and jailed him on the prop-
erty, eventually releasing him only to rejoin the other
field hands. In 1838, Douglass successfully fled to New
York and settled in New Bedford, Massachusetts, with
his bride Anna Murray a few weeks later. Once in
Massachusetts, Douglass continued his education,
joined a black church, and became an active member
of the community.

He read abolitionist writings, heard key leaders
like William Lloyd Garrison speak, and soon began
speaking and writing against slavery himself. In 1845,
he published his autobiography Narrative of the Life of
Frederick Douglass, an American Slave, even though he
knew its publication would endanger his freedom.
Slaveholders paid bounty hunters to return escaped
slaves, and no law protected him from being recap-
tured. To make matters worse, in 1850 Congress
signed the Fugitive Slave Act, which mandated the
return of escaped slaves to their owners and rewarded
anyone who captured runaways. Thus, Douglass and
other escaped slaves lived in perpetual fear of being
captured; not surprisingly, many worked for the abo-
litionist movement.

Douglass’s public stature made him an especially
tempting prize for slave catchers. To avoid being

returned to his owner, who he’d named in his book,
Douglass embarked on a speaking tour of England and
Ireland. There, he found the treatment of blacks and
attitudes against slavery to be far more enlightened. In
1847, upon returning to the United States, Douglass
moved his family to Rochester, New York, where he
began publishing his weekly abolitionist newspaper
the North Star. The paper successfully expanded the
abolitionist cause, and Douglass continued an active
career of speaking against slavery. In 1858, the militant
abolitionist John Brown tried to recruit Douglass for
his ill-fated raid on Harper’s Ferry. Although
Douglass declined the offer, he continued his public
fight against slavery, expressing his longing for a coun-
try that treated its people as equals.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

4. You are aware, doubtless, that my object in going

from this country was to get beyond the reach of

A portrait of American abolitionist and writer Frederick Douglass

(1817–1895). ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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the clutch of the man who claimed to own me as his

property. I had written a book giving a history of that

portion of my life spent in the gall and bitterness and

degradation of Slavery, and in which I also identified

my oppressors as the perpetrators of some of the

most atrocious crimes. This had deeply incensed

them against me and stirred up within them the

purpose of revenge, and, my whereabouts being

known, I believed it necessary for me, if I would

preserve my liberty, to leave the shores of America

and take up my abode in some other land, at least

until the excitement occasioned by the publication

of my Narrative had subsided. I went to England,

Monarchical England, to get rid of Democratic

Slavery, and I must confess that, at the very

threshold, I was satisfied that I had gone to the

right place. Say what you will of England—of the

degradation—of the poverty—and there is much of

it there—say what you will of the oppression and

suffering going on in England at this time, there is

Liberty there, there is Freedom there, not only for

the white man but for the black man also. The

instant that I stepped upon the shore and looked

into the faces of the crowd around me, I saw in

every man a recognition of my manhood, and an

absence, a perfect absence, of everything like that

disgusting hate with which we are pursued in this

country. (Cheers.) I looked around in vain to see in

any man’s face a token of the slightest aversion to

me on account of my complexion. Even the cabmen

demeaned themselves to me as they did to other

men, and the very dogs and pigs of old England

treated me as a man! I cannot, however, my friends,

dwell upon this anti-Prejudice, or rather, the many

illustrations of the absence of Prejudice against

Color in England, but will proceed, at once, to

defend the Right and Duty of invoking English aid

and English sympathy for the overthrow of

American Slavery, for the education of Colored

Americans, and to forward, in every way, the inter-

ests of humanity; inasmuch as the right of appealing

to England for aid in overthrowing Slavery in this

country has been called in question, in public meet-

ings and by the press, in this City.

5. I cannot agree with my friend Mr. Garrison in

relation to my love and attachment to this land. I

have no love for America, as such; I have no

patriotism. I have no country. What country have

I? The Institutions of this Country do not know

me—do not recognize me as a man. I am not

thought of, spoken of, in any direction, out of the

Anti-Slavery ranks, as a man. I am not thought of

or spoken of, except as a piece of property belong-

ing to some Christian Slaveholder, and all the

Religious and Political Institutions of this Country

alike pronounce me a Slave and a chattel. Now, in

such a country as this I cannot have patriotism.

The only thing that links me to this land is my

family, and the painful consciousness that here

there are 3,000,000 of my fellow creatures groan-

ing beneath the iron rod of the worst despotism

that could be devised even in Pandemonium,—

that here are men and brethren who are identified

with me by their complexion, identified with me by

their hatred of Slavery, identified with me by their

love and aspirations for Liberty, identified with me

by the stripes upon their backs, their inhuman

wrongs and cruel sufferings. This, and this only,

attaches me to this land, and brings me here to

plead with you, and with this country at large, for

the disenthrallment of my oppressed countrymen,

and to overthrow this system of Slavery which is

crushing them to the earth. How can I love a

country that dooms 3,000,000 of my brethren,

some of them my own kindred, my own brothers,

my own sisters, who are now clanking the chains

of Slavery upon the plains of the South, whose

warm blood is now making fat the soil of

Maryland and of Alabama, and over whose

crushed spirits rolls the dark shadow of

Oppression, shutting out and extinguishing forever

the cheering rays of that bright Sun of Liberty,

lighted in the souls of all God’s children by the

omnipotent hand of Deity itself? How can I, I

say, love a country thus cursed, thus bedewed

with the blood of my brethren? A Country, the

Church of which, and the Government of which,

and the Constitution of which are in favor of

supporting and perpetuating this monstrous sys-

tem of injustice and blood? I have not, I cannot

have, any love for this country, as such, or for its

Constitution. I desire to see it overthrown as

speedily as possible and its Constitution shivered

in a thousand fragments, rather than that this foul

curse should continue to remain as now. (Hisses

and cheers.)

6. In all this, my friends, let me make myself under-

stood. I do not hate America as against England, or

against any other country or land. I love Humanity all

over the globe. I am anxious to see Righteousness

prevail in all directions. I am anxious to see Slavery

overthrown here; but, I never appealed to

Englishmen in a manner calculated to awaken feel-

ings of hatred or disgust, or to inflame their preju-

dices toward America as a nation, or in a manner

provocative of national jealousy or ill-will; but I

always appealed to their conscience—to the higher

and nobler feelings of the people of that country, to
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enlist them in this cause. I always appealed to their

manhood, that which preceded their being

Englishmen, (to quote an expression of my friend

Phillips), I appealed to them as men, and I had a

right to do so. They are men, and the Slave is a

man, and we have a right to call upon all men to assist

in breaking his bonds, let them be born when and live

where they may.

7. But it is asked, ‘‘What good will this do?’’ or ‘‘What

good has it done?’’ ‘‘Have you not irritated, have you

not annoyed your American friends and the American

people rather than done them good?’’ I admit that we

have irritated them. They deserve to be irritated. I am

anxious to irritate the American people on this ques-

tion. As it is in physics, so in morals, there are cases

which demand irritation and counter-irritation. The

conscience of the American public needs this irrita-

tion, and I would blister it all over from center to

circumference, until it gives signs of a purer and a

better life than it is now manifesting to the world.

8. But why expose the sins of one nation in the eyes of

another? Why attempt to bring one people under the

odium of another people? There is much force in this

question. I admit that there are sins in almost every

country which can be best removed by means con-

fined exclusively to their immediate locality. But such

evils and such sins pre-suppose the existence of a

moral power in their immediate locality sufficient to

accomplish the work of renovation. But, where, pray,

can we go to find moral power in this nation sufficient

to overthrow Slavery? To what institution, to what

party shall we apply for aid? I say we admit that there

are evils which can be best removed by influences

confined to their immediate locality. But in regard to

American Slavery it is not so. It is such a giant crime,

so darkening to the soul, so blinding in its moral

influence, so well calculated to blast and corrupt all

the humane principles of our nature, so well adapted

to infuse its own accursed spirit into all around it, that

the people among whom it exists have not the moral

power to abolish it. Shall we go to the Church for this

influence? We have heard its character described.

Shall we go to Politicians or Political Parties? Have

they the moral power necessary to accomplish this

mighty task? They have not. What are they doing at

this moment? Voting supplies for Slavery—

voting supplies for the extension, the stability, the

perpetuation of Slavery in this land. What is the press

doing? The same. The pulpit? Almost the same. I do

not flatter myself that there is moral power in the

land sufficient to overthrow Slavery, and I welcome

the aid of England. And that aid will come. The grow-

ing intercourse between England and this country, by

means of steam navigation, the relaxation of the

protective system in various countries in Europe,

gives us an opportunity to bring in the aid, the moral

and Christian aid, of those living on the other side of

the Atlantic. We welcome it in the language of the

resolution. We entreat our British friends to continue

to send their remonstrances across the deep against

Slavery in this land. And these remonstrances will

have a powerful effect here. Sir, the Americans may

tell of their ability, and I have no doubt they have it, to

keep back the invader’s hosts, to repulse the stron-

gest force that its enemies may send against this

country. It may boast, and rightly boast of its capacity

to build its ramparts so high that no foe can hope to

scale them—to render them so impregnable as to

defy the assaults of the world. But, Sir, there is one

thing it cannot resist, come from what quarter it may.

It cannot resist TRUTH. You cannot build your forts

so strong, nor your ramparts so high, nor arm your-

selves so powerfully, as to be able to withstand the

overwhelming MORAL SENTIMENT against Slavery

now flowing into this land. For example: Prejudice

against Color is continually becoming weaker in this

land; and why? Because the whole European

Continent denounces this sentiment as unworthy a

lodgment in the breast of an enlightened commun-

ity. And the American abroad dares not now, even in

a public conveyance, to lift his voice in defence of

this disgusting prejudice.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

In addition to his writings and speeches,
Douglass worked with others in the antislavery move-
ment. One such individual was William Lloyd
Garrison, whom Douglass considered his mentor
despite their divergent views of the Constitution and
the best way to end slavery. Garrison, a radical aboli-
tionist who believed the Constitution was irredeem-
ably proslavery, felt that the Union should separate
into pro- and antislavery sections. In contrast,
Douglass believed that the Constitution could be
amended to ban slavery and publicly supported an
intact Union.

Douglass, who served as an advisor to President
Abraham Lincoln, continued to fight for civil rights
even after the war ended. In 1870, he and his sons
began publishing the New National Era in Washington
DC. This newspaper, along with his career in public
life, led him to a series of public offices. The first of
these came in 1877 when President Rutherford B.
Hayes appointed him U.S. Marshall for the District of
Columbia. Until about two years before his death, other
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offices ranged from the Recorder of Deeds in
Washington, DC, to the minister-resident and consul-
general to the Republic of Haiti.
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About the Author: The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery
Society formed on April 17, 1839, with the aim of
abolishing slavery throughout the world. It grew out
of the Society for Mitigating and Gradually Abolishing
Slavery throughout the British Dominions, created in
1823. The society initially focused on slavery in British
India and Ceylon. After 1850, it focused on abolishing
slavery in the United States.

INTRODUCTION

Early British abolitionists inveighed against the
slave trade, not slavery itself. While they viewed the
institution as evil because of the human horrors and
the moral degradation associated with it, they argued
that if the supply of slaves were halted, then the value

of the slave would be increased and the planters in the
British colonies would be obliged to treat slaves more
humanely.

Supporters of slavery countered with an economic
argument: Planters needed a ready supply of slave
labor in the colonies to ensure that they could provide
England with much-needed raw materials. In addition,
British national interests would be seriously damaged
unless all nations—including France, Spain, and other
slave-owning rivals—emancipated their slaves at the
same time. To that end, the British government tried
to negotiate with other European nations to suppress
the slave trade, but it was unsuccessful.

In addition to such setbacks, abolitionists realized
that simply ending the slave trade would do little to
better the life of the average British slave. This led to
the creation of the Society for Mitigating and Gradually
Abolishing Slavery Throughout the British Dominion.

Great Britain ended its slave trade in 1807 and abol-
ished slavery in the British Empire with the Emancipation
Act of August 29, 1833. British abolitionists then turned
their energies to slavery in Europe and the United States.
Americans finally abolished slavery in 1865 with the
Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

In the history of great questions there are seasons when

those who are engaged in the advocacy of a catholic prin-

ciple, are especially required to take a retrospect of the

cause they are advocating.

The present is one of the most momentous periods in

the annals of the Abolition movement. The public mind has

never been so thoroughly alive to the magnitude of the

evils of Slavery, nor has a more favourable opportunity

ever presented itself of directing public opinion, in the full

force of its mighty power, against this gigantic inquiry.

With especial reference, however, to the present

healthy tone of general sentiment on the subject of

Slavery, your Committee would recur with satisfaction to

the past labours of those eminent individuals in this coun-

try and in America, and of the earlier associations which

they originated, through whose instrumentality public

attention was first powerfully directed to this subject.

Your Committee would remind you of a time when the

Slave-trade was not illegal, and when Slavery was a

domestic institution in many of our colonies—when the

principal maritime powers of Europe, with Great Britain at

their head—the United States of America and the other

countries of that immense continent and the colonies

adjacent, were extensively engaged in the abominable

traffic in human beings; when scarcely any portion of its
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mainland, or of the beautiful islands that fringe its coasts,

and in which Europeans were settled, were unpolluted

with Slavery; when nearly the whole of our imports of

sugar, rice, tobacco, coffee and indigo, were the produce

of Slave-labour; and when the public sentiment of this

country was as opposed to the abolition of the Slave-

trade and of Slavery, as it is now unanimous in condemna-

tion of both. Your committee would next revert to the

efforts which at that early period were made by a few

earnest-minded men, to create a sound public opinion on

these subjects, and stimulate it to stem the torrent of

iniquity, that had already disfigured so fair a portion of the

earth, and threatened rapidly to overspread contiguous

territories. At first these efforts met with but indifferent

success. Arrayed against them, in formidable combination,

and goaded into the most resolute opposition by the

powerful party whose interests were supposed to be iden-

tified with the continuance of Slavery, were the parlia-

ment, the clergy, the Press, and even the People. All of

these had to be enlightened, and converted to the cause of

the slave: a process which was found extremely slow, and

was oftentimes discouraging. It required, indeed, half a

century of patient and indefatigable labour. But the national

conscience was at length aroused, and the work was

done—England renounced the Slave-Trade and Slavery.

Your committee, however, whilst dwelling on this

grand moral triumph, would emphatically remind you,

that notwithstanding the unwearied efforts of the

Abolitionists, and their co-adjutors, to awaken the public

opinion of this country to a sense of the enormous iniqui-

ties of Slave-holding, little real progress was made in this

direction, until the principle was asserted of immediate

and unconditional emancipation, on the ground that

‘‘Slavery is a sin and a crime before God.’’ This doctrine it

was that first startled the conscience of the nation. It

smote its ear as an unbearable reproach on a professing

Christian people, and aroused the religious feelings of the

community. It led to investigation; conviction speedily fol-

lowed. In vain Slavery asserted the rights of property in

defiance of the laws of God. Such rights were indignantly

denied to exist, when that property meant man: and thus,

Engraving of an anti-slavery public meeting held in 1842 in Exeter Hall, London, by the African Civilization Society. ª CORBIS.
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the principle that man cannot hold property in man,

became the corner-stone of the Abolition movement.

The greatly improved state of public opinion, which

resulted from the maintenance of this principle, finally led

to the extinction of Slavery in the British colonies. Many of

the northern States of the American Union had, indeed,

already set a worthy example in this respect, and the

odious institution would probably have been rapidly abol-

ished throughout the entire federation, had not the value of

slave-labour become greatly enhanced, by the extraordi-

nary demand that unexpectedly arose for the chief prod-

ucts of that labour, and had not the monetary interest

concerned in the support of Slavery been enabled, in con-

sequence, to trample upon the greater interests of human-

ity. It is, nevertheless, encouraging to reflect, that the

northern limit of Slavery in the American Union was finally

fixed by an Act of Congress, so that in one direction at last,

its area is circumscribed. Mexico, and the smaller repub-

lics of South America, also, from the first recognized the

right of the slave to emancipation. In these States it no

longer exists, or is in rapid process of extinction. It was,

subsequently, abolished in the small island of St.

Bartholomew, belonging to the King of Denmark, whilst

in 1847 an act was passed for the emancipation of the

slaves in the Danish West India Islands; though it is to be

lamented that the labouring population has since been

subjected to a code of regulations of a semi-slavery char-

acter. The following year the then Provisional Government

of France gave immediate freedom to 300,0000 slaves in

her colonial dependencies, and there is some reason to

hope that Portugal will speedily banish Slavery from her

Indian and African possessions. In the Dutch colonies it

still exists; but the question of emancipation is occupying

the attention of the home and colonial authorities, and will,

it is expected, soon be officially discussed, with a view to

its final adjustment. Thus, the principal territories in which

this unrighteous system is now firmly maintained, on any

very extended scale, are the Southern States of the

American Union, Brazil, and a few minor States of South

America, the Spanish colonies of Cuba and Porto [sic] Rico,

and to a limited extent, in the colonies belonging to

Holland. In all of these, the entire number of human beings

held in bondage does not fall short of eight millions, thus

distributed:—in the American Slave States, three million,

three hundred thousand; in Brazil, about the same number;

in the Spanish colonies probably above half a million; in the

Dutch colonies, and the Portuguese settlements, about

two hundred and fifty thousand; the remainder being

spread over the South American Republics, and other

territories. . . .

Your Committee would next refer to the Address they

have recently issued, calling the attention of Christians of

all denominations in the United Kingdom, and especially of

Christian ministers, to the position of the American

churches, and of the principal religious associations of

the United States, with reference to the monstrous evil

which they are cherishing in their midst. Upwards of five

thousand copies of this Address, with a Statistical

Appendix, have been distributed amongst the various reli-

gious denominations in the United Kingdom and the min-

isters connected with them. This measure has been

attended with the most encouraging results. Resolutions

have been founded upon them, and passed unanimously in

public meetings and congregational gatherings, and ear-

nest appeals to corresponding denominations in America

have been adopted, and forwarded to your Committee, to

be transmitted to the United States. The subject has also

been adverted to at the annual meetings of some of our

religious and benevolent associations, and public attention

has thus been forcibly directed to the monstrous anomaly

existing in America, of professedly Christian ministers

openly defending the abomination of slavery, as a Divine

institution, or observing upon the subject a scarcely less

culpable silence. Towards such individuals as are identified

with so deplorable a state of things, the religious senti-

ment of this country has suggested thee observance of a

line of conduct which, it is hoped, may prove alike a solemn

rebuke and a significant warning.

And here your committee would advert to the stren-

uous efforts which the slave-power in the United States is

making to consolidate the iniquitous institution, against

which public opinion is now so thoroughly aroused. Not

only have several of the States passed new and most

oppressive laws, involving the liberties and the rights of

the free coloured population . . .Jamaica, however, pur-

sues her career of disaster and decay, without making

any visible efforts at self-improvement. Possessing within

herself, every clement of wealth, nothing seems wanting

to secure her commercial prosperity, but that whilst claim-

ing aid from the mother country, she should assume the

initiative in those measures which are essential to her

welfare, and which includes the emendation of her vicious

constitution, and a more economical expenditure.

Unfortunately, Jamaica has been made to represent the

British West Indies, and her actual condition is pointed at

by slave-holders, as proof of the failure of Negro

Emancipation. Her own mismanagement however, conse-

quent on the non-residence of her proprietors, has reduced

her to a position of comparatively small importance; her

export of sugar being now far below that of the small island

of Barbadoes.

Your Committee regret to have their attention still

directed to attempts on the part of some of the colonial

Legislatures to pass laws oppressive in their operation on

the labouring classes, and measures to effect immigration,

and to control the immigrants, which are of a most
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objectionable character. Your committee, however, will

continue to watch this subject, and strenuously oppose

the introduction of any measures likely to interfere with

the just rights of the emancipated classes, or to retard their

religious and social advancement. . . .

Your committee would here refer, with much satis-

faction, to those noble Addresses from the Women of

England to the Women of America, on the subject of

American Slavery, which have recently been presented

to an eminent lady, now sojourning in this country, and

who has kindly undertaken to lay them before her country-

women.—To those distinguished personages who origi-

nated this expression of womanly sentiment, especially to

Her Grace the Duchess of Sutherland, and to the Earl of

Shaftesbury; and to those ladies who so gracefully

seconded their efforts, and were instrumental in procuring

the large number of nearly six hundred thousand signa-

tures, a special tribute is due. When those whom a kind

Providence has so highly favoured, are thus forward in

promoting good works, oppressed humanity has reason

to hope that the day of its deliverance is at hand.

But although your Committee have reason to be

grateful for the large measure of success with which

their labours have been crowned hitherto, the desperate

efforts which the Slave power in America is making to

extend and perpetuate the hateful institution of Slavery,

demands increased watchfulness, and unabated exertion

on the part of your Society. If it be objected that Slavery

has been removed from British soil, and therefore it is not

our province to interfere, in order to effect its eradication in

foreign lands, the emphatic reply is; that no civilized nation

can remain unaffected by a system, which, though operat-

ing afar off, brings disgrace on civilization; and that no

professedly Christian community can view the perpetra-

tion of an enormous iniquity by another people professing

the same religion, without feeling that their common faith

is outraged and scandalized. Your Committee, therefore

assert, that for the credit of civilization, for the welfare of

humanity, and for the honour and the interests of Religion,

we are bound to employ all moral and pacific means to

extirpate that unrighteous system, which so long as it

exists inflicts the foulest outrage upon them all. But your

society can only hope to achieve this great object, through

the same pubic opinion, which, in modern times, has been

found so potent to accomplish the mightiest changes, and

which, sustained by correct religious sentiment, has

proved irresistible. Looking, therefore, to the influence of

public opinion, as the chief means by which Slavery is to be

abolished, yet fully alive to the extreme difficulty of

impressing society at large, with the sense of the impor-

tance and efficacy of a simultaneous demonstration of

sentiment on this question, your committee have hailed

with heartfelt satisfaction, the appearance of those noble

works which are identified with the name of Harriet

Beecher Stowe, works which by their intrinsic excellence

and truthfulness have deservedly achieved a success

unprecedented in the annals of literature, and aroused a

universal spirit of opposition to Slavery, that they trust will

not again slumber, until this monster iniquity shall be

utterly suppressed. For having accomplished this so effec-

tually and in so eminently a Christian spirit, the cause of the

slave owes Harriet Beecher Stowe a deep debt of grati-

tude, which the emancipated generations of a degraded

and despised people now held in ignominious bondage will

repay with unnumbered blessings, whilst cherishing, as

household words, her works and her name in their

hearts. . . .

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society
remains in existence because slavery remains in exis-
tence even at the millennium. By the 1890s, the mem-
bers of the society had focused their energies on the ill
treatment of indigenous peoples. In 1909, the society
merged with the Aborigines’s Protection Society to
form the Anti-Slavery and Aborigines’ Protection
Society. In 1990, the organization became Anti-
Slavery International (ASI).

ASI addresses slavery, forced and bonded labor,
child labor, and the trafficking of human beings,
abuses that can be found around the world. Chattel
slavery, or the sale and ownership of one person by
another, exists in the Sudan and Mauritania. In India,
Pakistan, and Nepal, children are forcibly employed in
the handmade woolen carpet industry. In Iraq, women
and girls have been abducted and forced to work as sex
slaves. In the United States, female immigrants from
Latin America and Asia have been forced into prosti-
tution. In African countries torn by civil war, children
are routinely forced to serve as soldiers.

Despite widespread evidence of bondage around
the world, slavery fails to ignite major protests such as
those sparked by globalization. The United Nations
has formed a Working Group on Contemporary
Forms of Slavery, but most people in developed
nations continue to regard slavery as an issue that was
resolved in the nineteenth century.
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INTRODUCTION

Pro-slavery arguments in the Ante-bellum South
of the United States centered largely on economic,
racial, and religious issues. Economic arguments
examined the need for labor for cash crops such as
cotton and tobacco; such labor-intensive crops needed
a ready supply of cheap labor, and pro-slavery argu-
ments focused on the potential collapse of the southern
economy should slavery be abolished. In addition, as
Chancelor Harper notes in his 1860 essay ‘‘Slavery in
the Light of Social Ethics,’’ ‘‘Our slavery has not only
given existence to millions of slaves within our own
territories, it has given the means of subsistence, and
therefore, existence, to millions of freemen in our
confederate States; enabling them to send forth their
swarms to overspread the plains and forests of the
West, and appear as the harbingers of civilization.’’
Slavery, according to Harper, granted other men free-
dom, enabling white men to fulfill the principle of
Manifest Destiny.

Racial prejudice and paternalism emerged as an
argument, shored up by pseudoscientific arguments,

such as those based on physiognomy, in which the
character and/or intelligence of a person or race alleg-
edly could be determined by physical characteristics.
Richard H. Colfax, in his 1833 book Evidence Against
the Views of the Abolitionists, Consisting of Physical and
Moral Proofs, of the Natural Inferiority of the Negroes,
applies physiognomy to the discussion of African facial
characteristics—and the moral conclusions that
result—in the following passage: ‘‘His lips are thick,
his zygomatic muscles, large and full* (*‘‘These
muscles are always in action during laughter and the
extreme enlargement of them indicates a low mind.’’
Lavater)—his jaws large and projecting,—his chin
retreating,—his forehead low, flat and slanting, and
(as a consequence of this latter character,) his eyeballs
are very prominent,—apparently larger than those of
white men;—all of these peculiarities at the same time
contributing to reduce his facial angle almost to a level
with that of the brute—Can any such man become
great or elevated?’’

Colfax’s viewpoint was shared by many who
accepted physiognomy to be an accurate method for
understanding a person’s or a race’s moral character
and intellectual capabilities. The forerunner to eugenics,
physiognomy-based arguments were used to legitimize
slavery; if slaves were ‘‘brutes,’’ then providing hard labor
in exchange for food and housing, went the owners’
arguments, was the slave’s rightful role in society.

The biblical argument for slavery was the third
primary message that pro-slavery activists used in
arguing for the institution of slavery. Ministers in
churches in the southern United States used biblical
passages that refer directly to slavery as a defense
against abolitionists; if the Bible gives specific rules
for treatment of slaves and punishments, they asked,
how can slavery be wrong?

In the excerpt below, Samuel Blanchard How, a
minister in the First Dutch Reformed Church in New
Brunswick, New Jersey, writes about the biblical argu-
ment that justifies slavery.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Mr. President: Two principal objections have been made

against receiving into our Church the Classis of North

Carolina. The first objection is, that if we do so, we shall

destroy the peace of our Church, and introduce among our-

selves distraction and division by the agitation of the slavery

question. The second objection is, that slaveholding is a sin,

and that therefore, we ought not to admit slaveholders into

our Church. I shall attempt, first of all, to show that slave-

holding is not a sin, and that therefore, there is no reason to

exclude slaveholders, simply because they are slaveholders,
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from union and communion with us. If this is established,

then both objections necessarily fail: for it would be alike

absurd and wicked to disturb the peace of the Church for

that which the Scriptures teach us is not a sin, and which was

no bar to church-fellowship with the Apostles of Christ.

1. The Holding of a slave not a sin.

It has been said that ‘‘American Slavery is at war with the

Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of the

United States, natural justice, and Christianity—that slav-

ery is a sin against God and a crime against man, etc.’’ To

these bold statements we reply, that the mass of the

American people have never considered the holding of

slaves as at war with the Declaration of Independence;

that the Supreme Court of the Nation has declared that it is

not against the Constitution of the United States; and that

it is not against natural justice and Christianity, we shall

now endeavor to prove. We admit that it is an evil much to

be lamented, but we deny that it is a sin against God and a

crime against man.

As I am addressing the Supreme Ecclesiastical Court of

the Reformed Protestant Dutch Church, my final appeal

shall be to the Holy Scriptures as the inspired world of God,

the only infallible and perfect rule of right and wrong, truth

and error, in matters of religious faith and duty. We all

profess to believe that ‘‘the law and the testimony of

God’’ are the standard of duty and the rule of faith, and

that if any ‘‘speak not according to this word, it is because

there is no light in them.’’

That the holding of slaves is not a sin we prove from the

following passages of Scripture:

1. 1 Tim. 6: 1–5: ‘‘Let as many servants as are under the

yoke count their own masters worthy of all honor, that

the name of God and his doctrine be not blasphemed.

And they that have believing masters, let them

not despise them, because they are brethren; but rather

do them service, because they are faithful and

beloved, partakers of the benefit. These things

teach and exhort. If any man teach otherwise, and

consent not to wholesome words, even the words of

our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the doctrine which is

according to godliness; he is proud, knowing nothing,

but doting about questions and strifes of words,

whereof cometh envy, strife, railings, evil surmising,

perverse disputings of men of corrupt minds, and des-

titute of the truth, supposing that gain is godliness:

from such withdraw thyself.’’

We begin with the New Testament to obviate an objection

that might be urged if we should begin with the Old

Testament, that the Christian dispensation has greater

light and freedom and privileges than were enjoyed

under the Jewish dispensation, and that therefore, though

slavery might have lawfully existed under the latter, that

can not be pleaded in favor of its existing under the former.

Our endeavor will be to show that they both entirely agree

on the point before us.

The term ‘‘servants’’ in this passage of sacred Scripture is

in the original Greek "douloi" the primary meaning of which,

Robinson in his Greek and English Lexicon of the New

Testament, gives as ‘‘a bondsman, slave, servant, pr. By

birth; diff. from andrapodon, one enslaved in war.’’—He

says: ‘‘In a family the doulos was one bound to serve, a

slave, and was the property of his master, ‘a living pos-

session,’ as Aristotle calls him.’’—Schleusner gives as the

meaning of the term—1. proprie: servus, minister, homo

non liber, nec sui juris et opponitur aleutheros, that is, ‘‘its

first and proper signification is that of a slave, a serving

man, a man who is not free and at his own disposal.’’

The title page of ‘‘Negro Slavery, No Evil; or the North and the

South,’’ a pro-slavery pamphlet published in 1854. ª CORBIS.
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But to put his meaning beyond doubt, the Apostle adds

the words, ‘‘under the yoke,’’ which is an emblem of

servitude or of the rule to which any one is subject. He

here unquestionably speaks of slaves who are under

bondage to their maters. Bloomfield says: ‘‘The com-

mentators are not sufficiently aware of the strength of

this expression, in which there is a blending of two expres-

sions to put the case in its strongest point of view (sup-

posing even the harshest bondage) in order to make the

injunction to obedience the more forcible.’’ These slaves

the Apostle commands to ‘‘count their own masters,

whether heathen or Christians or Jews, worthy of all

honor,’’ and the reason that he gives for this is, ‘‘that

the name of God and his doctrine be not blasphemed.’’

It was lawful by the law of Moses, to make of the heathen

bondmen for life, and to hold their children in bondage.

But not so with one who was born a Jew. He was

permitted to serve only for six years, and it is quite possi-

ble that there were some false teachers who asserted

that, as no Jew was to remain a slave for life, so ought

no Christian.

This sentiment, if it had prevailed among those slaves who

were Christians, would have caused them to despise and

hate their masters, and to withhold from them the respect

and obedience which they owed to them. They would thus

bring a reproach on the Gospel as if it were a doctrine that

taught men contempt for their superiors, and disobedi-

ence to their lawful commands. From speaking of the

duty which slaves owe to their masters in general, the

Apostle passes on to speak to those who have believing

masters who are their brethren in Christ. Here the ques-

tions whether the holding of slaves is a sin, and whether

we should hold Christian communion with slaveholders,

are fairly met. Does the Apostle then teach the slaves that

they ought to be free? that their Christian masters sin in

holding them in bondage? and does he, with apostolic

authority and in the name of Jesus Christ, command the

masters to give them their freedom? He does nothing of

the kind. He not only does not require these Christian

masters to set their slaves at liberty, but he speaks of

them as ‘‘faithful and beloved’’ brethren, ‘‘partakers of

the benefit,’’ and for this very reason he exhorts Christian

slaves not to despise them, but rather to do them service.

It seems impossible for the question before us to be more

fully and directly settled. But the Apostle proceeds further.

He says that ‘‘if any man teach, otherwise,’’ that is, if there

is any Abolitionist among you, and Immediate

Emancipationist, who says that no Christian can, without

sin, hold a slave; that if he holds any, he is bound in duty

immediately to liberate them, and if he does not, then true

Christians are bound to refuse church-fellowship and com-

munion with him lest they should partake of his sin—if any

man teach these things, then he does ‘‘not consent to

wholesome words, even the words of our Lord Jesus

Christ, and to the doctrine which is according to godli-

ness.’’ This we should suppose would have been a suffi-

cient rebuke. But to show the criminality of the doctrine of

these early Abolitionists in the Christian church, the

Apostle proceeds to say, that he who teaches their doc-

trine ‘‘is proud, knowing nothing, but doting about ques-

tions and strifes of words, whereof cometh envy, strife,

railings, evil surmisings, perverse disputings of men of

corrupt minds, and destitute of the truth, supposing that

gain is godliness.’’ He, then, is a most marked manner,

shows the falseness and danger of their sentiments by

commanding Timothy, ‘‘from such withdraw thyself,’’

that is, hold no intercourse with them. We shall not

inquire how far this precept extends, nor whether it is a

prohibition against holding church communion with

Abolitionists; nor whether the Apostle does not mean to

teach us that their sentiments are so revolutionary, so

subversive of the established order of society, so calcu-

lated to produce discontent and resentment in the minds

of the slaves as to endanger not only public but domestic

peace and safety, and to produce by stirring up the slaves

to insurrection, massacres and horrors, like those of the

Massacres of St. Domingo, in the year 1790. Certain it is,

that he commands us to withdraw from them.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

How’s work, published in 1856 and delivered
before an audience at the General Synod of the
German Reformed Church in 1855, was controver-
sial. While his comments were not original argu-
ments, it was his choice to deliver such a message
in the North, where abolitionist thought dominated
that was surprising. How’s pro-slavery views may
have been shaped by his six years as a minister in
Georgia in the 1820s, though he was born and
raised in the North, and spent most of his life
there. Regardless, How pushed conventional stand-
ards with the delivery of a pro-slavery speech in the
North and later the publication of such a message
just a few years before the start of the Civil War
(1861–1865).

Certain passages from the Old and New
Testaments of the Bible were popular and quoted fre-
quently in pro-slavery arguments. Writers used 1 Tim.
6: 1–5, which How uses above, as well as Luke 12:45–
48, which not only specifically describes slavery as an
institution, but also discusses a slave’s whipping: ‘‘The
lord [owner] of that servant will come in a day when
he looketh not for him, and at an hour when he is not
aware, and will cut him in sunder, and will appoint him
his portion with the unbelievers. And that servant,
which knew his lord’s will, and prepared not himself,
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neither did according to his will, shall be beaten with
many stripes. But he that knew not, and did commit
things worthy of stripes, shall be beaten with few
stripes. For unto whomsoever much is given, of him
shall be much required: and to whom men have com-
mitted much, of him they will ask the more.’’ In pas-
sages such as these pro-slavery lecturers, ministers, and
writers found justification for slavery itself, slave con-
ditions, terms of use, and punishments.

Abolitionists roundly criticized the use of the Bible
to build the case for slavery, pointing instead to such
passages as Exodus 21:16: ‘‘And he that stealeth a man,
and selleth him, or if he be found in his hand, he shall
surely be put to death.’’ The ‘‘man stealers’’ were
defined by abolitionists as being involved in human
slavery, and the death sentence a sign of the Bible’s
rejection of human bondage.

Abolitionists and pro-slavery activists alike used
different sections of the Bible to suit each side’s rhet-
orical needs. How’s remarks were directed at his
church’s decision whether to include a North
Carolinian congregation. How’s audience confronted
the question: if slavery were a sin, could the General
Synod reasonably welcome sinners into their fold?
Although the very close vote favored inclusion of the
North Carolina Classis of the German Reformed
Church, the North Carolinians withdrew their request
as a result of the discord and conflict between churches
with slaveholders and those with abolitionists, just six
years before north/south divisions would erupt into
civil war.
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The Emancipation
Proclamation

Declaration

By: Abraham Lincoln

Date: 1863

Source: Lincoln, Abraham. ‘‘The Emancipation
Proclamation.’’ U.S. National Archives and Records
Administration, 1863.

About the Author: Abraham Lincoln (1809–1865) rose to
prominence as an attorney and orator whose hallmark
was his opposition to slavery. Lincoln helped to found
the Republican Party, and in 1860 he was that party’s
presidential candidate. At the time, the United States
was deeply divided over the issues of state’s rights and
slavery. When Lincoln won the presidential election,
many slave-holding Southern states that believed
strongly in state’ rights responded by seceding from
the United States to form a new country. The result
was the U.S. Civil War (1861–1865). Lincoln is
renowned for successfully guiding the United States
to victory in that conflict, as well as the wisdom and
humanity he displayed while in office. Shortly after the
end of the war, Lincoln was shot by a symphatizer with
the Southern cause. He died on April 15, 1865.

INTRODUCTION

During the Hartford Convention in December
1814 and January 1815, the word ‘‘secession’’ was men-
tioned some forty-six years before the Civil War in the
United States. Concerns over the high cost of the War
of 1812 weighed heavily on the minds of New
Englanders, and New England proposed secession
from the Union. By convention’s end the New
England delegates rejected secession, but thirteen
years later, in 1828, South Carolina’s Senator John C.
Calhoun would utter the word again in his famous
arguments against the financial hardships imposed on
the south with the Tariff of 1828.

South Carolina became the first state to secede
from the Union thirty-three years later, the catalyst
in starting the Civil War. Seven states—South
Carolina, Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Georgia,
Louisiana, and Texas—broke off initially, later joined
by Arkansas, Tennessee, and North Carolina. The
eleven states formed the Confederate States of
America, led by President Jefferson Davis.

The primary cause of the war was states’ rights:
did each state have an inherent right to set the laws and
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policies that would govern the behavior of its citizens?
Did federal law trump state law? Meanwhile, the con-
tinuation of the slave society of the south, where labor
demands were met by ownership and use of slaves of
African ancestry, generated civil rights questions for
abolitionists. What rights did human beings have?
Was skin color a determining factor in retaining—or
removing—natural rights as human beings? Were
slaves of African ancestry worth less than white own-
ers? If the Constitution counted slaves as three-fifths
of a person for House of Representatives districting,
but the slaves could not vote, what roles and rights did
slaves have in American government and civil society,
if any? These rights issues set the stage for secession
and war.

On April 12, 1861, just six weeks after President
Abraham Lincoln’s inauguration, the first battle of the
Civil War took place at Fort Sumter; the Confederacy
won. As war began, four ‘‘slave states’’ did not secede:
Delaware, Kentucky, Maryland, and Missouri remained
a part of the Union, in part because President Lincoln
used a variety of legal maneuvers, including the suspen-
sion of habeus corpus, to force these border states to
remain within the Union. While Lincoln had promised

not to abolish slavery in slave states during his campaign
for the presidency, in spite of his personal belief in
freedom for slaves, his commitment to the Union was
stronger than his belief in states’ rights.

In 1861, Congress passed an act stating that all
slaves employed against the union were to be freed,
and in 1862 a similar act, freeing slaves of men who
supported the Confederacy, passed Congress as well.
By 1863, with strong support in the north for aboli-
tion, Lincoln wrote and published The Emancipation
Proclamation.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

By the President of the United States of America: A Proclamation

Whereas, on the twenty-second day of September, in the

year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-

two, a proclamation was issued by the President of the

United States, containing, among other things, the follow-

ing, to wit:

‘‘That on the first day of January, in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, all per-

sons held as slaves within any State or designated part of a

A.A. Lamb’s painting ‘‘The Emancipation Proclamation’’ depicts President Lincoln holding the proclamation while a female figure

symbolizing emancipation rides past, to the cheers of soldiers and freed slaves. ª FRANCIS G. MAYER/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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State, the people whereof shall then be in rebellion against

the United States, shall be then, thenceforward, and for-

ever free; and the Executive Government of the United

States, including the military and naval authority thereof,

will recognize and maintain the freedom of such persons,

and will do no act or acts to repress such persons, or any of

them, in any efforts they may make for their actual

freedom.

‘‘That the Executive will, on the first day of January

aforesaid, by proclamation, designate the States and

parts of States, if any, in which the people thereof,

respectively, shall then be in rebellion against the United

States; and the fact that any State, or the people thereof,

shall on that day be, in good faith, represented in the

Congress of the United States by members chosen

thereto at elections wherein a majority of the qualified

voters of such State shall have participated, shall, in the

absence of strong countervailing testimony, be deemed

conclusive evidence that such State, and the people

thereof, are not then in rebellion against the United

States.’’

Now, therefore I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the

United States, by virtue of the power in me vested as

Commander-in-Chief, of the Army and Navy of the United

States in time of actual armed rebellion against the author-

ity and government of the United States, and as a fit and

necessary war measure for suppressing said rebellion, do,

on this first day of January, in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, and in accordance

with my purpose so to do publicly proclaimed for the full

period of one hundred days, from the day first above

mentioned, order and designate as the States and parts

of States wherein the people thereof respectively, are this

day in rebellion against the United States, the following, to

wit:

Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana, (except the Parishes of

St. Bernard, Plaquemines, Jefferson, St. John, St. Charles,

St. James Ascension, Assumption, Terrebonne,

Lafourche, St. Mary, St. Martin, and Orleans, including

the City of New Orleans) Mississippi, Alabama, Florida,

Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia,

(except the forty-eight counties designated as West

Virginia, and also the counties of Berkley, Accomac,

Northampton, Elizabeth City, York, Princess Ann, and

Norfolk, including the cities of Norfolk and Portsmouth[)],

and which excepted parts, are for the present, left pre-

cisely as if this proclamation were not issued.

And by virtue of the power, and for the purpose afore-

said, I do order and declare that all persons held as slaves

within said designated States, and parts of States, are, and

henceforward shall be free; and that the Executive govern-

ment of the United States, including the military and naval

authorities thereof, will recognize and maintain the free-

dom of said persons.

And I hereby enjoin upon the people so declared to be

free to abstain from all violence, unless in necessary self-

defence; and I recommend to them that, in all cases when

allowed, they labor faithfully for reasonable wages.

And I further declare and make known, that such

persons of suitable condition, will be received into the

armed service of the United States to garrison forts, posi-

tions, stations, and other places, and to man vessels of all

sorts in said service.

And upon this act, sincerely believed to be an act of

justice, warranted by the Constitution, upon military

necessity, I invoke the considerate judgment of mankind,

and the gracious favor of Almighty God.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

Done at the City of Washington, this first day of January, in

the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty

three, and of the Independence of the United States of

America the eighty-seventh.

By the President: ABRAHAM LINCOLN

WILLIAM H. SEWARD, Secretary of State.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Misinterpretation of The Emancipation Pro-
clamation is common; the document did not free all
slaves. Only those slaves held in areas under rebellion
as of January 1, 1863, were freed by Lincoln; ironically,
some slaves in southern rebel areas under Union con-
trol were not free. Lincoln exempted the four border
slave states, Tennessee, forty-eight counties in
Virginia that later became West Virginia, and portions
of New Orleans as well.

Initially, slave owners ignored the terms of The
Emancipation Proclamation, and word of the decla-
ration spread slowly among slaves. As the union army
gained control over more lands, waves of slaves were
freed gradually. Many detractors stated that the pro-
clamation was too timid and applied only to those
areas not under Union control in places where
Lincoln had no power. As the news spread among
slaves, however, abolitionists hoped that slaves
would have a stake in ending the war and helping
the Union to victory. By offering ‘‘that such persons
of suitable condition, will be received into the armed
service of the United States to garrison forts, posi-
tions, stations, and other places, and to man vessels of
all sorts in said service’’ Lincoln issued a direct call to
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action to slaves—and more than 200,000 took him up
on his offer.

By war’s end, four million slaves were freed, with a
combined financial value of over $3 billion. Property
seized by the Union when secession occurred led to
massive property transfers—goods, land, farm equip-
ment, and houses. British support for the South van-
ished; although the British textile industry suffered
without Southern cotton, British support for abolition
was stronger.

Lincoln campaigned in 1864 on the promise to
push through a constitutional amendment giving
slaves their freedom. Fearful of a Supreme Court
reversal of the proclamation, Lincoln made plans in
April 1865, as the war ended, to give former slaves the
right to vote. In his last official speech before his
death, President Lincoln announced on April 11,
1865, his intention to enfranchise former slaves.
John Wilkes Booth, an actor, was in the audience
that day; three days later he assassinated Lincoln in
Ford’s Theater.

The Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution,
which outlawed slavery, was ratified by twenty-seven
of the thirty-six states on December 6, 1865, nearly
eight months after Lincoln’s death. The amendment

was not formally ratified by the state of Mississippi, the
last of the thirty-six states in existence in 1865, until
1995.
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online at <http://www.ourdocuments.gov/> (accessed
May 1, 2006).

About the Author: The thirty-eighth Congress passed the
Thirteenth Amendment in January 1865. President
Abraham Lincoln submitted the proposed amendment
to the states for ratification on February 1, 1865. By
December 6, 1865, the necessary number of states had
ratified the amendment.

INTRODUCTION

The North American colonies of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, as well as the new American
nation during its first century, relied on a complex
system of labor that included slaves. Manual labor,
supplied by hired hands, owners, children, indentured
servants, and slaves, fueled economic development and
allowed not only for cash crops to be exported to
European colonial powers (and later, equal trading
partners), but for societies to form and flourish in
both the northern and southern sections of the
United States.

By the mid-1700s, the southern colonies of
Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina, as
well as areas such as Mississippi, Alabama, and
Florida, relied on slave labor for cash crops such as
cotton, indigo, and tobacco. In the South, the transi-
tion from a ‘‘society with slaves’’ to a ‘‘slave society,’’ in
which slave labor provided more than fifty percent of
all labor, stood in stark contrast to the North, which,
by the third decade of the nineteenth century, had
embraced industrialization and relied on a wage labor
system and industrial export for economic growth.

Government policies and legislative maneuvers,
including an 1828 tariff that helped the northern man-
ufacturing economy (while hurting southern planters),
the 1846 Wilmot Proviso, which attempted to ban
slavery in Texas before its inclusion in the United
States, and the ongoing battle over new states admitted
to the Union and their ‘‘slave’’ vs. ‘‘free’’ status, opened
the wedge between the North and the South.

This division set the stage for Civil War from
1861–1865. Abolitionists had been fighting against
slavery for decades; the four million slaves of African
ancestry in the South represented more than one-third
the total population, and southern owners feared mas-
sive uprisings if slaves were granted any rights, how-
ever nominal. President Abraham Lincoln had
campaigned in 1860 on a platform that sought to
bridge the two positions; no new slave states, but slav-
ery could remain in existing slave states. Six weeks into
his new administration the first battle of the Civil War
broke out at Fort Sumter. By the end of the war, over

580,000 men had died, and the Union emerged victo-
rious, though the United States of America remained
fractured.

President Lincoln had freed slaves in rebel-
controlled areas with his 1863 Emancipation
Proclamation; before his assassination on April 13,
1865 he had expressed the need for a constitutional
amendment to free all slaves. The Thirteenth
Amendment was ratified on December 6, 1865.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

AMENDMENT XIII

Section 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except

as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have

been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States,

or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

Section 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article

by appropriate legislation.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Thirteenth Amendment nullified a wide
range of state laws as well as Supreme Court decisions,
including the 1857 Supreme Court decision Dred Scott
v. Sanford, in which Chief Justice Roger B. Taney
wrote in the court’s majority opinion: ‘‘In the opinion
of the court, the legislation and histories of the times,
and the language used in the declaration of independ-
ence, show, that neither the class of persons who had
been imported as slaves, nor their descendants, whether
they had become free or not, were then acknowledged
as a part of the people, nor intended to be included in
the general words used in that memorable instru-
ment . . . It is too clear for dispute, that the enslaved
African race were not intended to be included, and
formed no part of the people who framed and adopted
this declaration.’’ Dred Scott was a slave who had lived
in a free state, then moved to a slave state; Taney’s
opinion declared that Scott did not even have the stand-
ing to bring suit, as technically the U.S. Constitution
did not recognize Scott as a citizen. The Thirteenth
Amendment ended slavery, and the Fourteenth
Amendment, ratified in 1868, granted direct citizenship
to all former slaves. It also required all states to provide
equal protection to all people—not just citizens—
within their boundaries.

With slavery now illegal and the Civil War ended,
the painful process of Reconstruction began for the
South. The four million slaves in the former ‘‘slave’’
states made a variety of choices for survival. Some
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stayed on the plantations where they had worked and
were hired on as low-paid wage earners, others moved
north to find work in factories or at ports, and still
others migrated to land that the U.S. government
offered to former slaves. Government agencies, such
as the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned
Lands, commonly called the Freedmen’s Bureau, pro-
vided former slaves with food, clothing, and assistance
in finding places to settle. The Freedmen’s Bureau did
not last long; when President Andrew Johnson, a
southerner, became president after Lincoln’s assassi-
nation, much of the Reconstruction that had been
planned was dismantled.

Within a decade ‘‘black codes’’ appeared in states,
limiting labor options, housing choices, schooling
options, and other rights for former slaves. The black
codes, over time, evolved into Jim Crow laws, which
segregated restaurants, movie houses, hotels, restroom
facilities, and neighborhoods in the former slave states.

While the Thirteenth Amendment codified the end of
slavery in the United States, society, especially in the
South, followed the letter—though not the spirit—of
the law.
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League of Nations Convention
to Suppress the Slave Trade
and Slavery

Declaration

By: League of Nations

Date: September 25, 1926

Source: League of Nations. Convention to Suppress the
Slave Trade and Slavery. September 25, 1926. Available
online at Yale Law School. ‘‘The Avalon Project.’’ May
28, 2006. <http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/league/
lea001.htm> (accessed May 29, 2006).

About the Author: The League of Nations formed in 1919
as part of the postwar accords from World War I. U.S.
President Woodrow Wilson first presented the idea of
the League in his Fourteen Points Speech on January
8, 1918. Wilson initially called his plan The Covenant
of the League of Nations, and through his work the
League became Section I of the Treaty of Versailles.
January 10, 1920 saw the ratification of the treaty, and
the official formation of the League of Nations. It first
met in Geneva on November 15, 1920, and twenty
nations joined. The League was intended to prevent
future hostilities through mediation and non-violent
intervention, but many countries withdrew from the
League and the United States never joined. Scholars
note that the United States’ failure to join the League
caused many countries to withdraw their support for it.
After the outbreak of World War II (1939–1945) most
saw the League as a failure. It was replaced by the
United Nations after the war.

INTRODUCTION

The League of Nations was an outcome of the four
years of destruction and the tens of millions of lives lost
in Europe during World War One (1914–1918). The
Treaty of Versailles was the peace settlement negotiated
between the Allied forces and Germany and its allies in
1919 that formally ended the First World War. The
treaty contained a specific covenant that provided the
basis for the creation of the League of Nations, a group
of nations whose primary aim was the prevention of
future war through cooperation.

The League of Nations was founded upon four
essential principles as set out in the Versailles cove-
nant. The first principle was the notion that independ-
ent nation states, as opposed to large colonial empires,
would be the desired political entities of the world in
this post-war era. Flowing from the nation state

concept was the desire among the signatories to the
Versailles treaty that open discussions of regional and
international issues was far preferable to the secret
diplomacy practiced particularly by the Great Powers
(England, France, Germany, Russia) prior to 1914.

The Versailles covenant next provided for the
elimination of the large military alliances where war
might be declared as a reflex action to an ally becoming
involved in an armed dispute. It was this complex and
rigidly formulated alliance structure that drew so many
European countries inexorably into war in 1914. The
signatory nations to the Versailles treaty agreed to
develop an alternative to the alliance system, through
the creation of a more flexible network of international
agreements designed to preserve the collective security
of its members.

The last of the four cornerstones upon which the
League of Nations was constructed was the desire to
facilitate international disarmament and to create an
international climate where an arms buildup would be
discouraged in any League member.

The League of Nations was formally constituted
in 1920, when the representatives of forty-one member
nations met in Geneva. The President of the United
States, Woodrow Wilson (1856–1924), had advocated
American participation in the League, and he person-
ally supported the Treaty of Versailles. However, sen-
timent in the United States at the end of WWI in 1918
was strongly isolationist. In deference to public opin-
ion, the United States Senate would not ratify the
Versailles Treaty, thereby excluding the United
States from League of Nations membership.

Consumed by its 1917 revolution and the after-
math of that conflict, Russia was never a signatory to
the treaty.

The members of the League of Nations also sought
to advance a number of broad international social ini-
tiatives after 1920. The most far reaching and the most
forceful of these efforts was the League’s denunciation
of the slave trade and slavery. The 1926 Convention to
suppress the slave trade and slavery was signed by forty
countries; the Convention built upon the historical
precedent of 1889-90 Brussels Conference where
slavery was repudiated, as well as the investigative
report commissioned by the League in 1924.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

ALBANIA, GERMANY, AUSTRIA, BELGIUM, the BRITISH

EMPIRE, CANADA, the COMMONWEALTH OF AUST-

RALIA, the UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA, the DOMINION

OF NEW ZEALAND, and INDIA, BULGARIA, CHINA,
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COLOMBIA, CUBA, DENMARK, SPAIN, ESTONIA,

ABYSSINIA, FINLAND, FRANCE, GREECE, ITALY,

LATVIA, LIBERIA, LITHUANIA, NORWAY, PANAMA,

THE NETHERLANDS, PERSIA, POLAND, PORTUGAL,

ROUMANIA, the KINGDOM OF THE SERBS, CROATS

AND SLOVENES, SWEDEN, CZECHOSLOVAKIA and

URUGUAY,

Whereas the signatories of the General Act of the Brussels

Conference of 1889-90 declared that they were equally

animated by the firm intention of putting an end to the

traffic in African slaves;

Whereas the signatories of the Convention of Saint-

Germain-en-Laye of 1919, to revise the General Act of

Berlin of 1885, and the General Act and Declaration of

Brussels of 1890, affirmed their intention of securing the

complete suppression of slavery in all its forms and of the

slave trade by land and sea;

Taking into consideration the report of the Temporary

Slavery Commission appointed by the Council of the

League of Nations on June 12th, 1924;

Desiring to complete and extend the work accomplished

under the Brussels Act and to find a means of giving

practical effect throughout the world to such intentions

as were expressed in regard to slave trade and slavery by

the signatories of the Convention of Saint-Germain-en-

Laye, and recognising that it is necessary to conclude to

that end more detailed arrangements than are contained in

that Convention;

Considering, moreover, that it is necessary to prevent

forced labour from developing into conditions analogous

to slavery,

Have decided to conclude a Convention and have accord-

ingly appointed as their Plenipotentiaries: [here follow the

names of 40 envoys, omitted] Who, having communicated

their full powers, have agreed as follows:

Article 1.

For the purpose of the present Convention, the following

definitions are agreed upon:

1. Slavery is the status or condition of a person over

whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right

of ownership are exercised.

2. The slave trade includes all acts involved in the cap-

ture, acquisition or disposal of a person with intent to

reduce him to slavery; all acts involved in the acquis-

ition of a slave with a view to selling or exchanging

him; all acts of disposal by sale or exchange of a slave

acquired with a view to being sold or exchanged, and,

in general, every act of trade or transport in slaves.

Article 2.

The High Contracting Parties undertake, each in respect of

the territories placed under its sovereignty, jurisdiction,

protection, suzerainty or tutelage, so far as they have not

already taken the necessary steps:

(a) To prevent and suppress the slave trade;

(b) To bring about, progressively and as soon as pos-

sible, the complete abolition of slavery in all its

forms.

Article 3.

The High Contracting Parties undertake to adopt all appro-

priate measures with a view to preventing and suppress-

ing the embarkation, disembarkation and transport of

slaves in their territorial waters and upon all vessels flying

their respective flags.

The High Contracting Parties undertake to negotiate as

soon as possible a general Convention with regard to the

slave trade which will give them rights and impose upon

them duties of the same nature as those provided for in the

Convention of June 17th, 1925, relative to the International

Trade in Arms (Articles 12, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and para-

graphs 3, 4 and 5 of Section II of Annex II), with the

necessary adaptations, it being understood that this gen-

eral Convention will not place the ships (even of small

tonnage) of any High Contracting Parties in a position

different from that of the other High Contracting Parties.

It is also understood that, before or after the coming into

force of this general Convention the High Contracting

Parties are entirely free to conclude between themselves,

without, however, derogating from the principles laid

down in the preceding paragraph, such special agree-

ments as, by reason of their peculiar situation, might

appear to be suitable in order to bring about as soon as

possible the complete disappearance of the slave trade.

Article 4.

The High Contracting Parties shall give to one another

every assistance with the object of securing the abolition

of slavery and the slave trade.

Article 5.

The High Contracting Parties recognise that recourse to

compulsory or forced labour may have grave consequen-

ces and undertake, each in respect of the territories placed

under its sovereignty, jurisdiction, protection, suzerainty or

tutelage, to take all necessary measures to prevent com-

pulsory or forced labour from developing into conditions

analogous to slavery.

It is agreed that:

1. Subject to the transitional provisions laid down in para-

graph (2) below, compulsory or forced labour may only

be exacted for public purposes.

2. In territories in which compulsory or forced labour for

other than public purposes still survives, the High

Contracting Parties shall endeavour progressively

and as soon as possible to put an end to the practice.
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So long as such forced or compulsory labour exists,

this labour shall invariably be of an exceptional char-

acter, shall always receive adequate remuneration,

and shall not involve the removal of the labourers

from their usual place of residence.

3. In all cases, the responsibility for any recourse to

compulsory or forced labour shall rest with the com-

petent central authorities of the territory concerned.

Article 6.

Those of the High Contracting Parties whose laws do not

at present make adequate provision for the punishment of

infractions of laws and regulations enacted with a view to

giving effect to the purposes of the present Convention

undertake to adopt the necessary measures in order that

severe penalties may be imposed in respect of such

infractions.

Article 7.

The High Contracting Parties undertake to communicate to

each other and to the Secretary-General of the League of

Nations any laws and regulations which they may enact

with a view to the application of the provisions of the

present Convention.

Article 8.

The High Contracting Parties agree that disputes arising

between them relating to the interpretation or application

of this Convention shall, if they cannot be settled by direct

negotiation, be referred for decision to the Permanent

Court of International Justice. In case either or both of the

States Parties to such a dispute should not be parties to the

Protocol of December 16th, 1920 relating to the Permanent

Court of International Justice, the dispute shall be referred,

at the choice of the Parties and in accordance with the

constitutional procedure of each State either to the

Permanent Court of International Justice or to a court of

arbitration constituted in accordance with the Convention

of October 18th, 1907, for the Pacific Settlement of

International Disputes, or to some other court of arbitration.

Article 9.

At the time of signature or of ratification or of accession,

any High Contracting Party may declare that its acceptance

of the present Convention docs not bind some or all of the

territories placed under its sovereignty, jurisdiction, pro-

tection, suzerainty or tutelage in respect of all or any pro-

visions of the Convention; it may subsequently accede

separately on behalf of any one of them or in respect of

any provision to which any one of them is not a party.

Article 10.

In the event of a High Contracting Party wishing to

denounce the present Convention, the denunciation shall

be notified in writing to the Secretary-General of the

League of Nations, who will at once communicate a

certified true copy of the notification to all the other High

Contracting Parties, informing them of the date on which it

was received.

The denunciation shall only have effect in regard to the

notifying State, and one year after the notification has

reached the Secretary-General of the League of Nations.

Denunciation may also be made separately in respect of

any territory placed under its sovereignty, jurisdiction, pro-

tection, suzerainty or tutelage.

Article 11.

The present Convention, which will bear this day’s date

and of which the French and English texts are both authen-

tic, will remain open for signature by the States Members

of the League of Nations until April 1st, 1927. The

Secretary-General of the League of Nations will subse-

quently bring the present Convention to the notice of

States which have not signed it, including States which

are not Members of the League of Nations, and invite

them to accede thereto.

A State desiring to accede to the Convention shall notify its

intention in writing to the Secretary-General of the League

of Nations and transmit to him the instrument of accession,

which shall be deposited in the archives of the League.

The Secretary-General shall immediately transmit to all the

other High Contracting Parties a certified true copy of the

notification and of the instrument of accession, informing

them of the date on which he received them.

Article 12.

The present Convention will be ratified and the instru-

ments of ratification shall be deposited in the office of

the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. The

Secretary-General will inform all the High Contracting

Parties of such deposit.

The Convention will come into operation for each State on

the date of the deposit of its ratification or of its accession.

In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed the

present Convention.

DONE at Geneva the twenty-fifth day of September, One

thousand nine hundred and twenty-six, in one copy, which

will be deposited in the archives of the League of Nations.

A certified copy shall be forwarded to each signatory State.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The League of Nations is regarded in many schol-
arly reviews as a body that was founded upon laudable
ideals, but an organization that ultimately lacked the
cohesion and the political clout to effectively maintain
world peace. Critics point to the absence of the United
States in the League membership as a key reason for
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the pronounced gap between principles and progress
in the League efforts to settle international conflicts,
particularly in the 1930s. It is notable in this context
that the League of Nations was not defeated in battle
so much as it simply faded away when it became plain
the League had no real military means with which it
could even threaten a response to aggression. The
Japanese incursion into Manchuria in 1931 and the
German occupation of Czechoslovakia in 1938 are
the most prominent examples of such aggression.

The League was successful in its Convention to
suppress slavery, although not in the fashion necessa-
rily intended by the League member nations. The
primary significance of the 1926 Convention was the
subsequent importance that came to be attached to this
international statement of opposition to slavery. The
United Nations (UN) embraced the principles of the
Convention when the UN crafted its Universal
Declaration of Human Rights in 1948.

The language used by the drafters of the Convention
is also illustrative of their broader and enlightened pur-
pose. The Convention extended the commonly accepted
definition of slavery from beyond simple ownership of a
person, to the concept of forced labor. The Convention
is clear that compulsory labor in anything except public
purposes required careful examination as to whether
such practices were in fact slavery. In 1926, the best-
known public purposes where labor was forced were
the armed forces or the prisons of a nation. The
Convention also endeavored to eliminate any possible
gaps in the definition of slave trade; the section cast a
seemingly broad net over any activity, deliberate or inno-
cent, that worked to advance slavery practices.

The concern of forced labor as de facto slavery is
an issue that resonates today. Concerns have been
raised periodically with China that its prisoners are
required to perform labor and receive no remuneration
for their work. Further, as evidenced by the enactment
of legislation such as the United States Trafficking
Victims Protection Act, 2000, the broad definition of
slavery first advanced by the Convention of 1926 is
accepted as the global standard today. In the
American legislation (other countries such as Canada,
Germany, and Great Britain have passed similar rules),
there are provisions to combat the trade in both work-
ers who are involuntarily held or where the worker is
forced to work in the sex trade. Child labor and the
participation of children in armed forces are extensions
of the original definition consistent with modern
developments. United States government statistics
suggest that between 700,000 and four million persons
per year are victims of human trafficking for a variety
of forced labor and sex trade purposes.

The 1926 Convention also contemplated that issues
arising from any practice related to slavery would be
determined by a Permanent Council of International
Justice. This body was also a forerunner to the modern
World Court and its structure, based in the Hague.
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Fate Did Not Let Me Go
A Letter from Valli Ollendorff to Her Son

Letter

By: Valli Ollendorff

Date: August 24, 1942

Source: Ollendorff, Valli. ‘‘Fate Did Not Let Me Go.’’
Tenafly, N.J.: Ollendorff Center for Religious and
Human Understanding, 1942.

About the Author: Valli Ollendorff (1874–1942) was born
in Breslau, Germany as Valli Alexander, a woman of
Jewish descent. She married Doctor Arthur Ollendorff
in 1936 with whom she had three sons, Gerhard,
Ulrich and Wolfgang. Arrested by the Nazis in
August of 1942, Valli Ollendorf was sent to
Theresienstadt concentration camp and was killed on
October 16, 1942. Her second son, Ulrich, was the
only member of the family to survive the holocaust.
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INTRODUCTION

The letter below was written by Valli Ollendorff
to her middle son, Ulrich, on August 24, 1942, during
the Second World War. Ulrich had previously fled
Nazi Germany to the United States, while his mother
remained behind with other family members. Just days
after composing these words, she was sent to the
Theresienstadt concentration camp, where she died
on October 16, 1942. The letter was lost in transit
and eventually was found, forty-three years later in
South America, and delivered to Ulrich Ollendorff
when he was seventy-nine years old. Upon Ulrich’s
death in 1998, the Ollendorff family asked that the
letter be read publicly at his funeral. The touching
words of love from mother to son, in the midst of war
and hatred, were an inspiration to those who heard
them. Recognizing the extraordinary power of the
letter and its story, Valli Ollendorff’s descendents
established the Ollendorff Center for Religious and
Human Understanding and published the letter in a
book for public access. Proceeds raised by the sale of
the book go to non-profit agencies working for the
promotion of human rights and religious tolerance
around the world.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Tormensdorf—24th day of August, 1942.

My beloved, my good boy, within two days we are

going away from here, and the future lies so dark in front of

us that the thought comes up that the new place will be the

last one which we reach on our migration. And if you my

boy will hold this letter in your hands, then we are not

chased from place to place, then all the suffering will

have an end. Also, the restlessness and peace will be

around us and in us.

Be happy that I have this rest and this peace, my good

boy, and don’t be too sad. Believe me, this is the best that

could happen. I was, anyway, at the end of my life and the

mother which you knew, my beloved son, was not any

more the same.

Too much suffering, too much psychological pain and

stress came over me, and I cannot get over Wolfgang’s

death which will be one year on the 27th of August. The

suffering gets bigger day by day. The letters that I received

from his friends speak of him with so much honor, friend-

ship, respect and affection.

The letters show me only what he became and still

could have become and achieved, and how much joy,

spiritual wealth and wisdom he had and passed onto

others. His letters to his father and me contained touching

gratitude for his childhood and youth.

Also, you, my beloved boy, can carry the knowledge

through your life that you through all your life were a

source of purest joy for your parents, and that you, even

in the times in which you like other boys of the same age

were difficult, never gave your character cause for annoy-

ance or hurt feelings. I wish your life will go from success

to success, my beloved boy, and that you stay so good, so

modest, and so grateful for all the good and beautiful

things like you did already as a child. We wish for you to

have with your child as much joy as we had with you. May

the blessings, which I pray for you, come.

And I wish to your Anne, your loyal life partner, with

whom you brought us a beloved daughter in our home, and

your child a happy and joyful life together. The fact that

I could not be a witness to your life in America was much

more sad for me than you believed it my boy. All your

letters born by a deep child’s love called me to you and

the joy of seeing you again, and the echo of the longing,

and the possibility of living with you caused that I did all

that was necessary to come to you.

If I did not write so often from all of my longing for you,

it was done from love to you, because I believed it was

better for you. Also, today I repeat to you and I know that

you will understand me, I was and I am daily happy even

longing very much for you and your life.

However, fate did not let me go. I was a necessity for

Aunt Ella and I think that will console you. I wish it so very

much. And now my beloved boy, I will take leave from you.

I will thank you a thousand times for all the love, for all the

gratitude, for all the joy and sunshine which you brought

into your father’s and my life, starting from the day of your

birth. May the memory of your parent’s house and your

childhood shine like a bright lucky star over you, my

beloved, good, precious boy.

Mother.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

In the period from 1939 to 1945, six million Jews
were murdered by the Nazis as a part of Adolph
Hitler’s ‘‘final solution’’ to exterminate Europe’s
Jewish population. Hitler’s victims faced the terrible
conditions of concentration camps, starvation, cruel
experiments, beatings, executions and the separation
of families. The Holocaust, or Shoah, is generally
regarded as the single largest genocide in modern
history and it has left its mark on thousands of survi-
vors, their families and descendents.

Adolph Hitler came to power in Germany in 1933.
Almost immediately, the persecution of Jews and revo-
cation of their civil rights began. Jews were prohibited
from owning land (1933), denied national health
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insurance (1934), prohibited from serving in the mili-
tary (1935), banned from employment in a range of
professional occupations such as medicine, dentistry,
accounting, teaching and law (1937–1938). The Nazis
also implemented a range of policies to ensure that Jews
could be easily identified, including the requirement for
Jewish women to add the name ‘Sarah’ and Jewish men
to add the name ‘Israel’ to their given name on legal
identification and passports (1938), stamping a large red
‘J’ on the passports of Jews (1938) and requiring all Jews
over the age of ten to wear a yellow star on their clothing
(Polish Jews in 1939 and German Jews in 1941).

Germany invaded and occupied Poland in
September of 1939, subjecting Polish Jews to the
same restrictions of freedoms and revocations of cit-
izenship rights. In early 1940, Hitler began the depor-
tation of German Jews into occupied Poland, stripping
them of their possessions, forcing them to live in ghet-
tos and participate in hard labor. By 1941, France,
Holland, Belgium, Croatia, Slovakia, Romania and

Hungary were under the Nazi regime. Concentration
camps had been established across Germany and
Poland. In 1941, the Nazi government established
the first death camp at Chelmno, Poland. Jews in con-
centration camps were forced into hard labor, many
died of disease, starvation, or maltreatment. The death
camps, however, were established for rapid and imme-
diate execution. Most who arrived at the death camps
were dead a day after their arrival. The largest of the
extermination camps was Auschwitz-Birkenau in
Poland. Mass executions of Jews and other minority
groups at the Auschwitz facility began in earnest in
January of 1942 by means of asphyxiation using
Zyklon-B gas. By the time Auschwitz was liberated in
January of 1945, an estimated two million people had
been executed at the camp.

The voices and stories of many Jewish victims have
been silenced forever, lost to history—many survivors
and descendents have no idea how their family mem-
bers died, what they were thinking and feeling and

A courtyard in the Nazi concentration camp at Theresienstadt, Czechoslovakia, in 1946, after its liberation. A sign at the end of the yard

states ‘‘Arbeit Macht Frei’’ (‘‘Work Makes You Free’’). ª CORBIS.
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what they endured. The voices of women, with the
notable exception of Anne Frank and her famous
diary, are particularly absent in historical accounts of
the Holocaust. For example, it is known that some
Jewish women were forced into brothels at concentra-
tion camps, but what exactly happened to them and
how they were treated, is largely unrecorded. Valli
Ollendorff’s letter to her son is particularly poignant
in its candid description of her emotional experience as
she faced impending death at the hands of the Nazis.
The letter offers a snapshot of one victim’s journey as a
testament to the suffering of many and stands as a
memorial for Holocaust victims and as a rebuttal to
those who deny its reality.

To honor the memory of Valli Ollendorff, her
grandson Stephen A. Ollendorff established the
Ollendorff Center for Religious and Human
Understanding. The organization is dedicated to pro-
moting religious tolerance and human rights and the
elimination of anti-Semitism. One notable undertaking
of the Center is the Menorah Project, which endeavours
to rebuild relations between Jews and Christians and to
unite people of all faiths in remembering the events of
the Holocaust. Monuments, crafted by Israeli sculptor
Aharon Bezalel, in the shape of the Menorah (a cere-
monial candelabra) have been erected at Catholic
Centers across North America, recognizing the efforts
of Pope John Paul II (1920–2005) to fight anti-
Semitism through rebuilding diplomatic relations with
Israel and issuing a statement emphasizing the non-
culpability of the Jewish people in the crucifixion of
Jesus Christ. The Ollendorff Center also provides
resources to educate children about the Holocaust and
about the dangers of prejudice.

In the aftermath of the tragic events of the Second
World War, the international community has made
efforts toward preventing further abuses of human
rights. The United Nations’ Universal Declaration of
Human Rights was created in 1948 as a direct response
to the Holocaust and the Nazi dehumanization of
Jews. The Nuremburg Trials were also held to prose-
cute Nazi officers who were instrumental in perpetrat-
ing the genocide of European Jews.
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Cambodia’s Killing Fields

Photograph

By: Denis D. Gray

Date: April 17, 1981

Source: Gray, Denis D. ‘‘Cambodia’s Killing Fields.’’
Associated Press, 1981.

About the Photographer: Denis D. Gray is a reporter best
known for covering events in Southeast Asia for the
Associated Press (AP), a worldwide news agency based
in New York.

INTRODUCTION

From 1975 to 1979, a Communist political party
known as the Khmer Rouge ruled the nation of
Cambodia, a country directly to the west of southern
Vietnam. The Khmer Rouge (Khmer is the ethnicity
of ninety-five percent of Cambodians and ‘‘rouge’’ is
French for ‘‘red,’’ the color usually associated with
Communism) preached a radical philosophy of class
warfare and social purification. City dwellers, college-
educated people, scholars, Buddhist monks, persons
connected in any with the previous government or
foreigners, and many others were considered enemies
of the new society, which, the Khmer Rouge
announced, would count its calendar starting with
‘‘Year Zero’’ in the year of their victory. In pursuit of
this utopian vision, the Khmer Rouge declared money,
private property, religion, and books illegal and com-
mitted massive atrocities. The capital city of
Cambodia, Phnom Penh (pronounced pih-nom pen),
fell to Khmer Rouge forces on April 17, 1975. They
ordered the city’s two million inhabitants to evacuate
to the countryside; many thousands died of exposure
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and starvation as a result of this forced exodus. Persons
were also urged to confess their crimes against the state
and were promised forgiveness from the new govern-
ment, but in reality, those who identified themselves as
members of a suspect group were taken away to remote
rural locations, ‘‘killing fields,’’ and executed, often
after being tortured.

The rule of the Khmer Rouge ended in 1979 when
the forces of Communist Vietnam—united as a single
country since the defeat of the Americans at the end of
the Vietnam War in 1975—invaded. The Vietnamese
established a conventional Communist government in
Cambodia and the genocide ceased. The Khmer
Rouge became a guerrilla force once again and con-
tinued to pay a major role in Cambodian politics until
the late 1990s. In 1996, about half the remaining
Khmer Rouge forces surrendered in exchange for
amnesty. Their founder and leader, Pol Pot, died in
1998.

In their few years in power, the Khmer Rouge
killed over a million people, some by hand in the
‘‘killing fields’’ and many more through famine: esti-
mates vary widely, from 1.2 million (U.S. State
Department), 1.4 million (Amnesty International),
or 1.7 million (Yale Cambodian Genocide Project)
to 2.3 million (the scholar Francois Ponchaud). The
bones shown in this photograph were uncovered and
arranged a few years after the ousting of the Khmer
Rouge by the Vietnamese in order to document their
atrocities.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

CAMBODIA’S KILLING FIELDS

See primary source image.

nnn

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Cambodia’s Killing Fields: The skulls of victims of the Khmer Rouge, in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, April 17, 1981. AP IMAGES.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The crimes committed by the Khmer Rouge
show how geopolitical power struggles can prepare
the conditions for genocide, and reconcile even
nations that value human rights to genocidal
regimes.

Most historians agree that U.S. actions during
the Vietnam War helped the Khmer Rouge rise to
power, though other factors contributed as well.
The Khmer Rouge began fighting in the country-
side as a small guerrilla force in 1963, but made
little progress. In 1969, the U.S. Air Force began
bombing raids on Cambodia that were allegedly
targeted at Viet Cong military camps. The United
States had been bombing the neighboring country
of Laos since 1964. By 1973, over two million
tons of bombs had been dropped on Laos and
over half a million tons on Cambodia, more ton-
nage than had been dropped in all of World War
II by all sides combined. In Cambodia, between
150,000 and 500,000 Cambodian civilians were
killed by the bombing. The Khmer Rouge, which
was receiving aid from China and North Vietnam,
exploited the resulting chaos, social breakdown,
and anger to its advantage, becoming a more for-
midable fighting force. The exiled Cambodian
King, Sihanouk, declared his support for the
Khmer Rouge, further boosting their popularity.
In 1975, the Khmer Rouge took power and began
to take people to the killing fields.

At that time, the United States saw Cambodia as
a regional counterbalance to North Vietnam, which
was supported by Soviet Russia; in 1975, U.S.
President Gerald Ford and Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger explained to the dictator of
Indonesia, Suharto, that the United States was
unwilling to oppose the Khmer Rouge government
for this reason. President Ford told Suharto that
‘‘there is . . . resistance in Cambodia to the influence
of Hanoi ‘North Vietnam.’ We are willing to move
slowly in our relations with Cambodia, hoping per-
haps to slow down the North Vietnamese.’’ When
these words were spoken on December 6, 1975, the
Khmer Rouge genocide had been underway for
about eight months.

After the Vietnamese conquered Cambodia in
1979, China and the United States gave aid to an
anti-Vietnamese resistance coalition formed by
King Sihanouk and the Khmer Rouge. The Khmer
Rouge, which U.S. President Jimmy Carter had
called ‘‘the worst violater of human rights in the
world’’ in 1978, thus became the indirect recipient
of tens of millions of dollars of U.S. aid starting in

1979. The United States under Presidents Carter
and Reagan also supported the retention of
Cambodia’s seat at the United Nations by Khmer
Rouge representatives.

Vietnam left Cambodia in 1989. In 1992, United
Nations peacekeeper forces oversaw a transition to a
constitutional monarchy, and the following year
Sihanouk was re-installed as king. In 2003, the
United Nations, with U.S. support, signed an agree-
ment with Cambodia to hold a tribunal to try former
officials of the Khmer Rouge for genocide and crimes
against humanity. As of early 2006, no trials had yet
been held.
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Letter to the Former Comfort
Women

Letter

By: Junichiro Koizumi

Date: 2001

Source: Koizumi, Junichiro. Letter from Prime Minister
Junichiro Koizumi to the Former Comfort Women.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Japan, 2001.

About the Author: Junichiro Koizumi became Prime
Minister of Japan in 2001. During his tenure in office
the issue of ‘‘comfort women’’ became a diplomatic
concern in Japan’s relationship with South Korea.

INTRODUCTION

From approximately 1931 to 1946, the Japanese
army and navy set up a network of official ‘‘comfort
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stations,’’ designed to provide sexual services to sol-
diers. In the early years, the military advertised for
prostitutes and willing sex workers to work in the
brothels; workers found by middlemen and volunteers
filled the brothels initially. The Japanese military
assumed that by providing these sex services directly
to soldiers, they would boost morale and control sex-
ually transmitted diseases.

Over time, unscrupulous middlemen kidnapped
young girls for use as ‘‘comfort women,’’ or poor
parents sold their daughters to middlemen with the
understanding that their daughters would be given
jobs. Women from China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
Vietnam, Indonesia, Philippines, and Malaysia were
used as comfort women, though the majority came
from Korea and Japan. As World War II (1938–
1945) progressed, Japanese soldiers would capture
women from villages during invasions. Military
recruiters were given specific instruction for detention
and set-up of comfort stations.

The daily experience for these captured women
varied, but each day multiple soldiers—sometimes
forty to fifty per day—raped the women. The women
were forced to travel with troops, living in poor con-
ditions and in danger on battlefields. Within a few
weeks, the women—occasionally girls as young as
twelve-years-old—normally acquired a sexually trans-
mitted disease. Many died or became infertile as a
result of syphilis or gonorrhea. Fresh recruits and
captives were popular with soldiers, who believed
them to be less likely to have a sexually transmitted
disease. Virgins were prized. Scholars estimate that the
number of comfort women used ranged from 100,000–
200,000 during World War II.

When the war ended, the comfort women, who
had received military provisions as they were forced to
travel with the Japanese military, were summarily
abandoned on site. Thousands of miles from home,
diseased, abused, and without money or goods, tens of
thousands of comfort women struggled to return
home. For those in the Philippines, a return home
could lead to accusations of being a Japanese sympa-
thizer or a spy, resulting in banishment or death. Once
home, former comfort women faced shame in their
villages for their experiences.

After World War II, more than fifty military tri-
bunals took place in Asia; only one addressed the issue
of comfort women. Dutch authorities tried and later
executed one Japanese officer for his role in forcing
thirty-five Dutch women in Jakarta into sexual slavery
as comfort women. Western authorities, including the
United States, knew about the extensive network of
hundreds of thousands of comfort women used by the

Japanese military; after Japan’s defeat, Allied Forces
landing in Japan were offered comfort women as part
of official Japanese diplomatic policy. However, this
Dutch comfort women case is the only prosecution of
its kind.

In 1990, former comfort women in Korea
created the Korean council for Women Drafted for
Military Sexual Slavery and filed suit against the
Japanese government. Japan denied the official use
of comfort women, instead blaming independent
contractors and brothel owners for supplying such
women to soldiers. Historians revealed defense
documents proving official government responsibil-
ity for the management of brothels; in 1992, Prime
Minister Miyazawa formally expressed regret to the
Korean people for Japan’s treatment of comfort
women.

In this 2001 letter from Prime Minister Koizumi,
the Prime Minister makes reference to the Asian
Women’s Fund. In 1995, the Japanese government
created the Asian Women’s Fund as a non-profit entity
to channel money to comfort women survivors.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

The Year of 2001

Dear Madam,

On the occasion that the Asian Women’s Fund, in

cooperation with the Government and the people of

Japan, offers atonement from the Japanese people to

the former wartime comfort women, I wish to express

my feelings as well.

The issue of comfort women, with an involvement of

the Japanese military authorities at that time, was a grave

affront to the honor and dignity of large numbers of

women.

As Prime Minister of Japan, I thus extend anew my

most sincere apologies and remorse to all the women who

underwent immeasurable and painful experiences and suf-

fered incurable physical and psychological wounds as

comfort women.

We must not evade the weight of the past, nor should

we evade our responsibilities for the future.

I believe that our country, painfully aware of its moral

responsibilities, with feelings of apology and remorse,

should face up squarely to its past history and accurately

convey it to future generations.

Furthermore, Japan also should take an active part in

dealing with violence and other forms of injustice to the

honor and dignity of women.
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Finally, I pray from the bottom of my heart that each of

you will find peace for the rest of your lives.

Respectfully yours,

Junichiro Koizumi

Prime Minister of Japan

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Asian Women’s Fund drew sharp criticism
from both comfort women activists as well as conser-
vatives who argued that Japan had committed no war
crime and bore no responsibility to the comfort
women. The Japanese government claimed that all
legal questions and reparations between Korea and
Japan had been settled in the 1965 Treaty on Basic
Relations and Agreement of Economic Cooperation
and Property Claims Between Japan and the Republic
of Korea. By issuing regrets and creating the Asian
Women’s Fund, Japan acknowledged moral responsi-
bility but refused to accept legal responsibility.

Accepting legal responsibility after the treaty could
open Japan up to claims from other countries for var-
ious wartime activities, a diplomatic and financial
dilemma Japan wished to avoid.

The International Commission of Jurists’ 1994
report ‘‘Comfort Women: An Unfinished Ordeal’’
notes that neither the 1965 treaty nor a 1956 treaty
with the Philippines addresses human rights violations.
Reparations for forced sexual slavery, according to the
report, should be provided by the Japanese govern-
ment, with ‘‘adequate shelter, medical aid and a decent
standard of living. Having regard to the years of neglect
already suffered by the women, an immediate interim
payment of U.S. $40,000 per victim is warranted.’’

By the 1990s, the youngest comfort women were
already in their sixties; by 2001, when Koizumi wrote
his letter regarding the Asian Women’s Fund, most
survivors were in their seventies. Comfort women acti-
vists accuse the Japanese government of playing a time
game; the longer they wait, the fewer survivors they
must pay. Japan, on the other hand, claims that the

Standing beside a portrait of the late ‘‘comfort woman’’ Kim Hak-Sun of South Korea, activists take part in a demonstration at the national

parliament in Tokyo on August 10, 2005. They are demanding the Japanese government apologize for forcing women to work as sex

slaves for Japanese soldiers during World War II, and offer them compensation. TORU YAMANAKA/AFP/GETTY IMAGES.
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Asian Women’s Fund is sufficient. In a 1997 survey
in Japan, 50.7 percent of respondents believed the
Japan should formally apologize to the comfort
women and take full legal and financial responsibility.
Conservatives—many war veterans—claim that the
comfort women system was voluntary for the women
and that its purpose was to prevent the rape of women
in conquered territories.

In 2000, in Tokyo, a non-governmental organiza-
tion created the Women’s International War Crimes
Tribunals on Japan’s Military Sexual Slavery, an unoffi-
cial tribunal which found the Japanese government
responsible for the rapes and sexual slavery of comfort
women. The 1992 expression of regret by then Prime
Minister Miyazawa had long been considered insuffi-
cient by comfort women activists. The word he used,
‘‘owabi,’’ can be translated similarly to the words ‘‘excuse
me’’ or ‘‘pardon me’’ in English. Prime Minister
Koizumi’s expressed apology in this 2001 letter gave
the remaining 136 documented comfort women the
first official apology from the Japanese government for
its creation and management of the comfort stations.
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Pacifique Mukeshimana
Genocide in Rwanda, 1994

Interview
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About the Author: The Public Broadcasting Service (PBS)
is a non-profit media network owned and operated by
the approximately 350 public television stations based
in the United States. Since 1983, PBS has produced
Frontline, a television newsmagazine and public affairs
program.

INTRODUCTION

Rwanda is a nation located in east central Africa.
A Belgian protectorate at the end of World War I
(1918), Rwanda was granted its independence by
Belgium in 1962. The population of the country, num-
bering approximately seven million persons, is almost
entirely comprised of two ethnic groups, the majority
Hutu, and the minority Tutsi peoples.

Rwanda had been the subject of serious internal
divisions in the early 1990s, including military action
taken by an opposition group known as the Rwandan
Popular Front, a Tutsi-centered political party that
operated in exile. In 1993, an accord was negotiated
between the Rwandan government and its various
opponents. The United Nations (UN) authorized the
deployment of a peace keeping force to Rwanda to
assist in the implementation of the peace accord.

In early 1994, the Rwandan government increased
its efforts to perpetuate an ethnic division between
Hutus and Tutsis, as a means of circumventing its
obligations to include Tutsi political parties in the
Rwandan government. On April 6, 1994, an aircraft
carrying Rwandan President Habyarinana was shot
down, an event that precipitated the coordinated
actions of the Hutu-dominated government against
the Tutsi minority.

The commanders of the United Nations forces in
Rwanda had expressed concerns to the UN leadership
that hostilities in Rwanda appeared ready to escalate in
April 1994. Requests were made by the Rwandan UN
commander that the UN force be strengthened, as
fears were expressed to the UN leadership that the
Tutsi population was in peril. The UN forces were
ordered to remain in their barracks in April 1994, when
the first genocidal actions were taken by the Rwandan
government. The UN forces were later permitted only
to assist in the evacuation of foreigners from Rwanda.

Commencing in mid-April 1994, the Rwandan
government directed its armed services, local militia,
and police to drive Tutsi people from their homes, for
the purpose of looting their property and killing them.
Civilians were encouraged to participate in the kill-
ings, in exchange for a share of the murdered person’s
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belongings. It is estimated that between 500,000 and
800,000 persons were murdered in Rwanda between
April 1994 and the end of July 1994, ninety percent of
whom were Tutsi.

Pacifique Mukeshimana, the subject of the docu-
mentary prepared by PBS for the program Frontline in
December 2003, was a twenty-year-old Hutu civilian
at the time of the Rwandan genocide. Mukeshimana
was one of the thousands of Hutus co-opted into the
genocide process commenced by the Rwandan govern-
ment against the Tutsi minority.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Pacifique Mukeshimana, 20 years old during the 1994 geno-

cide, admits that he killed two people during the bloodletting.

After spending seven years in prison, he returned home to

his village in May 2003 as part of a program that granted early

release to prisoners who have confessed their crimes.

THE PERPETRATOR:

I participated in the genocide. I killed a man’s

wife—named Karuganda—with one other person. I

hit her with a club and the other one finished her

with a knife.

I also killed a man named Muzigura. I joined a crowd of

people at around 2 P.M. These people were shouting

loudly, and when I got there I realized they were holding

Muzigura. I got a machete from one of the men who

were there and then I hit Muzigura, cutting him on the

thigh. Another man finally hit Muzigura on the head with

a pickaxe and he died.

I knew the people I killed. They weren’t hidden. One

was caught by a crowd of people and the other was

sitting outside her house.

I got involved, first of all, because of ignorance. Second,

people got involved because of the temptation to loot the

victims’ belongings. Then finally, there were bad author-

ities who were teaching people that they had to kill their

[Tutsi] enemies. People got involved because they

believed in it. Most people participated massively. I

believe it was because the government kept on encour-

aging people to kill. Most of my friends were involved.

At the end of the genocide, I fled to Congo. I came back

with the help of the U.N. High Commission for Refugees.

They brought me back to Kigali and I was arrested there.

There were people who knew me and they denoun-

ced me.

In 1994, fleeing from Rwanda’s civil war, refugees pass corpses lying by the side of a road. ª DAVID TURNLEY/CORBIS.
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I was in prison for seven years. I want to thank the organ-

izations, such as the National Unity and Reconciliation

Commission, which taught us the importance of confess-

ing. I was convinced that it was important to confess

because I became a Christian. Reconciliation is not

possible if there is no truth. Rwandans were the

source of this genocide. I killed my fellow Rwandans and

so the solution has to come from Rwandans. On

April 15, 2000, I decided to confess and apologize for

what I did.

I was released and sent to the solidarity camp in

January this year. What they taught us in the camp

was wonderful. We were taught how one should

behave with those he hurt. One has to go and apologize

for the things he did. One has to know how to behave in

the presence of survivors. Some don’t want to forgive,

others forgive easily, and others are still angry. One has

to know how to behave in front of these different kinds

of people and show in his behavior that he’s completely

changed.

I came home in May, two months ago. I appeared

before the gacaca court, confessed and asked pardon

from the victims’ relatives. They forgave me. I encour-

aged other people to (confess) because reconciliation

will not be possible without recognizing one’s crimes.

Some people claimed reparations for their things, and

my parents sold part of our farm in order to pay back

what I destroyed.

I have no vision for the future. To prepare for the

future, you need a foundation or a base. We can ask

for aid from the National Unity and Reconciliation

Commission to restart our lives. I really hope for

nothing.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Rwandan genocide directed at its Tutsi pop-
ulation by the Hutu-dominated government is among
the most extreme mass killings since the Holocaust was
perpetrated during World War II (1938–1945).
Unlike the other notable mass killings on the basis of
race or religious belief that have occurred in human
history, the slaughter of Tutsis by Hutu forces
involved persons of very similar backgrounds. The
Hutu and the Tutsi people had occupied the same
region of Africa for centuries, they spoke the same
language, and both groups possessed similar cultural
traditions.

The involvement of Pacifique Mukeshimana is
also in contrast to the patterns of mass killing previ-
ously recorded in history. Mukeshimana had no appa-
rent ideological connection to the actions initiated by
the Rwandan government against the Tutsis. He was
persuaded to become involved in a horrific killing
scene on the promise of looted spoils. There is no

suggestion of any personal enmity between the murder
victims and Mukeshimana or his co-perpetrators.
Given that the murder victims were known to him
and his neighbors, it is reasonable to conclude that
this man would not have been a likely perpetrator of
such acts absent the government decision to move
against the Tutsi people.

There is a significant contrast between how
Mukeshimana’s actions would have been judged in a
Western court and the ultimate sentence imposed
upon him in Rwanda. The perpetration of an unpro-
voked double homicide in the United States, Canada,
England, or France would attract sanctions ranging
from a life sentence, with minimum parole eligibility
of twenty-five years, to the death penalty in some
American states. Mukeshimana spent seven years in
jail, before being returned to his community to be
sentenced by the local court.

The function of the local court, the gacaca is
intended to achieve the dual purposes of community
based justice and the reality of dealing with tens of
thousands of persons, such as Mukeshimana, who
were complicit in the genocide at a purely local level.
Approximately 130,000 such persons were detained in
Rwanda, a significant number in proportion to a pop-
ulation of approximately seven million persons. It was
estimated that if all of the alleged perpetrators of gen-
ocidal acts were the subject of a trial in the normal
course, given Rwanda’s limited judicial resources, the
proceedings could take two hundred years to com-
plete. Further, the country had the dual specter of

this significant number of imprisoned persons perma-

nently removed from the workforce and the concur-

rent cost of feeding and securing them in jail.

Approximately 11,000 gacaca were established
throughout Rwanda to deal with the consequences
of the genocide. The decisions of the gacaca balance
a victim-centered restorative justice approach with
that of reconciliation between the perpetrator, his vic-
tim, and the community at large. Mukeshimana
returned to the village where his crimes occurred, and
he is reintegrating himself into the community with the
blessing of the elected judges of the gacaca.

The international political significance of the
Rwandan genocide continues to reverberate. The
International Criminal Tribunal has focused upon the
prosecution of the leadership of the genocide, a number
that will not exceed 200 cases. Like the Nuremberg war
crimes trials (1945–1949) held at the conclusion of the
Second World War, the International Criminal
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Tribunal is seeking to create an incontrovertible histor-
ical record of the Rwandan genocide.

The most enduring significance of the Rwandan
genocide may be what the United Nations and its
various member nations chose not to do as the crisis
unfolded with increasing speed in April 1994. There
is considerable evidence that the genocide could have
been at the least limited had the UN increased its
existing military presence as its commander
requested. The various governments with an interest
in the Rwanda situation did not publicly refer to the
mass killings as genocide until the immediate crisis
was over in August 1994. Former U.S. President Bill
Clinton described the Rwanda genocide as the great-
est error in American foreign policy during his
presidency.
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INTRODUCTION

In December 1948, the United Nations General
Assembly created a definition for genocide, describing
it as an intentional obliteration of a ‘‘national, ethnical,
racial or religious group’’ by literal extermination,
psychological or emotional devastation, complete geo-
graphical displacement, forced sterilization or other-
wise causing zero population growth, marginalizing to
the point of elimination, or complete removal and
repatriation of offspring to a desired group. The
1948 Convention came about as a result of the actions
of the Nazis against members of the Jewish faith (and
other so-called undesirables) during World War II. In
the present day, the annihilation of civilians and the
forced encampment or relocation of survivors in
Darfur has been termed genocide by the U.S. federal
government, among others.

Historically, genocide is a crime that has received
extensive social and media attention, but relatively
little effective criminal prosecution. Often, this is due
to the chaotic situation in the regions affected by the
crime and an inability to muster sufficient resources to
effectively adjudicate the genocide cases. In part to
address this issue, an International Criminal Court
was established in The Hague, Netherlands. This
court only hears four types of extremely serious and
globally important cases—war crimes, crimes against
humanity, crimes of aggression, and genocide.

There is a long history of civil unrest between
Arab and non-Arab factions in the Sudan, fueled by
poverty and a scarcity of natural resources. The cur-
rent situation in Darfur began in 2003 as a conflict
between the government of the Republic of the
Sudan (also referred to as the GOS)—made up of
persons of Arabic heritage and of professional gue-
rilla-style militias—and non-Arab rebels and civilians.
The conflict has been occurring principally in the
Darfur region of the Sudan, which has a predomi-
nantly non-Arab population. The nature of the crimes
reported, particularly single and mass murders, razing
of villages, rapes and sexual assaults, the use of racist
language by invading militias, loss of livelihood and
forced removal or destruction of property (including
business and livestock theft), and looting and vandalism
of personal property, are consistent with the interna-
tional crime of genocide. Several hundred villages in
Darfur have been destroyed or significantly damaged,
more than a million non-Arab people have been
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displaced from their homes to other parts of the country,
and hundreds of thousands have fled the Sudan to refu-
gee camps in Chad and elsewhere. There is widespread
famine, lack of adequate water, and sharply increased
infant mortality, as well as increased rates of infection,
illness, and mortality among the affected population.

The Arab militia group considered primarily respon-
sible for the violence is called the Jingaweit or Janjaweed,
and it works in tandem with GOS military forces in
Darfur. Despite international efforts to bring an end to
the hostilities, there are reports of continuing crimes
against humanity, as well as genocide in Darfur. Also of
international concern is the acute health crisis engendered
by lack of food and water and conditions of overcrowding
in refugee camps that the conflict has spawned.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Washington—Both chambers of the U.S. Congress

adopted concurrent resolutions July 22 condemning the

continuing atrocities in the Darfur region of western Sudan

as ‘‘genocide’’ and asking the international community to

join with the United States to help bring an end to the

humanitarian catastrophe that is under way there.

The U.S. House of Representatives passed its version

(House Concurrent Resolution 467) in a vote of 422-0, with

the U. S. Senate approving its version (Senate Concurrent

Resolution 133) by voice vote. A concurrent resolution is a

legislative proposal that requires the approval of both

houses but does not require the signature of the president

and does not have the force of law. These resolutions are

often used to express the sentiments of both the House of

Representatives and the Senate.

In debate in the House of Representatives preceding

the vote, the chairman of the Subcommittee on Africa, Ed

Royce (Republican-California), said that with the vote, ‘‘the

House of Representatives will go on record declaring the

atrocities being committed in the Darfur region of Sudan to

be ‘genocide.’ H. Con. Res. 467 is a statement for the

world, and a stark warning to the Sudanese government.’’

A young Sudanese refugee cries for his mother at a refugee camp across the border from Sudan’s Darfur region in Frachana, Chad. He is

one of millions of black Sudanese inhabitants who have been attacked and driven from their homes in what the U.S. Congress deems an

act of genocide. ª STEPHEN MORRISON/EPA/CORBIS.
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‘‘We’ve heard about the atrocities government-

backed militias are perpetrating in Darfur,’’ he told his

fellow lawmakers. ‘‘This resolution cites an estimated

30,000 innocent civilians brutally murdered, more than

130,000 people fleeing to neighboring Chad, and more

than one million people internally displaced.’’

Royce reminded the lawmakers that the

Subcommittee on Africa has held several hearings on

Sudan.

‘‘We’ve heard about the human suffering. We have

also heard about how this killing is targeted and system-

atic. Villages are razed, crops are burned, and wells are

poisoned. I fully support this resolution’s determination

that genocide is occurring in Sudan, as it played out in

Rwanda 10 years ago!’’

‘‘Those doing the killing need to understand that the

world is changing,’’ Royce said. He reminded everyone:

‘‘We have international courts to hold human rights crimi-

nals accountable. Information is being collected. The days

of impunity are ending. That is a message that this reso-

lution sends.’’

‘‘H. Con. Res. 467 deplores the failure of the United

Nations Human Rights Commission to take appropriate

action on Darfur,’’ he declared.

Royce said the commission failed earlier this year to

support a United States-led effort to strongly condemn

gross human-rights violations in Darfur.

He credited the Bush administration with taking the

lead in ‘‘seeking an end to the slaughter in Darfur’’ and

addressing the humanitarian crisis there.

‘‘Indeed, the administration deserves much credit for

achieving a North-South Peace Accord in Sudan. It has

played a very good hand with the cards it was dealt.

Congress has been supportive of these negotiations,

including with the Sudan Peace Act.’’

‘‘It’s cliché,’’ he said, ‘‘but in Darfur, Khartoum is

showing its true colors. Today, that government is hearing

loud and clear that there will be no U.S. aid or improved

relations, no support for the peace process, as long as the

killing continues in Darfur.’’

Also on July 22, Secretary of State Colin Powell trav-

eled to U.N. headquarters in New York to discuss the

situation in Darfur with U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

Annan and to press for Security Council action to pressure

the Sudanese government to disarm the Jingaweit militia.

Talking with journalists after their private meeting,

Powell and Annan said they had come together not just

to put pressure on the government but also to help the

hundreds of thousands in need.

Both Powell and Annan stressed that they will con-

tinue to insist that Khartoum honor the commitment it

made to the two leaders when they visited Sudan in early

July.

‘‘We both agree that the international community

must insist that the Sudanese government honor the com-

mitments it gave when we both visited Sudan,’’ Annan

said. ‘‘It is important that the internally displaced people

and the villages be protected. It is the sacred responsibility

of the government of Sudan to do that and eventually

disarm the Jingaweit and the other militias in the region.’’

Powell said that Khartoum should not look on the U.N.

efforts as meddling, but ‘‘an effort to save people who are

in desperate trouble.’’

There is no reason why Khartoum can’t disarm the

Jingaweit militias that have perpetrated large-scale atroc-

ities against Sudanese civilians, Powell told his audience.

The United States has presented a second draft of a

resolution on Darfur to the Security Council, both Powell

and Annan told reporters.

Powell did not go into specifics on the new draft but

said that it ‘‘puts down timelines and sets sanctions’’ if the

timelines are not met.

The secretary of state said that since his visit there

has been ‘‘some modest improvement’’ in access for aid

workers, the delivery of humanitarian supplies, and the

number of African Union monitors in the area.

‘‘We are still, it is safe to say, not satisfied with the

security situation,’’ Powell said.

Asked about whether the situation in Darfur can be

called genocide, Powell responded that the United States

is examining the issue very carefully.

State Department officials have been in the Darfur

region, interviewing victims in the camps and villages and

sending reports back to Washington that will be used to

make the legal judgment on whether to classify the situa-

tion as genocide.

Nevertheless, Powell said, ‘‘whatever you call it, it’s a

catastrophe.’’

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Although there is semantic debate regarding
whether the conflict in Darfur meets technical defini-
tional criteria for genocide or for crimes against
humanity, the human toll has continued to rise.
Between February of 2003 and the end of the first
quarter of 2006, more than 200,000 people in Darfur
were reported to have died, more than three million (of
an estimated 7 million in total) persons were displaced,
either internally or outside of Darfur, and most were
starving. There have been numerous cease-fire orders
and at least six rounds of formal peace talks involving
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the government of Sudan, the Jingaweit, and the non-
Arab rebel forces, none of which have been successful
thus far.

Conflicts between the Arab and non-Arab (rebel)
factions in the Sudan have occurred intermittently for
the past few decades. Government supported anti-
rebel violence has been reported for the same length
of time in the region. In addition, the Sudanese gov-
ernment has been alleged to have supported and
trained various militia groups, the Jingaweit among
them.

One distinguishing feature of the conflict in
Darfur, which sets it apart from political machinations
or civil war, is the lack of organized resistance by the
non-Arab peoples. The vast majority of those
impacted by the fighting have been civilians, large
numbers of whom are women and children. The U.S.
government, in partnership with several NGOs
(non-governmental organizations) conducted a large-
scale (more than 1,000 participants) random sampling
survey of displaced residents of Darfur at a variety of
locations in Chad about eighteen months after the
most recent episodes of violence began. More
than ninety percent of those interviewed stated that
their villages, when attacked by the GOS soldiers, the
Jingaweit, or both forces, were able to offer no
resistance or defense. Ninety percent stated that
there were no rebel military or militia forces present
in their villages before the invasion or episodes of
violence. It was the firm and independent conviction
of those interviewed that the violence was ethnically
based and consisted of attacks against non-Arab
citizens.

The widespread violence has made it difficult for
NGOs and other humanitarian, crisis, and relief agen-
cies to provide adequate nourishment and medical
care, and the United Nations Security Council has
repeatedly requested that humanitarian access be
facilitated. The lack of access to aid, as well as the
other crimes against humanity and acts of genocide,
is now considered differently than in the past, in no
small measure because of the atrocities that occurred
in Rwanda in 1994. With the advent of the
International Criminal Court, crimes against human-
ity and acts of genocide can potentially be adjudicated
in an international setting and appropriate penalties
imposed.

As of 2006, the violence in the Sudan continues,
as do attempts to bring the parties in the conflict
together for peace-talks. The non-Arab citizens of
Darfur continue to be victimized, displaced, and
killed. They still lack food, potable water, access to
adequate medical care, and the relief that

humanitarian agencies, international governments,
and NGOs seek to provide.
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finding teams to sites of potential human rights abuses
and then publicizes the results in the national and
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INTRODUCTION

Colombia, the only country in South America that
borders two oceans, is a country rich in natural resour-
ces, scenic beauty, and violent history. It is one of the
world’s bloodiest places, with murder ranking as the
number one killer of young adults. The violence has
forced the displacement of millions of Colombians and
has given Colombia the second largest displacement
crisis in the world behind Sudan.

The trouble in Colombia is a direct result of
cocaine trafficking. In the 1980s, cocaine became a
drug of choice and cocaine trafficking became one of
the major Columbian industries. In areas where peas-
ants grew coca as a cash crop, guerillas from the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)
protected them. FARC, founded in 1966 to create an
independent republic south of Bogotá, violently
opposes the Colombian government. The FARC
grew to an estimated twenty thousand fighters who
continued to harass landowners and engage in the
lucrative activity of kidnapping. In turn, these actions
by FARC adversely affected the drug traffickers who
had become large landowners. The traffickers funded
death squads in the 1980s to attack FARC and its
peasant supporters. These squads gelled into a fairly
cohesive right-wing force, the United Self-Defense
Forces of Colombia (AUC). Negotiations between
the government, AUC, and FARC have not proved
fruitful. At one point, Colombia ceded a large tract of
land to FARC, then rescinded the cession and reoccu-
pied the territory. In 2002, independent candidate
Alvara Uribe was elected president on the promise to
gain the upper hand in the conflict.

As of 2006, the violence in Colombia is continu-
ing. Various human rights organizations, including
U.S.-based Human Rights Watch, have reported that
right-wing death squads are targeting peasants who are
suspected of supporting FARC, while FARC death
squads are killing peasants who are suspected of sup-
porting the right-wingers. The result is a massive dis-
placement of peasants.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

COLOMBIA: DISPLACED AND DISCARDED

The Plight of Internally Displaced Persons in Bogotá and

Cartagena Human Rights Watch October 2005 Vol. 17,

No. 4(B)

I. Summary ‘‘The autodefensas arrived at 5 a.m.,’’ M.D. told

Human Rights Watch, explaining why she and her family

fled their homes in Putumayo in 1999. (Autodefensas are

members of paramilitary groups.) ‘‘They called all of us into

a room. There was an elderly man, eighty years old—they

killed him. They cut off his head and began to play football

with it . . . They killed five of us in all, including the one

whose head they cut off. Another man, they cut his arm

off at the shoulder.’’ The paramilitaries took the oldest of

her seven children, a thirteen-year-old boy. The rest of the

family fled to Bogotá.

Her husband, L.D., interrupted her account to say,

‘‘We’ve been here one month. It’s the second time that

we’ve been displaced.’’ He told our researcher that the

Social Solidarity Network (Red de Solidaridad Social), the

government agency to coordinate humanitarian relief for

the enormous number of Colombians who have been

driven from their homes during the conflict, helped them

relocate to the department of Nariño, to the west of

Putumayo along the border with Ecuador. At the end of

2003, the autodefensas forced them to flee again, he said.

They received help from strangers after they fled, spending

one night sleeping in coffins at a funeral home and another

night at a hotel after somebody gave them money for a

room. ‘‘We found our way here,’’ L.D. said. They had just

begun to register with the Social Solidarity Network, a proc-

ess that by law can take up to fifteen business days to

complete. Asked what the Social Solidarity Network had

given them to meet their immediate needs during this time,

L.D. replied, ‘‘Nothing. Nothing.’’

Human Rights Watch interviewed the couple in a

makeshift shelter in a shantytown on the fringes of

Bogotá. Established by a group of individuals who had

themselves been forced to flee their homes because of

the conflict, the three-story house had no running water

and no mattresses or blankets for the new arrivals referred

there by the Social Solidarity Network. The couple and

their children slept on the floor.

After Sudan, Colombia has the world’s largest internal

displacement crisis. In the last three years alone, nearly 5

percent of Colombia’s 43 million people has been forcibly

displaced in much the way that this family was—uprooted

from their homes and deprived of their livelihoods because

of the country’s armed conflict. It is likely that more than

half of all displaced persons are children under the age of

eighteen.
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Officials in the government of President Álvaro Uribe

Vélez frequently describe displaced persons as economic

migrants. This attitude ignores the reality that many have

fled after receiving specific threats or because family

members or neighbors were killed by guerrillas or mem-

bers of paramilitary groups.

Indeed, government officials have suggested that pro-

grams to address the needs of displaced persons discrim-

inate against other poor Colombians by, they say,

arbitrarily singling out one group of impoverished people

for assistance. In fact, displaced families are worse off by

any measure—quality of housing, access to sanitation,

level of education, and access to employment—than

other poor families that have not been displaced, the gov-

ernment Social Solidarity Network found. They face the

enormous challenge of finding new homes and employ-

ment at the same time that they are struggling to cope

with the events that caused them to flee their

communities.

Reflecting the mistaken view that most displaced

persons have chosen to relocate for economic reasons

rather than because of the armed conflict, President

Uribe’s government has promoted return to home com-

munities as the principal response to internal displace-

ment. Displaced persons, nongovernmental observers,

and officials with many international agencies have been

sharply critical of this approach, noting that lack of security

in many areas often prevents safe return.

In this report, Human Rights Watch examines the

hurdles internally displaced persons face in two cities,

Bogotá and Cartagena, in access to humanitarian assis-

tance, education, and health care. Internal displacement

is a complex phenomenon, one that this report does not

attempt to address comprehensively. Instead, this report

examines the immediate needs of displaced families once

they arrive in their new communities.

Displaced families often confront urgent challenges

in providing for their basic necessities once they arrive

in their new communities. In a typical account, E.B., an

adult man living in the Nelson Mandela barrio on the

outskirts of Cartagena, identified immediate humanitar-

ian assistance, shelter, health services, and education as

the principal needs he and his displaced neighbors

faced.

Colombia is one of a handful of countries that have

enacted legislation to protect the internally displaced.

Under its Law 387, displaced families are entitled to

humanitarian assistance, for example. But the registration

process for these benefits can be confusing and cumber-

some, despite efforts by the Social Solidarity Network to

streamline the process. The office of the U.N. High

Commissioner for Refugees found in December 2004

that only half of the families registered over a two-year

period actually received humanitarian assistance. For

those that do, assistance is limited in most cases to

three months.

Displaced children are entitled to attend schools

in their new communities, but in practice they face

significant hurdles in continuing their education. Some

children are turned away because they are asked to pro-

duce school records or forms of identification they no

longer possess. Others are denied enrollment because

schools have no room for them. In many cases, the matric-

ulation fees and related costs of schooling prevent them

from attending.

Displaced families have particular health needs, and

under Colombian law they should receive free basic health

care. Even so, many displaced families are not covered by

Colombia’s subsidized public health system, not because

they do not qualify for coverage but simply because the

system is at full capacity. They should be able to receive

emergency care, but they are often turned away when

they seek medical attention because hospitals have no

incentive to provide services for which they will never

receive payment. Those who are enrolled in the subsidized

health care system must still pay for medications, which

may be beyond the reach of the incomes of displaced

families.

Because internally displaced persons have not

crossed an international border, they are not refugees as

that term is used in international law, and the international

protections offered to refugees do not apply to them.

Their situation as internally displaced persons is

addressed in a separate, nonbinding set of international

standards, contained in the Guiding Principles on Internal

Displacement.

The Guiding Principles call on states to safeguard

the liberty and personal security of displaced persons,

guarantee them treatment equal to that given to those

who are not displaced, ensure free primary education

for their children, and offer them necessary humanitar-

ian assistance, among other safeguards. The state

should promote the return of displaced persons to

their home communities only when such returns are

voluntary and can be accomplished in safety and with

dignity.

On paper, Colombia’s Law 387 guarantees many of

these safeguards. ‘‘In Colombia, the laws are very

advanced,’’ said Marta Skretteberg, then the head of the

Colombian office of the Norwegian Refugee Council. ‘‘It

has one of the most modern laws with regard to internal

displacement. In reality, it’s not implemented.’’ As one

European official commented, one of the law’s chief weak-

nesses is its failure to give clear responsibility to a single

government agency, with the result that ‘‘nobody was

responsible for the problem.’’ In early 2004, the system
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of attention for the displaced population had reached such

a state of crisis that the Colombian Constitutional Court

declared that it was in a ‘‘state of unconstitutional affairs’’

and ordered the state to take corrective measures within

one year.

As the office of the U.N. High Commissioner for

Refugees notes, the government has undertaken some

important initiatives to safeguard the well-being of

persons who are forcibly displaced. The state has estab-

lished an early warning system, for example, and has

improved its capacity to provide emergency humanitarian

assistance to those in immediate need. In response to

the Constitutional Court’s 2004 decision, the government

announced in August 2004 that it would increase the

number of places available to displaced students in the

country’s public schools and would also increase

the national health system’s coverage of displaced

persons. In February 2005 the government adopted a

new National Plan of Attention to the Displaced

Population (Plan Nacional para la Atención Integral a la

Población Desplazada). The government has substan-

tially increased the budget for its programs for displaced

persons.

Despite these measures, the failure of local officials to

act on information gathered by the early warning system

has undermined its effectiveness. As this report docu-

ments, many displaced youths have not benefited from

the education and public health initiatives. Indeed, the

Constitutional Court concluded in September 2005 that

the measures taken by the government to comply with

its 2004 decision were insufficient both in terms of resour-

ces and institutional will.

Implementing the provisions of Law 387 to provide all

internally displaced families with humanitarian aid and

access to education and health services would be costly.

The various Colombian government agencies responsible

for implementing the law spent over 436,500 million

pesos, about U.S. $175 million, between 2000 and 2003,

and the government has allocated 474,000 million pesos

(some U.S. $191 million) for 2005. Even so, the General

Comptroller of the Republic (Contralorı́a General de la

República) found that actual expenditures for the years

2001 and 2002 were 32 percent less than the funds allo-

cated for assistance to internally displaced persons. If the

same is true for the years going forward, these agencies

have additional resources that they can draw upon to

comply with the Constitutional Court’s 2004 decision

and address the urgent needs of Colombia’s displaced

population.

The United States is the most influential foreign actor

in Colombia. In 2004 it provided more than U.S. $700

million to the government, mostly in military aid. Although

25 percent of the security assistance included in this

package is formally subject to human rights conditions, the

conditions have not been enforced. In August 2005, for

example, U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice ‘‘deter-

mined that there is sufficient progress to certify to Congress

that the Colombian Government and Armed Forces are

meeting statutory criteria related to human rights and sever-

ing ties to paramilitary groups.’’ Such certifications have

meant that the full amount of aid continues to flow to

Colombia even though the government has failed to

break ties between the military and abusive paramilitary

groups.

Although most U.S. assistance is in the form of mili-

tary aid, the Internally Displaced Persons Program of the

U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) will

provide some U.S. $33 million in FY 2005 and is expected

to continue to provide support at least through 2010. In

October 2005, USAID entered into an agreement with the

International Organization for Migration (IOM) and the Pan

American Development Foundation (PADF) under which

USAID will provide U.S. $100 million over the next five

years to fund a joint IOM/PADF project to provide assis-

tance to internally displaced persons and other vulnerable

groups.

The European Union has pledged over E330 million

(U.S. $410 million) in aid to Colombia in a package that

ends in 2006. Unlike U.S. funding, which mainly goes to

Colombia’s armed forces, nearly all of the European aid

goes to civil society and to the United Nations office

in Colombia. In addition to their support through the

European Union’s programs, several E.U. member

states, including the Netherlands, Spain, and the

United Kingdom, provide significant bilateral assistance.

Canada and Japan also provide bilateral assistance to

Colombia.

Human Rights Watch conducted research for this

report in and around Bogotá and Cartagena in July and

August 2004, with a follow-up visit to Bogotá in

September 2005. During our field investigation, we inter-

viewed over seventy adults and children who had been

forcibly displaced from their homes because of the con-

flict. (The names of all children and many of the adults who

were forcibly displaced have been changed or withheld to

protect their privacy.) We also conducted over fifty other

interviews for this report, speaking to teachers, health care

providers, activists, academics, lawyers, and government

officials.

We assess the treatment of displaced persons

according to the standards set forth in the U.N. Guiding

Principles on Internal Displacement and that of children

according to international law, as set forth in the

Convention on the Rights of the Child and other human
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rights instruments. In this report, the word ‘‘child’’ refers to

anyone under the age of eighteen.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The idea of forcing populations of people out of
an original habitat and into a new one is as old as
human history. As a concept, the term ‘‘displaced peo-
ple’’ was first used at the end of World War II to define
people liberated from the Nazi concentration camps
and not yet relocated into a stable environment.
Currently, ‘‘displaced populations’’ is used to designate
categories of populations that are forcibly displaced
from their environment for different causes. Given
the vast numbers of people in such situations, popula-
tion displacement constitutes a major international
concern.

Displaced Colombian people have sought refuge
in Venezuela, Ecuador, Panama, and Costa Rica.
Many more have fled to the United States, with several
thousand granted asylum. There have been repeated

calls by human rights groups for the United States to
grant Colombians Temporary Protected Status, a cat-
egorization available to persons who cannot return
home safely because of conflict or other civil distur-
bances. As of mid-2006, the U.S. had yet to do so. While
the U.S. can absorb large numbers of Colombians, the
economies of the weaker Latin American countries
cannot easily withstand such an influx. The Colombian
displacement has increased border tensions with
Colombia’s neighbors.

The vast majority of forced migrants remain
within Colombian borders, however. The Colombian
government has attempted to enact a system that helps
the displaced. Comprehensive legislation has specified
the rights of the displaced and the responsibilities of
government entities at all levels. The system is coor-
dinated by the Network of Social Solidarity (RSS),
created in 1994. RSS gives basic services to the dis-
placed for free for three months and thereafter for a
small charge. The sheer numbers of the displaced have
overwhelmed the system and the situation shows no
signs of improving in the near future.

The remains of people killed by street violence in Bogota, Colombia, lie in the back of a Instituto de Medicina Legal truck on January 7,

2000. PHOTO BY PIERO POMPONI.
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Milosevic Case Information
Sheet

Document

By: United Nations International Criminal Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia

Date: April 5, 2005

Source: United Nations International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia. Milosevic Case
Information Sheet (IT-02-54) ‘‘Bosnia and
Herzegovina.’’ The Hague, April 5, 2005.

About the Author: The phrase ‘‘United Nations’’ was used
during World War II (1939–1945) to describe the
dozens of nations allied together to fight Germany
and Japan, most notably including China, France,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United
States of America. These allies decided to develop a
new organization to facilitate international coopera-
tion and help prevent future wars. It would replace the
League of Nations, which had failed to prevent World
War II. They called it the United Nations (UN). The
UN Charter was ratified on October 24, 1945. In the
years since the UN has served as a forum for interna-
tional negotiation and cooperation on many issues,
including international security, human rights, trade
and economics, and the environment.

INTRODUCTION

On January 15, 1999, forty-five ethnic Albanian
civilians died in an attack on Racak, a village in
Kosovo. These slayings came from a long history of
violence and brutality in the region. Kosovo tradition-
ally marked the geographic boundary between
Orthodox Christian and Ottoman Muslim populations
in the Balkans. It is a predominantly ethnic Albanian
state, and when the Serbs obtained Kosovo from the

Ottoman Empire in 1912–1913 ethnic lines proved to
be a central point of contention. These battles began
the history of selective and gender coded killings. The
prime targets, for Serbian violence, were Albanian
men. In one instance, Serbian military commanders
invited peaceful Albanian men to their homes. When
the Albanians arrived, they were executed. This legacy
of violence and intense ethnic hostilities laid the
framework for the massacres of the late 1990s. The
rise to power of Serbian leader Slobodan Milosevic in
1987–1989 brought the plight of ethnic Albanians to
the center of the human rights debates.

Milosevic’s control of power led to the 1989
removal of Kosovo’s provincial status within the
Yugoslav Federation of States and was followed with
Milosevic’s orchestration of a police state within the
territory. Milosevic empowered Serbs to migrate to
Kosovo and brutalize ethnic Albanians because the
region provided an extension of Serbian influence.
Also, many Serbs viewed Kosovo as essential to their
national identity. Albanians outnumbered Serbs by
nine to one in Kosovo, which led to ferocious acts by
Serbs for control in the region. Serbs viewed Kosovo in
the same manner that Adolf Hitler and Nazi Germany
previously viewed Chezkoslovakia, Austria, and other
countries surrounding Germany. Furthermore, many
of the tactics that the Serbs used against Albanians
mirrored those of World War II Germany’s policy
towards Jews. This police state forced ten of thousands
of ethnic Albanians from their homes and jobs, saw a
mass exodus of ethnic Albanians from Kosovo, and
brought forth one of the largest diaspora communities.
These diaspora communities referred to the displaced
citizens of Kosovo who fled throughout Europe
and North America. They fled because of political
and economic repression, and they also left their home-
land for fear of their safety. Milosevic’s regime contin-
ued to commit atrocities against ethnic Albanians, and
between 1987 and 1997, more than half of the adult
male Albanian population was arrested, remanded, or
interrogated.

In 1998, major uprisings occurred in Kosovo, with
the first beginning in February. An excess of two thou-
sand people died in the conflict, with seven hundred
unaccounted for and another one thousand detained
by Serbs. The 1998 uprisings stemmed from the for-
mation of the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA). The
KLA first appeared in 1992, and it generally took a
non-violent stance for resisting Serbian political con-
trol. In 1995, it officially changed tactics, and it began
actively and openly committing acts of retribution and
aggression against Serbs. The year 1995 proved a turn-
ing point for the KLA because the question of
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Kosovo’s status was ignored at the Dayton Peace talks.
The Dayton Peace Accords (drafted at the Dayton Air
Force Base in Dayton, Ohio) established boundaries
and settlements to end the fighting between Bosnia
and Herzegovina. Bosnia and Herzegovina are also in
the Balkans, bordering Yugoslavia. The KLA felt that
in order for the international community to take
Kosovo’s claims of sovereignty seriously, its citizens
had to make a public fight. When the KLA began
committing acts of violence to support their fight for
Kosovo’s political independence, the Serbian govern-
ment labeled them as terrorists, and the killings in
Kosovo increased.

In 1998, both the Serbian army and the KLA both
committed atrocious acts upon one another. On sev-
eral occasions, international investigators attempted to
enter the area to examine the conflict, but Serbian
authorities prevented representatives from the
International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia (ICTY) from entering the region. In
January 1999, the KLA killed three Serbian policemen,
and the Racak attack occurred just a few days later. The
Racak attack shows the intensity of the Serbian-
Albanian fights, and it also demonstrates the mass
exodus of ethnic Albanians from the area. In August
1999, almost two thousand people resided in the vil-
lage; by the following January, about three hundred
remained.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Former Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic waits for the

start of his defense case at the Yugoslav war crimes tribunal in

Hague, the Netherlands on July 5, 2004. ª BAS CZERWINSKI/POOL/

REUTERS/CORBIS.
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SIGNIFICANCE

In response to the 1998 conflicts in Kosovo, cul-
minating with the Racak attack, United States troops
entered the region under the flag of the United
Nations. The U.S. troops had the mission of acting
as peacekeepers. The Serbs continued their attacks
against the KLA and ethnic Albanians, and they
concentrated their efforts to the semi-circular part of
western Kosovo that bordered Albania. In addition to
international military presence, the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) initiated a series of
air strikes on Yugoslavia for its role in the acts of
genocide and suppression of ethnic Albanians.
Citizens of Yugoslavia viewed these attacks as unfair
and aggressive, since it was the actions of the Milosevic
regime and not them that brought the violence
to Kosovo. Additionally, the air strikes caused
considerable damage to Yugoslavian communities
and civilians.

As of 2006, the exact number of Serbs and ethnic
Albanians killed in the protracted dispute is unknown,
and speculation states that Serbs went to considerable
efforts to cover up the bodies of Albanians. In May
1999, the ICTY charged Milosevic with war crimes in
Kosovo. This action marked the first time a sitting head
of state was charged with violations of humanitarian
law. In 2000, Milosevic was usurped from office, and
refugees slowly began to return to their homes. As ethnic
Albanians returned to Kosovo, over 100,000 Serbs fled
the province in fear of relation by the KLA.
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Kosovo, as of May 2006, is an autonomous prov-
ince within the Former Republic of Yugoslavia. The
United Nations continues to monitor Kosovo. As of
May 2006, international talks on the future of Kosovo
have not concluded with any resolution. These UN-
sanctioned talks began on February 20, 2006.
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Mass Grave Near Samawa in
the Muthanna Province in Iraq

Photograph

By: Anonymous

Date: April 21, 2005

Source: AP Images.

About the Photographer: This image was taken by a staff
photographer for the Associated Press, a worldwide
news agency based in New York.

INTRODUCTION

In April 2005, an international team of forensic
experts began to examine the site of a mass grave in the
town of Samawa, some 230 miles (370 kilometers)
southeast of Baghdad, Iraq. Its purpose was to collect
evidence for the legal prosecution of Saddam Hussein
(ruler of Iraq, 1979–2003) and his top officers for these
and other killings. Hussein’s trial began in July 2004
and was ongoing as of early 2006.

The mass grave near Samawa is located near the
Euphrates River. The dead were originally placed in
eighteen trenches. Clothing and artifacts found with
the bodies make it clear that most of the victims were
Kurds, that is, members of the ethnic-national Kurdish
people, whose area is partly occupied by Turkey and
partly by Iraq. Because of Kurdish agitation for an
independent homeland, they have been harshly perse-
cuted both in Turkey and, under Saddam Hussein, in
Iraq. Under Hussein, some Kurdish communities were
forcibly removed from their villages in order to repo-
pulate them with Arab settlers loyal to the Hussein
regime. Displacement of Kurds and the use of poison
gas to kill approximately five thousand Kurds in the
town of Halabja in 1988 were among the charges
brought against Hussein during his trial.

Exhumation of remains began at Samawa in early
April 2005. By the end of the month, investigators had
recovered the remains of about 113 victims. All but five
were women and children. It is likely that the victims
were made to dig the graves, then forced to stand at the
edge and shot so that they would fall directly in. This
technique was also used extensively by Nazi forces
massacring Jews in Eastern Europe during World
War II.

Only after the removal of the Hussein regime in
2003 was it possible to access the mass grave at Samawa
and the approximately three hundred others that have
been tentatively identified in Iraq. Because of contin-
ued instability in the country, investigation of mass
graves has been slow; as of April 30, 2005, over two
years after the invasion, investigators had only begun
work on two such sites. Relatives of the missing,
anguished by uncertainty over their loved ones’ fate,
had begun amateur exhumations of some mass graves.
Experts point out that this disturbs evidence, making it
more difficult to identify many bodies and potentially
invalidating the gravesite as evidence against Hussein
and his officers.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

MASS GRAVE NEAR SAMAWA IN THE MUTHANNA

PROVINCE IN IRAQ

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The human rights group Amnesty International
states that tens or hundreds of thousands of Iraqis,
including many Kurds, were killed by Iraqi security
forces during the reign of Saddam Hussein. The use of
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

Mass Grave Near Samawa in the Muthanna Province in Iraq: During an April 21, 2005 excavation, a pathologist and archaeologist

examine human remains found in a mass grave near Samawa, in the Muthanna Province of Iraq. They are collecting evidence to use in

prosecuting Saddam Hussein and his top lieutenants for the mass killings of ethnic Kurds and Shiites during his more than 30 year reign

as dictator. AP IMAGES.
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torture and rape was also widespread and systematic
under Hussein. Disappearances and mass executions
were, according to Amnesty International, at their
heaviest during the years of the Iran-Iraq war, 1980–
1988.

Hussein’s atrocities are significant in ongoing
political debates about whether the invasion and occu-
pation of Iraq were justified. The U.S.-led invasion of
Iraq in March 2003 was justified at the time by U.S.
officials on several grounds, including Iraq’s alleged
possession of ‘‘weapons of mass destruction’’; alleged
Iraqi ties to Al Qaeda and other terrorist organizations
to which, it was said, Hussein might pass some of his
weapons of mass destruction for use against the United
States; and humanitarian relief for the Iraqi people. In
the years following the invasion, no weapons of mass
destruction or devices for the production of such
weapons were found in Iraq, nor was any evidence of
ties between Hussein and terrorist groups responsible
for the September 11, 2001 attacks or other attacks on
the United States found. These deficits have caused
the humanitarian rationale—remove the tyrant, bring
democracy—to become more important as a justifica-
tion of U.S. actions. Exhumation of mass graves and
revelations of torture chambers maintained by the
Hussein regime have often been cited as evidence
that ‘‘the world is better off without Saddam
Hussein’’ (President George Bush during a debate
with Sen. John Kerry, September 30, 2004) and that
the U.S. invasion was justified regardless of whether
Iraq was a military threat to the United States.

However, most of the killings by the Hussein
regime took place during the 1980s, during which
period he was actually a recipient of diplomatic and
material support from the Reagan administration. In
1982, the U.S. State Department removed Iraq from
its list of states supporting terrorism. During
Hussein’s reign, the U.S. government saw to it that
Iraq received U.S. loans, provided Iraq with military
intelligence, and in 1984 sent Donald Rumsfeld (later
the second Bush administration’s Secretary of
Defense) to meet personally with Hussein and assure
him that U.S. official condemnation of Iraqi use of
chemical weapons against Iran should not cause
Hussein to fear that the United States would cease
positive relations. Critics of the Iraq invasion have
pointed to these facts in support of the view that U.S.
concern for Hussein’s victims was not a motive for
invading Iraq in 2003. Defenders of U.S. Iraq policy
point to ongoing revelations of Hussein’s brutality,
including the bodies exhumed at Samawa, to justify
the 2003 invasion, arguing that Iraq is better off

today, despite widespread civil violence, than before
the invasion.
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PEN Protests Charges Against
Turkish Author Orhan Pamuk

Press release

By: PEN American Center

Date: September 2, 2005

Source: PEN American Center. ‘‘PEN Protests Charges
Against Turkish Author Orhan Pamuk.’’ Press
Release, September 2, 2005.

About the Author: PEN American Center, the largest chap-
ter of the human rights organization International
PEN, began in 1922 to advance literature, defend free
speech, and foster international literary fellowship. It
has a membership of 2,900 writers, editors, and
translators.

INTRODUCTION

Orhan Pamuk, the best-selling novelist in Turkish
history and a major international literary figure,
remarked to a Swiss interviewer in February 2005
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that a million Armenians had been killed and he was
the only Turk who dared to talk about it. By doing so,
Pamuk highlighted Turkey’s repression of free speech.
He faced trial in 2006 for publicly denigrating Turkish
identity.

For centuries, the Turks ruled over Armenia.
When nationalistic Armenians began to press for
greater rights in the 1870s, the leaders of the
Ottoman Empire repressed them in various violent
ways. During World War I, the Russian government
recruited thousands of Armenians to join the army and
fight against the Ottoman Empire. In 1915, leaders in
Constantinople decided that the two million
Armenians living within Turkey were a threat that
needed to be eliminated. The Turkish rulers found a
pretext for the massacre in the claim that the
Armenians were openly supporting the Russians.

The Turkish government planned to proceed in
stages. First, they would kill the chief Armenian lead-
ers. The Turks would then disarm Armenian soldiers
in the Ottoman army and place them in battalions on
the railroads, where they might be killed off in small
groups. The Turks would then move against outlying
Armenian villages, killing every adult and teenaged
male inhabitant in sight. The women and children
who remained would be sent on forced marches to
the eastern desert areas. Worn down by exhaustion
and starvation, only a minority were expected to
survive.

On the night of April 23, 1915, a coordinated
Turkish government operation led to the arrest of hun-
dreds of Armenian leaders. Many were executed or soon
died in confinement. Next, the government ordered
local authorities to forcibly relocate Armenians in
Anatolia to Alleppo and then to remote mountainous
or desert locations in the Mesopotamian desert. These
relocations were actually extermination marches during
which most of the Armenians were murdered, beaten,
and raped by Kurds or vengeful Turks. Estimates of the
number of Armenians who died from violence, starva-
tion, or disease as a result of Turkish actions ranges
from 600,000 to 1.5 million people. As of 2006, the
Turkish government denies that any wartime massacre
of Armenians ever occurred.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

New York, New York, September 2, 2005—PEN American

Center expressed shock today that world-famous Turkish

writer Orhan Pamuk will be brought before an Istanbul

court on December 16 and that he faces up to three

years in prison for a comment published in a Swiss news-

paper earlier this year.

The charges stem from an interview given by Orhan

Pamuk to the Swiss newspaper Tages Anzeiger on

February 6, 2005, in which he is quoted as saying

that ‘‘thirty thousand Kurds and a million Armenians were

killed in these lands and nobody but me dares to talk

about it.’’

Pamuk was referring to the killings by Ottoman Empire

forces of thousands of Armenians in 1915–1917.

Turkey does not contest the deaths, but denies that it

could be called ‘‘genocide.’’ The ‘‘30,000’’ Kurdish

deaths refers to those killed since 1984 in the conflict

between Turkish forces and Kurdish separatists.

Debate on these issues has been stifled by stringent

laws, which often result in lengthy lawsuits, fines, and

prison terms.

Orhan Pamuk will be tried under Article 301/1 of the

Turkish Penal Code, which states, ‘‘A person who explic-

itly insults being a Turk, the Republic or Turkish Grand

National Assembly, shall be imposed to a penalty of

imprisonment for a term of six months to three years.’’

To compound matters, Article 301/3 states, ‘‘Where

insulting being a Turk is committed by a Turkish citizen

Orhan Pamuk. PHOTOGRAPH BY SOPHIE BASSOULS. ª CORBIS. REPRODUCED

BY PERMISSION.
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in a foreign country, the penalty to be imposed shall be

increased by one third.’’ Thus, if Pamuk is found guilty, he

faces an additional penalty for having made the statement

abroad.

PEN finds it extraordinary that a state that has ratified

both the United Nations International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights, and the European Convention on

Human Rights, both of which see freedom of expression

as central, should have a Penal Code that includes a

clause that is so clearly contrary to these very same

principles. . . .

The trial against Orhan Pamuk is likely to follow the pattern

of those against other writers, journalists and publishers

similarly prosecuted in Turkey.

Karin Clark, Chair of PEN’s Writers in Prison Committee,

noted that ‘‘PEN has for years been campaigning for

an end to Turkish courts trying and imprisoning writers,

journalists and publishers under laws that clearly breach

international standards to the Turkish government itself

has pledged commitment.’’

Although the numbers of convictions and prison senten-

ces under laws that penalize free speech in Turkey has

declined in the past decade, PEN currently has on its

records over fifty writers, journalists and publishers before

the courts. This is despite a series of amendments to the

Penal Code in recent years aimed at meeting demands for

human rights improvements as a condition for opening

talks into Turkey’s application for membership of the

European Union. . . .

Orhan Pamuk is one of Turkey’s most well known authors,

whose works have been published world wide in over

twenty languages. In 2003 he won the International

IMPAC award for My Name is Red. His 2004 novel

Snow has met with similar acclaim. His most

recent book, Istanbul, is a personal history of his native

city.

In early 2005, news of the interview for which Pamuk will

stand trial led to protests in Turkey that included reports

that copies of his books were burned. He also suffered

death threats from extremists. PEN members world-wide

then called on the Turkish government to condemn these

attacks.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Pamuk’s statement about the Armenian genocide
is accepted by most historians as an accurate summary
of Ottoman treatment of the Armenians. It is not
accepted as truthful by the Turks. In Turkey, news-
papers launched hate campaigns against Pamuk with
some columnists even suggesting that he should be
silenced. Pamuk also received specific death threats.

His books and his posters were burned at rallies.
Fearful for his life, he went into hiding. In late 2005,
the Turkish government made all insults to the state
punishable by three years imprisonment. Pamuk then
emerged into the open to join sixty other writers and
journalists in awaiting trial for state defamation. He
joked that friends had told him that he was, at last, a
real Turkish writer.

Pamuk’s trial in December 2005 was adjourned
within minutes when the judge passed the matter to
the justice minister. In January 2006, the justice min-
ister passed the case back to the judge, who decided
that there was no case to answer. The Turkish govern-
ment, concerned about derailing its decade-long effort
to join the European Union (EU), did not want to
further inflame the international condemnation trig-
gered by Pamuk’s prosecution. The Pamuk charges
appeared in international headlines just weeks before
Turkey planned to seek approval to enter the EU.
Turkey’s pro-European Islamist government had
been implementing reforms at a rapid rate in order to
qualify for EU membership. It did not want to allow
conservatives in Europe to portray Turkey as unde-
serving of EU membership or conservatives at home to
invent a humiliation to serve ultra-rightwing, nation-
alistic causes. Within Turkey, conservative forces were
already angry about perceived EU interference in
Turkish affairs.

While Pamuk’s case ended on a technicality, doz-
ens of other writers went to jail for insulting Turkish
identity or the country’s state institutions. The
Turkish government, despite the embarrassment
caused by Pamuk’s prosecution, remains unwilling to
remove the law that bars freedom of expression. The
EU has been watching these cases and the episodes
have badly damaged Turkey’s chances of joining the
union.
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Nashi (‘‘Ours’’)

Photograph

By: Denis Sinyakov

Date: 2006

Source: AFP/Getty Images, 2006.

About the Photographer: Denis Sinyakov is a contributing
photographer for Agence France-Presse (AFP), the
world’s oldest established news agency, founded in
1835. The photograph is part of the collection at
Getty Images, a worldwide provider of visual content
materials to such communications groups as adver-
tisers, broadcasters, designers, magazines, new media
organizations, newspapers, and producers.

INTRODUCTION

The young Russian man in the photograph is a
member of the nationalist Russian youth group Nashi,
which means ‘‘ours’’ or ‘‘our side’’ in Russian. He is
handing out information leaflets on the Holocaust, the
mass killing enterprise run by the Nazis during World
War II that killed roughly ten million persons, including
approximately six million Jews. The display and leaflets
are evidently designed to counter Holocaust denial in
Russia. Holocaust denial is the claim that the Holocaust
did not really happen but is a product of Jewish prop-
aganda. Holocaust denial is protected by the First
Amendment in the United States, like other offensive
speech, but is illegal in most of Europe. Since it is not
illegal in Russia, many Holocaust deniers and other anti-
Semites have recently taken refuge there, provoking
counter-efforts such as that shown in the photograph.

Nashi has at least three thousand members. It was
founded in the spring of 2005 and is funded by the
Russian government.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

NASHI (‘‘OURS’’)

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

This photograph of a young Russian man passing
out leaflets commemorating the Holocaust illustrates
that in Russian politics, perhaps even more so than in
the politics of other countries, things are not always
what they seem. Nashi is not primarily a Holocaust
memorial organization or human-rights organization;

it is pro-Putin and pro-Kremlin. (Vladimir Putin, born
1952, has been President of the Russian Federation
since 1999.) In the rhetoric of Nashi, most persons
who oppose the Putin government in whatever politi-
cal mode are ‘‘fascists,’’ including the left-liberal party
Yabloko; the group has declared its opposition to ‘‘the
anti-Fatherland union of oligarchs, anti-Semites,
Nazis, and liberals.’’

Nashi’s anti-Holocaust-denial activities must
therefore be read in the context of Russian politics.
The Holocaust was the work of bona fide fascists, the
Nazis, who were also the mortal enemies of Russia
during World War II (during which Russia suffered
twenty-one million dead). Therefore, insisting on the
gravity of Nazi crimes tends to validate Nashi’s claim to
be anti-fascist. Yet Nazis are not the political opponents
that Nashi actually faces: its real opposition consists
primarily of reformist youth groups, left-liberal parties
calling for democratization, and old-age pensioners
angered by Putin’s 2005 announcement that pension
benefits dating to the Soviet era are to be terminated.

Nashi’s promotion of accurate information about
the Holocaust is therefore not a sufficient guide to the
organization’s political character. In the Russian polit-
ical context, defending the reality of the Holocaust can
(and here, does) serve as secondary propaganda
designed to bolster the credibility of a group that
wishes to credential itself as ‘‘anti-fascist’’ and there-
fore pro-Russian.

The rise of youth as a major political force in
Russia is recent. A number of Russian youth groups
have been formed to press for government reforms,
including greater democracy. These are modeled on
the ‘‘orange revolution’’ that took place in the neigh-
boring country of Ukraine in 2004–2005, when hun-
dreds of thousands of Ukrainians peacefully protested
government corruption and assured the electoral vic-
tory of opposition candidate Viktor Yushchenko.
Nashi was created by the Russian government
expressly to counter these ‘‘orange’’ groups in the
run-up to the Russian presidential elections of 2008.

Critics of Nashi say that its real purpose is to
recruit ex-skinheads for street attacks on pro-democ-
ratization groups. Nashi leaders have called for ‘‘intim-
idation’’ of opposition parties and one of the founders
of Nashi, Vasily Yakemenko, said in 2005 in an inter-
view with a Russian newspaper that ‘‘It is necessary to
make short work of traitors.’’

FURTHER RESOURCES

Books

Russian Politics Under Putin, edited by Cameron Ross. New
York: Manchester University Press, 2004.
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Periodicals

Finn, Peter. ‘‘Another Russian Revolution? Youth
Movement Adopts Spirit of Uprisings Nearby.’’ The
Washington Post (April 9, 2005).

Lipman, Masha. ‘‘Preempting Politics in Russia.’’ The
Washington Post, (July 25, 2005).

Peterson, Scott. ‘‘New Political Force in Russia: Youths.’’
Christian Science Monitor (March 16, 2005).

Web sites

BBC News. ‘‘Russian Youth on Political Barricades.’’ <http://
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/4308655.stm> (accessed
May 1, 2006).

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Nashi (‘‘Ours’’): A member of a Kremlin-backed youth group called Nashi (‘‘Ours’’) hands out leaflets outside the Moscow Choral

Synagogue. He is standing in front of a replica of a Holocaust period Jewish room, a commemoration of the six million Jews who died in

the Holocaust. DENIS SINYAKOV/AFP/GETTY IMAGES.
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Imprisonment

Seldom is an individual more vulnerable to neglect or
abuse than while imprisoned. The treatment of prison-
ers is one of the most debated and monitored areas of
current human rights advocacy.

Even before the modern conception of ‘‘human
rights’’ arose, there was concern over the condition of
prisons and the treatment of prisoners. The sweeping
prison reform movements of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries in Britain and the United States
advocated that prisoners—regardless of offense—were
entitled to adequate food and clothing, medical care,
exercise, sanitary living conditions, and freedom from
physical abuse. The most controversial aspects of the
early prison reform movement centered on the pre-
vention of maltreatment and physical abuse. For some
reformers, this meant only freedom from physical tor-
ture. Others crusaded for the abolishment of hard
labor, strip searches, and solitary confinement cells.

The international interest in the conditions of
imprisonment began after World War II. The hor-
rors of the Nazi forced labor camps (featured in this
chapter) prompted international action to guard the
rights of prisoners of war. The seminal documents

protecting the human rights of prisoners of war and
providing for the punishment of war criminals are in
the chapter Development of Human Rights, but the
incidents that inspired their drafting and fuel current
debate are included here.

This chapter also highlights human rights issues
that arise from imprisonment outside of the context of
war. Criminal imprisonment and the debate over the
use of capital punishment in the United States are
discussed in ‘‘We, On Death Row’’. Interrogation,
imprisonment, and execution by police states are
highlighted in the article on Pinochet’s persecution
of political dissidents in Chile. ‘‘Open Letter to Deng
Xiaoping’’ furthers discussion of prisoners of
conscience—individuals jailed for their political,
social, or religious associations and speech.

Debate continues over the rights of prisoners
(detainees) held in conjunction with the War on
Terror. The decision of several nations, including the
United States, to indefinitely detain some terror sus-
pects garnered international criticism. Several articles
underscore the debate over prisoners at the U.S. naval
base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
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Hanging A Woman

Book excerpt

By: Karl Heinzen

Date: July 29, 1855

Source: Heinzen, Karl. The Rights of Women and the
Sexual Relations. Chicago: Charles H. Kerr & Co., 1898.

About the Author: Karl Heinzen, (1809–1880), repre-
sented part of the radical German immigrant com-
munity in the United States in the latter nineteenth
century. These German radicals fled Germany for
political reasons in 1848, and even though they never
represented a large part of the immigrant population,
they took on the name Forty-Eighters. Their writings
and works, like Heinzen’s, adamantly called for the
removal of slavery and the expansion of religious and
civil rights in the United States.

INTRODUCTION

When Henrietta Robinson sat trail in 1853 for
poisoning Timothy Langan and the attempted poison-
ing of another woman, she sat solemn with a heavy veil
covering her face. Throughout the locally sensational-
ized trial, her identity remained hidden, and the press
dubbed her the Veiled Murderess. The story of her
crime was sensational for the 1850s because a woman
on trial for murder seemed preposterous. Victorian
Ideals of women held them to be pious and pure, and
Robinson’s crime of murder shook the foundations of
that belief. Robinson murdered Langan by poisoning
his beer, and at trail, her lawyers pled a case for insan-
ity. On May 27, 1854, the jury found her guilty, and the
following year, the judge sentenced her to death by
hanging. On 27 July 1855, however, New York
Governor Myron H. Clark commuted her sentence
to life imprisonment, at Sing Sing Prison. Eventually,
Robinson was transferred to a state mental hospital for
mentally insane criminals. Yet, the foundations of her
case from Troy, New York shocked her community,
and her case represented events occurring on the larger
political framework.

The 1850s marked an escalating point in pre-Civil
War political debates. The Compromise of 1850 (also
called the Pearce Act) admitted California as a free state,
slave trade was abolished in Washington D.C., New
Mexico, and Utah organized themselves under the
guidelines of popular sovereignty, the Fugitive Slave
Act went into force, and Texas was required to give up
claims to western land. These highly debated legislative

decisions came on the heels of a society that was bra-
cing for and revisiting modernity. The Industrial
Revolution, and new technologies like Eli Whitney’s
cotton gin, increased production. As products were
made by cheaper and more rapid processes, consumers
had more options of products to buy. Technology also
boosted transportation, as steam engines and railroads
allowed individuals to travel across states and regions in
a few days rather than weeks. As politics collided with
private life, particularly in the case of slavery, the rights
of states to be slaveholding states or free states, and
technological advances made mobility and accessibility
easier the daily lives of individuals changed.

Women, who had always had networks of support
through charity and church groups, began to advocate
for more causes of social reform. Their words quickly
turned into political activism, and in 1848, the Seneca
Falls Convention laid the framework for the twentieth
century’s women’s movement. Elizabeth Cady Stanton
led the program, and its culminating moment was the
signing and release of the Declaration of Women’s
Rights and Grievances. Here, women asked for the
rights to property ownership, the right to vote, and
other basic rights within civil society. These grievances
did not become laws until the next century, but female
activists did not stand alone in society. Instead, much
like the political divisions in the U.S. Congress (and
the brawls that occurred on the Congressional
floor) mirrored the actions of mainstream society, the
Seneca Falls Convention showed dissolving gendered
barriers.

News accounts of husbands murdering their wives
increased, and in New York the number of female
homicides increased from seven to fifteen in the years
of 1841 to 1860. These were killings where women
committed the act of murder, and these New York
statistics reflected a nationwide trend. Violent crime
and acts of aggression increased, and men and women
discussed their unhappy marriages with friends and
persons outside their immediate family. More so, the
fate of the unhappy marriage lay on the woman. Social
mandates required her to keep the home happy and
healthy, and when she could not do so she was often
judged. Women who did not or could not provide the
image of a happy and healthy family were deemed
unfit, even sometimes sent to mental institutions.
Women’s magazines and news stories continually
reminded women to separate their passions from
their intellect so that they could keep an ordered and
happy life. Women that deviated from the social norms
of piety and purity were deemed to be passion-driven
and without sound moral judgment. After all, women
were thought to be delicate and weak. Hence, when
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women committed crimes, their actions were shocking
to the public’s mind. Critics against women rights used
cases like Robinson to rebuke a woman’s potentially
productive role outside the home, and proponents
for women’s rights used female crimes as reasons why
women should be treated equally. In the case of
Robinson, German writer Karl Heinzen discussed
how a cruel and unjust society could turn a woman
into a murderer. His discussion of her commuted sen-
tence reflected social expectations of women and of
society’s maltreatment of the female.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

In Troy, N.Y., a Mrs. Robinson, who has poisoned her hus-

band, has been sentenced to be hanged on the third of

August. Now the governor is besieged from all sides with

petitions for pardon, because the feelings revolt at the

thought of having a woman hanged. What delicacy of feeling

in a country where hanging partly takes the place of national

holidays! Would not the hanging and dangling of a female

prisoner, especially if she were pretty, afford a moist piquant

excitement for the savage taste of the criminal mob?

What real motive dictates this petition to the governor? Is it

American gallantry? Hardly, for this is usually practised

where something is to be gained thereby, were it only the

approval of fashion. Is it the disgrace fro the feminine sex

which is to witness on of its highly honored members

ending on the gallows? Possibly; although at other times

we are not so zealous in warding off disgrace from the sex.

But the chief motive is presumably a natural aversion

towards hanging, which has come into consciousness and

reached such a degree of intensity that it at last had to vent

itself in petitions for pardon when the spectacle of a femi-

nine delinquent presented itself. And since at the same

time the consciousness arose that this aversion had not

made itself felt on occasions of the hanging of men, its

manifestation is now brought forward under the pretext

that it is inhuman or unmanly to hang a woman. If a

woman had not suffice to disgust our republican gentlemen

with a hanging, a beautiful maiden, or perhaps a child, would

have been required to at last universally awaken the con-

sciousness that capital punishment, especially hanging, is a

barbarity, nay, even a bestiality. That this recognition could

be held in abeyance until a woman became the means of

bringing it to light; that the gallows adorned with a male

corpse could hitherto be considered as a show, or at least as

an interesting spectacle, and was advanced to the dignity of

a tragedy only at the thought of a hanged female, proves

only how vulgar and unrepublican our popular conscious-

ness still is; for capital punishment, especially hanging, is

as great an anomaly in a republic as, for instance, torture

for the ‘‘religion of love.’’ Perhaps Mrs. Robinson will have

the honor of involuntarily having given the impulse towards

the abolition of capital punishment in the chief State of the

Union. To be sure, it is no flattering testimony for our worthy

law-givers that it required the instruction of a poison-mixer

to teach them to become humane!

But apart from this point, and assuming that capital punish-

ment were generally justifiable and ought to be upheld,

there is still another ground for protest against the hanging

of Mrs. Robinson. This ground lies in the criminal irrespon-

sibility of women as against men. I do not want to make

the statement that everything is permissible for a woman

to do against a man, but I do want to maintain what holds

for women as well as for slaves, that the criminal can be

held responsible only to such a degree as he is free.

Therefore, whoever wants bondage must be contented

to take crime into the bargain; whoever wants the right

to punish crime must first concede liberty.

Strictly considered, no member of a political community is

responsible before the criminal court, for the moral stand-

ard of every individual is only a product of the general

standard, so that the responsibility really always falls

back upon the community. This reason alone already suf-

fices to stamp everything that we call punishment and the

right to punish as nonsense and barbarity.

But if this doubt is thrown in general upon the responsi-

bility of the individual, how much more must this be the

case where the ruling portion takes away the responsibility

from a class or a sex by disenfranchisement, by limitation,

or by neglect! Whoever rules is responsible, for whoever

rules is free. But women are ruled, and whoever is ruled is

not only not free, but is always the suffering party, and

is therefore always thrown back upon the revolution.

Woman and the revolution are the most natural confeder-

ates. Probably that is the reason why the revolution is

always represented as a woman. But ruling man would

make woman as well as the slave responsible, although he

will not grant them the conditions which make responsibility

possible, and thus he punishes in them really himself, i.e.,

his own wrongdoing. In how far the actions of the suffering

party are a necessary reaction against oppression, justifiable

acts of defence against inflicted injustice, natural attempts

at compensation for rights withheld, a forcibly sought outlet

for a nature perverted by force, unavoidable outbreaks of

inclinations falsely directed by binding circumstances,—this

our present courts of justice shrink from investigating,

because such an investigation would overthrow our entire

barbaric justice, together with its barbaric foundation. But

what the administration of justice neglects to do, the critic,

the publicist must at least strive to make good.

Unbiased justice must always be predisposed to take the

side of the weaker party, because in a conflict of rights the

presumption must generally be that the weaker party has

suffered a wrong or has been incited to do a wrong.
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Women are almost always in that case. For all the wrong

that is done by women the men as a rule ought to bear

the blame, be it directly on account of their treatment or

indirectly through their education of, and the position

they impose upon, women. I am not acquainted with

Mrs. Robinson’s history, and do not remember the pro-

ceedings concerning the circumstances and motive of her

deed. But so much I do know, that a woman is not by

nature designed for a criminal, and that her heart must be

wounded or hardened by very peculiar inducements or

influences if she can resolve to commit a murder. . . .’’.

When the men have become so depraved that they must

stop to think to which species of beast they belong, it is

always the woman who still represents the human species

and who still upholds human feelings. When the father has

become a beast, the mother saves him again by the birth of

a human being.

I do not want to use the moral expression that the woman

is ‘‘better’’ than the man, but she certainly is more

humanely organized, and in the retirement to which she

is condemned she is less exposed to the hardening and

demoralizing influences of the vulgar atmosphere in which

the male sex at present still disports itself. A crime com-

mitted by a woman will, therefore, generally have more

cogent and deeper motives than the same crime commit-

ted by a man. How often we hear in this country of men

who have murdered their wives; and how rare is the oppo-

site case! But who is there to maintain that men have to

suffer more at the hands of the women than the women at

the hands of the men? This juxtaposition alone proves the

weaker disposition of the feminine nature towards criminal

deeds; consequently the necessity of applying a different

standard in the judging or condemning of a Mrs. Robinson

than of a Mr. Whiskeyson or of any wife-murderer by

whatsoever name he may be called. A husband may per-

haps slay his wife for some pat rejoinder; the wife poisons

her husband only after her feelings, her love, her pride,

tortured perhaps through all grades of despair, has killed all

womanliness within her, and has left nothing of it except

the feeling of revenge. . . .’’.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The sensationalism of women committing acts of
murder, and other crimes, continued to shock the
American public. By the 1890s, increasing numbers
of middle-class women were being arrested for shop-
lifting, even though they could afford the items they
stole. These women, labeled as kleptomaniacs, con-
fused the public because middle and upper class
women were supposed to have a stronger sense of
morality and shame than the working class and poor.
Psychiatrics argued that these women needed medical
treatment, and they said that the abundance of con-
sumer goods forced people into a sense of hysteria. Of
course, the hysteria syndrome stuck to the female gen-
der because it reflected unstable and weak emotions.

In August 1892, Lizzie Borden discovered her
father and stepmother murdered in their home. She
stood trial for the murders in June 1893, but an all male
jury acquitted her after little more than an hour of
deliberations. Her trial became a sensational news
story covered in many national newspapers, a first for
crime stories. Even though she was found not guilty, a
large amount of doubt surrounded her. Many mem-
bers of society found it difficult to believe a woman
would kill two people with an axe. While Borden
remained in prison, she held special privileges.
Borden was allowed to bring her own furniture into
her cell, and there are accounts of her wandering
through the jail unaccompanied. In contrast to the
Robinson defense of insanity, Borden’s lawyers
painted her as a devout daughter who had remained
unmarried to care for her parents. This statement

‘‘The Execution of Mrs. Hibbins.’’ ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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helped ease questions about her spinsterhood, and it
helped eradicate skepticism that she could have been a
weak and immoral woman. Nonetheless, the Borden
trial put key questions into the American legal and
social framework. Questions of a woman’s legal stand-
ing, her ability to commit a crime, and punishment
played heavily on the public’s mind.

The rise in women’s crimes and their fight for
political equality saw excessive measures taken to
quell their unusual behavior. Women were given hys-
terectomies to calm them and cure mental ailments
like depression, and females who did not fit social
orders received electrical shock, water treatments,
and large doses of medications. As criminal behavior
increased, with men and women, state and local courts
slowly began treating a woman the same as a man. As of
May 2006, forty-nine women remain on death row in
the United States, and the last execution of a female
prisoner occurred in October 2002 in Georgia.
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Executive Order 9066
Resulting in the Internment of Japanese Americans

Executive order

By: Franklin D. Roosevelt

Date: February 19, 1942

Source: Roosevelt, Franklin D. ‘‘Executive Order No.
9066.’’ February 19, 1942.

About the Author: Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR) was
born in 1882 in New Hyde Park, New York. During
his youth, he played sports and remained active, but at
age thirty-nine, he contracted poliomyelitis (polio).
The disease caused him to loose the full use of his
legs, and throughout the rest of his life, he used a
wheelchair and crutches for mobility. Upon his 1932
election to the presidency, he became the first United
States President with a physical disability, which he
took great steps to conceal. FDR led the United States
through the Great Depression and World War II
(1941–1945). He won the presidency for four consec-
utive terms—the only president to do so—and he died
on April 12, 1945 of a cerebral hemorrhage. Franklin
D. Roosevelt is also the fifth cousin of Theodore
Roosevelt, U.S. president from 1901 to 1909.

INTRODUCTION

On December 7, 1941, Japan launched a surprise
attack on the U.S. Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor in
Hawaii. The attack sank or disabled eighteen ships,
killed more than 2,400 Americans, and almost crippled
U.S. war-making capacity in the Pacific. Determined
that the bombing of Pearl Harbor would not be fol-
lowed by more sneak attacks, military and political
leaders on the West Coast targeted persons of
Japanese ancestry as potential saboteurs.

About 320,000 people of Japanese descent lived in
the United States in 1941, with two-thirds of them
residing in Hawaii. The Hawaiians largely escaped per-
secution because they were essential and valued mem-
bers of society. On the mainland, Japanese Americans
were a tiny minority. Although an official military
survey concluded that Japanese Americans posed no
danger, popular hostility fueled a campaign to round
up all mainland Japanese Americans, a majority of
whom were U.S. citizens. Many Americans simply did
not accept that Asians could be loyal Americans.

On February 14, 1942, General John DeWitt,
commander of the Western Defense Command, per-
suaded President Franklin Roosevelt to issue an exec-
utive order authorizing the removal of mainland
Japanese Americans. Roosevelt issued the order on
February 19. On March 21, 1942, Congress enacted
the major provisions of 9066 into law and added strin-
gent penalties for those who resisted relocation. As a
result, 110,000 men, women, and children were forced
to move to internment camps. Although relocated
families could stay together, they had to leave their
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homes and jobs. Property owners suffered enormously
because they had to dispose of their holdings in a
matter of days and accept whatever price that they
could get. Inside the camps, which were ringed with
guard towers and fences topped with barbed-wire, the
Japanese Americans had little to do. Most cooperated
with government authorities.

A few Japanese Americans and their supporters
resisted the internment order in the courts as a viola-
tion of fundamental constitutional rights. Fred
Korematsu, an American citizen who was turned
down because of ulcers when he volunteered for the

army, refused to leave the war zone. In Korematsu v.
United States (1944), the Supreme Court upheld the
internment of the Japanese Americans on the grounds
of ‘‘pressing public necessity’’ though it also declared
that legal restrictions that limit the civil rights of
a single group are immediately suspect as possible
violations of the Equal Protection Clause of the
Constitution. The Japanese American internment
program officially ended on January 2, 1945 when
the government released Japanese Americans from
concentration camps and permitted them freedom of
movement throughout the country.

In San Francisco, California on April 6, 1942, a Japanese boy awaits the return of his parents. They are at an assembly point for the

forcible relocation effort that sent thousands of Japanese and Japanese-Americans to camps during World War II. AP IMAGES.
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Executive Order No. 9066

The President

Executive Order

Authorizing the Secretary of War to Prescribe Military

Areas

Whereas the successful prosecution of the war requires

every possible protection against espionage and against

sabotage to national-defense material, national-defense

premises, and national-defense utilities as defined in

Section 4, Act of April 20, 1918, 40 Stat. 533, as amended

by the Act of November 30, 1940, 54 Stat. 1220, and the Act

of August 21, 1941, 55 Stat. 655 (U.S.C., Title 50, Sec. 104);

Now, therefore, by virtue of the authority vested in me as

President of the United States, and Commander in Chief of

the Army and Navy, I hereby authorize and direct the

Secretary of War, and the Military Commanders whom

he may from time to time designate, whenever he or any

designated Commander deems such action necessary or

desirable, to prescribe military areas in such places and of

such extent as he or the appropriate Military Commander

may determine, from which any or all persons may be

excluded, and with respect to which, the right of any

person to enter, remain in, or leave shall be subject to

whatever restrictions the Secretary of War or the appro-

priate Military Commander may impose in his discretion.

The Secretary of War is hereby authorized to provide for

residents of any such area who are excluded therefrom,

such transportation, food, shelter, and other accommoda-

tions as may be necessary, in the judgment of the

Secretary of War or the said Military Commander, and

until other arrangements are made, to accomplish the

purpose of this order. The designation of military areas in

any region or locality shall supersede designations of pro-

hibited and restricted areas by the Attorney General under

the Proclamations of December 7 and 8, 1941, and shall

supersede the responsibility and authority of the Attorney

General under the said Proclamations in respect of such

prohibited and restricted areas.

I hereby further authorize and direct the Secretary of War

and the said Military Commanders to take such other steps

as he or the appropriate Military Commander may deem

advisable to enforce compliance with the restrictions appli-

cable to each Military area hereinabove authorized to be

designated, including the use of Federal troops and other

Federal Agencies, with authority to accept assistance of

state and local agencies.

I hereby further authorize and direct all Executive

Departments, independent establishments and other

Federal Agencies, to assist the Secretary of War or the

said Military Commanders in carrying out this Executive

Order, including the furnishing of medical aid, hospitaliza-

tion, food, clothing, transportation, use of land, shelter, and

other supplies, equipment, utilities, facilities, and services.

This order shall not be construed as modifying or limiting in

any way the authority heretofore granted under Executive

Order No. 8972, dated December 12, 1941, nor shall it be

construed as limiting or modifying the duty and responsibi-

lity of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with respect to

the investigation of alleged acts of sabotage or the duty and

responsibility of the Attorney General and the Department

of Justice under the Proclamations of December 7 and 8,

1941, prescribing regulations for the conduct and control of

alien enemies, except as such duty and responsibility is

superseded by the designation of military areas hereunder.

Franklin D. Roosevelt

The White House,

February 19, 1942.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The Japanese American internment program and
the Supreme Court’s approval of it have been generally
condemned in the years since World War II. It is
commonly agreed that the there was no military neces-
sity for interning people of Japanese ancestry.
Historian Peter Irons and other scholars have exam-
ined government documents to show how great a role
racial stereotyping played in the internment decision.
However, Milton Eisenhower, who briefly headed the
War Relocation Authority that supervised the intern-
ment, has argued that military, political, economic,
emotional, and racial forces combined to plunge
American society off course.

Following the civil rights movements of the 1950s
and 1960s, prejudice against Japanese Americans
began to decrease. Starting in the 1970s, a drive
began to secure government recognition of the
wrong done to Japanese Americans during WWII.
On February 19, 1976, President Gerald R. Ford
issued a formal apology on behalf of the U.S. govern-
ment in regard to the internment policy. In 1980, the
Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment
of Civilians was established to hear testimony, review
wartime documents, and make a recommendation
about reparations for the surviving evacuees. In 1983,
the commission issued its report, Personal Justice
Denied, in which it recommended that the United
States acknowledge and apologize for the injustice of
the internment, give presidential pardons to those who
resisted internment, and establish a $1.5 billion fund to
provide for redress. In 1988, Congress passed a bill
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that made these recommendations and President
Ronald Reagan signed it into law.
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One Day in the Life of Ivan
Denisovich
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About the Author: Born in 1918, Alexander Solzhenitsyn
was a Russian author who spent eight years in Russian
leader Joseph Stalin’s (1878–1953) prison camps. He
was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1970.
Following the publication of The Gulag Archipelago in
1974, he was charged with treason and exiled from the
Soviet Union.

INTRODUCTION

Aleksandr Isayevich Solzhenitsyn was born in 1918.
After earning a college degree in mathematics, he
fought with the Russian army in World War II (1938–
1945). In 1945, Solzhenitsyn penned a private letter to a
friend criticizing Russian leader Joseph Stalin’s perse-
cution of the war; the letter was read by authorities who
ordered his arrest. Solzhenitsyn spent the following
eight years in labor camps and three years in exile.

The pre-revolutionary Russian government estab-
lished numerous labor camps in Siberia. These camps
housed those considered a threat to the state, and more
than one million individuals served time there, includ-
ing future revolutionaries such as Lenin and Stalin.

After the revolution, the labor camps were closed. But
Stalin soon reopened the camps, now known as gulags,
and filled them with those he labeled enemies of the
state. Temperatures in the camps could reach ninety
degrees below zero, and death rates in some reached
30% per year. Stalin’s purges extended beyond political
leaders, and the arts were subjected to severe restric-
tions, including a prohibition of all experimental art.
Solzhenenitsyn was only one of numerous writers sent
to the gulags, where many eventually died.

Solzhenitsyn survived his imprisonment and exile,
and upon his release in 1956 became a mathematics
teacher. In the following years, Solzhenitsyn wrote
extensively about his experiences, and in 1962, he sub-
mitted a novel to a popular Soviet literary magazine.
Based on Solzhenitsyn’s own experiences in the gulags,
the novel provided an intimate glimpse into the daily
routine of a political prisoner named Ivan Denisovich.
The story was an immediate hit, both with readers, who
found it both entertaining and powerfully written, and
with the government, which was busily distancing itself
from the abuses of the Stalin regime. Almost overnight,
Solzhenitsyn was transformed from a simple math
teacher into an international literary sensation.

The release and popularity of Ivan Denisovich
launched a flood of books describing the inhumane
conditions in Stalin’s labor camps. While an exact
total remains difficult to reach, estimates of the death
toll in the camps range from 1.5 to three million people.
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A Soviet prison labor site, off the main square of Birobidjan, the capital of the Jewish Autonomous Oblast in Eastern Siberia, Soviet

Union. AP IMAGES.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Despite Solzhenitsyn’s newfound fame, he was not
immune to changes in government policy. Loosened
restrictions on writing and expression were soon tight-
ened again. After publishing a collection of short sto-
ries in 1963, Solzhenitsyn found himself increasingly
harassed by government officials who viewed him as an
outspoken critic of the regime. Solzhenitsyn was soon
barred from publishing.

Despite the official ban, Solzhenitsyn continued
writing, and his novels published outside the Soviet
Union garnered him the 1970 Nobel Prize for
Literature. In 1973, portions of a book entitled The
Gulag Archipelago were published in France. The book,
Solzhenitsyn’s most ambitious effort to date, was a
historical account of the extensive network of prison
and labor camps established after the Russian
Revolution and subsequently expanded under Joseph
Stalin. The work provided graphic descriptions of
arrests, interrogations, imprisonment, and torture,
including many first-person accounts collected by
Solzhenitsyn while imprisoned. Weeks after the
book’s publication, Solzhenitsyn was arrested and
charged with treason. Twenty-four hours later, he
was exiled from the Soviet Union.

In the years following his expulsion, Solzhenitsyn
published the second and third installments of The
Gulag Archipelago as well as a variety of other fiction
and non-fiction works. With the collapse of the Soviet
Union in 1991, Solzhenitsyn’s works once again
became widely available to readers in his home coun-
try. In 1990, his Russian citizenship was renewed, and
four years later he returned to his homeland. In 1997,
the Solzhenitsyn Prize for Russian writing was estab-
lished in his honor.

In his 1968 volume The First Circle, Solzhenitsyn
eloquently described the role he would play for most
of his life: ‘‘A great writer is, so to speak, a second

government in his country. And for that reason no
regime has ever loved great writers, only minor
ones.’’ As he approaches his ninetieth birthday,
Solzhenitsyn remains an outspoken critic of both
Eastern and Western governments.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1979, radical Islamists overthrew the Iranian
government ruled by the hereditary king or ‘‘shah’’ of
Iran, Mohammed Reza Shah Pahlavi (1919–1980). One
of the grievances that the rebels cited against his regime
was its use of torture, especially by the secret police
force SAVAK (Sazeman-i Ettelaat va Amniyat-i
Keshvar, or Organization for Intelligence and National
Security). In a 1976 document, Amnesty International
detailed some of SAVAK’s torture practices and stated
that the shah’s regime was one of the worst human
rights violators in the world.

The shah’s relationship with the United States and
the United Kingdom was close, from his ascension to
the throne in 1949 until his exile in 1979. During
World War II, Iran was occupied by the United
Kingdom and Soviet Union to preempt a Nazi inva-
sion. During the occupation, the Allies forced the
shah’s father to abdicate, and the younger man was
installed as constitutional monarch, sharing limited
power with a national parliament and prime minister.
In the early 1950s, the democratically elected Parliament
and Prime Minister, Mohammad Mossadegh (1882–
1967), nationalized the oil industry and made other
nationalistic moves that displeased the United
Kingdom and the United States. In 1953, a coup engi-
neered by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and
British intelligence deposed Mossadegh and elevated the
shah to supreme power. He ruled until his deposition
in 1979.

SAVAK was established in 1967 with help from
both the CIA and the Israeli intelligence agency,
Mossad. Its first director, General Teymur Bakhtiar,
was dismissed in 1961 and died in 1970, probably
assassinated on orders from the shah. From 1963 to
1979, thousands of political prisoners were tortured
and executed, dissent was suppressed, and traditional
Muslims were alienated by the shah’s support of votes
for women. (Arguably, however, the votes had little
power, becasue the shah forbade all political parties
except one.) To this day, little public information is
available about SAVAK. It monitored all journalists,
professors, labor unions—indeed, organizations of
every type.

SAVAK also spied extensively on the 30,000 or so
Iranian students in the United States, with thirteen
full-time case officers devoted to this task. Students
were an important part of the revolution against the
shah, and it was primarily they who took over and
occupied the U.S. embassy in Iran in November
1979. The students cited the admission of the exiled
shah (who was dying of cancer) into the United States
as justification for the embassy takeover. They took

fifty-two Americans hostages and held them for 444
days, releasing them on January 20, 1981.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Human Rights Abuses in Shahist Iran

5. Location of Prisons

Before trial, political prisoners are detained in one of

two prisons in Teheran. . . . After trial prisoners are trans-

ferred to other prisons, either in Teheran or in the provin-

ces. These include Quasar prison, in Teheran; Hazel Gale

prison, Teheran’ Barajas prison, Bandar-Abbes prison,

Adel-Abed prison and Shiraz prison in Shiraz, Booster

prison, Saharan prison, Mashed prison, Sunman prison,

Haves prison, Rash prison, Ark prison, Tapirs prison,

Malabar prison, and Resaca prison. In addition to these

there are in every provincial capital and large city Joint

Committee of SAVAK and Police prisons which are used

for interrogations. As well, in large and medium-size cities

there are police prisons where political prisoners are

detained at time of large scale arrests.

6. Prison Conditions

As I have never been given an opportunity by the

Iranian authorities to visit prisons in Iran, the following

information has been provided by former prisoners and

the families of prisoners.

Prisoners held in pre-trial detention in the Committee

and Evin prisons have no contact with other prisoners, or

with the outside world, and are subjected to torture. They

are locked up in small, damp cells with only a straw mat-

tress on which to sleep. In these prisons, as in others, the

extremes of temperature in Iran are an important factor.

Lack of heating in the winter or cooling in the summer

create extra hardship frequently remarked upon by prison-

ers. Washing facilities are inadequate and opportunities for

washing are infrequent. Food rations are small and inad-

equate and no opportunities are provided for exercise.

Papers, pencils and books are not allowed and prisoners

are not given an opportunity to join communal prayer.

After trial, prisoners may be transferred to any of the

prisons mentioned above, regardless of where their fami-

lies live. This means that in many cases prisoners are not

able to see their families for very long periods of time, and

even when members of families have travelled long dis-

tances to visit prisoners they are still restricted to 15

minutes’ visiting time, or less. Food is usually inadequate

and of poor quality and this often leads to malnutrition,

food poisoning or chronic illness. Medical treatment is

practically non-existent and prisoners are hardly ever

seen by a doctor, sent to hospital or allowed to receive

medicines. Discipline is severe and in cases of indiscipline

prisoners may be put into solitary confinement for anything
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up to three or four months. Maltreatment and torture do

not always cease after trial and in some cases prisoners

who are regarded as being difficult are sent back to the

Committee or Evin prisons for further torture. Former pris-

oners have stated that they are convinced that the harsh

conditions and maltreatment are intended to break the

prisoner, with the aim of making him or her recant. This

view is supported by the appearance on television, from

time to time, of political prisoners who repudiate their

previously-held opinions and express their support for the

Shah’s policies.

Although article 131 of the Iranian Penal code expressly

prohibits torture, the practice of holding prisoners incom-

municado for long periods before trial, together with the

importance for the prosecution of obtaining a confession,

creates a situation in which prisoners are very likely to be ill-

treated, and all the information received by AI over the past

decade confirms that torture does invariably occur during

the period between arrest and trial. All observers to trials

since 1965 have reported allegations of torture which have

been made by defendants and have expressed their own

conviction that prisoners are tortured for the purpose of

obtaining confessions. Alleged methods of torture include

whipping and beating, electric shocks, the extraction of

nails and teeth, boiling water pumped into the rectum,

heavy weights hung on the testicles, tying the prisoner to

a metal table heated to white heat, inserting a broken bottle

into the anus, and rape.

Maitre Nora Albia in his report on his mission to Iran in

January/February 1972 on behalf of the international asso-

ciation of Democratic Lawyers, describes an exchange

between a defendant, Masoud Ahmadzadeh, and the

prosecutor in which Ahmadzadeh stated that his confes-

sion had been obtained by torture. During the course of the

trial Ahmadzadeh, thinking that Maitre Albala was a foreign

journalist, suddenly pulled off his sweater and showed the

lawyer appalling burns on his stomach and back which

appeared to be several months old. During a subsequent

conversation with another defendant, Nasser Sadegh,

Maitre Albala was told that Massoud Ahmadzadeh and

A mob of Iranian demonstrators riot outside of a Beverley Hills, California, home on January 2, 1978. They are angered by the presence

of the queen mother of Iran (the Shah’s mother), who has taken sanctuary in the home to escape the violence of the Iranian revolution.

ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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other defendants had been burned by being placed on a

table which was then heated to white heat, and that one of

those so treated, Badizadeghan, had since then been par-

alysed in the lower limbs and could move only by crawling

forward using his upper arms. Nasser Sadegh also said

that he saw one prisoner, Behruz Tehrani, die near him in

the torture room.

A recent, detailed account of his own torture and that

of other prisoners has been given by Reza Baraheni, a

released prisoner now resident in the United States of

America.

Most of the horrible instruments were located on the

second floor. I was not taken there, but the office of my

interrogator, Dr Rezvan, was next to this chamber, and

one day when he was called to another office for some

sort of consultation, I walked into the room, glanced

round it and then went back. It resembles an ancient

Egyptian tomb and is reserved for those suspected of

being terrorists or accused of having made attempts on

the life of the Shah or a member of the royal Family. Not

every prisoner goes through the same process, but

generally, this is what happens to a prisoner of the

first importance. First he is beaten by several torturers

at once, with sticks and clubs. If he doesn’t confess, he

is hanged upside down and beaten; if this doesn’t work,

he is raped; and if he still shows signs of resistance, he

is given electric shock which turns him into a howling

dog; and if he is still obstinate, his nails and sometimes

all his teeth are pulled out, and in certain exceptional

cases, a hot iron rod is put into one side of the face

to force its way to the other side, burning the entire

mouth and the tongue. A young man was killed in this

way. . . .

Allegations of deaths under torture are not uncom-

mon. One instance is cited above; another is the death of

Ayatollah Haj Hosssen Ghafari Azar Shari, a religious leader

in the city of Qom, who was arrested in August 1974 and

died on 28 December 1974, following torture. Nine deaths

which were announced in April 1975 of political prisoners

who had been in prison since 1968 and were allegedly

‘‘shot while trying to escape’’ may have been due to tor-

ture. The official account of the deaths contained discrep-

ancies and the families were never allowed to have the

bodies for burial.

The renewed use of torture, after trial and conviction,

is alleged to take place in Iran. In the case referred to

above, the nine prisoners who died were part of a much

larger group of prisoners who had been brought to Teheran

from other prisons and were allegedly being tortured to

persuade them to give support to the Shah’s newly

announced one-party state.

When questioned about the use of torture in his coun-

try, the Shah has never denied that it occurs. In a recent

interview reported in Le Monde on 1 October 1976, the

Shah replied to a question about the use of torture by

saying: ‘‘Why should we not employ the same methods

as you Europeans? We have learned sophisticated meth-

ods of torture from you. You use psychological methods to

extract the truth: we do the same.’’

8. Released Prisoners

Prisoners who have recanted may eventually be

judged to have expiated their crimes and be allowed to

live a normal life, but most released prisoners are kept

under surveillance and suffer constant harassment from

SAVAK, which extends to the treatment of their families.

They are unable to obtain employment without the per-

mission of SAVAK and this permission is rarely granted.

Prisoners tried by military tribunals automatically suffer the

loss of their civil rights for 10 years, regardless of the

length of their sentence. . . .

In addition to the violations already referred to there is

little respect demonstrated for human rights in many other

areas of Iranian life. Freedom of speech and association

are non-existent. The press is strictly censored and has

been dramatically curtailed in recent years since the shah

decreed that every newspaper with a circulation of less

than 3,000 and periodicals with a circulation of less than

5,000 should be shut down. Trade unions are illegal and

workers’ protests are dealt with severely, sometimes

resulting in imprisonment and deaths. Political activity is

restricted to participation in the Rastakhiz Party. Some

Iranians have difficulty in obtaining, or are refused, pass-

ports. This restriction on freedom of movement applies

especially to released political prisoners and members

of their families. Academic freedom is also restricted

and students and university teachers are kept under

surveillance by SAVAK. A recent account concerns a

professor of literature who was harassed, beaten,

arrested and tortured because his courses had been

deemed as not conforming to the ‘‘ideology’’ of the

‘‘White Revolution’’ of the shah, in that he had failed to

refer to it.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Iran’s revolution, which overthrew the shah, was
the first Islamist revolution in modern times. It was
the result of many factors, but hatred for SAVAK’s
cruelty was certainly a contributing factor. Iran’s
government has been passionately anti-American
since 1979. Much of this history might have been
different had the United States not contributed to
the founding of SAVAK in the 1950s and publicly
supported the shah throughout his increasingly cruel
regime.

In 1978, President Jimmy Carter, who had said
that human rights were the ‘‘soul of our foreign
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policy,’’ praised the Shah as a wise ruler and, toasting
the Shah during a state visit to Iran, told him that
‘‘Iran, because of the great leadership of the Shah, is
an island of stability in one of the troubled areas of the
world. This is a great tribute to you and to your maj-
esty and to your leadership and to the respect, admira-
tion, and love which your people give to you.’’ In 1979,
the former chief Iran analyst for the CIA, Jesse J. Leaf,
told New York Times reporter Seymour Hersh that
prior to 1973 the CIA had worked closely with
SAVAK and the Shah had known of the torture of
dissenters. Leaf also stated that a senior CIA officer
had been ‘‘involved in instructing officials in the Savak
on torture techniques . . . based on German torture
techniques from World War II.’’ Shredded documents
from the captured U.S. embassy were painstakingly
reassembled by hand after the revolution, producing
documents that showed CIA collaboration with
SAVAK.

Several writers have argued that the rise of anti-
American terror organizations such as Al Qaeda in
recent years is partly due to U.S. support for oppres-
sive regimes in Islamic countries such as Iran.
According to Stephen Kinzer, a former New York
Times correspondent, ‘‘I think it’s not an exaggeration
to say that you can draw a line from the American
sponsorship of the 1953 coup in Iran, through the
Shah’s repressive regime, to the Islamic revolution of
1979 and the spread of militant religious fundamen-
talism that produced waves of anti-Western terror-
ism.’’ This thesis is controversial.

The Islamist Iranian revolutionary regime
replaced SAVAK with a similar organization,
VEVAK (Vezarat-e Ettela’at va Amniat-e Keshvar,
Ministry of Intelligence and Security). According to a
2005 report by Amnesty International, the human
rights situation in Iran continues to be grim; torture
remains widespread, punishments such as beheading
and amputation of the tongue have been introduced,
and the death penalty ‘‘continues to be handed down
for charges such as ‘enmity against God’ or ‘morality
crimes’ that do not reflect internationally recognized
criminal charges’’
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INTRODUCTION

The German Democratic Republic (commonly
known as East Germany or GDR) was a socialist
state that existed between 1949 and 1990 in the former
Soviet controlled zone of Germany. The state was
declared in 1949, some five months after West
Germany, and it was proclaimed fully sovereign in
1954, although Soviet troops remained there through-
out its history, ostensibly as a counterbalance to
NATO’s (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) pres-
ence in West Germany.

With its capital, Berlin, cut in two by a great wall
and a West Berlin marooned in the country’s heart,
East Germany was a strange part of Soviet-occupied
Europe. On the one hand, its geography and history
should have made it more open and receptive to out-
side influences, yet its leaders vigorously upheld their
socialist principles and were arguably closer and more
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loyal to Moscow than other Soviet satellite nations.
Indeed, of all the members of the Warsaw Pact—the
name given to the Soviet military alliance designed as a
counterbalance to NATO—East Germany was argu-
ably the most repressive and authoritarian.

Amongst East Germany’s dominant political
influences, Erich Honecker stands tall. He was a classic
communist party apparatchik, whose dedication to
Moscow and the Soviet cause stifled progress and
debate in East Germany and ultimately led to the
country’s fall. Born into a politically militant coal min-
ing family in August 1912, Honecker was politically
active from his early teens, joining the German
Communist Party’s (KPD) youth leagues and the
party itself at the age of seventeen. As with many
young socialists of the era, he was invited to Moscow
to study communist doctrine and spent his late teens
there. He returned to Germany in 1931 and was active
in the KPD’s unsuccessful political battles with Adolf
Hitler’s Nazi Party. Two years after Hitler took
power, in 1935, Honecker was arrested and remained
in prison until the end of the Second World War.

Liberated by Soviet troops in 1945, Honecker was
thrust into mainstream politics in the political chaos
that ensued in Germany’s liberated sectors. When East
Germany was proclaimed a nation in 1949, he became
a member of the Communist Party’s Central
Committee [essentially East Germany’s ruling coun-
cil] and during the 1950s rose through its ranks. In
1961, he was charged with responsibility of building
the Berlin Wall, the most famous symbol not just of
East Germany, but the entire Soviet era. In 1971,
Honecker became General Secretary of the Central
Committee. Honecker became East Germany’s
President in 1976.

East Germany under Honecker initially experi-
enced some improvements in its living standards and
economic condition as he embraced a program of
‘‘consumer socialism’’—which saw limited market
reforms and some trade with the west (bringing in
some much desired consumer goods). There was also
recognition for the first time of West Germany,
although its people could still not usually pass between
the two. Increasingly, East Germany became a police
state, with its secret police force, the Stasi, gaining in
power and influence throughout the nation. When
limited debate on political reforms and civil rights
was permitted in Poland, Czechoslovakia and else-
where in the 1980s, such talk was prohibited in East
Germany. Even when the USSR under President
Mikhail Gorbachev began to initiate political and eco-
nomic reform under his program of perestroika, or
‘‘change.’’ Honecker famously refused to follow,

claiming East Germany had already done ‘‘its pere-
stroika’’ in the 1970s.

Of all of Gorbachev’s reforms, however, it was the
abandonment of the ‘‘Brezhnev Doctrine’’ that had the
widest implications. Under the terms of this doctrine,
the USSR would intervene in Warsaw Pact coun-
tries—as it had done in Czechoslovakia in 1968—to
uphold communist rule where necessary. By discard-
ing it, client states were able to discuss and initiate
reforms without threat of Soviet military intervention.
Poland and Hungary led the way during 1989. In
August 1989, Hungary removed its border restrictions,
briefly allowing several thousand East Germans to flee
over the Hungarian border and then onto Austria and
West Germany.

Taking inspiration from this and of news of peace-
ful demonstrations elsewhere in eastern Europe, East
Germans took to the streets over the fall of 1989 in a
number of peaceful demonstrations. With power
quickly slipping away, East Germany’s politburo
chiefs initiated a political coup on October 18, which
forced Honecker’s resignation and his replacement by
his deputy Egon Krenz. This, however, was regarded
as a mere sop, and three weeks later, on November 9,
during demonstrations in East Berlin, border guards
abandoned their posts and thousands began spilling
over into the West. Most symbolically, demonstrators
began hacking away at the Berlin Wall with pick axes
and hammers. East Germany had collapsed; within a
year Germany was reunified.

Honecker had spent much of this time in a Soviet
military hospital outside Berlin. Then, when calls for
his arrest came, he fled to Moscow. However, he was
extradited to Germany in 1992 to face trial for an array
of Cold War crimes, specifically for the deaths of 192
people who had been killed trying to cross the Berlin
Wall into the West. The writer and academic Timothy
Garton Ash visited Honecker whilst he awaited trial in
Berlin’s Moabit Prison in 1992.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

‘‘Are you bringing any laundry?’’ asks the porter at the

fortified entrance to Moabit prison.

When I laugh, he says defensively, ‘‘I was only ask-

ing,’’ and grimly stamps my permit to visit remand prisoner

Honecker, Rich.

Into a waiting-room full of chain-smoking wives and

spivs in black leather jackets. Wait for your number to be

called from a loudspeaker. Through an automatic barrier.

Empty your pockets and put everything in a locker. Body

search. Another automatic barrier. Unsmiling guards,
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barked orders. Moment! Kommen Sie mit! Then you’ve

come to the wrong place. Collect all your belongings again.

Pack up. Walk around the red-brick fortress to another

gate. Unpack. Sign this, take that. Another huge metal

door. The clash of bolts. A courtyard, then the corridor to

the prison hospital, bare but clean.

Somehow all this seems increasingly familiar. I have

been here before. But where and when? Then I remember.

It’s like crossing through the Friedrichstrasse underground

frontier station into East Berlin, in the bad old days. West

Germany has given Honecker back his Berlin Wall.

Inside it is warm and safe. There is food to eat; plain

fare, to be sure, but regular and ample. There is basic, free

medical care for all. Good books are to be had from the

library, and there is guaranteed employment for men and

women alike. And life is, of course, very secure. Just like

East Germany.

The first time I saw, at close quarters, the Chairman of

the Council of State of the German Democratic Republic

and General Secretary of the Socialist Unity Party of

Germany, Erich Honecker, was at the Leipzig trade fair in

1980. A horde of plains-clothes Stasi men heralded the

arrival of the leader. Eastern functionaries, West German

businessmen, British diplomats—all flapped and fluttered,

bowed and scraped, as if at the Sublime Porte of

Suleimana the Great. His every move, every tiny gesture,

was studied and minutely interpreted, with all the arcane

science of Sovietology. Significantly, graciously, the

Chairman and General Secretary stopped at the Afghan

stand, which displayed rungs and nuts. ‘‘And those are

peanuts and those are salted peanuts . . .’ came the breath-

less commentary of the rattled Afghan salesman.

Graciously, significantly, the Chairman and General

Secretary clapped him on the shoulder and said: ‘‘We

regard your revolution as a decisive contribution to

détente. All the best for your struggle!’’ Ah, happy days,

the old style.

Now the door opens and there he stands in a tiny

corner room, sandwiched between the doctor’s wash-

basin and a table. He is very small, his face pallid and

sweaty, but he still stands bold upright. ‘‘Bodily contacts

are not permitted,’’ says my permit. But he extends his

hand—graciously, significantly—and I shake it. He is clad

in khaki prison pyjamas, which remind me of a Mao suit.

But on his feet he still wears, incongruously, those fine,

black leather slip-on shoes in which he used to tread all the

red carpets, not just in Moscow and Prague but in Madrid,

in Paris and in Bonn. ‘‘Fraternal greetings, Comrade Leonid

Hyitch,’ and a smacking kiss on each cheek. ‘‘how do you

do, Mr. President.’ ‘Guten Tag, Herr Bundeskanzler. We sit

down, our knees almost touching in the cramped room,

and the accompanying warder wedges himself into a cor-

ner. All my notes and papers have been impounded at the

gate, but fortunately the doctor has left some spare sheets

of lined paper and a pencil. Fixing me with his tiny, intense

eyes—always his most striking feature—Honecker con-

centrates on answering my questions. He talks at length

about his relations with Moscow, his friendship with

Brezhnev, his arguments with Chernenko and then

Gorbachev. Even under Gorbachev, he says, the Soviet

Union never ceased to intervene in East Germany. The

Soviet embassy’s consular officials behaved, he says,

like provincial governors. So much for the sovereignty of

the GDR that he himself had so long trumpeted! At one

point he shows staggering (and I think genuine) economic

naivete, arguing that East Germany’s hard currency debt,

Former East German communist leader Erich Honecker raises a

clenched fist before the start of the fifth day of his manslaughter

trial in Berlin on November 30, 1992. AP IMAGES.
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in Deutschmarks, has to be set against its surplus in trans-

ferable rubles.

His language is a little stiff, polit-bureaucratic, but very

far from being just ideological gobbledygook. Through it

come glimpses of a real political intelligence, a man who

knows about power. Was it his conscious decision to allow

many more ordinary East Germans to travel to the West in

the second half of the 1980s? Yes, definitely, a conscious

decision. He thought it would make people more satisfied.

But did it? Nee, he says, offenischtlich nicht. Nope, obvi-

ously not.

With the tiny pupils of his eyes boring into mine, he

speaks with what seems like real, almost fanatical convic-

tion—or at least with a real will to convince. This is some-

how more, not less, impressive because of the humiliating

prison surroundings, and because of the obvious physical

effort it costs him. (He has cancer of the liver. The doctors

give him only months to live.) Once he has to excuse

himself to go to the lavatory, accompanied by the warder.

‘‘you noticed I was getting a little restless,’’ he says apol-

ogetically on his return.

Then he resumed his defiant refrain. East Germany,

he insists, was ‘‘to the end the only socialist country in

which you could always go into a shop and buy bread,

butter, sausage etc.’’ Yet people wanted more? Yes, but

now they regret it. Look at the unemployment in the for-

mer GDR! Look how few apartments are being built! He

gets hundreds of letters from people in the east. They say

they lived more quietly in the old days: sie haben ruhiger

gelebt.

And look what’s happening in the streets now, the

racist attacks, the fascists. It reminds him of 1933. Really?

1933? Well, he concedes, perhaps 1923. Hitler’s first

attempt was also a flop. But look what happened then.

He’s warning us. We’ve been here before. At least: he’s

been here before. Which, indeed, he has: held as a remand

prisoner in this very prison in the years 1935–37, after

being caught working for the Communist resistance.

And now he is here again. West Germany’s leaders

denounce him as a criminal. Yet only yesterday those

same politicians were competing for the privilege of

being received in audience by him. Oh, the tales he could

tell! His talks with West German Social Democrats were,

he says, ‘‘comradely’’. Some other West German politi-

cians were more reserved. He had great respect of Franz

Joseph Strauss. Helmut Schmidt was the most reliable

and punctilious partner. But he also got on well with

Helmut Kohl. He had often talked on the telephone to

Chancellor Schmidt, and to Chancellor Kohl. Why, he had

even dialed the number himself.

Then the former Chairman of the council of State of

the former German Democratic Republic and former

General Secretary of the former Socialist Unity Party of

Germany pulls out of the pocket of his prison pyjamas a

slightly dog-eared card on which his former secretary

had typed the direct telephone number to the

Chancellor in Bonn. He places it before me, urges me to

copy the number down. 0649 (West Germany) 228 9Bonn

562001.

A quarter-century of divided Germany’s tragic, com-

plex history is, it seems to me, concentrated in this one

pathetic moment: the defiant, mortally sick old man in his

prison pyjamas, the dog-eared card with the direct number

to Chancellor Kohl.

What would happen, I wonder, if he rang that number

now? Would it, perhaps, give the standard German

recorded message for a defunct number: no Anschluss

on this number? (The word Anschluss means simply con-

nection, as well as territorial incorporation.) But no, I try

it later, and it still takes you straight through to the

Chancellor’s office in Bonn.

The warder clears his throat and looks at his watch.

Our time is up. Honecker rises, again standing almost to

attention. A formal farewell. Then the bare corridors, the

clashing gates, the unsmiling guards, the belongings from

the locker, the fortified entrance. But now I am carrying

laundry. Scribbled in pencil on a doctor’s notepad: the dirty

linen of history.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Honecker’s incarceration was unusually divisive
for one who had ruled with such an iron fist. On the
one hand, there was a feeling that he should pay for
holding East Germany back; for the crimes of the Stasi;
and for suffocating his people’s liberty. On the other,
there was a sense that the charges he faced—mostly
concerning the deaths of those who had tried to violate
the East-West Berlin border as a result of his shoot-to-
kill policy—were wrong and punitive. It was pointed
out that he had relinquished power to prevent East
Germany from descending into violent revolution, as
Romania did just weeks later. From a moral perspec-
tive, the righteousness of incarcerating an eighty year-
old man who was by then ravaged by liver cancer was
also called into question.

In the event, a Berlin court ruled in January 1993
that making Honecker stand trial would be in ‘‘viola-
tion of his human rights.’’ He was freed and allowed to
join his wife Margot Feist (who had been an East
German education minister for twenty-six years) in
exile in Chile. He died in Santiago of liver cancer in
May 1994.
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Honecker’s successor Egon Krenz was sentenced
to six-and-a-half years imprisonment in 1997 for elec-
toral fraud and for the deaths of those who had tried to
illegally cross the border into West Berlin. He served
three years of his sentence from 2000 after losing an
appeal, but was not alone in dismissing his punishment
as a ‘victors justice’ in a ‘Cold War court.’.

The most open wound following the collapse of
East Germany remains that of the role of the Stasi. It
directly employed up to 150,000 people (nearly one
percent of East Germany’s population) and during its
history is believed to have held files on up to one third
of the population. A substantial proportion of the East
German population have also been implicated as direct
or indirect informants. The Stasi was central to the
suppression of democratic and opposition movements
and implicated in tens of thousands of human rights
violations, including imprisonment without trial, secret
killings, spying on civilians and torture. Attempts to
bring former Stasi members to justice have been slow
and replete with controversy.
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INTRODUCTION

A writer of satirical novels and plays, Ken Saro-
Wiwa had achieved worldwide fame when he and eight
fellow members of the Movement for the Survival of
Ogoni People were hanged by the government of
Nigeria on November 10, 1995 for environmental
activism. Saro-Wiwa had spoken out against the
exploitation of the Ogoni by the Royal Dutch Shell
oil company in collaboration with the Nigerian gov-
ernment. His killing for reportedly murdering four of
his Ogoni kinsmen sparked international outrage.

Born in Bane in Khana Local council of Rivers
State in Nigeria’s Niger Delta region, Saro-Wiwa
had spent years campaigning against the ravages of
uncontrolled oil development. He accused successive
military governments and the giant Shell oil of con-
taminating the land of 500,000 Ogoni tribespeople.
He charged them with committing ‘‘environmental
genocide’’ against the Ogoni for depriving them of
their means of livelihood—farming and fishing. Saro-
Wiwa spearheaded a worldwide campaign to give the
impoverished delta communities more access to the
wealth produced on their land.

In 1994, the government of General Sani Abacha
arrested Saro-Wiwa and fellow activists Dr. Barinem
Kiobel, Saturday Dorbee, Paul Levura, Nordu Eawo,
Felix Nuate, Daniel Gboko, John Kpuine, and Baribor
Bera. The men were held without charges for more
than a year. They were allegedly tortured, denied
medical and legal aid, and deprived of contact with
their families. In the meantime, Saro-Wiwa was nom-
inated for the Nobel Peace Prize and won the presti-
gious Goldman Environmental Prize. As international
calls for the release of the Ogoni Nine mounted, the
group was accused of conspiring to murder four Ogoni
activists. The resulting trial before a military tribunal
was widely condemned as flawed and unfair. After their
convictions, the men were denied all rights of appeal
and hanged. The executions were so politically sensi-
tive that Nigerian government officials refused to dis-
close the burial location or turn the bodies over to
relatives. They feared that the graves would become a
rallying point for anti-government activists. In
November 2004, the remains of the Ogoni Nine
were exhumed and returned to their families. Despite
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widespread rumors that bodies were bathed in acid and
burned, the bodies showed no indication of mutilation.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Lagos—[alternatively Johannesburg]—On the eve of the

first anniversary of the execution of Ken Saro-Wiwa,

Amnesty International, together with Nigerian human

rights organizations, today called on the Nigerian govern-

ment to end human rights violations.

An Amnesty International delegation is in the country

to mark the 10th November anniversary, and to launch a

campaign against human rights violations in Nigeria.

Nigerian human rights organizations such as the Civil

Liberties Organisation and the Constitutional Rights

Project are supporting the campaign.

Ken Saro-Wiwa and his eight colleagues cannot be

brought back to life, said Pierre Sané, Secretary General

of Amnesty International, at a press conference. The best

way to respond to the injustice of their trials and execu-

tions is for Nigerians to pledge that it will never happen

again and then to take the necessary steps to ensure that it

does not.

The Nigerian authorities clear disregard for the most

basic and fundamental rights of their people can only result

in scepticism about its proposed transition to civilian gov-

ernment by October 1998. One year after the trials, gov-

ernments worldwide should be keeping up the pressure

for improvement in the human rights situation and accept

nothing less than substantial reforms from General

Abachas government.

In new reports issued today, Amnesty International

and the Nigerian human rights organizations are putting

forward a ten point program for human rights reform. This

program includes the release of all prisoners of con-

science, the revocation of all military decrees which allow

the indefinite or incommunicado imprisonment of political

prisoners, the guarantee of fair trials for political prisoners,

safeguards against torture and ill-treatment and abolition

of the death penalty.

Despite the international outcry and condemnation

of the executions, the situation in Nigeria remains grave,

Mr. Sané said. Nigerians who have the courage to stand up

for the human rights of their fellow citizens continue to pay a

heavy price. Human rights defenders and journalists have

been singled out for beatings, detention and harassment.

Former head of state General Olusegun Obasanjo and

human rights defender Dr. Beko Ransome-Kuti remain

imprisoned after secret and unfair trials by special military

tribunals. Others have been detained for long periods with-

out charge or trial. Many have been held in harsh condi-

tions, denied the support of families and lawyers, their

lives at risk from malnutrition and medical neglect.

Supporters of the Movement for the Survival of the

Ogoni People (MOSOP) continue to face heavy repression

by the authorities. At least nineteen Ogoni still face the

prospect of unfair trial and execution on the same murder

charges which were brought against Ken Saro-Wiwa,

President of MOSOP, and his co-defendants. The govern-

ment has made little progress towards bringing the Ogoni

ninenteen to trial and has held them in such terrible prison

conditions that one of them died in August 1995 and

others are said to be in serious ill-health.

Amnesty International is particularly critical of the Civil

Disturbances Special Tribunal which tried Ken Saro-Wiwa

and the other Ogoni. Measures announced following a

critical UN report in May 1996 have done little to reform

the Tribunal. The removal of the one military member from

the Tribunal does not affect the governments direct control

over it while the right of appeal granted in July 1996 to

prisoners convicted by future Civil Disturbance Special

Tribunals allows an appeal only to another hand-picked

special tribunal, a Special Appeal Tribunal, not to an

Nigerian minority rights activist Ken Saro Wiwa. REUTERS/ARCHIVE

PHOTOS INC. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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independent higher court in the normal judicial system. Its

convictions and sentences must still be confirmed by the

military government.

Given that the Nigerian government appears unpre-

pared to genuinely reform the Ogoni Civil Disturbances

Special Tribunal, it should be abolished before the nineteen

Ogoni prisoners suffer the same fate as Ken Saro-Wiwa

and his colleagues, Mr. Sané said. Although there have

been releases of a few detainees, measures announced

by the government as reforms are a sham.

The government has revoked one military decree

which specifically abolished the right of habeas corpus

but has continued to flout court orders to release detain-

ees or bring them before the court by invoking other mili-

tary decrees which remove the courts jurisdiction. The

promised reviews of political detentions have not been

undertaken by an independent, judicial body but in secret

by the security officials who ordered the detentions in the

first place. The latest review panel announced in October

1996 is headed by senior security officers and its recom-

mendations have to be approved by the head of state.

Chief Gani Fawehinmi’s detention was reportedly

extended after such a secret review, which confers no

rights on the detainee and does not prevent arbitrary and

indefinite detention.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The death of Saro-Wiwa has not changed much in
Nigeria. The man who ordered his death, General Sani
Abacha died suddenly of heart failure on June 8, 1998.
Elections in May 1999 elevated a civilian to the pres-
idency and ended sixteen years of consecutive military
rule. However, corruption is so endemic that Nigeria’s
government is commonly referred to as a ‘‘kleptoc-
racy.’’ The civilian rulers have been unable to cure
Nigeria of widespread poverty. Although the country
is oil-rich, the wealth is still not filtering down to the
people. In 2005, sixty-six percent of Nigeria’s 110
million people lived below the poverty line. The
Ogoni continue to complain that their land is devas-
tated by Shell. The flaring of gas, sometimes in the
middle of villages, has destroyed wildlife and plant life,
poisoned the atmosphere, and made the residents half-
deaf and prone to respiratory diseases. The problems
that consumed Saro-Wiwa have not been resolved.

As of the early twenty-first century, in the absence
of government programs, the major multinational oil
companies launched their own community develop-
ment programs. A new entity, the Niger Delta
Development Committee, was created to help catalyze
economic and social development in the region. At the

same time, youths demanding jobs and more stake in
Nigeria’s wealth sporadically seized oil workers and oil
installations. Anti-Western terrorists attacked oil
pipelines running through Nigeria. The country’s
future is in doubt.
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Special Rapporteur is to gather information about
torture practices in various countries.

INTRODUCTION

The United Nations has several ways of monitor-
ing the occurrence of torture worldwide. One is the
Special Rapporteur on Torture, an agent of the U.N.
Commission on Human Rights (CHR). The Special
Rapporteur issues yearly reports on torture and other
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cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment
around the world. Nations criticized in the reports are
requested to respond officially. The Rapporteur may
then issue a second report or addendum commenting
on the responses received and making further recom-
mendations or requesting more information. The
1996 report excerpted here, ‘‘Question of the Human
Rights of All Persons Subjected to Any Form of
Detention or Imprisonment, In Particular: Torture
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment,’’ reviewed torture and other illegal
practices in sixty-nine countries, including the
United States.

In 1996, the Rapporteur’s concerns with U.S.
practice were primarily to do with the treatment of
prisoners by police forces and prison systems.
Specifically, the Rapporteur expressed concern that
prisoners were held in positions that put them at risk
of suffocating and that maximum-security conditions
were excessively harsh or inhuman.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

From the viewpoint of later years, the remarkable
thing about the 1996 report of the Special Rapporteur
on Torture is that its concerns with U.S. treatment of
prisoners were so few and minor. In his follow-up
addendum (‘‘Summary of communications transmitted
to Governments and replies received,’’ January 16,
1996), the Rapporteur described a handful of individ-
ual cases of suffocation and torture in police custody,
all of which the United States agreed were illegal and
in many of which the responsible officers had already
been prosecuted. The United States responded with
detailed legal arguments to criticisms of the conditions
in maximum-security jails, arguing that these condi-
tions did not constitute treatment forbidden by the
U.S. Constitution or treaty law. The Rapporteur did
not comment on the merit of these arguments. The
Rapporteur’s 1998 Report on Torture raised similar
issues (the United States was not reviewed in the 1997
report) and added that it was concerned about the use
of tasers or electric stun-guns against suspects (tasers
had killed over 150 persons in the United States from
2001 to 2005).
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A decade later, the situation had changed dramat-
ically. The permissibility of torture was being openly
debated in U.S. media and government circles, and in
its second four-year report to the U.N. Committee
Against Torture (due, 1999; delivered, 2005), required
by the U.N. Convention on Torture, the United States
found it necessary to defend itself against the charge
that it tortured prisoners or sent them to countries
where they were likely to be tortured (a practice
known as ‘‘special rendition’’). The United States
stated in this 2005 document that ‘‘The United States
is unequivocally opposed to the use and practice of
torture. No circumstance whatsoever, including war,
the threat of war, internal political instability, public
emergency, or an order from a superior officer or
public authority, may be invoked as a justification for
or defense to committing torture’’ (U.N. document
CAT/C/48/Add.3, p. 4).

At the same time, however, high officials of the
U.S. government were apparently advocating the view
that torture is legal under certain circumstances. In
2002, a memo was drafted by the Justice Department

holding that the President can authorize agents of the
U.S. government to violate anti-torture laws and trea-
ties in the name of national security. In January 2005,
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales said that the
Administration held that anti-torture law did not restrain
U.S. interrogators overseas (e.g., at Guantanamo)
because the U.S. Constitution does not apply outside
the borders of the United States. In 2005, when the
U.S. Senate was considering an amendment by Sen.
John McCain (R-AZ) to the Defense Department
Authorization Bill that would ban torture and inhuman
treatment by all U.S. agents, even overseas, Vice
President Dick Cheney lobbied members of the Senate
to exempt agents of the Central Intelligence Agency from
the amendment. (The exemption was not granted.) The
amendment passed 90–9, but when President George W.
Bush signed the bill he issued a ‘‘signing statement’’
indicating that he believed he could ignore the bill when-
ever he deemed that national security was at stake. The
U.N. Commission Against Torture has demanded
explanations from the United States (due to be delivered
at a meeting in Geneva, Switzerland in May 2006) of its

A display at the UN Human Rights Conference on June 14, 1993 titled ‘‘The Kwangju People’s Uprising’’, which shows photos of

violence, battered and presumably dead Chinese protestors. ª VIENNAREPORT AGENCY/CORBIS SYGMA.
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practices and of its various statements that appear to
defend the use of torture.

Moreover, starting in 2002, allegations were made
by groups such as Amnesty International, Human Rights
Watch, and the International Committee of the Red
Cross that the United States was practicing torture and
inhuman treatment at facilities in Guantanamo, Iraq,
Afghanistan, and elsewhere. The U.N. Commission on
Human Rights appointed a task force to study the sit-
uation of detainees in Guantanamo starting in June 2004.
The task force included the Special Rapporteur on
Torture.

In February, 2006, the team’s report was released.
It accused the United States of systematically inflicting
both torture and ‘‘cruel, inhuman and degrading treat-
ment’’ (also forbidden by law) on prisoners held at the
U.S. naval base in Guantanamo, Cuba. The report
found that excessive solitary confinement, exposure
to extreme heat and cold, exposure to painfully loud
noise and painfully bright light, forced shaving and
other techniques designed to humiliate, and force-
feeding of hunger strikers through violently inserted
and removed nasal tubes amounted to inhuman and
degrading treatment and, in some cases, torture.

The U.S. government stated that prisoner testi-
mony received by the envoys was false or exaggerated.
White House spokesman Scott McClellan said that
‘‘Al Qaeda is trained in trying to make wild accusa-
tions’’ and reiterated that ‘‘we do not condone torture,
and we do not engage in torture.’’

The Rapporteur’s regular annual reports after
2001 have borne little resemblance, at least regar-
ding the United States, to those of the mid–1990s.
Domestic U.S. prison conditions were not even men-
tioned in the 2005 report. Instead, the Rapporteur
criticized the United States for its special rendition of
Maher Arar, a Canadian sent by the United States to
Syria where he was tortured. The Rapporteur also
cited ‘‘Secret [CIA] detention centers under United
States’ authority in various parts of the world, in
which an unknown number of persons are detained,’’
noting that the Red Cross has no access to them and
that ‘‘there is no oversight of the conditions of deten-
tion and the treatment of the detainees.’’ He said this
was of particular concern given Vice President
Cheney’s efforts to obtain an exemption for the CIA
from the McCain anti-torture bill of 2005.
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About the Author: The United Nations (UN) formed
during World War II in an effort to prevent future
hostilities between individual nations and conglomer-
ates of nations. In addition to acting as a world peace-
keeping force, the UN has also taken upon the task of
patrolling and maintaining human rights.

INTRODUCTION

Saudi Arabia, an active participant in the inter-
national community, has continual allegations of
human rights violations. These violations primarily
reside in the nature, execution, and condition of the
Saudi Arabian legal system. International human
rights organizations like Amnesty International
and Human Rights Watch have released several
reports attesting to the conditions of Saudi Arabian
prisons and to the maltreatment of detainees and
prisoners.

Instances of prisoner neglect, abuse, and torture
encompass a large net of human rights violations.
Reports attest that individuals charged with petty
theft have received seventy or more lashes, several
years imprisonment, and, in some cases, death. Cases
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are heard in closed proceedings, lawyers and legal
council are frequently denied to defendants, and a
clear understanding of the legal process is not made.
Along with charges of extreme punishment, former
prisoners and detainees have remarked that many pris-
oners do not know the status of their case. Not know-
ing the status of their case relates to prisoners being
held for days, weeks, and years before seeing a judge,
and then when they do go to court they are not always
informed on the outcome of the proceedings. For
instance, if a prisoner disagrees with his or her sen-
tence he can reject the punishment and verdict. Once a
rejection has been placed, the case will go to appeal.
But, the appeals process can take even longer than the
sentence stipulated, and it can take longer than it took
to get before the first judge. Hence, prisoners fre-
quently opt to take a sentence for a crime they did
not commit (they reject the guilty verdict but accept
the sentence) so that they can get out of jail sooner.
Donato Lana, a Filipino national who worked in Saudi
Arabia, faced such an ordeal after his October 11, 1995
arrest. Two policemen came to his home and arrested
him on charges of preaching Christianity. After being
charged at the police station in Riyadh, the police
transferred him to Malz Prison. Lama, who admitted
to being a Christian but not a preacher, later signed a
statement in Arabic claiming that he was a preacher.
When he signed the statement, he believed it related to
his release, and his signature came after several months
of living in shackles and being beaten daily. When he
took his sentence, but denied the guilty verdict, he had
about four months left to serve. It was for one and a
half years imprisonment and seventy lashes. His cap-
tors administered the lashes in one day, and he was not
examined by a doctor after they were given.

Lana’s case at the Malz Prison is just one example
of the injustices in the Saudi Arabian legal system.
Other instances of abuse are seen when prisoners see
a judge and the accusers or witnesses are not in court.
Without advice from a lawyer, or outside party, the
prisoner often leaves court with the impression that
their case is still in trial. Unfortunately, reports have
shown that these prisoners learned that their case
received a guilty verdict long after the fact.

The Priman Prison in Jeddah has proved to be the
most noted case for prisoner maltreatment in Saudi
Arabia. The use of beatings, shackles, and electrical
torture has forced the international community to
examine the conditions of Saudi Arabian prisons.
The question still remains on how to enforce human
rights statutes and mandates on the Saudi Arabian
government.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

In January 1996, Saudi Arabia signed the UN
Conventions on the Rights of the Child, and in
August 1997 it joined the consortium of nations to
ratify the UN Convention against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment. These steps toward joining the interna-
tional community to eradicate torture and inhumane
punishment show steps in the Saudi Arabian govern-
ment to eradicate its legacy of human rights violations.
Unfortunately, the Saudi Arabian government has
maintained a policy of trying criminals in closed
courts, arresting individuals without warrants, and
detaining people without disclosing the nature and
purpose of the investigation.

The abuses of the Saudi Arabian legal system do
not just pertain to men. Women and other disadvan-
taged groups are often targets of police brutality and
court neglect. Saudi Arabian law prohibits women
from driving cars, they must wear headscarves, and
their clothing must cover their entire body. Women
who are out alone, deemed to be wearing inappropriate
clothing, or accused of immoral behavior face severe
consequences in the legal system. Numerous cases
show Saudi Arabian and foreign women have been
arrested for charges like those mentioned here.
Furthermore, the treatment of women prisoners and
detainees is no better than for males. Cases show
women being locked in cars for hours in extreme
heat, being beaten, and being tried for murder
without knowing their charges. As with the male
cases, these victims often do not know the evidence
or full charges against them, and when sentencing
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occurs they are often without knowledge of its
severity or length.

As the international community continues to
seek mandates and plans to eradicate human injusti-
ces, countries that continue to violate human rights
come under more scrutiny. The United Nations has
declared Saudi Arabia to be in serious violations of
human rights, but no concrete action has been taken
against its government. Countries like England and
the United States have also publicly voiced con-
cerns about Saudi Arabia’s treatment of its citizens
and non-nationals, but these governments have
failed to politically reprimand Saudi Arabia for its
actions. Reasons for the lack of international action
against human rights violations vary from country
to country. With Saudi Arabia, political analysts
and skeptics have remarked that England and the
United States fear offending Saudi Arabia because
it supplies cheap crude oil. This fear might be the
reason why UN embargos have not been enforced
against Saudi Arabia, but other issues pertain to the
matter.

In 1993, the United States Supreme Court
declared that Scott Nelson could not sue the country
of Saudi Arabia for torture, injury, and harm he
encountered while jailed there. In Saudi Arabia v
Nelson, Nelson sought financial retribution for the
harm he and his wife encountered when he was jailed
and arrested in Saudi Arabia. He worked for a state
owned hospital there, as a safety engineer, and he
claimed that after reporting safety violations he was
arrested and tortured. The Court declared that the
harm against Nelson did not fall within the bounds of
commercial activity, which would have allowed
Nelson to sue for damages. The court’s 1993 decision
to rule in the favor of Saudi Arabia mirrors the actions
of the United Nations in failing to hold Saudi Arabia
responsible to the world court.
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About the Author: Paul D’Amato is a journalist who fre-
quently writes about sociopolitical issues. He writes a
biweekly column for the online journal The Socialist
Worker ONLINE. He has also written for the political
newsletter counterpunch.

INTRODUCTION

Capital punishment is a controversial subject with
passionate debate on both sides. In many areas of the
world, there is considerable opposition to the death
penalty, with many groups pressing hard to put a
global end to the practice. At the opposite end of the
spectrum are countries where executions are still car-
ried out in public places according to religious law.

The World Coalition Against the Death Penalty is
a large abolition group, comprised of nearly fifty non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), numerous bar
associations (professional associations for attorneys),
local and national government agencies, and unions. It
was started in 2002, in Rome, Italy, subsequent to a
2001 World Congress held in order to express oppo-
sition to the death penalty and to form a united system
to work for abolition of capital punishment. The
World Coalition is supported and endorsed by the
European Union as well as by the Council of Europe.
It is the belief of the World Coalition that capital
punishment is not a deterrent for future criminal activ-
ity (except for the person put to death). It purports that
the act of human execution constitutes an act of
revenge rather than one of punishment or of justice.
It is considered by this group to be cruel, immoral, and
inhumane, and an act tantamount to torture. A seminal
point of the World Coalition’s belief system is that ‘‘a
society that imposes the death penalty symbolically
encourages violence. Every single society that respects
the dignity of its people has to strive to abolish capital
punishment.’’

The United States is among the countries that still
utilize the death penalty. It may be imposed at either
the state or federal level, for a variety of different
criminal acts. For the most part, it is first-degree mur-
der, also called premeditated or aggravated murder
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that merits a sentence of death—particularly death of a
law enforcement professional or a political figure.
Although thirty-eight of the fifty United States retain
laws that permit capital punishment, few of them
actually perform executions. Five states currently per-
form the preponderance of executions: Texas, Florida,
Missouri, Oklahoma, and Virginia, with Texas having
the greatest number in an average year. Although
federal courts in America can invoke a sentence of
death, it is relatively unusual for that to occur.
According to statistics published by Amnesty
International, there are just over thirty inmates housed
on federal or military death rows. Of those prisoners,
only one has been executed during the past four deca-
des. There are, on average, nearly four thousand
inmates living on death row in thirty-seven different
states. Amnesty International states that some ninety
percent of those individuals were either impoverished
or otherwise unable to afford independent legal
counsel at the time of their criminal trails and worked
with court appointed attorneys. Nearly all death
row inmates are male, and a disproportionate number
of them are non-white (primarily African-American

and Hispanic, few Asians or Native Americans, in
comparison).

n PRIMARY SOURCE

A lot of good material has been published in the last several

years exposing the injustices of the death penalty.

But a double take is in order when Benetton, one of Italy’s

leading clothes-makers, turns its advertising machine

against capital punishment. In January, Benetton produced

a one hundred page glossy magazine insert containing pic-

tures and interviews with twenty-five death row inmates

from around the U.S.

Entitled ‘‘We, On Death Row,’’ the insert includes an inter-

view with Illinois death row inmate Leroy Orange, one of

the Death Row Ten convicted on the basis of a confession

he gave after being tortured in Chicago’s Area 2 police

station under the direction of Commander Jon Burge.

Leroy confessed to a murder after police placed a plastic

bag over his head and applied electric shocks to his

testicles.

Photographer Oliviero Toscani stands in front of one of his pieces about death row inmates, at his exhibition ‘‘We, On Death Row,’’ in

London, December 13, 2004. PHOTO BY GARETH CATTERMOLE/GETTY IMAGES.
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Burge was thrown off the force in 1993 for directing the

torture of scores of people in custody. But that hasn’t yet

helped Leroy and others convicted on false confessions.

Benetton is known for provocative, socially conscious

advertising. Its chief creative director, Oliviero Toscani,

said that he intends the supplement to encourage discus-

sion about the human costs of executing criminals. ‘‘We

will look back to this kind of justice one day, and we will

consider ourselves very primitive,’’ he said.

The Benetton ad reflects in part just how unpopular the

death penalty is in Italy and Europe. And given the recent

California poll showing a shift from three to one in favor

of capital punishment to a fifty-fifty split, perhaps

Benetton’s campaign can be seen as a sign that at least

one advertiser believes the tide of public opinion has

shifted enough to speak out against the death penalty

and still sell clothes.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

There was a moratorium on the use of capital
punishment in the United States between 1972 and
1975. Capital punishment was reinstated in 1976.
Since 1976, about one thousand people have been
executed in America. In the United States, by far the
most common means of execution is the lethal injec-
tion, followed by electrocution, lethal gas, hanging,
and the firing squad. In lethal injection, the prisoner
is strapped to a gurney (stretcher) and given a series of
drugs that produce deep sedation prior to stopping the
heart beat and respiration. Until relatively recently, the
lethal injection was considered the most humane form
of execution. However, recent legal challenges suggest
that the initial sedatives may not be as effective as had
been previously thought, causing the prisoner to die
painfully and stressfully.

Around the world, there are seven main forms of
death by execution. Hanging is considered to be
humane if properly done. If the free fall distance is
appropriate, death is swift and purportedly painless.
If not, the person can either asphyxiate (if the fall is too
short), or be forcibly beheaded (if the fall is too great).
Many countries still use death by electrocution (also
called the electric chair), which is strongly opposed by
the American Civil Liberties Union. There is some
evidence that it may take several episodes of applica-
tion of electric shock before the inmate is actually
killed, lasting anywhere from five to ten or more
minutes. Because the individual typically wears a
mask and hood, it is virtually impossible to know
what is experienced prior to death. The firing squad
is still employed in some places, with the bound and

blindfolded prisoner being shot through the heart
(there is a target pinned to his clothing) by a group of
marksmen. The gas chamber, or use of lethal gas, is
still used in a few places. In that scenario, some form of
cyanide is dropped into an acid-filled container, pro-
ducing hydrogen cyanide. This is considered to be a
very slow and painful form of execution, and it is
strongly opposed by many of the world’s communities.
The lethal injection is used most commonly by those
countries that execute the death penalty. The guillo-
tine is rarely utilized and is not used at all in North
America. It functions by severing the head. It is
reported to be a swift and apparently painless form of
execution. Some Muslim and Middle Eastern coun-
tries still practice death by stoning. In that case, the
individual is buried up to the neck and showered with
rocks and stones. The premise is that the rocks are
large enough to cause pain and significant bodily
injury, but not immediate death.

Among the socially and philosophically contro-
versial aspects of death by execution, in addition to
the basic human rights issues, concern the matters of
executing innocent people, or those who were denied
adequate legal representation or truly fair trials; exe-
cution of those who were later found to be innocent
by means of DNA exclusion or other incontrovertible
evidence; carrying out a sentence of death for those
who are mentally ill, mentally retarded, have suffered
significant brain insult or injury, or those who are
otherwise cognitively or psychologically disabled;
and execution of those who committed capital crimes
as children or youth. Although abolitionists, as well as
a growing segment of the general population, favor
ending the death penalty under all circumstances, the
foregoing are considered the most egregious human
rights concerns meriting a moratorium on the death
penalty for all persons falling into those categories.
Of concern as well is the number of countries that
have utilized the practice of deportation of convicted
capital criminals, a situation in which nations that
have abolished the death penalty have sometimes
sent such persons to countries that permit death by
execution, under any circumstances.

According to the most recent statistics published
by Amnesty International, well over half of the coun-
tries in the world have abolished the death penalty,
either in fact of law or in practice (that is, having
legislation that permits the imposition of the death
penalty while choosing not to enforce it for at least
the past decade.) According to their data, nearly
ninety countries have abolished the death penalty
for all crimes, more than ten have ceased it for all
but very specific crimes (generally associated with
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wartime behavior), and close to thirty have capital
punishment laws on their books but have carried out
no executions for at least ten years. To date, nearly
one hundred twenty-five countries have virtually
eliminated the death penalty, either in fact or in
practice.

Of those countries that still permit capital punish-
ment, some ninety-seven percent of all executions
occur in just four countries: China (reported figures
range from five thousand to more than ten thousand
per year), Viet Nam (estimated sixty to eighty annu-
ally), Iran (estimated one hundred and fifty to two
hundred annually), and the United States of America
(estimated fifty to sixty-five annually).

Although the originally stated premise in favor of
capital punishment is that of deterrence, published
statistics on the occurrence of violent crimes consis-
tently fails to support this in any considerable degree.
The United Nations has expressed the opinion that
death by execution is no more a deterrent than life
imprisonment. Research data published by Amnesty
International suggests that the threat of life without
parole has a greater deterrent effect than does the
death penalty.
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About the Author: Fang Lizhi is a Chinese physicist and
political dissident whose writings, including his 1989
open letter to Deng Xiaoping, the leader of the
Chinese government, contributed to the popular pro-
test that culminated in the Tiananmen Square dem-
onstrations in the spring of 1989. Fang obtained
asylum in the United States in 1990, where he con-
tinued to participate in the Chinese democracy
movement.

INTRODUCTION

In 1949, the Chinese Communist Party under
the leadership of Mao Zedong (1893–1976) took con-
trol of China after a lengthy civil war. From that point,
the Chinese government has been wary of dissent
against governmental authority from any part of
Chinese society, particularly with regard to opposition
expressed by China’s intellectual classes.

Prior to the demonstrations staged at Tiananmen
Square in Beijing in 1989, organized opposition to
government policy within China was invariably sup-
pressed by the government. During the Cultural
Revolution, a period of often violent purges of the
ranks of the ruling Communist Party that began in
1966, intellectuals who had voiced even mild dissatis-
faction with official government policies found them-
selves stripped of their status with the Party. Many of
these persons were sent into the Chinese country side
to work as manual laborers; Fang Lizhi, who had
worked as a professor of physics prior to running
afoul of the Communist Party, was one of those per-
sons ‘‘rehabilitated’’ in this fashion.

Fang was deemed sufficiently rehabilitated that in
the late 1970s he was restored to both Communist
Party membership and his academic post. Deng
Xiaoping (1904–1997), a politician regarded as a mod-
erate, assumed leadership of the Communist Party in
1977, and there was a widespread assumption in the
country that with Deng now in power, a greater toler-
ance would be shown by the Chinese government to
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the forces favoring greater democracy and freedom of
expression in China.

The modern Chinese dissident movement
received much of its impetus from a letter sent to
Deng by Wie Jingsheng, a Chinese activist, in 1978.
Deng had published his views regarding the advance-
ment of China in a policy document entitled The
Four Modernizations. Wie’s letter, the Fifth
Modernization, asserted that there could be no eco-
nomic progress without democracy. Wie was branded
a counter revolutionary and a traitor and was impri-
soned for his views in 1979. Wie would remain in
custody until 1997.

Fang supported the views of Wie and was out-
spoken regarding Wie’s release. On January 6, 1989,
Fang wrote to Deng Xiaoping in an open letter, urg-
ing the release of both Wie and all other political
prisoners held in China. Fang’s letter coincided with
a growing unrest in China, particularly within the
hundreds of thousands of students resident in and
around Beijing. Increasingly bold displays of dissat-
isfaction with government policy culminated in the
protests staged at Tiananmen Square, Beijing, in
April 1989.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

January 6, 1989

Central Military Commission

Dear Chairman Deng:

This year marks the fortieth anniversary of the founding of

the People’s Republic, and the seventieth anniversary of

the May Fourth movement. There must be many events

commemorating these important dates, but the people are

perhaps more worried right now about the future than

about the past.

In order to better evoke the spirit of these days, I ear-

nestly suggest that on the fortieth anniversary of this

nation’s founding, you grant a full amnesty, especially

for political prisoners such as Wei Jingsheng. Whatever

one’s assessment of Wei Jingsheng might be, a full par-

don for people like him who have already served ten years

in prison would certainly be consistent with a spirit of

humanity.

This year also marks the two hundredth anniversary of the

French Revolution. Thanks to the inspiration it provides,

liberty, equality, fraternity and human rights have received

increasing respect over the passing years. I reiterate my

sincere hope that you will consider my suggestion so that

respect for these values may grow even more in the

future.

My best regards,

Fang Lizhi

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The most obvious consequence of the letter from
Fang to Deng Xiaoping was its contribution to anti-
government feeling among China’s intellectual and
student groups in early 1989. The Chinese govern-
ment were sufficiently persuaded as to Fang’s influ-
ence with the student protestors at Tiananmen
Square that Fang and his wife, Li Shuxian, were the
persons that headed a ‘‘Most Wanted’’ list of sus-
pected counter-revolutionaries published by the
Chinese government after the protests were sup-
pressed by the Chinese army on June 4, 1989. Fang
and his wife were provided a safe haven within the
United States embassy in Beijing until they were
transported out of China by the United States in
June 1990.

The open letter from Fang to Deng Xiaoping
represented the first time any member of China’s intel-
lectual elite had publicly questioned the imprisonment
of anyone. Fang’s letter prompted others in the
Chinese intellectual and academic classes to send
their own letters to Deng Xiaoping.

The pro-democracy demonstrations at
Tiananmen Square remain among the most profound
and visible protest ever initiated within China against
its political leadership. It was also the first demonstra-
tion within China that was the subject of relatively
contemporaneous media coverage, albeit without
the cooperation of Chinese authorities. Tiananmen
Square focused international attention on China and
its suppression of human rights in the name of
Communist Party control. China was roundly con-
demned by other nations for the manner in which the
demonstrations were terminated, including the firing
of weapons into thousands of massed and unarmed
demonstrators. Hundreds of protestors were killed by
the military gunfire and upwards of 500 persons were
imprisoned by the Chinese government for their part
in the demonstrations.

Despite significant pressure from foreign govern-
ments and the international organizations that support
the development of democracy in China, the Chinese
government never conducted an investigation or an
public inquiry into the events of June 4, 1989 at
Tiananmen Square.

However, the protest climate that Fang’s letter
formed a part did not lead to any immediate changes
in the dictatorial rule of the Chinese Communist Party
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into the 1990s. Wie, who remained in prison until
1997, wrote a further open letter to Deng Xiaoping
in 1992 regarding the Chinese control of Tibet, a
country first occupied by the Chinese in 1950; numer-
ous international groups, including the Dalai Lama,
had attacked China for its repression of Tibetan
nationals. Fang was actively working from his home
in exile in the United States to advance the cause for
liberalization and democracy in China, without appa-
rent concrete success.

Deng Xiaoping retired in 1989, and the eco-
nomic reforms that were initiated in China contin-
ued with greater speed. China is now an overtly
capitalistic and market driven economy. China has
executed a series of bilateral trade agreements with
the United States and numerous other Western
countries since 1990 that have served as the back-
bone to a significant flow of trade between China and
its economic partners. In a direct contrast to the anti-
capitalism rhetoric directed against the Western
world by China in the time of the Cultural
Revolution, American commercial icons such as
Kentucky Fried Chicken and McDonalds now have
hundreds of outlets in China.

The flourishing trade has not been impaired by
the concerns voiced from time to time by American
and other nations regarding the absence of any signifi-
cant democratic movements in China. Economic
issues are of major importance in the current dealings
between Western democracies and the Chinese gov-
ernment. Fang has attained iconic status in the
academic literature that pertains to the events leading
up to the Tiananmen Square protests in 1989. He
published Bringing Down the Great Wall: Writings on
Science, Culture, and Democracy in China in 1991.
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Expressing the Sense of the
House of Representatives
Regarding Several Individuals
Who are Being Held as
Prisoners of Conscience by
the Chinese Government for
Their Involvement in Efforts
to End the Chinese Occupation
of Tibet

Resolution

By: Tom Udall

Date: July 9, 2002

Source: Udall, Tom. ‘‘Expressing the Sense of the
House of Representatives Regarding Several
Individuals Who are Being Held as Prisoners of
Conscience by the Chinese Government for Their
Involvement in Efforts to End the Chinese
Occupation of Tibet.’’ Washington, D.C.: 107th
Congress, July 9, 2002.

About the Author: Democratic Representative Tom Udall
of New Mexico has represented New Mexico’s third
district since 1999 with a focus on civil liberties, the
environment, and veteran’s affairs.

INTRODUCTION

In 1949, the new Communist government of
China chose to invade neighboring Tibet. Tibet had
been a free, sovereign nation since 1911; the new
Chinese government claimed that Tibet was merely a
province of China, and that the Tibetan government
was a ‘‘feudal regime.’’ The fourteenth Dalai Lama—
the spiritual and political leader of the Tibetans—was
only fourteen years old, with Tibet under the control
of a Regent until the Dalai Lama reached the age of 18.
Shortly after the Chinese invasion, the Dalai Lama was
made the full head of state with complete political
powers.

In 1959, after nearly ten years of increasingly
invasive Chinese control over Tibet, tensions esca-
lated, a Tibetan guerilla movement used violence
against Chinese soldiers, and the Chinese government
ordered bombings and attacks that killed more than
eighty-six thousand Tibetans. In March 1959, the
Dalai Lama escaped from Tibet wearing a disguise;
his fifteen-day trip from Tibet’s capital city Lhasa to
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northern India was dangerous and covert; Tibetans did
not know for two weeks whether he was dead or alive.

By 1960, the twenty-five-year-old Dalai Lama had
set up a government in exile in India, leaving six mil-
lion Tibetans in his homeland. Over time a steady
trickle of Tibetan refugees settled in India, Nepal,
and western Europe and the United States. Many of
the refugees were monks and religious teachers, and
they spread the teaching of Buddhism and and knowl-
edge of Tibetan history and culture to regions that
had previously known little about them. In part
because of this, international sentiment turned against
the Chinese government and in favor of a free Tibet.

The Chinese government reportedly imprisoned
tens of thousands of Tibetans in the 1950s. Sentenced
for opposition to the Chinese government or for ‘‘local
nationalism,’’ a second wave of imprisonments from
Tibetan revolts in 1987–1989 included many nuns and
monks who chose to peacefully demonstrate against
the Chinese government. As of 2001, there were three
hundred documented prisoners of conscience in Tibet;
the numbers had dwindled as a result of completed
sentences, early release, or death.

In 1989, Phuntsog Nyidron, then twenty-four
years old, was one of fourteen Buddhist nuns impris-
oned for peacefully protesting against the Chinese
occupation of Tibet. Sentenced to nine years in the
Drapchi prison, Nyidron was tortured while incarcer-
ated. In 1993, audio tapes of the nuns singing songs
and chants in praise of the Dalai Lama were smuggled
from the prison. When the tapes were released to the
public and the Chinese government was pressured to
release the nuns, the government responded by charg-
ing the nuns with ‘‘spreading counter-revolutionary
propaganda’’ and extended their sentences.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JULY 9, 2002

Mr. UDALL of New Mexico submitted the following

resolution; which was referred to the Committee on

International Relations

RESOLUTION

Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives

regarding several individuals who are being held as prison-

ers of conscience by the Chinese Government for their

involvement in efforts to end the Chinese occupation of

Tibet.

Whereas for more than 1,000 years Tibet has main-

tained a sovereign national identity that is distinct from the

national identity of China;

Whereas armed forces of the People’s Republic of

China invaded Tibet in 1949 and 1950 and have occupied

it since then;

Whereas according to the United States Department

of State and international human rights organizations, the

Government of the People’s Republic of China continues

to commit widespread and well-documented human rights

abuses in China and Tibet;

Whereas the People’s Republic of China has yet to

demonstrate its willingness to abide by internationally

accepted norms of freedom of belief, expression, and

association by repealing or amending laws and decrees

that restrict those freedoms;

Whereas the Chinese Government has detained sev-

eral nuns, monks, and individuals as prisoners of con-

science for their efforts in speaking out against the

Chinese occupation of Tibet;

Whereas on October 14, 1989, Phuntsog Nyidron, a

Tibetan Buddhist nun, and 5 other nuns from the

Michungri Nunnery were arrested in Lhasa after chanting

some slogans and marching in a procession as part of a

peaceful demonstration that they organized to protest the

Chinese occupation of Tibet;

Whereas Nyidron and the other nuns were kicked,

beaten, and given electric shocks on their hands, should-

ers, breasts, tongue, and face at the time of the arrest;

Whereas 4 years later, Nyidron and 13 other nuns

sang and recorded songs about Tibetan independence in

front of prison guards;

Whereas the Chinese Government determined that

the public distribution of these songs constituted ‘spread-

ing counter-revolutionary propaganda’ and on October 8,

1993, extended Nyidron’s sentence by 8 years;

Whereas Nyidron is now serving a 17-year sentence,

one of the longest reported sentences of any female pris-

oner of conscience in Tibet;

Whereas Phuntsog Nyidron was awarded the Reebok

Human Rights Award in 1995;

Whereas Phuntsog Nyidron is just one of many indi-

viduals whom the Chinese Government has held as a

prisoner of conscience;

Whereas the Chinese Government continues to

imprison individuals as prisoners of conscience for involve-

ment in efforts to end the Chinese occupation of Tibet; and

Whereas the Chinese Government continues to exert

control over religious and cultural institutions in Tibet,

abusing human rights through torture, arbitrary arrest,

and detention without public trial of Tibetans who peace-

fully expressed their political or religious views: Now,

therefore, be it
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Resolved, That it is the sense of the House of

Representatives that the Government of the People’s

Republic of China should, as a gesture of good will and in

order to promote human rights, release prisoners of con-

science such as Phuntsog Nyidron.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Representative Tom Udall, a Democrat from
New Mexico, wrote this resolution for the United
States House of Representatives in addition to cospon-
soring a bill on Tibetan policy. On February 2, 2004,
the resolution passed as House Resolution 157 with
sixty-six cosponsors. It passed unanimously in the
House of Representatives.

Twenty-four days later, Chinese authorities
released Phuntsog Nyidron from Drapchi, one day
after a United States Department of State report char-
acterized China’s treatment of Tibetan political pris-
oners as a gross human rights violation. The report

detailed summary executions, torture, lack of legal
representation, arbitrary arrest, and extensions of
sentences without due process.

Phuntsog Nyidron’s release after fifteen years in
prison was hailed as a diplomatic success; Udall’s res-
olution, combined with the State Department report,
was believed to have put enough pressure on China to
compel her release. In addition, the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights was set to convene the
following month, in March 2004; China’s choice to
release Phuntsog Nyidron helped to quell complaints
about the treatment of political prisoners in Tibet.

Phuntsog Nyidron was released to a home in
Lhasa where she was kept under strict surveillance,
denied a passport, and denied appropriate medical
care for a kidney condition. On March 15, 2006,
Phuntsog Nyidron was released to the International
Campaign for Tibet staff and delivered to the United
States, where she had an audience with the Dalai Lama
and received medical care. Her release came one

A member of Amnesty International displays a photo of, Gao Yu, a Chinese prisoner of conscience. ROBYN BECK/AFP/GETTY IMAGES.
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month before Chinese President Hu Jintao’s summit
with United States President George W. Bush.

At the time of Phuntsog Nyidron’s release, human
rights researchers estimated than 150 Tibetan political
prisoners remained imprisoned by Chinese author-
ities, and approximately seventy-five percent of those
prisoners were Buddhist monks and nuns convicted
for peaceful demonstrations against the Chinese
government.
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Coming Out of Solitary
Confinement, Schlusselburg
Fortress Prison, Russia, 1886

Book excerpt

By: Vera Figner

Date: ca. 1921

Source: Scheffler, Judith A. (ed). Wall Tappings. New
York.: Feminist Press, 2002.

About the Author: Vera Figner (1852–1942) was a Russian
revolutionary and prominent Soviet era writer. A
member of Narodnaya Volya (People’s Will), she was
implicated in several plots to kill Tsar Alexander II
(1818–1881). After he was killed in St Petersburg in
1881, a round up of People’s Will members took place
and many, including Vera Figner, were sentenced to
death. Figner’s sentence was later reduced to life
imprisonment, but she was released in 1904 and went
into exile for eleven years. After the 1917 Revolution,
she found worldwide fame as a writer with the publi-
cation of her Memoirs of a Revolutionist.

INTRODUCTION

On March 1, 1881, while traveling through the
streets of central St. Petersburg, the carriage of Tsar
Alexander II was attacked and destroyed in a grenade
attack carried out by Ignacy Hryniewiecki, a Polish
member of the revolutionary organization, Narodnaya
Volya (People’s Will). It was the third time the People’s
Will had tried to kill Alexander II and the fifth attempt
on his life. He was taken away from the scene seriously
injured and died a few hours later.

In the months that followed his murder, police
rounded up members of the People’s Will and sent
them to trial. Many were executed for either their
involvement in Alexander’s assassination or even simply
for membership of the People’s Will or other renegade
organizations. Amongst those arrested was Vera Figner,
a former medical student and long standing revolution-
ary. Figner was a member of the People’s Will’s execu-
tive committee and spent nearly two years on the run
after Alexander’s murder. She was arrested in Kharkov
in February 1883 and placed in solitary confinement for
twenty months.

At her trial, Figner was sentenced to death, but this
was later reduced to life imprisonment, and she was
sent to the Shlüsselburg Prison thirty miles east of
St. Petersburg where she remained until her release
in 1904.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

I Acquire a Friend

Early in January, 1/28/86, knowing that Ludmila

Alexandrovna Volkenstein, one of my co-defendants in

the Trail of 14, was also in the Fortress, I asked the inspec-

tor whey they did not permit me to take my walks in

company with one of the other prisoners. The inspector

was silent for a moment, and then said, ‘‘WE can grant you

this privilege, only you mustn’t . . .’’ He bent his forefinger

and tapped on the door jamb, imitating our fashion of

carrying on conversations by tapping on the wall. I replied

that I did very little tapping.

The interview went no further, and I was left in sol-

itude as before. But on January 14, when they took me out

for my walk, and the door into the little enclosure which we

called ‘‘the first cage,’’ opened, I beheld an unexpected

figure in a short cloth coat, with linen handkerchief on her

head, who swiftly embraced me, and I recognized with

difficulty my comrade Volkenstein. Probably she also was

as shocked by the change in my appearance . . .

We were like people shipwrecked on an uninhabited

island. We had nothing and no one in all the world save

each other. Not only people, but nature, colors, sounds,
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were gone, all of them. And instead there was left a

gloomy vault with a row of mysterious, walled-in cells, in

which invisible captives were pining; an ominous silence,

and the atmosphere of violence, madness and death. One

can see plainly that in such surroundings two friendly

spirits must needs find joy in each other’s company, and

ever afterwards treasure a most touching remembrance of

the association.

Any one who has been in prison knows the influence

that the sympathetic tenderness of a comrade has on

one’s life while in confinement. In Polivanov’s memoirs

of his imprisonment in the Alexey Ravelin, there is a touch-

ing picture of Kolodkevich, hobbling up to the wall on

crutches to console him with a few tender words. A brief

conversation through the soulless stone that separated

the two captives, who were dying from scurvy and lone-

liness, was their only joy and support. The author of the

memoirs confessed that more than once Kolodkevich’s

kind words saved him from acute attacks of melancholy,

which were tempting them to commit suicide. And indeed,

loving sympathy works veritable wonders in prison; and

were it not for those light tappings on the wall, which

destroy the stone barrier separating man from man, the

prisoner could not preserve his life or his soul. Good reason

was there for the struggle to maintain the system of tap-

pings, the very first struggle that a captive wages with the

prison officials; it is an out-and-out struggle for existence,

and every one who is walled up in a cell clutches at this

device as at a straw. But when those sentenced to solitary

confinement are permitted to meet their co-prisoners face

to face, and to replace the symbolic tapping with living

speech, then the warm-heartedness and kindness

expressed in the tones of the voice, in an affectionate

glance, and a friendly handshake, bring joy unknown to

one who has never lost his freedom.

I do not know what I gave to Ludmila Alexandrovna,

but she was my comfort, my joy and happiness. My

nerves and general constitution had been completely

unstrung. I was physically weak, and spiritually

exhausted. My general state of mind was entirely abnor-

mal; and lo! I found a friend whom prison conditions had

not affected so profoundly and painfully as they had me;

and this friend was the personification of tenderness,

kindness, and humaneness. All the treasures of her loving

spirit she gave to me with a generous hand. No matter

how gloomy my mood when we met, she always knew

how to dispel it in one way or another, and how to

console . . . Straightway I would begin to dream of our

next meeting. We saw each other every other day; prison

discipline evidently found it necessary to dilute the joy of

our meetings, by making us pass a day in complete sol-

itude. But perhaps this fact only made our longing to see

each other more keen, and accentuated our ‘‘holiday

mood,’’ which was so pleasant to recall afterwards.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Although Vera Figner’s political ideas were articu-
lated in a particularly extreme manner, incarceration
for political or anti-monarchy views in Tsarist Russia
was by no means unique. Many of Figner’s fellow
prisoners at Shlüsselburg, notably Alexander Ulyanov
(the brother of Lenin who was later hanged for his part
in an attempt to assassinate Alexander III), were there
for their political opinions, whether they had been
expressed in a benign or violent way. Many thousands
more were sent into exile in Siberia.

Russia in the late nineteenth century was a country
caught between two worlds. Although monarchies
existed in most of its European neighbors, nowhere
was the monarch more absolute than in Tsarist Russia
and in no other country did the aristocracy exert as
much power over its people. Not until 1861 did feudal-
ism end. Yet, at the same time, a wealthy, educated and
highly cosmopolitan elite were imbued with the ideas
and ideals of the rest of the world in which they trav-
eled widely. Nationalistic and idealistic, they envisaged
varying models of a modern liberal democracy existing
in Russia. Political debate, however, was all but banned
and the Tsar’s extensive secret police force worked
assiduously to infiltrate both formal and informal
political organizations. As such, political expression
was often pushed to extremes and groups like the
People’s Will sought to inspire political revolution by
creating social upheaval. In effect, their actions merely
served to polarize the situation, to increase the clamp-
down on political debate and further the numbers and
pervasiveness of the Tsar’s secret police. The prison
population and numbers sent into exile in Tsarist
Russia increased significantly in the last twenty years
of the nineteenth century.

Alexander II had been one of the most liberal
Tsars in history and was slowly setting Russia on the
course of becoming a constitutional monarchy. He had
been responsible for the emancipation of the serfs, the
most significant reform in centuries, and had set about
reforming Russia’s judiciary based on the French
model. One of the ironies of his assassination was
that it inadvertently set reform in Russia back by
years. He was replaced by Tsars Alexander III and
Nicholas II whose reigns were far more despotic and
repressive than his had ever been.

The political unrest of Nicholas II’s reign, com-
pounded by the appalling military losses and food
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shortages of the First World War, eventually gave way
to revolution in February 1917. In the political chaos
that followed, the Bolsheviks, a small socialist revolu-
tionary party led by Vladimir Ulyanov (Lenin), seized
political momentum and eventually power in October
1917 after staging a coup d’etat.

The Bolsheviks were the acknowledged successors
of the People’s Will, sharing many of the same influ-
ences and ideas. Despite the fact that many of its
members had themselves suffered for their political
beliefs, they were not in the business of enacting
wholesale changes to the Russian judicial system nor
of allowing their opponents—or even those within
their own membership—any form of freedom of polit-
ical expression. Lenin spoke of the necessity of disci-
pline within his party ranks and the country as a whole
and made no allowance for dissent, no matter how
nuanced. One of his first acts as Russian leader was to
establish the Council of People’s Commissars (the
Cheka, and later the NKVD), a secret police force
whose pervasiveness and brutality very quickly out-
stripped that of the Tsarist police force.

To accommodate the large-scale arrest of
Bolshevik opponents, something that increased expo-
nentially after the succession of Lenin by Joseph Stalin
in 1924 and continued until the 1980s, large-scale
prison camps were set up across Siberia and beyond.
Known as Gulags, the writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn
accurately observed that these camps came to form an
‘archipelago’ across Russia. Forced labor, prison offi-
cer brutality, hunger and the harshness of Siberian
climate made these amongst the most notorious prison
conditions in history. The scale of these gulags was
also immense. By the outbreak of World War II in
1939, 1.3 million people were incarcerated in them,
and up to 20 million passed through them during
Russia’s Soviet era.

For her part, Vera Figner, whose earlier revolu-
tionary activities had helped pave the way for the
Bolsheviks and their repressive system, was a favorite
of the new regime. Her memoirs made her famous in
the USSR and across the world, although she herself
maintained a distance from the Bolshevik government.
In her later years, she was active in organizing famine

A jail cell in the old prison of the Pierre-and-Paul fortress in Saint Petersburg, Russia, 1991. PHOTO BY LIPNITZKI/ROGER VIOLLET/GETTY IMAGES.
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relief for her fellow Russians and campaigned as far as
she could to ease Russia’s prison conditions.
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A Passion for Solitude
Nawal El Saadawi’s Memories of an Egyptian Prison

Book except

By: Nawal El Saadawi

Date: 2002

Source: El Saadawi, Nawal. ‘‘A Passion for Solitude’’ in
Scheffler, Judith A., ed. Wall Tappings: Women’s Prison
Writings. New York: Feminist Press, 2002.

About the Author: The writer and feminist Nawal El
Saadawi (b. 1931) had a distinguished career in public
health in Egypt until 1973 when she was dismissed
from her post as Director of Health Education in the
Ministry of Health in Cairo. Eight years later, she was
imprisoned for crimes against the state for advocating
for women’s liberation.

INTRODUCTION

Nawal El Saadawi, a physician and writer, went to
prison in Egypt in 1981 for challenging the subordi-
nate role of women in Middle Eastern society and
within Islam. Born in 1931 in Kafr Tahla, a small
village outside of Cairo to a large family, El Saadawi
suffered female genital mutilation at the age of six. Her
family was traditional in many ways, yet her father also
accepted the importance of educating girls. El Saadawi
attended the University of Cairo and graduated in
1955 with a degree in psychiatry. After completing
her education, she practiced psychiatry and eventually
rose to become Egypt’s Director of Public Health. In
the 1960s, she instituted a divorce against her first
husband, a near impossibility in the Arab world. She
subsequently married Sherif Hatata, a leftist physician
who also suffered imprisonment for his political views.

The major theme of El Saadawi’s work is Arab
women’s sexuality, which she views as part of the

wider problem of women’s subordinate social and
legal status within the Arab world. Women’s sexuality
is a taboo subject in many Islamic countries, including
Egypt in the 1970s. El Saadawi’s writings were con-
troversial and considered by many in authority to be
dangerous. Her writings were banned in her native
country. As a result, El Saadawi was forced to publish
her works in Beirut, Lebanon. In 1972, she published
her first work of non-fiction, Women and Sex. The
book angered highly placed political and theological
authorities to the extent that the Ministry of Health
fired El Saadawi. Under similar pressures, she lost her
post as Chief Editor of a health journal and as Assistant
General Secretary in the Medical Association in Egypt.

El Saadawi had been warned by her husband about
the ‘‘visitors of the dawn,’’ the Egyptian secret police,
yet she refused to be cowed. As a member of the Ain
Shams University’s Faculty of Medicine, she con-
ducted research on women and neurosis. The results
inspired her novel Woman at Point Zero, which was
based on a female death row inmate convicted of mur-
dering her husband that she met while conducting
interviews. In 1977, El Saadawi published her most
famous work, The Hidden Face of Eve. This book cov-
ered a host of topics relative to Arab women, such as
aggression against female children and female genital
mutilation, prostitution, sexual relationships, marriage
and divorce, and Islamic fundamentalism. On
September 6, 1981, El Saadawi sat at home alone read-
ing a novel. The doorbell rang. The ‘‘visitors of the
dawn’’ collected El Saadwi’s books and papers and then
took her to jail. She was released in 1982, after the
assassination of President Anwar Sadat. In 1983, she
published Memoirs from the Women’s Prison, in which
she continued her attacks on the repressive Egyptian
government.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

El Saadawi’s influence on Arab feminism has been
profound. She is currently one of the most widely read
of contemporary Egyptian authors. Her twenty-seven
books have been translated into no fewer than twelve
languages. In 1983, she founded the Arab Women’s

Outspoken Egyptian feminist Nawal Saadawi (left) with her husband Sherif Hetata on February 27, 1998. ª REUTERS/CORBIS.
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Solidarity Association (AWSA), an international
organization dedicated to ‘‘lifting the veil from the
mind’’ of Arab women. In 1985, AWSA was granted
consultant status with the Economic and Social
Council of the United Nations as an Arab non-gov-
ernmental association. Under pressure from Islamic
fundamentalists, the Egyptian government closed
AWSA down in 1991 and diverted its funds to a reli-
gious women’s association. El Saadawi took the
Egyptian government to court, but she did not win
the case.

When Hosni Mubarak succeeded Anwar Sadat as
President of Egypt on October 6, 1981, Mubarak
promised to address Egypt’s social problems. He
released many of the political and religious leaders
imprisoned by Sadat, including El Saadawi. Political
parties created under Sadat were permitted to grow,
publish newspapers, and promote candidates for legis-
lative elections. Since 1992, however, the Mubarak
government has limited the proliferation of parties,
restricted freedom of the press, and curbed movements
that it regards as subversive. For her writing and
activism on behalf of women, El Saadawi discovered
in June 1992 that she had been placed on a death list.
On January 8, 1993, she fled Egypt for the United
States. She subsequently returned home and unsuc-
cessfully ran for president in 2004. In 2006, she
continued to promote feminist issues from her home
in Cairo.

The Mubarak government initially supported the
resurgence of Islamist movements in Egypt, notably
al-Jihad and the Muslim Brotherhood. In recent years,
in the wake of an attempt on Mubarak’s life, the gov-
ernment has attempted to crack down on Islamic fun-
damentalism. However, the movement has proven too
deeply entrenched, especially in the professional asso-
ciations. It is unlikely that an improvement in the
situation of women, a goal long held by El Saadawi,
will occur as long as Islamic fundamentalism remains
strong in Egypt.
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By Right of Memory

Poem excerpt

By: Alexander Tvardovsky

Date: Date unknown; between 1968 and 1991

Source: Applebaum, Anne, ed. By Right of Memory. New
York: Penguin, 2003.

About the Author: Alexander Tvardovsky was a Russian
poet who received several official prizes from the
Soviet regime, but late in his career assisted dissenters
such as Alexander Solzhenitsyn.

INTRODUCTION

This scrap of poetry, which is an English trans-
lation of a Russian original, was found in the remains of
the Soviet prison system known as the Gulag. The
original text was an autobiographical poem by
Alexander Tvardovsky (1910–1971), a Russian Soviet
poet who received the Stalin Prize and Lenin Prize for
works that praised the Soviet government but who
supported dissent in the 1970s.

The word ‘‘Gulag’’ was originally an acronym for
Glavnoe Upravlenie Lagerei, Russian for ‘‘Main Camp
Administration.’’ The Gulag was a system of geo-
graphically isolated prisons, camps, colonies, and vil-
lages in which a total of about twenty million persons
were imprisoned throughout much of the Soviet era
(early 1920s through 1991). Many thousands of per-
sons were tortured and killed in the Gulag system; over
a million died. Prisoners were expected to do hard
work but were inadequately fed, leading to a high
rate of death by disease. Families and children of per-
sons accused of counterrevolutionary activity were also
imprisoned, often in separate camps or colonies.
Intellectuals were often assigned to forced psychiatric
treatment designed not to cure mental disorders but to
break down resistance. During World War II, many
Gulag prisoners were drafted into penal battalions that
were placed at the most dangerous parts of the front.
(Russia suffered about ten million military dead and
eleven million civilian dead in World War II, by far the
greatest losses of any group or country in that period.).

Mass releases from the Gulag system occurred in
the 1950s under Nikita Khruschev (1894–1971). The
Gulag system was officially terminated in 1960, but
many people remained imprisoned in parts of the sys-
tem for years afterward.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The preservation by an inmate of a Soviet prison
camp of a protest poem written by an official Soviet
poet is a peculiar event. It reflects the complex personal
story of the poem’s original author, Alexander
Tvardovsky, and hints at the slow-growing discontent
that eventually brought about the collapse of the
Soviet system in 1991.

The Soviet government was formally established
in 1922. Although founded on a Communist ideology
that originally appealed to the idea of universal

fairness, it was a harshly repressive regime. Its vast
secret-police apparatus sent millions of peasants,
intellectuals, religious believers, and dissidents to the
Gulag. The first major wave of Soviet forced-labor
camps was engineered in the early 1930s to ‘‘liquidate’’
(the official Soviet term) the class of relatively well-to-
do peasant farmers known in Russia as kulaks. Kulaks
were considered ‘‘class enemies"—that is, government
officials assumed that they would be less loyal to the
new Soviet regime than poorer classes of farmers. It
was decided by the Soviet government that the kulaks
would be ‘‘liquidated as a class,’’ that is, not necessarily
massacred but forced to take up a lower social status.
Those who resisted were shot. Forced movement of
kulaks to collective farms resulted in many thousands
of deaths and greatly expanded the incipient Gulag
system.

The young poet Alexander Tvardovsky had been
a fervent member of the Communist Youth League
from age fifteen. When he was twenty-one and living
away from home, his parents and brother were
designated as kulaks and deported to forced labor in

The remains of a Gulag prison camp in Russian Siberia, 2000. ª STAFFAN WIDSTRAND/CORBIS.
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the Urals. Tvardovsky learned of their deportation in
1931 when they contacted him to plead for help. He
responded in a letter that they should ‘‘be strong, be
patient, and work’’ and later denounced his family as
‘‘enemies of the people.’’ During World War II, his
brother Ivan was drafted into the Soviet army; after
the war, Ivan was sent to the Gulag (which he
survived).

Tvardovsky, having renounced his family in
favor of Soviet ideology, went on to become one
of the most famous Soviet poets during World War
II. Yet in the ideological thaw that began when
Khrushchev denounced Stalin’s crimes in a famous
1956 speech to Twentieth Congress of the
Communist Party, Tvardovsky—by then editor of
the literary journal Novyi Mir (‘‘New World’’)—
renounced Stalinism and helped to expose the
Gulag. In his journal, he published what is still
one of the most famous pieces of literature about
the Gulag, One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich by
Alexander Solzhenitsyn (1918–).

In 1968, Tvardovsky wrote a long autobiograph-
ical poem, ‘‘By Right of Memory,’’ in which he con-
fesses his guilt for renouncing family. This is the
poem quoted in translation in this primary source.
Tvardovsky was not allowed to publish the poem in
Novyi Mir and was forced out of the editorship by the
government. By the time he died in 1971, Tvardovsky
had fallen definitively from official grace. He
remained estranged from his brother, however, until
his death.

The story of Tvardovsky reflects the larger arc of
twentieth-century Russian history: early enthusiasm of
large segments of the population for the Soviet project,
followed by disillusionment and embitterment over
decades of government oppression, corruption, and
inefficiency. Increased political openness or glasnost
under Mikhail Gorbachev (1931–) allowed discontent
a louder voice. Solzhenitsyn’s classic The Gulag
Archipelago was finally published in Russia in 1989,
sixteen years after it first appeared in translation in
the West. The Soviet Union collapsed in 1991.
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Chile: Torture Testimonies To
Be Concealed for Fifty Years

News article

By: Anonymous

Date: December 16, 2004

Source: ‘‘Chile: Torture Testimonies To Be Concealed
for Fifty Years.’’ Human Rights News (December 16,
2004).

About the Author: This article was published without a
byline in Human Rights News, a publication of Human
Rights Watch, the largest human rights organization
in the United States. The author is not known.

INTRODUCTION

Chilean voters chose Popular Unity party candi-
date Salvador Allende to be their president on
September 4, 1970. The Popular Unity party, com-
posed of Socialist, Communist, Radical, and Social-
Democratic Parties of Chile, represented a dramatic
leftist set of political beliefs and policies. Allende’s
ascent to the presidency angered conservatives in
Chile; upper class elites, landowners, and the
Catholic Church formed an odd alliance with foreign
investors and governments such as the United States in
their joint disapproval of Allende’s election. Shortly
after Allende’s win, President Richard Nixon, with
his Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, ordered CIA
Director Richard Helms to create an operation to
bring down the presidency of Salvador Allende. The
initial operation, Project FUBELT, failed, though
Nixon authorized Helms to spend between $10
million and $21 million to destabilize Allende’s
administration.

Allende’s socialist policies during his three years in
power included land reform that gave peasants owner-
ship over seized private land; greater rights for women
in civil society and the political process; increased
labor rights; and nationalization of such industries
as banking, mining, and steel. Within one year of
Allende’s presidency, the government controlled
more than ninety percent of all industry. A wide
range of foreign investors and private international
companies had removed operations from Chile with
Allende’s socialist victory, but those who did not faced
the loss of capital through the Popular Unity’s policies.
The Popular Unity coalition claimed that their goal
was to use democratic and constitutional means to
accomplish socialist goals; nationalization of industry,
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according to their plans, gave workers greater eco-
nomic security and stabilized the economy.

Inflation soared, foreign loans were difficult to
obtain and credit constricted, and Washington DC
worked to alienate Chile from international financial
and diplomatic relationships. The country had been in
economic crisis when Allende took over, and by mid-
1973 it was still in economic crisis, though one that had
redistributed wealth and alienated elites.

On September 11, 1973 in the Chilean capital
of Santiago, fifty-seven-year-old General Augusto
Pinochet, Commander in Chief of the Army, ordered
the seizure of the port city of Valparaiso, shut down
radio stations, and bombed, then captured La Moneda,
the presidential palace. By day’s end, Allende was dead;
while some accounts report that he committed suicide,
others insist that military forces killed him and staged
his death to look like suicide.

Pinochet immediately took control and later
installed himself as president. International credit
lines opened up, and Pinochet embarked on an eco-
nomic experiment, ‘‘The Chilean Miracle,’’ which
claimed to follow neoliberalism. Using the neoliberal
economic theories of Milton Friedman, a University of
Chicago economist, Pinochet reversed Allende’s land
reform and returned land to elite owners, removed
many social programs that Allende had created, and
let a ‘‘free market’’ approach reign. The effect on the
poor and working-class elements in society was grim,
with no financial safety net in place.

While the economic policies were harsh,
Pinochet’s human rights policies were even harsher.
In an effort to destroy all leftist, socialist, or commu-
nist elements in society, Pinochet ordered the execu-
tion of many Marxist leaders and used public facilities
such as the National Stadium to round up alleged
leftists for detainment, torture, and at times execution.
Wives were tortured and sexually assaulted in front of
husbands; daughters in front of fathers; dogs used to
sexually assault women; and electroshock devices were
used by soldiers for torture.

Between 1973 and 1976, an alleged 40,000
Chilean citizens were tortured, and to date more than
4,000 remain ‘‘disappeared,’’ their whereabouts
unknown. Many leftists and accused leftists fled Chile
during the coup and shortly after being released from
detention centers. In 1978, Pinochet pushed through
the Chilean legislature an act that granted all soldiers
immunity for their actions.

In 1989, Pinochet permitted elections for the
Presidency for the first time in sixteen years; he
lost the election, and in 1990 handed over control

of the highest office in Chile to Patricio Aylwin.
Pinochet installed himself as a senator for life, and
remained Commander in Chief of the Armed
Forces until 1998.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

A law approved last night by the Chilean Congress

that denies courts access to the testimonies of thousands

of torture victims gravely undermines efforts to prosecute

abuses committed under the military government (1973–

1990), Human Rights Watch said today. Last month a

presidential commission released a report on the use of

torture during the military dictatorship that was based on

testimony gathered from thousands of victims. The law

bars those testimonies from being divulged for 50 years

and explicitly prohibits them from being revealed even to

the courts.

The law was approved by both chambers of Congress

in less than 48 hours and its secrecy provisions were

scarcely debated.

‘‘After refusing for years to investigate torture allega-

tions, Chile has finally collected evidence that could help

identify and prosecute those responsible for thousands of

abuses,’’ said José Miguel Vivanco, Americas director of

Human Rights Watch. ‘‘It’s incomprehensible that the

government and congress have now deliberately pre-

vented this from happening.’’

In recent years, Chilean judges have shown courage

and tenacity in investigating the systematic human rights

abuses of the military era, but these efforts will be seri-

ously impeded by the secrecy rule.

The law provides reparations for more than 27,000

torture victims identified by the National Commission on

Political Imprisonment and Torture, whose report

President Ricardo Lagos made public on November 28.

Victims will receive annual pensions of between

1,350,000 pesos and 1,550,000 pesos (approximately

US$2,300 and US$2,600). Children born in prison or

detained with their parents will receive a lump-sum pay-

ment of 4 million pesos (approximately US$6,800).

The law’s preamble justifies the secrecy rule on the

grounds that those who testified before the commission

were told that their testimonies would remain confidential.

It maintains that these reassurances of confidentiality

gave victims confidence to testify and that the govern-

ment is bound to honor its pledge. It also states that

using the testimonies as evidence in judicial proceedings

would distort the original purpose of the commission,

which was solely to name victims and provide them with

reparations.
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‘‘If victims want to keep their testimony private, their

wish should be fully respected,’’ said Vivanco. ‘‘But it is

totally unacceptable to impose this secrecy rule on others

who would prefer that their testimonies contribute to the

prosecution of those who tortured them.’’

The Chilean government has clarified that individual

victims are free to make their testimonies public or submit

them to the courts if they wish to do so. Yet, without

access to the testimonies, judges investigating torture

cases will be prevented from identifying many victims

who could contribute evidence as witnesses. And the

victims themselves will not know of the relevance of

their evidence to cases under investigation.

The government must ask those who testified

whether they want their testimonies to be made available

to the courts. The government, which formed the com-

mission, has a responsibility to turn over this information to

the courts, rather than put the onus on the victims.

After Chile’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission in

1991 reported on human rights violations committed

under the military government, it turned over its findings

on individual cases to the courts.

Less than a week after the release of the torture

commission’s report in November, a group of lawyers

presented a petition on behalf of 21 torture victims. The

petition presents charges of torture and illicit association

against former military ruler General Augusto Pinochet and

Senator Sergio Fernández, who was an interior minister in

the military government. The victims’ lawyers have

requested that Judge Joaquı́n Billard, who has been

appointed by the Santiago Appeals Court to investigate

the complaint, obtain relevant testimonies from the

commission.

‘‘The torture commission has helped uncover one of

the most painful secrets of the military regime,’’ said

Vivanco. ‘‘If the evidence collected by the commission is

kept secret for half a century, many of those responsible

for the abuses will never be held accountable in their

lifetime.’’

nnn

In Santiago, Chile, on December 14, 1983, police use tear gas and a water cannon to disperse a demonstration by 1,650 priests, nuns

and pacifists. They are protesting against the use of torture by Chile’s Secret Police force. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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SIGNIFICANCE

On October 17, 1998, while recovering from back
surgery in London, Pinochet was arrested in connec-
tion with the deaths of Spanish citizens during his
years in power in Chile. Spain had contacted the
United Kingdom to formally request extradition for
the arrest.

The arrest sparked worldwide shock—and ela-
tion—in human rights groups. Pinochet, however,
had engineered a change in the Chilean constitution
giving him senator-for-life privileges, as well as
immunity from any charges for actions during his
time in power. The question in late 1998 was: did
this immunity extend to foreign soil? Could Spain
and the United Kingdom work together to charge
and try him?

In his first public statement, on November 8,
1998, Pinochet announced, ‘‘I am at peace with myself
and with the Chilean people.’’ Margaret Thatcher, the
former British Prime Minister, called for his release. In
the ensuing months, Pinochet’s lawyers used a variety
of legal maneuvers, while Chile cancelled diplomatic
meetings with the United Kingdom and threatened to
suspend Chilean flights to the Falkland Islands in
South America.

Pinochet publicly announced his ill health and
advanced age of eighty three and pointedly used his
health concerns as a justification for not being tried. In
March of 2000, Pinochet was freed by the United
Kingdom and declared ‘‘medically unfit’’ for trial. In
the meantime, officials and judges in Chile worked to
strip Pinochet of his immunity; bowing to pressures
from torture victims and families of the ‘‘disappeared,’’
by early 2001 Pinochet was in Chile and placed under
house arrest for a growing number of charges, includ-
ing kidnapping, from the years 1973 to 1990.

The Chilean court reversed its decision in 2002,
declaring Pinochet ‘‘mentally unfit’’ to stand trial; by
2005, after the release of the Chilean National
Commission on Political Imprisonment and Torture
report, Pinochet once again was indicted. As of 2006,
his case was still pending in Chilean courts.

By barring access to Chilean torture victims’ testi-
mony for fifty years, should Pinochet ever stand trial,
those materials could not be used by prosecutors
building a case against the former dictator. While the
extension of torture survivor benefits acts as a recog-
nition of the abuse suffered by citizens at the hands of
the brutal military regime, the classification of a piece
of Chile’s recent-and painful-history closes off inquiry
into an ongoing and relevant societal issue.
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About the Author: This article was originally written by
Luke Harding, a reporter for the BBC, the British
Broadcasting Corporation, in 2005.

INTRODUCTION

In 2005, a retired mine-pit foreman who had
worked in the potassium mines in Wansleben,
Germany—apparently misidentified in this primary
source as ‘‘salt’’ mines was looking for documents on
the history of the mining industry in his area. For
reasons that are not clear, he examined records of
the Stasi, the secret police of the East German
Communist regime (1945–1990). (‘‘Stasi’’ was short
for Staatssicherheit, from the official name of the
organization, Ministerium für Staatssicherheit,
‘‘Ministry for State Security.’’) After East and West
Germany were reunited as a single state in 1990,
Stasi’s vast records eventually became available to
Western researchers.

The Stasi records discovered in 2005 revealed
details of an operation at Wansleben am See
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(Wansleben for short) overseen by the Nazi SS
(Schutzstaffel or ‘‘defense squadron’’, a separate
branch of the Nazi military). Starting in March 1944,
the SS employed slave laborers, including at least some
French prisoners of war, to dig additional chambers
and tunnels in the mine. These spaces were then used
for the manufacture of airplane engines for Junkers
military aircraft and for the safe storage of valuable
library books and art. The slave laborers used to
enlarge and run the facility were housed aboveground.
The facility at Wansleben was a small satellite camp of
Buchenwald, a concentration camp designed primarily
to provide slave labor for industrial facilities rather
than as an extermination camp. About 1,500 laborers
were typically kept at the Wansleben facility.

Late in the war, as Allied and Soviet troops con-
verged on the area, mine laborers were forcibly evac-
uated to points further East. Most or all probably died
there in the confusion of the final days of the war. The
Soviets looted the mines of their books, machinery,
and art, then allowed them to fill with water. Later,
in the 1960s, the Soviet-controlled East German gov-
ernment re-investigated the mines, but it found noth-
ing of value. The entrances to the Wansleben mines
were thoroughly sealed using explosives in 1989;
today, only rubble is visible on the surface at the site.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

The existence of underground facilities at
Wansleben was a response to the threat posed by
Allied bombers. It was a largely ineffective response
against a largely ineffective bombing campaign.

During the first few years of World War II (1939–
1945), British bombing policy was to destroy industrial
facilities crucial to the German war effort. However,
studies by the British Bomber Command found that

only about twenty percent of British bombers were
delivering their bombs within five miles of their tar-
gets, which was ineffective against objects as small as
individual factories, mines, refineries, and the like.
Therefore, after February 1942, the British bombing
campaign officially switched from war production
facilities to cities, which were large enough to strike
reliably. The new goal was to break what British docu-
ments called the ‘‘morale of the enemy civil popula-
tion’’ by killing large numbers of civilians. Although
Allied bombers killed approximately 600,000 German
civilians from 1942 to 1945 and precision bombing
techniques for attacking specific facilities were devel-
oped in the last few years of the war, bombing did not
succeed in either breaking German morale or reducing
German production of war materiel.

The German response to Allied bombing was
manifold. Fighter planes and antiaircraft guns directly
attacked Allied bomber fleets. Camouflage, smoke
screens, fake factories, dispersal of functions, and
underground factories such as that at Wansleben
were all used to evade Allied bombing. For example,
another underground aircraft factory was built using
slave labor at Rabstejn, today in the Czech Republic.

Ben Berkenwald, lower left, is pictured in the infirmary at the Ahlem labor camp near Hanover, Germany on April 10, 1945, after the

camp’s liberation by Allied forces. One of four children, Berkenwald was the only member of his family who survived the camp. AP IMAGES.
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Unlike Wansleben, the Rabstejn underground system
was never flooded or sealed, and in 2004 it was partly
reopened to the public. One of the biggest under-
ground slave factories was at Peenemunde, where the
V-1 and V-2 ‘‘vengeance weapons’’ were built to harass
the Allies in the closing days of the war. A prison camp
named Dora, which was, like Wansleben, a satellite of
Buchenwald, was built to support construction of an
underground rocket factory at Nordhausen (the site
mentioned in the primary source). Some 20,000 pris-
oners died in Dora. German rocket officers who were
knowingly complicit in the use of slave labor for
Nordhausen, especially SS officer Wernher von
Braun (1912–1977), were captured by Allied forces at
the end of the war and became honored leaders of the
U.S. space effort through the 1960s.

The effectiveness of Germany’s underground fac-
tories was questioned by the U.S. Air Force in the
Summary Report of its Strategic Bombing Survey
(Sep. 30, 1945): ‘‘Germany never succeeded in placing
any substantial portion of her war production under-
ground—the effort was largely limited to certain types
of aircraft, their components, and the V weapons. The
practicability of going underground as the escape from
full and free exploitation of the air is highly question-
able; it was so considered by the Germans themselves.’’
The Report noted that although underground facili-
ties were safe from direct damage, their operations
were impacted by the bombing of surface transport
systems.

The Nazi German government made extensive
use of slave labor, and not only in underground facili-
ties. At Auschwitz, the largest of the Nazi extermina-
tion camps, a separate camp called ‘‘I.G. Auschwitz’’
was built by the I.G. Farben corporation to house slave
laborers for the manufacture of synthetic oil and rub-
ber from coal. I.G. Farben also manufactured the
Zyklon B poison gas that killed over a million people
in the gas chambers of Auschwitz. Slave laborers were
systematically starved and so were useful for only
about three months; when they became too weak to
work, they were sent to their death.
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in the U.S. Naval Base
in Guantanamo
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By: Government of Cuba
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Source: ‘‘Question of Detainees in the U.S. Naval Base
in Guantanamo.’’ United Nations Economic and
Social Council, April 14, 2005.

About the Author: Cuba is a Caribbean nation of approx-
imately eleven million persons. Cuba is a close neigh-
bor to the United States, and the two countries have a
long and complicated history. The United States
helped Cuba win independence from Spain in the
nineteenth century, but kept part of the island known
as Guantanamo Bay for itself. The United States often
interfered in Cuban politics and society in the years
thereafter. Relations between Cuba and the United
States have been mutually antagonistic since Fidel
Castro came to power and established Communist
rule in Cuba during the late 1950s and early 1960s.

INTRODUCTION

This is a draft resolution tabled by Cuba on April
14, 2005 at the sixty-first session of the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights (CHR) meeting in
Geneva, Switzerland. It refers to several positions offi-
cially taken by the United Nations and the European
Parliament expressing disapproval or concern about
the United States Government’s policy of holding
prisoners at the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, and requests the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights make a report on
the situation of the detainees at Guantanamo that is
based on visits to the facility. The Office of the U.N.
High Commissioner for Human Rights is a division of
the U.N. Secretariat (the executive arm of the U.N.)
and was established by General Assembly resolution in
1993; it is, in the words of its mission statement,
‘‘mandated to promote and protect the enjoyment
and full realization, by all people, of all rights estab-
lished in the Charter of the United Nations and in
international human rights laws and treaties.’’

Guantanamo Bay Naval Base is an inholding of
approximately 45 square miles (116 square kilometers)
controlled by the United States and located on the
southeastern coast of Cuba. It has been held by the
United States since the Spanish-American War of
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1898; since 1959, the Cuban Government has not
acknowledged the legality of the lease by which the
United States holds Guantanamo. Since 2002, camps
at Guantanamo have been used as detention facilities
for between five hundred and seven hundred prisoners
captured by the United States abroad, primarily in
Afghanistan and Iraq.

Relations between the United States and Cuba
have been strained since 1959. The United States has
maintained a trade embargo on Cuba since 1960 and
forbids its citizens to travel there without a license
from the Treasury Department. The United States
also sponsored a failed military invasion of Cuba in
1961. The introduction of a resolution by Cuba
demanding closer inspection of Guantanamo, with
possibly embarrassing results for the United States,
reflects this history of hostilities.

Cuba submitted a similar draft resolution to the
CHR in 2004 but did not insist on having it put to a
vote. The 2005 resolution was voted down on April 21,
2005 (8–22 with 23 abstentions). Cuba denounced the
vote as ‘‘scandalous.’’ All members of the European
Union on the Committee voted against the measure,
perhaps in order to avoid further antagonizing the
United States, which lobbied strongly for its defeat;
the European Parliament had already voted, in 2004,
to allow a full and independent investigation of allega-
tions of torture and other abuses at Guantanamo.

The U.N. Commission on Human Rights was
established by the United Nations in 1946. It was
superseded by the Human Rights Council in 2006
after concluding its sixty-second annual session.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

A detainee’s hand can be seen holding on to a chain-link fence, at

Camp 4 of the maximum security prison Camp Delta at

Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba, August 26, 2004. MARK WILSON/

AFP/GETTY IMAGES.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The detention of prisoners at Guantanamo by the
United States has been highly controversial, both
internationally and within the United States. Only
ten of the prisoners held at Guantanamo had, as of
early 2006, been charged with a crime. The United
States maintains that persons it holds at Guantanamo
are not ‘‘prisoners of war’’ but ‘‘illegal combatants’’ or
‘‘enemy combatants’’ and are therefore not covered by
the terms of the Third Geneva Convention on the
treatment of prisoners of war (1929, revised 1949); it
has also maintained that since the prisoners are not
U.S. citizens and not held on U.S. soil, they have no
standing in U.S. courts.

The treatment of prisoners at Guantanamo has been
repeatedly criticized since 2002. Human rights groups,
former Guantanamo prisoners, and several U.S. military
officers who have served at Guantanamo have all claimed
that the treatment of prisoners at the facility is torture.
An agent of the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) told his superiors in 2004 that military interrog-
ators impersonating FBI agents had shackled detainees in
fetal position for more than twenty-four hours at a time
and allowed them to urinate and defecate on themselves;
subjected them to extreme heat, cold and painfully loud
levels of noise; deprived them of food and water; and
threatened them with growling dogs during interroga-
tions. Allegations of sexual humiliation, beatings, and
deliberately violent force-feeding have also been made.

The U.S. government maintains that no prisoners have
been treated illegally (not only torture but ‘‘inhuman and
degrading treatment’’ are banned by treaties signed
by the United States) and that its treatment of the detain-
ees, although occasionally using ‘‘stress techniques,’’ is
justified by the exigencies of what it terms ‘‘the war on
terror.’’

The significance of this Cuban draft resolution
lay partly in its demand for on-site inspection of
Guantanamo. Earlier, the CHR had already commis-
sioned a five-member panel of envoys to examine the
human rights situation in Guantanamo, but this panel
did not make an on-site inspection of the base. The
United States invited the envoys to visit Guantanamo
but stated that they would not be allowed to meet with
detainees. The envoys declined to visit on the grounds
that without access to confidential testimony from
prisoners their presence would constitute a ‘‘show
tour’’ and thus violate CHR guidelines for prison visits.
The envoys based their final report on interviews with
former prisoners, detainees’ lawyers, and U.S. officials
and on other evidence. The report, which was released
on February 15, 2006, declared that U.S. treatment of
detainees at Guantanamo ‘‘must be assessed as
amounting to torture’’ and called for Guantanamo to
be closed. In reaction to the report, the European
Parliament passed a resolution in February 2006 call-
ing on the United States to close Guantanamo and to
treat all prisoners ‘‘in accordance with international
humanitarian law.’’ The United States stated that the
report’s conclusions were invalid.

In 2006, the U.S. Supreme Court was to decide
whether Guantanamo detainees have standing in U.S.
courts.
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Camp Delta Four in the
Guantánamo Bay Naval
Station, Cuba

Photograph

By: Andres Leighton

Date: July 6, 2005

Source: AP Images.

About the Author: Andres Leighton is a frequent contrib-
utor of photographs to The Associated Press, a world-
wide news agency based in New York.

INTRODUCTION

This photograph shows a prisoner spending time
outside of his cell at a detention camp at the
Guantánamo Bay Naval Station, Cuba. The U.S.
Navy base at Guantánamo is a coastal inholding that
dates to the early twentieth century. Starting in 2002,
the U.S. Government began imprisoning alleged ter-
rorists at Guantánamo. Originally, prisoners were
stored at a temporary facility called Camp X-Ray, but
this facility was closed in 2002 and replaced by Camp
Delta, which is shown in the photograph. Camp Delta
is actually a complex of seven detention camps. Six of
the camps are numbered; Camp Four, shown in the
photo, is for compliant prisoners. Prisoners at Camp
Four are allowed to wear white clothing and enjoy
amenities such as books and showers. It should be
noted that journalists cannot photograph the
Guantánamo facilities at will; this photograph was
reviewed and approved by the U.S. military before
being released by the Associated Press.

From 2002 to late 2005, over 750 prisoners had
been detained at Guantánamo for some period of time;
as of late 2005, over 500 were still held. About five
percent of detainees were captured by U.S. forces,
while eighty-six percent had been captured by
Pakistani or Northern Alliance (Afghani) forces. Only
a handful have been charged formally with a crime.
The U.S. Government has argued that the Geneva
Conventions regarding the treatment of prisoners of
war do not apply to the prisoners at Guantánamo and
that because they are neither U.S. citizens nor on
U.S. territory, no U.S. law applies to their condition.
U.S. treatment of prisoners at Guantánamo has been
criticized by human rights groups, the United Nations,
and the International Committee of the Red Cross.
The U.S. Government maintains that its treatment of
the detainees has been humane and legal.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

CAMP DELTA FOUR IN THE GUANTÁ NAMO BAY NAVAL

STATION, CUBA

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The legality of the U.S. detention of alleged terro-
rists at Guantánamo has been repeatedly challenged,
with mixed results. In Rasul v. Bush (2004), the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled that foreign nationals imprisoned
at Guantánamo were entitled to challenge their deten-
tion in U.S. courts. In response, the U.S. government
began reviewing the status of detainees before military
tribunals at Guantánamo. In Hamdi v. Rumsfeld (2004),
the Supreme Court ruled that Hamdi, a U.S. citizen,
could not be detained indefinitely without trial.
Following Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, the government con-
vened a series of Combatant Status Review Tribunals
at Guantánamo in order to provide the required review
of status. However, the tribunals were widely criticized
because in them the accused could not call or cross-
examine witnesses, often lacked counsel, and were not
allowed to challenge the evidence against them. In
February, 2005, a Federal judge ruled in Hamdan v.
Rumsfeld (not to be confused with Hamdi v. Rumsfeld)
that the tribunals were illegal and that the Guantánamo
detainees must be allowed to challenge their detention
in U.S. civilian courts, rather than before military
tribunals. The decision was appealed, and a ruling was
expected from the Supreme Court in June, 2006.

A number of human rights groups have accused the
United States of subjecting detainees at Guantánamo to
inhumane and degrading treatment, which is forbidden
by treaties to which the United States is signatory. In
2005, the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) concluded that some United States practices at
Guantánamo were ‘‘tantamount to torture.’’ The report,
which was delivered confidentially to the U.S.
Government, as are all ICRC reports on prison condi-
tions, was leaked to the press.

In April 2005, the United Nations Committee on
Legal Affairs and Human Rights released a report
entitled ‘‘Lawfulness of detentions by the United
States in Guantánamo Bay.’’ The Committee con-
cluded that ‘‘the circumstances surrounding detentions
by the U.S.A. at Guantánamo Bay show unlawfulness
on grounds including the torture and cruel, inhuman,
or degrading treatment of detainees and violations of
rights relating to prisoner-of-war status, the right to
judicial review of the lawfulness of detention and the
right to a fair trial.’’ The Committee also found that
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‘‘the U.S.A. has engaged in the unlawful practices of
secret detention and ‘rendition’ (i.e. the removal of
persons to other countries, without judicial supervi-
sion, for purposes such as interrogation or detention).’’

In June 2004, the U.N. Commission on Human
Rights appointed a task force to study the situation
of Guantánamo detainees. In February 2006, the
team accused the U.S. of exposing detainees at
Guantánamo to excessive solitary confinement, expo-
sure to extreme heat and cold, exposure to painfully
loud noise and painfully bright light, forced shaving,
and force-feeding of hunger strikers through nasal
tubes. The Commission demanded that the United
States close Guantánamo.

Then White House spokesman Scott McClellan
replied that prisoner testimony received by the United
Nations envoys was false, noting ‘‘al-Qaeda training
manuals talk about ways to disseminate false information
and hope to get attention.’’ U.N. envoys had not visited
Guantánamo prior to this statement. They were invited
to visit but declined, according to the Commission,
because the guidelines laid down by the U.S. military
did not allow for confidential interviews with prisoners,
which violates Commission guidelines for prison visits.
McClellan said that ‘‘the military treats detainees
humanely, as directed by the President of the United
States’’ and reiterated that ‘‘we do not condone torture,
and we do not engage in torture.’’

In May 2006, President George W. Bush said in an
interview on German television that he wanted to close
Guantánamo, but he was waiting for the Supreme
Court’s decision in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld.

It was not clear where the prisoners would be
transferred to if Guantánamo was closed.
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Camp Delta Four in the Guantánamo Bay Naval Station,

Cuba: On July 6, 2005 a detainee spends time outside his cell at

Camp Delta Four, a medium security facility for compliant detain-

ees at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Station in Cuba. AP IMAGES.
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Health and Housing

The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, Article 25, states ‘‘everyone has the right to a
standard of living adequate for the health and well-
being of himself and of his family, including food,
clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social
services.’’ Adequate food, water, and shelter are the
building blocks of life, but famine and destruction are
common global occurrences. Two billion people across
the globe lack access to fresh water. War, profiteering,
corruption, and a lack of adequate transport infrastruc-
ture (highways, trains, and airports) hamper delivery of
food, water, and medical supplies to areas most in need.

Medical care is necessary to ensure both individual
and public health. Absolute denial of medial care to a
distinct group of people is a human rights crime.
Similarly, historical violations of human rights have
involved medical experimentation on unknowing per-
sons. International accords—as well as western medi-
cal ethics—advocate that enemy combatants and
prisoners of war receive emergency medical treatment.
The documents enumerating rights to medical care are
found in the chapter Development of human Rights.
Highlighted in this chapter are violations of those
rights, including the Taliban’s denial of hospital serv-

ices to Afghani women, the Tuskegee Syphilis study,
and the destruction of hospitals and neglect of enemy
combatants in Kashmir.

Several articles in this chapter discus issues of
reproductive rights. Family limitation, abortion, and
sterilization are all controversial topics with possible
human rights implications. The editors have included
an article on the Rove v. Wade decision permitting
voluntary abortion in the United States as contrast to
articles on forced sterilization and forced family limi-
tation. ‘‘China’s ‘One Child Family’ Policy’’ discusses
the controversy over both the policy of government
limits on family and the methods employed to ensure
one-child families. The policy and its practice are
highly controversial, but the editors have chosen to
focus the discussion on human rights based criticism.

Finally, the movement to improve living condi-
tions in the United States is briefly addressed in two
articles. ‘‘The Moral and Sanitary Condition of New
York City’’ is an example of the tenement and slum
reform movement of the nineteenth century, while an
article on the Fair Housing Act discusses twentieth-
century codification of housing programs.
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The Sanitary and Moral
Condition of New York City

Magazine article

By: Anonymous

Date: August 1869

Source: Anonymous. ‘‘The Sanitary and Moral Condition
of New York City.’’ Catholic World: A Monthly Magazine.
53.9 (August 1869): 553–566.

About the Author: Catholic World: A Monthly Magazine is a
religious publication which The Catholic Publication
House in New York began printing in 1865. Fr. Isaac
Thomas Hecker of the Paulist Fathers founded the
magazine, set in a liberal theological tone, as an outlet
for Catholic writers to express themselves within the
scope of their faith.

INTRODUCTION

In 1865, as the Civil War ended in the United
States, reformers in New York City embarked on an
aggressive campaign to clean the city’s streets from
sewage, filth, and disease. The Association of New
York issued its report on the condition of the city in
1863, and its three hundred plus page report detailed
problems with the city’s sanitation system, the per-
ceived moral condition of the city’s inhabitants, and
the condition of housing. The three hundred page
report often read like a laundry list of ills within the
city, but the point and purpose of the Association’s
work was made clear. It wanted the inhabitants of
New York City, and the city’s government, to address
issues of hygiene and safety so that inhabitants and
visitors to the city could prosper. Additionally, the
Association’s remarks about urban sanitation were
frequently linked with moral reform. These moral
reforms referenced a higher rate of prostitution and
child labor in New York City (and other urban areas).
As a side note, child labor occurred in rural areas, but
rural communities did not consider a child working
on the farm or family business as labor. Rather, it was
familial duty. But, children in urban areas often entered
factories at young ages, or they took to earning money
as street vendors. These jobs were noted in media
accounts, and a variety of reform movements sought
to halt child labor. These reforms ranged from groups
focusing on family life, labor laws, to sanitary reform.

As immigration increased and urban areas conti-
nued to swell from new inhabitants and the rise of
factories and industries, more reform organizations
emerged. These groups varied widely in the agendas,

but some of the most prevalent concerned improving
sanitary conditions for Americans. New York City
took the lead in the sanitary reform movement, mostly
because it was the largest U.S. city and held the highest
ratio of new immigrants. In the 1850s, civic reform
groups (mostly led by middle and upper class white
women) began actively campaigning for municipal
reform, and their actions went against the grain of
middle and upper class society while also acting with
it. This dichotomy occurred because the middle and
upper classes had selectively withdrawn from politics,
particularly in large urban areas like New York City,
because they felt that the rise of immigrants increased
corruption in politics. Individuals believed this
because the middle and upper classes tended to view
immigrants as unclean, slovenly, ignorant, and without
morals. Thus, there was little concern for the poor, but
issues like sanitary reform obviously benefited the
wealthy and the poor.

The first of these municipal reforms, in New York
City, developed as the 1857 creation of the
Metropolitan Board of Police, and the New York
Sanitary Association formed in 1859. The Sanitary

St. Patrick’s Cathedral at Fifth Avenue between 50th and 51st

streets in New York City, circa 1880. ª CORBIS.
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Association also received the backing of four physi-
cians who were leaders in health reform. These indi-
viduals were John H. Griscom, Elisha Harris, Joseph
M. Smith, and Stephen Smith. Municipal reforms
aimed to create separate agencies for city growth and
maintenance, and these newly founded offices were
held accountable to the state and not the city’s govern-
ment. Hence, the middle and upper classes were seek-
ing ways to over-ride the immigrant vote. Even though
the Sanitary Association sought to improve the lives
and cleanliness of the upwardly elite, it worked closely
with the New York Association for Improving
Conditions of the Poor (AICP). These two groups
continued to hold the backing of prominent physi-
cians, but they were mostly run by laypersons. The
AICP desired to improve the conditions of the city’s
slums, but its work toward elevating living conditions
of the poor and working poor also benefited the upper
classes. Neighborhood improvements helped decrease
filth in the streets, and the removal or repair of ram-
shackle buildings helped decrease the risk of fires.

As these civic organizations grew so did their
support in local newspapers. The 1863 creation of
the New York Citizen’s Association merely reflected
the growing desires and approval of the public. The
Citizen’s Association sought to expand the works of
the Sanitary Association and the AICP by merging
the agendas of both groups into a central agency.
This statement does not mean that the Citizen’s
Association superseded previous reform organizations.
Instead, all of these groups still worked as separate
units, but as new groups formed they built upon pre-
vious organizations to make their causes more concise.

In 1865, New York City formed the Metropolitan
Board of Health (MBH) to evaluate and handle issues
concerning city health. These dilemmas concerned
fires, sewage systems, running water, and adequate
housing for urban residents. These organizations con-
tinued to work for city sewage systems, cleaner streets,
and safer living conditions, and they made annual
reports detailing their inspections of local neighbor-
hoods—rich and poor—and of factories and streets.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

A glance at New York city, embracing the entire of

Manhattan Island, will show that its geological position,

its advantages for sewerage and drainage, in fact for every-

thing that would make it salubrious and healthy, cannot be

surpassed by any city in this or any other country. And still,

with its bountiful supply of nature’s choicest gifts, many of

our readers will be surprised to hear that our death-rate is

higher than that of any city on this continent, or any of the

larger cities of Europe. . . .

There is one other subject we wish to mention before

concluding this paper: it is, the condition of the night-lodg-

ers at the station-houses. From the report of the Board of

Metropolitan Police, we find that 105,460 persons were

accommodated with lodgings at the various precincts dur-

ing the last twelve months. Mr. S. C. Hawley, the very

accommodating chief clerk of this department, informs us

that the number this year will be much greater. Over

100,000 sought refuge in the station-houses, glad to obtain

the bare floor to rest their weary limbs; but how many pace

our streets nightly, poverty-stricken and despairing, but

too proud to seek a shelter in these abodes of crime! It is

a stigma on the fair fame of this great city that, throughout

its length and breadth, there is not one refuge, established

by religious or philanthropic efforts, where the homeless

can find shelter from the wintry night blasts.

‘‘Our beasts and our thieves and our chattels

Have weight for good or for ill;

But the poor are only his image,

His presence, his word, his will;

And so Lazarus lies at our doorstep,

And Dives neglects him still.’’

In Montreal, Canada, refuges are connected with the

church property, and are superintended by the female

religious orders, we think more particularly by the Gray

Nuns. In 1860, the Providence Row Night Refuge was

established in London, under the care of the Sisters of

Mercy. There is no distinction made as regards religious

creed, and the only requisites necessary for admission are,

to be homeless and of good character. Before retiring, a

half-pound of bread and a basin of gruel are given to each

lodger, and the same in the morning, before they are

allowed to commence another day’s efforts to obtain

work. What charity could so directly appeal to our hearts

as this? Think how many men and women arrive daily in

this metropolis, in search of employment! For days they

eagerly seek it without success, hoarding their scanty

means to the uttermost. Finally the time comes when

the last dime is spent for bread, and they wander along,

their hearts filled with dread, as night covers the earth with

her sable mantle, knowing not whither they shall turn their

weary steps. Think of the poor woman wending her way

through the pelting storm; garments soaked and clinging

to the chilled form; heart filled with despair, and crying to

Heaven for shelter; head aching, temples throbbing, brain

nearly crazed with terror; finally, crouching down under

some old steps to wait the first gleam of day to relieve

her from her agony. If one in such condition should reach

the river-side, what a fearful temptation it must be to take

that final leap which ends for ever earth’s cares and suffer-

ings, or, still worse for the poor female, the temptation to

seek in sin the refuge denied her in every other way!
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‘‘There the weary come, who through the daylight

Pace the town and crave for work in vain:

There they crouch in cold and rain and hunger,

Waiting for another day of pain.

In slow darkness creeps the dismal river;

From its depths looks up a sinful rest.

Many a weary, baffled, hopeless wanderer

Has it drawn into its treacherous breast!

There is near another river flowing.

Black with guilt and deep as hell and sin:,

On its brink even sinners stand and shudder—

Cold and hunger goad the homeless in.’’

What a mute appeal for such institutions is the case of

the little Italian boy found dead on the steps of one of our

Fifth avenue palaces last winter! Think of this little fellow

as he slowly perished that bitter night, at the very feet of

princely wealth. How his thoughts must have reverted to

his dark-browed mother in her far-off sunny home! And

think of that mother’s anguish, her wailing

‘‘For a birdling lost that she’ll never find.’’

when she heard of her boy’s death, from cold and

starvation, in the principal avenue of all free America! We

consider we are safe in saying that in no other work of

charity could a small amount of money be made to benefit

so many as in the founding of these refuges.

In the police report it is recommended that ‘‘several of

these be established in different parts of the city, to be

under the supervision of the police.’’ This is a great mis-

take. These people always associate station-houses and

the police with crime; consequently it is bad policy for

them to come constantly in contact with either. This is

the objection to the lodging-rooms used in the various

precincts. Official charity, as a rule, hardens those who

dole it out, and degrades its recipients.

There are thousands of noble-hearted women

attached to our different churches, who, if they once thor-

oughly understood this subject, would not cease their

efforts until societies were established and refuges

opened. How could it be otherwise! How could they nestle

their little ones down to sleep in warm comfortable beds,

and think of God’s little ones freezing under their win-

dows? How could they go to sleep themselves, and feel

that some poor woman was probably wandering past their

doorways, dying from want and exposure? We hope,

before the chilling winds of next November remind us of

the immensity of suffering the winter entails upon the

poor, some philanthropic persons will have perfected this

design, and have the refuges in working order. If such

should be the case, the founders will find an ample reward

in the words of Holy Writ, ‘‘He that hath mercy on the poor,

lendeth to the Lord: and he will repay him.’’

If we could thus, by the adoption of every possible

sanitary precaution, deprive our death-tables of all avoid-

able mortality; and by a proper religious influence elevate

the moral character of the people, we should in the first

place, save thousands of lives, now necessary to develop

our vast resources; and, secondly, our advance toward per-

fection in healthfulness and public virtues would go hand in

had with the gigantic strides being made in the adornment of

our beautiful island. Our people would no longer seek other

places in quest of health, as none more salubrious than

New York could be found; and strangers, instead of saying,

as is said of that most beautiful of Italy’s fair cities, ‘‘See

Naples, and die!’’ would exclaim, ‘‘Go to New York, and live!’’.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Metropolitan Board of Health, with noted
sanitary reformer Stephen Smith, worked long and
hard to clean the sewage and general filth from New
York streets. Some of this filth derived from animal
waste and by-products from factories overflowing into
the streets. The work of Smith and the MBH set the
framework for other cities to establish sanitary
reforms. The MBH led to the formation of the
American Public Health Association in 1872.

Chicago, like New York, faced a plethora of public
health issues. In the 1850s, it fell prey to a series of
cholera and dysentery epidemics. These health crises
were attributed to the city’s poor waste disposal sys-
tem, and in response to the problem the city hired
Boston city engineer Ellis Sylvester Chesbrough, in
1855, to devise a sewage plan for the city.
Immediately, he proposed a plan, and the new sewer
system was laid in place. He became the city’s first
Commissioner of Public Works, and his sewage sys-
tem reversed the flow of the Chicago River. In 1879, he
resigned the position, but he continued to plan sanitary
and sewage systems for other cities.

The sewage system of Chicago, and later with
other U.S. cities, was only one aspect of reform that
derived from the works of sanitary reformers. The
most noted sanitary reformers came from New York
City, but this middle and upper class movement aided
in city planning and areas of reform for the poor
throughout the nation. Sanitary reform helped bring
issues of immigrant and working poor living condi-
tions to the forefront of U.S. media and politics, and
individuals like Jacob A. Riis captured their disparity.
Riis began lecturing about the living conditions of the
poor, and after the invention of flash photography he
began adding images to his talks. The work of Riis
shows a continuation to the public health debate and
sanitary reform era. And not to be forgotten, the pub-
lication of Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle in 1906 added
another catalyst to health reformers. Sinclair’s book
used the meat packing district of Chicago to display
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the horrid living and working conditions of immigrant
workers and factories. The 1906 Federal Foods and
Drug Act reflected the public outcry about deplorable
conditions in factories.

The early twentieth century saw a number of public
health reform measures pass through Congress and
local municipalities, and into the modern era these
reforms are still taking place. In the modern era, these
reforms have evolved from the removal of sewage to the
removal of chemicals in water supplies, the recycling of
goods, and of how to deal with growing landfills.
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Fair Housing Act

Legislation

By: United States Congress

Date: 1968

Source: United States Congress. ‘‘Fair Housing Act.’’
Civil Rights Act, Titlle VIII, 1968.

About the Author: The Congress of the United States
was established by Article 1 of the United States
Constitution of 1787. It is the legislative arm of the
U.S. Federal Government.

INTRODUCTION

As part of the civil rights movement, the United
States government enacted the Fair Housing Act in
1968. It prohibits discrimination in sales and rentals
of housing by landlords, real estate companies, home-
owners’ insurance companies, lending institutions, and
municipalities. Complaints are typically filed with the
Department of Housing and Urban Development and
then prosecuted by the Department of Justice.

The Fair Housing Act is a means of promoting
social integration. Such integration, which involves
legislation in the workplace as well as housing, is seen
by many governments and humanitarian organizations
as critical to the development of broad values such as
social justice, social harmony and unity, and interde-
pendence and mutual respect. Housing is particularly
important to social integration because the residential
environment provides a setting in which contact
between different cultural groups can grow into rela-
tionships that may defuse tensions and increase the
possibility of sharing diverse experiences.

Historically, most housing discrimination has been
racial in nature. The first official nationwide study of
housing discrimination against blacks began in 1977.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development
sent staff from the National Committee Against
Discrimination in Housing to test the implementation
of the Fair Housing Act. Approximately three hundred
whites and three hundred blacks in matched pairs
shopped for housing advertised in metropolitan news-
papers. Blacks were systematically treated less favorably
and less courteously than whites. In the rental market,
twenty-seven percent of agents discriminated against
blacks, while fifteen percent of sales agents in the real
estate market did the same. In subsequent years, such
blatant discrimination became far less common but
remained present at the millennium.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

FAIR HOUSING ACT

SEC. 804. [42 U.S.C. 3604] DISCRIMINATION IN SALE OR

RENTAL OF HOUSING AND OTHER PROHIBITED PRACTICES

As made applicable by section 803 of this title and except

as exempted by sections 803(b) and 807 of this title, it shall

be unlawful—

(a) To refuse to sell or rent after the making of a bona fide

offer, or to refuse to negotiate for the sale or rental of, or
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otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any

person because of race, color, religion, sex, familial status,

or national origin.

(b) To discriminate against any person in the terms, con-

ditions, or privileges of sale or rental of a dwelling, or in the

provision of services or facilities in connection therewith,

because of race, color, religion, sex, familial status, or

national origin.

(c) To make, print, or publish, or cause to be made, printed,

or published any notice, statement, or advertisement, with

respect to the sale or rental of a dwelling that indicates any

preference, limitation, or discrimination based on race,

color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national

origin, or an intention to make any such preference, limi-

tation, or discrimination.

(d) To represent to any person because of race, color,

religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin

that any dwelling is not available for inspection, sale, or

rental when such dwelling is in fact so available.

(e) For profit, to induce or attempt to induce any person to

sell or rent any dwelling by representations regarding the

entry or prospective entry into the neighborhood of a

person or persons of a particular race, color, religion, sex,

handicap, familial status, or national origin.

(f)

(1) To discriminate in the sale or rental, or to otherwise

make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any buyer or renter

because of a handicap of—

(A) that buyer or renter,

(B) a person residing in or intending to reside in that dwell-

ing after it is so sold, rented, or made available; or

(C) any person associated with that buyer or renter.

(2) To discriminate against any person in the terms, con-

ditions, or privileges of sale or rental of a dwelling, or in the

provision of services or facilities in connection with such

dwelling, because of a handicap of—

(A) that person; or

Members of CORE (Committee on Racial Equality) picket the home of a landlord for his refusal to rent apartments to African Americans.

PHOTO BY HERB SCHARFMAN//TIME LIFE PICTURES/GETTY IMAGES.
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(B) a person residing in or intending to reside in that dwell-

ing after it is so sold, rented, or made available; or

(C) any person associated with that person.

(3) For purposes of this subsection, discrimination

includes—

(A) a refusal to permit, at the expense of the handicapped

person, reasonable modifications of existing premises

occupied or to be occupied by such person if such mod-

ifications may be necessary to afford such person full

enjoyment of the premises, except that, in the case of a

rental, the landlord may where it is reasonable to do so

condition permission for a modification on the renter

agreeing to restore the interior of the premises to the

condition that existed before the modification, reasonable

wear and tear excepted.

(B) a refusal to make reasonable accommodations in rules,

policies, practices, or services, when such accommoda-

tions may be necessary to afford such person equal oppor-

tunity to use and enjoy a dwelling; or

(C) in connection with the design and construction of cov-

ered multifamily dwellings for first occupancy after the

date that is 30 months after the date of enactment of the

Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988, a failure to design

and construct those dwelling in such a manner that—

(i) the public use and common use portions of such dwell-

ings are readily accessible to and usable by handicapped

persons;

(ii) all the doors designed to allow passage into and within

all premises within such dwellings are sufficiently wide to

allow passage by handicapped persons in wheelchairs;

and

(iii) all premises within such dwellings contain the follow-

ing features of adaptive design:

(I) an accessible route into and through the dwelling;

(II) light switches, electrical outlets, thermostats, and

other environmental controls in accessible locations;

(III) reinforcements in bathroom walls to allow later instal-

lation of grab bars; and

(IV) usable kitchens and bathrooms such that an individual

in a wheelchair can maneuver about the space.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Race discrimination in housing continues as a
major problem in the early twenty-first century. The
majority of violations of the Fair Housing Act that are
prosecuted by the Justice Department involve claims
of race discrimination. However, all forms of discrim-
ination are prosecuted, with disability becoming a
protected class in 1988.

Implementation of the Fair Housing Act has
changed considerably since the 1960s. In 1968, sexual
harassment in housing received very little attention.
Women, particularly those who were poor and with
limited housing options, often had little choice but to
tolerate sexual harassment in order to keep a roof over
their heads and those of their children. The Justice
Department established an enforcement program to
obtain relief for tenants who have been mistreated by
landlords and to deter other potential abusers. Other
changes in enforcement protect people with blindness,
hearing impairment, alcoholism, drug addiction, and
mental illness. The legislation offers no protection to
people who constitute a direct threat to other persons
or property, but determination about a threat has to be
made on an individual basis. Complications surround-
ing enforcement of this provision have led the Justice
Department to focus on zoning regulations that might
block group homes and multi-family housing con-
struction that must be accessible for people with mobi-
lity issues.

Dramatic changes in the cities since the 1960s
have also influenced housing integration. The move-
ment of manufacturing jobs away from cities and the
departure of middle-class taxpayers led to growing
numbers of poor residents in need of expensive services
just as city revenues were declining. Many cities expe-
rienced fiscal crises, losing federal dollars to fund
infrastructure, education, and mass transit. As a result,
cities became more polarized between the affluent and
the poor, highlighted by the rise and concentration of
poverty, homelessness, and crime.

The war on terrorism in the early twenty-first
century has led to a rise in the number of hate crimes
directed against people who possess a Middle Eastern
appearance or background as well as those who follow
Islam. It is likely that continuing conflict with the Arab
world will lead to a shift in housing discrimination
cases as discrimination based on national origin and
religion emerges as a major concern.
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Roe v. Wade

Legal decision

By: U.S. Supreme Court

Date: January 22, 1973

Source: Roe v. Wade 410 U.S. 113 (1973). Available at:
<http://supreme.justia.com/us/410/113/case.html>
(accessed April 12, 2006).

About the Author: At the time of the Roe v. Wade decision,
the U.S. Supreme Court was composed of Justices
Warren Burger (Chief), William Douglas, William
Brennan, Potter Stewart, Byron White, Thurgood
Marshall, Harry Blackmun, Lewis F. Powell, and
William Rehnquist. Justice Harry Blackmun, a
Republican, served on the court from 1970–1994.
Appointed to the court by President Richard Nixon,
Blackmun’s most famous written opinion for the court
is Roe v. Wade. Blackmun continued to support abor-
tion rights until his death in 1999.

INTRODUCTION

Abortion was legal in the United States from the
country’s founding until the 1820s, when some states
began to pass legislation limiting the procedure.
English common law, which provided the basis for
many laws in the United States, had treated abortion
before ‘‘quickening’’ or the feeling of fetal movement,
as a misdemeanor, but post-quickening abortion was
considered a felony or a capital offense. An 1803
English law, The Miscarriage of Women Act, made
pre-quickening abortion a felony and post-quickening
abortion a capital crime. American states began to
follow England in codifying abortion law by the 1820s.

In 1861, England passed the Offenses Against the
Person Act, declaring all abortions felonies, and, in
1869, Pope Pius IX, leader of the Roman Catholic
Church, declared all abortion, regardless of circum-
stance or timing, to be grounds for excommunication.
In addition, the Pope stated that any person involved in
the act—including medical personnel and husbands—
had also separated themselves from the Catholic
Church by virtue of their choice.

By the early 1900s, abortion was illegal through-
out most of the United States. Illegal abortions were
commonly performed by midwives, some doctors, or
any person who chose to perform the procedure; the
practice was unregulated. Because abortion was crimi-
nalized, there were few incentives to report corrupt,
‘‘back alley’’ abortion providers or to name them

should a complication arise. Many such abortion pro-
viders charged large sums of money, performed the
procedure with unsterilized equipment, and provided
no follow-up care to check for infection, retained tis-
sue, or other complications.

In the 1920s and 1930s, economic crises in the
United States, coupled with the difficulty of accessing
affordable birth control, led many women to seek
abortions. Although abortion was illegal, many states
had a clause permitting a physician to perform the
procedure if the mother’s life was in jeopardy. The
American Medical Association had lobbied for crimi-
nalization of abortion in the late 1800s and early 1900s
with a dual purpose of driving non-medical abortion
providers out of business and making the procedure
safer by forcing it to be performed by physicians only.

In 1935, Iceland became the first western country
to permit abortions under certain specific medical cir-
cumstances; other countries, such as Britain, Canada,
and Australia, followed throughout the 1930s, 1940s,
and 1950s. In the United States, California and
Colorado both made abortion legal in 1967, and New
York decriminalized abortion in 1970.

Anti-choice advocates argued that life begins at
conception, and ending that life is equivalent to mur-
der. The Roman Catholic Church held this position
as well. By 1970, when the Roe v. Wade case was filed,
thirty-one states permitted abortion when the moth-
er’s life was in danger, and women seeking abortions
often traveled across state lines or into Canada to seek
elective abortions.

Norma McCorvey, the ‘‘Jane Roe’’ in Roe v. Wade,
filed a lawsuit in Texas on the grounds that Texas
law criminalizing abortion violated her rights under
the First, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth
Amendments. Abortion rights proponents had been
searching for a case to take through the courts that
would stand through repeated court battles; attorneys
Sarah Weddington and Linda Coffee believed Norma
McCorvey’s case was the right choice. McCorvey
claimed that her pregnancy was the result of a rape,
a condition that some states would have accepted as
justification for the abortion. Weddington did not
make that fact public during the court case.

The case made its way to the U.S. Supreme Court
in December 1971, but after initial arguments the
court decided to have it reargued, to give new justices
William Rehnquist and Lewis Powell the opportunity
to hear the case. In October 1972, the U.S. Supreme
Court heard the case again, and in January handed
down its ruling, declaring the Texas state law banning
abortion unconstitutional.
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

VIII

. . . .

This right of privacy, whether it be founded in the

Fourteenth Amendment’s concept of personal liberty and

restrictions upon state action, as we feel it is, or, as the

District Court determined, in the Ninth Amendment’s res-

ervation of rights to the people, is broad enough to encom-

pass a woman’s decision whether or not to terminate her

pregnancy. The detriment that the State would impose

upon the pregnant woman by denying this choice alto-

gether is apparent. Specific and direct harm medically

diagnosable even in early pregnancy may be involved.

Maternity, or additional offspring, may force upon the

woman a distressful life and future. Psychological harm

may be imminent. Mental and physical health may be

taxed by child care. There is also the distress, for all con-

cerned, associated with the unwanted child, and there is

the problem of bringing a child into a family already unable,

psychologically and otherwise, to care for it. In other

cases, as in this one, the additional difficulties and continu-

ing stigma of unwed motherhood may be involved. All

these are factors the woman and her responsible physi-

cian necessarily will consider in consultation.

On the basis of elements such as these, appellant and

some amici argue that the woman’s right is absolute and

that she is entitled to terminate her pregnancy at whatever

time, in whatever way, and for whatever reason she alone

chooses. With this we do not agree. Appellant’s argu-

ments that Texas either has no valid interest at all in

regulating the abortion decision, or no interest strong

enough to support any limitation upon the woman’s sole

determination, are unpersuasive. The [410 U.S. 113, 154]

Court’s decisions recognizing a right of privacy also

acknowledge that some state regulation in areas protected

by that right is appropriate. As noted above, a State may

properly assert important interests in safeguarding health,

in maintaining medical standards, and in protecting poten-

tial life. At some point in pregnancy, these respective

interests become sufficiently compelling to sustain regu-

lation of the factors that govern the abortion decision. The

privacy right involved, therefore, cannot be said to be

absolute. In fact, it is not clear to us that the claim asserted

by some amici that one has an unlimited right to do with

one’s body as one pleases bears a close relationship to the

right of privacy previously articulated in the Court’s deci-

sions. The Court has refused to recognize an unlimited

right of this kind in the past. Jacobson v. Massachusetts,

197 U.S. 11 (1905) (vaccination); Buck v. Bell, 274 U.S. 200

(1927) (sterilization).

We, therefore, conclude that the right of personal privacy

includes the abortion decision, but that this right is not

unqualified and must be considered against important

state interests in regulation.

. . . .

Although the results are divided, most of these courts

have agreed that the right of privacy, however based, is

broad enough to cover the abortion decision; that the right,

nonetheless, is not absolute and is subject to some limi-

tations; and that at some point the state interests as to

protection of health, medical standards, and prenatal life,

become dominant. We agree with this approach.

. . . .

In the recent abortion cases, cited above, courts have

recognized these principles. Those striking down state

laws have generally scrutinized the State’s interests in

protecting health and potential life, and have concluded

that neither interest justified broad limitations on the rea-

sons for which a physician and his pregnant patient might

decide that she should have an abortion in the early stages

of pregnancy. Courts sustaining state laws have held that

the State’s determinations to protect health or prenatal life

are dominant and constitutionally justifiable.

IX

The District Court held that the appellee failed to meet his

burden of demonstrating that the Texas statute’s infringe-

ment upon Roe’s rights was necessary to support a com-

pelling state interest, and that, although the appellee

presented ‘‘several compelling justifications for state pres-

ence in the area of abortions,’’ the statutes outstripped

these justifications and swept ‘‘far beyond any areas of

compelling state interest.’’ 314 F. Supp., at 1222–1223.

Appellant and appellee both contest that holding.

Appellant, as has been indicated, claims an absolute right

that bars any state imposition of criminal penalties in the

area. Appellee argues that the State’s determination to

recognize and protect prenatal life from and after concep-

tion constitutes a compelling state interest. As noted

above, we do not agree fully with either formulation.

A. The appellee and certain amici argue that the fetus

is a ‘‘person’’ within the language and meaning of the

Fourteenth Amendment. In support of this, they outline

at length and in detail the well-known facts of fetal devel-

opment. If this suggestion of personhood is established,

the appellant’s case, of course, collapses, [410 U.S. 113,

157] for the fetus’ right to life would then be guaranteed

specifically by the Amendment. The appellant conceded as

much on reargument. On the other hand, the appellee

conceded on reargument that no case could be cited that

holds that a fetus is a person within the meaning of the

Fourteenth Amendment. . . .

B. The pregnant woman cannot be isolated in her privacy.

She carries an embryo and, later, a fetus, if one accepts the
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medical definitions of the developing young in the human

uterus. See Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary

478-479, 547 (24th ed. 1965). The situation therefore is

inherently different from marital intimacy, or bedroom pos-

session of obscene material, or marriage, or procreation, or

education, with which Eisenstadt and Griswold, Stanley,

Loving, Skinner, and Pierce and Meyer were respectively

concerned. As we have intimated above, it is reasonable

and appropriate for a State to decide that at some point in

time another interest, that of health of the mother or that of

potential human life, becomes significantly involved. The

woman’s privacy is no longer sole and any right of privacy

she possesses must be measured accordingly.

Texas urges that, apart from the Fourteenth Amendment,

life begins at conception and is present throughout preg-

nancy, and that, therefore, the State has a compelling

interest in protecting that life from and after conception.

We need not resolve the difficult question of when life

begins. When those trained in the respective disciplines

of medicine, philosophy, and theology are unable to arrive

at any consensus, the judiciary, at this point in the develop-

ment of man’s knowledge, is not in a position to speculate

as to the answer. [410 U.S. 113, 160].

It should be sufficient to note briefly the wide divergence

of thinking on this most sensitive and difficult question.

There has always been strong support for the view that life

does not begin until live birth. This was the belief of the

Stoics. It appears to be the predominant, though not the

unanimous, attitude of the Jewish faith. It may be taken to

represent also the position of a large segment of the

Protestant community, insofar as that can be ascertained;

organized groups that have taken a formal position on the

abortion issue have generally regarded abortion as a mat-

ter for the conscience of the individual and her family. As

we have noted, the common law found greater signifi-

cance in quickening. Physicians and their scientific col-

leagues have regarded that event with less interest and

have tended to focus either upon conception, upon live

birth, or upon the interim point at which the fetus becomes

‘‘viable,’’ that is, potentially able to live outside the moth-

er’s womb, albeit with artificial aid. Viability is usually

placed at about seven months (28 weeks) but may occur

earlier, even at 24 weeks. The Aristotelian theory of ‘‘medi-

ate animation,’’ that held sway throughout the Middle

Ages and the Renaissance in Europe, continued to be

official Roman Catholic dogma until the 19th century,

despite opposition to this ‘‘ensoulment’’ theory from

those in the Church who would recognize the existence

of life from [410 U.S. 113, 161] the moment of conception.

The latter is now, of course, the official belief of the

Catholic Church. As one brief amicus discloses, this is a

view strongly held by many non-Catholics as well, and

by many physicians. Substantial problems for precise

definition of this view are posed, however, by new

embryological data that purport to indicate that conception

is a ‘‘process’’ over time, rather than an event, and by new

medical techniques such as menstrual extraction, the

‘‘morning-after’’ pill, implantation of embryos, artificial

insemination, and even artificial wombs.

In areas other than criminal abortion, the law has been

reluctant to endorse any theory that life, as we recognize

it, begins before live birth or to accord legal rights to the

unborn except in narrowly defined situations and except

when the rights are contingent upon live birth. For exam-

ple, the traditional rule of tort law denied recovery for

prenatal injuries even though the child was born alive.

That rule has been changed in almost every jurisdiction.

In most States, recovery is said to be permitted only if the

fetus was viable, or at least quick, when the injuries were

sustained, though few [410 U.S. 113, 162] courts have

squarely so held. In a recent development, generally

opposed by the commentators, some States permit the

parents of a stillborn child to maintain an action for wrong-

ful death because of prenatal injuries. Such an action,

however, would appear to be one to vindicate the parents’

interest and is thus consistent with the view that the fetus,

at most, represents only the potentiality of life. Similarly,

unborn children have been recognized as acquiring rights

or interests by way of inheritance or other devolution of

property, and have been represented by guardians ad

litem. Perfection of the interests involved, again, has gen-

erally been contingent upon live birth. In short, the unborn

have never been recognized in the law as persons in the

whole sense.

X

In view of all this, we do not agree that, by adopting one

theory of life, Texas may override the rights of the pregnant

woman that are at stake. We repeat, however, that the State

does have an important and legitimate interest in preserving

and protecting the health of the pregnant woman, whether

she be a resident of the State or a nonresident who seeks

medical consultation and treatment there, and that it has

still another important and legitimate interest in protecting

the potentiality of human life. These interests are separate

and distinct. Each grows in substantiality as the woman

approaches [410 U.S. 113, 163] term and, at a point during

pregnancy, each becomes ‘‘compelling.’’

With respect to the State’s important and legitimate inter-

est in the health of the mother, the ‘‘compelling’’ point, in

the light of present medical knowledge, is at approximately

the end of the first trimester. This is so because of the

now-established medical fact, referred to above at 149,

that until the end of the first trimester mortality in abortion

may be less than mortality in normal childbirth. It follows

that, from and after this point, a State may regulate the
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abortion procedure to the extent that the regulation rea-

sonably relates to the preservation and protection of

maternal health. Examples of permissible state regulation

in this area are requirements as to the qualifications of the

person who is to perform the abortion; as to the licensure

of that person; as to the facility in which the procedure is to

be performed, that is, whether it must be a hospital or may

be a clinic or some other place of less-than-hospital status;

as to the licensing of the facility; and the like.

This means, on the other hand, that, for the period of

pregnancy prior to this ‘‘compelling’’ point, the attending

physician, in consultation with his patient, is free to deter-

mine, without regulation by the State, that, in his medical

judgment, the patient’s pregnancy should be terminated. If

that decision is reached, the judgment may be effectuated

by an abortion free of interference by the State.

With respect to the State’s important and legitimate inter-

est in potential life, the ‘‘compelling’’ point is at viability.

This is so because the fetus then presumably has the

capability of meaningful life outside the mother’s womb.

State regulation protective of fetal life after viability thus

has both logical and biological justifications. If the State is

interested in protecting fetal life after viability, it may go so

far as to proscribe abortion [410 U.S. 113, 164] during that

period, except when it is necessary to preserve the life or

health of the mother.

Measured against these standards, Art. 1196 of the Texas

Penal Code, in restricting legal abortions to those ‘‘pro-

cured or attempted by medical advice for the purpose of

saving the life of the mother,’’ sweeps too broadly. The

statute makes no distinction between abortions per-

formed early in pregnancy and those performed later, and

it limits to a single reason, ‘‘saving’’ the mother’s life, the

legal justification for the procedure. The statute, therefore,

cannot survive the constitutional attack made upon it here.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The court interpreted the right to obtain an abor-
tion as an issue of personal privacy, grounded in the
Fourteenth Amendment. In addition, Blackmun’s
written decision rejected the Texas law’s claim that
life begins at conception; the court ruled that viability,
or the fetus’s ability to live outside the womb, was the
better benchmark for state involvement in regulating
abortion.

Roe v. Wade set clear guidelines on the state’s
ability to set limits on abortion based on the viability
of the fetus. (In 1973, a fetus was considered to be
viable at approximately twenty-eight weeks of gesta-
tion.) Until the age of viability had passed, women
could legally obtain abortions on demand. Once the

fetus was viable, the state could place restrictions on
abortion.

Within seven years, European countries such as
France, Italy, West Germany, and the Netherlands
legalized abortion. In the United States, individual
states responded to the Roe v. Wade decision by passing
laws that required parental notification, informed con-
sent, ‘‘cooling off ’’ periods of twenty-four or more
hours between the first consultation with an abortion
provider and the actual procedure, and specific coun-
seling information requirements.

The 1992 case Planned Parenthood v. Casey revisited
Roe and provided a new court that included appointees
from conservative presidents Ronald Reagan and
George H. W. Bush with the opportunity to overturn
Roe. Many legal scholars had argued that the U.S.
Supreme Court had created a privacy right in the
Fourteenth Amendment, arguing strenuously with
the court’s use of that justification for Roe. In
Planned Parenthood v. Casey the court struck down por-
tions of Pennsylvania’s abortion restrictions, such as
spousal notification laws, but upheld parental consent
and ‘‘cooling off ’’ periods. Anti-choice and pro-choice
advocates alike had expected the court to overturn
Roe; the court, however, did not do so.

Technological advances, such as RU-486, an
abortion pill protocol, and neonatal care for premature
infants have blurred the lines set by Roe in 1973.
Viability comes at earlier stages more than thirty
years after the Roe v. Wade decision was published;
ten to forty percent of all babies born at twenty-three
weeks survive, and survival rates increase to fifty to
eighty percent for babies born at twenty-five weeks.

In February 2006, South Dakota passed a state law
banning all abortions, with the only exception being to
save the life of the mother. In April 2006, legislators in
Ohio crafted a law making abortion illegal and crimi-
nalizing those who cross state lines for the purpose of
obtaining an abortion. While Roe v. Wade struck down
such laws in 1973, more than thirty years later the
debate continues.
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China’s ‘‘One-Child Family’’
Policy

Photograph

By: Owen Franken

Date: April 1985

Source: ª Owen Franken/Corbis. Reproduced by
permission.

About the Photographer: Owen Franken, the brother of
political commentator, comedian, and author Al
Franken, is a Paris-based photographer. Franken’s
work has appeared in Time, Newsweek, and National
Geographic magazines.

INTRODUCTION

In 1949, when Mao Zedong’s Communist Party
assumed power in China, annual population growth
hovered at two percent. This trend continued for the
next twenty-five years as Mao encouraged Chinese
citizens to give birth to more children. In 1950, the
average Chinese woman had six children; by 2005, the
rate was 1.8 children, a dramatic drop in fifty-five
years.

In 1979, the new leader of China, Deng Xiaoping
(1904–1997), instituted the ‘‘birth planning’’ program,
limiting married couples to one child. Each town had
a Birth Planning Commission with a Commissioner
who monitors birth rates. The one-child policy is
complex, with a variety of exceptions to the rule. In
rural areas, if the first child is a girl, couples may have a
second child three to four years after the first one.

A crowd of approximately 5,000 people march in front of the Minnesota Capitol building in St. Paul, Minn., on January 22, 1973. They are

protesting the Supreme Court’s decision legalizing abortion in Roe v. Wade. AP/WIDE WORLD PHOTOS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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Chinese tradition holds that sons take care of their
parents, while girls help with the care of their in-laws;
as such, boys are favored over girls by many people in
Chinese society, especially in rural areas where male
labor is viewed as essential for farming.

In addition, if both members of a married couple
are only children themselves, the couple may have two
children. The Chinese policy permitting two children
in these circumstances helps to resolve the ‘‘one-two-
four’’ problem, with one son caring for and supporting
two parents and four grandparents.

By the mid–1970s, before Deng Xiaoping imple-
mented the one-child policy, birth rates had already
declined from five per woman to approximately 2.5
children per woman. The one-child policy offered
economic and educational incentives for families
willing to sign a one-child pledge. The goal was
zero population growth by the year 2000; in 1979,
population growth was approximately 1.5%, down
from a steady two percent rate from 1949 through
1974.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

CHINA’S ‘‘ONE-CHILD FAMILY’’ POLICY

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The one-child policy was voluntary; couples in
non-rural areas who wanted more than one child paid
fines or lost economic incentives offered through a
one-child pledge. Critics of the program claim that
the policy, though voluntary, was coercive; fines were
set at such high rates as to encourage abortions for
couples unable to afford the fine. The Chinese govern-
ment determined which form of birth control each
woman could use. In many instances, sterilizations—
with or without informed consent—were performed
on women after giving birth to their second child.
Unmarried women reportedly have been forced to
undergo abortions; the one-child policy applies only
to married couples, and unmarried women are not
permitted to have children. In addition, couples were
forced to apply for ‘‘birth permits’’ when they were
ready to conceive.

The Chinese cultural preference for sons led to
the abandonment and infanticide of baby girls in the
initial years of the one-child policy. As prenatal tech-
nology such as ultrasounds became available in the
1980s, some women chose to abort female fetuses
and to try again so that their one child would be a

boy. Such efforts brought China to a gender imbal-
ance; for every 100 girls born in China there are
approximately 118 boys born. The average worldwide
is 105 boys for every 100 girls.

Human rights groups have criticized the Chinese
government’s approach to those who choose to have
more than one child, citing forced abortions, forced
sterilizations, and the creation of a climate in which
infanticide and abandonment at orphanages are the
result of oppressive policies. In 2002, China passed
the Law on Population and Birth Planning, which
updated the 1979 policy, encouraging family planning
education for women and providing a legal framework
to prevent abuses of the one-child policy.

China’s population reduction program was her-
alded when the country held off projections of 1.3
billion people by three to four years. The one-child

n PRIMARY SOURCE

China’s ‘‘One-Child Family’’ Policy: A happy mother and

her baby illustrate a Chinese government poster that promotes

its ‘‘one child family’’ policy to encourage small families and

limit population growth. ª OWEN FRANKEN/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY

PERMISSION.
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policy has reduced or maintained spending levels on
social services and education for children, freeing up
capital for other investments. In addition, women in
the workforce face fewer absences with only one child,
and the children in one-child families receive the ben-
efit of their parents’ full resources and attention. The
darker side of such exclusive attention has been named
the ‘‘little emperor’’ problem; with so many only chil-
dren in China, many of them boys, these children
become the sole focus of their parents’ and grandpar-
ents’ attention.

The United States has sharply criticized China’s
birth planning policies. In 2002, the United States
withheld $34 million in United Nations family plan-
ning money, stating that programs in China violated
the U.S. Kemp-Kasten provision, which prohibits
the use of U.S. money on programs that include
forced abortions or forced sterilizations. The
United States has withheld that funding annually
since 2002.
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A Chinese family watches television together in Shanghai, China, 1996. One child families like these meet the government’s ideal family

size. ª LIU LIQUN/CORBIS.
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Woman Cries With Her Dying
Child
Famine in Somalia

Photograph

By: Andrew Holbrooke

Date: August 1, 1992

Source: ª Andrew Holbrooke/Corbis.

About the Photographer: Andrew Holbrooke is a profes-
sional photojournalist based in New York. A graduate
in film and television from the Tisch School of Arts,
New York University, he has worked in troubled areas
of the world, focusing on the hardships people face
there. His work centers on natural and man-made
disasters, political and social developments, and
related themes. Holbrooke’s work has been published
in many international publications such as The New
York Times, The Boston Globe, Life, Time Magazine,
Newsweek, and the U.S. World Report. He also has
won many prestigious and distinguished photojourn-
alism awards in his career.

INTRODUCTION

Somalia is coastal country located in East Africa, a
region that is also called the Great Horn of Africa.
Initially colonized by the Italians and later the
British, Somalia obtained independence in 1960.
However, ever since the late 1960s, Somalia has been
in political turmoil.

Following the assassination of Abdirashid Ali
Shermarke—elected president in 1967—in a presiden-
tial coup in 1969, the country was taken over by
a dictator, Mohamed Siad Barre, who remained in
power until 1990. According to a report published by
the Human Rights Watch, the devastation in Somalia
has its roots in the twenty one-year rule of Siad Barre.
The report points out that Siad Barre destroyed all
independent institutions, making it difficult for mod-
erate leaders to emerge. Moreover, his grip on power
was ensured by his encouragement of regional feuds
and manipulations of clan loyalties.

In an armed battle that started in the Somali cap-
ital of Mogadishu in December 1990, rebels forced
Siad Barre to flee. Ali Mahdi, leader of the United
Somali Congress (USC)—a prominent group that led
the rebellion, and a previous opponent of Siad Barre
came to power. However, due to stern opposition from
General Mohamed Farah Aideed—leader of another
faction of the USC—the country slid into a volatile

battle for power. Civil war eventually broke in late
1991.

Political analysts state that the following years are
considered to be the worst in Somali history. Famines,
wars, and other crimes erupted. The food and medical
situation in Somalia was visibly affected because of the
ongoing war in the country. There were reported cases
of Somali civilians suffering from severe malnutrition.
The country faced acute water crisis due to lack of
central electric power or water supply.

Moreover, because of frequent droughts, Somalia
has historically been subjected to famines. According
to Historical Survey of the Incidence of Drought in
Northern Somalia, at least ten significant droughts
occurred between 1918 and 1975. Droughts have also
occurred in the periods between 1979 and 1980, 1983
and 1986, and 1989 and 1990. Shortage of food, water,
and day to day living supplies along with frequent
drought situations in the region have added to the
burden of the Somali civilians. Reportedly, thousands
of people have died due to starvation since the early
1980s.

The primary source is a photograph by Andrew
Holbrooke taken during the 1992 famine that took the
lives of more than 300,000 people. The photograph
depicts the plight of a helpless woman begging for
food.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

WOMAN CRIES WITH HER DYING CHILD

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Various policies enforced by Mohammed Aideed
and the ongoing civil war crippled the state of agricul-
ture and consequently the economy of Somalia in the
1990s. The extensive internal refugee problem created
by the destructive civil war also devastated the Somali
economy. Between 1991 and 1992, at least 350,000
Somalis reportedly died from disease and starvation.
These events are considered extremely significant in
Somalia’s history as they ravaged the country. In mod-
ern times, no other country has reported such high
number of deaths.

Somalia started receiving international aid. Led
by the United States and supported by United
Nations Operations in Somalia . . . UNOSOM I . . .,
operation Provide Relief began in August 1992.
However, media reports indicate that nearly eighty
percent of the food was stolen by warring clans, and
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in many cases, was exchanged for weapons from neigh-
boring regions. Consequently, the relief efforts proved
to be inadequate.

In short time, another major coalition effort
known as Operation Restore Hope was launched by
the United States to restore humanitarian and relief
activities in Somalia. However, in an event that took
place in October 1993—later known as the Battle of
Mogadishu—eighteen U.S. soldiers lost their lives and
seventy five were wounded. Operation Restore Hope
wound up in March 1994 as a result of continuing
causalities and failure to accomplish designated objec-
tives. The popular Hollywood movie ‘‘Black Hawk
Down’’ is based on these incidents.

The events in Somalia have also given rise to an
international refugee situation. Many Somalians have
fled the country and have sought asylum in neigh-
boring nations as well as other western countries.
According to a 1996 consolidated UN report, up to
400,000 Somalis became refugees in the neighboring
countries of Kenya, Ethiopia, and Djibouti during this
period.

Since the early 2000s, a few Somali refugees have
returned back to the country. The UN High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) states that
11,633 Somali refugees were repatriated to Somaliland
and Puntland areas during 2005. However, no signi-
ficant changes have been observed by the UN inde-
pendent expert on Human Rights in Somalia, in the
situation of residents living in various settlements.
As of 2006, these overcrowded settlements have poor
sanitation and offer little or no access to employment
and education. Moreover, malnutrition, drought,
floods, ethnic fighting, the Indian Ocean tsunami,
and the displacement of more than 400,000
people have intensified the country’s already poor
human rights situation. Besides, it is administered
by a transitional government called the Somalia
Transitional Federal Institutions (TFI), headed by
transitional Federal President Abdullah Yusuf
Ahmed.

In April 2006, Christian Balslev-Olesen, the
United Nation’s Acting Humanitarian Coordinator
for Somalia, declared that to prevent a famine in

A starving boy cries inside a compound run by Doctors Without Borders (MSF), in Ajiep, within famine-torn Bahr el Ghazal province in

south Sudan, July 26, 1998. AP IMAGES.
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2006, Somalia needs emergency funding of 326 million
dollars. According to Balslev-Olesen, more than two
million people out of an estimated population of nine
million are on food aid, and more than ten thousand
could die from starvation each month. Further, there
are very few channels to deliver aid effectively. The
continuing looting, extortion at roadblocks, and
kidnappings has prevented relief and humanitarian
efforts.
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No Electricity, Running Water,
and Almost No Medical
Supplies

Photograph

By: David Turnley

Date: ca. August–September 1992

Source: ª David Turnley/Corbis.

About the Photographer: This photograph is part of the
Corbis collection of images, a worldwide source of
visual content to advertisers, broadcasters, designers,
magazines, new media organizations, newspapers, and
producers. David Turnley is a Pulitzer Prize–winning
independent photographer.

INTRODUCTION

Somalia is a country in Eastern Africa that borders
the Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean on the east and
Ethiopia on the west. When it gained its independence
in 1960 after a legacy of English and Italian coloniza-
tion, Mohamed Siad Barre assumed power as a dicta-
tor. His regime faced constant internal challenges,
however. In the late 1960s, he jailed Mohamed Farah
Aideed for plotting a coup, and in the Ogaden War
(1977–1978) with Ethiopia, endured a devastating
defeat.

Barre ruled by dividing citizens along clan lines—
alliances and coalitions of families, friends, and neigh-
bors. In this system of polygamy and segmentary

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Woman Cries With Her Dying Child: A woman seeks help for

her dying child at a Red Cross feeding center in Baidoa, Somalia,

during a 1992 famine in which over 300,000 people died of

starvation. ª ANDREW HOLBROOKE/CORBIS.
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lineage, a man’s children born of different mothers will
turn on one another, and continual infighting easily
emerges. Barre used clan alliances to divide the pop-
ulace, and the conflicts detracted attention from his
dying regime.

In the 1980s, the Somali civil war began.
Majeerteen clans in southern Somalia began fighting
Barre’s regime, known as the Somali Salvation
Democratic Front (SSDF). Isaaq clans in the north,
known as the Somali National Movement (SNM), also
initiated an uprising. Barre fought back, using his
militia to engage in torture, mutilation, and murder.
Whole villages were exterminated. Women were
raped, a double crime that produced ‘‘unpure’’ chil-
dren. By May 1988, the fighting had destroyed
Hargeysa, the country’s second-largest city, and
Burao, the provincial capital. A year later, the Hawiye
clans began yet another rebellion as the United Somali

Congress (USC). Soon, six distinct political groups
were fighting Barre and each other. When Barre’s
regime finally fell in 1991, Mohamaed Farak Aideed
and the USC took charge.

Western media accounts showed images of mal-
nourished Somali children forced into the conflict
as both combatants and victims. In 1991, the United
Nations opened an office in the Somali capital, osten-
sibly to supply food and other forms of aid; in 1992, it
began sending peacekeeping troops as well. American
troops arrived in December 1992 to protect food and
humanitarian relief shipments. Many Somalis, how-
ever, saw the troops as a threat to their independence
and feared becoming a UN trustee.

Even with international aid, the violence in
Somalia continued to escalate. Militia groups contin-
ued to torture and kill civilians and hijacked

n PRIMARY SOURCE

No Electricity, Running Water, and Almost No Medical Supplies: Xaawo Mohammed Hasan lies with her newborn in a hospital

in Baidoa, Somalia, 1992. She was caught in a corssfire and injured during Somalia’s civil war. The hospital is overwhelmed with famine

and war victims and has no electricity, running water, and hardly any medicine. ª DAVID TURNLEY/CORBIS.
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desperately needed supplies intended for the general
populace. The fighting, destruction of land, and food
shortages created a severe famine.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

No Electricity, Running Water, and Almost No Medical Supplies

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

In the summer of 1993, several Pakistani UN
peacekeepers were killed, and an American helicopter
mistakenly fired on a group of Somali civilians. In
October 1993, U.S. forces seeking Aideed’s senior
officials were caught in a shootout that left eighteen
American soldiers and hundreds of Somali civilians
dead. The body of a dead American solider was
dragged through the streets of Mogadishu. In March
1994, UN troops withdrew from Somalia, and much of
the fighting temporarily ceased. Aideed died in August

1996 from a gunshot wound, and his son, a former U.S.
Marine, was chosen to take his place.

In 1996, the Ethiopian government brought most
of the clans together, but Aideed’s son boycotted the
conference. A year later, clan representatives met in
Cairo to discuss Somalia’s future but made little head-
way. In August 2000, they elected Addigasim Salad
Hasan as Somalia’s new president; he was sworn in
on August 27, 2000. Hasan’s election was a ray of
hope for Somalia, but as of 2006, the country was still
in a state of political chaos.

According to the Central Intelligence Agency, the
government of Somalia remains unstable. The United
Nations has deemed the country too hostile for human-
itarian aid shipments, and as a result, the country lacks a
sufficient food supply. In 2006, Somalia suffered one of
the most devastating droughts in over a decade.
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Indian Government’s
Comments on Asia Watch-
Physicians for Human Rights
Report ‘‘The Crackdown in
Kashmir’’

Press release

By: Embassy of India, Washington, D.C.

Date: February 1993

Source: The Embassy of India. ‘‘Indian Government’s
Comments on Asia Watch-Physicians for Human
Rights Report ‘The Crackdown in Kashmir.’’’ Press
release. February 1993. Reprinted in: Asia Watch and
Physicians for Human Rights. The Human Rights Crisis
in Kashmir: A Pattern of Impunity. New York: Human
Rights Watch, 1993.

About the Author: The Indian Embassy in the United
States is located in Washington D.C. As of 2006,
Ronen Sen is Ambassador to the United States. The
Ambassador and his staff act as representatives of the
Indian government in the United States. They work
to facilititate relations, travel, immigration, and trade
between the two countries. Communicating and
explaining the policies and actions of the Indian gov-
ernment is also among their responsibilities.

INTRODUCTION

Ever since independence from British rule in
1947, the region of Jammu and Kashmir has been at
the heart of a territorial dispute between India and
Pakistan. At the time of independence, British India
was divided into two democratic countries—a Hindu-
dominated India and a Muslim-dominated Pakistan.
Both claimed the state of Kashmir to be a part of their
country. Before independence, states in India had their
own kings. Kashmir, though dominated by Muslims,
had a Hindu king, Hari Singh. When the British
granted independence to India, each king was given
the right to choose whether his state would become
part of Pakistan or India (or, with some restrictions,
remain independent).

Kashmir was invaded by Pathan tribesmen intent
upon coercing Hari Singh to accede to Pakistan.
However, Singh signed the Instrument of Accession
and acceded to India. Nevertheless, the invaders suc-
ceeded in capturing some of the northern territories in
the state, thus creating an unofficial border between
the two countries. The Indian Prime Minister at that
time, Jawaharlal Nehru (1889–1964), referred the dis-
pute to the United Nations. Three wars later, the
Kashmir region is still in dispute. Owing to its beauty
and strategic location, both India and Pakistan con-
sider Kashmir to be a prized possession.

For more than fifteen years, the Kashmir valley
region has witnessed an increase in violence and mil-
itant activities. The Indian government accuses its
counterpart in Pakistan of sponsoring terrorism in
the Indian-occupied portion of Kashmir—Jammu
and Kashmir. The Pakistani government, however,
maintains that these activities are carried out by inde-
pendent rebels fighting for freedom. Thousands have
been reportedly killed since the first incidents of ter-
rorism in 1989. Moreover, the insurgency has signifi-
cantly affected the tourism industry of Kashmir—an
industry that fuels the state’s economy.

The escalation of armed violence led the Indian
government to deploy army troops in Jammu and
Kashmir in 1990. However, the government’s cam-
paign to end militancy in Kashmir has been under
scrutiny, especially from human rights groups. In the
past, the Indian Army has been charged with unlawful
detainment of innocent civilians, civilian massacre,
anti-secularism, and other cases of human rights vio-
lations. Some human rights organizations allege that
the army has been promoting counter-insurgency by
training local forces of captured militants. The gov-
ernment of India, however, has denied all such allega-
tions stating that the recruitment of former militants is
merely for rehabilitation. In 1993, the government of
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India also established the National Human Rights
Commission with the aim of preserving human rights
and civil liberties in the disputed region.

The primary source contains the official riposte of
the Embassy of India in the United States to allega-
tions of human rights abuses by the Indian Army in
the state of Jammu and Kashmir. The Embassy states
that the conclusions presented in the Boston-based
Physicians for Human Rights (PHR) and Asia Watch
report are flawed and unfairly interpreted.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

The Indian Government had given detailed comments

to Asia Watch-PHR on the findings in their Report on

‘‘The Crackdown in Kashmir—Torture of Detainees and

Assaults on the Medical Community.’’ Some of these

comments have been incorporated, along with rebuttals

by AW-PHR in the main body of the Report which is being

released on February 28. A few of them have been

distorted by AW-PHR to draw erroneous conclusions

about Indian Government policy while some have been

less than fairly interpreted.

In view of this it is felt necessary to respond to AW-

PHR’s observations on the Indian Government’s initial

response so as to put the facts in their correct perspective.

It is unfortunate that the Press Release starts with an

attack against the Indian forces for having stepped up their

‘‘campaign of terror’’ against civilians. The use of the word

‘‘terror’’ to describe the difficult combat of the security

forces against the large-scale violence in the Valley is all

the more surprising because AW-PHR have carefully

avoided using this word to describe the murderous activ-

ities of Pakistan-backed Muslim fundamentalist groups in

Kashmir. To suggest that the only terrorism in Kashmir is

the one at the hands of the security forces is to make a

travesty of the real situation there. Apart from countless

reports in the international media on terrorism in Kashmir

by Muslim groups and recognition of this fact by several

Governments, even the latest Report on Human Rights

issued by the State Department has noted that the mili-

tants have maintained a reign of terror in the Kashmir

Valley. The true picture is that the violence unleashed by

the terrorists in Jammu and Kashmir has grown and in

1992, as compared to 1991, the total number of incidents

of terrorist violence increased from 3,122 to 4,871

(Annexure-l). The question to ask is who is sustaining this

growing terrorist activity? Where are the terrorists obtain-

ing their arms and equipment, training and strategic direc-

tion from? What is the responsibility of the terrorists and

their increasing activity in disrupting civilian life in the

Valley, including health and medical services?

A claim has again been made that patients in hospitals

have been disconnected from life sustaining treatments

which had earlier been categorically denied. A similar claim

has been made regarding shooting doctors on duty and

torturing some others, which is also categorically denied. It

is unfortunate that AW-PHR continue to make these

groundless charges based on hearsay.

While dwelling at some length on the issue of medical

neutrality and the Geneva Conventions, the Release

accuses the Government of violations and denies that

any legitimacy is being provided to terrorist groups, as

indicated in our preliminary response. It goes on to say

that as per the norms of medical neutrality medical person-

nel should be able to render medical care to all populations,

on all sides of the conflict. While not entering into any

argument on issues of principle, it may be mentioned

that nowhere does the Report care to acknowledge the

fact that treatment has been provided to the apprehended

terrorists even in army hospitals, quite apart from the

question that nothing in their Report or in our response

suggests that the Government or the security forces as a

matter of policy prevented treatment of injured terrorists

in the hospitals.

A perturbing aspect of AW-PHR’s Report is its ten-

dency to reject evidence which may not fit in with the case

it wants to project, or make categorical statements on

matters that clearly they are not qualified to do as they

cannot have full information with them. While the Release

acknowledges killings of medical workers by the terrorists,

it goes on to say that ‘‘there is no evidence that militants

have done this’’ in the context of our observation that

militants have used hospitals as sanctuaries and have

even feigned injuries in this process. In fact, it claims that

‘‘hospitals are unlikely places for militants to seek refuge

unless they are genuinely wounded.’’ AW-PHR made this

claim in the face of evidence of the recoveries made from

the hospitals in the searches that were conducted in some

of them. They assert that when security forces conduct

such operations in hospitals in Kashmir, they don’t do so

on the basis of specific information. If such a format of

reporting were to be acceptable, just about anything can

be said and any claim could be made without there being

any need for evidence for and to the contrary.

The Report says that while the authorities may pros-

ecute health professionals for failing to provide information

about persons in their care whom they believe may have

committed crimes, they cannot physically abuse them for

failing to do so. In fact, in our comments we had not

referred to prosecution of health care professionals but

to conditions in which most of them out of fear and some

due to connivance, may not report medico legal cases

as required under the law, which may lead to situations
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where it may become necessary to look for such criminals

inside hospitals.

The Release says that the Report describes a number

of incidents in which security forces opened fire inside

hospitals, apparently to intimidate the medical staff to

identify suspected militants. The Report mentions such

incidents at two places and the number of times that

a hospital may have been searched, but no specific incident

has been narrated. The question of providing any explana-

tion for such incidents, therefore, does not arise. However,

in our comments, the incidents in which searches did take

place in the hospitals were mentioned, including those

cases where such searches may not have ended up in any

recoveries. One specific incident taken out of our response

and included in the Report, about firing from the premises of

SKIMS, is only one of the numerous illustrative incidents

that had been mentioned in our comments to show the type

of activities that the terrorists have been indulging in from

the premises of hospitals in Srinagar.

The Release also mentions two security laws cur-

rently in force in Kasmir, viz., The Armed Forces (Jammu

& Kashmir) Special Powers Act and the Jammu & Kashmir

Disturbed Areas Act, and has stated that these acts explic-

itly promote the use of lethal force against people who are

not combatants and who do not pose a threat to the lives

of the security forces. It has also been claimed that these

laws permit immunity from prosecution to the security

forces. Elsewhere it refers to our claim that we are trying

to fight the terrorist menace by civilian law and order

methods and concludes that the Government, by saying

so, attempts to justify and excuse acts of gross violations

as legitimate means of ‘‘law enforcement.’’ Such a con-

clusion is astounding, to say the least. The fact of the

matter is that the security forces in Kashmir or elsewhere

are not a law unto themselves and none of these Acts

provide any immunity to them. What they require is prior

sanction for prosecution as is also provided under India’s

Criminal Procedure Code (Section 197). In actual fact, as

mentioned in our previous comments, action has been

taken against over 100 personnel of the Army and Para-

Military forces which includes officers. This shows that

neither does the Government excuse violations nor is

there any immunity for errant officers or personnel who

may be acting even within the powers conferred under

these Acts. The suggestion that Government policy con-

dones excesses is totally baseless.

The warning of the medical catastrophe, unless the

Government grants immediate access to the ICRC, is

deliberately alarmist. All the details in the AW-PHR’s

Report together do not point to any impending medical

catastrophe. Despite all the difficulties created by terrorist

activities, the authorities will continue to do their best to

meet their responsibilities for providing health, medical

and other facilities to the population of the affected area.

Brief comments have been given above only with

respect to some of the specific points mentioned in the

Release. There are many others which are general and

speaking about wide-spread torture, maltreatment by the

security forces etc., on which no specific comments are

being made again. We would, however, like to strongly

state that we do not make any excuses for violations of

Human Rights just because the terrorists may be indulging

in abuses. At the same time, the extremely difficult envi-

ronment created by the indiscriminate and massive level of

violence perpetrated by the terrorists has to be understood

to appreciate that it may not be possible to deal with the

situation, under the normal laws. Over 500 security force

personnel have been killed by the terrorists, apart form a

large number of politicians, press persons, Government

officials and innocent citizens in the State (figures have

been given earlier). Even so, the Special Laws referred to

in the Release are not passed by any ad hoc draconian fiat,

but after full deliberation in the Parliament, and are only

temporary measures. In the prevailing environment, there

can be possibilities where harassment may be caused to

the civilian population on account of security operations

and there may also be occasional cases of excesses. At

the same time, we reiterate that we do not hesitate to take

action against security force personnel where deliberate

acts of excesses and cases of gross negligence and over-

reaction etc., come to notice. The swift and firm response

in the recent unfortunate incident at Sopore would bring

this out clearly.

Finally, we note that in the chapter ‘‘Conclusions and

Recommendations’’ of the Report, AW-PHR have made

several critical comments against the Government of India

of an all-embracing political nature on the problem in

Kashmir, but have no advice to offer militant groups to

put an end to terrorist activities in the context of Human

Rights, other than merely urging them to desist from

attacks against health services and health professionals.

Can it be concluded that SW-PHR encourage or condone

all other forms of violent activities by Muslim fundamen-

talist terrorist groups?

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

According to the Indian government, militant
organizations operating in Jammu and Kashmir have
often targeted government officials, reporters, armed
forces, peacekeepers, and civilians, including children
and the disabled. The United States and other coun-
tries have also endorsed the Indian government’s alle-
gations. For instance, a 1997 report published by the
U.S. Department of State concluded that militant
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groups in Jammu and Kashmir were responsible for
innumerable acts of terrorism in the region.

However, as mentioned earlier, international human
rights organizations, such as Amnesty International and
Human Rights Watch, have also accused the Indian
Army of violating human rights in order to suppress
terrorism in the state. An Amnesty International
Press Release stated that Indian Armed Forces
were responsible for the killing of 250 civilians in
2003 alone. On its part, the Indian Government
alleges that human rights activists have ignored the
role of Pakistan in sponsoring terrorism in Indian
occupied Kashmir.

The Indian government’s stated position regard-
ing the disputed Jammu and Kashmir region is that
Kashmir is an integral part of India and that Parkistani
occupation of a portion of that region is illegal.
Further, the Indian government wants the government
of Pakistan to stop supporting militant groups using
terrorist tactics in an effort to unite Kashmir with
Pakistan. For its part, the government of Pakistan
supports holding a plebiscite that would allow the
residents of Jammu and Kashmir to vote on which
country they want to join. India is opposed to holding
a plebiscite.

Clearly, the events in the Jammu and Kashmir
region have been subject to a variety of interpretations
by the many parties directly or indirectly affected by
the conflict. Reaching a balanced and dispassionate
assessment of these events and assigning responsibility
for any civil or human rights abuses is an ongoing
challenge. Unfortunately, as of 2006, the conflict in
Jammu and Kashmir appeared to be no closer to a
resolution than it was when the British withdrew
from the Indian subcontinent nearly sixty years ago.
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About the Author: The World Medical Association,
founded in 1947, is an international organization of
physicians committed to promoting ethical standards,
freedom of movement across borders for medical
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personnel, and helping physicians worldwide with
professional health care issues.

INTRODUCTION

The 1979 invasion of Afghanistan by the Soviet
Union and subsequent ten-year war led to chaos. The
mujahedin—Muslims who fought against Soviet
forces—received aid from the United States, China,
Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia. When the Soviet Union
left Afghanistan in 1989, the mujahedin split into two
competing groups, the Afghan Northern Alliance and
the Taliban. By 1996, the Taliban, whose name means
‘‘seeker’’ or ‘‘student of Islam,’’ gained power in
Afghanistan.

After it took the capital city of Kabul on
September 26, 1996, the Taliban imposed sharia, or
Islamic religious law, on all of Afghanistan. Women
were harshly restricted and lost both civil and personal
rights, such as the right to work, to vote, to be edu-
cated, or to be seen in public unescorted by a male
relative. In addition, women were required to wear full
body coverings called burqa and forbidden to wear
white (the official color of the Taliban).

By 1997, the Taliban ordered hospitals to be seg-
regated by gender and banned women from work in
medicine and education. In Kabul, which had twenty-
two hospitals, the city’s more than 500,000 women
were forced to use a single facility with limited supplies
and no electricity. Many women whose husbands
refused to let them be seen by male doctors were left
without access to any health care at all.

Organized Afghan protests of this treatment were
rare, although the Revolutionary Association of
Women of Afghanistan, or RAWA, a women’s rights
organization founded in 1977, continued to work
behind the scenes. The prodemocracy and antifunda-
mentalist RAWA openly condemned the Taliban’s
oppressive rule; many women who spoke out faced
the death penalty for their actions.

International human rights organizations such as
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, as
well as medical organizations such as Physicians for
Human, also condemned the Taliban’s treatment of
women. The document below is a resolution passed by
the World Medical Association.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

World Medical Association Resolution on the Prohibition of

Access of Women to Health Care and the Prohibition of Practice

by Female Doctors in Afghanistan Adopted by the 49th WMA

General Assembly, Hamburg, Germany, November 1997

PREAMBLE

For years women and girls in Afghanistan have been

suffering increasing violations of their human rights; In

1996 a general prohibition was introduced on practice

by women, which affected more than 40,000 women.

Human rights organisations call this a ‘‘human rights cat-

astrophe’’ for the women in Afghanistan. Women are

completely excluded from social life, girls’ schools are

closed, women students have been expelled from univer-

sities, and women and girls are stoned in the street.

According to information from the United Nations on the

human rights situation in Afghanistan (February, 1996) the

prohibition on practice affects first of all women working in

the educational and health sectors. In particular female

doctors and nurses were prevented from exercising their

profession. Although the health sector was on the brink of

collapse under these restrictions, they have been eased

only slightly. Without access to female doctors female

patients and their children have no access to health care.

Some female doctors have been allowed now to exercise

their profession, but in general only under strict and

unacceptable supervision (US Department of State,

Afghanistan Report on Human Rights Practices for 1996,

January 1997).

RECOMMENDATION

Therefore, the World Medical Association urges its

national member associations to insist and call on their

governments:

—to condemn roundly the serious violations of the

basic human rights of women in Afghanistan; and,

—to take worldwide action aimed at restoring the

fundamental human rights of women and removing the

provision prohibiting women from practising their

profession.

—to insist on the rights of women to adequate med-

ical care across the whole range of medical and surgical

services, including acute, subacute and ongoing

treatment.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

A 1999 survey of Afghan women revealed ‘‘extra-
ordinarily’’ high levels of mental stress and depression,
with eighty-one percent reporting a decline in their
mental condition over the past two years. Forty-two
percent met the diagnostic criteria for post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), ninety-seven percent exhib-
ited major depression, and eighty-six percent demon-
strated significant symptoms of anxiety. Twenty-one
percent indicated that they had suicidal thoughts
‘‘extremely often’’ or ‘‘quite often.’’
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The ban on female physicians, which prevented
female physicians from practicing, cut 40,000 medical
professionals from Afghanistan’s health care system
and removed the only medical practitioners some
female Muslims were permitted to access. The result-
ing crisis led to a higher mortality rate for women and
infants and for widows and other women without male
relatives to chaperone them.

The 2001 invasion of Afghanistan by United
States forces in the wake of the September 11, 2001
bombings in the United States by Al-Qaeda, removed
the Taliban from power, the first step to improving
women’s status in Afghanistan. As of April 2006,
Afghanistan’s infant mortality rate was the second
highest in the world. For children under the age of
five, the death rate was 257 per 1,000. Malnutrition,
poor education rates for young mothers, and severe
shortages of trained doctors and supplies continued to
hamper health care efforts in Afghanistan.
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About the Author: President William Jefferson Clinton
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President Clinton was very popular with African-
American voters as a result of his efforts to reach out
to the black community on political and cultural issues.

INTRODUCTION

In 1932, the United states Public Health Service
recruited African-American men in Macon County,
Alabama, for a study titled the ‘‘Tuskegee Study of
Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male.’’ Researchers
enrolled 600 men in the study; 399 with syphilis, 201
who were not infected with the disease. Syphilis treat-
ment at the time was limited to the use of mercury and
bismuth; the combination caused severe side effects in
some patients, and the cure rate was approximately
thirty percent. In the 1920s and 1930s, public health
officials estimated that as much as one third of the U.S.
population of reproductive age had syphilis. The epi-
demic was viewed as one of the primary health crises of
the era.

In exchange for their enrollment in the planned six
month study, African-American men would receive
free medical care and exams, free meals, and burial
insurance. In many instances, the enrollees—largely
poor sharecroppers and laborers—were unaware that
they had syphilis. Told they had ‘‘bad blood,’’ a euphe-
mism used for ailments such as anemia, syphilis, and
exhaustion, the study’s purpose was to follow the phys-
ical changes in men with syphilis without providing
treatment, to examine the effects of syphilis on the
body.

The disease progression for syphilis begins with
lesions that develop on the patient’s genitals; these
sores are contagious, and contact with the sores
spreads the disease. Once the sores heal, many patients
with syphilis recover; others experience secondary
syphilis, in which a flu-like illness develops accompa-
nied by new sores. Again, the patient is contagious, and
the disease is in the blood and lymph nodes. Most
patients recover, though as many as twenty-five per-
cent of untreated syphilis patients can develop tertiary
syphilis, in which the disease attacks the organs, the
hair, and the blood vessels. The heart is weakened,
sores appear on the skin, and the breakdown of the
nervous system leads to erratic gait, paralysis, incon-
tinence, and later blindness. As the bones break down,
the face and palate deteriorate; the combination of
bone problems, skin lesions, organ complications and
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central nervous system dysfunction in untreated syph-
ilis cases can lead to painful death.

By 1945, penicillin had been isolated as a known
treatment for syphilis; the antibiotic killed the bacteria
that caused the disease. The men in the Tuskegee
Experiment were never told of the treatment, and
doctors and nurses administering the Public Health
Service experiment actively recruited local doctors’
assistance in not treating or informing men with syph-
ilis in the study. Concerned that such treatment would
end the study, researchers followed the syphilis
patients without providing treatment for more than
twenty-five years during which a quick and simple
cure—penicillin—was available for the patients’ dis-
ease. When 250 of the men involved in the study were
drafted in World War II and ordered to report for
treatment for syphilis, the Tuskegee Study’s research-
ers successfully exempted the men from military med-
ical treatment via government channels. As one Public
Health Service researcher reported, ‘‘So far, we are
keeping the known positive patients from getting
treatment.’’

On July 25, 1972, nearly forty years into the
experiment—a former researcher named Peter
Buxtun provided information to Associated Press
reporter Jean Heller. The story exposed the study for
the first time to a national audience. The U.S. Public
Health Service defended the project, but it was closed
immediately. After forty years, twenty-eight of the 399
men with syphilis had died of the disease, another 100
men had died of complications related to the disease,
forty had passed the disease on to their wives, and
nineteen children of diseased men had been born
with congenital syphilis.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

The East Room.

2:26 P.M. EDT.

THE PRESIDENT: Ladies and gentlemen, on Sunday, Mr.

Shaw will celebrate his 95th birthday. I would like to rec-

ognize the other survivors who are here today and their

families: Mr. Charlie Pollard is here. Mr. Carter Howard.

Mr. Fred Simmons. Mr. Simmons just took his first air-

plane ride, and he reckons he’s about 110 years old, so I

think it’s time for him to take a chance or two. I’m glad he

did. And Mr. Frederick Moss, thank you, sir.

I would also like to ask three family representatives

who are here—Sam Doner is represented by his daughter,

Gwendolyn Cox. Thank you, Gwendolyn. Ernest Hendon,

who is watching in Tuskegee, is represented by his

brother, North Hendon. Thank you, sir, for being here.

And George Key is represented by his grandson,

Christopher Monroe. Thank you, Chris.

I also acknowledge the families, community leaders,

teachers and students watching today by satellite from

Tuskegee. The White House is the people’s house; we

are glad to have all of you here today. I thank Dr. David

Satcher for his role in this. I thank Congresswoman Waters

and Congressman Hilliard, Congressman Stokes, the

entire Congressional Black Caucus. Dr. Satcher, members

of the Cabinet who are here, Secretary Herman, Secretary

Slater, members of the Cabinet who are here, Secretary

Herman, Secretary Slater. A great friend of freedom, Fred

Gray, thank you for fighting this long battle all these long

years.

The eight men who are survivors of the syphilis study

at Tuskegee are a living link to a time not so very long ago

that many Americans would prefer not to remember, but

we dare not forget. It was a time when our nation failed to

live up to its ideals, when our nation broke the trust with

our people that is the very foundation of our democracy. It

is not only in remembering that shameful past that we can

make amends and repair our nation, but it is in remember-

ing that past that we can build a better present and a better

future. And without remembering it, we cannot make

amends and we cannot go forward.

So today America does remember the hundreds of

men used in research without their knowledge and con-

sent. We remember them and their family members. Men

who were poor and African American, without resources

and with few alternatives, they believed they had found

hope when they were offered free medical care by the

United States Public Health Service.

They were betrayed.

Medical people are supposed to help when we need

care but even once a cure was discovered, they were

denied help, and they were lied to by their government.

Our government is supposed to protect the rights of its

citizens; their rights were trampled upon. Forty years,

hundreds of men betrayed, along with their wives and

children, along with the community in Macon County,

Alabama, the City of Tuskegee, the fine university there,

and the larger African American community.

The United States government did something that

was wrong—deeply, profoundly, morally wrong. It was

an outrage to our commitment to integrity and equality

for all our citizens.

To the survivors, to the wives and family members,

the children and the grandchildren, I say what you know:

No power on Earth can give you back the lives lost, the pain

suffered, the years of internal torment and anguish. What

was done cannot be undone. But we can end the silence.

We can stop turning our heads away. We can look at you in
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the eye and finally say on behalf of the American people,

what the United States government did was shameful,

and I am sorry.

The American people are sorry—for the loss, for the

years of hurt. You did nothing wrong, but you were griev-

ously wronged. I apologize and I am sorry that this apology

has been so long in coming.

To Macon County, to Tuskegee, to the doctors who

have been wrongly associated with the events there, you

have our apology, as well. To our African American citi-

zens, I am sorry that your federal government orchestrated

a study so clearly racist. That can never be allowed to

happen again. It is against everything our country stands

for and what we must stand against is what it was.

So let us resolve to hold forever in our hearts and

minds the memory of a time not long ago in Macon

County, Alabama, so that we can always see how adrift

we can become when the rights of any citizens are

neglected, ignored and betrayed. And let us resolve here

and now to move forward together.

The legacy of the study at Tuskegee has reached far

and deep, in ways that hurt our progress and divide our

nation. We cannot be one America when a whole segment

of our nation has no trust in America. An apology is the first

step, and we take it with a commitment to rebuild that

broken trust. We can begin by making sure there is never

again another episode like this one. We need to do more to

ensure that medical research practices are sound and

ethical, and that researchers work more closely with

communities.

Today I would like to announce several steps to help

us achieve these goals. First, we will help to build that

lasting memorial at Tuskegee. (Applause.) The school

founded by Booker T. Washington, distinguished by the

renowned scientist George Washington Carver and so

many others who advanced the health and well-being of

African Americans and all Americans, is a fitting site. The

Department of Health and Human Services will award a

planning grant so the school can pursue establishing a

center for bioethics in research and health care. The center

will serve as a museum of the study and support efforts to

address its legacy and strengthen bioethics training.

Second, we commit to increase our community

involvement so that we may begin restoring lost trust.

The study at Tuskegee served to sow distrust of our med-

ical institutions, especially where research is involved.

Since the study was halted, abuses have been checked

by making informed consent and local review mandatory in

federally-funded and mandated research.

Still, 25 years later, many medical studies have little

African American participation and African American organ

donors are few. This impedes efforts to conduct promising

research and to provide the best health care to all our

people, including African Americans. So today, I’m direct-

ing the Secretary of Health and Human Services, Donna

Shalala, to issue a report in 180 days about how we can

best involve communities, especially minority communities,

in research and health care. You must—every American

group must be involved in medical research in ways that

are positive. We have put the curse behind us; now we must

bring the benefits to all Americans.

Third, we commit to strengthen researchers’ training

in bioethics. We are constantly working on making break-

throughs in protecting the health of our people and in

vanquishing diseases. But all our people must be assured

that their rights and dignity will be respected as new drugs,

treatments and therapies are tested and used. So I am

directing Secretary Shalala to work in partnership with

higher education to prepare training materials for medical

researchers. They will be available in a year. They will help

researchers build on core ethical principles of respect for

individuals, justice and informed consent, and advise them

on how to use these principles effectively in diverse

populations.

Fourth, to increase and broaden our understanding of

ethical issues and clinical research, we commit to provid-

ing postgraduate fellowships to train bioethicists espe-

cially among African Americans and other minority

groups. HHS will offer these fellowships beginning in

September of 1998 to promising students enrolled in bio-

ethics graduate programs.

And, finally, by executive order I am also today extend-

ing the charter of the National Bioethics Advisory

Commission to October of 1999. The need for this com-

mission is clear. We must be able to call on the thoughtful,

collective wisdom of experts and community representa-

tives to find ways to further strengthen our protections for

subjects in human research.

We face a challenge in our time. Science and technol-

ogy are rapidly changing our lives with the promise of

making us much healthier, much more productive and

more prosperous. But with these changes we must work

harder to see that as we advance we don’t leave behind

our conscience. No ground is gained and, indeed, much is

lost if we lose our moral bearings in the name of progress.

The people who ran the study at Tuskegee diminished

the stature of man by abandoning the most basic ethical

precepts. They forgot their pledge to heal and repair. They

had the power to heal the survivors and all the others and

they did not. Today, all we can do is apologize. But you

have the power, for only you—Mr. Shaw, the others who

are here, the family members who are with us in

Tuskegee—only you have the power to forgive. Your pres-

ence here shows us that you have chosen a better path

than your government did so long ago. You have not
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withheld the power to forgive. I hope today and tomorrow

every American will remember your lesson and live by it.

Thank you, and God bless you.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

In the aftermath of the revelations, calls for govern-
ment investigations, reparations, and apologies were
met with Congressional hearings. The Henderson Act
of 1943 had required that all forms of venereal disease
be documented and treated; the U.S. Surgeon
General had sent letters of commendation to men

enrolled in the study on its twenty-fifth anniversary
in 1957; and the study violated the 1964 World
Health Organization’s Declaration of Helsinki, in
which informed consent is required. All of these
events pointed to a level of government involvement
and neglect that led the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) to file a
1973 class-action lawsuit; in the end, survivors and
enrollees’ families received over nine million U.S.
dollars in a settlement.

Prominent African-American leaders initially
stated that the Tuskegee Experiment was perpetrated
against African-American men by only white medical

President Bill Clinton and Vice President Al Gore meet with Herman Shaw, one of the victims of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, on May 16,

1997. Clinton issued an apology to all of the study’s participants. AP/WIDE WORLD PHOTOS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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staff. While most of the clinicians who administered
the study were white, one of the primary nurses
involved in the study, Eunice Rivers, was an African-
American woman who worked on the study for nearly
forty years. In addition, from 1947 until its end, over
127 African-American medical students were involved
in the project; African-American medical professionals’
involvement in the mistreatment of African-American
syphilis patients complicated the racist overtones of the
study.

President Bill Clinton’s apology was part of an
effort on the part of the Clinton administration to
reach out to African-American voters and to correct
the omission of an apology from the federal govern-
ment. In 1997, when President Clinton issued his
apology, only 8 of the 399 study participants who had
syphilis were still alive.

The primary legacy of the Tuskegee Experiment
is African-American distrust of the medical establish-
ment in the United States. The Tuskegee Experi-
ment, in conjunction with such policies as forced
sterilization from the 1920s through the 1970s in
some states, created an atmosphere of fear and distrust
among many minorities toward medical professionals
and medical treatments. Public health officials believe
that this distrust inhibits many low-income and
minority patients from seeking early or preventive
treatment, leading to higher morbidity and mortality
rates.
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Aid for Africa Development

Photograph

By: Antony Njuguna

Date: June 28, 2002

Source: ª Reuters/Corbis.

About the Photographer: Antony Njuguna is a photogra-
pher with Reuters, a worldwide news agency. This
photograph is part of the collection of the Corbis
Corporation, headquartered in Seattle, with a world-
wide archive of over seventy million images.

INTRODUCTION

Poverty is more severe in Africa than on any other
continent. As of 2001, for example, 617 million people
in sub-Saharan Africa survive on an average of seventy-
five US cents per day. Increasingly, the poor of Africa
live in vast slums built around large cities. This picture
shows a lane in what is probably Kibera, Africa’s largest
slum. The area is home to between 500,000 and 750,000
people, one of 199 slums that surround Nairobi,
Kenya’s capital city. Forty-six percent of Nairobi’s
3.5 million inhabitants—1.6 million people—live in
slums, and forty-four percent of those live in Kibera.
With about 3,000 people per hectare, Kibera may have
the highest population density of any urban area in the
world, according to Alioune Badiane, director of the
U.N. Human Settlements Program. Most homes con-
sist of a single room with dried mud walls, a mud floor,
no windows, no toilet, no running water, no electricity,
and a leaking roof. Nairobi’s population is expected to
double over the next twenty years.

One of the grimmest features of life in Kibera and
other Nairobi slums can be seen in this photograph:
the lack of any sanitation or drainage system. Human
waste accumulates in the middle of every narrow lane
and turns to a stew of sewage, garbage, and mud in the
rainy season. In the Nairobi slum called Laina Saba,
there were ten pit latrines for 40,000 people in 2002;
about 4,000 would be appropriate for this many peo-
ple. The open sewers breed malarial mosquitoes,
typhoid, worm infestations, skin diseases, and other
illnesses. Children brain-damaged from sniffing indus-
trial solvents terrorize drivers that traverse the few
passable roads through the slum by holding up hand-
fuls of human excrement and threatening to throw
them in the car if the driver does not give them money.

Incredibly, most of the structures in the slums are
owned by landlords, almost sixty percent of whom are
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politicians or government officials. A 2001 statement
by the Kenyan President Daniel arap Moi suggesting
that slum landlords cut their rents in half led to major
violence. When residents began to withhold rent, the
police moved in, attacking homes and shops, stealing
goods and money, beating residents, and allegedly
raping residents.

Extreme immiserization of this kind, fairly com-
mon in sub-Saharan Africa, prompted African leaders
to initiate an aid-and-development program in the
early 2000s called the New Partnership for Africa’s
Development (NEPAD). In June 2002, NEPAD was
endorsed by the Group of Eight (G8): Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, the
United States, and the Russian Federation, who prom-
ised financial aid to Africa as part of their endorsement.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Aid for Africa Development

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The slums of Nairobi are a legacy of historic dis-
crimination. Kenya was ruled by the United Kingdom
from the 1890s to the 1950s[LG1], during which time
official policies allocated land separately to Africans,
Asians, and Europeans, with Africans receiving the
poorest parcels. Today’s slums have developed directly
from the old African enclaves, although they are vastly
more populous. For decades, the Kenyan govern-
ment’s response to the slums has been to simply
demolish blocks of dwellings occasionally and hope
that their residents would somehow go away. Instead,
having nowhere to go, the dwellers rebuilt. It was only
in 1996 that the Kenyan government and the city
council of Nairobi officially abandoned the demolition
method in favor of working with foreign-based non-
governmental organizations to form the Nairobi
Informal Settlements Coordinating Committee to
provide basic services to the slums. However, in 2004
the government announced plans to demolish much of
Kibera to construct a bypass highway, a move that
would leave approximately 350,000 people homeless.
Construction was still on hold as of early 2006.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Aid for Africa Development: A Kenyan slum dweller walks on the side of a road, with sewage and trash running down the street in the

impoverished Kibera slums, outside Nairobi, Kenya on June 28, 2002. ª REUTERS/CORBIS.
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NEPAD has been widely criticized as inad-
equate. For example, the 2002 G8 summit allocated
only $1 billion for debt relief (cancellation of debts
owed by African governments to foreign financial
institutions and governments) for all of Africa—
about the cost of a single space shuttle launch.
The only initiative at the summit regarding water
supplies—an increasingly critical problem—
involved privatization, that is, transfer of control
of water supplies to private, for-profit companies.
Privatization makes access to water even harder for
the poorest of the poor, who in Africa have little or
no money. The G8 endorsement of NEPAD was
widely praised by government officials of participating
nations, but the president of Oxfam International, one
of the world’s largest anti-poverty charity groups, said
that the G8 nations had in effect ‘‘turned their backs
on Africa.’’

Other organizations are also trying to help Africa.
For example, the U.N. Human Settlements Program,
the U.N. Children’s Fund, and several private groups
are working to improve basic conditions in Kibera and
the other slums of Nairobi. Goals include the con-
struction of pit latrines and the provision of safe drink-
ing water.

The construction of better housing is the only
way to replace the slums themselves. However, there
are obstacles. Nairobi slum landlords, about half of
whom are government officials, sometimes own as
many as 1,000 dwellings apiece and reap high profits;
they therefore form a constituency which has a
straightforward interest in the slums’ continued exis-
tence. In Nairobi, across Africa, and indeed around
the world, indifference to suffering combines with
financial interest in the status quo to perpetuate
inequity.
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Water: Two Billion People
Are Dying for It
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Date: June 1, 2003

Source: ª Reuters/Corbis.

About the Photographer: Amit Dave is a photographer for
Reuters, a worldwide news agency. This photo is part
of the Corbis Corporation collection, whose world-
wide archive contains over seventy million images.

INTRODUCTION

Areas of Pakistan and India suffered a protracted
drought in the early 2000s. This image shows inhab-
itants of the village of Natwargadh in the state of
Gujarat, western India, gathered around a large com-
munal well on June 1, 2003. Temperatures rose as
high as 111� F as people were forced to walk long
distances—sometimes miles—to get drinking water.

The drought broke in July 2003, about a month
after this picture was taken, when massive monsoon
season rains swept the region. Suddenly floods and
polluted water supplies were the problem rather than
insufficient water; about 300 people drowned in India
and Bangladesh, 300,000 were made homeless, and,
when sewage mixed with rain water, 50,000 were sick-
ened and 300 died in India’s Assam province.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

WATER: TWO BILLION PEOPLE ARE DYING FOR IT

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Fresh water is essential for survival and basic to
human society: It is needed for crops, sanitation,
drinking, cooking, washing, and industry. Water cov-
ers about 70 percent of the world’s surface in the form
of oceans, rivers, lakes, and ice caps, but only about
2.5 percent is fresh, and two-thirds of that amount is
frozen in glaciers and ice caps. As much as twenty
percent of the world’s fresh liquid water is in the
Amazon River basin. About seventy percent of
human fresh water use goes to agriculture, both live-
stock and irrigation.
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As population increases worldwide, fresh water
supplies are increasingly stressed. The plight of the
villagers in this photograph typifies that of many peo-
ple where water is running short, particularly the
Middle East, north Africa, and large parts of India
and China. The United Nations has declared a crisis
in global fresh water supplies and predicts that by 2025
two-thirds of the world’s population could experience
‘‘stress conditions’’ of water scarcity, while 1.8 billion
people could face severe water scarcity. Three billion
had no access to sanitation (which requires water) in
2000, according to a UN study: One billion had no
access to safe drinking water. About 5,000 children a
day die worldwide from preventable waterborne
diseases.

As water becomes scarce, food supplies are
endangered. Farmers can reduce water waste with
more precise sprinklers and drip irrigation systems,

which deliver water directly to crop roots rather
than saturating whole areas of land. However, irri-
gation can have intrinsic long-term problems as
well. When water is delivered to a land area and
then evaporated from it, whatever minerals were
dissolved in it—including salt—stay in the soil. If
insufficient rain fails to dissolve the salt and wash it
away, it accumulates, eventually rendering the soil
unfit for crops.

Global climate change is likely to worsen the sit-
uation. In 2006, scientists at the Africa Earth
Observatory Network released a study noting that
the parts of the world already shortest on water are
most likely to see a reduction in rainfall. They also
found that seemingly small rainfall reductions can
have a disproportionate effect on surface water sup-
plies: In regions of Africa receiving 500 millimeters of
rain annually, a ten percent reduction in precipitation

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Water: Two Billion People Are Dying for It: Hundreds of people gather around a huge well in Natwarghad, a town in arid western

India, in the hopes of retrieving some water during a serious drought. ª REUTERS/CORBIS.
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would cut surface water in half. Water refugees and
even water wars—military struggles over water sup-
plies—may occur as water becomes scarce. Indeed, the
Israeli/Palestinian conflict may already be partly a
water war: Aquifers in the West Bank are currently
processed through Israel’s water system and distrib-
uted throughout the region. Any reduction in (or
charge for) water from the West Bank might present
a major crisis.

In 2003 the General Assembly declared 2005–
2015 the ‘‘Water for Life’’ decade. During this time,
the UN hopes ‘‘to reduce by half the proportion
of people without access to safe drinking water . . .
and to stop unsustainable exploitation of water resour-
ces.’’ The basic problem, according to the UN, is not
one of absolute water shortage, but of mismanaging
what is available. Through improved management,
much suffering can be alleviated, even as the planet’s
population continues to grow.
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Act for the Relief of the Parents
of Theresa Marie Schiavo

Legislation

By: United States Congress

Date: March 19, 2005
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of the Parents of Theresa Marie Schiavo. S. 653.
March 17, 2005.

About the Author: The 109th Congress convened for two
sessions during its tenure from January 2005 to
January 2007. The Republican Party held a majority
of seats in the 109th Congress.

INTRODUCTION

When Theresa Marie Schindler Schiavo died on
March 31, 2005, at the age of forty-one, she was at the
center of a legal battle that had spanned seven years
and incited political, ethical, and religious debate
around the world. It was the longest right to die case
in American history. The legal wrangling centered
around whether or not Terri Schiavo was in a persis-
tent vegetative state (PVS), whether she had irreversi-
ble brain damage and to what degree, and whether or
not she would have wished to have her life prolonged
by artificial means. In the end, her husband, who had
asserted throughout that she would not have wanted to
remain alive in her current state, won the right to have
her feeding tube removed, and artificial feeding and
hydration withdrawn. Schiavo died thirteen days after
her feeding tube was removed.

In the midst of the worst drought in over a decade, an Indian

woman tries to collect water from the local well near the village of

Natwarghad in western India, June 2003. ª REUTERS/CORBIS.
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Although there is some level of controversy sur-
rounding the circumstances that caused the initial
event, there is no doubt that Terri Schiavo experienced
cardiac and respiratory arrest in the early morning
hours of February 25, 1990. She was twenty-six years
old. Her husband, Michael, reported being awakened
by the sound of his wife falling to the floor. He found
her unconscious and immediately called for emergency
assistance. Schiavo was eventually resuscitated and
taken to the hospital. However, her brain had been
deprived of oxygen for about three quarters of an
hour, and she remained in a deep coma for about ten
weeks. Doctors later concluded that Schiavo remained
in what is known as a persistent vegetative state: she
was not conscious, she did not have volitional or pur-
poseful movement, and she did not interact in a con-
scious or meaningful way with her environment or
other people. The diagnosis of PVS was independently
made by five different physicians, over the course of
the first few years after the cardiac and respiratory
arrests. The PVS was caused by the brain damage
resulting from the extremely long period of oxygen
deprivation to her brain—anoxic-ischemic encephal-
opathy, according to the autopsy report.

Schiavo’s husband professed to know her wishes
around the continuation of her life under circumstan-
ces in which she was not able to lead an independent
existence. He spent years embroiled in legal cases with
her parents, in which he asserted her right not to be
kept alive when there was no reasonable or likely
chance of recovery to a functional state.

Before Terri Schiavo’s life ended, there had been
vast amounts of media coverage, official acts of legis-
lation, and commentary by sources as remote as
Florida’s Governor, the Pope, the United States
Senate, the U.S. House of Representatives, the
United States Congress, and the American President.
Never before in American history had the private
struggles of a family been made quite so public, for
quite so long.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

AN ACT For the relief of the parents of Theresa Marie

Schiavo.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled,.

The United States District Court for the Middle District

of Florida shall have jurisdiction to hear, determine, and

render judgment on a suit or claim by or on behalf of

Theresa Marie Schiavo for the alleged violation of any

right of Theresa Marie Schiavo under the Constitution or

laws of the United States relating to the withholding or

withdrawal of food, fluids, or medical treatment necessary

to sustain her life.

SEC. 2. PROCEDURE.

Any parent of Theresa Marie Schiavo shall have standing

to bring a suit under this Act. The suit may be brought

against any other person who was a party to State court

proceedings relating to the withholding or withdrawal of

food, fluids, or medical treatment necessary to sustain

the life of Theresa Marie Schiavo, or who may act pur-

suant to a State court order authorizing or directing the

withholding or withdrawal of food, fluids, or medical

treatment necessary to sustain her life. In such a suit,

the District Court shall determine de novo any claim of a

violation of any right of Theresa Marie Schiavo within the

scope of this Act, notwithstanding any prior State court

determination and regardless of whether such a claim

has previously been raised, considered, or decided in

State court proceedings. The District Court shall enter-

tain and determine the suit without any delay or absten-

tion in favor of State court proceedings, and regardless

of whether remedies available in the State courts have

been exhausted.

SEC. 3. RELIEF.

After a determination of the merits of a suit brought under

this Act, the District Court shall issue such declaratory and

injunctive relief as may be necessary to protect the rights

of Theresa Marie Schiavo under the Constitution and laws

of the United States relating to the withholding or with-

drawal of food, fluids, or medical treatment necessary to

sustain her life.

SEC. 4. TIME FOR FILING.

Notwithstanding any other time limitation, any suit or claim

under this Act shall be timely if filed within 30 days after

the date of enactment of this Act.

SEC. 5. NO CHANGE OF SUBSTANTIVE RIGHTS.

Nothing in this Act shall be construed to create substantive

rights not otherwise secured by the Constitution and laws

of the United States or of the several States.

SEC. 6. NO EFFECT ON ASSISTING SUICIDE.

Nothing in this Act shall be construed to confer additional

jurisdiction on any court to consider any claim related—.

1. to assisting suicide, or

2. a State law regarding assisting suicide.

SEC. 7. NO PRECEDENT FOR FUTURE LEGISLATION.

Nothing in this Act shall constitute a precedent with

respect to future legislation, including the provision of

private relief bills.

Nothing in this Act shall affect the rights of any person

under the Patient Self-Determination Act of 1990.
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SEC. 9. SENSE OF THE CONGRESS.

It is the Sense of Congress that the 109th Congress should

consider policies regarding the status and legal rights of

incapacitated individuals who are incapable of making deci-

sions concerning the provision, withholding, or withdrawal

of foods, fluid, or medical care.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

After stabilization and recovery from her cardiac
and respiratory arrests and ensuing coma, Schiavo was
found to be unable to take hydration and nourishment
orally, as she was unable to swallow voluntarily. As a
result, she was given a percutaneous endoscopic gas-
trostomy (also called a PEG tube) in order to put
nutrition and hydration directly into her digestive sys-
tem. It was the placement of the PEG tube and the
later requests by her husband, Michael Schiavo, to
remove the tube that were the focal points of the con-
troversy. Before all legal efforts ceased, there had been
numerous court cases, the first of which was a malprac-
tice case brought against Ms. Schiavo’s previous physi-
cians for failure to notice and appropriately respond to
indications of her alleged eating disorder. The court
cases, motions and appeals spanned local district, cir-
cuit, state, federal, and Supreme Court decisions.
Governor Jeb Bush filed federal court papers support-
ing Schiavo’s parents’ endeavors to prevent removal of
the PEG tube; various advocacy groups filed court
petitions and briefs supporting them as well. It is very
rare that a state governor becomes personally involved
in a family medical matter. However, this case quickly
rose from being a private family medical matter to the

status of a major international political and philosoph-
ical event.

The Florida House of Representatives enacted
legislation referred to as ‘‘Terri’s Law,’’ allowing the
governor to issue a stay preventing removal of nutri-
tion and hydration tubes on a one-time basis. Various
independent legal guardians were appointed by the
court systems in order to assure that Ms. Schiavo’s
safety and well-being were properly considered.
Among the many (in this instance, unsuccessful) legal
precedents that were attempted in this case was one in
which legislation was introduced by two Florida sen-
ators who proposed that artificial hydration and nutri-
tion be mandatory in cases in which there was no
Living Will in place, despite the wishes and beliefs
held by next of kin or expressed by the patient and
witnessed by others. Ultimately, ‘‘Terri’s Law’’ was
found by the Florida Supreme Court to be unconstitu-
tional and was removed. Governor Bush petitioned the
United States Supreme Court to overturn the ruling
and re-institute ‘‘Terri’s Law;’’ the U.S. Supreme
Court refused the request to review the case.

In March of 2004, Pope John Paul II convened
meetings regarding treatment of those considered to
be in a persistent vegetative state and publicly decried
any attempts to hasten the end of life by removal of
artificial means of hydration and nutrition. This fur-
ther raised the degree of public attention brought to
the case of Terri Schiavo.

On March 17, 2005, the Schindlers were granted a
Relief Act by the United States Government. The
Relief Act was actually a ‘‘private bill’’ that applied
solely to the Schiavo case. The United States Senate
website refers to a private bill as one that ‘‘provides
benefits to specified individuals (including corporate
bodies). Individuals sometimes request relief through
private legislation when administrative or legal rem-
edies are exhausted. Many private bills deal with immi-
gration—granting citizenship or permanent residency.
Private bills may also be introduced for individuals
who have claims again the government, veterans bene-
fits claims, claims for military decorations, or taxation
problems. The title of a private bill usually begins with
the phrase, ‘For the relief of. . . .’ If a private bill is
passed in identical form by both houses of Congress
and is signed by the President, it becomes a private law.
On March 18, 2005, the PEG tube is removed from
Terri Schiavo for the final time. Numerous appeals
and attempts at legislation mandating re-insertion of
the tube were filed, and all were denied. The tube
remained out, and Terri Schiavo died on March 31,
2005. After the PEG tube was removed, there was a
great deal of media attention focused both on the case

On March 23, 2005, Christi Gourley stands in silence among a

crowd with a piece of tape over her mouth in demonstration

against euthanasing Terri Schiavo. AP IMAGES.
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and on the location of the hospice in which Schiavo
was a patient. Threats were made against Michael
Schiavo and his family, and arrests were made in con-
nection with a plot to pay for Michael Schiavo’s
assassination.

Although there is still some debate regarding the
legal and ethical decisions made in the case, some of
the claims made against the diagnosis of PVS were
silenced by the Medical examiner’s autopsy report, in
which statements were made regarding the permanent
nature of Ms. Schiavo’s brain damage, as well as the
markedly decreased physical size of her brain. The
Schiavo case renewed public discourse over whether
there is a right to die. Public opinion remains sharply
divided over whether to incorporate a right to die into
U.S. law.
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An Act to Provide
Compensation to the Persons
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Source: General Assembly of North Carolina. ‘‘An Act
to Provide Compensation to the Persons Sterilized
Through the State’s Eugenic Sterilization.’’ Session
2005. H1607, July 1, 2005.

About the Author: Democratic Representative Larry
Womble, representing the Forsyth district in the
General Assembly of North Carolina, and Democratic
Representative Earl Jones of Guildford cosponsored
the Sterilization Compensation bill, the first legislative
act on the part of any state in the United States to make
reparations for forced sterilization programs dating
from the 1920s to the 1970s.

INTRODUCTION

Compulsory sterilization laws were in effect in the
United States in thirty-three states from the beginning
of the twentieth century through the 1970s. With their
roots in the eugenics movement, forced sterilizations
and sterilizations performed without informed consent
were part of a stated policy to remove the ‘‘feeble
minded’’ from the gene pool.

The United States was the first country to use
forced sterilization, though Germany and Sweden
employed the practice as well. The eugenics move-
ment reached its peak in the 1920s and 1930s.
Selective breeding, according to eugenics theory,
could produce healthier, more intelligent, and more
capable human beings. American proponents of
eugenics included Alexander Graham Bell, who
studied deafness rates in Massachusetts and concluded
that deafness was hereditary; as a result, deaf people
ought to be discouraged from marrying and breeding.

In the mid 1800s, homes for the mentally retarded
were established by states to house people with mental
disabilities. Concerns arose that the sexually active
women who lived in these homes would bear children
out of wedlock. Within a few decades, eugenics pro-
ponents proposed that sterilization would prevent
these women from becoming pregnant and bearing
children.
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In 1869, Francis Dalton’s book Hereditary Genius
was published. The book’s central thesis—rather than
being victim to the theory of natural selection, human
beings could use artificial and intentional selection to
give offspring the best genetic qualities—created the
grounds for examining human traits with a goal of
increasing those that were outstanding and discard-
ing those that were undesirable. Selective breeding,
according to eugenics theory, could elevate human
beings and improve intelligence and talent in the
population.

Forced sterilizations—tubal ligations and vasecto-
mies performed on people against their will or without
their informed consent—typically were done on men
and women who were classified as mentally retarded,
insane, deaf, blind, or epileptic. Minorities, such as
African Americans and Native Americans, were tar-
geted as well. A very small number of convicts were
also forcibly sterilized, but that practice was outlawed
in 1942.

In 1896, Connecticut enacted the first marriage
law based on eugenics, prohibiting mentally retarded
and epileptic persons from marrying. By the end of the
eugenics movement in the United States, more than
thirty states had enacted eugenics-based laws. In 1927,
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in the Buck v. Bell case
that forced sterilization of the mentally retarded or
‘‘feeble minded’’ was legal for the protection of the
state’s interests. In 1942, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled in Skinner v. Oklahoma that compulsory sterili-
zation could not be used as a punishment for crimes
committed; Oklahoma sterilized people convicted of
crimes that were ‘‘felonies involving moral turpitude’’
as part of a eugenics program to remove certain people
from the gene pool.

Hitler’s rise to power in Germany, his strident
anti-Semitism, and his espousal of eugenics to build a
‘‘master race,’’ resulted in the forced sterilization of
more than 400,000 Germans. As a result of Hitler’s
diabolical uses of eugenics, the movement’s popularity
had declined rapidly by the end of the 1940s. However,
forced sterilization laws remained in effect in some
states, such as Virginia and North Carolina, into the
mid-1970s.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Whereas, during the early part of the 20th century, social

reformers advocated eugenic sterilization as a solution to

problems such as mental retardation and mental illness;

and.

Whereas, in 1907, Indiana was the first state to pass a

eugenic sterilization program, and eventually more than 30

states passed these laws, with North Carolina following in

1929; and.

Whereas, from 1933 to 1974, North Carolina’s Eugenics

Board reviewed petitions for sterilizations, and steriliza-

tions were ordered in more than 90% of the cases before

the Board; and.

Whereas, researchers estimate that more than 7,600 peo-

ple were sterilized in North Carolina between 1929 and

1974, ranking North Carolina third among the states oper-

ating eugenic sterilization programs; and.

Whereas, while most states sharply curtailed their sterili-

zation programs after World War II, nearly four-fifths of

sterilizations in North Carolina were performed after 1945,

and by the late 1960s, more than 60% of those persons

sterilized in the State were black and 99% were female;

and.

Whereas, the governors of Virginia, Oregon, South

Carolina, and North Carolina have issued apologies for

these forced sterilizations, and Governor Michael F.

Easley established a committee to investigate the eugen-

ics program and consider compensation or counseling

services for these persons; and.

Whereas, the General Assembly finds that persons steri-

lized as a result of the State’s eugenics sterilization pro-

gram should be compensated; Now, therefore,.

The General Assembly of North Carolina enacts:.

SECTION 1.(a) Any person who, as a result of the eugenic

sterilization program in this State, was sterilized between

the years 1929 and 1975 shall receive compensation as

provided for in this section if the person submits a claim

before June 30, 2009.

SECTION 1.(b) A claim under this section may be submit-

ted to the Department of Health and Human Services. The

claim shall be supported by appropriate verification and

information as determined by the Department.

SECTION 1.(c) The Department shall determine the eligi-

bility of a claimant to receive the compensation authorized

by this section. The Department shall notify the claimant

by mail of its determination regarding the claimant’s

eligibility.

SECTION 1.(d) The Department shall adopt rules that will

assist in the fair determination of eligibility and the proc-

essing of claims. The Department, however, shall not be

obligated to notify any person of possible eligibility for

compensation.

SECTION 1.(e) A claimant under this section who is deter-

mined eligible by the Department shall receive twenty

thousand dollars ($20,000). All claims which the

Department determines are eligible for compensation
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shall be immediately forwarded to the State Treasurer,

who shall issue warrants in the appropriate amounts

upon demand and verification of identity. If a claimant

dies after filing a claim but before receiving payment, pay-

ments shall be made to the claimant’s estate upon

demand and verification of identity.

SECTION 2. There is established the Eugenic Sterilization

Compensation Fund. Funds appropriated to this Fund shall

not revert until the claims verified by the Department of

Health and Human Services under Section 1 of this act are

paid. The Fund shall be kept on deposit with the State

Treasurer, as in the case of other State funds, and may

be invested by the State Treasurer in any lawful security

for the investment of State money. The Fund is subject to

the oversight of the State Auditor pursuant to Article 5A of

Chapter 147 of the General Statutes.

SECTION 3.(a) The Department of Health and Human

Services shall report its estimate of the cost of providing

health care, counseling, and educational assistance

required as a result of sterilization under the State’s

eugenic sterilization program, to those persons who are

eligible for compensation under this act. The Department

shall report the result of its findings to the House of

Representatives Appropriations Subcommittee on Health

and Human Services, the Senate Appropriations

Committee on Health and Human Services, and the

Fiscal Research Division on or before January 1, 2006.

SECTION 3.(b) It is the intent of the General Assembly

after receiving cost estimates to provide appropriate

health care coverage, counseling, and educational assis-

tance to persons who receive compensation under

Section 1 of this act.

Rose Brooks and Jesse Meadows participate in the unveiling of a roadside historical marker, Thursday, May 2, 2002, in Charlottesville,

Virginia. The marker commemerates Carrie Buck’s forcible sterilization by the state of Virginia because she was considered ‘‘genetically

inferior,’’ an example of eugenics judged by the Supreme Court to be legal in the famous case Buck v. Bell (1927). AP IMAGES.
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SECTION 4. There is appropriated from the General Fund

to the State Treasurer the sum of sixty-nine million one

hundred thousand dollars ($69,100,000) for the 2005–

2006 fiscal year to fund the Eugenic Sterilization

Compensation Fund. There is appropriated from the

General Fund to the Department of Health and Human

Services the sum of one hundred sixty-five thousand dol-

lars ($165,000) for the 2005–2006 fiscal year and the sum

of one hundred sixty-five thousand dollars ($165,000) for

the 2006–2007 fiscal year to administer Section 1 of this

act. There is appropriated from the General Fund to the

Department of Health and Human Services the sum of fifty

thousand dollars ($50,000) for the 2005–2006 fiscal year to

implement Section 3 of this act.

SECTION 5. This act becomes effective July 1, 2005.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

In 2002, the Winston-Salem Journal published a
series of articles that examined the North Carolina
compulsory sterilization program. As the bill states,
‘‘more than 60% of those persons sterilized in the
State were black and 99% were female.’’ Slightly
fewer than half of the estimated 7,600 people sterilized
in North Carolina were still alive as of 2003, and state
representatives Larry Wobble and Earl Jones cospon-
sored legislation to provide compensation.

Canada and Sweden both created extensive com-
pensation funds for victims of forced sterilizations. In
Sweden, claimants must prove that they did not pro-
vide permission for the sterilization procedure. The
North Carolina Sterilization Compensation bill does
not require such proof; claimants simply must prove
that they were sterilized by the state. In some instances
African-American girls as young as ten years of age
were sterilized in North Carolina. North Carolina’s
compensation plan is the first in the country. Only
Virginia and California performed more sterilizations
than North Carolina.

In 2002, two stories concerning ongoing forced
sterilizations became public. In Peru, during the presi-

dency of Alberto Fujimori, a government campaign was
instituted in which more than 230,000 peasants were
pressured to undergo sterilization between 1996 and
2000, leading to a dramatic rise in Peru’s sterilization
rates. Fujimori’s government offered incentives such as
food rations, and those who refused were threatened
with fines. In Czechoslovakia, the Roma, or gypsy pop-
ulation, was subjected to forced sterilization during the
Communist era. In 2002, news articles revealed that
Roma sterilizations persisted long after the 1989 revo-
lution that ended Communist rule. As in Peru, the
Roma women were given incorrect information, threat-
ened or intimidated, and given no legal recourse. While
revelations that North Carolina’s program continued as
late as 1974 shocked American readers, the evidence
indicates that forced sterilization continues to be used
by some governments into the twenty-first century.
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Labor and Working Conditions

The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, Article 23, asserts that all persons have a right
to work. Persons have the right to choose a field of
employment, to receive fair and just compensation for
their services, and to work in safe conditions. All
laborers within an organization have the right to
equal pay for equal work. The Universal Declaration
further proclaims that workers have a right to organize
into representative trade unions.

Throughout the world, all principals of Article 23
have yet to be realized. Sweatshops are as common
now as they were at the turn of twentieth century,
though almost all are now located in developing
nations. Inhumane working conditions and low pay
are all too common. Many workers are denied the
right to organize, curtailing their ability to protest
unfair wage and working conditions. Child labor
(also addressed in Children and Education) continues in
many parts of the word, despite being outlawed a
century ago in Britain and the United States.

The factory is not the only venue of work prone to
human rights abuses. Agricultural workers across the
globe work long hours at physically demanding jobs
for low pay. Even in the most developed nations, agri-
cultural workers—many of whom are migrant workers
or recent immigrants—enjoy a fraction of the legal
protections offered to factory laborers.

Labor is also used as a form of punishment. ‘‘How
Ireland Hid its Own Dirty Laundry’’ tells the story
of Ireland’s infamous Magdalene Laundries. The

sweatshop laundries, most often run by the local
Catholic Church, were staffed by prostitutes and
young women who had given birth out of wedlock.
Girls were often abandoned by their families to the
care of the ‘‘asylums’’ and forced into silent, grueling
labor. Another article included here discusses prison
labor in Russian gulags. Forced labor or prison labor as
a means of punishment, especially in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, is further addressed in
the chapter Imprisonment.

Also included in this chapter are two articles on
working conditions in the military. One article dis-
cusses the refusal to participate in military operations
on the basis of conscious objection; another looks at
the U.S. military’s ‘‘stop-loss’’ policy issued in 2005.
These two sources illustrate the most common excep-
tions to voluntary military service in the United
States—the first through the draft of potential soldiers
and the second by extending service obligations of
current soldiers.

Finally, the article ‘‘Solidarity’s First Congress’’
presents a compelling look at the potential political
and social influence of trade unions. Solidarity led
Poland’s nationalist, pro-democracy reform move-
ment in the 1980s and 1990s. The trade-union-
turned-political-party sped the collapse of the Iron
Curtain (the Soviet Union’s network of communist
satellite nations in Eastern Europe) and led the first
democratic, independent Polish government in the
post-Soviet era.
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Labor Strikes and Their Effects
on Society:
A Common Sense Discussion of the Rights and Relations

of Labor and Capital

Book excerpt
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Date: 1902

Source: Bliss, Charles Henry. Labor Strikes and Their
Effects on Society: A Common Sense Discussion of the
Rights and Relations of Labor and Capital. Pensacola,
Fla.: C. H. Bliss, 1902.

About the Author: Charles Henry Bliss (1860–1907) wrote
several social policy essays. Many of his writings are
maintained with the Florida Heritage Project.

INTRODUCTION

The struggle for labor rights and organization in
the United States has been long and arduous. The
history of labor organizations extends back to the
founding days of the nation. The organizers and rebels
who orchestrated the Boston Tea Party in 1773 were
members of craft organizations. These craftsmen were
pre-factory laborers with specific skills. Following the
Revolutionary War (1775–1783), more craftsmen
organized themselves. The first U.S. strike occurred
in 1794, when New York printers used the phrase
‘‘pursuit of happiness’’ to demand shorter working
hours. Two years later, cabinetmakers went on strike,
demanding better pay and shorter hours. By the 1820s,
unions began to take shape, and, by demanding ten- to
twelve-hour working days, took up the struggle that
would shape working conditions in the twentieth
century.

Battles for labor rights continued, and, as indus-
trialization expanded the number of factories and
altered the skills required by the workers, more con-
flicts arose. From the 1880s through World War I
(1914–1918), workers organized and developed a
trade union system and political groups to protect
their interests and promote their political goals.
Initially, these unions formed according to trade and
skill because many workers felt skilled labor was held
in higher respect in society. Unskilled workers also
organized themselves, and they subscribed to much
the same ideology that skilled workers did. Both skilled
and unskilled workers viewed their labor as essential to
social growth, economic expansion, and economic
productivity. However, businesspeople and company

owners frequently resisted the growth of labor
organizations.

Business owners largely felt that they should be
able to pay their workers whatever wage they deemed
appropriate. Also, these business owners subscribed to
the same belief that the striking New York printers of
1794 did. They argued that their rights for happiness
could not, and should not, be infringed upon by the
working classes. The U.S. Congress acknowledged the
need for labor regulation in 1884 with the formation of
the Bureau of Labor.

In 1894, a labor dispute erupted that would shape
the immediate future of labor laws. The 1894 Pullman
Strike by railroad workers was broken when President
Grover Cleveland (1837–1908) sent in the military.
President Cleveland’s use of military force traced its
roots to the violent rail strikes of 1877. During those
strikes, several workers died or were injured, and
President Rutherford B. Hayes (1822–1893) used
troops to prevent further destruction of the railroad
lines. The 1877 and 1894 strikes contributed to the
passage of the Erdman Act of 1898, which stipulated
that the Commissioner of Labor and Chairman of the
Interstate Commerce Commission would mediate
strikes. The Erdman Act had not been tested when
the coal strikes of 1900 and 1902 occurred.

The Coal Strike of 1900 occurred on the eve of a
presidential election, and it also traced its roots to
earlier strikes in the late 1890s. During the 1890s, an
economic depression reduced wages, and mine owners
hired large numbers of immigrants in an attempt to
keep their wage costs low, thus angering many
American miners. In addition, the hazardous nature
of mining led many miners to demand higher wages.
Concerned about the potential impact of the strike on
the impending presidential election, Republican
Senator Marcus A. Hanna acted as a mediator between
the mine owners and the workers. Under this political
pressure, the 1900 strike was settled. Coal operators
posted pay increases and established a grievance
procedure, but refused to recognize the union. The
six-week strike ended just a week before the election,
and William McKinley (1843–1901) was re-elected by
a large margin.

The 1902 Coal Strike occurred for many of the
same reasons as the 1900 strike. The miners demanded
better pay, better working conditions, and union recog-
nition. The coal companies maintained that they could
not meet the miners demands because prices were low
and an increase in wages would destroy their profit
margins. On May 12, 1902, the miners struck. Initially
the maintenance crews stayed on the job in the hope that
a partial crew continuing to work would encourage the
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mine company to settle with the strikers. However, by
June 2, the maintenance crews also joined the strike.
The strikers became violent, and they attacked scabs
(those working during the strike), scabs’ families, and
private police forces and armed guards. Theodore
Roosevelt stepped in to settle the strike because he
believed that both labor and the business owners had
rights and responsibilities to the larger community.

On October 23, 1902, the 163-day strike officially
ended. There were gains and concessions on both
sides. The miners received a ten percent pay increase
(they had asked for twenty percent), and the work day
was set at nine hours (at a time when the standard work
day was ten hours). Most importantly, both sides
agreed that labor disputes should be brought to arbi-
tration to prevent future strikes.

Even though the 1902 Coal Strike was settled with
both the workers and mine owners relatively happy
about the outcome, the fight for unions and labor
rights continued to escalate. The popular press did
not always portray labor disputes in a balanced man-
ner. Writers like Charles Henry Bliss denounced strik-
ers for interrupting production flow, and he (and
others) argued that business owners should be able to
pay their workers as they saw fit.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

When strikes decree that no one shall work for another

unless he belongs to their particular union or organization,

they practically declare themselves a trust. In this case it is

a labor trust. It is not anything but a trust for it seeks to

A Manhattan ferry boat is packed with commuters on May 11, 1953, the result of a transit worker strike that closed the Hudson Tubes.

ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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attain the same end as do other trusts and by the same

means. If there is any difference, the labor trust is the

worse, for it seeks to interfere with the constitutional free-

dom of the individual and violates the fundamental princi-

ple of civil liberty.

The Constitution of the United States guarantees to

each one life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness. But the

strike organization steps in and says that anyone may

pursue happiness providing he is a member of their partic-

ular union. In other words, the union asserts its authority to

be above that of the Constitution of the United States. But

that is not the worst of it for he usually cannot become

a member of the union without paying a stipulated price,

and if anyone for any reason sees fit to ‘‘blackball’’ him he

cannot become a member of the union at all. So if the labor

trust be permitted to exist and enforce its demands the

constitutional liberty of many individuals would depend

upon whether any striker was inclined to blackball him or

not. That is constitutional liberty with a vengeance, yet it is

precisely what is proposed by the striking fraternity.

I wish to state this matter in such language that the

most obtuse of labor agitators may know exactly what I

mean and for that reason I shall restate the matter in other

language. Under the Constitution of the United States I am

free to work for anyone that I may choose and on such

terms as we may agree upon. It is nobody’s business but

our own and no one has any right to interfere in the matter.

But the labor union steps in and asserts that I shall not

work for whom I choose unless I am a union man and then

only on such terms as they may dictate. It further says I

cannot become a member of the union without first paying

a stipulated price, no matter whether I am able to pay or

not, and even then I cannot become a member unless the

other members are willing. In this matter the labor trust

instead of being a benefit to the workman it endeavors to

destroy the liberty that is vouchsafed to him by the highest

law of the country.

STRIKES INTERFERE WITH PROPERTY RIGHTS.

Sixth. It is not the intention to enter into an elaborate

discussion of property rights but to make a few observa-

tions so that the point made will be clear and indisputable.

The first right that one has is the right to life. Perhaps the

next right that one has is the right to the means by which

to live.

The means by which to live is a property right, and who

shall say that it is not as sacred as the right to life itself, for

what is the value of the right to life if one be deprived of the

means to live? In fact who is able to draw the line between

the two rights? How can one be said to have the right to live

if he be deprived of the means of subsistence? It may be

taken for granted that the property rights of the individual

are just as sacred as the right to life itself.

Property exists in a multitude of forms. A man’s prop-

erty may consist of a quantity of corn. It is his and he alone

has the authority to say what shall become of it. He may

eat it or store it up for the future, or may sell it, or may give

it away, or may feed it to the cattle of the street, or may

cast it into the river, or do anything else that he pleases with

it, so long as he does not infringe on the rights of others. If a

man have money he has the right to keep it, give it away,

spend it, invest it or do anything else that he may choose so

long as he does not infringe on the rights of others. The

workingman who has a dollar has a right to spend that dollar

where, when and how he pleases, or keep it or dispose of it

as he pleases. It is his property and no one has any right to

dictate to him what he shall do with it. Any man who has a

dollar or a number of dollars has the same right.

This is a beautiful theory and a beautiful practice but

the striker asserts himself to change the order of things.

He assumes to dictate to a man as to how he shall run his

business and spend his money. He tells the man of money

who he may or may not hire and what wage he shall pay

him. This is an infringement on the constitutional property

rights of the individual and the reason is sufficient to

demand the abolition of the strike. The striker in interfering

with the property rights of the individual attacks the very

foundations upon which society is built.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The 1902 Coal Strike marked the first time that
the federal government intervened in a labor dispute
as a peacemaker instead of as a strikebreaker. During
the twentieth century, more strikes occurred, but the
federal government did not always act as a peace-
maker in these disputes. In 1908, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled against the American Federation of
Labor’s Hatters Union in the Danbury Hatters
Case. The employees of Danbury hat manufacturer
Dietrich Loewe struck when Loewe refused to recog-
nize their union. Loewe hired scab workers to replace
the strikers, causing the strikers to organize a secon-
dary boycott against Loewe’s products. Loewe then
filed a suit against the union in compliance with the
Sherman Antitrust Law of 1890. The suit alleged that
the union restricted trade with its secondary boycott.
The verdict in the Danbury Hatters Case levied a fine
of $250,000 on the strikers, and, in 1915, the AFL
organized Hatter’s Day, asking its members to donate
one hour of pay to raise money for the fine payment.
The 1947 Taft-Hartley Act officially made secondary
boycotts illegal.

Other laws that helped and hindered labor con-
tinued to be enacted throughout the twentieth century.
In 1916, the Adamson Act mandated the eight-hour
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work day for the railroads. This act proved to be an
important milestone because, through a series of
strikes, the eight-hour day became accepted. The
Fair-Labor Standards Act of 1938 reduced the work
week to forty-four hours for interstate commerce, with
another reduction to forty hours after two years of
employment. Most importantly for the labor move-
ment, the National Recovery Administration recog-
nized the right of unions to exist and to negotiate
with employers. Even though the NRA did not have
an enforcement mechanism, many workers saw this
recognition as a significant gain.

The gains of the early and mid-twentieth century
benefited labor, but the fight for fair pay has not ended.
Strikes continue to occur, and legislation, like the
New York State Taylor Laws, prohibits public sector
employees from striking. Public sector employees
are allowed to join unions and to negotiate with
employers, but if they strike they are subject to a
variety of penalties, including fines, prison terms,
and the loss of their jobs. A recent example of a
labor dispute is the December 2004 Metropolitan
Transit Authority strike in New York City. This
three-day strike shut down the city’s subway system,
and labor leader Roger Toussaint received a ten-day
jail sentence and a $1,000 fine for ordering the strike.
As of May 2006, the MTA and its workers are still
trying to devise a contract that suits the needs of all
parties.
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About the Author: Representatives Edward Keating of
Colorado and Robert Owen of Oklahoma, both
Democrats, co-sponsored the Keating-Owen Child
Labor Act of 1916 after investigating child labor in
manufacturing and industrial settings. This act was
the first piece of federal legislation to address child
labor practices in the United States.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of ‘‘child labor’’ as a distinct entity
from adult labor resulted from the development of the
factory system and industrialization in western Europe
and the United States in the mid-nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Before industrialization, children
were part of the workflow of the family, on farms, in
small shops, or hired out as domestic workers for
needed wages in poorer homes. In all but the wealth-
iest families, by the time a child reached the age of four
or five he or she would be expected to perform a variety
of tasks, including caring for farm animals, finding
fresh water, tending to fields, working with parents in
retail shops or in skilled trades, or managing domestic
tasks.

As the twin forces of industrialization and urban-
ization changed the structure of the family in the mid-
nineteenth century, the concept of child labor
changed. In textile factories children as young as five
were used for loom work, small children worked in
shipyards and mines. These children were paid a
small percentage of the hourly rates adults earned.
Nevertheless, poor families often relied on children’s
wages to get by in urban areas; in large families the
older children and parents worked while girls as young
as eight stayed home to care for babies and toddlers in
the family.

Nineteenth century literary works such as Charles
Dickens’ Oliver Twist and Emile Zola’s Germinal
describe the plight of poor children in urban settings
and in mining towns, with children dying from
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exhaustion, overwork, poor working conditions, and
machinery accidents. By the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury social reformers in the United States, working
with immigrants and their children in inner city cen-
ters, targeted the issue of child labor as a major social
problem for the country’s children.

In parallel to the development of a factory system
that used children’s labor, many states passed
compulsory education laws for children. In 1853,
Massachusetts passed the first such statewide law, fol-
lowed by New York in 1854. By 1918—two years after
the Keating-Owen Child Labor Act took effect—all
states had some form of compulsory education law in
place. Despite the new laws, immigrant children—who
were not bound by state laws in many instances—were
least likely to attend school and most likely to be
pushed into factory work as their families needed
income.

In 1912, President William H. Taft created the
Department of Labor’s Children’s Bureau, to track

issues related to child labor and welfare. Following
the issue of a Children’s Bureau report on child
labor, Democratic Representatives Edward Keating
of Colorado and Robert Owen of Oklahoma crafted
the language of the Keating-Owen Child Labor Act.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Sixty-fourth Congress of the United States of America; At the First

Session, Begun and held at the City of Washington on Monday, the

sixth day of December, one thousand nine hundred and fifteen. AN

ACT To prevent interstate commerce in the products of

child labor, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

That no producer, manufacturer, or dealer shall ship or

deliver for shipment in interstate or foreign commerce,

any article or commodity the product of any mine or quarry

situated in the United States, in which within thirty days

A fourteen-year-old girl working as a spool tender in a Massachusetts cotton mill in 1916. AP IMAGES.
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prior to the time of the removal of such product there from

children under the age of sixteen years have been

employed or permitted to work, or any article or commod-

ity the product of any mill, cannery, workshop, factory, or

manufacturing establishment, situated in the United

States, in which within thirty days prior to the removal of

such product there from children under the age of fourteen

years have been employed or permitted to work, or chil-

dren between the ages of fourteen years and sixteen years

have been employed or permitted to work more than eight

hours in any day, or more than six days in any week, or

after the hour of seven o’clock postmeridian, or before the

hour of six o’clock antemeridian: Provided, That a prose-

cution and conviction of a defendant for the shipment or

delivery for shipment of any article or commodity under

the conditions herein prohibited shall be a bar to any fur-

ther prosecution against the same defendant for ship-

ments or deliveries for shipment of any such article or

commodity before the beginning of said prosecution.

SEC. 2. That the Attorney General, the Secretary of

Commerce and the Secretary of Labor shall constitute a

board to make and publish from time to time uniform rules

and regulations for carrying out the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 3. That for the purpose of securing proper enforce-

ment of this Act the Secretary of Labor, or any person duly

authorized by him, shall have authority to enter and inspect

at any time mines quarries, mills, canneries, workshops,

factories, manufacturing establishments, and other places

in which goods are produced or held for interstate com-

merce; and the Secretary of Labor shall have authority to

employ such assistance for the purposes of this Act as

may from time to time be authorized by appropriation or

other law.

SEC. 4. That it shall be the duty of each district attorney to

whom the Secretary of Labor shall report any violation of

this Act, or to whom any State factory or mining or quarry

inspector, commissioner of labor, State medical inspector

or school-attendance officer, or any other person shall

present satisfactory evidence of any such violation to

cause appropriate proceedings to be commenced and

prosecuted in the proper courts of the United States with-

out delay for the enforcement of the penalties in such

cases herein provided: Provided, That nothing in this Act

shall be construed to apply to bona fide boys’ and girls’

canning clubs recognized by the Agricultural Department

of the several States and of the United States.

SEC. 5. That any person who violates any of the provisions

of section one of this Act, or who refuses or obstructs

entry or inspection authorized by section three of this

Act, shall for each offense prior to the first conviction of

such person under the provisions of this Act, be punished

by a fine of not more than $200, and shall for each offense

subsequent to such conviction be punished by a fine of not

more than $1,000, nor less than $100, or by imprisonment

for not more than three months, or by both such fine and

imprisonment, in the discretion of the court: Provided,

That no dealer shall be prosecuted under the provisions

of this Act for a shipment, delivery for shipment, or trans-

portation who establishes a guaranty issued by the person

by whom the goods shipped or delivered for shipment or

transportation were manufactured or produced, resident in

the United States, to the effect that such goods were

produced or manufactured in a mine or quarry in which

within thirty days prior to their removal there from no

children under the age of sixteen years were employed

or permitted to work, or in a mill, cannery, workshop,

factory, or manufacturing establishment in which within

thirty days prior to the removal of such goods there from

no children under the ages of fourteen years were

employed or permitted to work, nor children between the

ages of fourteen years and sixteen years employed or

permitted to work more than eight hours in any day or

more than six days in any week or after the hour of seven

o’clock postmeridian or before the hour of six o’clock

antemeridian; and in such event, if the guaranty contains

any false statement or a material fact the guarantor shall be

amenable to prosecution and to the fine or imprisonment

provided by this section for violation of the provisions of

this Act. Said guaranty, to afford the protection above

provided, shall contain the name and address of the person

giving the same: And provided further, That no producer,

manufacturer, or dealer shall be prosecuted under this Act

for the shipment, delivery for shipment, or transportation

of a product of any mine, quarry, mill, cannery, workshop,

factory, or manufacturing establishment, if the only

employment therein within thirty days prior to the removal

of such product there from, of a child under the age of

sixteen years has been that of a child as to whom the

producer, or manufacturer has in; good faith procured, at

the time of employing such child, and has since in good

faith relied upon and kept on file a certificate, issued in

such form, under such conditions, and by such persons as

may be prescribed by the board, showing the child to be of

such an age that the shipment, delivery for shipment, or

transportation was not prohibited by this Act. Any person

who knowingly makes a false statement or presents false

evidence in or in relation to any such certificate or applica-

tion there for shall be amenable to prosecution and to the

fine or imprisonment provided by this section for violations

of this Act. In any State designated by the board, an

employment certificate or other similar paper as to the

age of the child, issued under the laws of that State and

not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act, shall have

the same force and effect as a certificate herein provided

for.

SEC. 6. That the word ‘‘person’’ as used in this Act shall be

construed to include any individual or corporation or the
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members of any partnership or other unincorporated asso-

ciation. The term ‘‘ship or deliver for shipment in interstate

or foreign commerce’’ as used in this Act means to trans-

port or to ship or deliver for shipment from any State or

Territory or the District of Columbia to or through any other

State or Territory or the District of Columbia or to any

foreign country; and in the case of a dealer means only to

transport or to ship or deliver for shipment from the State,

Territory or district of manufacture or production.

SEC. 7. That this Act shall take effect from and after one

year from the date of its passage.

Approved, September 1, 1916.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Many states had child labor laws in place before
the rapid industrialization of the late 1800s, and early
trade unions, such as The Knights of Labor, advocated
the abolition of child labor completely in the early
1870s. While some safeguards were in place to protect
child laborers and encourage school attendance, chil-
dren were largely at the mercy of parents and non-
compliant employers.

Settlement house workers such as Lillian Wald,
of Henry Street Settlement House in New York
City, helped to establish the Children’s Bureau and
to argue that tighter regulation of compulsory
schooling would help immigrant children to assimilate
and to increase literacy rates in the United States.
Photographer Lewis W. Hine was hired in 1908 by
the National Child Labor Committee to travel across
the country photographing children at work. From
1908 to 1912, he chronicled the lives of children work-
ing in factories, snapping photographs of children as
young as three years old working long hours under
poor conditions. When Hine published his first
photo essay in 1909, the pictures garnered public sym-
pathy and helped push for greater government involve-
ment in controlling or eliminating child labor.

The Keating-Owen Child Labor Act established a
minimum working age of fourteen (with exceptions for
farm and family work), limited hours children could
work, and attempted to regulate interstate commerce.
The National Child Labor Committee hailed its pas-
sage, but in 1918 the United States Supreme Court, in
Hammer v. Dagenhart, declared the Keating-Owen
Child Labor Act unconstitutional on the grounds
that it was overreaching in its attempts to regulate
interstate commerce and that it did not permit a child
to contract his or her own work.

Child labor activists continued to press for regu-
latory legislation, passing another child labor law in

1919 that was declared unconstitutional in 1922. In
1924, Congress passed a constitutional amendment
that would have regulated child labor, but it was not
ratified by a sufficient number of states.

During the Great Depression in the late 1920s and
early 1930s, child labor rates dropped dramatically as
adults, desperate for work, were willing to take jobs at
the same low rate of pay as children. In 1938, twenty-
three years after the Keating-Owen act had passed,
Congress passed the Fair Labor Standards Act, which
placed legal limits on child labor, permitting children
thirteen and under to work for their parents or as
babysitters, and placed specific hour limits on fourteen
and fifteen year olds. Upheld in the courts, the Fair
Labor Standards Act remains in force into the twenty-
first century, as do compulsory schooling laws.
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Pennsylvania in 1916.

INTRODUCTION

Progressive Era reformers were most active
between 1870 and 1920; highly educated reformers
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looked at such social issues as health, education,
personal hygiene, childcare, maternity care and family
planning, and the relationship between factory work,
labor, and the family. Noted Progressive Era reformers
such as Jane Addams and Lillian Wald established
‘‘settlement houses’’ for immigrants and the poor,
where they offered a range of support services including
food, medical care, shelter, and basic education.
Organizations such as labor unions, children’s protection
societies, birth control and family planning groups, the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, the National Women’s Party, and professional
groups including the American Medical Association all
formed during this time.

While many female leaders in the Progressive Era
focused on social issues directly related to the condi-
tion of women and children, other female leaders
examined the role of women in the workforce, espe-
cially in industrial settings. Upton Sinclair’s 1906
novel The Jungle exposed the living conditions for
poor immigrants who worked in the Chicago stock-
yards and meat-packing plants; while the novel is
famous for sparking food and safety legislation, the
suffering experienced by women and children captured
the hearts of Americans, and helped feed interest in
social reform. The 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Factory
Fire, in which more than 140 women and girls died
during a fire in a garment factory, sparked the rise of
the International Ladies’ Garment Workers’ Union
and brought greater attention to the role of women
in factory work and the labor force in general.

By 1919, when Legal Recognition of Industrial
Women was written, Congress had passed and
President Woodrow Wilson had signed the 1916
Keating-Owen Child Labor Act, which provided
protections for child labor in industrial settings. The
United States Supreme Court had found the law
unconstitutional in the 1918 decision Hammer
v. Dagenhart. Other reform legislation protecting
women and girls, such as mother’s pensions, eight
hour work days for women, and a minimum wage
were sparked by female reformers in the parallel fem-
inist movement which pushed for female suffrage.

As this excerpt from Legal Recognition of Industrial
Women notes, many writers blended social reform with
labor rights to open a dialogue into the role of the state
in protecting female workers and their families.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

. . . Social Insurance. There are six general classes of

labor legislation: social insurance, minimum wage, hour

regulations, safety, sanitation and health regulations, and

child welfare laws. The most far-reaching of these groups

is social insurance, which simply means that injuries and

misfortunes are to be cared for by the community, and

which applies to men, women and children. Workmen’s

compensation, health insurance, maternity benefits,

mother’s compensation are included in social insurance

and are mutually dependent. Each kind of social insurance

is administered separately and the expense of each is

distributed differently.

(1) Workmen’s compensation. Workmen’s com-

pensation laws in the United States were first passed in

1911, by Washington, Kansas and Wisconsin, though

there had been attempts at some form of compensation

laws since 1902. Thirty-five other states, the Federal

Government, Porto Rico, Alaska and Hawaii have adopted

compensation laws. Workmen’s compensation should

be compulsory and should cover all occupations, hazard-

ous or non-hazardous. It is just, however, that ‘‘casual’’

labor be exempted, if it is carefully defined and limited.

The application of the law is usually limited to workers

receiving less than a certain salary, but the phrasing of

that salary limit should take into consideration the rising

cost of living and the underlying principle that the object

A World War I era poster encouraging women to join the work-

force and support the war effort. ª K.J. HISTORICAL/CORBIS.
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of compensation is not only the meeting of emergency

expenses for illness, etc., but the maintenance of a

proper standard of living.

It is evident that much depends upon the administration

of compensation law, and so an industrial accident board

should established. The expense of administration is borne

by state, but the compensation is paid by the employer.

The justice of the claim that a workman injured in

course of duty, through no fault of his own, is entitled to

compensation, has not been denied, but courts have sel-

dom granted damages, because of three defenses of the

employer known as ‘‘assumed risk,’’ ‘‘fellow servant,’’ and

‘‘contributory negligence.’’ The first means that when you

take a job you do it voluntarily knowing the dangers

involved and willing to take the risk. By ‘‘fellow servant’’

it is understood that the employer is not responsible if he

can prove that the injury was due to the carelessness of

any other of his employees. ‘‘Contributory negligence’’ is

the court’s way of saying that if the worker is in any way

responsible for the accident, no matter what the other

circumstances in the care are, he is not entitled to com-

pensation. These three common law defenses arose

before the days of factories and machinery, because of

which workmen’s compensation laws necessary. Courts

have decided that workmen’s compensation laws are con-

stitutional, agreeing with the New York decision. ‘‘Surely

it is competent for the State in the promotion of general

welfare to require both employer and employee to yield

something toward the establishment of a principle and

a plan of compensation for their mutual protection and

advantage.’’

(2) Health Insurance. Health insurance is a broaden-

ing of the principle and methods of the fraternal and labor

benefit societies, so that all the people instead of only a

few may receive needed help. Sweden was the first coun-

try to give state aid to the voluntary health associations.

Compulsory health insurance exists in Great Britain, Norway,

Sweden, Russia, Holland, Germany, Austria, Hungary,

Roumania, Serbia and Luxemburg. In the United States,

eight states, California, Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts,

New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, have

appointed commissions to investigate health insurance, and

bills providing for compulsory health insurance are before

many state legislatures in 1919. To be effective, health insur-

ance which is an extension of the principle and method of

workmen’s compensation, should be compulsory, the fund

to be contributed by the employer, worker and the state. As

with workmen’s compensation, the law should be restricted

to wage workers earning less than a given annual sum, but

there should be no exceptions, and the dependents of the

workers should be included. Health insurance supplements

workmen’s compensation by providing for occupational

diseases, very few of which have yet been interpreted as

coming under the compensation laws.

Health insurance also will provide maternity benefits,

both for insured women and the non-insured wives of

insured men. Under an effective bill, both medical and

nursing care and cash benefits should be included.

Adequate provision should also be made, either through

the administration of health insurance or through the health

or educational branches of the state government, or

through the state labor department or industrial commis-

sion, for full and well-directed health education in personal

hygiene from an industrial standpoint, in the prevention and

treatment of industrial disease (including of course first-aid

instruction of a most practical kind), and in such principles of

general community sanitation and public health as espe-

cially apply to industrial communities. Such educational

effort should avail itself of all possible help from federal

and state and private agencies who specialize in health

education, but special attention should be devoted to the

development of sound principles of maintaining health

among industrial workers and their families.

Twenty-six weeks has been named provisionally as

the period during which benefits are to be provided. The

administration of health insurance should be through

boards, consisting of employers and employed workers,

with government supervision. Incomplete figures show in

New York State alone an annual loss of $40,000.000 a year

in wages because of sickness.

Present methods of dealing with this sickness prob-

lem are inadequate; charity and fraternal benefit societies

reach a small minority of those needing help. A community

spirit and better living conditions will follow the adoption

and application of health insurance.

(3) Mother’s Compensation. The form of social insur-

ance most widely adopted as yet in the United States is

mother’s compensation. Its growth has been rapid, thirty

states having made mother’s pension or compensation pro-

visions since 1911, although the sums allotted have been

insufficient to fulfill their object, which is to make it possible

for the mother to devote herself to the care of her children,

instead of struggling along on heavy work and poor wages.

The laws have all taken the form of direct grants of

money by the state, never more than $15.00 or $20.00 a

month for one child. This sum, of course, cannot support

one person, but it is a help. The plan of having the fund

administered through the courts seems to have been sat-

isfactory, though there should be a local board of child

welfare to advise with the judge. Mother’s compensation

laws should be flexible, should permit the administrators to

consider the welfare of the child, as does the Colorado law,

for example, which reads, ‘‘to pay such parent or parents,

or, if it seems for the best interest of the child, to some

other person designated by the court for that purpose,’’—
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and in its final section, ‘‘This act shall be liberally con-

strued for the protection of the child, the home and the

state, and in the interest of the public morals, and for the

prevention of poverty and crime.’’ Mother’s compensa-

tion scarcely needs discussion, since no one doubts that

the future of society is dependent upon the children of

today. As Judge Ben B. Lindsey says, ‘‘It is a recognition

for the first time by society that the state is responsible, in

a measure, for the plight of the mother.’’

What sickness means to an employer. One of the

most serious industrial hazards an employer has to face is

that of sickness on the part of his employees.

The absence of a workman, even for a short time,

means an interruption of work—if piecework it means

either that the progression of material through the factory

is blocked by the lack of the workman to put in his partic-

ular bit of the process, or that the total production is

decreased and machinery and equipment lie idle. Too

much of this means loss of morale among employes,

which every employer deplores.

If the illness is long or death occurs and the vacant

place must be filled time and money are lost through the

need of instructing and training a new worker (this is

valued at from $30 to $5,000), through decreased produc-

tion, through injury to machinery, accidents and delays,

and through poor quality of work.

What sickness means to an employee. On the side

of the employee sickness means a loss of income with

poverty looming ahead, the possible loss of a job, the neces-

sity of returning to work before he is able, thus continuing

the illness. It means a shortage of funds when expenses

are greatest. Mr. Frederick I. Hoffman says, ‘‘It has been

said, and I believe it is, that the majority of our wage

workers have not a single week’s wage ahead.’’

Sometimes $10 to $15 represents the margin between

independence and dependency. From 75 to 80 percent

of the relief given by the Charity Organization Societies

of our large cities is due to illness. In this connection we

must not overlook the psychological effect upon the

worker of the mental turmoil and distress incident to

facing poverty and unemployment, and the dragging of

a wife and family along the same path. Thus John H. was

a hard working New York truck-driver, whose family

consisted of a wife and three children, the youngest a

baby, four months old. He contracted influenza and had

to stop work. His wife nursed him for two weeks, at the

end of which time their small savings had been used up.

Then the three children came down with the disease,

and two days later the wife became very ill. When a

neighbor finally referred the case to charity they were

penniless, without medical care, the baby had died and

the two older children had developed double pneumo-

nia. The family were loaned money enough to pay for the

burial of the baby, nursing care and food—which meant

that John mortgaged his future earnings and went back

to work burdened with a load of debt. What would have

happened if a health insurance bill had been in effect?

John would have been insured in a mutual health insur-

ance fund at a cost to himself of about twenty-four cents

a week, his employer paying an equal amount. This

would have entitled him to call a doctor as soon as he

was taken ill, to receive medicine, and if necessary to

secure the services of a nurse to help his wife—all paid

by the insurance fund. Sound medical advice might have

prevented the illness of the rest of the family and saved

the baby’s life. Besides medical care, John would have

received, after the first three days of illness, $8.00 a

week as long as he was unable to work. This would

have supplied food and prevented the discouraging debt

with which the family is now struggling.

To the other employees in a plant sickness among

their number means not alone the possibility of contagion

for themselves and families, but delay and often times loss

of piece-work wages by reason of the absence of the

worker who should produce the material they work upon.

Under the present system of trade union benefits only a

man’s fellow workers share in the burden of tiding him and

his family over the period of financial difficulty due to his

illness; under the health insurance the whole community

shares the burden as they should also share in educational

and other preventive measures, in the interest of the

whole community’s welfare.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Lattimore addresses broad social policy themes to
be funded by the government, such as health insurance,
worker’s compensation, maternity leave, child allowan-
ces, and other concepts that some western nations—
most notably Scandinavian countries, Canada, Great
Britain, Italy, France, the Netherlands, and Spain—
began to embrace in the mid-twentieth century. In the
United States such reforms were touched on with the
New Deal legislation of the mid 1930s and early 1940s,
but paid maternity leave, child allowances, and univer-
sal state health insurance for female workers have
never been federal policy in the United States.

In 1920 the United States government created the
Women’s Bureau to address specific workforce concerns
for female workers. Women’s work in World War I
expanded during the wartime economy; the Women’s
Bureau tackled issues such as African-American women’s
participation in the workforce, child care, hazardous job
protection during pregnancy, and helped to pass the Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938, which finally created a
federal law protecting child laborers.
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Future laws such as the Equal Pay Act of 1963 gave
women equal work for equal pay, but many of the
reforms suggested in Legal Recognition of Industrial
Women have never been passed in the United States,
despite rich debate among legislators and in civil society.
The Pregnancy Discrimination Law of 1978 protects
pregnant women from being fired for their pregnant
status, while the 1992 Family and Medical Leave Act
provides all workers in businesses with fifty workers or
more with up to thirteen weeks of unpaid leave per year
without job loss. At the same time, as of 2005 more than
forty million people in the United States—approximately
fourteen percent of the population—do not have health
insurance, the United States provides no mandated paid
maternity leave, and worker policies for sick leave or
child illness leave are on an employer-by-employer
basis in the U.S.

The year after Lattimore wrote Legal Recognition of
Industrial Women women gained the vote in the United
States with the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment,
giving women agency in government. More than eighty-
five years after Lattimore laid out these policy state-
ments, many of her recommendations remain part of
the political discourse, though not part of federal policy.
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Conscientious Objector
Pacifism in America in the 1930s

Poem

By: Edna St. Vincent Millay

Date: 1934

Source: Millay, Edna St. Vincent. Collected Poems. New
York; Harper and Row, 1956.

About the Author: Edna St. Vincent Millay (1892–1950)
was among the most celebrated American female poets
of her generation. In 1923, Millay became the first
female winner of the Pulitzer Prize for poetry. Her
work was widely published during her lifetime and
her poems, particularly her sonnets, have been the
subject of significant academic study since her death.

INTRODUCTION

Edna St. Vincent Millay was a life-long poet and
literary figure. Her first work was published when
Millay was twenty years old, and the themes explored
throughout her career were often contentious, includ-
ing her explorations of female sexuality, feminism,
pacifism, and the American justice system.

Millay moved to the Greenwich Village district of
New York City in 1920. Greenwich Village had devel-
oped at that time into a significant community of
artists, writers, and intellectuals, and it was a relative
hotbed of political radicalism. Millay was politically
active after she was established in Greenwich Village,
not seeking elected office or a leadership role in any
organization, but supporter of a number of radical
causes.

A notable example of a Millay cause was her oppo-
sition to the 1927 execution of Nicola Sacco and
Bartolomeo Vanzetti, Italian immigrants and avowed
anarchists who had been convicted in Boston of a
robbery and subsequent murder on evidence that
appeared to be significantly flawed. Millay’s poem,
‘Justice Denied in Massachusetts’ captured the spirit
of the protests that had engaged the attention of the
radical aspects of American society.

In the 1930s, as the Great Depression gripped the
United States in a prolonged period of economic stag-
nation, the focus of American government was the
resolution of its pressing domestic problems. Public
opinion in America favored isolationism with respect
to the country’s involvement in foreign disputes.
Millay remained a committed pacifist during this
period; her work ‘‘Conscientious Objector’’ was fol-
lowed by a series of works where Millay comments
upon the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939) and the rise
of fascism in Europe.

Millay was an influential thinker and writer
throughout her entire career. Her poems sold remark-
ably well; the book of sonnets including ‘‘Conscientious
Objector’’ sold over 35,000 copies within the first two
weeks of its release in 1934. Millay was voted one
of the ten most famous women in America in
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1938; the United States Postal Service later issued a
stamp in her honor.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Conscientious Objector

I shall die, but

that is all that I shall do for Death.

I hear him leading his horse out of the stall;

I hear the clatter on the barn-floor.

He is in haste; he has business in Cuba,

business in the Balkans, many calls to make this

morning.

But I will not hold the bridle

while he clinches the girth.

And he may mount by himself:

I will not give him a leg up.

Though he flick my shoulders with his whip,

I will not tell him which way the fox ran.

With his hoof on my breast, I will not tell him where

the black boy hides in the swamp.

I shall die, but that is all that I shall do for Death;

I am not on his pay-roll.

I will not tell him the whereabout of my friends

nor of my enemies either.

Though he promise me much,

I will not map him the route to any man’s door.

Am I a spy in the land of the living,

that I should deliver men to Death?

Brother, the password and the plans of our city

are safe with me; never through me Shall you be

overcome.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

As a literary creation, Millay weaves together
references in ‘‘Conscientious Objector’’ to world con-
flict and the duty of the conscientious objector not to
involve themselves in any capacity with the military
actions of any power. This portrayal by Millay of the
role of the pacifist when faced with the threat of armed
conflict can be taken as a metaphor for the position of
the United States in relation to international armed
conflicts in the early 1930s. It is clear that for Millay, a
conscientious objector and a pacifist would remain
disengaged and aloof from any struggle.

When Millay wrote this work in 1934, a conscien-
tious objector under American law had to demonstrate
an appropriate religious belief as the underlying basis
for their objection to military service. Millay’s depic-
tion of the conscientious objector as one motivated by
a personal moral belief as opposed to a strictly religious
basis anticipated the United States Supreme Court’s
1970 ruling, where the Court held that a conscientious
objection could be sustained absent religious grounds.

A companion notion expressed by Millay is the
sense of brotherhood among those who oppose fight-
ing and the resultant cost of human life. This senti-
ment was a cornerstone of the pacifist movement to
which Millay was aligned. The supporters of pacifism
believed that theirs was a philosophy that was not
limited to a nation; it was a concept that transcended
all borders.

The rise of fascism in Europe in the 1930s caused
Millay and other pacifists to re-examine their world
view. Fascism is a philosophy of government that pla-
ces the interests of the nation-state ahead of those of
the individual. Italy had been placed under a Fascist
dictatorship by Benito Mussolini (1883–1945) by
degrees in the early 1930s. The rise of Adolph Hitler
(1889–1945) and his Nazi party in 1933 was the second
example of the growth of fascism in Europe. The
Spanish Civil War and the victory of the Fascist forces
lead by General Francisco Franco (1892–1975) was a
graphic example to American pacifists and isolationists
alike that fascism posed a significant threat to personal
freedoms and the security of the world. It had become
apparent to Millay and others in America by 1939 that

Edna St. Vincent Millay in 1929. THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
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pacifism would be an inadequate response to the obvious
ambitions of leaders such as Hitler and Mussolini.

In this context, ‘‘Conscientious Objector’’ takes on
an additional significance. Millay expressed her oppo-
sition to the Spanish fascism in a series of poems
published in 1939. She also became an advocate of an
early entry by the United States into the European war
that commenced in September 1939. Millay wrote
poems commissioned by the United States govern-
ment in 1941 to address various aspects of the war.
The most powerful of these works was ‘‘Murder at
Lidice,’’ written in 1942 to describe the reprisal killings
carried out by the German occupational forces in
Lidice, Czechoslovakia, where members of the Czech
underground had assisted in the killing of German
Gestapo (secret police) chief Reinhardt Heydrich.

It is of interest that after World War II (1938–
1945), Millay distanced herself artistically from these
war works. She expressed the view that as they were
essentially commissioned for wartime, they should
have remained within the context of the war.
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National Labor Relations Act

Legislation

By: Robert R. Wagner
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Source: 29th Congress of the United States. National
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About the Author: Senator Robert R. Wagner of New
York, a Democrat who served from 1927 to 1949,
was the author of the National Labor Relations Act
and helped to create the National Labor Relations
Board. Wagner sponsored the Social Security Act as
well as a wide range of other New Deal reforms.

INTRODUCTION

Organized labor unions in the United States
began to gain power in the 1850s, as industrialization
grew in the northern states. While guilds had been
present during the colonial era and into the early
1800s, organized unions for all trade workers did not
emerge until the 1820s; early attempts to control shift
length or women’s hours led to some successes.

In 1852, the Typographical Union formed the
oldest continuing national union in the United
States. In 1859, in Philadelphia iron molders created
a union, and in 1866, the first national union, the
National labor Union, was founded in Baltimore,
Maryland. The NLU was a federation of local unions;
its primary success was the passage of an eight hour
workday for federal workers. By 1873, the NLU lost
power during an economic depression, while the
Knights of Labor, a new union, rose to prominence.

The Knights of Labor formed in 1869 as a trade
union open to women, minorities (in 1883), and immi-
grants as well as native-born white men. Founder
Uriah Stevens, a member of the Garment Cutter’s
Association, helped bring the union’s messages of
social revolution—not just economic protection—to
the public. By the mid 1880s, the Knights of Labor
platform of the eight hour work day, the end of child
labor, equal pay regardless of gender, age, or race, and
the elimination of the private banking system con-
trasted with the new national union, the American
Federation of Labor, which worked with employers
on a more pragmatic level with no element of social
change in their platform.

Although the Knights of Labor experienced some
successful strikes, the 1886 Haymarket Square Riot, a
labor protest of 1500 workers that turned violent when
a bomb exploded and killed eleven people, twisted
public sentiment against the Knights of Labor. The
American Federation of Labor, however, stepped in to
fill the gap, but did not permit women and minorities
to join.

As industrialization increased in the early 1900s
and factories needed large numbers of skilled and
unskilled workers, loosely regulated capitalism, with
no government safety oversight or bureau of labor,
created workplaces with high injury and death rates,
high turnover, and increasing tension between workers
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and owners. The 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire
in which 150 women and girls were killed ignited
public outrage; the doors had been locked and chained
from the inside by managers to prevent theft. The next
year more than 50,000 textile workers in Lawrence,
Massachusetts, led by the Industrial Workers of the
World, nicknamed the ‘‘Wobblies,’’ went on strike.
The strikers faced arrest, violence at the hands of
police and militia, and women and children were
attacked by police as they attempted to leave town.
Local, state, and federal government officials and law
enforcement found themselves caught between
laborers and industrialists as labor conditions and cor-
porate demands faced off in conflict.

The Department of Labor, founded in 1913, and
the 1914 Clayton Act which protected the right to
strike and boycott, helped labor unions to expand and
advocate for workers. The economic boon of the
1920s, followed by the Great Depression, weakened
unions; many employers took this opportunity to

create ‘‘open shops’’ or only hire non-union members.
Workers who attempted to join unions had faced
opposition and intimidation at times throughout the
development of unions; as anti-immigrant and anti-
socialist sentiment increased in the United States dur-
ing the 1920s and 1930s, some nativists began to
equate unions with socialism and communism, using
violence, strike breaking, and company unions to
destroy the AFL and other unions.

In 1935, as part of the New Deal series of laws,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National
Labor Relations Act.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

AN ACT To diminish the causes of labor disputes

burdening or obstructing interstate and foreign commerce,

to create a National Labor Relations Board, and for other

purposes.

Gathering at a Ford plant in River Rouge, Michigan, workers vote whether or not to have union representation under the National Labor

Relations Act of 1935. PHOTO BY MPI/GETTY IMAGES.
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FINDINGS AND POLICIES Section 1. The denial by some

employers of the right of employees to organize and the

refusal by some employers to accept the procedure of

collective bargaining lead to strikes and other forms of

industrial strife or unrest, which have the intent or the

necessary effect of burdening or obstructing commerce

by (a) impairing the efficiency, safety, or operation of the

instrumentalities of commerce; (b) occurring in the current

of commerce; (c) materially affecting, restraining, or con-

trolling the flow of raw materials or manufactured or proc-

essed goods from or into the channels of commerce, or

the prices of such materials or goods in commerce; or (d)

causing diminution of employment and wages in such

volume as substantially to impair or disrupt the market

for goods flowing from or into the channels of commerce.

The inequality of bargaining power between employees

who do not possess full freedom of association or actual

liberty of contract and employers who are organized in the

corporate or other forms of ownership association sub-

stantially burdens and affects the flow of commerce, and

tends to aggravate recurrent business depressions, by

depressing wage rates and the purchasing power of

wage earners in industry and by preventing the stabiliza-

tion of competitive wage rates and working conditions

within and between industries.

Experience has proved that protection by law of the right of

employees to organize and bargain collectively safeguards

commerce from injury, impairment, or interruption, and pro-

motes the flow of commerce by removing certain recognized

sources of industrial strife and unrest, by encouraging prac-

tices fundamental to the friendly adjustment of industrial

disputes arising out of differences as to wages, hours, or

other working conditions, and by restoring equality of bar-

gaining power between employers and employees.

Experience has further demonstrated that certain practices

by some labor organizations, their officers, and members

have the intent or the necessary effect of burdening or

obstructing commerce by preventing the free flow of

goods in such commerce through strikes and other forms

of industrial unrest or through concerted activities which

impair the interest of the public in the free flow of such

commerce. The elimination of such practices is a necessary

condition to the assurance of the rights herein guaranteed.

It is declared to be the policy of the United States to

eliminate the causes of certain substantial obstructions

to the free flow of commerce and to mitigate and eliminate

these obstructions when they have occurred by encourag-

ing the practice and procedure of collective bargaining and

by protecting the exercise by workers of full freedom of

association, self-organization, and designation of repre-

sentatives of their own choosing, for the purpose of

negotiating the terms and conditions of their employment

or other mutual aid or protection.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The National Labor Relations Act created the
National Labor Relations Board, a government body
that provides oversight for collective bargaining and
the creation of unions. In addition, the NRLB inves-
tigates labor abuses, union concerns, and disputes. The
NLRB conducts secret ballot elections in companies
with employees who wish to develop unions. The
National Labor Relations Act also protects workers’
rights not to join or create unions; union organizers
and coworkers cannot pressure others into union cre-
ation or membership under the law.

In 1947 Congress amended the act to prohibit
unionization in four industries—airlines, railroads,
agriculture, and government. The revision of the
National Labor Relations Act, commonly called the
Taft-Hartley Act, also curtailed union practices such
as closed shops and certain forms of boycotting. In
addition, the Taft-Hartley Act gave the federal gov-
ernment the power to use an injunction to stop a strike
or a lockout if the strike or lockout caused harm to
national interests. President Harry S. Truman vetoed
the Taft-Hartley Act but Congress overrode his veto
and the changes to the original National Labor
Relations Act took effect on June 23, 1947.

The National Labor Relations Act and the Taft-
Hartley Act have a long history of use. The federal
government has used injunctions more than thirty
times since its passage in 1947; President Richard
Nixon used an injunction to break a dock strike in
1971. President Jimmy Carter invoked the Taft-
Hartley Act during coal miner strikes in 1977 and
1978, President William J. Clinton in 1997 to avert
an airline pilot strike, and in 2002 President George
W. Bush used the provisions in the Taft-Hartley Act to
stop a lockout started by shipping companies on west
coast docks.

The National Labor Relations Board processes
more than 30,000 cases of alleged unfair labor practi-
ces each year as part of its express mission, written into
the original act, to promote industrial peace.
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Equal Pay Act of 1963

Legislation

By: Edith Green and Edith Rogers

Date: June 10, 1963

Source: Equal Pay Act of 1963. Public Law 88–38. 29
U.S. Code Sec. 206(d).

About the Author: Representative Edith Green, a
Democrat from Oregon, first crafted the Equal Pay
bill in 1955 with co-author Edith Rogers, a Republican
congresswoman from Massachusetts. Green served ten
terms in the House of Representatives for the state of
Oregon, while Rogers served thirty-five years for
Massachusetts, the longest tenure of any woman rep-
resentative. Rogers died in 1960, before the equal Pay
Act was signed into law.

INTRODUCTION

The issue of equal pay legislation in the United
States dates back to 1868, when newspapers such as The
Revolution, published by women’s rights activist Susan B.
Anthony, advocated equal pay for equal work, an eight-
hour work day, and the inclusion of women in labor
unions. The ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment
that same year, with its ‘‘equal protection’’ clause,
inspired activists in search of equitable treatment for
minorities and women.

World War I and, especially, World War II
changed society’s view of women as industrial work-
ers. With the war industry experiencing sharp
increases in labor needs at the same time that men
were needed in the military, the U.S. government
itself pushed to change the perception of factory
work for women. The National War Labor Board
recommended that men and women be paid equal
wages during the war, and collective female labor

experiences during the war years engineered social
change in the coming decades.

Opponents of equal pay for equal work argued
that federal laws were unnecessary. By 1963, over
twenty states had laws on the books protecting equal
pay, and corporate opponents of a federal law main-
tained that such laws were a matter for states, and not
the federal government, to decide. In many states,
women already enjoyed labor protections through
legally mandated break periods that were longer or
more frequent than those for men and shorter work
days. In addition, opponents of equal pay legislation
pointed to the expansion of federal bureaucracy nec-
essary for the enforcement of any labor laws applying
to women. Employers also noted the expense of cre-
ating separate restroom and changing facilities for
women. According to opponents, the economics of
equal pay would impose a financial burden on
employers.

The persistent belief that a man should be the
‘‘provider’’ for his family, while his wife managed the
domestic sphere fed the argument for lower wages for
women. Many opponents of equal pay laws believed
that single women needed less money because most of
these women still lived with their parents, while mar-
ried women should be housewives and mothers rather
than working outside the home. The concept of a
masculine ‘‘family wage’’ drove the cultural argument
surrounding the wage gap.

Finally, opponents cited higher rates of absentee-
ism for female workers caused in part by pregnancy,
child care issues, and medical concerns. This absentee-
ism, combined with existing state laws giving women
more accommodations, made female workers a more
expensive form of labor. Equal pay critics argued that
paying women less was only fair, on balance, in light of
these issues.

In 1961, President John F. Kennedy created the
President’s Commission on the Status of Women,
which investigated issues of women’s employment,
health, education, and legal status. Chaired by former
First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, the Commission issued
a report in 1963 with recommendations to improve
the status of women in the United States, including
such measures as anti-discrimination legislation, paid
maternity and family leave, and access to affordable
childcare. Indeed, 1963 became a transformative year
for women’s rights in America—the Commission on
the Status of Women, the Equal Pay Act, and Betty
Friedan’s feminist book The Feminine Mystique all
appeared during that year.
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AN ACT

To prohibit discrimination on account of sex in the payment

of wages by employers engaged in commerce or in the

production of goods for commerce. June 10, 1963 [S. 1409].

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

That this Act may be cited as the ‘‘Equal Pay Act of 1963.’’

DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

SEC. 2. (a) The Congress hereby finds that the existence in

industries engaged in commerce or in the production of

goods for commerce of wage differentials based on sex—.

(1) depresses wages and living standards for employees neces-

sary for their health and efficiency;

(2) prevents the maximum utilization of the available labor

resources;

(3) tends to cause labor disputes, thereby burdening, affecting,

and obstructing commerce;

(4) burdens commerce and the free flow of goods in commerce;

and

(5) constitutes an unfair method of competition.

(b) It is hereby declared to be the policy of this Act, through

exercise by Congress of its power to regulate commerce

among the several States and with foreign nations, to

correct the conditions above referred to in such industries.

SEC. 3. Section 6 of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,

as amended (29 U.S.C. et seq.), is amended by adding

thereto a new subsection (d) as follows: Discrimination

prohibited. 52 Stat. 1062; 63 Stat. 912.

(d)(1) No employer having employees subject to any provi-

sions of this section shall discriminate, within any estab-

lishment in which such employees are employed,

between employees on the basis of sex by paying wages

to employees in such establishment at a rate less than the

rate at which he pays wages to employees of the opposite

sex in such establishment for equal work on jobs the

performance of which requires equal skill, effort, and

responsibility, and which are performed under similar

working conditions, except where such payment is made

pursuant to (i) a seniority system; (ii) a merit system; (iii) a

system which measures earnings by quantity or quality of

production; or (iv) a differential based on any other factor

other than sex: Provided, That an employer who is paying a

wage rate differential in violation of this subsection shall

not, in order to comply with the provisions of this subsec-

tion, reduce the wage rate of any employee. 29 USC 206.

(2) No labor organization, or its agents, representing

employees of an employer having employees subject to

any provisions of this section shall cause or attempt to

cause such an employer to discriminate against an

employee in violation of paragraph (1) of this subsection.

(3) For purposes of administration and enforcement, any

amounts owing to any employee which have been with-

held in violation of this subsection shall be deemed to be

unpaid minimum wages or unpaid overtime compensation

under this Act.

(4) As used in this subsection, the term ‘labor organization’

means any organization of any kind, or any agency or

employee representation committee or plan, in which

employees participate and which exists for the purpose,

in whole or in part, of dealing with employers concerning

grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of

employment, or conditions of work. ‘‘Labor organization.’’

SEC. 4. The amendments made by this Act shall take

effect upon the expiration of one year from the date of its

enactment: Provided, That in the case of employees cov-

ered by a bona fide collective bargaining agreement in

effect at least thirty days prior to the date of enactment

of this Act, entered into by a labor organization (as defined

in section 6(d)(4) of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,

as amended), the amendments made by this Act shall take

effect upon the termination of such collective bargaining

agreement or upon the expiration of two years from the

date of enactment of this Act, whichever shall first occur.

Effective date.

Approved June 10, 1963, 12:00.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Proponents of equal pay legislation made one basic
argument: equal pay for equal work. If a woman could do
the same work that a man could perform, as women had
shown themselves capable of doing during the wars, then
she should be paid the same wage, regardless of marital
status or gender. In 1955, Edith Rogers and Edith Green
co-authored the first version of the Equal Pay Act; it
passed in 1963, three years after Rogers’ death. In 1963,
the average working woman earned 59 cents for every
dollar that the average working man earned.

Within seven years of the passage of the Equal Pay
Act, forty states passed state-level versions of the Act.
In the year following the passage of the Equal Pay
Act, the 1964 Civil Rights Act created the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission to protect
workers from discrimination based on sex and race.

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 taken together provided stronger legal
protections to women than ever before, but, in the
coming decade, a cluster of laws and government
actions granted women greater access to rights previ-
ously available to men only. President Lyndon
Johnson’s 1965 Executive Order 11375 ordered fed-
eral agencies to provide women with equal access to
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employment and educational opportunities; the 1972
Title IX law banned sex discrimination in schools; and
the 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act required equal
access to credit and financial services regardless of sex,
marital status, race, age, or national origin.

Women’s rights activist groups such as the National
Organization for Women, the National Women’s Poli-
tical Caucus, and publications, such as Ms. Magazine,
championed the labor rights of women. Workplace
equity became the central tenet of the women’s move-
ment in the late 1960s and early 1970s, feeding into the
push for an Equal Rights Amendment as well.

As other protections, including prohibitions against
firing pregnantwomen and lawsagainst sexual harassment,
became standard practice in the American labor force,
the wage gap gradually diminished. As of 2004, the
average working woman earned 80 cents for every
dollar that the average working man earned.
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American Federation of Labor
on President Johnson and
Human Rights

Book excerpt

By: AFL–CIO

Date: February 23, 1968

Source: Fink, Gary M., ed. AFL–CIO Executive Council
Statements and Reports, 1956–1975. Westport, CT:
Greenwood Press, 1977.

About the Author: The first step toward organized labor in
the United States occurred on November 15, 1881,
when delegates from local units of the Knights of
Labor met in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to form the
Federation of Organized Trades and Labor Unions.
An eclectic group of cigar makers, merchant seamen,
printers, and others, they wrote a constitution and set
the eight-hour work day as a central part of their plat-
form. The group was already popular among workers,
but it lacked public backing. On December 8, 1886,
members of the federation aligned with representatives
from various other unions to form the American
Federation of Labor (AFL) and quickly began to strike
for the eight-hour work day and other issues. In 1935,
AFL in-fighting led to the exodus of several key
unions, who created the Committee for Industrial
Organization (CIO). With the addition of several
other unions, the CIO became the Congress of
Industrial Organizations in 1938. The CIO and AFL
disagreed bitterly, but they continued to make sub-
stantial gains for workers, including minimum wages,
workers’ and unemployment compensation, as well as
other benefits. During World War II, the two organ-
izations began to put their disagreements aside and
work more closely together. In December 1955, they
officially joined forces as the AFL–CIO. In the postwar
years, the organization has added human rights to its
agenda.

INTRODUCTION

The first International Conference on Human
Rights met in Teheran, Iran, from April 22 to May
13, 1968, to review progress that had been made in the
twenty years since Eleanor Roosevelt had first pre-
sented the 1948 UN Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. The year was a pivotal one, as the
Vietnam conflict brought international human rights
into the spotlight.

The harsh and bloody North Vietnamese Tet
offensive led to the war’s escalation, and in 1969 news
of the My Lai massacre became public. In addition to
the war, the United States had also endured over a
decade of civil rights strife, beginning with the 1957
desegregation of Little Rock, Arkansas schools.
Protests for civil rights, women’s rights, and other
avenues of social discontent were led by civic and
political groups including the AFL–CIO, which joined
these campaigns for the same reasons that it mandated
desegregation of unions: Human rights are part of
workers rights.
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In his formal proclamation of 1968 as Human Rights year,

President Johnson emphasized that U.S. ratification of

human rights treaties was long overdue. This ratification

is all the more urgent because, otherwise, our government

will not be able to participate effectively in the United

Nations Conference on Human Rights to be held in

Teheran next April.

American labor has had an unceasing interest in pro-

moting and preserving human rights. Devoted to this

course, the AFL–CIO Executive council strives to do its

utmost to help assure the success of this historic confer-

ence which marks the 20th anniversary of the proclama-

tion of the Declaration of Human Rights by the U.N.

General Assembly. In this regard, we note that the initial

drive for the adoption of this inspiring Declaration was

provided by organized labor in the U.S.

Furthermore, over twenty years ago, in November

1947, American labor took the initiative in placing the

issue of forced labor before the entire world community.

We then petitioned the U.N. Economic and Social Council

to request the International Labor Organization (ILC) to

make a comprehensive survey of the extent of forced

labor in the member States of the U.N. We proposed, at

the same time, that positive procedures be established for

revising the 1930 convention and that measures be taken

for its implementation so as to eliminate forced labor.

We of the AFL–CIO are very much interested in our

country playing the decisive role in making the Teheran ses-

sions fruitful. With this in mind and in the spirit of President

Johnson’s aforementioned Proclamation, the Executive

Council calls upon Chairman Fulbright of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee to cease all further delays in holding

hearings on the ratification of the remaining human rights

treaties. This Committee has, so far, reported favorably only

on the supplementary convention on Slavery. I cannot afford

to lose any more time in taking similar action on the other

convention before it—as strongly urged by the late President

Kennedy and President Johnson.

The Foreign Relations Committee must realize that it

is no credit to our country that the U.S. is not one of the

71 nations which have approved the convention on the

Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide

that was unanimously recommended, on December 9,

1948, by the U.N. General Assembly for ratification by

member states; the U.S. is not one of the 79 nations

which have approved the Convention concerning the

Abolition of Forced Labor; the U.S. is not among the 76

nations which have approved the Convention on Freedom

of Association; and the U.S. is not among the 55 nations

which have already approved the Convention on the

Political Rights of Women.

Further delay by the Senate, which has the constitu-

tional responsibility for ratification of the above Conventions,

will place our country in an entirely unnecessary and danger-

ously ambiguous position—playing into the hands of the

slanderers of the U.S. at home and abroad. Since the

American people as a whole now enjoy the rights, freedoms

and standards provided by these conventions, no member

of the Senate Foreign Relations committee can, at this very

late date, raise the question of the so-called sanctity of

states’ rights as an objection to their ratification.

We of American labor continue our uncompromising

opposition to the use of totalitarian and other authoritarian

methods for resolving, by force, social problems relating to

work. In this light, we condemn unreservedly all political

policies and economic procedures which provide for the

employers (state) using organizations with workers in their

ranks to police the factories—for instance, as in communist

countries, to serve as instruments for speeding up the

workers or, under the guise of new ‘‘codes of Work,’’ to

penalize them for what the employer (state) considers inad-

equate use of machinery.

We are especially distressed over the failure of the

U.S. Senate to act with dispatch in promoting human

rights, because, more recently, mankind has witnessed

the frightening recurrence of a massive growth of the

utterly inhumane practice of forced labor—particularly in

the Soviet Union, Communist China and other totalitarian

and tyrannical lands.

The Teheran conference provides our government

with a unique opportunity to take the lead in seeking con-

crete worldwide implementation of the International

Covenant on Human Rights which was adopted by the

U.N. General Assembly in December 1966. Towards full

utilization of this opportunity, the AFL–CIO Executive

Council urges our government to take the initiative in pro-

posing that the Teheran Conference take the following

positive steps for implementing:

(1) Article 13 (2) of the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights which provides that ‘‘Everyone has the

right to leave any country, including his own, and

to return to his country.’’

(2) Article 14 (1) of this Declaration which provides

that ‘‘Everyone has the right to seek and enjoy

in other countries asylum from persecution.’’

(3) The creation of more effective safeguards against

the violation of human rights by establishing

a Permanent U.N. Commission on the

Preservation and Promotion of Human Rights,

with authority to appoint Human Rights

Observation Committees endowed with the

rights and powers of investigation, surveillance

and reporting.
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(4) The elimination by the U.N. Member States of all

legal, political, administrative, and police barriers

to the widest freedom of circulation among their

peoples of all U.N. publications, surveys, reports,

and other documents acted upon by the General

Assembly or any of its subdivisions.

(5) Enforcement of effective sanctions against

repressive colonialist regimes in the African ter-

ritories under Portuguese and Spanish adminis-

tration, in Rhodesia, and South Africa.

(6) Preparation of a program for a more effective sol-

ution of all refugee problems (Arab and Jewish

alike) by ratifying the October 4, 1967, protocol

on Refugees which enlarged the scope of the

1951 Refugee convention.

Finally, we urge our government to include a repre-

sentative of the AFL–CIOin the U.S. delegation to

the Teheran Conference.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The late 1960s and 1970s saw a rise in protests for
women’s, ethnic, and civil rights. The brutality of the
Vietnam conflict (as well as numerous other conflicts
in Africa, southeastern Europe, and Central America)
forced the United Nations to add clauses to the
Geneva Conventions, which are guidelines for acts of
war and the treatment of prisoners.

As American labor union membership declined
after World War II, the United States withdrew
its support from the UN’s International Labor
Organization (ILO) in 1977, primarily because the
AFL–CIO had traditionally avoided international
committees and politics. Other reasons cited were
political divisions in the organization and its shift
from original goals. Two years later, the United
States rejoined the organization when it reformed
itself to its original plan of strengthening employer–
employee relations to ensure and elevate human rights.
Labor unions continued to decline in the United
States, but such setbacks did not prevent the world
community from pushing forward.

The United Nations began holding World
Conferences for Women’s Rights in 1975, and the first
World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrim-
ination, Xenophobia, and Related Intolerance in
Durban, South Africa, in 2001. Like the women’s rights
conference, which addressed issues concerning discrim-
ination and unequal treatment of women, the 2001 meet-
ing sought to develop international mandates against
racism. The conference also raised the issue of migrants

and political refugees; clear and concise agendas for the
treatment of such individuals is still under discussion.
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Solidarity’s First Congress

Report

By: J. B. Weydenthal

Date: October 19, 1981

This seal became the official insignia for the American Federation of

Labor—Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) when the

two organizations mergered on Decemeber 5, 1955. ª BETTMANN/

CORBIS.
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Source: de Weydenthal, J. B. From RAD Background
Report/291 (Poland). Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty, 1981.

About the Author: J. B. Weydenthal is a long-serving Radio
Free Europe Correspondent based in Eastern Europe.
Radio Free Europe is a United States government-
funded radio station that broadcasts throughout the
world. Its mission is to: ‘‘promote democratic values
and institutions by disseminating factual information.’’
Radio Free Europe served Eastern Europe during the
Cold War (1946–1991) era, when it would broadcast
news otherwise censored by Soviet-backed governments.

INTRODUCTION

In the context of the Cold War, the 1970s began a
period of détente between East and West. The era is
also marked by economic hubris that occurred across
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and
Eastern Europe. This economic mismanagement,
which involved the taking on and wasting of large-
sized western loans and the building up of huge trade
deficits with the west, would help lead to a collapse in
living standards across the region, the discrediting of
the Soviet regime, and eventually, its collapse.

In Poland, the limitations of its planned economy
gave its leaders few tools with which to correct eco-
nomic distortions. One of the few ways in which they
could bring in funds was to increase food prices. This
was deeply unpopular, however, and had contributed
to the fall of Wladyslaw Gomulka as Communist Party
leader in 1970. When his successor, Edward Gierek,
abruptly tried to do the same on June 24, 1976, he
brought thousands of protesters onto the streets of
Poland’s cities and was forced to backtrack within
twenty-four hours. Many of the demonstrators were
incarcerated and hundreds were imprisoned.

This legitimacy took a further blow in October
1978 when Cardinal Karol Wojtyla of Krakow was
elected Pope John II. His elevation to Pope unleashed
an unprecedented sense of national and religious self-
confidence. When he made a victorious return home
the following June, the ecstatic reception that he met
highlighted the contrast between his vibrant and char-
ismatic papacy and the moribund and ineffectual lead-
ership of the Communist Party.

The economic crisis came to a head in the summer
of 1980. The inability of the Polish government to
stem its economic deficit had seen its hard currency
debt treble to more than 20 billion U.S. dollars in just
five years. On the brink of economic collapse, on July
1, 1980, the Communist Government resorted to the
tactic that had already twice failed and increased meat
prices.

A wave of strikes and factory occupations began
immediately, but whereas participants in previous pro-
tests—factory workers, students, intellectuals—had
been divided, in 1980 they united in a solid phalanx.
The spearhead of the protests was the Baltic shipyards,
where workers were led by Lech Walesa, a former
electrician. Walesa formed an Inter-Enterprise Strike
Committee, which articulated the demands of 600
factories from all over Poland. Its extensive list of
demands included calls for new and independent
trade unions, the right to strike, an extension of the
Catholic Church’s freedom of expression, the freeing
of political prisoners, improvement of social services,
and a freer media. Disorientated by the extent of the
protests, the Polish Government agreed to many of the
demands in a series of accords in late August and early
September 1980 that became known as the Gdansk
Agreements. Buoyed by the success of the Inter-
Enterprise Strike Committee, Walesa formed a
national trade union based upon its organizational
structure. Inaugurated on September 17, 1980, it was
called Solidarity.

Over the following twelve months, the Solidarity
movement led a period of political debate unparalleled
in Poland’s communist era. Aimed at shaping the
country’s political destiny, the freedoms enjoyed by
Solidarity caused panic amongst Poland’s Warsaw
Pact allies, although the Soviet President, Leonid
Brezhnev, ignored the calls of the East German leader,
Erich Honecker, to send in Soviet tanks and restore
order. Walesa became a globally recognized figure and
even met Pope John Paul II in Rome in January 1981.
Later on that year, from September 5–10 and
September 26–October 7, Solidarity staged its first
national congress. Walesa was elected its president.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

The congress was a lengthy affair, lasting far beyond initial

expectations. While the first stage lasted six days

(September 5–10) instead of the planned three, the sec-

ond session went on for twelve days (September 26 until

October 7), whereas only seven or eight had been

scheduled.

There were several reasons for the extension of the

discussions; one of them was the scope of issues cov-

ered. They ranged from the general principles of the move-

ment’s future activities and its existing political and

economic system to specific problems of internal organ-

ization. Draft proposals on those questions were pre-

sented to the delegates by special working teams

formed during the first stage of the congress. (2) In addi-

tion, the congress devoted considerable time to
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discussing specific queries and demands raised from the

floor by regional delegations or individual delegates with

regard to their separate interests and problems.

This proliferation of issues was expected. Solidarity, a

worker’s protest movement that has developed in the

course of the last year into a nationwide social movement,

has always been regarded by its members as an organiza-

tion symbolizing hopes and expectations that exceeded

the functions of a mere labor union. Indeed, in the eyes

of many, Solidarity is both the representative of society in

general and the recipient of popular demands for change.

The demands have come from many quarters. Since the

congress provided the first opportunity ever to present and

articulate those demands in a formal manner, n social

group could have been expected to forego the chance of

having its preferences embodied in Solidarity’s future pro-

gram. This inevitably resulted in interminable discussions,

seemingly empty squabbles, and even occasional quar-

rels, all of which greatly contributed to the impression

that the debates were chaotic and fruitless.

Another factor that prolonged the congress was the

scrupulous attention to procedure, particularly over the

leadership elections. While the important position of

Solidarity’s chairman was filled relatively quickly, Lech

Walesa having won after a single ballot, the selection of

the members of the National and Audit commissions

proved much more difficult. The election of 21 members

of the Audit commission was, for example, completed

only on October 5, following 4 rounds of balloting. As for

the National commission, an important body charged with

setting the main policies of the movement in the months

to come, 64 out of 69 elective seats were filled after 2

rounds of voting; 4 of the remaining 5 required 5 ballots;

and the last seat was filled only after 6 rounds of voting.

. . . .On October 2, the sixth day of the session,

Lech Walesa was elected chairman of Solidarity. The

former electrician, who had headed Solidarity’s National

Coordinating Commission since its establishment in

September 1980, outpolled three other contenders, draw-

ing 462 votes, or 55.2% of the 844 ballots cast. His closest

competitor, Marian Jurczyk, received 201 votes (24%),

while Andrzej Gwiazda and Jan Rulewski received 74

(8.8%) and 52 (6.2%), respectively; 7 votes were declared

invalid, and 48 delegates reportedly failed to vote, perhaps

A Polish Solidarity movement poster ironically suggests that the Soviet Peace (‘‘Pax Sovietica’’) comes in the form of tanks. ª STAPLETON

COLLECTION/CORBIS.
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because of abstention. Walesa’s victory had, of course,

been expected. The already legendary leader of the suc-

cessful August 1980 strikes in Gdansk, a seemingly simple

man but also a remarkably skillful political tactician, a pop-

ulist capable of attracting both workers and the intellec-

tuals, and a tough negotiator with a strong pragmatic

touch, Walesa had emerged in the course of the year

both as Solidarity’s most popular leader and as a person-

ality who, in the eyes of many, symbolized the movement

as a whole. Largely because of that Walesa had long been

regarded by both domestic and foreign observers as the

heavy favorite for the movement’s chairmanship.

And yet, despite Walesa’s popularity and prestige, the

margin of his victory, while considerable by any demo-

cratic standards, was smaller than had been anticipated.

This could be significant because it did not result from the

competitive strength of his rivals. It is that Andrzej

Gwiazda, a cofounder of the first free trade union move-

ment in Gdansk in mid-1978, a leading organizer of the

1980 Gdansk strikes, and a man widely recognized as

solidarity’s principal ideologist, has long enjoyed nation-

wide prestige and respect. It is also that Marian Jurczyk,

the main leader of the 1980 Szczecin strikes and the chair-

man of one of the movement’s most successful regional

organizations had been directly involved in several crucial

negotiations with the authorities on issues of national

importance. It is, finally, that Jan Rulewski, a victim of

police brutality in the Bydgoszcz incident in March and a

prominent solidarity activist involved in key areas of the

movement’s organizational and political work, had long

enjoyed the political limelight. None of them, however,

had ever been able to match Walesa’s popularity or equal

his prestige both within the movement and in relations

with other groups or institutions.

As to the political implications of the election,

Walesa’s victory would seem to affirm what has been

regarded as a ‘‘moderate’’ orientation that favors negotia-

tion, rather than confrontation, with the authorities on

various problems in Poland’s public life. Over the past

year, Walesa has established a solid record of dealing

with the authorities, a record with numerous successes

in hammering out compromises and agreements . . . .

The basic fact remains, however, that political moder-

ation reflects not only the views and preferences of partic-

ular leaders of the movement, but also the authorities’

behavior toward Solidarity. It has become clear in recent

months that the political conflicts between solidarity and

the authorities resulted not so much from the aggressive-

ness of the former as from the latters’s reluctance to

accept changes in the country’s social and economic life.

It is that those changes have been stimulated by the oper-

ations, and the very existence, of Solidarity. They have,

nonetheless, materialized through society’s pressures for

change in the existing system rather than calculated

designs of the movement’s leaders or its activists. There

is no reason to assume that the essence of Poland’s

politics will change following these elections. The

Solidarity leadership’s future policy is likely to depend not

so much on its own preferences or political predilections

as on the attitudes of the public, and the willingness of the

Polish party and state leaders to act as partners in good

faith.

Perhaps the most important and politically significant

decision of the congress was the adoption of Solidarity’s

program setting out policy and objectives for the next two

years. The document consists of eight chapters, dealing

with the movement’s internal matters and its relations

with other institutions as well as its views on the evolution

of political, social, and economic relations in the country.

Defining Solidarity as ‘‘the greatest mass movement

in Poland’s history . . . a movement born from a revolt of a

society that has been subjected over more than 30 years to

violations of civil and human rights,’’ the programmatic

document said that his movement ‘‘unified people of dif-

ferent views and beliefs through a common protest

against injustice, abuses of power, and autocracy.’’ The

objectives of the movement included work for ‘‘justice,

democracy, truth, legality, freedom of opinion, and the

renewal of the state’’ as well as for an improvement in

economic conditions. (11) Both the origins of the move-

ment and its objectives were said to have determined the

role of Solidarity. It is to be that of both ‘‘a labor union’’ and

‘‘a social movement.’’ The program said that it was pre-

cisely ‘the inherent unity of those two aspects of Solidarity

that has determined the importance of our organization

and defined it’s role in the nation’s life,’’ adding that

through Solidarity ‘‘Poland’s society has recovered its

hopes . . . for a national renewal.’’

Expanding on solidarity’s national role the program

proclaimed that in the face of the current national tragedy,

solidarity can no longer confine itself to waiting and exert-

ing pressure on the authorities to meet their obligations

stemming from the agreements between the labor move-

ment and the government. We are the only guarantor for

society for change in social and economic areas and that is

why the union deemed it its basic duty to take all possible

short and long-term steps to salvage Poland from ruin and

society from poverty, despondency, and self-destruction.

There is no other way to attain this goal but to restructure

the state and the economy o n the basis of democracy and

all-round social initiative.

More specifically, the program declared that ‘‘no sup-

port for the government’s program of stabilization of the

economy would be possible’’ unless ‘‘social control’’ were

extended over all activities related to the resolution of

difficulties and ‘‘individuals commanding social and
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professional respect were placed in directing positions in

the economy.’’

At the same time, the program said that the process

of innovation would have to take evolutionary rather than

revolutionary forms. ‘‘The nation will never forgive anyone

if his steps, born even from the best intentions, lead to

bloodshed . . . we should implement our ideas gradually, so

that each successful task has the public’s support.’’

Underscoring Solidarity’s insistence on the need for

moderation in its political actions, was the program’s

approach to questions of Poland’s relations with other

countries. ‘‘Responsibility for the well-being of the country

makes it imperative for us to acknowledge the alignment

of forces existing in Europe since World War II, ‘‘the pro-

gram stated; ‘‘we want to carry out the great transforma-

tion in domestic relations that has already been started by

us without violating Poland’s international alliances.’’ At

the same time, however, the program included a reminder

that ‘‘Poland can serve as a valuable partner for others only

if it defines by itself, and in full consciousness, it’s own

obligations.’’

Indeed, self-management and organizational autonomy

provided the crucial elements behind the program’s call for

the establishment of a ’self-governing republic,’’ that is, the

introduction of major institutional changes within the system.

In particular, the program said that Solidarity, acting on the

principle that ‘‘public life should reflect the existing pluralism

in social, political, and cultural areas,’’ was determined ‘‘to

support and defend civil activities aiming to present to soci-

ety various political, economic, and social programs as well

as to protect efforts at self-organization that would make it

possible to implement those program.’’

Among the specific measures that could facilitate

such a development, the program pledged Solidarity’s

support for reform of the penal system and the judiciary,

for a reform of the educational system, for the full imple-

mentation of labor laws, and for a comprehensive restruc-

turing of the country’s institutions so that each would be

accountable to the public and all of them would be equal

before the law.

Furthermore, the program envisaged a major change

in the country’s legislative system that would both ensure

the representative character of the parliamentary bodies

and provide deputies with considerable prerogatives for

independent activity. The program indicated that solidarity

might make an effort to ensure that future elections to the

Sejm and the local people’s councils ‘‘include candidates

nominated by various social organizations and civil groups’’

and that ‘‘no list would enjoy preferential treatment.’’

Although the program stopped short of demanding free

elections, the meaning of those declarations was clear.

Until now, all candidates had to be proposed by the Front

of National Unity, and within that body the communist

party candidates had obvious advantages over the others.

Solidarity’s proposal would place them on an equal footing

with any prospective rivals. The next elections will take

place in December and will involve the selection of public

representatives in the local people’s councils; the next

parliamentary elections are scheduled for 1984.

On other matters, the program demanded the punish-

ment of officials judged responsible for past repression of

members of the public (1956, 1968, 1970, 1976). No spe-

cific names were mentioned, but the program said that

‘‘the investigation aimed at finding those who were

responsible should not be subject to any restrictions,

extending to individuals occupying the highest positions

in the party and the government.’’ Such demands have

been repeatedly made by solidarity activists in the past.

Equally consistent was the program’s demand for the

movement’s access to the broadcasting media. Here, the

program maintained Solidarity’s well-established position

that the broadcasting media should ‘‘serve society as a

whole and should be placed under its direct control.’’

The program concluded with an appeal to the author-

ities to accept ‘‘a new social contract’’ with the public, a

contract that would center on a threefold agreement. First,

‘‘an agreement to cope with the crisis,’’ ensuring means of

overcoming the difficulties of the coming winter and pro-

viding ‘‘the first indication of cooperation between the

authorities and society.’’ Secondly, ‘an agreement on eco-

nomic reform’’ which would imply official acceptance of

‘‘major economic changes.’’ And thirdly, ‘‘an agreement on

the self-governing republic,’’ which would ‘‘chart the direc-

tions toward democratization of public life.’’

The program was officially adopted by the delegates

by 455 to 65 votes with 91 abstentions.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Solidarity’s first congress increased the alarm the
nascent trade union organization was sending across the
Soviet-bloc. In particular, their message of fraternity
addressed to workers across eastern Europe and the
USSR antagonized Poland’s neighbors. With the domes-
tic situation deteriorating under Solidarity’s increasingly
unrealistic demands and Moscow putting pressure upon
the Polish government, Poland’s new Prime Minister,
General Jaruzelski, declared martial law on December
13 and initiated a huge crack down on Solidarity mem-
bers. Hundreds of strikes broke out across the country
but were broken up by riot police. On several occasions,
government forces opened fire on protesters.

Martial law lasted until July 1983, during which
time Solidarity was banned and its assets seized.
Walesa was just one of its many supporters imprisoned
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for much of its duration, but even after his release and
the end of martial law he was banned in 1984 from
collecting the Nobel Peace Prize that October. News
of the Polish government’s repression frequently made
it to the west, and the 1984 kidnapping and murder of
Father Jerzy Popieluszko, an outspoken pro-Solidarity
priest, prompted a global outcry.

Solidarity continued to operate covertly through-
out the mid–1980s, supported by the Catholic Church
and the CIA. The Polish Government’s repression of it
earned it global condemnation and it faced economic
sanctions, which worsened the country’s already bleak
economic condition.

In April 1988, with Poland’s economy in tatters
and the standard of living quickly deteriorating, a new
wave of strikes broke out. By August they were nation-
wide, but rather than declare martial law again, the
government this time opened talks with Walesa.
Over the following six months, Solidarity was legalized
and a schedule was made for parliamentary elections.
Solidarity was only able to contest thirty-five percent
of seats for Parliament’s main house, the Sejm, but all
of the 100 seats in the newly resurrected Senate.

At the open elections staged in June 1989,
Solidarity won ninety-two of the 100 Senate seats and
all but one of the 162 Sejm seats the party was allowed
to contest. The Polish communist party still had sixty-
five percent of Sejm seats that it had not opened up in
the elections. Although General Jaruzelski was desig-
nated President on July 19, his power was tentative as
several Communist Sejm designates defected to
Solidarity. By August 24, this shift had become inex-
orable. Jaruzelski, seeking some form of political
consensus, chose Tadeusz Mazowiecki, a leading
Solidarity member, as the country’s first non-commu-
nist Prime Minister since 1945.

Solidarity’s significance extended far beyond
ushering Poland out of its communist era, however.
News of developments in Poland spread far beyond its
borders and initiated profound change across Soviet-
dominated eastern Europe. By the end of 1989, com-
munism had fallen in Hungary, East Germany,
Czechoslovakia, and Romania.

Unlike many other opposition groups in Europe at
the time, notably Czechoslovakia, Solidarity was not a
human or civil rights-based organization. It was a trade
union, albeit one which placed considerable emphasis
on human rights as part of its program for change.
However, assuming that democracy is the first precon-
dition for allowing human rights to flourish, it was a
profoundly important organization. By enabling
democracy to exist in Poland, and inspiring its spread
elsewhere, Solidarity arguably did more to help free

eastern Europe from the cloying grasp of Soviet rule
than any other organization.
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Americans With Disabilities
Act

Legislation

By: George H. W. Bush

Date: July 26, 1990

Source: Americans With Disabilities Act, Public Law 101–
336, 42 U.S. Code Sec. 12101 et seq.

About the Author: President George H.W. Bush signed
the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) into law on
July 26, 1990. The U.S. Department of Justice bears
primary responsibility for federal enforcement of the
ADA. It provides technical assistance to businesses,
state and local governments, and individuals with
responsibilities under the legislation, but also files law-
suits to enforce compliance.

INTRODUCTION

The Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) of
1990 marked the first time in history that disabled
Americans received civil rights protections. Since
World War II, disability rights activists had been
pushing for legislation that provided services and par-
tial rights in incremental steps. With the passage of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, some disability activists
decided to push for a single, sweeping federal disability
rights act. On July 12, 1990, the U.S. House of
Representatives approved the ADA by a vote of 377
to 28. It passed the U.S. Senate by a vote of 91 to 6. On
July 26, 1990, President George H. W. Bush signed
the ADA into law.

The ADA, as passed, borrowed heavily from the
regulatory parts of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
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Act of 1973 as well as from the Civil Rights Act. Along
with regulations that apply to businesses, the ADA
prohibits discrimination in public services provided
by state and local governments. It mandates that public
mass transportation be accessible, even if alterations
must be made to existing bus and rail stations.
Discrimination against people with disabilities is
banned in public accommodations, such as restaurants,
hotels, theaters, pharmacies, retail stores, health clubs,
museums, libraries, parks, private schools, and day care
centers. Private clubs and religious organizations are
exempt, partly because opponents of the legislation did
not want to force groups that are hostile to homosex-
uality to extend protections to gays with HIV/AIDS.
Transvestites, transsexuals, pedophiles, exhibitionists,
voyeurs, people with gender identity disorders, com-
pulsive gamblers, kleptomaniacs, pyromaniacs, and
individuals with psychoactive disorders resulting
from the illegal use of drugs are not covered by the
ADA. Additionally, insurance providers are permitted
to use disability as a factor when refusing insurance or
setting premiums.

Critics of the ADA had predicted that a flood of
litigation would be brought under the legislation.
However, in the first five years after passage, only a
little over 600 lawsuits were filed. A Harris Poll com-
missioned by the National Council on Disability in
1995 found that more than ninety percent of business
executives supported the antidiscrimination provisions
of the ADA. However, proponents of smaller govern-
ment continue to regard the legislation as wasteful and
unnecessary.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

SEC. 2. FINDINGS AND PURPOSES.

b) Purpose.—It is the purpose of this Act—.

(1) to provide a clear and comprehensive national

mandate for the elimination of discrimination

against individuals with disabilities;.

(2) to provide clear, strong, consistent, enforceable

standards addressing discrimination against indi-

viduals with disabilities;.

(3) to ensure that the Federal Government plays a

central role in enforcing the standards estab-

lished in this Act on behalf of individuals with

disabilities; and.

(4) to invoke the sweep of congressional authority,

including the power to enforce the fourteenth

amendment and to regulate commerce, in order

to address the major areas of discrimination

faced day-to-day by people with disabilities.

SEC. 3. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this Act:

(1) Auxiliary aids and services.—The term ‘‘auxiliary

aids and services’’ includes—.

(A) qualified interpreters or other effective methods of

making aurally delivered materials available to

individuals with hearing impairments;.

(B) qualified readers, taped texts, or other effective

methods of making visually delivered materials

available to individuals with visual impairments;.

(C) acquisition or modification of equipment or devi-

ces; and.

(D) other similar services and actions.

(2) Disability.—The term ‘‘disability’’ means, with

respect to an individual—.

(A) a physical or mental impairment that substantially

limits one or more of the major life activities of

such individual;.

(B) a record of such an impairment; or.

(C) being regarded as having such an impairment.

(3) State.—The term ‘‘State’’ means each of the

several States, the District of Columbia, the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American

Samoa, the Virgin Islands, the Trust Territory of

the Pacific Islands, and the Commonwealth of

the Northern Mariana Islands.

SEC. 101. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this title:

(1) Commission.—The term ‘‘Commission’’ means

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

established by section 705 of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e-4).

(2) Covered entity.—The term ‘‘covered entity’’ means

an employer, employment agency, labor organi-

zation, or joint labor-management committee.

(3) Direct threat.—The term ‘‘direct threat’’ means a

significant risk to the health or safety of others

that cannot be eliminated by reasonable

accommodation.

(4) Employee.—The term ‘‘employee’’ means an

individual employed by an employer.

(5) Employer.—.

(A) In general.—The term ‘‘employer’’ means a person

engaged in an industry affecting commerce who

has 15 or more employees for each working day

in each of 20 or more calendar weeks in the

current or preceding calendar year, and any agent

of such person, except that, for two years

following the effective date of this title, an

employer means a person engaged in an industry

affecting commerce who has 25 or more
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employees for each working day in each of 20 or

more calendar weeks in the current or preceding

year, and any agent of such person.

(B) Exceptions.—The term ‘‘employer’’ does not

include—.

(i) the United States, a corporation wholly owned by

the government of the United States, or an Indian

tribe; or.

(ii) a bona fide private membership club (other than a

labor organization) that is exempt from taxation

under section 501(c) of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1986.

(6) Illegal use of drugs.—.

(A) In general.—The term ‘‘illegal use of drugs’’

means the use of drugs, the possession or

distribution of which is unlawful under the

Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 812). Such

term does not include the use of a drug taken

under supervision by a licensed health care

professional, or other uses authorized by the

Controlled Substances Act or other provisions

of Federal law.

(B) Drugs.—The term ‘‘drug’’ means a controlled sub-

stance, as defined in schedules I through

V of section 202 of the Controlled Substances Act.

(7) Person, etc.—The terms ‘‘person,’’ ‘‘labor

organization,’’ ‘‘employment agency,’’ ‘‘com-

merce,’’ and ‘‘industry affecting commerce,’’

shall have the same meaning given such terms in

section 701 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42

U.S.C. 2000e).

(8) Qualified individual with a disability.—The term

‘‘qualified individual with a disability’’ means an

individual with a disability who, with or without

reasonable accommodation, can perform the

essential functions of the employment position

that such individual holds or desires. For the pur-

poses of this title, consideration shall be given to

the employer’s judgment as to what functions of

a job are essential, and if an employer has pre-

pared a written description before advertising or

interviewing applicants for the job, this descrip-

tion shall be considered evidence of the essential

functions of the job.

(9) Reasonable accommodation.—The term

‘‘reasonable accommodation’’ may include—.

(A) making existing facilities used by employees

readily accessible to and usable by individuals

with disabilities; and.

(B) job restructuring, part-time or modified work

schedules, reassignment to a vacant position,

acquisition or modification of equipment or

devices, appropriate adjustment or modifications

of examinations, training materials or policies, the

provision of qualified readers or interpreters, and

other similar accommodations for individuals

with disabilities.

(10) Undue hardship.—.

(A) In general.—The term ‘‘undue hardship’’ means an

action requiring significant difficulty or expense,

when considered in light of the factors set forth in

subparagraph (B).

(B) Factors to be considered.—In determining

whether an accommodation would impose an

undue hardship on a covered entity, factors to be

considered include—.

(i) the nature and cost of the accommodation needed

under this Act;.

(ii) the overall financial resources of the facility or

facilities involved in the provision of the reasonable

accommodation; the number of persons employed

at such facility; the effect on expenses and

resources, or the impact otherwise of such

accommodation upon the operation of the facility;.

(iii) the overall financial resources of the covered

entity; the overall size of the business of a

covered entity with respect to the number of its

employees; the number, type, and location of its

facilities; and.

(iv) the type of operation or operations of the covered

entity, including the composition, structure, and

functions of the workforce of such entity; the

geographic separateness, administrative, or fis-

cal relationship of the facility or facilities in ques-

tion to the covered entity.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Passage of the ADA brought with it some disillu-
sionment. People who expected to see an overnight
change in the way society treated those with disabilities
were disappointed. Some protested that the law con-
tained too many loopholes for those wishing to avoid
providing access. It is clear, however, that the ADA has
had a significant impact. Voting machines, sidewalks, and
restrooms are just a few of the aspects of everyday life that
have been modified to comply with ADA provisions.

Nevertheless, there is room for improvement. In
2001, there were 54 million Americans with varying
degrees of disability. Many of them remain hampered
by barriers. Students with disabilities graduate from
high school and pursue college at a far lower rate than
other students, making it difficult for them to achieve
independence. The ADA mandates access to public
transportation, but almost forty percent of rural coun-
ties throughout the United States have no public trans-
portation. Those counties with public transportation
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do not typically have bus and train routes that stretch
to every area. Americans with disabilities, particularly
those who are low-income and older, are the least
likely people to be able to provide or afford their own
transportation. As a result, lack of transportation con-
tinues to inhibit the ability of people with disabilities to
take advantage of job training, employment, and rec-
reational opportunities.

In 2001, President George W. Bush pledged to
fulfill America’s promise to Americans with disabilities.
The subsequent terrorist attacks shifted national focus,
but the ADA has made disability rights a continuing
part of the national agenda. This legislation has sub-
stantially helped to raise people with disabilities to full
citizenship under the law in the United States.
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Indian Child Labor

Photograph

By: Sophie Elbaz

Date: December 1990

Source: ª Sophie Elbaz/Sygma/Corbis.

About the Photographer: Sophie Elbaz is a French photogra-
pher living in Marseilles, France. Throughout her

Disabled activists lobby Congress on Captial Hill on May 17, 1990, in an effort to get Congress to approve the Americans with Disabilities

Act. PHOTO BY TERRY ASHE//TIME LIFE PICTURES/GETTY IMAGES.
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professional career, Elbaz has held numerous exhibi-
tions of her photographs. Most of these photographs
depict events and lives of people, especially women
and children the world over. According to Elbaz, her
photographs symbolize human determination and
courage.

INTRODUCTION

Child labor is a pervasive problem in most of the
developing countries. Among these countries, India
has a high number of child workers. Various organiza-
tions in the past have emphasized the prevalence of
child labor in India. The United Nations reported that
in 1996, India had at least fifty million children
involved in labor work. As of the early 2000s, reports
published by Human Rights Watch—a non-profit
human rights organization—estimated the number of
child workers in the range of sixty to 115 million.

Out of these, at least fifteen million are bonded
laborers. Bonded laborers are those who work for
meager wages, usually with the purpose of paying off
a debt. This debt is often incurred as a result of a loan
taken by the child’s parents or guardians. Moreover,
there has been a significant increase in child labor in
the last decade. A census report published by Global
March Against Child Labor showed that the magni-
tude of child labor has increased from 11.59 million in
1991, to 12.66 million in 2001. Some human rights
organizations claim that the figure is higher, as child
workers in the domestic and agriculture sector have
not been covered in this census.

These reports also show that bonded child
laborers, as young as eleven, often work for sixteen
hours a day. Moreover, some are expected to work
every day of the year. There are many reasons for
such bonded child labor. These include poverty,
weak implementation of child labor prevention laws,
lack of alternative small-scale loans for poor people in
the rural and urban areas, absence of a concerted social
welfare scheme to safeguard against hunger and illness,
and an imbalanced educational system especially in
the rural regions. Further, fewer employment oppor-
tunities, corruption and apathy of government offi-
cials, caste-based discrimination, and indifference of
the society forces the children to start working at an
early age.

Over the years, various human rights organiza-
tions, within and outside India, have criticized the
role of the Indian government in not being able to
stop child labor. As mentioned above, numerous
reports highlighting the rise of child labor in India
have been published. The primary source is a photo-
graph taken by Sophie Elbaz in December 1990,

depicting an eleven-year-old orphaned child working
in a stone mine in Gurgaon, northern India, to meet
his daily needs.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

INDIA’S BONDED CHILD LABORERS

See primary source image.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Child labor is a socio-economic problem that is
predominantly rooted in poverty. In its report, the
Global March against Child Labor found that seventy
percent of respondents—mainly parents of child
laborers—cited poverty as the main cause of child
labor in India. Studies also showed that illiteracy and
unemployment are two more factors that are respon-
sible for this growing scourge.

In rural India, there is an increasing trend of child
labor as most of the people there depend on agriculture
as the only source of livelihood. With no proper gov-
ernment schemes, especially on finance, the farmers
keep on seeking loans from landlords who provide it at
high interest rates. Many farmers fail to repay these
loans and eventually pass it on to their children. As a
result, these children have no alternative but to take up
labor at a very young age. It deprives them of even the
sparse educational opportunities available in their
villages. According to the 2001 Census that was
released in August 2005, out of 226 million children
aged between six and fourteen years, 65.3 million
children—thirty percent approximately—did not
attend the school at all. The proportion of out-of-
school boys was twenty five percent compared to thirty
three percent for girls.

A nation’s progress depends on the education of its
younger generation. However, lack of education has
diminished the job prospects of these children, even as
the number of child labor keeps on escalating every
year.

In order to improve the situation, the Indian gov-
ernment has, in the last decade, created some aware-
ness among the masses and also initiated several steps
mostly under the first Act on child labor—Enactment
of Children Pledging of Labor—framed in February
1933. Since then, there have been nine different legis-
lations relating to child labor. The Child Labor Act,
1986, seeks to ban employment of children working in
certain hazardous occupations and also regulates the
work of children in certain other industries.
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The government has set up committees under the
Ministries of Rural Development, Urban Affairs and
Employment, Human Resources Development—
Department of Education—Social Justice and
Empowerment and the Department of Women and
Child Development for the betterment of child
laborers. Several benefits have been listed for the
parents and family members of the children working
under the poverty eradication and employment gener-
ation programs. Another program, the Integrated Child
Development Service (ICDS), perhaps, the single larg-
est program in the world is focused on pregnant moth-
ers and children in terms of immunization, nutrition
and pre-primary early childhood education.
Approximately 600,000 schools have been set up with
a purpose of providing free and compulsory primary
education irrespective of caste, creed, and sex. The
National Literacy Mission has been launched since
1988 to remove parental illiteracy.

Besides, projects to rehabilitate children working
in hazardous industries like fireworks, glass, bangle
making, gem cutting, and so on were started following
the announcement of National Child Labor Policy of
1987. In 1994, then Prime Minister PV Narasimha
Rao developed initiatives for taking out two million
children of ‘hazardous employment’. Hazardous
employment, as the name suggests, indicates employ-
ment conditions that are unsafe for children. This
figure—though in millions—encompasses only up to
3.3 percent of the nation’s child laborers.

The Indian legal system prohibits bonded child
labor and is a punishable crime with severe penalties.
In 1996, the Supreme Court of India gave directions
for immediate identification of children in hazardous
occupations and their subsequent rehabilitation, includ-
ing providing appropriate education to the released
children. At the international level, India is signatory
to the treaties framed under the International Labor

n PRIMARY SOURCE

India’s Bonded Child Laborers: Eleven-year-old Jan Mornod is a bonded laborer from Rajasthan, India, who works in the Gurgaon

stone mines. ª SOPHIE ELBAZ/SYGMA/CORBIS.
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Organization that guarantee rights of children. These
treaties were drafted at the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
1966, and the Convention on the Rights of the
Child, 1989.

The figures of child labor in India vary from
organization to organization due to the methods
adopted and the period selected for such surveys.
However, the scourge of child labor continues
unabated.
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A teenage Kurdish girl harvests cotton in southeastern Turkey in 1993. ª REZA; WEBISTAN/CORBIS.
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How Ireland Hid its Own
Dirty Laundry

Newspaper article

By: Mary Gordon

Date: August 3, 2003

Source: Gordon, Mary. ‘‘How Ireland Hid its Own
Dirty Laundry.’’ The New York Times. (August 3, 2003).

About the Author: Mary Gordon, critic, essayist and novel-
ist, resides in New York City. Among her contribu-
tions to contemporary Irish-American literature are
Pearl and Final Payments.

INTRODUCTION

Scottish director Peter Mullan’s film The
Magdalene Sisters opens with rhythmic music
sounded by the bodhran drum, dancing, celebratory
drinking, and a traditional wedding party. Soon, the
priest’s drumming and singing of ‘‘The Well Below
the Valley,’’ a song about Jesus Christ’s encounter
with Mary Magdalene, drowns out the sounds of the
rape of a girl, Margaret (played by Ann-Marie Duff)
by her cousin. Later, the young man endures no
punishment, while the girl is shunned by her family,
cast off to live with ‘‘the sisters.’’ The priest’s unin-
tentional silencing of the victim through the noise of
his druid-like chanting and drumming mirrors the
actual Catholic Church’s deliberate silencing of
30,000 young women during the late nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. Women who were raped,
became pregnant out of wedlock, were sexually
active, or were simply considered too attractive or
promiscuous to remain in open society were sent to
institutions run by nuns where they were forced into
hard labor without pay and leave. Their only chance
for pardon was from a male relative—a rare occur-
rence because of the fear of shame begotten to the
family. These girls were called the Magdalene
Sisters, or Maggies for short.

Mary Gordon’s New York Times article ‘‘How
Ireland Hid Its Own Dirty Laundry,’’ examines
Mullan’s film, which questions a culture that keeps
history and family matters tightly lip-locked in such
cases as the knowledge of the laundries.

Mullan’s has said that his viewing of the televised
documentary ‘‘Sex in a Cold Climate,’’ in which four
‘‘ex-Maggies’’ are interviewed, led to a desire to treat

the topic in a motion picture in order to reach a larger
audience.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

ONE of the most ancient and thriving products of Irish

industry isn’t mentioned in the tourist brochures, or the

guidebooks, or the economic histories. I don’t mean linen,

tweed or Jameson’s. What I have in mind is shame.

The Magdalene Sisters by the Scottish director Peter

Mullan, which opened Friday, is a fictional rendering of a

historical situation that could only take place in a culture of

shame. The film follows three young Irish girls who are

sent to one of the Magdalene Asylums, institutions run by

nuns, primarily in Ireland, to house girls who got pregnant

outside of marriage, or who were considered too sexual,

too flirtatious or even too attractive. They were incarcer-

ated in these asylums, which doubled as laundries, where

they worked, unpaid, seven days a week, 364 days a year,

with only Christmas day off.

Often the girls were put there by their families, in

arrangements facilitated by the parish priest; if they

escaped, they were returned by the police—a perfect

collusion of family, church and state. Some girls spent

years there; some a whole life. The laundries were

founded in the mid–19th century; the last was closed

only in 1996. It is said that 30,000 women passed through

their doors.

Mr. Mullan’s film raises the inevitable questions: how

can this have been allowed to go on? Didn’t anybody know

what was happening? Part of the explanation lies in the

fact that the soil in which the Magdalene laundries flour-

ished was the soil of shamed silence, the kind of silence

that allows words to be spoken but makes full understand-

ing of them impossible. And so the answer to the ques-

tion—didn’t people know what was going on?—is yes

and no.

Yes, in that the laundries’ existence was well known

enough to become part of the vernacular, to have gener-

ated nicknames, proverbs, cautionary tales: the domestic

architecture of demotic speech. Girls who were sent

to the laundries were known as Maggies. There was a

saying, ‘‘Bad girls do the best sheets.’’ Children who

misbehaved were told to mend their ways or they’d be

sent ‘‘to the laundries with the sisters.’’ And no, in that all

the Irish people I have asked have said that they had no

idea of the conditions of the laundries themselves. The

girls were literally kept behind stone walls; invisible,

isolate.

And one of the most distressing aspects of the film is

the girls’ isolation: they seem so utterly unbefriended,
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even by one another. Women who spent time in the laun-

dries say that one of the film’s unrealistic touches is the

conversations among the girls; these would never have

been allowed. Silence was part of the penitential discipline

that was meant to cleanse them—while keeping them, of

course, from forming any sort of community. But we ask

ourselves: didn’t any of the women who escaped or left

legitimately (any adult male relative could rescue them) tell

anyone—a family member, a friend, a sympathetic con-

fessor—what they had endured? The answer seems to be

no, and the explanation lies in the particular flavor of Irish

shamed silence.

Is the Irish mania for keeping things in the family

explicable only by colonization, by poverty, by the preva-

lence of alcoholism? I’m not a good enough historian to

trace the causes. But I do know this: one of the mistakes

that people make about the Irish is to confuse their volu-

bility with a sharing of information; the Irish believe that

language is at least as much ornament as telegrapher, and

one can be astonished at how many words one has heard

at an Irish gathering without having learned the slightest

thing about the speakers’ lives.

All the ex-Magdalenes interviewed by historians and

documentarians insisted that they never told anyone what

had happened to them because they feared the stigma of

being known as an ‘‘ex-Maggie’’ so intensely that they

denied themselves the consolation of sharing their experi-

ence. They never spoke of it to their families, and their

families never spoke of it to them, because they had endan-

gered their families’ position in the world, the future suc-

cess and happiness of their siblings. In the film, the father of

one of the girls who has tried to escape (he is played by

Mr. Mullan himself) brings her back and beats her in front of

the smirking mother superior while shouting: ‘‘You have

no parents. You’ve killed your mother and me.’’

The moral horror of the Magdalene laundries is that the

abuses they perpetrated were not the outgrowths of simple

sadism, or even of unmindfulness, but of a belief that they

were intended for the victims’ own good. It is difficult to

understand now that even in my childhood, people who

were neither insane nor stupid believed in literal hell fire, a

torment that was physical and spiritual and went on for all

eternity. If you really believed this, it could certainly be seen

as an act of kindness to lock someone up, even for life, to

subject her to humiliation and deprivation, if that would purge

her sin and wash her as white as the sheets she scrubbed.

And it is important to remember that the Magdalene

laundries came into being in the social, political, and reli-

gious context of Victorian Ireland, and the defenders of the

laundries say that we must also put them in their historical

context. They say that we must remember that for some

girls they were a refuge from a life on the streets, a shelter

from death by starvation or the fate worse than death:

prostitution. When the laundries were founded, Ireland

was a colony of England, its population halved by famine.

The country’s economic and social reality, and its image of

itself, were closely tied to Mother England. It was a per-

verse relationship, as colonial relationships tend to be, a

common-law marriage whose shaky legitimacy could be

easily threatened.

For important segments of the Irish middle class,

respectability was a tantalizing fruit always ready to be

devoured by the savage maw of Irish instinctual life. The

most visible sign of this threat was the sexually active

woman; a pregnancy outside of marriage was a reminder

of fecundity that could not be controlled by the mores of the

widowed queen—even with the collusion of the church.

But if the relationship with Mother England was fragile

and vexed, if the signals were confusing and shifting, there

was the rock of Peter upon which the church stood. That

need never be doubted: whatever the winds blowing across

the Irish Sea, the breath of the Holy Spirit could be felt every

time a nun or a priest opened his or her mouth.

The burden of these girls’ shame was made heavier

by their conviction that no one would believe them if they

said that the nuns were cruel torturers rather than angelic

saviors. Their abuse was hidden from the world by a wall of

long-skirted, veiled Brides of Christ, who were themselves

incarcerated: if it was good enough for them, why wasn’t it

good enough for ordinary sinners?

One of the most arresting scenes in the film is the one

in which Sister Bridget, the Mother Superior, watches, in

tears, while Ingrid Bergman, as Sister Benedict in The

Bells of St. Mary’s, weeps while she prays. We can see

Sister Bridget’s image of herself: rapt in her romance with

the Divine, able to endure any hardship on earth for her

Lover in heaven. The image was easily accessible to one

type of Catholic imagination, for which the nun, in her

consecrate virginity, was the only vessel in which female-

ness could safely be contained without the contamination

of sexuality. What hope could a tainted vessel have in

testifying against a pure one?

My own experience with nuns left me dissatisfied with

the heavy-handed burlesque of Geraldine McEwan’s per-

formance as Sister Bridget. I would have been more chilled

if she had seemed less psychotic, more calmly sure in her

role as handmaiden of the Lord. An obvious crazy is easier

to deal with and then dismiss than a hyper-rational ice

princess: an obvious crazy allows you to believe in the

possibility that she may be wrong. The cool rationalist

leaves you nowhere to turn, except against yourself.

Sister Bridget’s giving Harriet, the straight-haired, simple-

minded girl (brilliantly played by a newcomer, Eileen Walsh),

the name Crispina, which is Irish for curly-headed, and the

girl’s forced laughter at her own humiliation, was more

horrifying to me than the scene in which the nun cruelly

stabs at the eyes of another girl as she shears her victim’s
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hair with her punishing scissors. Sister Bridget’s cool

insults, delivered with a hyper-genteel precision, striking at

the girls’ notions that they are of any value under the sun,

seemed more parching to the soul than beatings or starva-

tion rations. And there is almost no one who went through

Catholic school who has not had at least one experience of

the nun’s special brand of styptic words and looks.

There is a cruel irony in choosing Magdalene as the

patroness of the laundries’ punishing enterprise. Jesus’

dealings with Mary Magdalene are saturated with forgive-

ness; there is no hint of punishment. Magdalene, the pros-

titute, pours perfume over Jesus’ feet and dries them with

her hair. He gives her a place of honor—it is Judas who

objects, and it is after the incident with Magdalene that he

decides to betray Jesus. In the Gospel of John, Magdalene

is the first to see Jesus after the Resurrection.

But no such reward has been given to modern

Magdalenes by the Catholic Church or the State of

Ireland. Because of this, Peter Mullan’s movie sheds an

essential light, however occasionally overheated, on this

shameful transaction.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The original intent of the institutions sprang
forth from earlier ‘‘rescue movements’’ of both
Ireland and Britain to ‘‘save’’ those women whose
work was prostitution. This Victorian age of sexual
repression also encapsulated the great potato famine
that swept Ireland from shore to shore in the mid-
nineteenth century, leading to desperation among
Ireland’s people to survive, thus producing more
prostitution in the country. These early asylum
women were, therefore, saved from prostitution and
from starvation, and resulted in less available avenues
for venereal disease transmission to the public.

However, the original intent of the laundries
became blurred as women were brought to the asylums
for reasons beyond that of prostitution. Numbers of
voluntary inhabitants diminished and laundry profits
plummeted, therefore, the criteria for confinement to
the laundries widened. Women who had sex outside
the sanctity of marriage, whether by consent or by
rape, were also then shepherded into the profitable,
soul-saving laundries. Additionally, the asylums were
used to hide away young women with mental and
physical disabilities less accepted by society, as charac-
terized by Crispina in Mullan’s film. ‘‘Maggies’’ were
instructed not to leave the laundries for the sake of
their souls and instead to commit to lives of silent
penance, working for the church, in order to avoid
the repercussion of Hell.

Ultimately, the advent of the washing machine
spelled the end of the Magdalene asylums, as profits
once again fell when large laundries became impracti-
cal and washing machines were plentiful. The kind of
activity that is portrayed in the institutions in Mullan’s
film primarily ended in the 1970s. The last of the
convent laundries belonging to the Convent of the
Sisters of Our Lady of Charity on Sean Mac Dermott
Street in Dublin did not officially close until 1996.
Those who were found there were free to leave the
convent, yet many opted to stay because they either
had no surviving family or other prospects for living
and working arrangements. According to Gary
Culliton’s 1996 Irish Times article entitled ‘‘Last Days
of a Laundry’’, the convent was not referred to as a
Magdalene Laundry in thirty years before its closing.
‘‘Magdalene means a public sinner. I’d be very wary
who I’d call a sinner,’’ commented Sister Lucy, a nun at
the convent. ‘‘The term makes my gorge rise. In their
young lives, these women were thrown aside by their
families and by society. They feel it is so unfair to keep
throwing that back at them.’’

In 1993, old memories of the Magdalene asylums
resurfaced when a mass grave of 133 unmarked bodies
of the once-incarcerated at the High Park laundry was
found after the land was sold. The bodies were disin-
terred, cremated and reburied in a nearby cemetery.
The Magdalene Name Project has been erected in
hope of further research and recognition of the incar-
ceration of these women, allowing families to claim
acknowledgment of relatives and loved ones who
worked within the halls of the laundries. A memorial
plaque presented by the former Irish President Mary
Robinson in 1996 resides in central Dublin and
is inscribed ‘‘To the women who worked in the
Magdalene laundry institutions and to the children
born to some members of those communities—reflect
here upon their lives.’’
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International Convention
on the Protection of the Rights
of All Migrant Workers and
Members of Their Families

Resolution

By: United Nations General Assembly

Date: July 1, 2003

Source: United Nations General Assembly. ‘‘International
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families.’’
General Assembly Resolution 45/158, July 1, 2003.

About the Author: The phrase ‘‘United Nations’’ was used
during World War II (1939–1945) to describe the
dozens of nations allied together to fight Germany
and Japan, most notably including China, France,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United
States of America. These allies decided to develop a
new organization to facilitate international coopera-
tion and help prevent future wars. It would replace the
League of Nations, which had failed to prevent World
War II. They called it the United Nations (UN). The
UN Charter was ratified on October 24, 1945. In the
years since the UN has served as a forum for

Women at work in a New York City sweatshop, 1913. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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international negotiation and cooperation on many
issues, including international security, human rights,
trade and economics, and the environment.

INTRODUCTION

In the wake of the terrorist attacks on September
11, 2001, illegal immigration and a growing popula-
tion of non-nationals have become serious problems
for many countries. While greater restrictions are nec-
essary to increase security, the backlash and fallout
from these measures can hinder economic growth
and infringe upon human rights. Debates concerning
illegal immigration and migrant workers often lump
the two categories together because both groups enter
countries without official documentation.

Unlike illegal immigrants, migrant workers gen-
erally come for seasonal work such as harvesting crops
and often return home after the work is done.
Immigrants desire to relocate to a new nation, and
the decision to move from their original country
stems from reasons of economic hardship, religious
intolerance, political suppression, to wanting to

experience a new lifestyle. The International
Organization for Migration estimates that about 175
million people worldwide live outside their country of
birth.

Even though advocacy groups also maintain that
the United States was founded by immigrants, many
sectors of society fear unrestricted immigration into
the United States. Hence, recent increased border
patrols have brought the number of undocumented
immigrants in the United States, estimated at eleven
million people, into a heightened media spotlight. The
added security measures aimed at preventing another
terrorist attack have caused many immigrants and non-
nationals to be detained at borders or within the
United States for extended periods. Often their immi-
gration hearings have been held in secret, they have
been deported, and some detainees have testified to
unacceptable conditions in their holding cells. Many of
these detainees have been of Arab or Asian decent.

The United States is not the only country to have
taken such extensive measures to curb illegal immigra-
tion and the flux of migrant workers. The European

Faubert Jean cuts cane on a batey, or sugar plantation, in the Dominican Republic. Like most cane cutters on the bateys, Jean is a

migrant worker for Haiti, and faces frequent discrimination. ª GIDEON MENDEL/CORBIS.
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Union mandated that asylum seekers and political ref-
ugees will not be returned to places where their lives
will be at risk, although after a large influx of refugees
from Northern Africa in the 1990s, some European
countries such as Italy and France are struggling to
incorporate the new residents into their economies. A
few wealthier countries like the Netherlands and Spain
have not given all refugees security from harm. Thus,
the European Union is challenged in maintaining its
own directive.

These continual struggles with immigration rights
and the question of the rights of the undocumented
laborer caused the United Nations to examine the issue
in 2003. On July 1, 2003, the International Convention
on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers
and Members of Their Families treaty went into force.
Over twenty years in its making, this treaty requires states
to prevent and stop illegal migration and to inform
migrants and employers of their rights.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

The 2003 migrant worker treaty only began the
process toward global cooperation and understanding
for the rights of migrants and other immigrants. As of
this publication, no major Western nation has ratified
the treaty. Smaller countries, and several developing
countries, have signed the treaty. Some of these coun-
tries are Egypt, Mexico, and the Philippines. The
countries that have signed the treaty are also those
that see the highest number of individuals leave their
nation every year.

The treaty is a major step in acknowledging the
rights of migrants, but recent world events have also
shown that there is more work to be done. In April
2006, intense Congressional debates, public protests
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(for and against), and media scrutiny concerned a pro-
posal to provide amnesty for nearly eleven million
undocumented illegal aliens in the United States.
Advocacy groups remarked that this program would
ease hostilities with targeted groups. Arab immigrants
and Arab Americans have frequently stated that they
are targeted in immigration investigations because of
racist assumptions that they are terrorists. Also, advo-
cates of the amnesty program claim that it would force
employers to offer fair wages—instead of the lower
wages that are traditionally given to undocumented
individuals—, thus encouraging future immigrants to
come to the United States legally. Opponents to the
plan contend that amnesty could give terrorists an
opportunity to infiltrate the United States—and that
the plan would cause welfare and public assistance
roles to swell.
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Honduran Sweatshops

Photograph

By: Ginnette Riquelme

Date: October 29, 2003

Source: AP Images.

About the Photographer: The Associated Press is a world-
wide news agency based in New York.

INTRODUCTION

The rap musician and businessman Sean P. Diddy
Combs (1969–) is the owner of two fashion clothing
lines, Sean John and Sean by Sean Combs. The workers
in this picture are sewing shirts for the Sean John cloth-
ing line at a factory owned by Southeast Textiles, S.A. in
Choloma, Cortés, Honduras. In 2003, the factory
employed 380–400 workers in two buildings—an
older building housing laundry, cutting, packing, and
warehousing facilities and a newer building housing
fifteen production lines, each employing fifteen to
eighteen sewers. One of these production lines is pic-
tured here. Eighty percent of the factory’s output was
Combs’s Sean John clothing line (long-sleeved t-shirts
and SJb9 Ski Division sweatshirts) and the remaining
twenty percent was long-sleeved t-shirts for Rocawear,
a clothing line co-founded by another rap artist, Jay-Z.
Other Sean John clothing line items are made in
Vietnam and China.

Controversy erupted around Combs when the
National Labor Committee in Support of Human
and Worker Rights (NLC) released a detailed report
in 2003 stating that working conditions at Southeast
Textiles were exploitative. The NLC is a New York-
based, nonprofit labor-rights group founded in 1981
that says it ‘‘investigates and exposes human and labor
rights abuses committed by U.S. companies producing
goods in the developing world.’’ The 2003 report
included interviews with factory workers at Southeast
Textiles, allegations about specific abusive working
conditions, and an interview with the Human Rights
Ombudsman of Honduras, Dr. Ramon Custodio.
(The Human Rights Ombudsman’s office is a
Honduran government office set up in the 1990s to
monitor human rights abuses in that country; about
100 nations, worldwide, have set up Human Rights
Ombudsman’s offices.) The NLC report was bolstered
by pay stubs, bathroom passes, bills of lading, and
other evidence.

According to the NLC, employees in the factory
worked mandatory 11–12 hour shifts without over-
time, were paid the Honduran equivalent of $0.75–
$0.98 per hour, were required to sew a Sean John
sweatshirt or long-sleeved t-shirt every 14.4 minutes
or a short-sleeved t-shirt every 3.75 minutes, and were
forbidden to talk. Drinking water supplied to workers
sometimes contained excrement, women were
required to take pregnancy tests and were fired if
found to be pregnant, and no workers were entered
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in the Honduran Social Security Health Care system.
Regarding the latter point, the Honduran Human
Rights Ombudsman stated, ‘‘This is illegal, a violation
of the law because every worker should have the pro-
tection of Social Security.’’

After the NLC report was released, several large
U.S. news organizations picked up the story and it was
widely reported that Combs was profiting from a
sweatshop. (Any factory where workers work long
hours, receive very low pay, and must endure danger-
ous, abusive, or otherwise illegal conditions is known
as a sweatshop.) Combs held a press conference on
October 28, 2003, in which he stated that he knew
from his childhood ‘‘what it’s like to struggle day
after day in a job to put food on the table’’ and was
unaware that his fashion lines might be produced using
sweatshop labor. He promised to investigate the
NLC’s charges.

Later in 2003, the NLC reported that the most
abusive supervisors at the Southeast Textiles factory
had been fired, overtime was being paid, workers could
use the bathroom without getting a pass, filtered
drinking water was being supplied, air conditioning
had been installed, workers were about to be entered
in the Social Security system, workers believed that
mandatory pregnancy testing was about to be ended,
and a union had been organized and recognized. In a
2005 interview, the Director of the NLC said, ‘‘Sean
Combs didn’t pull out of the factory, and he did the
right thing. But it took a lot of public embarrassment
for him to make any improvements.’’

n PRIMARY SOURCE

HONDURAN SWEATSHOPS

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Low wages for workers can translate directly into
higher profits for manufacturers because low wages
reduce the cost of production. For example, according
to the NLC, each Sean John t-shirt produced by
Southeast Textiles, S.A. cost only $3.65 for a wholesale
buyer in the U.S. in 2003. This cost included labor,
materials, shipping to the United States, and profits
earned by Southeast Textiles. Since a worker was paid
only $0.15 for sewing a shirt, labor comprised only
four percent of the shirt’s cost to the wholesale
importer. The same shirts were sold in U.S. stores
for $30 each, so the labor cost was less than one half
of one percent of the final retail price. Other hip-hop

focused clothing companies such as Perry Ellis, Karl
Kani, and Timberland have also been accused of con-
tracting with foreign factories that employ sweatshop
labor. According to China Labour Watch, in 2004
workers were paid only $0.55 to produce a pair of
Timberland boots that retails for up to $85.

The controversy over the production of apparel
in sweatshops is part of a larger controversy about
economic globalization. Critics of the globalization
of manufacturing and marketing argue that manu-
facturers locate their factories in countries where
workers are so desperate for income that they will
endure extremely low wages and abusive conditions.
Defenders of globalization argue that foreign employ-
ers pay higher wages than local ones and actually raise
living standards by establishing their factories in for-
eign countries.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Honduran sweatshops: Workers at a Southeast Textiles

International, S.A., in Choloma, Honduras, on October 29, 2003.

They are sewing t-shirts for the clothing line of American entre-

preneur Sean ‘‘P. Diddy’’ Combs. AP IMAGES.
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Efforts to produce clothing lines without using
sweatshop labor have been made. For example, No
Sweat, a clothing line of ‘‘urban apparel’’ based in
Bangor, Maine, features only clothes made by union-
ized workers. Opponents of such efforts argue that
withdrawing business from low-wage factories in
poorer countries—whether these factories can techni-
cally be classed as sweatshops or not—actually harms
poor workers rather than helping them. Some sweat-
shop opponents reply that their efforts are aimed at
improving working conditions in these factories,
rather than at closing them.
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Judge Rejects Lawsuit
Challenging Army ‘‘Stop
Loss’’ Policy

Newspaper article

By: The Associated Press

Date: February 8, 2005

Family members arrive at a New York City morgue to identify the bodies of victims of the Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire. The infamous

fire killed 146 factory workers, mainly young immigrant women, in March 1911, and led to workplace safety reforms in the United

States. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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Source: The Associated Press

About the Author: This article was written by a contributor
to the Associated Press, a worldwide news agency
based in New York.

INTRODUCTION

Thousands of United States servicemen and
women were forced to remain in the military beyond
their scheduled retirement or discharge after the
September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. The ‘‘stop loss’’
orders issued by the U.S. government indefinitely sus-
pended the date that military personnel could leave the
armed forces because an insufficient number of
Americans had volunteered to replace them in the
ranks. To critics of the policy, the government turned
its own soldiers into prisoners of war.

At the start of the war on terror in 2001, fewer than
half of one percent of Americans served in the armed
forces. During the Vietnam War, five percent of
Americans served in the military while twelve percent
of Americans put on a uniform during World War II.
In September 2001, the Air Force became the first
service branch to issue a stop loss order when it
blocked eleven thousand people from leaving. In sub-
sequent months, the Army, Navy, and Marines also
imposed stop loss orders.

In 2004, the Pentagon relaxed the stop loss rules.
In the wake of this decision, more special operations
personnel left the military than at any time since the

September 11 terrorist attacks. These personnel were
Army Special Forces, known as Green Berets, and
Naval Special Warfare personnel, known as SEALS.
Nearly thirteen percent of Army-enlisted commandos
left the service in 2004, compared with about six per-
cent in 2003. Nearly ten percent of 1,237 sergeants in
Special Forces with fourteen to nineteen years of expe-
rience left the service in 2004 compared with only
thirteen leaving in 2003. The former commandos
were recruited by private security firms working in
Iraq and Afghanistan that could pay far higher wages
than those offered by the U.S. military. These losses
meant that younger, less-experienced special opera-
tions personnel were being promoted to leadership
roles more quickly than in the past. High attrition
also meant that if a shortage of Navy SEALS or
Green Berets existed, a mission was not completed or
the wrong personnel was sent.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

JUDGE REJECTS LAWSUIT CHALLENGING ARMY ‘‘STOP

LOSS’’ POLICY

WASHINGTON (AP)—A federal judge on Monday dis-

missed a lawsuit challenging the Army’s right to force

soldiers to serve past the dates of their enlistments, the

so-called ‘‘stop loss’’ policy that can keep men and women

in uniform during war or national emergencies.

Spc. David Qualls had sought a preliminary injunction

to prevent the Army from forcing him to remain on active

duty, claiming his enlistment contract was misleading. He

signed up for a one-year stint in the Arkansas National

Guard in July 2003 but was later told he would remain on

active duty in Iraq until 2005.

U.S. District Judge Royce C. Lamberth for the District

of Columbia said the enlistment contract does notify those

who sign up that the government could extend their terms

of service. While acknowledging minimal harm to the

Army if he ordered Qualls released, Lamberth said similar

claims could lead to substantial disruption and diversion of

military resources.

The enlistments of an estimated 7,000 active-duty

soldiers have been extended under the policy, which the

Army says is needed to provide experienced soldiers for

battle. As many as 40,000 reserve soldiers could be

ordered to stay longer.

Qualls and seven other soldiers serving in Iraq or en

route to Iraq had asked the judge to order the Army to

release them from service immediately. They contended

the enlistment contracts make no explicit reference to the

stop loss policy.

In Washington on December 6, 2004, a news conference

announced a lawsuit challenging the military’s ‘‘stop loss’’ policy

of involuntarily extending service in Iraq. Present was one of

the seven plaintiffs, U.S. Army National Guard Specialist David

Qualls, pictured right, who is seeking a court order requiring

immediate release from military service. AP IMAGES.
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The government maintained that the enlistment con-

tract provided that soldiers may be involuntarily ordered to

active duty in case of war, national emergency or any other

condition required by law, which the government con-

tended would include extensions of existing contracts.

Qualls was ordered in December to return to Iraq

while Lamberth reviewed his lawsuit. In January, Qualls

volunteered for another six-year stint in the Guard.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The U.S. government took several steps other
than stop loss orders to remedy the troop shortages.
The Pentagon began an involuntary recall of soldiers
who left active service, raised the eligibility age for the
Reserve forces, and eased standards for new recruits. It
also considered implementing a shortened, fifteen-
month enlistment policy that had been used to disas-
trous effect during the Vietnam War. To immediately
address the problem of a troop shortage, Pentagon
officials in 2005 offered re-enlistment bonuses of
$8,000 for one year to $150,000 for six more years. It
is doubtful if such bonuses substantially influenced
enlistments. Private security firms offered $33,000
per month in 2005 with some former commandos
earning $200,000 or more per year for essentially the
same work they performed as soldiers.

The shortage of Americans willing to put life
and limb at risk at the going pay rate and the urgency
of having enough troops to fight in Iraq and other
global hot spots has renewed calls for a draft.
The military has long resisted a draft since an all-
volunteer military provides better-quality soldiers.
Draftees historically are less committed to the mis-
sion and less willing to obey orders. Politicians are
also not especially eager to institute a program that
will be politically unpopular. Yet the commitment to
Iraq and the fight against terrorism are long efforts
that will require a substantial number of military
personnel. Without a draft, stop loss orders are the
only means of obtaining sufficient numbers of sol-
diers for these battles.
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Undocumented Migrant Farm
Workers

Photograph

By: Andrew Lichtenstein

Date: August 10, 2005

Source: ª Andrew Lichtenstein/Corbis.

About the Photographer: This image was taken by Andrew
Lichtenstein, a documentary photographer based in
New York. The photograph is part of the collection
of the Corbis Corporation, headquartered in Seattle,
with a worldwide archive of over seventy million
images.

INTRODUCTION

Over thirty-five million new immigrants entered
the United States in the four decades after the
Immigration Act of 1965 reformed the immigration
process. The new law abolished the discriminatory
quota based on national origins that had governed
immigration policy since the 1920s. It treated all
nationalities and races equally. In place of national
quotas, Congress created hemispheric ceilings on
visas issued with only 120,000 people from the
Western Hemisphere permitted to enter the United
States. The legislation also stipulated that no more
than twenty thousand people could come from one
country each year. However, more than 120,000 immi-
grants from Latin America wanted to enter the United
States, and those denied legal entrance became undo-
cumented workers.

In states like California and Texas, both docu-
mented and undocumented immigrants became tar-
gets of those who feared dramatic social changes.
Conservative politicians mounted ‘‘English-only’’
campaigns, opposed bilingual education, lobbied to
remove all welfare benefits from undocumented immi-
grants, and campaigned to sharply restrict benefits for
legal immigrants. Leaders opposed to immigration
charged that the waves of immigrant workers were
undermining the United States as a European nation
and the principal guardian of Western civilization.
Latinos and Latinas came under particular target for
taking jobs from American citizens. Conservatives
called for greatly increased border patrols and sug-
gested the possibility of building a fence across the
long U.S.-Mexican border to thwart immigrants.

The conservative victory in the 1994 congres-
sional elections led to the enactment of the Illegal
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Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility
Act of 1996. This legislation increased the border
patrol, expanded Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) powers to deport immigrants, and
sharply increased penalties for illegal immigration.
However, employers of illegal immigrants faced few
penalties. Additionally, they could report undocu-
mented workers to the INS when they sought
improved wages and work conditions. As a result,
immigration reform did little to slow the great num-
bers of illegal immigrants who could make more
money in the United States than they ever could in
Latin America, albeit at low-paying, exploitative jobs.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

UNDOCUMENTED MIGRANT FARM WORKERS

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

By the start of 2006, over thirty-five million people
living in the United States were born in other coun-
tries. This equals about twelve percent of the American
population, the highest percentage of foreign-born
since 1920. Of these people, an estimated eleven to
twelve million are illegal immigrants, with Mexico as
the largest source of these immigrants. Three in four
illegal immigrants come from Latin America, with a
little more than half hailing from Mexico. About a
quarter of these immigrants enter the United States
legally and then overstay their visas. Undocumented
workers make up about five percent of the American
workforce. Nearly two-thirds of illegal immigrants
have offspring born in the United States, making the
children American citizens and greatly complicating
the problem of return to Mexico.

The rise in immigration has made the topic of
undocumented workers a matter of increasing national
concern. In 2006, a series of massive immigrant

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Undocumented Migrant Farm Workers: Undocumented migrant workers carry eggplants out of a field in Sampson County, North

Carolina, August 10, 2005. ª ANDREW LICHTENSTEIN/CORBIS.
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marches focused attention on the rights of immigrants
at the same time that Congress debated legislation that
would make illegal immigration into a federal felony,
tighten border control, and crack down on employers
who hire undocumented workers. The marches, spon-
sored by unions, religious organizations, and immi-
grant rights groups such as United Farm Workers
and Hermandad Mexicana, were designed to show
that Latin American immigrants had made substantial
contributions to the United States. The marches
were publicized through Spanish-language media.
Participants were encouraged to carry American flags
to show patriotism. However, many marchers carried
flags of their countries of origin. Worsening the sit-
uation, a media group released a Spanish-language
version of the American national anthem, ‘‘The Star-
Spangled Banner.’’ Many Americans viewed these
developments as evidence that Mexican immigrants

were refusing to assimilate into the United States and
were intent on changing American culture into
Mexican culture. In 2006, immigration remained a
very hot political topic.
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Civil and Political Rights

To speak of civil and political rights without speaking
of human rights is impossible. Most of the rights
enumerated in the United States Bill of Rights are
also enumerated in the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. Civil rights are those
rights codified and protected under the law. Most
often, these are rights such as freedom of speech, reli-
gion, movement, employment, and education; privacy,
access to courts, due process, property ownership,
commerce, and non-discrimination.

Political rights involve one’s ability to interact
with their government. Political rights include the
civil rights of free speech, voting, but specifically
refer to one’s ability to participate in government
(vote and hold office), criticize government, and advo-
cate change without risk of government repression.
While civil rights—as human rights—are universal,
political rights are often limited to citizens.

African slavery is covered in the chapter Slavery
and Genocide. This chapter chronicles key events in the
century-long African-American struggle for civil
rights from the Dred Scott decision of 1856 to the
height of the civil rights movement in the 1950s and

1960s. To provide a global context for the Black civil
rights movement, ‘‘Nelson Mandela’s Second Court
Statement’’ and ‘‘Appeal for Action to Stop Repression
and Trial in South Africa’’ look at the anti-Apartheid
movement in South Africa.

The capstone of this chapter’s discussion of polit-
ical rights is the 1989 pro-democracy demonstrations
in Tiananmen Square, Beijing, China. The event pro-
vided one of the iconic images of the political protest, a
lone man halting a line of tanks. The Tiananmen pro-
test was eventually met with a brutal response from the
Chinese government, but not before items like the
‘‘Tiananmen Square Declaration of Human Rights’’
circulated widely among Beijing students and political
dissidents.

The editors have chosen to include a limited num-
ber of articles on Women’s rights. The rights to par-
ticipate in government (vote), hold employment, own
property, marry, and found families are all enumerated
in the United Nations Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Attainment of these human rights is
the core struggle of many movements for social equity.
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Dred Scott v. Sanford

Legal decision
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Date: 1856

Source: Dred Scott v. Sanford. Supreme Court of the
United States 60 U.S. 393, December 1856.

About the Author: Chief Justice Roger B. Taney served on
the United States Supreme Court from 1836 until his
death in 1864. Widely criticized for the Dred Scott
decision, Taney’s personal views and actions on slavery
contradicted the decision; Taney emancipated his own
slaves and provided pensions for those too ill or old to
work.

INTRODUCTION

In 1834 Dred Scott, a slave owned by army physi-
cian Dr. John Emerson, traveled with Emerson to
Illinois, a free state in which slavery was not permitted,
and later to the Wisconsin Territory, a free territory.
While in the Wisconsin Territory, in an area that is in
modern-day Minnesota, Scott met and married fellow
slave Harriet Robinson. (Marriage of slaves in slave
states was prohibited, for it implied that slaves had
legal rights or standing.) Dr. Emerson bought
Robinson, and the couple soon had their first child.
Emerson himself met and married Irene Sandford in
1838.

After Dr. Emerson’s death in 1843, Dred Scott,
Harriet Robinson, and their child moved to St. Louis,
Missouri, where Dr. Emerson’s widow lived. Scott and
Robinson worked for Irene Emerson for three years
before asking to buy their freedom. Scott offered $300
but Mrs. Emerson refused. Scott then decided to sue
for his freedom.

Abolition sentiment in the north was running high
in the mid-1840s; lecture circuit stars such as the
Grimke sisters, Frederick Douglass, and Sojourner
Truth brought the issues of slavery and abolition into
the public spotlight, and editor William Lloyd
Garrison’s The Liberator published articles and edito-
rials against slavery and the slave system of labor. Dred
Scott argued that his time living in Illinois and the
Wisconsin territory, where slavery was illegal, nullified
his status as a slave.

Dred Scott’s initial lawsuit, filed in Missouri, was
dismissed for Scott’s failure to prove that the
Emersons owned him. In 1850 the St. Louis Circuit
Court ruled that Scott and his family were free. In 1852

the Missouri Supreme Court reversed the lower court
ruling, and Scott’s case made its way to the federal
courts. The children of Scott’s first owner, Peter
Blow, helped pay Scott’s legal fees.

After an 1854 decision by the United States
Circuit Court found for Mrs. Emerson, Scott appealed
to the United States Supreme Court. The court heard
the case in 1856 and made a public declaration in early
1857.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

DRED SCOTT, PLAINTIFF IN ERROR, v. JOHN F. A. SANDFORD.

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

60 U.S. 393; 15 L. Ed. 691

DECEMBER, 1856 Term

OPINION: Mr. Chief Justice TANEY delivered the opinion

of the court. . . .

The question is simply this: Can a negro, whose

ancestors were imported into this country, and sold as

slaves, become a member of the political community

formed and brought into existence by the Constitution of

the United States, and as such become entitled to all the

rights, and privileges, and immunities, guarantied by that

instrument to the citizen? One of which rights is the priv-

ilege of suing in a court of the United States in the cases

specified in the Constitution. . . .

The words ‘‘people of the United States’’ and ‘‘citi-

zens’’ are synonymous terms, and mean the same thing.

They both describe the political body who, according to our

republican institutions, form the sovereignty, and who hold

the power and conduct the Government through their

representatives. They are what we familiarly call the ‘‘sov-

ereign people,’’ and every citizen is one of this people, and

a constituent member of this sovereignty. The question

before us is, whether the class of persons described in the

plea in abatement compose a portion of this people, and

are constituent members of this sovereignty? We think

they are not, and that they are not included, and were not

intended to be included, under the word ‘‘citizens’’ in the

Constitution, and can therefore claim none of the rights

and privileges which that instrument provides for and

secures to citizens of the United States. On the contrary,

they were at that time considered as a subordinate and

inferior class of beings, who had been subjugated by the

dominant race, and, whether emancipated or not, yet

remained subject to their authority, and had no rights or

privileges but such as those who held the power and the

government might choose to grant them.

It is not the province of the court to decide upon the

justice or injustice, the policy or impolicy, of these laws.
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The decision of that question belonged to the political or

law-making power; to those who formed the sovereignty

and framed the Constitution. The duty of the court is, to

interpret the instrument they have framed, with the best

lights we can obtain on the subject, and to administer it as

we find it, according to its true intent and meaning when it

was adopted.

In the opinion of the court, the legislation and histories

of the times, and the language used in the Declaration of

Independence, show, that neither the class of persons

who had been imported as slaves, nor their descendants,

whether they had become free or not, were then acknowl-

edged as a part of the people, nor intended to be included

in the general words used in that memorable instrument.

. . . [I]t is too clear for dispute, that the enslaved

African race were not intended to be included, and formed

no part of the people who framed and adopted this

declaration; for if the language, as understood in that day,

would embrace them, the conduct of the distinguished

men who framed the Declaration of Independence would

have been utterly and flagrantly inconsistent with the

principles they asserted; and instead of the sympathy of

mankind, to which they so confidently appealed, they

would have deserved and received universal rebuke and

reprobation. . . .

But there are two clauses in the Constitution which

point directly and specifically to the negro race as a sepa-

rate class of persons, and show clearly that they were not

regarded as a portion of the people or citizens of the

government then formed.

One of these clauses reserves to each of the thirteen

States the right to import slaves until the year 1808, if it

thinks proper . . . And by the other provision the States

pledge themselves to each other to maintain the right of

property of the master, by delivering up to him any slave

who may have escaped from his service, and be found

within their respective territories. . . .

The only two provisions which point to them and

include them, treat them as property, and make it the

duty of the government to protect it; no other power, in

relation to this race, is to be found in the Constitution; and

as it is a Government of special, delegated powers, no

authority beyond these two provisions can be constitution-

ally exercised. The Government of the United States had

no right to interfere for any other purpose but that of

protecting the rights of the owner, leaving it altogether

with the several States to deal with this race, whether

emancipated or not, as each State may think justice,

humanity, and the interests and safety of society, require.

The States evidently intended to reserve this power exclu-

sively to themselves. . . .

Upon a full and careful consideration of the subject,

the court is of opinion, that, upon the facts stated . . . Dred

Scott was not a citizen of Missouri within the meaning of

the Constitution of the United States, and not entitled as

such to sue in its courts; and, consequently, that the Circuit

Court had no jurisdiction of the case, and that the judgment

on the plea in abatement is erroneous. . . .

We proceed, therefore, to inquire whether the facts

relied on by the plaintiff entitled him to his freedom. . . .

The act of Congress, upon which the plaintiff relies,

declares that slavery and involuntary servitude, except as a

punishment for crime, shall be forever prohibited in all that

part of the territory ceded by France, under the name of

Louisiana, which lies north of thirty-six degrees thirty

minutes north latitude and not included within the limits

of Missouri. And the difficulty which meets us at the

threshold of this part of the inquiry is whether Congress

was authorized to pass this law under any of the powers

granted to it by the Constitution; for, if the authority is not

given by that instrument, it is the duty of this court to

declare it void and inoperative and incapable of conferring

freedom upon anyone who is held as a slave under the

laws of any one of the states.

The counsel for the plaintiff has laid much stress upon

that article in the Constitution which confers on Congress

the power ‘‘to dispose of and make all needful rules and

regulations respecting the territory or other property

belonging to the United States"; but, in the judgment of

the court, that provision has no bearing on the present

controversy, and the power there given, whatever it may

be, is confined, and was intended to be confined, to the

territory which at that time belonged to, or was claimed by,

the United States and was within their boundaries as

settled by the treaty with Great Britain, and can have no

influence upon a territory afterward acquired from a for-

eign Government. It was a special provision for a known

and particular territory, and to meet a present emergency,

and nothing more. . . .

We do not mean, however, to question the power of

Congress in this respect. The power to expand the territory

of the United States by the admission of new States is

plainly given; and in the construction of this power by all

the departments of the Government, it has been held to

authorize the acquisition of territory, not fit for admission at

the time, but to be admitted as soon as its population and

situation would entitle it to admission.

. . . [I]t may be safely assumed that citizens of the

United States who migrate to a Territory belonging to the

people of the United States cannot be ruled as mere colo-

nists, dependent upon the will of the General Government,

and to be governed by any laws it may think proper to

impose. The principle upon which our Governments rest,

and upon which alone they continue to exist, is the union of
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States, sovereign and independent within their own limits

in their internal and domestic concerns, and bound

together as one people by a general government, possess-

ing certain enumerated and restricted powers, delegated

to it by the people of the several States, and exercising

supreme authority within the scope of the powers granted

to it, throughout the dominion of the United States. A

power, therefore, in the General Government to obtain

and hold colonies and dependent territories, over which

they might legislate without restriction, would be incon-

sistent with its own existence in its present form.

Whatever it acquires, it acquires for the benefit of the

people of the several States who created it. It is their

trustee acting for them and charged with the duty of pro-

moting the interests of the whole people of the Union in

the exercise of the powers specifically granted. . . .

But the power of Congress over the person or prop-

erty of a citizen can never be a mere discretionary power

under our Constitution and form of Government. The

powers of the Government and the rights and privileges

of the citizen are regulated and plainly defined by the

Constitution itself. And, when the Territory becomes a

part of the United States, the Federal Government enters

into possession in the character impressed upon it by

those who created it. It enters upon it with its powers

over the citizen strictly defined and limited by the

Constitution, from which it derives its own existence,

and by virtue of which alone it continues to exist and act

as a Government and sovereignty. It has no power of any

kind beyond it; and it cannot, when it enters a territory of

the United States, put off its character and assume discre-

tionary or despotic powers which the Constitution has

denied to it. It cannot create for itself a new character

separated from the citizens of the United States and the

duties it owes them under the provisions of the

Constitution. The Territory, being a part of the United

States, the government and the citizen both enter it

under the authority of the Constitution, with their respec-

tive rights defined and marked out; and the Federal

Government can exercise no power over his person or

property, beyond what that instrument confers, nor law-

fully deny any right which it has reserved. . . .

These powers, and others, in relation to rights of

person, which it is not necessary here to enumerate, are,

in express and positive terms, denied to the General

Government; and the rights of private property have been

guarded with equal care. Thus the rights of property are

united with the rights of person and placed on the same

ground by the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution, which

provides that no person shall be deprived of life, liberty,

and property without due process of law. And an act of

Congress which deprives a citizen of the United States of

his liberty or property, without due process of law, merely

because he came himself or brought his property into a

particular Territory of the United States, and who had

committed no offense against the laws, could hardly be

dignified with the name of due process of law. . . .

It seems, however, to be supposed that there is a

difference between property in a slave and other property

and that different rules may be applied to it in expounding

the Constitution of the United States. And the laws and

usages of nations, and the writings of eminent jurists upon

the relation of master and slave and their mutual rights and

duties, and the powers which Governments may exercise

over it, have been dwelt upon in the argument.

But, in considering the question before us, it must be

borne in mind that there is no law of nations standing

between the people of the United States and their

Government and interfering with their relation to each

other. The powers of the Government and the rights of

the citizen under it are positive and practical regulations

plainly written down. The people of the United States have

delegated to it certain enumerated powers and forbidden it

to exercise others. It has no power over the person or

property of a citizen but what the citizens of the United

States have granted. And no laws or usages of other

nations, or reasoning of statesmen or jurists upon the

relations of master and slave, can enlarge the powers of

the Government or take from the citizens the rights they

have reserved. And if the Constitution recognizes the right

of property of the master in a slave, and makes no distinc-

tion between that description of property and other prop-

erty owned by a citizen, no tribunal, acting under the

authority of the United States, whether it be legislative,

executive, or judicial, has a right to draw such a distinction

or deny to it the benefit of the provisions and guaranties

which have been provided for the protection of private

property against the encroachments of the Government.

Now, as we have already said in an earlier part of this

opinion, upon a different point, the right of property in a

slave is distinctly and expressly affirmed in the

Constitution. The right to traffic in it, like an ordinary article

of merchandise and property, was guaranteed to the citi-

zens of the United States, in every state that might desire

it, for twenty years. And the Government in express terms

is pledged to protect it in all future time if the slave escapes

from his owner. That is done in plain words—too plain to

be misunderstood. And no word can be found in the

Constitution which gives Congress a greater power over

slave property or which entitles property of that kind to

less protection than property of any other description. The

only power conferred is the power coupled with the duty

of guarding and protecting the owner in his rights.

Upon these considerations it is the opinion of the

Court that the act of Congress which prohibited a citizen

from holding and owning property of this kind in the
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territory of the United States north of the line therein

mentioned is not warranted by the Constitution and is

therefore void; and that neither Dred Scott himself, nor

any of his family, were made free by being carried into this

territory; even if they had been carried there by the owner

with the intention of becoming a permanent resident.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Chief Justice Roger B. Taney wrote the majority
decision for the Court; he had owned slaves but had
also emancipated them. Accused of working for the
‘‘pro-slavery’’ interests by abolitionists and future pres-
ident Abraham Lincoln, Taney’s decision helped
increase the divisions between North and South.

According to the Constitution, Taney wrote,
Dred Scott, as a person of African descent, was not a
citizen and therefore had no right to use the court
system to address the question of his freedom. The
Constitution included the ‘‘three-fifths rule,’’ and
other provisions that clearly treated slaves as nonciti-
zens; the Court’s interpretation of such laws held that
because Dred Scott was not a citizen, his lawsuit was
not valid.

Taney’s decision tried to skirt the moral issue of
slavery by noting that ‘‘It is not the province of the
court to decide upon the justice or injustice, the policy
or impolicy, of these laws. . . . The duty of the court is,
to interpret the instrument they have framed, with the
best lights we can obtain on the subject, and to admin-
ister it as we find it, according to its true intent and
meaning when it was adopted.’’

The Court’s second major argument was that Dr.
and Mrs. Emerson owned slaves as property and had
the right to move them wherever they wished. Moving
a piece of property such as a table or a horse, from one
state to another did not change the legalities of own-
ership, the Court ruled: As noncitizens and property,
slaves such as Dred Scott could go from free state to
slave state at their owner’s will without any change in
their legal status. Taney wrote that ‘‘no word can be
found in the Constitution which gives Congress a
greater power over slave property or which entitles
property of that kind to less protection than property
of any other description.’’

The Missouri Compromise of 1820, which had
established some territories as slave-holding and
others as free, was therefore unconstitutional under
this ruling. A free state deprived slave owners of their
property rights and freedom to move about the coun-
try as desired; Taney’s decision reached into politics as
free vs. slave state tensions peaked. Abolitionists

decried the Court’s decision, claiming judicial over-
reach, while other critics, including Abraham Lincoln,
accused then-president James Buchanan of influencing
the Court, a charge later proven correct.

Dred Scott v. Sanford was a breaking point in the
years before the Civil War. By nullifying the tenuous
balance between free and slave state admittance into
the Union, and by stripping freed slaves and freeborn
descendants of slaves of citizenship, the Court’s inter-
pretation fed southern hopes for slavery’s legal justifi-
cation and northern fury that a slave-leaning court
would make such a Constitutional determination.
Within three years the country was plunged into
the U.S. Civil War (1861–65). After the war, the
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments
to the Constitution outlawed slavery and, among
other things, declared that ‘‘All persons born or natu-
ralized in the United States, and subject to the juris-
diction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of
the State wherein they reside,’’—regardless of their
race.
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About the Author: John Bright (1811–1889) was a British
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of the Anti-Corn League, which was a group of
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politicians who rallied the public into getting the Corn
Laws repealed in 1846. The Corn Laws were aimed to
protect British farmers from foreign competition.
Bright was also noted for his oratory skills, and in
1882 he was elected lord rector of the University of
Glasgow.

INTRODUCTION

Conceptions of womanhood in Victorian England
(circa 1837 to 1901) called for women to be pious,
patient, frugal, and industrious. A woman’s sphere
was within the home because motherhood and domes-
ticity should have fulfilled her. These conceptions of
the dutiful women were reinforced through literature
in women’s magazines, in popular fiction, and through
social orders. Some of these social customs manifested
through women’s clubs and organizations, for which
they developed a sense of community and dignity from
work and communication with other females. Other
manifestations of social order came from laws.

Victorian England did not permit women to vote,
and while they were allowed to be in public without an
escort, women did not have a strong legal standing
within civil society. Women needed a man to own
property, they were expected to get married and have
children, and were not expected to work outside the
home. Popular romantic fiction often portrayed these

women as weak, but this was generally not the case.
Even though social orders told them to be passive
members of society who did not interact with political
debates, middle- and upper-class women expanded
their sphere outside the home. In England and the
United States, as well as other countries, a rising wom-
en’s movement emerged. These women, who labored
within their homes because rarely could a middle-class
woman afford more than one servant, balanced their
time between their homes and social networks. Their
social clubs brought forth urban reforms for city sew-
age and street clean-up and other local causes. Their
reforms also brought a heightened awareness of wom-
en’s lives outside the home.

Newspapers, whose circulation grew steadily in
the late nineteenth century, reported on the crimes of
women being accosted in the street. In late 1888, these
stories—written to incite fear—reflected the social
mood of the day. London, particularly the
Whitechapel area, buzzed about the serial killer Jack
the Ripper. He was never caught, but his slayings of
numerous prostitutes caused fears to escalate. These
fears of social mayhem reflected tensions about declin-
ing morals in society—particularly in cities. Mirroring
social reform movements in the United States, middle-
and upper-class women in England fought for the
reduction and removal of prostitutes, reduced working

An illustration from Harper’s Weekly shows disabled women being taught crafts in a class in England, circa 1871. ª CORBIS.
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hours, and a cleaner environment. The working classes
also fought for these rights, and middle-class men even
joined the crusade for higher wages. The laborer
wanted fair wages for his work, and the middle-class
businessman wanted higher wages to afford the lux-
uries of middle-class living. Women wanted reforms to
improve the quality of life. One of the ways that
Victorian women sought reform was by pushing pieces
of legislation like the Women’s Disabilities Removal
Bill to Parliament.

The Women’s Disabilities Removal Bill called for
men and women to be treated equally within society. It
meandered through Parliament for over thirty years
before it was laid aside for more pressing matters. The
framework of the bill was similar to the U.S. Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA). The ERA, passed by
Congress in 1972, called for legal protection against
discrimination of anyone. It failed ratification in 1982,
but its story is similar to the English Women’s
Disabilities Removal Bill in the late 1800s. Ardent
opponents to the bill declared that a woman needed
protection in society because of her gentle and weak
status, and events like Jack the Ripper and news stories
highlighting the crime helped reinforce beliefs that
women had to be protected. The opponents used
Victorian ideals on gender to reinforce their point,
and they used prescriptive literature that reinforced
the notion of a woman’s role being in the home.
Political leaders like John Bright said that women
should not be held equal to men because differences
between the sexes called for different rules for each.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

The bill seems to be based on a proposition which is

untenable, and which I think is contradicted by universal

experience. In fact it is a Bill based on an assumed hostility

between the sexes. Now, I do not believe that any hon-

ourable member in this House who is going to support this

Bill entertains that view; but if hon. Members have been

accustomed to read the speeches of the principal pro-

moters of this Bill out of doors, and if they have had an

opportunity, as I have had on many occasions of entering

into friendly and familiar conversation on this question with

those who support it, I think they will be forced to the

admission that the Bill, as it is offered to us, and by those

by whom and for whom it is offered to us, is a Bill based

upon assumed constant and irreconcilable hostility

between the sexes. The men are represented as seeking

to rule, even to the length of tyranny; and the women are

represented as suffering injustice, even to the length of

depth of slavery. These are words which are constantly

made use of both in the speeches and in the conversation

of the women who are the chief promoters of this Bill. And

this is not said of savage nations or of savages—and there

are some in civilized nations—but it is said of men in

general, of men in this civilized and Christian country in

which we live.

What, if we look over this country and its population,

would strike us more than anything else? It is this, that at

this moment there are millions of men at work sacrificing

their leisure and their health, sustaining hardship, confront-

ing it in every shape, for the sake of the sustenance, the

comfort, and the happiness of women and children. Yet it

is of these men, of these millions, that language such as I

have described is constantly made use, and made use of

eminently by the chief promoters of this Bill. The object of

the Bill is not the mere extension of the suffrage to

300,000 or 400,000 persons, its avowed object is to enable

women in this country to defend themselves against the

tyranny of a Parliament of men, and the facts that are

brought forward are of the flimsiest character.

There is the question of the property of married

women. There may be injustice with regard to the laws

that affect the property of married women, but is there no

injustice in the laws that affect the property of men? Have

younger sons no right to complain just as much as married

women? If a man dies in the street worth £100,000 in land,

and he leaves no will, what does the fiat of this House say?

It says that the £100,000 in land shall all go to the eldest

boy, because he happened to come first into the world,

and that the rest of the family of the man shall be left to

seek their fortunes as they like. Is there any greater injus-

tice than that? But that is an injustice which Parliament

inflicts upon men as well as women, and the fact of there

being some special or particular injustice of which women

may have a right to complain—I am not asserting or deny-

ing it—is no argument, no sufficient argument, for the

proposition which is now before the House. I have

observed when the question of the property of married

women has been before Parliament—I think it was

brought forward by the right hon. And learned Gentlemen

the Member for Southampton (Mr. Russell Gurney)—that

he was supported by several hon. And learned gentlemen,

lawyers of eminence, in the House, and, so far as my

recollection goes, the matter was discussed with great

fairness, great good temper, and great liberality; and

changes were made which to some extent meet the

view of those who had proposed them. There can be no

doubt then—I think no member on either side of the House

will doubt it—that this House is as fairly disposed to judge

of all questions of that kind which affect women as it is

qualified and willing to judge all questions of a similar or

analogous character which affect men. If married women

are wronged in any matter of this kind, surely we all know

that many of our customs and laws in regard to property
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come down from ancient times when power was law, and

when women had little power, and the possession and the

defence of property was vested, and necessarily vested,

almost altogether in men. But there is another side to this

question.

It seems almost unnecessary to quote it, but I would

recommend some of those very people who blame

Parliament in this matter to look at how much there is in

favour of women in other directions. Take the question of

punishment. There can be no doubt whatever that as

regards that question there is much greater moderation,

and, I might say, mercy, held out to women than there is to

men. Take the greatest of all punishments for the greatest

of all crimes. Since I have been in Parliament I think I could

specify more than a score of instances in which the lives of

women have been spared in cases where the lives of men

would have been taken. It is a horror to me to have to

speak in a civilized and Christian assembly of the possibility

of the lives of women being taken by the law, but the law

orders it, and it is sometimes done, but whether it be from

mercy in the judge or from mercy in the jury, or mercy in

the Home Secretary, there can be no doubt whatsoever

that the highest punishment known to the law is much

more rarely inflicted upon women, and has been so for the

last thirty or forty years, than upon men. Also in all cases of

punishment, I say that judges and juries are always more

lenient in disposition to women than they are to men.

I might also point out to some of those ladies who are

very excited in this matter that in cases of breach of promise

of marriage the advantage on their side seems to be enor-

mous. As far as I can judge from the reports of the cases in

the papers they almost always get a verdict, and very often,

I am satisfied, where they ought not to get it; and beyond

that, the penalty inflicted is very often, so far as I can judge,

greatly in excess of what the case demands.

Take the small case now of taxation. We know that

the advocates of this measure deal with very little ques-

tions, showing for instance how badly women are treated

by Parliament. Take the case of domestic woman-

servants, who are numerous; they are not taxed, men

are. That is an advantage to the women as against the

men. I do not say that it is any reason why you should

not pass this Bill, but I am only saying that these little

differences do exist, and will exist; they exist in every

country, and under every form of government, and, in

point of fact, have nothing whatever to do with the real

and great question before us.

The argument which tells with many persons who

sign the petitions to this House is the argument of equal

rights. They say, if a man lives in a house and votes, and a

woman lives in another house, why should not she vote

also? That is a very fair and a very plain question, and one

not always quite easy to answer. It is said that there can be

no harm to the country that women should vote, and I

believe that is a thing which many of us, even those who

oppose this Bill, may admit; but it is not a question which

depends upon a proposition of that kind. As to the actual

right, I would say nothing about it; I suppose, however, the

country has a right to determine how it will be governed—

whether by one man, whether by few, or whether by

many. Many men in Britain are, by their official or profes-

sional position, deprived by law of the privilege of voting,

notwithstanding their property qualifications. Many men,

on the other hand, are entitled to vote although possessed

of no property qualification of any kind. The intelligence

and the experience and the opinion of the country must

decide where the power must rest, and upon whom the

suffrage shall be conferred.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Women continued to push for their right to vote,
and they pushed social notions about them to the edge.
In the twentieth century, working-class women con-
tinued to work outside the home, and during World
War I women entered the workforce in unprecedented
numbers. Middle-class women left their domestic roles
to temporarily help their country in a time of need.
Accordingly, Parliament recognized this action in
1918 by affording women the vote, and twelve other
countries passed suffrage bills that year. In the United
Kingdom, the suffrage bill merely gave women the
vote, and prescriptive literature continued to educate
women on the social need for them to stay within the
home. Throughout their campaign for suffrage,
women had been saying that their service to the nation
came in a variety of forms, and they reiterated that they
could balance their personal and political lives.
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Plessy v. Ferguson

Legal decision

By: U.S. Supreme Court

Date: May 18, 1896

Source: Homer A. Plessy v. John H. Ferguson. 163 US 537
(1896).

About the Author: The U.S. Supreme Court, the highest
judicial body in the United States, is composed of the
chief justice and eight associate justices. All the justices
are nominated by the U.S. President and confirmed by
the U.S. Senate. In the case of Plessy v. Ferguson,
Associate Justice Henry Billings Brown (1836–1913)
delivered the majority opinion of the Court.

INTRODUCTION

In the post-Civil War era, southern reconstruc-
tion, which included federal military control over por-
tions of the southern United States, the reintegration
of former states that made up the Confederate States
of America, and the absorption of four million slaves
into the American economy and civil society, led to
the legal and social enforcement of segregation of
the races. While the Thirteenth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution outlawed slavery, the Fourteenth
Amendment was required to make former slaves citi-
zens and to provide legal grounds for equal protection
rights. Although the Fifteenth Amendment granted all
men the right to vote in the United States, a carefully
constructed system of legal and social segregation
crafted in the southern United States after the Civil
War effectively kept many former slaves from voting
and enjoying the full benefits and protections of U.S.
citizenship.

Andrew Johnson, a former Tennessee Senator, a
Democrat, and the Vice-President of Republican
President Abraham Lincoln, assumed the presidency
after Lincoln’s assassination. Though Johnson had
been selected as Lincoln’s running mate in 1864 because
of his anti-secession views, he was in no way a supporter
of equal rights for African Americans. A strong sup-
porter of the U.S. Constitution over states’ rights,
Johnson angered fellow southern legislators; in essence,
his views alienated both Republicans and Democrats,
northerners and southerners alike. Reconstruction
placed certain requirements on Confederate states
before their re-admittance to the Union—acceptance
of the Fourteenth Amendment, acceptance of African
American suffrage, an oath of allegiance, and the

establishment of civil governments. Many states balked
at the provisions and passed ‘‘black codes’’ which
restricted African American labor rights, created forced
apprenticeships for black children, and established strin-
gent vagrancy laws that could result in forced labor for
African Americans without identification.

In response, the U.S. Congress passed the
Reconstruction Act of March 1867, which divided the
South into districts, which the U.S. military would
occupy. Only those states that accepted the recon-
struction provisions would escape military occupation.
Southern states complied, in part because of vetoes
from President Johnson on such issues as further
black rights and restrictions on Confederate leaders
holding political office. The battle between Johnson
and the U.S. Congress led to his impeachment in 1868,
although the Senate did not convict him. Republicans
charged that Johnson’s role in weakening African
American rights in the antebellum South helped to
foster racial separation and increased violence aimed
at former slaves. In the meantime, southern states
continued to pass segregation laws, cementing the
system of the racial separation in the South.

In 1890, Louisiana passed a law separating train
coaches by color. Homer Plessy, who was one-eighth

A train conductor signaling from the ‘‘Jim Crow’’ coach, reserved

for African Americans. St. Augustine, Florida, January 1943.

ª CORBIS.
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black, purchased a railway ticket on the East Louisiana
Railway on June 7, 1892, with the intent of challenging
that law. Plessy belonged to a group called the
Citizens’ Committee of African Americans and
Creoles. The group had hired a lawyer to represent
Plessy should charges be brought against him. When
Plessy made his racial status known to the conductor
and sat in the ‘‘whites only’’ section, he was asked to
leave. He refused and was arrested. The case was
appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court in 1896.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Mr. Justice BROWN . . .delivered the opinion of the court.

This case turns upon the constitutionality of an act of the

general assembly of the state of Louisiana, passed in

1890, providing for separate railway carriages for the

white and colored races. Acts 1890, No. 111, p. 152.

The first section of the statute enacts ‘that all railway

companies carrying passengers in their coaches in this

state, shall provide equal but separate accommodations

for the white, and colored races, by providing two or more

passenger coaches for each passenger train, or by dividing

the passenger coaches by a partition so as to secure

separate accommodations: provided, that this section

shall not be construed to apply to street railroads. No

person or persons shall be permitted to occupy seats in

coaches, other than the ones assigned to them, on

account of the race they belong to.’

By the second section it was enacted ‘that the officers of

such passenger trains shall have power and are hereby

required to assign each passenger to the coach or com-

partment used for the race to which such passenger

belongs; any passenger insisting on going into a coach or

compartment to which by race he does not belong, shall be

liable to a fine of twenty-five dollars, or in lieu thereof to

imprisonment for a period of not more than twenty days in

the parish prison, and any officer of any railroad insisting on

assigning a passenger to a coach or compartment other

than the one set aside for the race to which said passenger

belongs, shall be liable to a fine of twenty-five dollars, or in

lieu thereof to imprisonment for a period of not more than

twenty days in the parish prison; and should any passenger

refuse to occupy the coach or compartment to which he or

she is assigned by the officer of such railway, said officer

shall have power to refuse to carry such passenger on his

train, and for such refusal neither he nor the railway com-

pany which he represents shall be liable for damages in

any of the courts of this state.’

The third section provides penalties for the refusal or

neglect of the officers, directors, conductors, and employ-

ees of railway companies to comply with the act, with a

proviso that ‘nothing in this act shall be construed as

applying to nurses attending children of the other race.’

The information filed in the criminal district court charged,

in substance, that Plessy, being a passenger between two

stations within the state of Louisiana, was assigned by

officers of the company to the coach used for the race to

which he belonged, but he insisted upon going into a coach

used by the race to which he did not belong. Neither in the

information nor plea was his particular race or color

averred.

The petition for the writ of prohibition averred that

petitioner was seven-eights Caucasian and one-eighth

African blood; that the mixture of colored blood was not

discernible in him; and that he was entitled to every right,

privilege, and immunity secured to citizens of the United

States of the white race; and that, upon such theory, he

took possession of a vacant seat in a coach where passen-

gers of the white race were accommodated, and was

ordered by the conductor to vacate said coach, and take

a seat in another, assigned to persons of the colored race,

and, having refused to comply with such demand, he was

forcibly ejected, with the aid of a police officer, and impris-

oned in the parish jail to answer a charge of having violated

the above act.

The constitutionality of this act is attacked upon the ground

that it conflicts both with the thirteenth amendment of the

constitution, abolishing slavery, and the fourteenth

amendment, which prohibits certain restrictive legislation

on the part of the states.

While we think the enforced separation of the races, as

applied to the internal commerce of the state, neither

abridges the privileges or immunities of the colored man,

deprives him of his property without due process of law,

nor denies him the equal protection of the laws, within the

meaning of the fourteenth amendment, we are not pre-

pared to say that the conductor, in assigning passengers to

the coaches according to their race, does not act at his

peril, or that the provision of the second section of the act

that denies to the passenger compensation in damages for

a refusal to receive him into the coach in which he properly

belongs is a valid exercise of the legislative power. Indeed,

we understand it to be conceded by the state’s attorney

that such part of the act as exempts from liability the rail-

way company and its officers is unconstitutional.

It is claimed by the plaintiff in error that, in a mixed com-

munity, the reputation of belonging to the dominant race,

in this instance the white race, is ‘property,’ in the same

sense that a right of action or of inheritance is property.

Conceding this to be so, for the purposes of this case, we

are unable to see how this statute deprives him of, or in

any way affects his right to, such property. If he be a white

man, and assigned to a colored coach, he may have his

action for damages against the company for being
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deprived of his so-called ‘property.’ Upon the other hand, if

he be a colored man, and be so assigned, he has been

deprived of no property, since he is not lawfully entitled to

the reputation of being a white man.

In this connection, it is also suggested by the learned

counsel for the plaintiff in error that the same argument

that will justify the state legislature in requiring railways to

provide separate accommodations for the two races will

also authorize them to require separate cars to be provided

for people whose hair is of a certain color, or who are

aliens, or who belong to certain nationalities, or to enact

laws requiring colored people to walk upon one side of the

street, and white people upon the other, or requiring white

men’s houses to be painted white, and colored men’s

black, or their vehicles or business signs to be of different

colors, upon the theory that one side of the street is as

good as the other, or that a house or vehicle of one color is

as good as one of another color. The reply to all this is that

every exercise of the police power must be reasonable,

and extend only to such laws as are enacted in good faith

for the promotion of the public good, and not for the

annoyance or oppression of a particular class.

So far, then, as a conflict with the fourteenth amendment

is concerned, the case reduces itself to the question

whether the statute of Louisiana is a reasonable regula-

tion, and with respect to this there must necessarily be a

large discretion on the part of the legislature. In determin-

ing the question of reasonableness, it is at liberty to act

with reference to the established usages, customs, and

traditions of the people, and with a view to the promotion

of their comfort, and the preservation of the public peace

and good order. Gauged by this standard, we cannot say

that a law which authorizes or even requires the separation

of the two races in public conveyances is unreasonable, or

more obnoxious to the fourteenth amendment than the

acts of congress requiring separate schools for colored

children in the District of Columbia, the constitutionality

of which does not seem to have been questioned, or the

corresponding acts of state legislatures.

We consider the underlying fallacy of the plaintiff’s argu-

ment to consist in the assumption that the enforced sep-

aration of the two races stamps the colored race with a

badge of inferiority. If this be so, it is not by reason of

anything found in the act, but solely because the colored

race chooses to put that construction upon it. The argu-

ment necessarily assumes that if, as has been more than

once the case, and is not unlikely to be so again, the

colored race should become the dominant power in the

state legislature, and should enact a law in precisely similar

terms, it would thereby relegate the white race to an

inferior position. We imagine that the white race, at least,

would not acquiesce in this assumption. The argument

also assumes that social prejudices may be overcome by

legislation, and that equal rights cannot be secured to the

negro except by an enforced commingling of the two races.

We cannot accept this proposition. If the two races are to

meet upon terms of social equality, it must be the result of

natural affinities, a mutual appreciation of each other’s mer-

its, and a voluntary consent of individuals. . . .Legislation is

powerless to eradicate racial instincts, or to abolish distinc-

tions based upon physical differences, and the attempt to

do so can only result in accentuating the difficulties of

the present situation. If the civil and political rights of both

races be equal, one cannot be inferior to the other civilly or

politically. If one race be inferior to the other socially, the

constitution of the United States cannot put them upon the

same plane.

The judgment of the court below is therefore affirmed.

Mr. Justice HARLAN dissenting.

In my opinion, the judgment this day rendered will, in time,

prove to be quite as pernicious as the decision made by

this tribunal in the Dred Scott Case.

The destinies of the two races, in this country, are indis-

solubly linked together, and the interests of both require

that the common government of all shall not permit the

seeds of race hate to be planted under the sanction of law.

What can more certainly arouse race hate, what more

certainly create and perpetuate a feeling of distrust

between these races, than state enactments which, in

fact, proceed on the ground that colored citizens are so

inferior and degraded that they cannot be allowed to sit in

public coaches occupied by white citizens? That, as all will

admit, is the real meaning of such legislation as was

enacted in Louisiana.

The sure guaranty of the peace and security of each race is

the clear, distinct, unconditional recognition by our govern-

ments, national and state, of every right that inheres in civil

freedom, and of the equality before the law of all citizens of

the United States, without regard to race. State enact-

ments regulating the enjoyment of civil rights upon the

basis of race, and cunningly devised to defeat legitimate

results of the war, under the pretense of recognizing

equality of rights, can have no other result than to render

permanent peace impossible, and to keep alive a conflict

of races, the continuance of which must do harm to all

concerned. This question is not met by the suggestion that

social equality cannot exist between the white and black

races in this country. That argument, if it can be properly

regarded as one, is scarcely worthy of consideration; for

social equality no more exists between two races when

traveling in a passenger coach or a public highway than

when members of the same races sit by each other in a

street car or in the jury box, or stand or sit with each other

in a political assembly, or when they use in common the

streets of a city or town, or when they are in the same

room for the purpose of having their names placed on the
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registry of voters, or when they approach the ballot box in

order to exercise the high privilege of voting.

There is a race so different from our own that we do not

permit those belonging to it to become citizens of the

United States. Persons belonging to it are, with few excep-

tions, absolutely excluded from our country.

I allude to the Chinese race. But, by the statute in question,

a Chinaman can ride in the same passenger coach with

white citizens of the United States, while citizens of the

black race in Louisiana, many of whom, perhaps, risked

their lives for the preservation of the Union, who are enti-

tled, by law, to participate in the political control of the

state and nation, who are not excluded, by law or by

reason of their race, from public stations of any kind, and

who have all the legal rights that belong to white citizens,

are yet declared to be criminals, liable to imprisonment, if

they ride in a public coach occupied by citizens of the white

race. It is scarcely just to say that a colored citizen should

not object to occupying a public coach assigned to his own

race. He does not object, nor, perhaps, would he object to

separate coaches for his race if his rights under the law

were recognized. But he does object, and he ought never

to cease objecting, that citizens of the white and black

races can be adjudged criminals because they sit, or

claim the right to sit, in the same public coach on a public

highway. The arbitrary separation of citizens, on the basis

of race, while they are on a public highway, is a badge of

servitude wholly inconsistent with the civil freedom and

the equality before the law established by the constitution.

It cannot be justified upon any legalgrounds.

I am of opinion that the state of Louisiana is inconsistent

with the personal liberty of citizens, white and black, in that

state, and hostile to both the spirit and letter of the con-

stitution of the United States. If laws of like character

should be enacted in the several states of the Union, the

effect would be in the highest degree mischievous.

Slavery, as an institution tolerated by law, would, it is

true, have disappeared from our country; but there would

remain a power in the states, by sinister legislation, to

interfere with the full enjoyment of the blessings of free-

dom, to regulate civil rights, common to all citizens, upon

the basis of race, and to place in a condition of legal

inferiority a large body of American citizens, now constitut-

ing a part of the political community, called the ‘People of

the United States,’ for whom, and by whom through

representatives, our government is administered. Such

a system is inconsistent with the guaranty given by the

constitution to each state of a republican form of govern-

ment, and may be stricken down by congressional action,

or by the courts in the discharge of their solemn duty

to maintain the supreme law of the land, anything in

the constitution or laws of any state to the contrary

notwithstanding.

For the reason stated, I am constrained to withhold my

assent from the opinion and judgment of the majority.

[Edited from original language, taken from Westlaw, by

project editor.]

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Plessy’s lawyer, white New York attorney Albion
Tourgée, had successfully represented black clients in
rights cases, and the Citizens’ Committee of African
Americans and Creoles hired him based on his experi-
ence. The Citizens’ Committee had been successful in
another court case in which a Louisiana district court
ruled that segregated railcar laws for interstate trans-
portation were unconstitutional. The group hoped to
duplicate that success for intrastate travel as well.

In representing Plessy, Tourgée argued that
Louisiana violated both the Thirteenth and the
Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution
when crafting and implementing the 1890 Separate
Car Law. Plessy’s right to ‘‘equal protection’’ under
the law was violated by prohibiting him from using
‘‘whites only’’ railcars, according to Tourgée, while
segregation itself implied the inferiority of African
Americans, which Tourgée argued violated the
Thirteenth Amendment.

The U.S. Supreme Court rejected outright the
notion that Homer Plessy’s rights had been violated
regarding the Thirteenth Amendment, for the railcar
law in no way enslaved blacks or returned them to
forced servitude; creating an atmosphere of inferior-
ity for one race was not the same as slavery. On the
issue of the Fourteenth Amendment, Justice Henry
Billings Brown makes the distinction that legal rights
are quite different from social policy. According
to the court’s decision, separate is not inherently
unequal. As Justice Brown states in the excerpt
above, ‘‘If the civil and political rights of both races
be equal, one cannot be inferior to the other civilly or
politically. If one race be inferior to the other
socially, the constitution of the United States cannot
put them upon the same plane.’’ The U.S. Supreme
Court ruling affirmed the Louisiana’s 1890 Separate
Car Law.

Justice John Marshall Harlan, a former slave
owner and the only voice of dissent in the seven to
one ruling, vehemently disagreed with his fellow jus-
tices on the grounds that the law’s intent is clear.
‘‘What can more certainly arouse race hate, what
more certainly create and perpetuate a feeling of dis-
trust between these races, than state enactments which,
in fact, proceed on the ground that colored citizens are
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so inferior and degraded that they cannot be allowed to
sit in public coaches occupied by white citizens? That,
as all will admit, is the real meaning of such legislation
as was enacted in Louisiana.’’

Homer Plessy paid a twenty-five dollar fine under
the terms of the Louisiana law. The 1896 decision set
the tone for racial segregation in the United States
until the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court decision Brown v.
Board of Education, which rejected the ‘‘separate but
equal’’ concept. In the intervening fifty-eight years,
segregated schools, neighborhoods, restaurants, pri-
vate clubs, public restrooms, transportation, and
other kinds of race-based separations were completely
legal in states that enacted such legislation.
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About the Author: Ida B. Wells-Barnett (1862–1931) was a
teacher, journalist, and social activist, renowned for
her campaigns against the lynching of African
Americans. She was born a slave in Holly Springs,
Mississippi. After Emancipation, her parents were
associated with Rust College in Holly Springs, where
Wells was educated until the death of her parents and
youngest brother in a yellow fever epidemic in 1878.
After working as a schoolteacher to support her sib-
lings, Wells moved to Memphis around 1880, where
she continued to teach. During this period, Wells also
began writing for local black publications, using the
pseudonym Iola. She became a co-owner and frequent
contributor to the Memphis newspaper the Free Speech
and Headlight in 1889. In 1892, her editorials on the

lynching of three respected Memphis businessmen
resulted in the mob destruction of the Free Speech
building, and Wells’s life was repeatedly threatened.
She went to New York, where she wrote for the New
York Age, and published an analysis of lynching in the
South entitled Southern Horrors.

The following year, Wells moved to Chicago, where
she worked for the Conservator, a black newspaper
founded and edited by Ferdinand Barnett. With
Barnett and Frederick Douglass, Wells also co-auth-
ored a booklet called The Reason Why the Colored
American Is Not Represented in the World’s Columbian
Exposition. In 1895, Wells married Barnett and pub-
lished A Red Record. Wells-Barnett was active in
the Niagara Movement in 1906, and was one of the
founders of the NAACP (National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People) in 1909, although
she left the organization in 1912. She remained active
in many political groups in Chicago, both for African-
Americans and women’s suffrage, and ran for the
Illinois State Senate in 1930.

INTRODUCTION

Ida B. Wells-Barnett’s Arena article was ground-
breaking in many ways. Although the black press had
covered mob violence for many years, Lynch Law in
America was one of the first uncompromising, graphi-
cally descriptive portrayals of lynching to be aimed at
an audience that was largely white. The Arena was a
monthly literary magazine published in Boston from
1889–1909 that was dedicated to ‘‘The Betterment of
Conditions’’ with a penchant for muck-raking, so
Wells-Barnett’s urgent plea for social justice fit the
magazine’s agenda well, even if the topic was uncom-
fortable for many of its readers.

Wells-Barnett’s claim that lynching was not mind-
less mob action, but brutality with a hidden motiva-
tion, was equally innovative. Her analysis of the
unwritten laws used to justify illegal and otherwise
unconscionable activities foreshadows modern histor-
ical analyses. Dray (2002) and Tolnay and Beck (1995),
for instance, expand on Wells-Barnett’s ideas to
explain lynching as a method of social control, disen-
franchisement, and terror, a manner of controlling
economic and political competition, and as a way to
punish those who challenged the rigid ideology of
sexual segregation.

Wells-Barnett’s use of statistics to describe the
magnitude of the lynching problem was also a first.
By using figures collected from white sources, such as
the Chicago Tribune in Lynch Law in America, Wells-
Barnett was able to forestall her critics’ dismissal of
lynching as an infrequent or usually warranted
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practice. She also pointed out that fewer than a third of
the victims of lynchings were even accused of rape,
which was its most common justification.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Our country’s national crime is lynching. It is not the crea-

ture of an hour, the sudden outburst of uncontrolled fury,

or the unspeakable brutality of an insane mob. It repre-

sents the cool, calculating deliberation of intelligent people

who openly avow that there is an ‘‘unwritten law’’ that

justifies them in putting human beings to death without

complaint under oath, without trial by jury, without oppor-

tunity to make defense, and without right of appeal . . .

The alleged menace of universal suffrage having been

avoided by the absolute suppression of the negro vote, the

spirit of mob murder should have been satisfied and the

butchery of negroes should have ceased. But men,

women, and children were the victims of murder by indi-

viduals and murder by mobs, just as they had been when

killed at the demands of the ‘‘unwritten law’’ to prevent

‘‘negro domination.’’ Negroes were killed for disputing

over terms of contracts with their employers. If a few

barns were burned some colored man was killed to stop

it. If a colored man resented the imposition of a white man

and the two came to blows, the colored man had to die,

either at the hands of the white man then and there or later

at the hands of a mob that speedily gathered. If he showed

a spirit of courageous manhood he was hanged for his

pains, and the killing was justified by the declaration that

he was a ‘‘saucy nigger.’’ Colored women have been mur-

dered because they refused to tell the mobs where rela-

tives could be found for ‘‘lynching bees.’’ Boys of fourteen

years have been lynched by white representatives of

American civilization. In fact, for all kinds of offenses—

and for no offenses—from murders to misdemeanors,

men and women are put to death without judge or jury;

so that, although the political excuse was no longer neces-

sary, the wholesale murder of human beings went on just

the same. A new name was given to the killings and a new

excuse was invented for so doing.

Again the aid of the ‘‘unwritten law’’ is invoked, and

again it comes to the rescue. During the last ten years a

new statute has been added to the ‘‘unwritten law.’’ This

statute proclaims that for certain crimes or alleged crimes

no negro shall be allowed a trial; that no white woman shall

be compelled to charge an assault under oath or to submit

any such charge to the investigation of a court of law. The

result is that many men have been put to death whose

innocence was afterward established; and to-day, under

this reign of the ‘‘unwritten law,’’ no colored man, no

matter what his reputation, is safe from lynching if a

white woman, no matter what her standing or motive,

cares to charge him with insult or assault.

It is considered a sufficient excuse and reasonable

justification to put a prisoner to death under this ‘‘unwritten

law’’ for the frequently repeated charge that these lynch-

ing horrors are necessary to prevent crimes against

women. The sentiment of the country has been appealed

to, in describing the isolated condition of white families in

thickly populated negro districts; and the charge is made

that these homes are in as great danger as if they were

surrounded by wild beasts. And the world has accepted

this theory without let or hindrance. In many cases there

has been open expression that the fate meted out to the

victim was only what he deserved. In many other instan-

ces there has been a silence that says more forcibly than

words can proclaim it that it is right and proper that a

human being should be seized by a mob and burned to

death upon the unsworn and the uncorroborated charge of

his accuser. No matter that our laws presume every man

innocent until he is proved guilty; no matter that it leaves a

certain class of individuals completely at the mercy of

another class; no matter that it encourages those crimi-

nally disposed to blacken their faces and commit any crime

in the calendar so long as they can throw suspicion on

some negro, as is frequently done, and then lead a mob

to take his life; no matter that mobs make a farce of the law

and a mockery of justice; no matter that hundreds of boys

are being hardened in crime and schooled in vice by the

repetition of such scenes before their eyes—if a white

woman declares herself insulted or assaulted, some life

must pay the penalty, with all the horrors of the Spanish

Inquisition and all the barbarism of the Middle Ages. The

world looks on and says it is well.

Not only are two hundred men and women put to

death annually, on the average, in this country by mobs,

but these lives are taken with the greatest publicity. In

many instances the leading citizens aid and abet by their

presence when they do not participate, and the leading

journals inflame the public mind to the lynching point with

scare-head articles and offers of rewards. Whenever a

burning is advertised to take place, the railroads run excur-

sions, photographs are taken, and the same jubilee is

indulged in that characterized the public hangings of one

hundred years ago. There is, however, this difference: in

those old days the multitude that stood by was permitted

only to guy or jeer. The nineteenth century lynching mob

cuts off ears, toes, and fingers, strips off flesh, and distrib-

utes portions of the body as souvenirs among the crowd. If

the leaders of the mob are so minded, coal-oil is poured

over the body and the victim is then roasted to death. This

has been done in Texarkana and Paris, Tex., in Bardswell,

Ky., and in Newman, Ga. In Paris the officers of the law

delivered the prisoner to the mob. The mayor gave the
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school children a holiday and the railroads ran excursion

trains so that the people might see a human being burned

to death. In Texarkana, the year before, men and boys

amused themselves by cutting off strips of flesh and

thrusting knives into their helpless victim. At Newman,

Ga., of the present year, the mob tried every conceivable

torture to compel the victim to cry out and confess, before

they set fire to the faggots that burned him. But their

trouble was all in vain—he never uttered a cry, and they

could not make him confess . . .

Quite a number of the one-third alleged cases of

assault that have been personally investigated by the

writer have shown that there was no foundation in fact

for the charges; yet the claim is not made that there were

no real culprits among them. The negro has been too long

associated with the white man not to have copied his

vices as well as his virtues. But the negro resents and

utterly repudiates the effort to blacken his good name by

asserting that assaults upon women are peculiar to his

race. The negro has suffered far more from the commis-

sion of this crime against the women of his race by white

men than the white race has ever suffered through his

crimes. Very scant notice is taken of the matter when this

is the condition of affairs. What becomes a crime deserv-

ing capital punishment when the tables are turned is a

matter of small moment when the negro woman is the

accusing party . . .

No scoffer at our boasted American civilization could

say anything more harsh of it than does the American

white man himself who says he is unable to protect the

honor of his women without resort to such brutal, inhu-

man, and degrading exhibitions as characterize ‘‘lynching

bees.’’ The cannibals of the South Sea Islands roast human

beings alive to satisfy hunger. The red Indian of the

Western plains tied his prisoner to the stake, tortured

him, and danced in fiendish glee while his victim writhed

in the flames. His savage, untutored mind suggested no

better way than that of wreaking vengeance upon those

who had wronged him. These people knew nothing about

Christianity and did not profess to follow its teachings; but

such primary laws as they had they lived up to. No nation,

savage or civilized, save only the United States of America,

has confessed its inability to protect its women save by

hanging, shooting, and burning alleged offenders.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Wells-Barnett’s campaign to eradicate lynching
was based on personal experience as well as a desire for
social justice. In March 1892, three of Wells-Barnett’s
friends—Thomas Moss, Calvin McDowell, and
Henry Stewart, the owners of a Memphis grocery
store—were arrested on suspicion of inciting a riot

following altercations over competition with a neigh-
boring white grocery. A lynch mob took the three
men from jail and murdered them in a field outside
the city. Wells-Barnett’s exposé of this tragedy
was the beginning of her impassioned pieces on lynch-
ing, which included several searing editorials in her
Memphis paper, the Free Speech. The newspaper
offices were subsequently burned by an angry mob,
and violent personal threats led Wells-Barnett
to leave the South, taking her battle to larger and
more receptive audiences in Northern cities and in
Europe.

Wells-Barnett was the most active journalist and
lecturer to record lynching while it was at its peak in
the 1890s. Tolnay and Beck documented over 2,800
people murdered by lynch mobs in the South in the
years between 1882 and 1930. Almost 2,500 of these
victims were African Americans. These historians also
point out that ‘‘The scale of this carnage means that,
on the average, a black man, woman, or child was
murdered nearly once a week, every week, between
1882 and 1930 by a hate-driven white mob.’’ The
number of people killed increased sharply in the
1890s, which accounts for some of the urgency and
despair voiced by Wells-Barnett in Lynch Law in
America.

Although the frequency of lynchings decreased in
the twentieth century, there was at least one killing by
lynch mobs each year until 1952. More than two
hundred pieces of anti-lynching legislation were
introduced to the U.S. Congress in this time period,
in no small part inspired by the work of Ida B. Wells-
Barnett and the movement she started. The House of
Representatives succeeded in passing laws against
lynching three times, but senators from southern
states repeatedly refused to endorse the proposed
laws. In June 2005, the U.S. Senate passed a resolu-
tion apologizing for its failure to enact anti-lynching
legislation.
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The Birth of a Nation

Film still

By: D.W. Griffith

Date: March 4, 1915

Source: The Birth of a Nation. Reliant-Majestic Studios,
1915. Still courtesty of AP/Wide World Photos.
Reproduced by permission.

About the Author: David Wark Griffith (1875–1945) was
the son of a former Confederate officer. His family fell
on hard times after the Civil War and he was raised in
genteel poverty. He struggled for many years as an
actor and writer before finding his true calling in the
new medium of film. Griffith mastered the art of
writing and directing movies. While some of his
later films are well-regarded by critics and historians,
none were as successful, or controversial, as his first
major film, The Birth of a Nation.

INTRODUCTION

The film The Birth of a Nation has remained con-
troversial in the decades since its 1915 debut for its
interpretation of race relations in American history. It
was directed by D.W. Griffith, one of the men who
helped create the film industry. Griffith demonstrated
that huge sums of money could be made in the new
medium of films but he made these profits by portray-
ing the Ku Klux Klan as heroic for its vigilante actions
against African Americans.

Griffith developed The Birth of a Nation script
from a popular play and novel about the Civil War,
The Clansman by Thomas Dixon, Jr. The story cen-
ters on two families, the southern Camerons and the
northern Stonemans. Their friendship as the film
begins symbolizes a united nation. The politics of
the film becomes apparent as soon as the arrival of
African slaves on American shores is introduced as the
event that brought strife to the United States. In the
film, Griffith blames the Civil War and its aftermath
on African Americans and politicians. During the
post-war period known as Reconstruction, Griffith
shows a South that is victimized by Northern
politicians. The newly freed slaves in the South are
portrayed as evil, racially embittered, slovenly, and
lustful toward white women. A Cameron son, angered
by the death of his sister to escape an attempted rape
at the hands of an African American, forms the Ku
Klux Klan to protect whites.

Griffith, the son of a Confederate officer, told the
history of the Civil War and Reconstruction as south-
ern whites understood it. However, his story had little
to do with reality. African Americans held majorities in
only two state legislatures during Reconstruction and
never had much genuine power. The myth of the
African American rapist was exploded by journalist
Ida B. Wells (1862–1931) in the 1890s as a means of
justifying white violence against blacks. But Griffith’s
version of history, in which everything was fine until
the North decided to meddle and the slaves got uppity
endured for decades. Subsequent movies on the subject
followed the same line, although with less offensive
racism. Not until the civil rights movement of the
1960s would American historians seriously challenge
the view that Reconstruction’s attempt to create
a better world for former slaves was a misguided
disaster.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

THE BIRTH OF A NATION

See primary source image.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Birth of a Nation is generally regarded by
film historians as the most important film of the
early silent era, both artistically and politically. At
over three hours, the film was the longest ever made
in the United States up to that time. It was also the
most technically dazzling with creative camera move-
ment and angles, close-ups, panning and tracking,
cross-cutting to simultaneously occurring events,
montage editing, iris shots, split screen, fade-ins and
fade-outs, and long shots. These techniques had been
used before, but never to such great effect and never in
such a way as to involve the audience so deeply. The
film was a blockbuster, earning $18 million. So many
people saw the movie that the film is credited with
widening the film audience beyond the working
class to include the middle and upper classes.
Schoolchildren were taken to the movie to learn
history.

The Birth of a Nation was a vivid and dramatic
rewriting of history at a time when many white peo-
ple were frightened by the great migration of African
Americans into northern cities. Whether or not
Griffith intended to do so, his film helped revive
the Ku Klux Klan. The movie also met with protests.
Many reviewers noted with dismay that every
African American character was evil or stupid at the
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A poster advertising The Birth of a Nation. THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
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same time that they praised Griffith’s technical
accomplishments. The National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) organized a
precedent-setting national boycott of the film, probably
the first such effort and one of the most successful. The
film was banned in three states and several cities.
However, the turmoil made other filmmakers wary
of using African American characters. As a result,
African Americans largely disappeared from main-
stream movies until the 1940s.

The Birth of a Nation was the first important
American political film. It helped to popularize
the image of the South under Reconstruction and
influenced the way that Americans thought about

politics. Politicians were portrayed as evil and
corrupt, motivated only by self-interest, while the
people who became Ku Klux Klan vigilantes were
portrayed as good citizens. Within ten years of the
film’s premier, the Ku Klux Klan rose to the height
of its power.
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The Birth of a Nation: In this scene from The Birth of a Nation, the Ku Klux Klan is shown rescuing a southern town from the rampaging

African American soldiers of the Union army. AP/WIDE WORLD PHOTOS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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The Causes of the Chicago
Race Riot

Magazine article

By: Walter F. White

Date: October 1919

Source: White, Walter. ‘‘Chicago and Its Eight
Reasons.’’ The Crisis XVIII (October 1919): 293–297.

About the Author: Walter F. White was a prolific African-
American author and civil rights activist. He was born
in Georgia in 1893, and soon after his graduation from

Atlanta University in 1916, went to work for the
NAACP. He became an assistant executive secretary
for the organization’s national offices in 1918, and
served as its executive secretary (or official spokesman)
from 1931 until his death in 1955. Because of his light
skin and blue eyes, White was able to pass as white, and
undertook several investigations of lynchings, segrega-
tion, and race riots between 1918 and 1930. He
described his work and thoughts about current affairs
and race in numerous articles in The Crisis, The
Saturday Evening Post, Harper’s, The New Republic, and
The Nation, and in regular columns in The Chicago
Defender and the New York Herald Tribune. His books
include the novels The Fire in the Flint (1924) and Flight
(1926), and non-fiction Rope and Faggot: A Biography of
Judge Lynch (1929), A Rising Wind: A Report on the
Negro Soldier in the European Theatre of War (1945),
and A Man Called White: The Autobiography of Walter
White (1948).

INTRODUCTION

Walter White’s analysis of the reasons underlying
the racial violence that engulfed Chicago at the end of
July in 1919 is an example of the literature on race and
racism written for increasing numbers of African-
American readers in the years following World War
I. The Crisis was a widely read and influential magazine
published monthly by the NAACP (The National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People).
When White’s article was written, the NAACP was
well on its way to becoming one of the most important
educational and political organizations advocating for
civil rights in the early twentieth century.

White’s article on the riots was published soon
after his return from a month in Chicago, where he
had gone while some rioting was still happening at the
beginning of August. As described by William Tuttle,
Jr., in his book on the riots, White’s investigations
included undercover work at the Chicago stockyards,
which were the economic and geographic focus of
much of the rioting. White’s thoughtful article pro-
vided a counterpoint to the impassioned and often
inaccurate stories on the riots that had been published
by many newspapers. His examination of the reasons
behind the riots have been validated by later genera-
tions of historians and social scientists, and many use
his work as a starting point for more detailed research.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Many causes have been assigned for the three days of

race rioting, from July 27 to 30 in Chicago, each touching

some particular phase of the general condition that led up

A protest against the race discrimination featured in the movie

‘‘The Birth of a Nation’’ organized by the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People. ª CORBIS.
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to the outbreak. Labor union officials attribute it to the

action of the packers, while the packers are equally sure

that the unions themselves are directly responsible. The

city administration feels that the riots were brought on to

discredit the Thompson forces, while leaders of the anti-

Thompson forces, prominent among them being State’s

Attorney Maclay Hoyne, are sure that the administration is

directly responsible. In this manner charges and counter-

charges are made, but, as is usually the case, the Negro is

made to bear the brunt of it all—to be ‘‘the scapegoat.’’ A

background of strained race relations brought to a head

more rapidly through political corruption, economic com-

petition and clashes due to the overflow of the greatly

increased colored population into sections outside of the

so-called ‘‘Black Belt,’’ embracing the Second and Third

Wards, all of these contributed, aided by magnifying of

Negro crime by newspapers, to the formation of a situation

where only a spark was needed to ignite the flames of

racial antagonism. That spark was contributed by a white

youth when he knocked a colored lad off a raft at the 29th

Street bathing beach and the colored boy was drowned.

Four weeks spent in studying the situation in Chicago,

immediately following the outbreaks, seem to show at

least eight general causes for the riots, and the same

conditions, to a greater or less degree, can be found in

almost every large city with an appreciable Negro popula-

tion. These causes, taken after a careful study in order of

their prominence, are:

Race Prejudice.

Economic Competition.

Political Corruption and Exploitation of Negro Voters.

Police Inefficiency.

Newspaper Lies about Negro Crime.

Unpunished Crimes Against Negroes.

Housing.

Reaction of Whites and Negroes from War.

Some of these can be grouped under the same head-

ings, but due to the prominence of each they are listed as

separate causes.

Prior to 1915, Chicago had been famous for its

remarkably fair attitude toward colored citizens. Since

that time, when the migratory movement from the South

assumed large proportions, the situation has steadily

grown more and more tense. This was due in part to the

introduction of many Negroes who were unfamiliar with

city ways and could not, naturally, adapt themselves

immediately to their new environment. Outside of a few

sporadic attempts, little was done to teach them the rudi-

mentary principles of sanitation, of conduct or of their new

status as citizens under a system different from that in the

South. During their period of absorption into the new life,

their care-free, at times irresponsible and sometimes even

boisterous, conduct caused complications difficult to

adjust. But equally important, though seldom considered,

is the fact that many Southern whites have also come into

the North, many of them to Chicago, drawn by the same

economic advantages that attracted the colored workman.

The exact figure is unknown, but it is estimated by men

who should know that fully 20,000 of them are in Chicago.

These have spread the virus of race hatred and evidences

of it can be seen in Chicago on every hand. This same

cause underlies each of the other seven causes.

With regard to economic competition, the age-long

dispute between capital and labor enters. Large numbers

of Negroes were brought from the South by the packers

and there is little doubt that this was done in part so that

the Negro might be used as a club over the heads of the

unions. John Fitzpatrick and Ed Nockels, president and

secretary, respectively, of the Chicago Federation of

Labor, and William Buck, editor of the New Majority, a

labor organ, openly charge that the packers subsidized

colored ministers, politicians and Y. M. C. A. secretaries

to prevent the colored workmen at the stockyards from

entering the unions. On the other hand, the Negro work-

man is not at all sure as to the sincerity of the unions

themselves. The Negro in Chicago yet remembers the

waiters’ strike some years ago, when colored union work-

ers walked out at the command of the unions and when

the strike was settled, the unions did not insist that Negro

waiters be given their jobs back along with whites, and, as

a result, colored men have never been able to get back into

some of the hotels even to the present day. The Negro is

between ‘‘the devil and the deep blue sea.’’ He feels that if

he goes into the unions, he will lose the friendship of the

employers. He knows that if he does not, he is going to be

met with the bitter antagonism of the unions. With the

exception of statements made by organizers, who cannot

be held to accountability because of their minor official

connection, no statements have been made by the local

union leaders, outside of high sounding, but meaningless,

protestations of friendship for the Negro worker. He feels

that he has been given promises too long already. In fact,

he is ‘‘fed up’’ on them. What he wants are binding state-

ments and guarantees that cannot be broken at will.

With the possible exception of Philadelphia, there is

probably no city in America with more of political trickery,

chicanery and exploitation than Chicago. Against the

united and bitter opposition of every daily newspaper in

Chicago, William Hale Thompson was elected again as

mayor, due, as was claimed, to the Negro and German

vote. While it is not possible to state that the anti-

Thompson element deliberately brought on the riots, yet

it is safe to say that they were not averse to its coming. The

possibility of such a clash was seen many months before it

actually occurred, yet no steps were taken to prevent it.

The purpose of this was to secure a twofold result. First, it
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would alienate the Negro set from Thompson through a

belief that was expected to grow among the colored vote

when it was seen that the police force under the direction

of the mayor was unable or unwilling to protect the colored

people from assault by mobs. Secondly, it would discour-

age the Negroes from registering and voting and thus

eliminate the powerful Negro vote in Chicago. Whether

or not this results remains to be seen. In talking with a

prominent colored citizen of Chicago, asking why the

Negroes supported Thompson so unitedly, his very signifi-

cant reply was:

The Negro in Chicago, as in every other part of America,

is fighting for the fundamental rights of citizenship. If a

candidate for office is wrong on every other public

question except this, the Negroes are going to vote

for that man, for that is their only way of securing the

things they want and that are denied them.

The value of the Negro vote to Thompson can be seen

in a glance at the recent election figures. His plurality was

28,000 votes. In the second ward it was 14,000 and in the

third, 10,000. The second and third wards constitute most

of what is known as the ‘‘Black Belt.’’

The fourth contributing cause was the woeful ineffi-

ciency and criminal negligence of the police authorities of

Chicago, both prior to and during the riots. Prostitution,

gambling and the illicit sale of whisky flourish openly and

apparently without any fear whatever of police interference.

In a most dangerous statement, State’s Attorney Maclay

Hoyne, on August 25, declared that the riots were due

solely to vice in the second ward. He seemed either to

forget or to ignore the flagrant disregard of law and order

and even of the common principles of decency in city man-

agement existing in many other sections of the city.

All of this tended to contribute to open disregard for

law and almost contempt for it. Due either to political ‘‘pull’’

or to reciprocal arrangements, many notorious dives run

and policemen are afraid to arrest the proprietors.

During the riots the conduct of the police force as a

whole was equally open to criticism. State’s Attorney

Hoyne openly charged the police with arresting colored

rioters and with an unwillingness to arrest white rioters.

Those who were arrested were at once released. In one

case a colored man who was fair enough to appear to be

white was arrested for carrying concealed weapons,

together with five white men and a number of colored

men. All were taken to a police station; the light colored

man and the five whites being put into one cell and the

other colored men in another. In a few minutes the light

colored man and the five whites were released and their

ammunition given back to them with the remark, ‘‘You’ll

probably need this before the night is over.’’

Fifth on the list is the effect of newspaper publicity

concerning Negro crime. With the exception of the Daily

News, all of the papers of Chicago have played up in

prominent style with glaring, prejudice-breeding headlines

every crime or suspected crime committed by Negroes.

Headlines such as ‘‘NEGRO BRUTALLY MURDERS

PROMINENT CITIZEN,’’ ‘‘NEGRO ROBS HOUSE’’ and

the like have appeared with alarming frequency and

the news articles beneath such headlines have been of

the same sort. During the rioting such headlines as

‘‘NEGRO BANDITS TERRORIZE TOWN,’’ ‘‘RIOTERS

BURN 100 HOMES—NEGROES SUSPECTED OF

HAVING PLOTTED BLAZE’’ appeared. In the latter case a

story was told of witnesses seeing Negroes in automo-

biles applying torches and fleeing. This was the story given

to the press by Fire Attorney John R. McCabe after a

casual and hasty survey. Later the office of State Fire

Marshal Gamber proved conclusively that the fires were

not caused by Negroes, but by whites. As can easily be

seen such newspaper accounts did not tend to lessen the

bitterness of feeling between the conflicting groups.

Further, many wild and unfounded rumors were published

in the press—incendiary and inflammatory to the highest

degree, a few of them being given below in order to show

their nature. Some are:

Over 1,000 Negroes had been slain and their bodies

thrown in ‘‘Bubbly Creek’’ and the Chicago River.

A Negro had been lynched and hanged from a ‘‘Loop’’

building overlooking Madison Street.

A white woman had been attacked and mutilated by a

Negro on State Street.

A Negro woman had been slain, her breasts cut off

and her infant had been killed by having its brains

dashed out against a wall.

A white child had been outraged by a colored man.

A white child had been kidnapped by a band of colored

men and its body later found, badly mutilated and

dismembered.

Immediately following the riots, a white woman was

murdered in Evanston, Ill. Immediately the crime was laid

at the door of a colored man with whom the woman had

been intimate a number of years. Pitiful stories were told

of the woman waiting for hours on street corners for ‘‘just

one look at her Billiken-like, mulatto lover,’’ played up

under headlines such as ‘‘CONFESSION EXPECTED

TODAY FROM NEGRO SUSPECT,’’ ‘‘NEGRO SUSPECT

RAPIDLY WEAKENING’’ and the like which clearly led one

to believe that the colored man was guilty. A few days

later, in an obscure item on an inside page, a short account

was given of the release of the colored suspect ‘‘because

insufficient evidence to hold him’’ existed. A long period of

such publicity had inflamed the minds of many people

against Negroes who otherwise would have been unprej-

udiced. Much of the blame for the riots can be laid to such

sources.
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For a long period prior to the riots, organized gangs of

white hoodlums had been perpetrating crimes against

Negroes for which no arrests had been made. These

gangs in many instances masqueraded under the name

of ‘‘Athletic and Social Clubs’’ and later direct connection

was shown between them and incendiary fires started

during the riots. Colored men, women and children had

been beaten in the parks, most of them in Jackson and

Lincoln Parks. In one case a young colored girl was beaten

and thrown into a lagoon. In other cases Negroes were

beaten so severely that they had to be taken to hospitals.

All of these cases had caused many colored people to

wonder if they could expect any protection whatever

from the authorities. Particularly vicious in their attacks

was an organization known locally as ‘‘Regan’s Colts.’’

Much has been written and said concerning the

housing situation in Chicago and its effect on the racial

situation. The problem is a simple one. Since 1915 the

colored population of Chicago has more than doubled,

increasing in four years from a little over 50,000 to what

is now estimated to be between 125,000 and 150,000.

Most of them lived in the area bounded by the railroad on

the west, 30th Street on the north, 40th Street on the

south and Ellis Avenue on east. Already overcrowded,

this so-called ‘‘Black Belt’’ could not possibly hold the

doubled colored population. One cannot put ten gallons

of water in a five-gallon pail. Although many Negroes had

been living in ‘‘white’’ neighborhoods, the increased exo-

dus from the old areas created an hysterical group of

persons who formed ‘‘Property Owners’ Associations’’

for the purpose of keeping intact white neighborhoods.

Prominent among these was the Kenwood-Hyde Park

Property Owners’ Improvement Association, as well as

the Park Manor Improvement Association. Early in June

the writer, while in Chicago, attended a private meeting

of the first named at the Kenwood Club House, at Lake

Park Avenue and 47th Street. Various plans were dis-

cussed for keeping the Negroes in ‘‘their part of the

town,’’ such as securing the discharge of colored persons

from positions they held when they attempted to move

into ‘‘white’’ neighborhoods, purchasing mortgages of

Negroes buying homes and ejecting them when mort-

gage notes fell due and were unpaid, and many more of

the same calibre. The language of many speakers was

vicious and strongly prejudicial and had the distinct effect

of creating race bitterness.

In a number of cases during the period from January,

1918, to August, 1919, there were bombings of colored

homes and houses occupied by Negroes outside of the

‘‘Black Belt.’’ During this period no less than twenty bomb-

ings took place, yet only two persons have been arrested

and neither of the two has been convicted, both cases

being continued.

Finally, the new spirit aroused in Negroes by their war

experiences enters into the problem. From Local Board

No. 4, embracing the neighborhood in the vicinity of

State and 35th Streets, containing over 30,000 inhabitants

of which fully ninety per cent are colored, over 9,000 men

registered and 1,850 went to camp. These men, with their

new outlook on life, injected the same spirit of independ-

ence into their companions, a thing that is true of many

other sections in America. One of the greatest surprises to

many of those who came down to ‘‘clean out the niggers’’

is that these same ‘‘niggers’’ fought back. Colored men

saw their own kind being killed, heard of many more and

believed that their lives and liberty were at stake. In such a

spirit most of the fighting was done.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Chicago riot of 1919 began on July 27, when an
African-American teenager was killed while swimming
near a traditionally white beach on Lake Michigan. The
riot—which killed thirty-eight people, left over five hun-
dred wounded, and burned the homes of hundreds
more—was not an isolated event. According to historian
William Tuttle, Jr., riots that killed well over a hundred
people took place in at least twenty-five different cities
from April to October, 1919, in the period that James
Weldon Johnson called ‘‘the Red Summer.’’ At least
seventy-eight more people were hung or burned by
lynch mobs in the United States in 1919.

As White points out, the beginning of the ‘‘Great
Migration’’ of southern African-Americans to north-
ern industrial cities from 1915–1919 created much
more intense competition for jobs, housing, and polit-
ical power. In Chicago, there had already been more
than a dozen bombings at Black houses in formerly
white neighborhoods in 1919. Property owners’ asso-
ciations had formed to enforce residential segregation,
and White was undercover at a June meeting where the
residents were urged to arm themselves and take action
against ‘‘niggers’’ and ‘‘undesirables.’’

Black stockyard workers, foundry workers, and
others were pressured to join trade unions even as
many union members discriminated against them on
the job. Chicago’s meat packing companies had a his-
tory of using Black workers as strikebreakers, and
strikes or lockouts were already under way or threat-
ened for nearly a quarter of the city’s labor force in the
summer of 1919. Unemployment rose sharply follow-
ing World War I.

Several ‘‘athletic clubs’’ like Ragen’s Colts, the
Irish-American group that White described, were
backed by local politicians that opposed Mayor
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William Hale Thompson, whose recent and acrimo-
nious election was aided by Black votes. These gangs
played a bloody role in the riots, as thousands of young
men drove through the neighborhood known as the
‘‘Black Belt,’’ shooting, stoning, and burning houses.

A city commission investigating the riot in years
directly afterwards, like White, found that the police
did little to protect the city’s Black residents. Despite
the presence of several witnesses, a Chicago policeman
at the 29th Street Beach did not arrest the man that
threw the rock that caused the death of Eugene
William, the teenager whose drowning set off the riot.
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During the July 1919 race riots in Chicago, the National Guardsmen stand on a city street corner. PHOTO BY JUN FUJITA/GETTY IMAGES.
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The Social Equality of Whites
and Blacks

Magazine article

By: W.E.B. Du Bois

Date: November, 1920

Source: Du Bois, W.E.B. ‘‘The Social Equality of
Whites and Blacks.’’ The Crisis. 21(1920):16.

About the Author: William Edward Burghardt Du Bois
was one of the most controversial and influential
African-American intellectuals of the early twentieth
century. Born in 1868 and raised in a small town in
western Massachusetts, Du Bois graduated from Fisk
University in Nashville, Tennessee, in 1888. He
earned another B.A. from Harvard in 1890, studied
at the University of Berlin from 1892–1894, and
received his M.A. and Ph.D. from Harvard in 1891
and 1895. In addition to teaching and research
jobs at Wilberforce University, the University of
Pennsylvania, and Atlanta University, Du Bois was a
prolific speaker, activist, author, and editor. He pub-
lished over twenty books and many hundreds of
articles, both fiction and non-fiction. His work is
acclaimed as seminal work in sociology, anthropol-
ogy, and history. A few of his better-known books
include Suppression of the African Slave-Trade (1896),
The Philadelphia Negro (1899), The Souls of Black Folk
(1903), Darkwater (1920), Black Reconstruction in
America (1935), and Dusk of Dawn (1940). Du Bois
was one of the co-founders of the NAACP (National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People)
in 1909 and served as the editor of its magazine, The
Crisis, from 1910 to 1934, when he left following polit-
ical and personal conflict in the organization. He
returned to the NAACP for four years in the mid
1940s, but again left in a whirl of political controversy.
At the age of eighty-three, Du Bois was indicted as a
foreign agent by a federal grand jury displeased by his
leftist political views. After charges were dropped and
he regained his passport, in 1958 Du Bois emigrated to
Ghana, where he joined the Communist Party and
continued to write until his death in 1963.

INTRODUCTION

W.E.B. Du Bois was undoubtedly the ‘‘premier
architect of the civil rights movement in the United
States,’’ as Lewis describes him in his 1993 biography.
Du Bois founded The Crisis in 1910, and by 1920 it was
the most influential African-American publication in

the United States. Du Bois personally controlled the
magazine’s content for twenty-four years, and used it
to showcase his passionate, often controversial edito-
rials, highlight current events affecting African
Americans, and document the NAACP’s legal battles
for civil rights. The Crisis also promoted the work of
many of the artists of the Harlem Renaissance.

Du Bois’s essay in the November 1920 issue of The
Crisis may not seem particularly contentious to mod-
ern readers, but in 1920 the concept of social equality
was a radical one. It challenged Jim Crow laws in
numerous states and defied legal conventions of racial
segregation. For the fifty years after Reconstruction,
the term ‘‘social equality’’ had been used negatively.
White audiences in this period were assured that social
equality led to miscegenation (the mixing of races) and
the eventual downfall of the social order. In his essay,
Du Bois addressed the meaning of social equality, the
underlying fear of intermarriage, and the violence
done to Black Americans perceived as attempting or
advocating any form of social equality.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

When The National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People was organized it seemed to us that the

subject of ‘‘social equality’’ between races was not one

that we need touch officially whatever our private opinions

might be. We announced clearly our object as being the

political and civil rights of Negroes and this seemed to us a

sufficiently clear explanation of our work.

We soon found, however, certain difficulties: Was the

right to attend a theatre a civil or a social right? Is a hotel a

private or a public institution? What should be our stand as

to public travel or public celebrations or public dinners to

discuss social uplift? And above all, should we be silent

when laws were proposed taking away from a white father

all legal responsibility for his colored child?

Moreover, no matter what our attitude, acts and

clear statements have been, we were continually being

‘‘accused’’ of advocating ‘‘social equality’’ and back of the

accusations were implied the most astonishing assump-

tions: our secretary was assaulted in Texas for ‘‘advocat-

ing social equality’’ when in fact he was present to prove

that we were a legal organization under Texas law.

Attempts were made in North Carolina to forbid a state

school from advertising in our organ The Crisis on the

ground that ‘‘now and then it injects a note of social

equality’’ and in general we have seen theft, injustice,

lynchings, riot and murder based on ‘‘accusations’’ or

attempts at ‘‘social equality.’’
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The time has, therefore, evidently come for The Crisis

to take a public stand on this question in the interest of

Justice and clear thinking. Let us openly define our terms

and beliefs and let there be no further unjustifiable reticence

on our part or underground skulking by enemies of the Negro

race. This statement does not imply any change of attitude

on our part; it simply means a clear and formal expression on

matters which hitherto we have mistakenly assumed were

unimportant in their relation to our main work.

We make this statement, too, the more willingly

because recent events lead us to realize that there lurks

in the use and the misuse of the phrase ‘‘social equality’’

much of the same virus that for thousands of years has

separated and insulted and injured men of many races and

groups and social classes.

We believe that social equality, by a reasonable inter-

pretation of the words, mean moral, mental and physical

fitness to associate with one’s fellowmen. In this sense

The Crisis believes absolutely in the Social Equality of the

Black and White and Yellow races and it believes too that

any attempt to deny this equality by law or custom is a

blow at Humanity, Religion and Democracy.

No sooner is this incontestable statement made, how-

ever, than many minds immediately adduce further implica-

tions: they say that such a statement and belief implies the

right of black folk to force themselves into the private social

life of whites and to intermarry with them.

This is a forced and illogical definition of social equal-

ity. Social equals, even in the narrowest sense of the term,

do not have the right to be invited to, or attend private

receptions, or to marry persons who do not wish to marry

them. Such a right would imply not mere equality—it

would mean superiority. Such rights inhere in reigning

monarchs in certain times and countries, but no man,

black or white, ever dreamed of claiming a right to invade

the private social life of any man.

On the other hand, every self-respecting person does

claim the right to mingle with his fellows if he is invited and

to be free from insult or hindrance because of his pres-

ence. When, therefore, the public is invited, or when he is

privately invited to social gatherings, the Negro has a right

to accept and no other guest has a right to complain; they

have only the right to absent themselves. The late Booker

T. Washington could hardly be called an advocate of

‘‘social equality’’ in any sense and yet he repeatedly

accepted invitations to private and public functions and

certainly had the right to.

To the question of intermarriage there are three

aspects:.

1. The individual right

2. The social expediency

3. The physical result

As to the individual right of any two sane grown indi-

viduals of any race to marry there can be no denial in any

civilized land. The moral results of any attempt to deny this

right are too terrible and of this the southern United States

is an awful and abiding example. Either white people and

black people want to mingle sexually or they do not. If they

do, no law will stop them and attempted laws are cruel,

inhuman and immoral. If they do not, no laws are

necessary.

But above the individual problem lies the question of

the social expediency of the intermarriage of whites and

blacks today in America. The answer to this is perfectly

clear: it is not socially expedient today for such mar-

riages to take place; the reasons are evident: where

there are great differences of ideal, culture, taste and

public esteem, the intermarriage of groups is unwise

because it involves too great a strain to evolve a com-

patible, agreeable family life and to train up proper chil-

dren. On this point there is almost complete agreement

among colored and white people and the strong opinion

here is not only that of the whites—it is the growing

determination of the blacks to accept no alliances so

long as there is any shadow of condescension; and to

build a great black race tradition of which the Negro and

the world will be as proud in the future as it has been in

the ancient world.

The Crisis, therefore, most emphatically advises

against race intermarriage in America but it does so

while maintaining the moral and legal right of individuals

who may think otherwise and it most emphatically

refuses to base its opposition on other than social

grounds.

The Crisis does not believe, for instance, that the

intermarriage of races is physically criminal or delete-

rious. The overwhelming weight of scientific opinion

and human experience is against this assumption and

it is a cruel insult to seek to transmute a perfectly

permissible social taste or thoughtful social advice

into a confession or accusation of physical inferiority

and contamination.

To sum up then: The Crisis advises strongly against

interracial marriage in the United States today because of

social conditions and prejudice and not for physical reasons;

at the same time it maintains absolute legal right of such

marriage for such as will, for the simple reason that any

other solution is immoral and dangerous.

The Crisis does not for a moment believe that any man

has a right to force his company on others in their private

lives but it maintains Just as strongly that the right of any

man to associate privately with those who wish to asso-

ciate with him and publicly with anybody so long as he
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conducts himself gently, is the most fundamental right of a

Human Being.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Du Bois’s uncompromising essay on social equal-
ity—one of a series on this topic in The Crisis from
1911–1925—was controversial, even amongst mem-
bers of the NAACP. The essay itself defied a 1920
Mississippi code, stating:

[a]ny person . . . presenting for public acceptance or

general information, arguments or suggestions in
favor of social equality or of intermarriage between
whites and negroes, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor and subject to a fine not exceeding five
hundred dollars or imprisonment not exceeding
six months or both fine and imprisonment in the
discretion of the court.

Du Bois’s insistence on ‘‘the right to mingle with
his fellows’’ also ran counter to goals of some other
leaders. In 1920, the charismatic Jamaican Marcus
Garvey was the leader of the recently formed UNIA
(Universal Negro Improvement Association), which
shared many objectives with the NAACP. Although
Garvey and Du Bois were both dedicated to an interna-
tional Pan-African ideology, Du Bois’s emphasis on
social equality and integration differed sharply from
Garvey’s call for Black separatism. Garvey’s response
to Du Bois’s essay took the form of a resolution sub-
mitted to the League of Nations in August 1921, fol-
lowed a month later by an editorial in the New York
World denouncing Du Bois and stating that any amal-
gamation of races was a ‘‘crime against nature.’’

Almost twenty years previously, in The Souls of Black
Folk, Du Bois had argued that Booker T. Washington
and his Tuskegee Institute emphasized economic gains
at the expense of civil rights. In his 1920 essay, Du Bois
reiterated that equality was the only moral and just
choice, and again repudiated (the now deceased)
Washington’s more politically expedient, less socially
threatening plans as ‘‘unjustifiable reticence.’’

Some white Americans, including President Warren
G. Harding, did advocate some degree of legal and
political equality for Black Americans. Harding empha-
sized this in an October 1921 speech in Birmingham,
Alabama, which Lewis suggests was an ‘‘explicit rebuttal
of Du Bois’s Crisis editorial’’. Although the Republican
Harding called for ‘‘an end to prejudice’’ and voting
rights for Black men, he also proclaimed himself against
racial amalgamation, and affirmed his belief that ‘‘men of
both races may well stand uncompromisingly against
every suggestion of Social Equality.’’

Historian Nell Painter examines the symbolic
(largely psychological and sexual) implications of social
equality as well as the material consequences, which
provides further insight into why Du Bois’s essays were
so inflammatory. Although many of the Jim Crow laws
supported by Plessy vs. Ferguson were overturned in the
1950s, it is worth noting that anti-miscegenation laws
(laws against racial intermarriage) in sixteen states were
not overturned by the Supreme Court until 1967.
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American Women
Enfranchised

Newspaper article

By: International Woman Suffrage Alliance

Date: 1920

Source: International Woman Suffrage Alliance.
‘‘American Women Enfranchised.’’ Jus Suffragii: The
International Woman Suffrage News 14, 11 (September
1920).

About the Author: The Internationl Woman Suffrage
Alliance (IWSA) was founded in 1902 as an alliance

of national organizations fighting for woman suffrage
that were interested in working together to further the
cause of woman suffrage around the world. Jus Sufragii
(‘‘The Right of Suffrage’’) was the organization’s
monthly newsletter and was published in London dur-
ing the 1920s. The famed American woman suffrage
activist Carrie Chapman Catt played a key role in
founding IWSA and was serving as its president when
this edition was published. In 1946 IWSA changed its
name to the International Alliance of Women.

INTRODUCTION

The history of female voting rights in the United
States did not begin with the struggles in the nineteenth
century for the vote. In 1776, New Jersey, New York,
Massachusetts, and New Hampshire granted women

Alice Paul unfurls a banner from the balcony of the National Women’s Party headquarters. The banner shows a star for each state which

has ratified the Nineteenth Amendment, which gave women the right to vote. She and other women are celebrating the ratification of

the amendment. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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the vote, though that right was withdrawn throughout
the 1780s for New York, Massachusetts, and New
Hampshire, and in New Jersey in 1807. Voting became
a state matter, and from 1807 to 1869 women could not
vote in any state in the United States.

In 1869, Wyoming became the first territory in the
United States to permit women the right to vote. By
1919, Utah, Colorado, Washington, California, Oregon,
Arizona, Kansas, New York, South Dakota, Oklahoma,
and Idaho permitted full suffrage, with Illinois, North
Dakota, Indiana, Nebraska, and Michigan giving women
partial voting rights. Female enfranchisement in the
United States, first introduced to the national Congress
in 1878, finally passed the Congress and became part of
the Constitution with the ratification of the Nineteenth
Amendment by the state of Tennessee, the thirty-sixth
state to ratify, on August 18, 1920.

While female suffrage took over fifty years to pass
in the United States, other countries worldwide dealt
with the issue of the women’s vote as well. In 1838, the
tiny British colony of the Pitcairn Islands granted
women the vote, and in 1862 Sweden granted unmar-
ried women the right to vote in local elections. In 1893,
New Zealand became the first country to pass a uni-
versal suffrage law. In the twenty-seven years between
New Zealand’s universal suffrage law and the
Nineteenth Amendment ratification in the United
States, much of Australia and western Europe granted
women equal voting rights or partial voting rights.
The United Kingdom granted women over the age of
thirty the right to vote in 1918; the legal age for men
was twenty-one.

This excerpt from Jus Suffragii: The International
Woman Suffrage News quotes U.S. Secretary of State
Bainbridge Colby’s certification of the Nineteenth
Amendment, as it was announced and circulated in
western Europe. The accompanying article reflect’s
European suffragettes’ support for American women’s
successful struggle for the vote.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

AMERICAN WOMEN ENFRANCHISED

Secretary of State Proclaims Ratification.

The Fight in Tennessee.

Text of the Proclamation Certifying Ratification of 19th

Amendment.

Bainbridge Colby, Secretary of State of the United

States of America.

To all to whom these presents shall come, greeting:

Know ye, That the Congress of the United States at

the first session, sixty-sixth Congress begun at

Washington on the nineteenth day of May in the year

one thousand nine hundred and nineteen, passed a reso-

lution as follows:

To wit:

Joint resolution.

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution extend-

ing the right of suffrage to women.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled

(two thirds of each House concurring therein), that the

following article is proposed as an amendment to the

Constitution, which shall be valid to all intents and purposes

as part of the Constitution when ratified by the Legislatures

of three-fourths of the several States.

ARTICLE.

‘‘ The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall

not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any

State on account of sex.

‘‘ Congress shall have power to enforce this article by

appropriate legislation.’’

And, further, that it appears from official documents

on file in the Department of Sate that the amendment to

the Constitution of the United States proposed as afore-

said has been ratified by the Legislatures of the States of

Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Idaho, Illinois,

Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,

Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico,

North Dakota, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee,

Texas, Utah, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin and

Wyoming.

And, further, that the States whose Legislatures have

so ratified the said proposed amendment, constitute

three-fourths of the whole number of States in the

United States.

Now, therefore, be it known that I, Bainbridge Colby,

Secretary of State of the United States, by virtue and in

pursuance of Section 205 of the Revised Statutes of the

United States, do hereby certify that the amendment

aforesaid has become valid to all intents and purposes as

a part of the Constitution of the United States.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand

and caused the seal of the Department of State to be

affixed.

Done at the City of Washington, this 26th day of

August, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred,

and twenty.

BAINBRIDGE COLBY.
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Late News. U.S.A. Victory Complete.

Both Houses of Connecticut Legislature ratified the Woman

Suffrage Amendment September, 14, 1920.

We print above the text of the Proclamation signed at

8 a.m. on August 26, by the Secretary of State of the

United States of America, whereby is ratified the

Nineteenth Amendment to the United States of America

constitution. The Nineteenth Amendment reads plainly

and simply: ‘‘The rights of the citizens of the Untied

States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the

United States or by any State on account of sex.’’ But the

ratification of that Nineteenth Amendment has been no

plain and simple task for American women.

On August 25—one day before the Proclamation was

signed—the Anti-Suffrage party made a last stand against

the amendment. They appeared before Justice Frederick

L. Siddons in the District of Columbia Supreme Court, and

asked for an injunction to restrain the Secretary of State

from issuing a proclamation declaring the amendment

ratified by the required thirty-six States. Justice Siddons

dismissed the appeal. In the early hours of the following

morning the thirty-sixth ratification—that of Tennessee—

arrived in Washington. The package was taken to

Secretary Colby at 3:45 a.m. by Mr. Cooke of the State

Department. In an interview with the Press on August 26,

Secretary Colby says:—

‘‘There were some legal matters connected with the

ratification that I wished to have examined by the chief

law officer of the State Department, so I sent the

papers to F.K. Nielson, the Solicitor of the State

Department, with instructions to bring the papers to

me at my home at 8 o’clock this morning. I have

received a large number of messages asking me to

act on the amendment with insistent promptitude.

Fears were strong in some minds that the ‘Antis’

would effect some sort of injunction from the Courts

to interfere with my Proclamation. While it was not my

opinion that it would be becoming for me to resort to

undue eagerness to avoid an opportunity for the judicial

interference, I saw no reason whatever why I should

conspicuously loiter.’’

In the meanwhile Tennessee—the eleventh-hour

State to ratify—has proceeded to ‘‘rat,’’ and has now def-

initely gone back on its ratification. According to telegrams

in London papers it has actually expunged from its State

Records all reference to its ratification of the Woman

Suffrage Amendment. Depressing cables to this effect,

prophesying the indefinite delay of Woman Suffrage in

the United States as a result of Tennessee’s action, have

been appearing in the British Press, and your Editor, who

has just returned to Headquarters after a long absence,

has been plunged in the deepest gloom. For this

September Victory Number, prepared by Miss Henen

Ward, was already in the printer’s hands. A printers’ strike

in Manchester, however, had prevented the setting-up of

the paper; and perhaps for once such an happening has

been a blessing in disguise, since it permits the addition of

these late notes on the American position.

Headquarters has therefore spent a hectic morning

(September 9) telephoning every available source of

knowledge in London for the latest American news. We

were aghast to learn from the American Embassy here

that they had no authentic information later than June

21—the days of the flood as far as the Nineteenth

Amendment is concerned. But the kindly London Editors

of the New York Tribune and New York Herald had

received Press cuttings up to August 28—one day later

than the dates of the invaluable Press cuttings on this topic

just received from Mrs Husted Harper—and told me that

according to the latest reports American public opinion

was in no doubt that the result of any Supreme Court

action would be favourable to the ratification of the

Nineteenth Amendment and that Tennessee’s treachery

was a ‘‘back number’’!

So we print our Victory Copy—and we greet our fel-

low Suffragists of America with a cheer as triumphant as

any that must have sounded in the ears of Mrs. Catt when

she returned to New York on August 27 to make a victo-

rious procession through the City.

I end this note with a quotation from the New York

World of August 27, which sums up the situation, and says

a little of what we feel about the Anti-Suffragists of

Tennessee:—

‘‘To the last, Anti-Suffragists and obscure influences

sympathizing with them delude themselves with false

hopes. Forced to admit that the amendment was

certain to be ultimately adopted, they conspired to

deal the event to prevent women in many States from

voting in the November elections. In the devices that

they employed in Tennessee, the final fighting-ground,

they showed the unscrupulousness of desperate

tricksters.

‘‘If they plan further efforts to nullify the action of the

thirty-six States that ratified the amendment to the

Federal Constitution, the opponents of Suffrage have

but one choice. They must appeal to the United States

Courts. There they may challenge in orderly manner the

decision that has gone against them, on the chance of

barring from the pools this year women in a number of

States, but the prospects of success are not brilliant.

‘‘In the meantime, in every State, regardless of the

restrictions of local Constitutions and laws, prepara-

tions must be made by election officials for the recog-

nition of women as qualified voters on the same terms

as men. All obstacles to equal Suffrage have been
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swept aside at one stroke. Nowhere does any discre-

tion remain or room or difference of opinion exist in the

immediate application of the new provision of the

Constitution of the United States.’’

E. A.

September 9, 1920.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Alice Paul, the founder of the National Women’s
Party in the United States and a strong activist for female
suffrage, had begun her career as a suffragette in
England, working side by side with Women’s Political
and Social Union founder Emmaline Pankhurst.
Paul had participated in hunger strikes in England
while protesting for female suffrage; prison authorities
force-fed Paul and fellow hunger strikers Lucy Burns
and Pankhurst, among others, creating a media storm
that shocked British citizens concerning the women’s
treatment. When Paul returned to the United States
in 1912 after earning her doctorate at the London
School of Economics, she was already well-
known in England and brought her experience to
American women’s rights groups in the fight for female
suffrage.

Such relationships and connections stimulated
British and European support for the women’s vote
in the United States but also helped further an interna-
tional coalition of women fighting for broader wom-
en’s rights. Women in the United Kingdom had the
vote in 1918, but not until age thirty; in 1928, British
women successfully lobbied to have their voting age
lowered to twenty-one, on par with male voter
qualifications.

Sweden followed with universal suffrage in 1921,
Spain in 1931, and other European countries such as
Portugal, Turkey, France, and Italy granted full or nearly
full suffrage to women by the end of World War II.

The parliamentary procedures that anti-suffrage
groups tried to use to block Tennessee’s ratification, as
noted above, were quickly negated, but the description
of Europe’s reaction to the last-minute challenge
shows a deep appreciation for and interest in govern-
mental and policy workings behind the achievement of
women’s suffrage. Activists in the United Kingdom
were still working on changing the voting age,
French activists fought for another twenty-five years
for female voting rights, and western European women
involved in efforts for the vote followed legislative
efforts as part of their planning and organization. As
the article notes, ‘‘And now that by the ratification of
the States, Woman Suffrage, is, after long years of

hope deferred, at last part of the U.S.A. Constitution,
we only begin dimly to comprehend what this means
for the world. It is the token of certain success to those,
all the world over, who still struggle that women may
be free. It brings home to them the full significance,
the absolute worth-whileness of every bit of endeavour
they make.’’
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Man Buying Tickets at Black
Entrance to Theater

Photograph

By: Eudora Welty

Date: 1935

Source: ª Eudora Welty/Corbis.

About the Photographer: Eudora Welty (1909–2001) worked
as a photographer for the Works Progress Admini-
stration in 1935. She is best known as one of the great-
est American writers of the twentieth century. The
Jackson, Mississippi-born author won nearly every
major writing prize, including the Pulitzer Prize in
1972 for The Optimist’s Daughter.

INTRODUCTION

In the immediate aftermath of the Civil War,
Republicans introduced several amendments to the
Constitution. The Fourteenth Amendment, intro-
duced in 1866 and ratified in 1868, made all native-
born persons into American citizens and prohibited
the states from denying any citizen equal protection
under the law. Southerners strongly opposed the
Fourteenth Amendment and attempted to maintain
second-class status for African Americans.

By the 1880s, Republicans concerned about civil
rights no longer controlled Congress. At the same
time, the Supreme Court was becoming increasingly
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

Man Buying Tickets at Black Entrance to Theater: An African American buys theater tickets at a segregated ticket counter in

Mississippi, circa 1935. ª EUDORA WELTY/CORBIS.
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hostile to federal civil rights legislation based on the
Fourteenth Amendment. This hostility led the Court
to invalidate the Civil Rights Act of 1875 in 1883. The
act, the last piece of Reconstruction civil rights law,
proclaimed the equality of all persons before the law
and promised equal justice to people of every race,
color, or persuasion in public or private accommoda-
tions. It was an attempt to prohibit racial segregation
of trains, trolleys, theaters, hotels, restaurants, and
other places open to the public. The Court ruled that
the Fourteenth Amendment only addressed official,
state-sponsored discrimination.

The court decision meant that racial segregation
could be imposed by private businesses. The South
moved quickly to ensure that African Americans would
be unequal before the law. The Black Codes, passed to
segregate and control newly freed African Americans,
were reinstated. The Court then gave further support
to the erosion of black civil rights. In 1896, the Court
ruled in Plessy v. Ferguson that the Fourteenth
Amendment did not intend to require mixing of the
races in social situations. The amendment mandated
legal equality, not social equality. Accordingly, ‘‘separate
but equal’’ facilities for blacks and whites were permitted.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

MAN BUYING TICKETS AT BLACK ENTRANCE TO THEATER

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

In reality, the concept of separate but equal was used
to allow legal discrimination against African Americans
in all walks of life. Especially in the South, many busi-
nesses would refuse to serve African Americans alto-
gether. Those that did, such as the movie theatre in this
photo, would almost always separate them from whites
and give them access to only the least desirable seats,
accommodations, or other services. Public services pro-
vided to African Americans, such as schools and public
transportation, tended to be of low quality.

Segregation began to come under renewed scrutiny
from the Supreme Court in 1938. Missouri ex rel. Gaines
v. Canada involved a black applicant who was denied
admission to the University of Missouri Law School.
The state of Missouri, which had no law schools
for blacks, attempted to fulfill its separate-but-equal

On November 25, 1962, two white employees of a downtown cafe in Nashville, Tennessee, form a human barricade to keep African

American sit-in demonstrators from entering. AP IMAGES.
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obligations by offering to pay for the black applicant’s
tuition at a comparable out-of-state school. The Court
held that this arrangement violated the applicant’s
rights guaranteed by the Equal Protection Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment.

Since this decision, the Fourteenth Amendment
has proved to be one of the most effective tools for
social and legal change in the United States. The efforts
of civil rights activists to end the state-mandated seg-
regation of public facilities and racial discrimination in
all areas of American life were aided immeasurably by
the Court’s determination the Equal Protection
Clause could be read liberally. This change in the
Court’s thinking led to the development of standards of
judicial review which put certain types of legislation
under strict scrutiny and spelled out suspect classifica-
tions. Ultimately, the concept of equal protection led
to the overturning of the ‘‘separate but equal’’ concept
in the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision.
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Executive Order 9981
Desegregation of the Armed Forces

Executive order

By: President Harry S. Truman

Date: July 26, 1948

Source: Truman, Harry. Executive Order 9981. July 26,
1948. Available from the Truman Library <http://
www.trumanlibrary.org/photos/9981a.jpg> (accessed
April 30, 2006).

About the Author: Harry S. Truman (1884–1972), served as
the 33rd president of the United States from 1945 to
1953. The Missouri-born Truman became the first pres-
ident to introduce a civil rights bill to Congress. He is
best known for making the decision to drop two atomic
bombs on Japan to end World War II and for sending
U.S. troops to Korea to fight against communism.

INTRODUCTION

World War II (1939–45) and the subsequent Cold
War between the United States and the Soviet Union
transformed the battle for African American civil
rights. The vicious racism of the German Nazis,
Italian fascists, and Japanese imperialists focused
attention on the need for the United States to improve
its own race relations and to provide for equal rights
under the law. The increasing conflict with the com-
munist Soviet Union also gave Americans a powerful
incentive for improving race relations. The Soviets
often compared segregation in the American South to
the Nazis’s treatment of the Jews. In this context,
Harry S. Truman acted more boldly than any presi-
dent before him in advancing civil rights.

Truman’s activism was unexpected. For most of
his political career, he had shown little interest in the
plight of African Americans. He had grown up in west-
ern Missouri assuming that both blacks and whites
preferred to be segregated from one another. As pres-
ident, he had the courage to reassess these convictions.

In the fall of 1946, Truman hosted a delegation of
civil rights activists from the National Emergency
Committee Against Mob Violence. The activists, urg-
ing the president to issue a public condemnation of
lynching, graphically described incidents of torture
and intimidation against blacks in the South. Truman
was stunned at the extent of the abuse and immediately
appointed a Committee on Civil Rights to recommend
preventive measures. The committee recommended
the creation of a civil rights commission to investigate
abuses and the denial of federal aid to any state that
mandated segregated schools and public facilities.
Truman went a step further on July 26, 1948 with
Executive Order 9981.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Establishing the President’s Committee on Equality of

Treatment and Opportunity In the Armed Forces.

WHEREAS it is essential that there be maintained in

the armed services of the United States the highest stand-

ards of democracy, with equality of treatment and oppor-

tunity for all those who serve in our country’s defense:

NOW THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested

in me as President of the United States, by the

Constitution and the statutes of the United States, and as

Commander in Chief of the armed services, it is hereby

ordered as follows:

1. It is hereby declared to be the policy of the President

that there shall be equality of treatment and opportu-

nity for all persons in the armed services without
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regard to race, color, religion or national origin. This

policy shall be put into effect as rapidly as possible,

having due regard to the time required to effectuate

any necessary changes without impairing efficiency

or morale.

2. There shall be created in the National Military

Establishment an advisory committee to be known

as the President’s Committee on Equality of

Treatment and Opportunity in the Armed Services,

which shall be composed of seven members to be

designated by the President.

3. The Committee is authorized on behalf of the President

to examine into the rules, procedures and practices of

the Armed Services in order to determine in what

respect such rules, procedures and practices may be

altered or improved with a view to carrying out the policy

of this order. The Committee shall confer and advise the

Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Army, the

Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary of the Air

Force, and shall make such recommendations to the

President and to said Secretaries as in the judgment of

the Committee will effectuate the policy hereof.

4. All executive departments and agencies of the

Federal Government are authorized and directed to

cooperate with the Committee in its work, and to

furnish the Committee such information or the serv-

ices of such persons as the Committee may require in

the performance of its duties.

5. When requested by the Committee to do so, persons

in the armed services or in any of the executive depart-

ments and agencies of the Federal Government shall

testify before the Committee and shall make available

Cadets in training to join the ‘‘Tuskegee Airmen,’’ the Army Air Force’s segregated unit for African Americans during World War II. Their

excellent performance in combat helped justify the ending of segregation in the military. From left to right: Lieutenant John Daniels,

Cadet Clayborne Lockett, Cadet Lawrence O’Clark, Cadet William Melton, and civilian instructor Milton Crenshaw.
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for use of the Committee such documents and other

information as the Committee may require.

6. The Committee shall continue to exist until such time

as the President shall terminate its existence by

Executive order.

Harry Truman

The White House

July 26, 1948

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The order to desegregate the armed forces sat
unimplemented until the Korean War. In January
1950, Army regulations were issued that directed effi-
cient employment of manpower without regard to
race. In March 1950, the Army abolished quotas that
restricted the recruiting of black soldiers. As a result,
enlistment of black men increased well beyond the
requirement of the still-segregated units. Commanders
then began assigning black soldiers wherever they
were needed and expressed satisfaction with the
results. Fears of hostility and tension between blacks
and whites proved unfounded. In May 1951,
General Matthew B. Ridgway, the Far Eastern
commander, recommended assigning black troops
to all units in Japan and Korea. In July 1951, the
Deparment of the Army approved Ridgway’s request
and directed the integration of army units over a six-
month period. Service units integrated after the
combat battalions.

As Ridgway and the Department of the Army
realized, a segregated army made no sense militarily.
Given the tensions of the Cold War and the need for
economical use of manpower in the modern armed
forces, it was foolish to make policy decisions based
on the social standards of some white Americans. For
national security reasons, segregated units had to be
phased out.

A large gap loomed between what Truman spoke
about civil rights and what his government actually
accomplished. Yet desegregation of the military led
to far-reaching changes. Truman used his office to
set a moral agenda for the nation’s long-unfulfilled
promise to African Americans. Before Truman, no
one in a responsible position had the will to overcome
personal prejudice or to strongly confront political
opposition to integration. His decision created a mili-
tary where advancement was based only on merit. The
military then served as a model of desegregation for the
civilian community.
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Rosa Parks is Fingerprinted by
Police

Photograph

By: Gene Herrick

Date: 1956

Source: AP/Wide World Photos. Reproduced by
permission.

About the Photographer: Gene Herrick was a staff photo-
grapher for the Associated Press, a worldwide news
agency based in New York.

INTRODUCTION

Racial segregation was the rule during the 1950s in
the southern states, where the great majority of African
Americans lived. In Montgomery, Alabama on
December 1, 1955, Rosa Parks refused to give up her
seat on a bus to a white man. Her action set off a full-
scale, nationwide assault on Jim Crow segregation
laws.

No segregation law angered African Americans in
Montgomery more than bus segregation. There were
about 50,000 African Americans in the city, and they
made up sixty-six percent of bus riders. More African
Americans rode the bus than whites because fewer
African Americans could afford a car. An African
American entering the bus would step through the first
door, pay, exit back out the door, and enter the bus from
the second door. On numerous occasions, the white bus
drivers would amuse themselves by stepping on the gas as
African Americans exited the first door, leaving them to
stand on the sidewalk in a cloud of dust. Once through
the second door, African Americans were expected to
take a seat at the back of the bus, then gradually fill up
the seats until meeting the white section. If a white
person entered a full bus, an African American was
expected to surrender his or her seat since Montgomery
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had a local ordinance that required them to give up their
seat on public transportation to a white when asked.

African Americans were repeatedly told by the bus
company, the city council, and local community acti-
vists that the rudeness of the bus drivers was a fact of
life in Montgomery. Nothing could be done to stop it.
Parks, the secretary of the local National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP),
had already inquired about a possible bus boycott and
had been told by others in the African American com-
munity that they would not participate because the

walk to work would be too long. Meanwhile, the
Montgomery NAACP had begun to contemplate fil-
ing suit against the city over bus segregation but they
needed the right plaintiff and a winnable case.

Parks was the right plaintiff. Unlike other women
who had been arrested on the buses, she did not have a
police record and was not pregnant outside of wedlock.
Parks was a quiet, church-going, married woman who
had gainful employment as a seamstress in a downtown
department store. She got on a bus on December 1,
1955. She did not intend to get arrested and, contrary to

Rosa Parks riding on a public bus in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1956. The bus has been desegregated thanks to her actions and those she

inspired. ª CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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popular belief, she was also not physically tired. At the
next stop, some whites entered and filled up every seat.
One white man remained standing and the bus driver,
James Blake, asked Parks to give up her seat. Believing
that African American compliance with segregation had
only led to worse treatment, Parks was tired of giving in.
She refused to move and was arrested.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

ROSA PARKS IS FINGERPRINTED BY POLICE

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

In the early morning hours after Parks’ arrest,
African American community leaders blanketed sec-
tions of Montgomery with leaflets urging support of a

one-day bus boycott as a protest. The boycott proved
so successful that the leaders decided to continue the
protest in an attempt to obtain substantial change. On
December 5, leaders of local organizations founded
the Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA) to
organize and maintain the boycott. Martin Luther
King, Jr. came to national prominence as the spokes-
person for the MIA.

For months, African Americans formed carpools,
hitchhiked, or simply walked. The boycott was almost
completely effective. It put economic pressure not only
on the bus company but on many Montgomery mer-
chants because the boycotters found it difficult to get
to downtown stores and shopped instead in their own
neighborhoods. Still, the white town fathers held out
against the boycott. In a case initiated by the MIA, a
federal district court overturned the ‘‘separate but
equal’’ doctrine established by the Supreme Court in
the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson decision. In November

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Rosa Parks is Fingerprinted by Police: Rosa Parks is fingerprinted by police Lt. D.H. Lackey, in Montgomery, Ala., on February 22,

1956. AP/WIDE WORLD PHOTOS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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1956, the Supreme Court let the lower court decision
stand without review. The next day, King and other
African Americans boarded the buses in Montgomery.
In an attempt to keep the spirit of the bus boycott alive,
King and a group of associates founded the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference in 1957. It would
become one of the leading organizations of the non-
violent civil rights movement.
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Newton Girl Jailed in
Mississippi with Eight
Freedom Fighters

Newspaper article

By: Anonymous

Date: June 22, 1961

Source: Anonymous. ‘‘Newton Girl Jailed in Mississippi
with Eight Freedom Fighters.’’ Boston Globe. June 22,
1961.

About the Author: This article was written by an unnamed
staff writer for the Boston Globe, a Boston-based daily
newspaper with a daily circulation of 474,845. The
Boston Globe is the largest circulating paper in the six
New England states.

INTRODUCTION

The path to meaningful civil rights legislation in
the United States proved to be complex and arduous.
The majority of history books mark the beginning of
the movement with the May 17, 1954 Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka, Kansas decision. The Court, in its
unanimous decision, declared that segregated schools
violated the U.S. Constitution. In doing so, the deci-
sion overruled the Court’s 1896 ruling in Plessy v.
Ferguson that called state segregated education

constitutional if each party received equal facilities.
These cases laid the framework for the 1955–56
Montgomery Bus Boycott—stemming from the staged
protest and arrest of Rosa Parks on December 1,
1955—and the 1957 Little Rock Crisis. In Little
Rock, Arkansas Governor Orville Faubus refused to
uphold the Supreme Court’s decision for school de-
segregation, and he sent Alabama National Guard
troops to prevent black students from entering the
school. President Dwight D. Eisenhower (1890–
1969) countered Faubus by sending in U.S. Army
troops escort the nine black students to and from
school.

The fight for civil rights escalated in the following
years. The next waves, and manifestations, of the
movement came in many forms, and on February 1,
1960, four black college students staged a sit-in at a
Woolworth’s lunch counter in Greensboro, North
Carolina. The North Carolina sit-in was not the first
one for the civil rights movement, but it was the first to
gain national attention. It occurred in the American
South, and the racial complexities of the region
sparked more controversy and conflict than protests
in other areas. The first sit-in occurred on May 14,
1943, in Chicago, Illinois at Jack Spratt’s Coffee Shop.
Following the Greensboro sit-in, San Antonio, Texas
became the first southern city to desegregate its lunch
counters in March 1960. Shortly after the desegrega-
tion of San Antonio lunch counters, Eisenhower
signed the Civil Rights Act of 1960. The 1960 act
prohibited preventing individuals from voting or
registering to vote, and the 1961 Freedom Rides con-
tinued these social notions of equality and equal acces-
sibility to life and the nation.

These rides took protestors on buses in an attempt
to de-segregate interstate travel in the south. Their
agenda stemmed from an earlier one in 1947. The
April 1947 Journey of Reconciliation took riders
through the border states of Virginia, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, and West Virginia.
The states bordered the original dividing lines of the
Union and the Confederacy, with Kentucky and West
Virginia as border states. West Virginia and Kentucky
never succeeded from the Union during the U.S. Civil
War (1861–1865), but in the war’s aftermath, assumed
some of the same policies as the southern states. This
ride derived from the 1946 Morgan v. Commonwealth
case that forbade segregated travel on interstates. In
1947, riders faced danger, but the hostilities they
encountered in southern border states only shadowed
what occurred fourteen years later.

The Freedom Riders, mainly under the auspices of
the Congress of Racial Equality (formed in 1942), set
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out from Washington D.C. to reach New Orleans,
Louisiana on May 17 (the seventh anniversary of the
Brown decision). Near Anniston, Alabama, one bus was
stopped. An angry mob of about two hundred people
stoned the bus, beat its riders, and firebombed it on
May 4, 1961. In spite of the violence, the riders pressed
forward. The second bus encountered a similar situa-
tion at the Birmingham bus depot. While the riders
wanted to continue their journey by bus, they were
unable to do so because the bus company and its
drivers feared being targeted with more violence.
The original Freedom Riders, fearing for their lives,
ended up flying to New Orleans, but students from
Nashville, Tennessee traveled to Birmingham to con-
tinue the ride. With pressure from Attorney General
Robert Kennedy (1925–1968) the bus company and
the Birmingham police agreed to cooperate with the
Freedom Riders. On May 20, the riders set out, again,
from Birmingham to Montgomery, Alabama. The
plan dictated that police would escort the bus and
riders into Montgomery, but when they reached the
city, police protection dissipated. Riders noted that

everything seemed quiet at the bus terminal, until
they exited the bus. Then, a mob of angry whites
erupted. The ensuing violence forced Robert
Kennedy to call in federal marshals to the city, shortly
thereafter. Martin Luther King Jr. was escorted by
marshals when he flew to Montgomery to meet with
the Freedom Riders, but when he attracted a mob of
thousands of angry whites Kennedy was forced to ask
Governor John Patterson to send in National Guard
troops to restore order.

Again, in spite of the violence and harassment, the
riders insisted on continuing their Freedom Ride.
Against the wishes of Kennedy, they continued their
ride to Jackson, Mississippi. Kennedy requested a
cooling off period, but civil rights leaders refused to
put their fight on hold. When the riders arrived in
Jackson, without incident, local police ushered them
through the terminal, through entrances reserved for
white people, and into police vans. Before the riders
left Alabama, Kennedy and Mississippi Senator James
O. Eastland had reached a compromise that federal
troops would not be used in Mississippi if mob

A bus load of Freedom Riders arrives at the Montgomery, Alabama, bus station under the protection of police and National Guardsmen,

May 24, 1961. PHOTOGRAPH BY PETER AYCOCK. AP/WIDE WORLD PHOTOS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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violence did not occur. So when the protestors were
arrested, they fell to the mercy of the local courts. The
judge sentenced them to sixty days in the state peni-
tentiary. After the Mississippi case, many Freedom
Riders tried to continue the journey, but many spent
time in jail. Some nearly died or endured severe inju-
ries from the beatings they received for demanding and
supporting desegregation. While the majority of the
riders, and civil rights activists were black, many par-
ticipants were white. Newspapers, and other media
outlets, sometimes gave a civil rights incident more
coverage if a white person was involved.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

A 22-year old Newton girl was among nine new ‘‘Freedom

Riders’’ who were arrested in Jackson, Miss., yesterday

after trying unsuccessfully to desegregate the white wait-

ing room at the Trailways bus terminal.

Judith Ann Frieze of 31 Tamworth Rd., Waban, who

was graduated this month from Smith College was one of

several whites in the racially-mixed group arrested on a

breach of peace charge.

Miss Frieze, who plans to do graduate work in educa-

tion at Boston University this Fall, is the daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Philip Frieze.

Her father said early this morning that Judith had

phoned him yesterday from Alabama, telling him of her

plans to join the Freedom Ride. He told the Globe that he

was not aware she had been arrested until notified by

newspapermen.

Jackson police reported this morning that Miss Frieze

was being held in the county jail and would face arraign-

ment at a later date.

A police spokesman said he was unable to let Miss

Frieze talk with the Globe this morning.

The arrest of Miss Frieze and her eight companions

brought to 140 the number of arrests during the 29-day

siege of Jackson. The nine new riders were ordered

arrested by Capt. J. L. Ray after they entered the all-

white waiting room and then failed to obey officers’ orders

to move on.

The only white man in the group, Henry Schwarzchild

of Chicago, asked for permission to get a cup of coffee in

the lunchroom and Ray told him to move on.

‘‘I believe I have a right to get a cup of coffee,’’

Schwarzchild replied, and Ray told him that he was under

arrest. Less than 10 minutes later, the terminal was

cleared of the nine riders.

Included among the nine were Rev. Wyatt Tee Walker

of Atlanta, executive director of the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference; his wife, Theresa Ann Walker,

and Dr. Milton Reid of Petersburg, Va., president of the

Virginia Christian Leadership Conference.

In other developments, more Freedom Riders were

reported on the way to Jackson today from Berkeley,

Calif., via Los Angeles and New Orleans. By taking the

route of their predecessors they could reach Jackson no

sooner than Saturday.

And in the legal division, two separate court cases are

still pending.

U.S. District Court Judge Sidney Mize is expected to

rule by Tuesday on a writ of habeas corpus filed by

Elizabeth Porter Wyckoff, 45-year-old white rider from

New York.

Chief Judge Elbert P. Tuttle of the 5th Circuit Court of

Appeals in New Orleans told Federal Court there a request

from the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People for an order to keep police from arresting

riders would go before a three-judge Federal Court July 10.

Atty. William Kuntsler of New York, who is representing

Miss Wyckoff in her court case, told Judge Mize her arrest

was in ‘‘open defiance of Federal authority.’’

An attorney representing the state, Tom Watkins of

Jackson, argued that Kuntsler did not want to go through

state courts and Miss Wyckoff was ‘‘in jail solely because

she wants to be.’’ Kuntsler replied that Miss Wyckoff was

serving a short term sentence and would be out of jail

before the petitions could go through state courts.

Other riders are expected to ask similar orders if Miss

Wyckoff is freed.

Florida Trial Opens The N.A.A.C.P. suit is a class action

which asks the court to keep the state from enforcing

segregation on all Negroes. It asks that officers be ordered

not to molest or arrest Negroes seeking to use white

facilities at public transportation terminals and white

seats on local and inter-city buses.

Meanwhile, in Tallahassee, Fla., 10 Freedom Riders

whose attempts to integrate the city airport’s white res-

taurant landed them in jail go on trial today on charges of

unlawful assembly.

Also scheduled for trial are three others who joined

the segregations-busting group of Northern clergymen in

their sit-in demonstration at the airport.

The eight white persons and five Negroes all pleaded

innocent before City Judge John Rudd and have been free

since last weekend under bonds of $500 each.

The arrests last Friday ended a sit-in demonstration at

the airport which had lasted about 15 hours. The Freedom

Riders started the sit-in when they arrived at the airport to

return home after a bus ride into the South to challenge

segregation practices and found the white restaurant
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closed. City officials refused to order it opened so they

could be served.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Freedom Riders did not make their trip in
vain. The months and years succeeding the Freedom
Riders brought forth a variety of changes and protests
for civil rights. Robert Kennedy encouraged the
Interstate Commerce Commission to outlaw segrega-
tion in interstate bus travel, and its ruling took effect in
September 1961. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 banned
all acts of discrimination in public places. The Voting
Rights Act of 1965 made voting easier for southern
blacks because it prohibited such requirements as lit-
eracy tests and poll taxes. Then, on September 24,
1965, President Lyndon Johnson issued Executive
Order 11246, enforcing affirmative action and requir-
ing government contractors to practice fair hiring pro-
cedures toward minorities.

The fight for civil rights has continued into the
modern era. Even though the Civil Rights Act of 1968
prohibited discrimination in the sale and rental of hous-
ing, further steps were needed to ensure fair and equal
treatment of individuals. In 1988, the U.S. Congress
overrode a presidential veto to pass the Civil Rights
Restoration Act, which forced private institutions that
received federal funds to practice fair hiring practices.
In 1991, President George H. W. Bush signed another
version of the Civil Rights Act. One year later in 1992,
Los Angeles fell prey to rioting when an amateur cam-
eraman caught police beating black resident Rodney
King. These acts, and a plethora of others, have con-
tinued to shape the civil rights movement and the social
structure of the United States.
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About the Author: Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929–1968)
was a Baptist minister and civil rights leader who, as
president of the Southern Christian Leadership
Council, spearheaded the struggle for racial equality
throughout the late 1950s and 1960s.

INTRODUCTION

Martin Luther King, Jr. helped revolutionize race
relations in the United States. He was an eloquent and
popular voice of the African American civil rights
movement from the time of the Montgomery Bus
Boycott in 1956 to his murder in 1968. No one else
had King’s ability to arouse his listeners to indignation
against injustice, to persuade them to march and
demonstrate at the risk of beatings, and to inspire
faith in the triumph of love over hate.

King expressed a philosophy that suited the civil
rights movement of the late fifties and early 1960s. He
rejected the idea that progress could come through
negotiations or favors or the use of courts. He urged
direct action by masses of people. Although he recog-
nized that marches and demonstrations would likely
result in white-directed violence, King insisted that
the protesters be nonviolent. He had been heavily influ-
enced by Henry David Thoreau’s willingness to disobey
the law to support a moral principle and Mohandas
Gandhi’s idea that the force of truth, acted out in mas-
sive disobedience, could win against the force of arms.

On June 11, 1963, President John F. Kennedy
announced his intention to present Congress with a
comprehensive civil rights bill. The legislation was
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intended to ban segregation in all public facilities, to
promote black employment, and to end the disfran-
chisement of black would-be voters. In a dramatic
expression of public support for the bill, King led the
March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom. On
August 28, King addressed an audience of more than
250,000 from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial. His
‘‘I Have a Dream’’ speech has been called the most
powerful and important address delivered by a civil
rights leader in the twentieth century. In it, he refer-
enced the traditional symbols of American identity:
patriotism, religious conviction, the Declaration of
Independence, and the Constitution.

The Civil Rights Act passed in 1964, after
Kennedy’s assassination. In 1967, King went to
Memphis, Tennessee to aid striking sanitation work-
ers, most of whom were black, in their struggle for
better wages and working conditions. While there,
on April 4, 1968, King was assassinated on the balcony
of the Lorraine Motel by James Earl Ray.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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Martin Luther King Jr., gives his ‘‘I Have a Dream’’ speech to a crowd before the Lincoln Memorial during the Freedom March in

Washington, D.C., on August 28, 1963. UPI/CORBIS BETTMANN. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Civil rights change was easy to legislate but very
difficult to effect. Even after the March on
Washington and the passage of the Civil Rights and
Voting Rights Acts, racism and inequality remained. In
a memorial to King, a Civil Rights Bill passed in 1968
to outlaw housing discrimination but it lacked

adequate enforcement mechanisms and could accom-
plish little. Frustration built up within the African
American community at the glacial pace of change.

By the mid–1960s, many African Americans
within the civil rights movement had grown tired of
turning the other cheek to abuse. The nonviolent
phase of the movement gradually began to collapse as
Black Power rose. This radical strain of protest repre-
sented an explicit challenge to the nonviolent tactics
and integrationist objectives of King. While King
embraced Black Power’s emphasis on racial pride, he
dismissed it as a philosophy intent on destruction. His
anger was directed particularly at Black Power’s cele-
bration of violence. He argued that by promoting urban
race riots as legitimate acts of protest, Black Power
leaders created political ammunition for white conser-
vatives and a self-destructive mentality among African
Americans. The self-destruction identified by King con-
tinues at the millennium to cause problems for some
African Americans, especially those in the inner cities.

Despite the setbacks that he faced in his later
years, King’s greatness as a civil rights leader is incon-
testable. He won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964, the
youngest person to date to do so. Crucially, King gave
the civil rights movement a sense of historical urgency.
He led by example in public acts of confrontation
against the forces of white racism and forced an often
reluctant federal government to accelerate the process
of civil rights reform.
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About the Author: Republican Senator Everett Dirksen
represented the state of Illinois from 1950 until his
death in 1969. Elected Senate Minority Leader in
1959, he worked with Lyndon Johnson in the Senate
and later with President Johnson in crafting the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.

INTRODUCTION

The 1954 United States Supreme Court decision
Brown v. Board of Education began the slow but steady
path toward desegregated public schools nationwide.
Segregation in public settings in the United States—
especially the southern states that comprised the former
Confederacy—was still a fact of life for black Americans
into the 1960s. ‘‘Jim Crow’’ laws, enacted in the late
nineteenth century, dictated a strict ‘‘color line’’—a
division of the use of physical facilities and access to
services for black and white people in the United States.

Black people living or traveling in the South faced
‘‘whites only’’ sections in restaurants—if they could
enter the restaurant at all, segregated drinking foun-
tains, prohibitions on sleeping in hotels, and were
often banned from restrooms—even if no other option
existed. Medical facilities and ambulances were segre-
gated as well. Real estate agents could—by law—refuse
to show homes in ‘‘white’’ neighborhoods to prospec-
tive black buyers, and landlords could reject applicants
based on race.

Although John F. Kennedy’ election to the presi-
dency in1960 initially filled civil rights leaders with
hope, by 1963 they expressed concern that he was not
doing enough to advance race relations. On June 11,
1963, the president announced his commitment to
enforcing the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education deci-
sion, and his determination to advance civil rights
despite protests that included threats, violence, and at
times even murder.

Three African Americans hold together to try and withstand the force of firehoses turned against them by police. They are participating in a

May 4, 1963 protest march in Birmingham, Alabama. Broadcast on national news, this and other brutal measures used against the peaceful

protestors shocked many Americans and helped spur passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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Following Kennedy’s assassination on November
22, 1963, Vice-President Lyndon Johnson assumed the
presidency and declared that he would continue
Kennedy’s push for sweeping civil rights legislation.
The 1964 Civil Rights Act passed the House by a 290–
130 vote. In spite of serious political problems with
southern senators such as South Carolina’s Strom
Thurmond, the act passed the Senate by a 73–27 vote.
The House then approved the Senate version 289–126.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

TITLE II—INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AGAINST DISCRIMINATION

IN PLACES OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION

(a) All persons shall be entitled to the full and equal

enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, and

privileges, advantages, and accommodations of

any place of public accommodation, as defined in

this section, without discrimination or segrega-

tion on the ground of race, color, religion, or

national origin.

(b) Each of the following establishments which serves

the public is a place of public accommodation

within the meaning of this title if its operations

affect commerce, or if discrimination or segre-

gation by it is supported by State action:

(1) any inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment which

provides lodging to transient guests, other than

an establishment located within a building which

contains not more than five rooms for rent or hire

and which is actually occupied by the proprietor

of such establishment as his residence;

(2) any restaurant, cafeteria, lunchroom, lunch coun-

ter, soda fountain, or other facility principally

engaged in selling food for consumption on the

premises, including, but not limited to, any such

facility located on the premises of any retail

establishment; or any gasoline station;

(3) any motion picture house, theater, concert hall,

sports arena, stadium or other place of exhibition

or entertainment; and

(4) any establishment (A)(i) which is physically located

within the premises of any establishment other-

wise covered by this subsection, or (ii) within the

premises of which is physically located any such

covered establishment, and (B) which holds itself

out as serving patrons of such covered

establishment.

(c) The operations of an establishment affect com-

merce within the meaning of this title if (1) it is

one of the establishments described in paragraph

(1) of subsection (b); (2) in the case of an

establishment described in paragraph (2) of sub-

section (b), it serves or offers to serve interstate

travelers or a substantial portion of the food

which it serves, or gasoline or other products

which it sells, has moved in commerce; (3) in the

case of an establishment described in paragraph

(3) of subsection (b), it customarily presents

films, performances, athletic teams, exhibitions,

or other sources of entertainment which move

in commerce; and (4) in the case of an estab-

lishment described in paragraph (4) of subsec-

tion (b), it is physically located within the

premises of, or there is physically located within

its premises, an establishment the operations of

which affect commerce within the meaning of

this subsection. For purposes of this section,

‘‘commerce’’ means travel, trade, traffic, com-

merce, transportation, or communication

among the several States, or between the

District of Columbia and any State, or between

any foreign country or any territory or posses-

sion and any State or the District of Columbia, or

between points in the same State but through

any other State or the District of Columbia or a

foreign country.

(d) Discrimination or segregation by an establishment

is supported by State action within the meaning

of this title if such discrimination or segregation

(1) is carried on under color of any law, statute,

ordinance, or regulation; or (2) is carried on under

color of any custom or usage required or

enforced by officials of the State or political sub-

division thereof; or (3) is required by action of the

State or political subdivision thereof.

(e) The provisions of this title shall not apply to a

private club or other establishment not in fact

open to the public, except to the extent that the

facilities of such establishment are made avail-

able to the customers or patrons of an estab-

lishment within the scope of subsection (b).

SEC. 202. All persons shall be entitled to be free, at

any establishment or place, from discrimination

or segregation of any kind on the ground of race,

color, religion, or national origin, if such discrim-

ination or segregation is or purports to be

required by any law, statute, ordinance, regula-

tion, rule, or order of a State or any agency or

political subdivision thereof . . . .

TITLE III—DESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC FACILITIES

(a) Whenever the Attorney General receives a com-

plaint in writing signed by an individual to the
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effect that he is being deprived of or threatened

with the loss of his right to the equal protection

of the laws, on account of his race, color, reli-

gion, or national origin, by being denied equal

utilization of any public facility which is owned,

operated, or managed by or on behalf of any

State or subdivision thereof, other than a public

school or public college as defined in section

401 of title IV hereof, and the Attorney General

believes the complaint is meritorious and certi-

fies that the signer or signers of such complaint

are unable, in his judgment, to initiate and

maintain appropriate legal proceedings for

relief and that the institution of an action

will materially further the orderly progress

of desegregation in public facilities, the

Attorney General is authorized to institute for

or in the name of the United States a civil

action in any appropriate district court of the

United States against such parties and for

such relief as may be appropriate, and such

court shall have and shall exercise jurisdiction

of proceedings instituted pursuant to this

section. The Attorney General may implead as

defendants such additional parties as are or

become necessary to the grant of effective

relief hereunder.

(b) The Attorney General may deem a person or per-

sons unable to initiate and maintain appropriate

legal proceedings within the meaning of subsec-

tion (a) of this section when such person or

persons are unable, either directly or through

other interested persons or organizations, to bear

the expense of the litigation or to obtain effective

legal representation; or whenever he is satisfied

that the institution of such litigation would

jeopardize the personal safety, employment, or

economic standing of such person or persons,

their families, or their property.

SEC. 302. In any action or proceeding under this title

the United States shall be liable for costs, includ-

ing a reasonable attorney’s fee, the same as a

private person.

SEC. 303. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely

the right of any person to sue for or obtain relief in

any court against discrimination in any facility

covered by this title.

TITLE IV—DESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

DEFINITIONS

As used in this title—

(a) ‘‘Commissioner’’ means the Commissioner of

Education.

(b) ‘‘Desegregation’’ means the assignment of

students to public schools and within such

schools without regard to their race, color,

religion, or national origin, but ‘‘desegregation’’

shall not mean the assignment of students to

public schools in order to overcome racial

imbalance.

(c) ‘‘Public school’’ means any elementary or secon-

dary educational institution, and ‘‘public college’’

means any institution of higher education or any

technical or vocational school above the secon-

dary school level, provided that such public

school or public college is operated by a State,

subdivision of a State, or governmental agency

within a State, or operated wholly or predomi-

nantly from or through the use of governmental

funds or property, or funds or property derived

from a governmental source.

(d) ‘‘School board’’ means any agency or agencies

which administer a system of one or more public

schools and any other agency which is responsi-

ble for the assignment of students to or within

such system.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Southern Democrats spent eighty-three days fili-
bustering the 1964 Civil Rights Act. In the end it
passed with overwhelming majorities in both houses
of Congress. The act protects Americans from race- and
gender-based discrimination; Representative Howard
W. Smith added this prohibition in spite of his
opposition to civil rights for blacks. This act divided
parties along geographic lines; Johnson knew going
into the battle that he could cause damage to his
own party, the Democrats, which had been opposed
to broader rights for African Americans since the
post-Civil War period, when Democrats often
backed Ku Klux Klan activities and suppressed the
black vote.

The 1964 Civil Rights act mandated desegrega-
tion in all public schools and approved federal power
to enforce it; desegregation of all public venues such
as restaurants, theaters, public transportation, rest-
rooms, drinking fountains, gas stations, hotels, and
sporting arenas. In addition, the act prohibited dis-
crimination on the basis of ‘‘race, color, religion, or
national origin’’ as well as sex. The act strengthened
voter rights, but did not abolish such roadblocks as
literacy tests for African Americans. Congress went
on to remove such obstacles with the Voting Rights
Act of 1965.
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Worker protection, backed by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, was a central
part of the 1964 legislation as well. By granting the
ability to file grievances and lawsuits against compa-
nies that violated the new law, African Americans and
women legally gained standing in the courts when
faced with labor discrimination.

The act invalidated a wide range of Jim Crow laws
overnight and passed the Supreme Court test of con-
stitutionality. Discrimination in government, educa-
tion, employment, public accommodations, and
housing became a federal crime. But society did not
change so quickly, and enforcement often involved
federal authority to gain compliance, part of a slow
shift toward greater freedoms for African Americans
and women.
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proposing the 1965 Voting Rights Act.

INTRODUCTION

In June 1963, five months before he was assassi-
nated, President John F. Kennedy addressed the nation
with a call for powerful civil rights legislation to help
give minorities greater legal protection, personal free-
doms, and economic opportunity. Civil rights leaders
in the black community, upset with what they consid-
ered to be slow progress on civil rights at the federal
level, expressed ambivalence about such legislation.
Civil rights legislation in 1957 and 1960 had raised
hopes among African Americans, but the legisla-
tion—stripped of power by compromises with south-
ern Democrats—had not altered the status quo, and
race-based segregation in daily and political life
remained the reality for African Americans in the
southern United States.

In the wake of Kennedy’s assassination, his vice
president, Lyndon B. Johnson, assumed the presidency.
Committed to continuing Kennedy’s civil rights work,
Johnson used his political connections and networking
skills to appeal to the House of Representatives and
Senate to pass a strong civil rights bill, one that provided
blacks with protections in education, housing, law, and
employment. Southern Democrats balked, but ulti-
mately the house, and then the senate, passed the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. However, the act did not adequately
protect voting rights, a key issue Johnson prepared to
tackle in future legislation.

On March 15, 1965, President Johnson addressed
Congress one week after violence broke out during
peaceful protests by African Americans in Selma,
Alabama. In Selma, the police attacked protestors led
by the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. as they
prepared to march to Montgomery, Alabama. The
news channels showed images of well-dressed, peace-
ful protestors being beaten and sprayed with water
from fire hoses. A white Unitarian minister from
Boston, James J. Reeb, died during the violence.

Johnson’s speech was direct and to the point on
the issue of voting rights for African Americans. He
said, ‘‘The harsh fact is that in many places in this
country men and women are kept from voting simply
because they are Negroes. . . . The Negro citizen may
go to register only to be told that the day is wrong, or
the hour is late, or the official in charge is absent. And
if he persists, and if he manages to present himself to
the registrar, he may be disqualified because he did not
spell out his middle name or because he abbreviated a
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word on the application. And if he manages to fill out
an application he is given a test. The registrar is the
sole judge of whether he passes this test. He may be
asked to recite the entire Constitution, or explain the
most complex provisions of State law. And even a
college degree cannot be used to prove that he can
read and write. For the fact is that the only way to
pass these barriers is to show a white skin.’’

The Voting Rights Act passed both houses of
Congress, and President Johnson signed the bill into
law on August 6, 1965. Selected excerpts from this act
follow.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

An Act To enforce the fifteenth amendment to the

Constitution of the United States, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of America in

Congress assembled, That this Act shall be known as the

‘‘Voting Rights Act of 1965.’’

SEC. 2. No voting qualification or prerequisite to vot-

ing, or standard, practice, or procedure shall be imposed or

applied by any State or political subdivision to deny or

abridge the right of any citizen of the United States to

vote on account of race or color.

SEC. 4. (a) To assure that the right of citizens of the

United States to vote is not denied or abridged on account

of race or color, no citizen shall be denied the right to vote in

any Federal, State, or local election because of his failure to

comply with any test or device in any State . . . .

SEC. 10. (a) The Congress finds that the requirement of

the payment of a poll tax as a precondition to voting:

(i) precludes persons of limited means from voting or

imposes unreasonable financial hardship upon such persons

as a precondition to their exercise of the franchise, (ii) does

not bear a reasonable relationship to any legitimate State

interest in the conduct of elections, and (iii) in some areas

has the purpose or effect of denying persons the right to vote

because of race or color. Upon the basis of these findings,

Congress declares that the constitutional right of citizens to

vote is denied or abridged in some areas by the requirement

of the payment of a poll tax as a precondition to voting.

African Americans vote for the first time in Alabama after enactment of the Voting Rights Act of 1966. ª FLIP SCHULKE/CORBIS.
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SEC. 11. (a) No person acting under color of law shall

fail or refuse to permit any person to vote who is entitled to

vote under any provision of this Act or is otherwise quali-

fied to vote, or willfully fail or refuse to tabulate, count, and

report such person’s vote.

(b) No person, whether acting under color of law or

otherwise, shall intimidate, threaten, or coerce, or attempt

to intimidate, threaten, or coerce any person for voting or

attempting to vote, or intimidate, threaten, or coerce,

or attempt to intimidate, threaten, or coerce any person

for urging or aiding any person to vote or attempt to vote,

or intimidate, threaten, or coerce any person for exercising

any powers or duties under section 3(a), 6, 8, 9, 10, or 12(e).

(c) Whoever knowingly or willfully gives false informa-

tion as to his name, address, or period of residence in the

voting district for the purpose of establishing his eligibility to

register or vote, or conspires with another individual for the

purpose of encouraging his false registration to vote or illegal

voting, or pays or offers to pay or accepts payment either for

registration to vote or for voting shall be fined not more than

$10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

SEC. 12. (a) Whoever shall deprive or attempt to

deprive any person of any right secured by section 2, 3,

4, 5, 7, or 10 or shall violate section 11(a) or (b), shall be

fined not more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more than

five years, or both.

Approved August 6, 1965.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The effect of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 was
immediate in the South; in Mississippi, the percentage
of registered African American voters skyrocketed
from six percent to forty-four percent. Because the
law required that all counties register more than fifty
percent of its citizens of voting age or face federal
intervention, even intractable southern states that dis-
agreed with civil rights legislation permitted black
voter registration rather than face further erosion of
states’ rights and greater federal intervention.

By removing literacy tests and any qualifier for
registering to vote, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 not
only gave African Americans the right to vote, but also
afforded them the opportunity to elect more African
Americans to public office at every level of government.
Black voter turnouts shortly after the act passed were as
high as ninety-two percent in Tennessee and seventy-
four percent in Mississippi. This marked a turning point
in southern politics; African American participation in
the electoral process was swift, intense, and powerful.

However, the transition was not smooth. Federal
examiners were sent to many counties that did not

comply with the new law, and more than one-third
of all new African American voters were registered
by a federal examiner. Federal observers monitored
the polls to verify that African American voters were
permitted to cast their ballots and to ensure that African
American votes were actually counted in tallies.

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 was upheld and
strengthened in 1970, 1975, 1982, and 1992. In 1965,
fewer than 100 black citizens held elected office in the
United States; twenty-five years later more than 7,200
held office. Combined with the Civil Rights Act of
1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 set in motion a
dramatic change in the political landscape of the
United States by ensuring that all eligible Americans,
regardless of race or color, could cast their votes and
have those votes counted.

FURTHER RESOURCES
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University Press, 2002.
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City of Memphis v. Martin
Luther King, Jr

Statement

By: City of Memphis

Date: April 1968

Source: City of Memphis v. Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Archives: Records of the United States
District Court, 1968.
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About the Author: City officials in Memphis clashed with
Martin Luther King, Jr. and the other members of the
Southern Christian Leadership Council (SCLC) in
1968. SCLC, headed by King, began in 1957 to employ
nonviolent direct action in the struggle against segre-
gation. Members of SCLC typically used marches as a
protest technique.

INTRODUCTION

By 1968, Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929–1968) had
spent over a decade as the chief spokesperson for the
African American civil rights movement. In Memphis
in the spring of 1968, King and the other ministers who
formed the leadership of the premier nonviolent civil
rights organization, the Southern Christian Leadership
Council (SCLC), prepared to expand the movement
to include economic justice for poor, working-class
blacks.

As SCLC promoted a Poor People’s Campaign,
King decided to go to Memphis to support a strike of
predominantly black sanitation workers. On February
3, 1968, a group of marching strikers had been attacked
by police officers wielding nightsticks and spraying
mace. The strikers and their supporters then began a
boycott of all stores in the downtown area, the stores
owned by city leaders, and the two Memphis news-
papers. King went to Memphis to emphasize that most
African Americans were part of the working poor who
stayed poor because they were unorganized. Union rec-
ognition would help reduce black poverty. On March 28,
King joined a march through Memphis for black rights.
The march turned violent when thieves among the pro-
testers began breaking store windows and grabbing stock
along three city blocks. The police then attacked the
marchers with tear gas. By day’s end, sixty-two people
had been injured and a black teenager lay dead.

SCLC debated holding another march. They
feared that if they did not demonstrate that they
could stage a peaceful march in Memphis, then a
scheduled march through Washington, DC for poor
people’s rights would collapse. King agreed to return
to Memphis. On April 4, 1968, King stood with fellow
civil rights leaders on a balcony outside of a motel
room. He was shot dead by James Earl Ray, an escapee
from the Missouri state penitentiary. Although King
had been an apostle of nonviolence, his assassination
set off a new wave of rioting across the country.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

CITY OF MEMPHIS V. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Complainant vs Martin Luther King, Jr.

No. C-68-80

Hosea Williams, Reverend James Bevel, Reverend James

Orange, Ralph D. Abernathy and Bernard Lee, all non-

residents of the State of Tennessee, Defendants

Answer The defendants deny each and every allegation of

the complainant except as follows:

The defendant Martin Luther King, Jr. and members

of his staff were invited by local ministers to participate in a

march held on March 8, 1967. Said march was held under

the supervision of local ministers and the responsibility for

planning and supervision to maintain order did not rest

with those defendants.

The defendant King at the urgent request of local

march leaders did leave the scene of disorder. At the

same time, local leaders made immediate and successful

efforts to turn the march back.

The defendants have organized and conducted in many

communities utilizing the principals of non-violence numer-

ous marches, none of which have resulted in civil disturb-

ance. The defendants are not presently and have never been

engaged in any conspiracies as alleged in the complaint.

Defendants have in no way in their private or public state-

ments sponsored, fermented, encouraged and incited riots,

mobs or breaches of the peace as alleged in the complaint.

Defendants further state that they have never refused

to furnish information concerning marches or plans as

such information became available; that in fact said infor-

mation has been furnished on a continuing basis to local

law enforcement officers; that there is no statute or ordi-

nance requiring the issuance of a parade or march permit

by police authorities. However, to the extent that there is

any custom or practice of submitting plans for parades or

marches to police officials for discussion and review, the

defendants have and will continue to do so as soon as

practical after said plans have been made.

The defendants utilizing their experience have under-

taken the following general steps to insure that the march

will be non-violent and under control at all times.

Limitations will be placed on the number of marchers in

each line; parade marshals will be carefully selected and

give training in their duties; liaison will be maintained with

local law enforcement officers and the necessary protec-

tion and assistance will be requested; all groups in the

community have been contacted to insure the parties in

the march will participate on a non-violent basis; a route has

been tentatively selected, together with tentative starting

and ending times for the march and other necessary organ-

izational steps have been and are continuing to be taken to

insure a peaceful march. Steps have further been taken to

prohibit the use of signs affixed to sticks or any other object

which might be utilized in an improper manner.
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Defendant, Martin Luther King, Jr., further states that

he has on numerous other occasions received threats or

been informed of threats received by others concerning

his personal safety; that while all due precautions have

been taken, there have been no difficulties encountered

as a result of such threats.

Defendants respectfully request that the application

for an injunction should be denied or in the alternative that

the Court permit the march to be held under such reason-

able restrictions as may be necessary giving due regard to

the defendants and their First Amendment rights.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 did much to end racial segregation
and give formal political power to blacks. Yet these
improvements did not fully fix deep problems that
kept blacks at the bottom of the economic ladder. As
King himself noted in a 1967 speech in Chicago, blacks

had expected sudden, dramatic improvements and
when these did not materialize, they became frustrated.
This frustration exploded between 1965 and 1967 as
more than a hundred riots tore across the United States.

While King reaffirmed his faith in nonviolence
and integration, others within the civil rights move-
ment suggested that peaceful tactics be abandoned.
The persistence of white hostility and the betrayal of
black expectations encouraged new movements, strat-
egies, and ideologies. The most popular new idea was
that of black power, by which black people would
assume control of their own communities, lives, and
destinies. Politically, black power meant electing
blacks and forcing them to address black needs.
Economically, black power demanded that the money
spent by black people remain in the black community.

As subsequent race riots, notably the Los Angeles
riots of 1992, have demonstrated, many blacks con-
tinue to feel the same frustration that the 1960s gen-
eration experienced. The civil rights legislation had
limited significance in the day-to-day lives of most

Together during a civil rights march in Memphis, Tennessee on March 28, 1968 are the Reverend Ralph Abernathy (right), Bishop Julian

Smith (left), and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr (center). AP IMAGES.
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African Americans. Economic differences continue to
loom large. In 1970, 33.5 percent of African Americans
lived below the poverty line, while only 9.9 percent of
whites did so. By 2000, 26.1 percent of blacks qualified
as poor compared to 10.5 percent of whites. In the
decades since King died trying to help poor blacks,
more than a quarter of the African-American popula-
tion remains mired in poverty.
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International Convention on
the Suppression and
Punishment of the Crime of
Apartheid

Convention

By: United Nations General Assembly

Date: November 30, 1973

Source: United Nations General Assembly. International
Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the
Crime of Apartheid. General Assembly Resolution
3068 (XXVIII). New York: United Nations, November
30, 1973.

About the Author: The phrase ‘‘United Nations’’ was used
during World War II (1939–1945) to describe the
dozens of nations allied together to fight Germany
and Japan, most notably including China, France,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United
States of America. These allies decided to develop a
new organization to facilitate international coopera-
tion and help prevent future wars. It would replace the
League of Nations, which had failed to prevent World
War II. They called it the United Nations (UN). The
UN Charter was ratified on October 24, 1945. In the
years since, the UN has served as a forum for interna-
tional negotiation and cooperation on many issues,

including international security, human rights, trade
and economics, and the environment. The General
Assembly is the primary bosy for deliberation within
the United Nations, in which all member nations have
a seat.

INTRODUCTION

South Africa, a nation with a long history of colo-
nization by western countries, gained its independence
from Great Britain in 1934. Until the 1940s, when the
Afrikaner National Party gained political control,
South Africa remained a country divided politically
and socially. When the ANP gained political control,
it initiated apartheid to solidify and extend racial sep-
aration and maintain ANP (i.e. white domination)
control. The unifying control that the ANP brought
to South Africa was exclusively one-sided—its pro-
grams favored whites.

In 1948, racial discrimination and separation laws
took effect throughout South Africa. These laws
encompassed almost every facet of daily life. Among
other things, the new laws prohibited marriage
between blacks and whites, and they classified individ-
uals into one of three racial categories. These catego-
ries of white, black (African), and colored (mixed
heritage) stemmed from the 1950 Population
Registration Act, aimed at solidifying job, housing,
financial, and political restrictions. In 1951, these
racial divisions were further codified by the Bantu
Authorities Act, which established African ‘‘home-
lands’’ and assigned each African in South Africa to
one of these homeland states. These homeland states
acted with nominal independence within the larger
nation of South Africa, but once a person resided
within a homeland he or she lost citizenship rights
within South Africa. Furthermore, all voting and polit-
ical functions were connected to these homelands.
Between 1976 and 1981, the ANP established four
homeland states that denationalized nine million
Africans. Yet, these restricted homeland zones within
South Africa only showcase a small percentage of the
civil rights that apartheid systematically violated.

ANP legislation was designed to repress blacks in
South Africa, and these legal measures continued to
strengthen racial divisions. In 1953, the Public Safety
Act and the Criminal Law Amendment were passed.
These pieces of legislation allowed the government to
declare states of emergency (as it deemed fit), imposed
increased penalties for protesting, and made it a crime
to support the repeal of a law. In 1960, several blacks
from Sharpeville tested these laws by refusing to carry
their passes. A state of emergency was declared for
156 days; sixty-nine individuals died and 187 were
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wounded. The Sharpeville incident was not the only
black resistance action or the only time that a state of
emergency was declared in response to the apartheid
policy. The South African government intermittently
declared states of emergency until 1989. To make
these acts of governmental repression more objection-
able, individuals could be detained without hearings or
trials for up to six months, and the condition of the
detention centers was reported to be horrendous.
Detainees who survived their experiences often
reported the lack of food, water, clean areas for rest,
and fresh air in jails and detention centers. They also
testified that some detainees died from various forms
of torture, and some detainees received life sentences
for minimal crimes or actions of governmental dissent.

One of the most noted resisters against the apart-
heid system is Nelson Mandela. Mandela was born in
July 1918 and was educated at the University College
of Fort Hare. Throughout his college years, he par-
ticipated in and led student organizations, and his
rapid progression to national politics in the 1940s

and 1950s stemmed from his collegiate activities.
Mandela was an active member of the African
National Congress, a group that denounced apartheid
and promoted equality throughout Africa, and he
eventually held key positions within the organization.
As a result of his fight for racial equality, he faced
several criminal trials, and, in 1952, he was sentenced
to a suspended prison sentence and confined to
Johannesburg for six months. He received a light sen-
tence because he and his co-accused advocated non-
violent opposition to white rule. Mandela then joined
the legal profession, and he continued his political
work. His continual public addresses and advocacy
for racial equality made him a target of governmental
suppression throughout the 1950s. To avoid detection
and imprisonment, he adopted many disguises and his
followers named him the "Black Pimpernel" for his
many successful and creative evasions of the police.
After illegally leaving the country in 1961 to give sev-
eral international addresses on the state of South
African politics and social life, he returned to South

Police drag away an anti-apartheid protester at a demonstration in Soweto, South Africa, in 1980. ª WILLIAM CAMPBELL/SYGMA/CORBIS.
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Africa. He was arrested and received a five-year prison
sentence for his political actions. While serving this
sentence, he was charged with sabotage in the Rivonia
Trial. Mandela was found guilty of sabotage and sen-
tenced to life imprisonment.

The plight of Mandela, and other South Africans,
became a growing point of contention with world
leaders. More importantly, spies within the country
and South African defectors forced the world to hear
about (and see) the crimes apartheid committed
against individuals. In 1973, the United Nations
brought apartheid to the forefront of the political
arena again. Since arms and financial embargos do
not convince the regime of the need to change, the
UN created the International Convention on the
Supression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

Apartheid officially ended in February 1990, when
President F. W. de Klerk released Mandela from
prison and began dismantling apartheid. Mandela left
prison on February 11, 1990, and a temporary truce
was called on fighting against apartheid. The ANC and
other African groups agreed to the truce in a good faith
effort toward the government. Since Mandela and
other political prisoners had been released, they felt it
appropriate to give the newly emerging democratic
government time to reform political and social orders.

Governmental reforms took hold fairly quickly
throughout South Africa. The nine million Africans
who had been denationalized regained their South
African citizenship. Housing zones (for blacks and
whites) were abolished and job segregation slowly
began to end. Non-whites no longer had to carry pass
books, and publicly segregated areas like beaches
became areas where everyone could gather. Finally,
racial divisions and stereotypes began to ease within
African society, and the initial days of protests by
whites demanding a re-instatement of apartheid and
by blacks demanding an end to the racial system
subsided.

Key political leaders also saw the need to step
down and let a new generation of leaders take control
of the government, and, in 1999, Nelson Mandela
retired from public life. His retirement, along with
many of his allies, demonstrated faith in South
Africa’s new democratic leadership.
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Mourners Surround the Coffin
of Black Leader Steve Biko

Photograph

By: The Associated Press

Date: September 25, 1977

Source: AP Images.

About the Photographer: The Associated Press is a world-
wide news agency based in New York.

INTRODUCTION

Apartheid is an Afrikaans word meaning ‘‘apart-
ness’’ and it refers to a system of racial segregation
practiced by a white minority against a black majority
in South Africa from 1948 to 1991. Many white and
black South Africans opposed the system, including a
Bantu man, Steve Biko.

Biko, a charismatic speaker and tireless activist,
traveled around South Africa in the 1970s promoting a
message known as black consciousness. The philosophy
holds that blacks could only be free if they did not feel
inferior to whites. Biko’s activism is credited with con-
tributing to the 1976 Soweto riots, a turning point in the
struggle against apartheid. He encouraged black pride
and self-reliance in an era when South African author-
ities feared that a black uprising would destroy white
control. Biko’s activism made him a marked man.

The police arrested Biko on August 18, 1977 in
Grahamtown. He had broken a court order restricting
him to his home in nearby East London and allegedly
possessed inflammatory pamphlets. He was fatally
injured within thirty minutes of being arrested. Five
police officers stated that Biko had tried to attack one
of his interrogators while in custody in Port Elizabeth.
They tackled Biko and claimed to have accidentally
slammed his head against the wall. The unresponsive
prisoner remained chained to a metal gate in a stand-
ing position for two days while police waited to see if
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they could continue the interrogation. Eventually,
Biko was taken in a police van, naked and bleeding,
on a 1,200-kilometer (745.6-mile) trip to a prison in
Pretoria where he died of brain injuries on September
12, 1977. In 1999, the Truth and Reconciliation
Committee of the South African government declared
that Biko had probably been murdered because the
police wanted to teach him a lesson about his defiance
of white authority.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

MOURNERS SURROUND THE COFFIN OF BLACK LEADER

STEVE BIKO

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Steve Biko’s death did not lead to any immediate
policy change. It did, however, further inflame opinion
against the system of apartheid. The image of the
young law student, nude, shackled hand and foot to a
gate, and incoherent due to head injuries, became part
of the legend of black nationalism. By 1981, South
Africa and Namibia were the only remaining white-
ruled countries in Africa. International and domestic
pressures pushed these countries to change. South
Africa faced increasingly strict international economic
sanctions, which included U.S. corporations’ divest-
iture of their South African holdings. Internally, the
need for more skilled labor led to the lifting of limits
on black wages and the legalization of black labor
unions with the right to strike.

In 1989, F.W. de Klerk became South African
prime minister and immediately announced the

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Mourners Surround the Coffin of Black Leader Steve Biko: On September 25, 1977, mourners surround the coffin of black leader

Steve Biko, in his hometown of Ginsberg, South Africa. Biko—a prominent anti-aparthied leader—died under suspicious circumstances

while in the custory of South African police. AP IMAGES.
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release of many black political prisoners. In February
1990, he declared in Parliament that apartheid had
failed, that bans on all political parties would be lifted,
and that African National Congress leader Nelson
Mandela would be released after twenty-seven years
of imprisonment. In 1991, all the remaining apartheid
laws were repealed. After three years of intense nego-
tiation, all sides agreed in 1993 to a framework for a
multiracial, multiparty transitional government.
Elections were held in April 1994, and Mandela
became the first freely elected, black president in
South African history.

To help heal South Africa’s emotional and psy-
chological wounds from the system of apartheid,
Mandela created the Truth and Reconciliation

Commission, with Nobel Peace Prize winner
Archbishop Desmond Tutu as its chair. In 1999, the
commission denied amnesty to the four surviving
policemen accused of killing Biko. In 2003, the
Justice Ministry declined to prosecute the officers
due to insufficient evidence remaining to support a
murder charge. In that same year, new President
Thabo Mbeki announced that the South African
government would pay 660 million Rand (about 109
million U.S. dollars) to 22,000 people who had
been detained or tortured, or who were surviving
family members of those murdered during the apart-
heid era.
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Nelson Mandela’s Second
Court Statement

Book excerpt

By: Nelson Mandela

Date: 1964

Source: Mandela, Nelson R. Nelson Mandela: The
Struggle Is My Life. London: International Defense
and Aid Fund for South Africa, 1978.

About the Author: Nelson Mandela achieved global rec-
ognition for his struggles against apartheid in South
Africa, for his several-decades-long incarceration as a
result, and for his election to the presidency in South
Africa’s first all-race democractic election in 1994.
He has been a political activist for nearly all of his
adult life and was a central figure in the black South
African fight against apartheid. In 1993, along with
F. Willem De Klerk, Mandela was awarded the
Nobel Prize for Peace in recognition of his long-stand-
ing efforts to put an end to the oppression of the black
South African people by helping to abolish apartheid.

In 1977, demonstrators in Trafalger Sqaure, London, England,

protest against police brutality in South Africa. They are demand-

ing a neutral inquiry into the death of Steve Biko, the Black

Consciousness leader, who died in South African police custody.

ª HULTON-DEUTSCH COLLECTION/CORBIS.
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INTRODUCTION

Nelson Mandela became involved with the African
National Congress (ANC) as a young man and was
instrumental in the development of the ANC’s Youth
League (ANCYL). With Oliver Tambo, he co-founded
the first law office run by black South Africans in 1952.
He began resisting apartheid immediately after it
was instituted and had long been in support of ending
what he called racialism (analogous to racism) in South
Africa.

In the early 1950s, Mandela became deeply
involved in the Defiance Campaign, dedicated to erad-
icating legal discrimination against black South
Africans. He was arrested and criminally charged for
his role in this movement, given a suspended prison
sentence, and confined to remain in Johannesburg
for six months. Near the end of the 1950s, Mandela
was a defendant in the Treason Trials, which came
about as a result of the adoption of the Freedom
Charter by the African National Congress, the
Congress of Democrats, the South African Indian
Congress, the South African Congress of Trade
Unions, and the Colored People’s Congress. These
were primarily black South African groups, and the
Freedom Charter was concerned with ending apart-
heid and abolishing racial segregation and separatism.
It advocated freedom and equality for all people in
South Africa, regardless of racial or cultural origin.
The police arrested more than 150 people during the
first two weeks of December in 1956, most of whom
were black and the majority of whom were executives
in the above-named groups.

Those arrested were charged with the capital
crime (able to receive the death sentence) of high
treason. Of the 156 people arrested, ninety-five were
made to stand trial. Ultimately, all charges were
dropped. After the Sharpeville Massacre in 1960, the
African National Congress was banned from South
Africa, and Mandela was detained by the legal author-
ities until 1961 for his participation in the group. After
his release, Mandela went underground and adopted a
series of different disguises in order to avoid capture as
he worked to try to gather support for governmental
changes. He left the country illegally to gather interna-
tional support for his movement and was arrested
when he re-entered South Africa. He was convicted
in 1962 and sentenced to five years in prison. While he
was serving his sentence, he was charged with sabotage
in the Rivonia case, along with the other leaders of the
African National Congress. During the Rivonia Trial
in 1963–1964, seven of the defendants, including
Mandela, were found guilty of treason for allegedly
plotting to overthrow the apartheid government, and
were sentenced to life imprisonment.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

Nelson Mandela served twenty-eight years in
prison. During that time, he remained a role model
for other prisoners and was deeply committed to the
struggle to end apartheid in South Africa. He worked
to create educational programs, teaching basic skills
as well as politics in every prison in which he was
placed. Mandela never ceased his political activism,
despite his adverse and oppressive circumstances. He
remained a very powerful political figure throughout
the decades he spent in prison. Several times during
the course of his incarceration, he was offered the
opportunity to be released in exchange for renuncia-
tion of his political beliefs. He never compromised his
ethics or his beliefs, and he refused to be released on
those grounds. With the ending of apartheid, Nelson
Mandela was released from prison on Sunday,
February 11, 1990.

In 1991, Nelson Mandela presided at the first
sanctioned meeting of the African National
Congress held in South Africa since it was banned in
1960. He was elected President of the ANC that year
as well. In 1993, Nelson Mandela and F. Willem De
Klerk shared the Nobel Peace Prize, following in
the distinguished tradition of fellow South African
opponents of apartheid Chief Albert Lutuli (Nobel
Prize for Peace, 1967) and Archbishop Desmond
Tutu (Nobel Prize for Peace, 1984). The Nelson
Mandela who won the Nobel Prize for Peace in
1993 was a far different man than the young radical
who had studied (and mastered) guerilla warfare, and
who had advocated violent uprisings as a means of
opposing apartheid and attempting to overthrow the
white South African apartheid government. The
older Nelson Mandela referred to himself as a person
who was accepting the Nobel Laureate as ‘‘a repre-
sentative of the millions of people across the globe,
the anti-apartheid movement, the governments and
organisations that joined with us, not to fight against
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South Africa as a country or any of its peoples, but to
oppose an inhuman system and sue for a speedy end to
the apartheid crime against humanity.

These countless human beings, both inside and
outside our country, had the nobility of spirit to
stand in the path of tyranny and injustice, without
seeking selfish gain. They recognised that an injury
to one is an injury to all and therefore acted together
in defense of justice and a common human decency.’’

On May 10, 1994, Nelson Mandela was elected
State President of South Africa in the first demo-
cratic all-race elections held after the ending of
apartheid, and served in that capacity from May of
1994 until June of 1999, when he officially retired.
He was the first black President in South African
History.
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Tiananmen Square Protest

Photograph

By: Jeff Widener

Date: May 30, 1989

Source: ª Peter Turnley/Corbis. Reproduced by
permission.

About the Photographer: Peter Turnley is a freelancer photo-
grapher who has covered wars, disasters, protests, and
many other events for a variety of news organizations.

INTRODUCTION

On June 3, 1989, six weeks of predominantly
peaceful student and worker protests in the Chinese
capital of Beijing (also known as Peking) came to a
violent conclusion. These protesters demanded more
democratic freedoms in China, and the protest
reflected the growing working class movement.
About 40,000 soldiers from the Peoples Liberation
Army descended upon the thousands of protesters,
and their use of tanks, other weapons of warfare, and
tear gas brought the protest movement to a moment of
chaos. Witness accounts remarked that Army tanks
came in and knocked people off barricades, buses,
and buildings. Some of these obstacles caught fire,
but the mood of the protesters stayed indignant and
did not immediately turn to fear. As the crowd of
protesters yelled and chanted sayings like ‘‘You pig’’
and ‘‘Go on strike,’’ the military fired rounds of ammu-
nition at them. Previously, rubber bullets had been
used to quell the protesters, but the events of June 3
reflected the agitated mood of the protesters and the
Chinese government. The Chinese Red Cross esti-
mated that about 2,600 people died from the protest’s
violent conclusion, and not all of these causalities were
protesters. Many by-standers and local residents were
caught in the crossfire of bullets and the burning
buildings and buses. Numerous scholars, media
reports, and critics have agreed the 1989 protests
proved the most difficult social uprising in Chinese
history since its 1949 revolution.

Tiananmen Square is the largest square in the
world; it could hold the entire Summer Olympics
with all the events occurring simultaneously. The size
of the square made it the perfect location for the pro-
test, though the square has no trees, no benches, no
public water fountains, and no venders for food or
beverage. It is also one of the most heavily monitored
public squares. The light posts are equipped with

speakers and swiveling video cameras. These cameras
work rather well, as the protester who threw paint on
the painting of Mao Tse-tung in Tiananmen Square
received a life sentence for his action. The video cam-
eras captured his act of dissent. The lack of facilities
heightened the hardships of the protesters, and the
video surveillance enabled the Chinese government
to convict and suppress many protesters once the hos-
tilities ended.

Before the violent conclusion of the Tiananmen
Square protest, a series of events and calculated moves
(by the protesters and Chinese government) paved the
way for social unrest. Students marched to Tiananmen
Square in late December 1986 and early January 1987,
but the police arrested and forcefully removed them
before a serious protest could get underway. Hu
Yaobang stepped in and prevented the student protest-
ers from being jailed, and his opponents saw this action
as weak and sympathetic to the students. These protest-
ers demanded larger democratic freedoms in China, and
they wanted economic and governmental reforms that
would encourage fair hiring and selling practices. Hu
was forced to resign his governmental post after the
1987 protest, and his death in 1989 is often marked as
a catalyst for the Tiananmen Square uprising. Hu
served as general secretary of the Communist Party in
1980 and as party chairman in 1981.

In 1988, the Chinese economy was improving, but
many citizens were still disenchanted that government
corruption was enabling some members of society to
obtain wealth while other individuals could not or
could barely pay their bills. Then in April 1989, Hu
died from a heart attack, prompting students through-
out Beijing to display posters of him from campus
buildings. The students rallied on three key demands:
more democratic representation, authority to organize
student unions, and the end of government corruption.
On April 21, students began gathering in Tiananmen
Square in anticipation of Hu’s funeral. The students
camped in the square to prevent the police from
barring them from Hu’s funeral, and on April 22,
some students maneuvered past the police line. They
waited for over an hour to give their position to the
country’s leaders, but official leaders refused to
see them. Then, on April 26, a line of protesters—
exceeding four miles (6.4 kilometers) long—marched
to Tiananmen Square. Workers and civilians joined
the movement.

The protesters refused to leave, and on May 13
they viewed the opening of the Sino-Soviet Summit as
an opportunity to gain international attention for their
cause. Mikhail Gorbachev, leader of the Soviet Union,
convened with Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping. The
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summit, an attempt to ease Soviet and Chinese relations,
took a second seat to the scene of protesters in
Tiananmen Square. The students, wearing white head-
bands, declared a hunger strike that would end when the
government met their demands. International media
coverage focused on protesters fainting and being
removed from the square via stretcher. Amid the
chaos, the protesters remained unorganized. The lack
of facilities and access to water exasperated the situation
with the hunger strikers, and the open arena of the
square left various student and worker organizations
to set up makeshift tent headquarters throughout the
area. These ad hoc constructions added to the percep-
tion of disarray. The scene tended to reflect a lively
party with music and drinking. As the protest continued,
students and workers eagerly traveled to Beijing to
unite with the movement, and housewives, journalists,
doctors, and many others also joined the cause.

As the protest progressed, the Chinese govern-
ment struggled over how to handle the uprising.

Deng argued for military force, but Zhao Ziyang
urged for reconciliation and mediation between the
protesters and the government. Zhao, the secretary-
general for the Chinese Communist party, went to the
square to talk with the masses. His attempts failed, and
Deng later removed him of his position and banned
him from future public life. On May 19, the day after
Zhao attempted to negotiate with the Tiananmen
Square group, martial law was declared in Beijing and
the students called off their hunger strike, which had
lasted for five to six days. Yet, they did not leave the
square.

In late May, students brought a large ‘‘Goddess of
Liberty’’ statue into the square. Several students from
the Central Academy for Fine Arts had made the
statue, and they framed it on the Statue of Liberty in
the United States. As students and workers continued
to gather in Tiananmen Square, western journalists
frequently captured pictures of the student’s statue
with Chinese leader Mao Tse-tung overlooking the

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Tiananmen Square protest: Thousands of protestors surround a statue they errected as a symbol of their protest, called the

‘‘Goddess of Democracy,’’ in Tiananmen Square in Beijing, China, on May 30, 1989. ª PETER TURNLEY/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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events. His portrait hung near Tiananmen Square, and
the juxtaposition of Mao overlooking the protests
brought more international attention to the events.
Mao was the leader of the Chinese Communist party
that brought widespread economic reforms throughout
China with its 1949 revolution. Aside from the images
of the student statue, numerous media outlets broad-
casted images of Chinese military tanks approaching
the square and of the violent conflict between the mili-
tary and the protesters.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

TIANANMEN SQUARE PROTEST

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

In response to the use of military force and media
coverage showing death and violence at Tiananmen
Square, world leaders spoke out against the Chinese
government’s actions. United States President George
Bush and British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
both made international statements condemning the
use of force against the protesters. Chinese politicians
who had been assured that excessive force would not
be used to end the protest were shocked and shamed
at the use of violence. Unsubstantiated reports state
that Communist leader Deng Xiaoping ordered the
deployment of troops on the protesters.

The first tanks to approach Tiananmen Square
toppled the tent headquarters of the Workers
Autonomous Federation, and the military presence
and takeover of the capital only signaled the beginn-
ing of governmental retaliation upon dissidents.
Demonstrations continued to speckle the Chinese
landscape, in Beijing and in outlying providences,
and these were handled in brutal and harsh fashions.
Following the protests, nearly 40,000 people were
arrested, with a large majority of them being contacts
of worker organizations and unions. Hundreds of work-
ers and student protesters remain in jail, and some
of them received death sentences shortly after the inci-
dent. For the most part, students received light punish-
ments, with most returning to their campuses. Beijing
University decreased its enrollment immediately follow-
ing the 1989 uprising, but within a few years its campus
population exceeded pre-1989 enrollment figures.

The reforms that the students and workers sought
have not been completely addressed, but throughout
the 1990s China continued its economic reforms.
These reforms, started in 1979, opened businesses up

to private ownership and competition, and state-owned
firms have shifted to privately owned corporations.
Adding to the complexity of the situation, western
presses quickly changed their coverage of the
Tiananmen Square protests from the students and
workers to the international business community. One
such example of ties and concerns for the Chinese mar-
ket came from Bob Hawke. Hawke was the Australian
Prime Minister in 1989, but in 1991 he left public office
to emerge as a consultant for corporate investment in
China. Critics have used Hawke as an example of why
the 1989 protests failed. Many of the student and
worker leaders left the country or spent years in exile
or in jail, and the lack of international intervention on
their behalf left them feeling jaded.
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About the Author: Texan-born James A. Baker III served as
Secretary of State from January 1989 to August 1992
under President George H.W. Bush. Baker now serves
as Chair of the James A. Baker III Institute of Public
Policy at Rice University in Houston, Texas.

INTRODUCTION

In June 1989, the world watched as the China’s
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) forcibly removed
thousands of demonstrators from Tiananmen Square
in Beijing. An estimated 1,000–2,600 people were
killed at the hands of the military in the events that
unfolded beginning in April of that year. By 1991, the
Chinese government confirmed that 2,578 demonstra-
tors from the events in Tiananmen Square in 1989 had
been arrested. The circumstances which led to the
unprecedented suppression of the protests in June of
1989 actually began in 1985 and 1986. During this
time, students and workers began to demonstrate in
support of broad democratic reforms in China.
These protests originated on university campuses
as students opposed the presence of the PLA in

the schools. In addition, protesters demonstrated
against nuclear testing that occurred in the
Xinjiang province. The movement became a pro-
democracy demonstration and adopted slogans of
‘‘Law, not authoritarianism’’ and ‘‘Long live democ-
racy.’’ As these demonstrations escalated to nation-
wide protests, members of the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) supported a harsh government
response. However, party chairman Hu Yaobang
was sympathetic to the reformers and refused to
respond with military force. As a result, in 1987 he
lost his position as party chairman.

On April 15, 1989, Hu Yaobang died. People began
to gather in Tiananmen Square in his remembrance and
in support for his political stand. On April 26, however,
an editorial appeared in the People’s Daily newspaper
discrediting the gathering of Hu Yaobang’s supporters.
As a result, the mood shifted from an expression of grief
to a political stand for democratic reforms. According to
Chinese government figures, the demonstrations that
began in Tiananmen Square began to spread to

The bodies of dead civilians lie near Beijing’s Tiananmen Square on June 4, 1989, the result of the violent suppression of demonstrations

for democratic reform in China. AP IMAGES.
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twenty-nine provinces and eighty-four cities. On
May 13, students began a hunger strike and by May
17, approximately one million demonstrators had con-
verged on Tiananmen Square. Many of these protesters
were students. However, unlike demonstrations in the
past, this gathering became a cross-class protest that
included students, urban workers, party and govern-
ment employees, and others. In all, over seven hundred
organizations participated.

On May 20, the party leadership, under the con-
trol of Deng Xiaoping (1904–1997), declared martial
law. Initial attempts on the part of the PLA to dispel
the demonstrators failed. By May 30, the protesters
erected a ten-meter-high (about 33.5-feet-tall) plaster
statue called the ‘‘Goddess of Democracy.’’ The statue,
inspired partly by the Statue of Liberty, was raised to
face the portrait of China’s historical Communist
Party leader Mao Zedong (1893–1976) hanging in
Tiananmen Square. As a result, the Chinese govern-
ment began to implement a policy of forceful removal
and disbursement of the protesters. This policy began
on June 1, 1989, by removing the access of foreign
journalists to the events. The next day, convoys of
tanks and soldiers began to move into central Beijing.
By June 3, the military began to use tear gas and rubber
bullets to force the demonstrators’ eviction of the
square. The PLA’s tanks entered Tiananmen Square
by midnight on June 3, at which time many
demonstrators agreed to leave the square. However,
the army began to open fire on the protesters in the
early morning of June 4.

In a cable written to the U.S. State Department
from the American Embassy in Beijing, approximately
10,000 troops surrounded the 3,000 remaining pro-
testers resulting in violent clashes along Changan
Boulevard, the main thoroughfare in Tiananmen
Square. The military used automatic weapons, tanks,
and armored personnel carriers to suppress the dem-
onstration, which until this point had been peaceful.
According to reports, the military opened fire on
unarmed civilians, to include members of the press.
The U.S. Embassy reported that journalists for CBS
had been beaten by the PLA, and their equipment,
especially cameras, had been smashed.

As is customary with all pressing situations over-
seas, the U.S. Secretary of State, then James A. Baker
III, kept the president, then George H. W. Bush,
aware of developments through frequent updates.
The following reports, initially labeled ‘‘top secret’’
were excised of still-sensitive material and made avail-
able to the American public in 1993.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Secretary of State’s Morning Summary for June 5, 1989, China:

After the Bloodbath 1. China

A. After the bloodbath

Yesterday and this morning troops continued to fire indis-

criminately at citizens in the area near Tianamen [sic]

Square. Citizens tried to block streets and burned armored

vehicles and army trucks. Hundreds of military vehicles

including at least 34 tanks and numerous armored person-

nel carriers have been destroyed over the last two days,

according to [unidentified source] and press reports.

Secured a university campus where students had cap-

tured an armored personnel carrier, and issued a warning

that executions of students will begin tonight, according to

[unidentified source] units are poised outside several other

colleges, and the military said troops will move against the

campuses if resistance does not cease. Some students

have seized weapons and are vowing to resist. Non-violent

protests have occurred in half a dozen other cities. . . .

Press have reported that more than 1,000 soldiers and

police were killed or wounded and that some civilians

were killed. Foreign estimates range from hundreds to as

many as 2,600 civilians killed and thousands injured. But

the severity of the assault on Tianamen Square is clear.

Troops shot indiscriminately into crowds of unarmed civil-

ians, including women and children, often with automatic

weapons. In one case, students attempting to parlay with

troops were gunned down. Foreign journalists report see-

ing fleeting protesters shot in the back. Enraged protesters

burned personnel carriers and killed some security

personnel.

Secretary of State’s Morning Summary for June 6, 1989, China:

Descent into Chaos In the western edge of the city, according

to press reports, elements of the 28th army clashed with

the 27th army, which is being blamed for the worst atroc-

ities against civilians during Saturday night’s attack on

Tiananmen Square. Told [unidentified source] that Chinese

troops are out of control.

That at least some of the troops still entering Beijing are

arriving without authorization and are intent upon attacking

the 27the army. An unconfirmed Hong Kong television

broadcast today reported fighting at Nanyuan military air-

port, where several thousand fresh troops may have

arrived today from the Nanjing military region.

The Nanijng commander is believed to be personally loyal

to Deng. A security guard in the great hall of the people

shot Premier Li Peng in the thigh yesterday, according to

press reports. The would-be assassin was immediately

killed by security forces. The report, from a reliable Hong

Kong newspaper, will gain wide dissemination.
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Sporadic gunfire continued in the center of Beijing yester-

day, with some civilian casualties, according to press

reports. Troops, supported by tanks, have taken up defen-

sive positions near the US embassy.

Strikes and protests are spreading to other cities; martial

law has been declared in Chengdu where violent clashes

between troops and demonstrators have left at least 300

dead. According to the consulate general, on Monday

night an angry mob tried to break into the hotel where

the consulate is housed, although looting, rather than

attacks on foreigners, was believed to be the purpose.

Unconfirmed accounts suggest that troops are poised out-

side Shanghai to intervene if ordered, and the city is para-

lyzed by strikes and roadblocks erected by protesters.

Demonstrations have also occurred in Guanghzhou and

other cities.

Leaders and army commanders who have ordered or con-

ducted atrocities now feel they are fighting for their lives.

They have ringed the Zhongnanhai leadership compound

with armored vehicles and troops.

Convoy of limousines like mini-buses, escorted by tanks, left

Zhongnanhai Sunday night for a wartime command center in

the suburbs, according to unconfirmed press reports.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The U.S. Embassy in Beijing reported that relative
calm had been restored to the region by June 8, 1989.
Human rights organizations assert that approximately
1,000–2,600 people were killed during the events. By
1991, the Chinese government had confirmed 2,578
arrests of those involved in participating and organiz-
ing the protests. Unlike the gentle handling of the
1985–1986 pro-democracy protests, the CCP leader-
ship enacted sweeping responses to prevent future
demonstrations from occurring. In addition to jailing
protesters, many of the demonstration’s leadership
were exiled. Policy changes also occurred. The CCP
intensified the political education of students through
programs such as an eight-week university program
that teaches party principles. Many schools adopted
state written curriculum that focuses on China’s
achievements and the excesses of the West.
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Tiananmen Square Declaration
of Human Rights

Declaration

By: Anonymous

Date: Spring, 1989

Source: Angle, Stephen and Marina Svensson. The
Chinese Human Rights Reader. Birmingham, Ala.: M.E.
Sharpe, 2001.

About the Author: The unknown authors of the primary
source included here were Chinese pro-democracy
protestors involved in the Tiananmen Square protests
in Beijing, 1989.

INTRODUCTION

In the late 1980s, inspired partly by political lib-
eralization in the Soviet Union under the leadership of
Mikhail Gorbachev (1931–), many intellectuals, stu-
dents, and industrial workers in China believed that
the time had come for democratic reforms. (China has
been governed since the 1940s by a non-elected
authoritarian oligarchy, nominally Communist, that
punishes criticism of the government.) Pro-democracy
protests occurred in 1986 and 1987, but the most
important—and violently repressed—was that which
took place in Tiananmen Square in 1989. Tiananmen
Square is a large plaza in Beijing, the capital city of
China. It is directly south of the Forbidden City, the
ancient palace of the emperors of China.

Starting in early May 1989, at least a hundred
thousand students and workers occupied the square
for one month. They erected a large statue repre-
senting the ‘‘Goddess of Democracy’’ and issued
several documents defining their movement’s prin-
ciples, including a constitution and the declaration
of human rights given here. The influence of such
documents as the U.S. Constitution and Bill of
Rights is clear in the language and content of this
document.
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The Chinese government was for several
weeks uncertain how to respond to the nonviolent
protesters. Thanks to documents later smuggled
out of China, it is now known that the five-man
Standing Committee of the Politburo, the top
decision-making body in the Chinese government,
was deadlocked over whether to use force to
end the protest: two were for, two were against,
one member abstained. The head of the Chinese
Communist Party, Deng Xiaoping, decided the
stalemate in favor of force. On June 3 and 4,
1989, tanks and foot soldiers drove the protestors
from Tiananmen Square. Armored personnel car-
riers ran over protestors and troops indiscrimin-
ately fired into the crowd, killing hundreds or
perhaps thousands and injuring thousands more.
Several leaders managed to escape the country,
but many participants (accurate numbers are not
known) were executed or imprisoned. Many who
were imprisoned were tortured.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

In view of the widespread ignorance and neglect of, or even

apathy toward, human rights in Chinese society; in view of

several thousand years of cruel interference in and infringe-

ment of human rights by our rulers; and in view of the need

to create a new society, a new order, and a new morality,

we hereby solemnly declare the following to be the inviola-

ble and inalienable natural rights of human beings:.

1. Everyone is born free and equal, regardless of origin,

status, age, sex, professional level of schooling, reli-

gion, party affiliation, and ethnicity.

2. The rights to life and security, and to oppose

oppression, are humankind’s inalienable natural

rights.

3. . . .Everyone has the freedom to believe or not

believe in a religion or in various theories [such as

Marxism].

4. . . .Everyone has the right to travel and to reside inside

or outside the country.

5. Personal dignity shall not be infringed on because of

criminal conviction.

6. The individual has the right to privacy. One’s fam-

ily, domicile, and correspondence are protected

by law.

7. Everyone has the right to education. Higher education

should be open to everyone based on achievement

scores.

8. Private property acquired through one’s [own] labor is

sacred and inviolable.

9. Freedom of marriage between adult men and women

shall not be interfered with by any outside force.

Marriage must be voluntarily agreed upon by both

parties.

10. Everyone has the right to assembly and association,

whether openly or secretly.

11. The power of the government comes from the

people. In the absence of free elections . . ., the

people may rescind any power usurped either by

force or under the guise of the will of the people by

any individual or group (including any of the political

parties).

12. Everyone has the right to either direct or indirect

participation in government (through free elections

of representatives).

13. The law is the embodiment of the popular will and

cannot be changed arbitrarily by one individual or any

one political party. Everyone is equal before the law.

14. The army is the defender of the interests of the people

and of the state. It must strictly observe neutrality in

political affairs and not [be subordinate to] an individ-

ual or a political party.

15. Democracy and freedom are the basic guarantees

of social stability, people’s well-being, and national

prosperity. Therefore, each person has the right

and the duty to establish and safeguard such a

system and to oppose autocracy and tyranny.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

After the Tiananmen Square protests, the gov-
ernment executed and jailed many protestors, espe-
cially leaders. Students, who tended to come from
more affluent families than industrial workers, gen-
erally received less harsh treatment, but some spent
years in jail. Three men were arrested for throwing
paint at a large outdoors portrait of Mao Zedong
(1893–1976), founder of Communist China; all
three were sentenced to twenty years in prison.
One, Yu Dongyue, was freed in February 2006, after
being driven into mental breakdown by years of
torture and solitary confinement. The United
Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture, who visited
China in 2005, confirmed that prisoner torture is
widespread in China, although it was officially out-
lawed there in 1996.

The political aspirations expressed in Tiananmen
Square have not disappeared from China. In 1998 and
1999, dissidents sought to establish a legal opposition
party, the China Democracy Party. Its goals were sim-
ilar to those of the Tiananmen Square protestors,
including a call for human rights. The China
Democracy Party was immediately outlawed. Its mem-
bers were arrested and some received prison sentences
of up to thirteen years.
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Over 25 years later, discussion of the Tiananmen
Square incident in China remains illegal. The govern-
ment’s filtering of Internet traffic, for instance, blocks
all sites that discuss the protests. In 2004, the Chinese
journalist Shi Tao was sentenced to ten years in prison
for revealing to foreign Web sites a message from
the Chinese government warning newspapers not
to report on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Tiananmen Square protests. (Computer records
enabling the Chinese authorities to track Shi Tao
down were provided by the Internet company Yahoo!
Inc.) Also in 2004, Dr. Jiang Yanyong, a seventy-two
year-old dissident, sent a letter to Chinese leaders asking
for official reassessment of the government’s response to
the Tiananmen protests. Dr. Jiang was arrested and
imprisoned for over a month. After his release, he
remained under orders to not discuss political matters
or travel without Government approval.

In 2006, Google Inc. aroused controversy when it
inaugurated an in-China version of its famous search
engine. The new search engine, google.cn, blocks
searches for references to the Tiananmen Square
protests as well as other forbidden topics such as
Tibet (occupied by China since 1950 and subjected
to a variety of genocidal measures) or the Falun
Gong religious movement.

In 2000, a group called the Tiananmen Mother’s
Campaign was founded by several women whose
children were killed during the crackdown on the
Tiananmen Square protest. The group demanded an
end to persecution of protestors and the release
from jail of all protestors still in jail. Members of the
group were arrested and imprisoned. After their release,
their telephone calls were monitored and they were
forbidden to have any contact with each other.

Although China is moving steadily toward a cap-
italist-style market economy, its government contin-
ues to restrict free speech and is alleged to practice
torture and otherwise deny the human rights called for
by the Tiananmen Square protestors of 1989.
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Appeal for Action to Stop
Repression and Trials in South
Africa

Speech

By: Oliver Reginald Tambo

Date: October 8, 1963

Source: Apartheid and the International Community,
Addresses to United Nations Committees and Conferences,
edited by E. S. Reddy. New Delhi, India: Sterling
Publishers Private Limited, 1991.

About the Author: Oliver Reginald Tambo was the Acting
President of the African National Congress between
1967 and 1978. In 1952, in partnership with Nelson
Mandela, Tambo opened the first legal partnership
run by black Africans in South Africa. A lifelong polit-
ical activist, he worked both within his homeland and
by traveling to other countries to meet with world
leaders to gather global support to end apartheid. He
played a pivotal role in making the voice of black South
Africans heard and in gathering the momentum neces-
sary to end apartheid and to free South African polit-
ical prisoners.

INTRODUCTION

Colonialists from the United Kingdom and
Holland settled in South Africa during the seventeenth
century, with the British exerting political domination
over the Dutch settlers. Colonial rule was in effect
until the end of the Boer War (1899–1902), when
South Africa achieved independence from British
colonialism. There was a strife-laden relationship
between the white and black populations for centuries,
finally culminating in the imposition of apartheid
against black South Africans in 1948 by the ruling
white South African Afrikaner National Party. In
effect, the most extreme forms of racism and racial
segregation were given credence and institutionalized
through the imposition of apartheid. Socialization
between the races was prohibited; inter-racial marriage
was strictly outlawed. Whites were given preferential
jobs, with blacks being prohibited from many
occupations.
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All South Africans were required by the Population
Registration Act of 1950 to be classified into one of
three racial/ethnic groups: white, black African, or
colored. Categorization was based upon physical
appearance as well as some demographic (educational
and socioeconomic, primarily) characteristics. People
who were deemed colored were neither black nor
white; they were either of mixed race or were of
Indian or Asian heritage. Each person’s classification
was recorded at the Department of Home Affairs, and
all blacks were required to keep with them at all times a
pass book containing a photograph, fingerprints, and
personal information, which must be shown upon
request by a government official, or whenever the
individual needed to gain entrance to a geographic or
business area prohibited to blacks.

By the early 1950s, South Africa had been divided
into four geographic regions referred to as homelands.

Every black African living in South Africa was assigned
a specific homeland based upon data contained in
government records. The homelands became their
designated place of citizenship, effectively stripping
black Africans of any civil rights previously accorded
them as citizens of the country of South Africa.

Apartheid rule became progressively more strin-
gent and punitive toward the black Africans. The gov-
ernment used enactment of harsh legislation as a
means of limiting the ability of black citizens to protest
the conditions under which they were forced to exist.
Penalties for civil disobedience or for any form of
protest were meted out under the umbrella of the
Public Safety Act and the Criminal Law Amendment,
and could consist of incarceration, financial penalties,
or public beating or whipping. Many former political
activists were arrested and held in police custody for
many months without any criminal charges or adjudi-
cation. Others were tortured, sentenced to death,
exiled from the country, or sentenced to life in prison.
Nelson Mandela was among the latter group.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

APPEAL FOR ACTION TO STOP REPRESSION AND TRIALS

IN SOUTH AFRICA

Statement at the meeting of the Special Political Committee of the

General Assembly, New York, October 8, 1963 I wish to express

my deep gratitude for the privilege accorded to me to

address this important body. It was with considerable

reluctance that I applied for leave to appear before this

Committee, recognising, as I did, the supreme effort

which the United Nations is making to induce the South

African Government to abolish and abandon policies which

are a cruel scourge on the conscience of every civilised

being and an unequalled example of man’s inhumanity to

man. But we feel we cannot too frequently appeal to the

nations of the world to call South Africa to sanity, nor do we

feel we can be too emphatic in pointing out what a great deal

of the damage which the Government of South Africa and its

White supporters are doing daily, consistently and with arro-

gance may prove impossible to repair and thus remain an

enduring source of anguish for future generations.

The readiness with which my request was granted by

your Committee, Mr. Chairman, confirms and is consistent

with the declared desire of the nations and peoples of the

world to see the end of apartheid and white domination,

and the emergence of a South Africa loyal to the United

Nations and to the high principles set forth in the Charter—

a South Africa governed by its people as fellow citizens of

equal worth whatever the colour, race or creed of any one

of them. This kind of South Africa is the precise goal of our

political struggle.

In Cape Town, South Africa, a group of Black protesters raise

their fists in the air during funerals for victims of police repression

in South African townships, September 21, 1985. ª BERNARD

BISSON/CORBIS SYGMA.
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In thanking you and your Committee, therefore, Mr.

Chairman, I wish to emphasise that I do so not on my own

behalf, but also on behalf of my organisation, the African

National Congress, and its sister organisations in South

Africa, on behalf of the African people and all the other

victims of racial discrimination, together with that coura-

geous handful of white South Africans who have fully

identified themselves with the struggle for the liberation

of the oppressed people of South Africa.

I should also like to take this opportunity to place on

record the deep appreciation of my people for the steps

which have been taken by various governments against

South Africa, which alone can give any meaning to con-

demnation of the policies practised by the Government of

South Africa. On the other hand, I cannot exaggerate the

sense of grievance—to put it mildly—which we feel

towards those countries which have done and are even

now doing so much to make apartheid the monstrous and

ghastly reality which it is, and which have thereby created

in our country the conditions which, if nothing else hap-

pens, will ensure an unparalleled bloodbath. Assured of

the support of these countries the South African rulers,

who boast openly of this support, are not only showing

open defiance for the United Nations and treating its res-

olutions with calculated contempt, they are liquidating the

opponents of their policies, confident that the big Powers

will not act against them.

This brings me to the special matter which, with your

permission, Mr. Chairman, I beg leave to submit to the

distinguished members of this Committee for their urgent

consideration. It arises out of news of the latest develop-

ments in the South African situation.

Trials of Mandela and Other Leaders By a significant coinci-

dence, this, the first day of this Committee’s discussion of

the policy of apartheid happens also to be the first day of a

trial in South Africa which constitutes yet another chal-

lenge to the authority of the United Nations and which

has as its primary aim the punishment by death of people

who are among South Africa’s most outstanding oppo-

nents of the very policies which the General Assembly

and the Security Council have in numerous resolutions

called upon the South African Government to abandon.

Today some thirty persons are appearing before a

Supreme Court Judge in South Africa in a trial which will

be conducted in circumstances that have no parallel in

South African history, and which, if the Government has

its way, will seal the doom of that country and entrench the

feelings of bitterness which years of sustained persecu-

tion have already engendered among the African people.

The persons standing trial include Nelson Mandela

and Walter Sisulu, which are household names throughout

South Africa, Nelson Mandela being known personally to a

number of African Heads of State; Govan Mbeki, a top-

ranking African political leader and an accomplished econ-

omist who has borne the burdens of his oppressed fellow

men ever since he left the university; Ahmed Kathrada, a

South African of Indian extraction who started politics as a

passive resister in 1946 at the age of seventeen, since

when he has been consistently a leading participant in

the struggle of the Indian and other Asian South Africans

against the Group Areas Act and other forms of racial

discrimination, and has, with other Indian leaders, joined

the Africans in the liberation struggle; Dennis Goldberg, a

white South African, whose home in the Western Cape

was the scene of a bomb explosion in 1962, when

Government supporters sought to demonstrate their dis-

approval of his identifying himself with the African cause;

Ruth Slovo (alias Ruth First), a South African white mother

of three minor children, author of a recently published book

on South West Africa, and one of South Africa’s leading

journalists. I could enumerate several others, and as I have

shown, they consist of outstanding African nationalist lead-

ers as well as others who have for long been associated

with every conceivable form of protest against injustices

perpetrated in the name of Christian civilisation and white

supremacy. Trials against well over a hundred others are

due to start at other centres in different parts of the country.

The charge against the accused is said to be ‘‘sabo-

tage.’’ This means in fact that they have contravened a law,

or a group of laws which have been enacted for the

express purpose of forcibly suppressing the aspirations

of the victims of apartheid laws which no active opponent

of the policies of the South African Government can evade.

A study of the statutory definition of ‘‘sabotage,’’ which

distinguished delegates will find in official documents

which I believe have been circulated to members, will

show that a person accused of sabotage can be sentenced

to death for one of the least effective and most peaceful

forms of protest against apartheid.

Genocide Masquerading under Guise of Justice The relations

between the government and those it rules by force in

South Africa have never been worse. The law of the coun-

try has since the 1956 Treason Trial been altered so as to

make it practically impossible for an accused person to

escape a conviction. Lawyers who accepted briefs in polit-

ical trials have been subjected to increasing intimidation

and it has now become difficult to find counsel to appear in

such trials. This has been particularly true in the case of the

accused who are now facing trial. The law of procedure

has also been altered with the result that whereas the

State allows itself any amount of time to prepare its case

against accused persons, the accused, held in solitary

confinement, are kept ignorant of the charge against

them until they appear in court. The time allowed them

to prepare their defence is subject to the discretion of the
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court, and in the majority of cases the State insists on

proceeding with the trial with as little delay as possible.

Preparing a defence from a prison cell hardly enables an

accused person to make any proper preparation.

An atmosphere of crisis has been whipped up and its

effects have been reflected in the severity of sentences

passed by the judges and, not infrequently, in the state-

ments they make in the course of pronouncing sentence.

Of special significance in this regard is the judgement

passed last week by a Pretoria judge on seven Africans

whom he found guilty of allegedly receiving training in the

use of firearms in a country outside South Africa. In sen-

tencing each of the accused to twenty years’ imprison-

ment, the judge stated that he had seriously considered

passing the death sentence, but had decided not to do so

because he felt the accused had been misled. This judge-

ment and these remarks are a sufficient—and deliberate—

hint as to what sentences the South African public and the

world are to expect in the new trials where leaders of the

political struggle against the apartheid policies of the South

African Government are the accused. It is known that the

State will demand the death sentence.

Already more than 5,000 political prisoners are lan-

guishing in South Africa’s jails. Even as recently as the

month of September of this year and after the Security

Council, in its resolution of 7 August, had called for the

release of ‘‘all persons imprisoned, interned, or subjected

to other restrictions for having opposed the policy of apart-

heid,’’ three detainees have died in jail in circumstances

strongly suggesting deliberate killing. All these are the

direct victims of a situation which would never have arisen

had the South African Government taken heed of the many

appeals which have been addressed to it by the world

public and expressed in resolutions of the General

Assembly and the Security Council.

Call for Immediate Action I cannot believe that this world

body, the United Nations, could stand by, calmly watching

what I submit is genocide masquerading under the guise of a

civilised dispensation of justice. The African and other South

Africans who are being dragged to the slaughter house face

death, or life imprisonment, because they fearlessly resisted

South Africa’s violations of the United Nations Charter and

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, because they

fought against a Government armed to the teeth and relying

on armed force, to end inhumanity, to secure the liberation

of the African people, to end racial discrimination, and to

replace racial intolerance and tyranny with democracy and

equality, irrespective of colour, race or creed.

If you, Mr. Chairman, and the distinguished delegates

here assembled, consider, as I urge you to accept, that the

developments I have referred to are of a nature which calls

for immediate action by the United Nations, then I am

content to leave it to you and your distinguished

Committee, Sir, to decide on the action which it deems

appropriate.

For our part, I wish to observe that every single day

spent in jail by any of our people, every drop of blood drawn

from any of them, and every life taken—each of these

represents a unit of human worth lost to us. This loss we

can no longer afford. It is surely not in the interests of

South Africa or even of the South African Government

that this loss should be increased any further.

Thank you, Sir.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

It is important to note that apartheid rule was
imposed by a minority racial and ethnic group upon
the majority of South African citizens. In general,
whites made up about one fourth of the population,
yet they controlled nearly ninety percent of the land
and made three quarters of the total national income.

Apartheid codified and institutionalized segrega-
tion and racism, depriving black South Africans not
only of virtually all of their civil rights, but also of the
power to protest the conditions under which they were
required to live and work. In 1961, a group of black
South Africans living in an area called Sharpeville
staged a peaceful protest by refusing to carry their
passbooks. In response, the government declared a
state of emergency, allowing them to invoke martial
law and take aggressive action in response. By the end
of what has become known as the Sharpeville
Massacre, sixty-nine black South Africans were killed
and nearly two hundred more injured by law enforce-
ment authorities.

The passbooks were a very effective means of
maintaining control of the population. In addition to
the photograph, fingerprints, and extensive personal
data contained in them, they were linked to a rather
sophisticated computerized database system that
detailed information about whether an individual had
a history of anti-government expression or protest. All
black South Africans were issued passbooks when they
turned sixteen years of age. The passbooks and com-
puterized database were part of what was called an
influx control system, monitoring the movements of
black South Africans throughout the country. It was
also used as a means of funneling black workers into
menial jobs at remote locations on an as-needed basis.
Virtually every aspect of the black South Africans’ lives
were controlled by the government under apartheid,
including how and where they were allowed to live.
The workers were separated from their families and
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made to live in hostel-type housing. Rents and taxes
were much higher for blacks than for whites, so most
black individuals lived in poverty. It was difficult to
maintain social ties and family structure because of the
forced housing restrictions, and there was little com-
munication between family members who lived under
those conditions. Often, individuals viewed as political
dissidents or threats to the apartheid government were
apprehended by the police and held in legal custody for
months, with no charges filed or hearings held. Rarely
were employers or family members notified of those
circumstances—in fact, they almost never knew what
had happened to the individual until he was released
from custody—if and when that occurred.

By the last quarter of the twentieth century, global
anti-apartheid reached a point where other nations
began to impose sanctions and take action directed at
ending apartheid. In 1974, South Africa was barred
from involvement with the United Nations until
apartheid was abolished. In 1976, there were student
uprisings staged in the townships of Soweto and
Sharpeville, in which schoolchildren and youth
attempted a peaceful protest of a Ministry of Education
mandate requiring them to be taught half of their
school curriculum in Afrikaans—the dominant
language of the white government. In both places,
the police opened fire on the students, using live
ammunition rather than crowd control blanks or
rubber bullets. By the end of the protests, the police
had killed more than six hundred black South
African children and youth. The Soweto Uprising,
in particular, attracted attention from the rest of the
world, which began to actively mobilize to put an
end to apartheid.

During the 1980s, the anti-apartheid protests
within black South Africa, as well as the response
from the white government, grew progressively more
violent. In an effort to maintain control, the govern-
ment began to have armed police officers cruise
through townships, shooting dissidents and quelling
riots by using force. The dissidents were led primarily
by the African National Congress and the Pan
Africanist Congress. In 1984, many of the apartheid
laws were repealed, including the use of passbooks.
Because of the enormous amount of civil unrest and
internal violence and destabilization, the economy of
South Africa grew progressively more unstable as well.
The government declared a state of emergency in
1985, which remained in force until 1990. Between
1990 and 1991, the apartheid government was com-
pletely dismantled. In 1993, a new anti-discriminatory
constitution was drafted, and democratic all-race elec-
tions were held in South Africa in 1994.
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Afghan Women Approach a
Voting Station

Photograph

By: Teru Kuwayama

Date: 2004

Source: ‘‘Afghan Women Approach a Voting Station.’’
ª Teru Kuwayama/Corbis. 2004.

About the Photographer: Teru Kuwayama is a Brooklyn-
based photographer best known for his work in Asia
and the Middle East. He is a contributor to such
publications as Time, National Geographic, Life,
Newsweek, Outside, and Fortune.

INTRODUCTION

In October 2001, the United States invaded
Afghanistan and overthrew its government, which
had since 1996 been run by an ultra-conservative
Islamist political party called the Taliban. The
Taliban had refused to extradite members of the terro-
rist organization Al Qaeda after the Sep. 11, 2001
attacks on the United States. The U.S. installed a
‘‘transitional government’’ which held Afghanistan’s
first multi-party elections in twenty years in October
2004, as required by the Afghan Bonn Agreement
(December 5, 2001).

Women’s rights had been severely curtailed
under the Taliban; news coverage worldwide empha-
sized that women would participate, both as voters
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and as one out of the fifteen presidential candidates.
This picture shows women wearing burkas, the head-
to-toe body covering that conservative Muslims con-
sider mandatory for women and which was legally
required under the Taliban, approaching voting
stations in the large Idgah mosque complex in
Afghanistan’s capital city, Kabul. Idgah mosque, with
ten polling stations, was one of Kabul’s largest voting
centers. Afghan soldiers stood by, reflecting the U.S.
State Department’s view that ‘‘Special steps must be
taken to assist women seeking to vote, as cultural cus-
tom and security concerns may inhibit many women
from leaving their homes to go to the polling places.’’
Separate voting stations were set aside for women.

The 2004 election faced many obstacles. First,
the hold of the official government of Afghanistan
was (and, as of 2006, remained) tenuous or nonexis-
tent over most of the country’s area: various private
warlords and the Taliban (fighting as a guerilla force)

were competing for control of the countryside.
Further, Afghanistan is a poor country where no
national census has ever been taken. Women had
never been entitled to vote in Afghanistan, and none
were registered to vote. In preparation for the 2004
vote, the United Nations fielded 305 voter registra-
tion teams of six men and six women each (all
Afghans). About 10.5 million Afghans registered to
vote before the 2004 elections, forty-one percent of
them women. In the southern provinces of the coun-
try, where the Taliban remained strong, figures for
registration of women were much lower: in Uruzgan
only nine percent, in Zabul ten percent, in Helmand
sixteen percent. Turnout for registered voters was
seventy-five percent—significantly higher than the
55.3 percent turnout seen in the 2004 U.S. presiden-
tial election.

The voter registration process was probably riddled
with fraud. Voter registration significantly exceeded

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Afghan Women Approach a Voting Station: A group of Afghan women approach a voting station at the Idgah Mosque in Kabul,

Afghanistan, on October 9, 2004. ª TERU KUWAYAMA/CORBIS.
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pre-election U.N. estimates of the entire population of
eligible Afghan voters. As the BBC noted at the time,
‘‘the 10m-plus figure for registered voters can be accu-
rate if every single male in the country has registered—
at least once’’—which, in a country as poor and disor-
ganized as Afghanistan, was essentially impossible.
Because of voter registration inflation, the percentage
of women voting was probably even less than the official
figure of forty-one percent.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

AFGHAN WOMEN APPROACH A VOTING STATION

See primary source image.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Hamid Karzai (1957–) appeared to have won the
election. However, his victory was immediately chal-
lenged by almost all of his rivals, who claimed that
massive fraud had invalidated the election. In partic-
ular, a supposedly indelible ink used to mark voters’
hands to prevent multiple voting proved to be wash-
able. A U.N-Afghan Joint Electoral Commission
investigated the charges and announced on Nov. 1,
2004 that despite some voting irregularities, Karzai
was the winner with 55.4 percent of the vote.

A round of national-parliamentary and provincial-
government elections was held in 2005. However,
severe problems continued to plague the process.
Forty-five candidates were barred by the U.N.-
Afghan Joint Electoral Management body on the
grounds that they maintained links to armed militias
or held local government jobs (against election rules).
However, numerous powerful warlords with well-
established records of human rights abuses were not
disqualified. To add to the confusion, all barred can-
didates still appeared on the ballots, which had already
been printed, causing many voters to waste their votes.
The Taliban threatened attacks and killed sixteen
Afghans for having voter registration cards in
Uruzgan province. Voter participation declined by
over twenty percent from the 2004 elections. One
polling station supervisor said that voters may have
‘‘lost all faith in politicians and leaders’’ due to the
slow pace of reconstruction.

Also, electoral fraud remained a problem. The
chief of the UN-Afghan Joint Election Management

Board said that ballot boxes from four percent of the
26,000 polling stations had been set aside for investi-
gation of fraud.

The status of women has been a particular issue in
post-Taliban Afghanistan. Under the Taliban, the sit-
uation of women was harsh. Religious police beat
women in the streets for failing to dress properly and
for other violations. Women were virtually excluded
from all education and employment. According to the
nongovernmental organization Human Rights Watch,
although conditions for women in Afghanistan are
better today than under the Taliban, ‘‘Afghan women
continue to suffer some of the worst levels of poor
health, illiteracy, and poverty in the world.’’ One in
six Afghan women dies in childbirth; eighty-six percent
of women over age fifteen are illiterate. Again,
according to Human Rights Watch, ‘‘Violence against
women, forced marriage, and early marriage remain
endemic problems in Afghanistan.’’ Curiously, because
the Afghan constitution guarantees a minimum of
twenty-five percent of the seats National Assembly,
women have more representation at the national
level in Afghanistan than in the United States, where
in 2006, only fourteen percent of U.S. Senators
and fifteen percent of U.S. Representatives were
women. However, female candidates in Afghanistan
face routine threats of violence and harassment from
warlords, the Taliban, government officials, and
relatives.
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Borders, Sovereignty and Culture

Conflicts often arise over national borders or issues of
sovereignty. ‘‘To Every Englishman in India’’ high-
lights India’s struggle for political sovereignty.
Another article features the on-going struggle between
Israel and its neighbors over borders and sovereignty,
an issue complicated by endemic violence. Far from
simple territorial wars, these brutal disputes fueled by
ethnic and religious tension can devlove into warfare
on civilians, mass killings, and genocidal ‘‘ethnic
cleansing.’’ After the fall of Yugoslavia, the Balkans
descended into prolonged war as rival groups fought
to establish fledgling nations. ‘‘A Pictorial Guide to
Hell’’ describes the experiences of a photojournalist
during the Balkan Wars.

Conflict also arises within national borders. There
is a long-standing struggle between many national
governments and indigenous populations. Sometimes,
indigenous populations exist within one nation’s
borders, but wish for greater freedom to practice and
protect indigenous ways of life. In other instances, such
as Mayan populations in Central America, national
borders transect traditional indigenous lands, possibly
fragmenting indigenous populations and jeopardizing
uniform preservation of indigenous culture. The article
on the Framework Convention for the Protection
of National Minorities discusses the ongoing effort of
the international community to balance the interests
of national governments and minority populations
while addressing these issues.

Minority populations, whether indigenous or
immigrant, are too often victims of human rights
abuses. Australia’s Aborigine (Indigenous Australian)

population endured a two-century brutal campaign
of cultural genocide. The Australian government
has taken great strides in the past four decades to
protect Aboriginal culture and atone for former anti-
indigenous policies. ‘‘Millicent,’’ part of an oral history
project for Indigenous Australians, recounts a personal
story of forced removal of Aborigine children. The
American Indian and early Chinese immigrant experi-
ence in the United States is similarly discussed in this
chapter.

Human rights issues rooted in religion are included
in this chapter. The United Nations Declaration on
Human rights advocates freedom of religion and pro-
motes religious tolerance. One article profiles signifi-
cant barriers to religious freedom. Others discuss state
limitations on religious expression (see, ‘‘Chriac Calls
for Ban on Headscarves). The editors recognize that
religion is a significant aspect of many national, ethnic,
and cultural identities. However, this chapter also pro-
files instances where a significant portion of the inter-
national community condemned a practice rooted in
ethnic tradition or religious law. Caste systems, honor
killings, child marriage, and forced rape are some of the
examples of such human rights abuses; all are profiled
in this chapter.

Finally, this chapter includes two entries on the
impact of the Internet; the Internet is reshaping cul-
tures and redefining borders. Information can travel
the world in seconds, a threatening prospect to some
regimes. The medium raises new questions about cen-
sorship and the free exchange of information.
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Chinese Exclusion Act (1882)

Legislation

By: United States Congress

Date: May 6, 1882

Source: ‘‘Chinese Exclusion Act.’’ United States
Congress, May 6, 1882.

About the Author: The Forty-seventh United States
Congress passed the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882;
ten years later the Fifty-second Congress renewed the
act’s provisions and strengthened Chinese immigra-
tion laws with the Geary Act.

INTRODUCTION

The California Gold Rush in the late 1840s
sparked the first major wave of Chinese immigration
to the United States. U.S.-Chinese trade relations had
been in place since 1784, and Chinese immigrants had
been a part of American immigration for decades,
though their numbers had been very small. News of
California gold reached China just as China’s empire
experienced economic hardship; by 1851, more than
25,000 Chinese had emigrated to the west coast of the
United States.

Chinese immigrants initially came as gold pros-
pectors but many settled into mine work, laundry serv-
ices, and as peddlers of household or mining goods.
Discrimination and outright resentment of the
Chinese ran high among native prospectors; mine
owners often exploited Chinese workers by paying
low wages, fellow prospectors forced Chinese prospec-
tors to work depleted mines, and violence against
Chinese immigrants was common.

In the 1850s, many Chinese immigrants began
to work on railroad construction; in the 1860s, the
Central Pacific Railroad specifically recruited
Chinese workers for jobs on the Transcontinental
Railroad. Anti-Chinese sentiment ran high after the
Civil War, when former slaves, poor southerners, and
migrating eastern immigrants from countries such as
Ireland and Russia moved west in search of opportu-
nity. Viewing the Chinese immigrants as competition
for jobs, nativist sentiment led to scapegoating and
increased discrimination against the Chinese. In 1871,
an anti-Chinese riot led by white men in Los Angeles
led to the killings of more than twenty Chinese
immigrants.

An 1876 report on Chinese immigration from the
California State Senate, titled ‘‘An Address to the

People of the United States upon the Evils of Chinese
Immigration,’’ increased federal interest in Chinese
immigration. An 1877 report from the Joint Special
Committee to Investigate Chinese Immigration
claimed that Chinese immigrants took jobs away from
white immigrants, were unable to understand democ-
racy as they came from ‘‘despotic’’ government systems,
refused to learn English, and would harm the republi-
can ideals of the United States by their presence in large
numbers on the west coast.

In 1882, the forty-seventh Congress passed the
Chinese Exclusion Act, and President Chester A.
Arthur signed the act, with strong public, labor
union, and government support.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

CHINESE EXCLUSION ACT

An Act to execute certain treaty stipulations relating to Chinese

Whereas in the opinion of the Government of the United

States the coming of Chinese laborers to this country

endangers the good order of certain localities within the

territory thereof: Therefore,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of America in

Congress assembled, That from and after the expiration

of ninety days next after the passage of this act, and until

the expiration of ten years next after the passage of this

act, the coming of Chinese laborers to the United States

be, and the same is hereby, suspended; and during such

suspension it shall not be lawful for any Chinese laborer to

come, or having so come after the expiration of said ninety

days to remain within the United States.

SEC. 2. That the master of any vessel who shall know-

ingly bring within the United States on such vessel,

and land or permit to be landed, any Chinese

laborer, from any foreign port or place, shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on convic-

tion thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more

than five hundred dollars for each and every such

Chinese laborer so brought, and may be also

imprisoned for a term not exceeding one year.

SEC. 3. That the two foregoing sections shall not

apply to Chinese laborers who were in the United

States on the seventeenth day of November,

eighteen hundred and eighty, or who shall have

come into the same before the expiration of

ninety days next after the passage of this act, and

who shall produce to such master before going

on board such vessel, and shall produce to the

collector of the port in the United States at which

such vessel shall arrive, the evidence hereinafter
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An editorial cartoon about the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. Supporters of the bill are shown in stylized form trying to pull a stereotyped

Chinese man off of a branch labelled ‘‘Freedom to All.’’ The tiger represents the Democrat’s Tammany ‘‘Tigers’’ political machine. The

elephant is a traditional symbol of the Republican Party. ª HULTON GETTY/LIAISON AGENCY. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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in this act required of his being one of the laborers

in this section mentioned; nor shall the two

foregoing sections apply to the case of any

master whose vessel, being bound to a port not

within the United States, shall come within the

jurisdiction of the United States by reason of

being in distress or in stress of weather, or

touching at any port of the United States on its

voyage to any foreign port or place: Provided,

That all Chinese laborers brought on such vessel

shall depart with the vessel on leaving port.

SEC. 4. That for the purpose of properly identifying

Chinese laborers who were in the United States

on the seventeenth day of November eighteen

hundred and eighty, or who shall have come into

the same before the expiration of ninety days

next after the passage of this act, and in order to

furnish them with the proper evidence of their

right to go from and come to the United States of

their free will and accord, as provided by the

treaty between the United States and China

dated November seventeenth, eighteen hundred

and eighty, the collector of customs of the district

from which any such Chinese laborer shall depart

from the United States shall, in person or by

deputy, go on board each vessel having on board

any such Chinese laborers and cleared or about to

sail from his district for a foreign port, and on such

vessel make a list of all such Chinese laborers,

which shall be entered in registry-books to be

kept for that purpose, in which shall be stated the

name, age, occupation, last place of residence,

physical marks of peculiarities, and all facts

necessary for the identification of each of such

Chinese laborers, which books shall be safely

kept in the custom-house; and every such

Chinese laborer so departing from the United

States shall be entitled to, and shall receive, free

of any charge or cost upon application therefor,

from the collector or his deputy, at the time such

list is taken, a certificate, signed by the collector

or his deputy and attested by his seal of office, in

such form as the Secretary of the Treasury shall

prescribe, which certificate shall contain a

statement of the name, age, occupation, last

place of residence, personal description, and

facts of identification of the Chinese laborer to

whom the certificate is issued, corresponding

with the said list and registry in all particulars. In

case any Chinese laborer after having received

such certificate shall leave such vessel before her

departure he shall deliver his certificate to the

master of the vessel, and if such Chinese laborer

shall fail to return to such vessel before her

departure from port the certificate shall be

delivered by the master to the collector of

customs for cancellation. The certificate herein

provided for shall entitle the Chinese laborer to

whom the same is issued to return to and

re-enter the United States upon producing and

delivering the same to the collector of customs of

the district at which such Chinese laborer shall

seek to re-enter; and upon delivery of such

certificate by such Chinese laborer to the collector

of customs at the time of re-entry in the United

States said collector shall cause the same to be

filed in the custom-house anti duly canceled.

SEC. 5. That any Chinese laborer mentioned in section

four of this act being in the United States, and

desiring to depart from the United States by land,

shall have the right to demand and receive, free

of charge or cost, a certificate of identification

similar to that provided for in section four of this

act to be issued to such Chinese laborers as may

desire to leave the United States by water; and it

is hereby made the duty of the collector of

customs of the district next adjoining the foreign

country to which said Chinese laborer desires to

go to issue such certificate, free of charge or

cost, upon application by such Chinese laborer,

and to enter the same upon registry-books to be

kept by him for the purpose, as provided for in

section four of this act.

SEC. 6. That in order to the faithful execution of articles

one and two of the treaty in this act before

mentioned, every Chinese person other than a

laborer who may be entitled by said treaty and this

act to come within the United States, and who

shall be about to come to the United States, shall

be identified as so entitled by the Chinese

Government in each case, such identity to be

evidenced by a certificate issued under the

authority of said government, which certificate

shall be in the English language or (if not in the

English language) accompanied by a translation

into English, stating such right to come, and which

certificate shall state the name, title or official rank,

if any, the age, height, and all physical peculiarities,

former and present occupation or profession, and

place of residence in China of the person to whom

the certificate is issued and that such person is

entitled, conformably to the treaty in this act

mentioned to come within the United States.

Such certificate shall be prima-facie evidence of

the fact set forth therein, and shall be produced

to the collector of customs, or his deputy, of the

port in the district in the United States at which

the person named therein shall arrive.
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SEC. 7. That any person who shall knowingly and

falsely alter or substitute any name for the name

written in such certificate or forge any such

certificate, or knowingly utter any forged or

fraudulent certificate, or falsely personate any

person named in any such certificate, shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor; and upon convic-

tion thereof shall be fined in a sum not exceeding

one thousand dollars, and imprisoned in a

penitentiary for a term of not more than five years.

SEC. 8. That the master of any vessel arriving in the

United States from any foreign port or place shall,

at the same time he delivers a manifest of the

cargo, and if there be no cargo, then at the time of

making a report of the entry of the vessel

pursuant to law, in addition to the other matter

required to be reported, and before landing, or

permitting to land, any Chinese passengers,

deliver and report to the collector of customs of

the district in which such vessels shall have

arrived a separate list of all Chinese passengers

taken on board his vessel at any foreign port or

place, and all such passengers on board the ves-

sel at that time. Such list shall show the names of

such passengers (and if accredited officers of the

Chinese Government traveling on the business of

that government, or their servants, with a note of

such facts), and the names and other particulars,

as shown by their respective certificates; and

such list shall be sworn to by the master in the

manner required by law in relation to the manifest

of the cargo. Any willful refusal or neglect of any

such master to comply with the provisions of this

section shall incur the same penalties and forfei-

ture as are provided for a refusal or neglect to

report and deliver a manifest of the cargo.

SEC. 9. That before any Chinese passengers are

landed from any such line vessel, the collector,

or his deputy, shall proceed to examine such

passenger, comparing the certificate with the list

and with the passengers; and no passenger shall

be allowed to land in the United States from such

vessel in violation of law.

SEC. 10. That every vessel whose master shall

knowingly violate any of the provisions of this act

shall be deemed forfeited to the United States,

and shall be liable to seizure and condemnation in

any district of the United States into which such

vessel may enter or in which she may be found.

SEC. 11. That any person who shall knowingly bring

into or cause to be brought into the United States

by land, or who shall knowingly aid or abet the

same, or aid or abet the landing in the United

States from any vessel of any Chinese person not

lawfully entitled to enter the United States, shall

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, on

conviction thereof, be fined in a sum not

exceeding one thousand dollars, and imprisoned

for a term not exceeding one year.

SEC. 12. That no Chinese person shall be permitted to

enter the United States by land without produc-

ing to the proper officer of customs the certificate

in this act required of Chinese persons seeking to

land from a vessel. And any Chinese person

found unlawfully within the United States shall be

caused to be removed therefrom to the country

from whence he came, by direction of the

President of the United States, and at the cost of

the United States, after being brought before

some justice, judge, or commissioner of a court of

the United States and found to be one not lawfully

entitled to be or remain in the United States.

SEC. 13. That this act shall not apply to diplomatic

and other officers of the Chinese Government

traveling upon the business of that government,

whose credentials shall be taken as equivalent to

the certificate in this act mentioned, and shall

exempt them and their body and household

servants from the provisions of this act as to

other Chinese persons.

SEC. 14. That hereafter no State court or court of the

United States shall admit Chinese to citizenship;

and all laws in conflict with this act are hereby

repealed.

SEC. 15. That the words ‘‘Chinese laborers,’’ wherever

used in this act shall be construed to mean both

skilled and unskilled laborers and Chinese

employed in mining.

Approved, May 6, 1882.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The Chinese Exclusion Act stopped all Chinese
immigration into the United States for ten years, with
exceptions for teachers, students, merchants, and trav-
elers. The Act prevented Chinese immigrants from
becoming naturalized citizens. This was the first
piece of immigration legislation in the United States
that targeted one specific ethnic group or nationality.

Ten years later, Congress renewed the act and
passed the Act to Prohibit the Coming of Chinese
Persons into the United States in May 1892.
Commonly known as the Geary Act, named after
Congressman Thomas J. Geary of California, the
1892 act increased restrictions on Chinese immigrants.
All Chinese immigrants were required under the
Geary Act to carry a certificate proving residence and
legal status in the United States; no other immigrants
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were required to carry such documentation. Failure to
produce such documentation on demand from law
enforcement officers could lead to deportation or
forced hard labor sentences.

In addition, the Geary Act denied Chinese immi-
grants the right to post bail and to appear as witnesses
in court. The Geary Act extended the Chinese
Exclusion Act for ten years; by 1902 it was renewed
once more with no expiration date.

Anti-Chinese sentiment decreased over time as
development, urbanization, and expansion on the west
coast lessened economic competition. By the end of
World War I, immigration was a powerful force in
shaping the United States demographically and cultur-
ally, though the Chinese Exclusion Act remained in
place with Chinese immigrants as the sole object of
such targeted legislation. The 1943 Magnuson Act
repealed the Chinese Exclusion Act, though a quota
of 105 Chinese immigrants per year was set. In 1945,
more than six thousand Chinese women were permitted
to enter the United States as part of the War Brides Act.
Chinese immigrants did not receive equal legal treat-
ment until the Immigration Act of 1965, which set a
limit of 170,000 immigrants per year, with no more
than 20,000 immigrants from any one country.
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Dawes Severalty Act 1887

Legislation

By: Henry Dawes

Date: February 8, 1887

Source: United States Congress. ‘‘Dawes Severalty Act of
1887.’’ United States Statutes at Large 24 (1887): 388–391.

About the Author: As a Congressman from Massachusetts,
Henry Dawes sponsored the General Allotment Act,
also named the Dawes Severalty Act. Dawes was a
proponent of property ownership as a means toward
the assimilation of Native Americans into U.S. society.

INTRODUCTION

Prior to 1870, the United States government
negotiated treaties with the Native American tribes as
sovereign nations. Many of these treaties resulted in a
reservation system managed by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. However, as the century came to a close, the
handling of Indian affairs began to change. In 1881,
Helen Hunt Jackson’s book, ‘‘A Century of Dishonor’’
alleged the unfair treatment of Native Americans by
the American government. As a result, groups support-
ing the rights of Native Americans emerged and a
movement to help make Native Americans become
U.S. citizens began to gain momentum. Other factors
created the political climate needed to pass the Dawes
Severalty Act. Many tribes, including the Choctaw and
Chickasaw, allied with the Confederacy during the
American Civil War. As a result, many politicians
sought retribution against these tribes. In addition,
westward expansion brought on by railroad develop-
ment, timber companies, and homesteaders pressured
the government to reassess its relationship with Native
Americans.

The Dawes Severalty Act passed on February 8,
1887 and was billed as a humanitarian reform with the
intent to help Native Americans achieve U.S. citizen-
ship. The Act divided tribal property into 160-acre
(65-hectare) and 180-acre (73-hectare) land grants
that were distributed to members of the tribe. After
twenty-five years of cultivating the land as responsible
farmers and a certification of competence, the Native
Americans would receive full ownership of the land.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

An Act to Provide for the Allotment of Lands in Severalty to

Indians on the Various Reservations, and to Extend the

Protection of the Laws of the United States and the

Territories over the Indians, and for Other Purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of America in

Congress assembled, That in all cases where any tribe or

band of Indians has been, or shall hereafter be, located

upon any reservation created for their use, either by treaty

stipulation or by virtue of an act of Congress or executive
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order setting apart the same for their use, the President of

the United States be, and he hereby is, authorized, when-

ever in his opinion any reservation or any part thereof of

such Indians is advantageous for agricultural and grazing

purposes, to cause said reservation, or any part thereof, to

be surveyed, or resurveyed if necessary, and to allot the

lands in said reservation in severalty to any Indian located

thereon in quantities as follows:

To each head of a family, one-quarter of a section;

To each single person over eighteen years of age,

one-eighth of a section;

To each orphan child under eighteen years of age,

one-eighth of a section; and

To each other single person under eighteen years now

living, or who may be born prior to the date of the

order of the President directing an allotment of

the lands embraced in any reservation, one-

sixteenth of a section:

Provided, That in case there is not sufficient land in

any of said reservations to allot lands to each individual of

the classes above named in quantities as above provided,

the lands embraced in such reservation or reservations

shall be allotted to each individual of each of said classes

pro rata in accordance with the provisions of this act: And

provided further, That where the treaty or act of Congress

setting apart such reservation provides the allotment of

lands in severalty in quantities in excess of those herein

provided, the President, in making allotments upon such

reservation, shall allot the lands to each individual Indian

belonging thereon in quantity as specified in such treaty or

act: And provided further, That when the lands allotted are

only valuable for grazing purposes, an additional allotment

of such grazng lands, in quantities as above provided, shall

be made to each individual.

SEC. 2. That all allotments set apart under the provi-

sions of this act shall be selected by the Indians,

heads of families selecting for their minor chil-

dren, and the agents shall select for each orphan

child, and in such manner as to embrace the

improvements of the Indians making the selec-

tion. Where the improvements of two or more

Indians have been made on the same legal sub-

division of land, unless they shall otherwise

agree, a provisional line may be run dividing said

lands between them, and the amount to which

each is entitled shall be equalized in the assign-

ment of the remainder of the land to which they

are entitled under his act: Provided, That if any

one entitled to an allotment shall fail to make a

selection within four years after the President

shall direct that allotments may be made on a

particular reservation, the Secretary of the

Interior may direct the agent of such tribe or

band, if such there be, and if there be no agent,

then a special agent appointed for that purpose,

to make a selection for such Indian, which selec-

tion shall be allotted as in cases where selections

are made by the Indians, and patents shall issue

in like manner.

SEC. 3. That the allotments provided for in this act

shall be made by special agents appointed by the

President for such purpose, and the agents in

charge of the respective reservations on which

the allotments are directed to be made, under

such rules and regulations as the Secretary of

the Interior may from time to time prescribe, and

shall be certified by such agents to the

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in duplicate, one

copy to be retained in the Indian Office and the

other to be transmitted to the Secretary of the

Interior for his action, and to be deposited in

the General Land Office.

SEC. 4. That where any Indian not residing upon a

reservation, or for whose tribe no reservation has

been provided by treaty, act of Congress, or

executive order, shall make settlement upon any

surveyed or unsurveyed lands of the United

States not otherwise appropriated, he or she

shall be entitled, upon application to the local

land-office for the district in which the lands are

located, to have the same allotted to him or her,

and to his or her children, in quantities and man-

ner as provided in this act for Indians residing

upon reservations; and when such settlement is

made upon unsurveyed lands, the grant to such

Indians shall be adjusted upon the survey of the

lands so as to conform thereto; and patents shall

be issued to them for such lands in the manner

and with the restrictions as herein provided. And

the fees to which the officers of such local land-

office would have been entitled had such lands

been entered under the general laws for the dis-

position of the public lands shall be paid to them,

from any moneys in the Treasury of the United

States not otherwise appropriated, upon a state-

ment of an account in their behalf for such fees by

the Commissioner of the General Land Office,

and a certification of such account to the

Secretary of the Treasury by the Secretary of the

Interior.

SEC. 5. That upon the approval of the allotments

provided for in this act by the Secretary of the

Interior, he shall cause patents to issue therefore

in the name of the allottees, which patents shall

be of the legal effect, and declare that the United

States does and will hold the land thus allotted,

for the period of twenty-five years, in trust for the
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sole use and benefit of the Indian to whom such

allotment shall have been made, or, in case of his

decease, of his heirs according to the laws of the

State or Territory where such land is located, and

that at the expiration of said period the United

States will convey the same by patent to said

Indian, or his heirs as aforesaid, in fee, discharged

of said trust and free of all charge or incumbrance

whatsoever: Provided, That the President of the

United States may in any case in his discretion

extend the period. And if any conveyance shall be

made of the lands set apart and allotted as herein

provided, or any contract made touching the

same, before the expiration of the time above

mentioned, such conveyance or contract shall be

absolutely null and void: Provided, That the law of

descent and partition in force in the State or

Territory where such lands are situate shall apply

thereto after patents therefore have been exe-

cuted and delivered, except as herein otherwise

provided; and the laws of the State of Kansas

regulating the descent and partition of real estate

shall, so far as practicable, apply to all lands in the

Indian Territory which may be allotted in severalty

under the provisions of this act: And provided

further, That at any time after lands have been

allotted to all the Indians of any tribe as herein

provided, or sooner if in the opinion of the

President it shall be for the best interests of said

tribe, it shall be lawful for the Secretary of the

Interior to negotiate with such Indian tribe for the

purchase and release by said tribe, in conformity

with the treaty or statute under which such res-

ervation is held, of such portions of its reservation

not allotted as such tribe shall, from time to time,

consent to sell, on such terms and conditions as

shall be considered just and equitable between

the United States and said tribe of Indians, which

purchase shall not be complete until ratified by

Congress, and the form and manner of executing

such release prescribed by Congress: Provided

however, That all lands adapted to agriculture,

with or without irrigation so sold or released to

the United States by any Indian tribe shall be held

by the United States for the sole purpose of

securing homes to actual settlers and shall be

disposed of by the United States to actual and

bona fide settlers only tracts not exceeding one

hundred and sixty acres to any one person, on

such terms as Congress shall prescribe, subject

to grants which Congress may make in aid of

education: And provided further, That no patents

shall issue therefor except to the person so tak-

ing the same as and homestead, or his heirs, and

after the expiration of five years occupancy

thereof as such homestead; and any conveyance

of said lands taken as a homestead, or any con-

tract touching the same, or lieu thereon, created

prior to the date of such patent, shall be null and

void. And the sums agreed to be paid by the

United States as purchase money for any portion

of any such reservation shall be held in the

Treasury of the United States for the sole use of

the tribe or tribes Indians; to whom such reser-

vations belonged; and the same, with interest

thereon at three per cent per annum, shall be at

all times subject to appropriation by Congress for

the education and civilization of such tribe or

tribes of Indians or the members thereof. The

patents aforesaid shall be recorded in the General

Land Office, and afterward delivered, free of

charge, to the allottee entitled thereto. And if any

religious society or other organization is now

occupying any of the public lands to which this

act is applicable, for religious or educational work

among the Indians, the Secretary of the Interior is

hereby authorized to confirm such occupation to

such society or organization, in quantity not

exceeding one hundred and sixty acres in any one

tract, so long as the same shall be so occupied,

on such terms as he shall deem just; but nothing

herein contained shall change or alter any claim of

such society for religious or educational purposes

heretofore granted by law. And hereafter in the

employment of Indian police, or any other

employees in the public service among any of the

Indian tribes or bands affected by this act, and

where Indians can perform the duties required,

those Indians who have availed themselves of

the provisions of this act and become citizens of

the United States shall be preferred.

SEC. 6. That upon the completion of said allotments

and the patenting of the lands to said allottees,

each and every number of the respective bands

or tribes of Indians to whom allotments have

been made shall have the benefit of and be

subject to the laws, both civil and criminal, of the

State or Territory in which they may reside; and

no Territory shall pass or enforce any law deny-

ing any such Indian within its jurisdiction the

equal protection of the law. And every Indian

born within the territorial limits of the United

States to whom allotments shall have been

made under the provisions of this act, or under

any law or treaty, and every Indian born within

the territorial limits of the United States who has

voluntarily taken up, within said limits, his resi-

dence separate and apart from any tribe of
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Indians therein, and has adopted the habits of

civilized life, is hereby declared to be a citizen

of the United States, and is entitled to all the

rights, privileges, and immunities of such

citizens, whether said Indian has been or not,

by birth or otherwise, a member of any tribe

of Indians within the territorial limits of the

United States without in any manner affecting

the right of any such Indian to tribal or other

property.

SEC. 7. That in cases where the use of water for

irrigation is necessary to render the lands within

any Indian reservation available for agricultural

purposes, the Secretary of the Interior be, and he

is hereby, authorized to prescribe such rules and

regulations as he may deem necessary to secure

a just and equal distribution thereof among the

Indians residing upon any such reservation; and

no other appropriation or grant of water by any

riparian proprietor shall permitted to the damage

of any other riparian proprietor.

SEC. 8. That the provisions of this act shall not extend

to the territory occupied by the Cherokees,

Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Seminoles, and

Osage, Miamies and Peorias, and Sacs and Foxes,

in the Indian Territory, nor to any of the reserva-

tions of the Seneca Nation of New York Indians in

the State of New York, nor to that strip of territory

in the State of Nebraska adjoining the Sioux Nation

on the south added by executive order.

SEC. 9. That for the purpose of making the surveys

and resurveys mentioned in section two of this

act, there be, and hereby is, appropriated, out of

any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise

appropriated, the sum of one hundred thousand

dollars, to be repaid proportionately out of the

proceeds of the sales of such land as may be

acquired from the Indians under the provisions of

this act.

SEC. 10. That nothing in this act contained shall be so

construed to affect the right and power of

Congress to grant the right of way through any

lands granted to an Indian, or a tribe of Indians, for

railroads or other highways, or telegraph lines, for

the public use, or condemn such lands to public

uses, upon making just compensation.

SEC. 11. That nothing in this act shall be so construed

as to prevent the removal of the Southern Ute

Indians from their present reservation in

Southwestern Colorado to a new reservation by

and with consent of a majority of the adult male

members of said tribe.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Proponents of the Dawes Severalty Act asserted
that property ownership was the first step in assimilat-
ing Native Americans into U.S. society. The Act, how-
ever, failed to provide such assimilation, took land out
of tribal control, and marked the shift in policy of
treating Native Americans as sovereign peoples to
wards of the government. Prior to the Act, lands within
reservations were owned by tribes as set out in treaties
or executive orders. These reservations continued the
cultural view of collective ownership of the land.
Reformers asserted that in order to integrate tribe
members into society, the collectivism should be
replaced with private land ownership. As a result, the
Act provided for the loss of legal standings of tribes in
exchange for the land being divided among its mem-
bers. Native Americans were taught English and dis-
couraged from speaking their tribal languages. They
were expected to cut their hair and also adopt
Christianity. This treatment of Native Americans as
wards of the states failed to bring about the desired
assimilation into U.S. society.

The Dawes Severalty Act also removed land from
control of Native Americans. By 1934, when the Act
was superseded by the Indian Reorganization Act,
two-thirds of reservation lands had been removed
from tribal control. In 1887, tribes owned 138 million
acres (56 million hectares) of land. By 1900 that
amount had been reduced to 78 million acres
(31.5 million hectares). Lands not allocated to tribe
members were sold to homesteaders and other western
expansionists. This resulted in a ‘‘checkerboard’’ of
land ownership, meaning that the title to land is held
by an assortment of entities, such as an individual
Native American, the tribe, the state, the county, the
federal government, or even a non-native group.

The Act disregarded previous treaties established
between the U.S. government and the various tribes.
This marked a shift in handling relations with Native
Americans as sovereign people to ward of the U.S.
government. The Act was intended to help assimilate
the tribes into U.S. society through a renunciation of
traditional nomadic culture and the adoption of private
land ownership and successful farming. These provi-
sions were intended to ‘‘civilize’’ Native Americans,
making them more likely candidates for citizenship.

The Act was terminated on June 18, 1934, when
congress passed the Indian Reorganization Act. This
act restored ownership to tribes of any land not allo-
cated or sold under the Dawes Severalty Act. The
Indian Reorganization Act was intended to conserve
and develop tribal lands, create private enterprise and
credit systems, and to grant home rule to tribes.
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Native American leader Sitting Bull sits outside his tepee with his wife, children, and a visitor, while being held as a prisoner of war at Fort

Randall in present day South Dakota, 1883. THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
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The Dawes Severalty Act continues to affect the
Native American community. In 1996, Eloise Cobell
filed a class action lawsuit on behalf of 280,000 Native
Americans. The suit, against the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, claims that billions of dollars that were held
in trust were either lost due to inaccurate or missing
records or were pilfered by the U.S. government. In
addition, the Act has created generational fractiona-
tion of the allotments, particularly in cases of deaths
without a will.
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and Chickasaw Dispossession.’’ The Geographical Review
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Land.’’ <http://www.ilwg.net/impact.htm> (accessed
May 14, 2006).

To Every Englishman in India

Speech

By: Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi

Date: October 20, 1920

Source: Mahatma Gandhi. Speeches and Writings of
Mahatma Gandhi. Madras: G. A. Natesan & Co., 1933.

About the Author: Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was
born on October 2, 1869, in the commercial town of
Porbander in Gujarat, India. He is also popularly known
as Mahatma, meaning ‘‘Great Soul’’ Gandhi and Bapu,
or ‘‘Father.’’ A mediocre student during his primary
school days, Gandhi later studied law in England and
qualified to be a barrister. He spent most of his early
years as a professional barrister in South Africa. On
his return to India, Mahatma Gandhi commenced his
non-violent struggle against British rule with the Non-
Cooperation movement in 1920. This was followed
by numerous non-violent movements that were instru-
mental in obtaining independence for India from British
rule. On January 30, 1948, Mahatma Gandhi was on
his way to a prayer meeting in New Delhi when he was
assassinated by Hindu extremist Nathuram Godse.

INTRODUCTION

The East India Company, established in 1600 pri-
marily as a trading enterprise, gradually transformed

itself into a ruling enterprise and colonized the Indian
subcontinent. By 1756, the company had attained col-
onial rule in most parts of India. More than a century
later, in 1864, India became a formal colony under the
British rule.

The British pursued various policies exploiting the
subcontinent’s natural resources such as cotton,
indigo, spices, and tea to sustain Britain’s economy.
Many commercial policies favored England, creating a
trade imbalance with India.

Formed in 1885, the Indian National Congress
(INC) proposed economic reforms and wanted a larger
role in the making of British policy for India. Though
initially not opposed to the idea of British Governance
of India, it soon actively became the forefront of the
non-violent freedom struggle. Under the leadership
and guidance of Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru
(1889–1964), Vallabhbhai Patel (1875–1950), and
others, the INC organized various movements based
on the principles of non-violence to oppose British
policies that were deemed discriminatory.

Gandhi, during his early years, practiced law in
South Africa—a country then ruled by the United
Kingdom—for over twenty years. After being treated
unequally on several occasions, Gandhi started playing
an active role in the civil rights movement in South
Africa. Soon, he began to perfect a policy of passive
disobedience and non-violent resistance against the
British Government in South Africa. He called his
pursuit of political reform and non-violent resistance,
Satyagraha, a Sanskrit word that means ‘‘the quest for
truth’’.

On his return to India, the unequal status of
Indians and policies encouraging Hindu-Muslim
divide prompted Gandhi to initiate a nationwide
non-cooperation movement against the British
Empire. Launched in 1920, the non-cooperation
movement demonstrated to Britain that it was futile
to rule a society where a collective unwillingness to be
ruled existed.

The primary source is the transcript of an open
letter ‘‘To Every English Man in India’’ published on
October 20, 1920, in Young India, a weekly magazine
started by Mahatma Gandhi. A year later, Gandhi
wrote another open letter in Young India. Marking
the commencement of the non-cooperation move-
ment, through these letters, Gandhi sought to reach
out to the English people themselves. The purpose of
the letter was to establish a common bonding between
the English and the Indians by addressing key prob-
lems and unfair policies imposed by the British rule.
The letter is excerpted here.
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

Dear Friend,—I wish that every Englishman will see this

appeal and give thoughtful attention to it.

Let me introduce myself to you. In my humble opinion

no Indian has co-operated with the British Government

more than I have for an unbroken period of twenty-nine

years of public life in the face of circumstances that might

well have turned any other man into a rebel. I ask you to

believe me when I tell you that my co-operation was not

based on the fear of the punishments provided by your

laws or any other selfish motives. It is free and voluntary

co-operation based on the belief that the sum-total of

the British government was for the benefit of India. I put

my life in peril four times for the sake of the Empire—at the

time of the Boer War when I was in charge of the

Ambulance corps whose work was mentioned in General

Buller’s dispatches, at the time of the Zulu revolt in Natal

when I was in charge of a similar corps, at the time of

the commencement of the late War when I raised an

Ambulance Corps and as a result of the strenuous training

had a severe attack of pleurisy and, lastly, in fulfillment of

my promise to Lord Chelmsford at the War Conference in

Delhi, I threw myself in such an active recruiting campaign

in Kaira District involving long and trying marches that I had

an attack of dysentery which proved almost fatal. I did all

this in the full belief that acts such as mine must gain my

country an equal status in the Empire. So last December I

pleaded hard for the trustful co-operation. I fully believed

that Mr. Lloyd George would redeem his promise to the

Mussulmans and that the revelations of the official atroc-

ities in the Punjab would secure full reparation for the

Punjabis. But the treachery of Mr. Lloyd George and its

appreciation by you, and the condonation of the Punjab

atrocities, have completely shattered my faith in the good

intentions of the Government and the nation which is

supporting it.

But though my faith in your good intentions is gone, I

recognise your bravery and I know that what you will not

yield to justice and reason, you will gladly yield to bravery.

See what this Empire means to India:

Exploitations of India’s resources for the benefit of

Great Britain.

Mahatma Ghandi enjoys a laugh with his two granddaughters Ava and Manu at Birla House in New Delhi in 1947. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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An ever-increasing military expenditure and a civil

service the most expensive in the world.

Extravagant working of every department in utter

disregard of India’s poverty.

Disarmament and consequent emasculation of a

whole nation, lest an armed nation might imperil

the lives of a handful of you in our midst.

Traffic in intoxicating liquors and drugs for the purpose

of sustaining a top heavy administration.

Progressively representative legislation in order to

suppress an ever-growing agitation, seeking to

give expression to a nation’s agony.

Degrading treatment of Indians residing in your

dominions, and,

You have shown total disregard of our feelings by

glorifying the Punjab administration and flouting

the Mussulman sentiment.

I know you would not mind if we could fight and wrest

the scepter form your hands. You know that we are power-

less to do that, for you have ensured our incapacity to fight

in open and honourable battle. Bravery on the battlefield is

thus impossible for us. Bravery of the soul still remains open

to us. I know you will respond to that also. I am engaged in

evoking that bravery. Non-co-operation means nothing less

than training in self-sacrifice. Why should we co-operate

with you when we know that, by your administration of

this great country, we are being daily enslaved in an increas-

ing degree. This response of the people to my appeal is not

due to my personality. I would like you to dismiss me, and

for that matter the Ali Brothers too, from your consideration.

My personality will fail to evoke any response to anti-

Muslim cry if I were foolish enough to raise it, as the

magic name of the Ali Brothers would fail to inspire the

Mussulmans with enthusiasm if they were madly to raise

an anti-Hindu cry. People flock in their thousands to listen to

us, because we to-day represent voice of a nation groaning

under iron heels. The Ali Brothers were your friends as I

was, and still am. My religion forbids me to bear any ill-will

towards you. I would not raise my hand against you even if I

had the power. I expect to conquer you only by my suffer-

ing. The Ali Brothers will certainly draw the sword if they

could, in defence of their religion and their country. But they

and I have made common cause with the people of India in

their attempt to voice their feelings and to find a remedy for

their distress.

You are in search of a remedy to suppress this rising

ebullition of national feeling. I venture to suggest to you

that the only way to suppress it is to remove the causes.

You have yet the power. You can repent of the wrongs

done to Indians. You can compel Mr. Lloyd George to

redeem his promises. I assure you he has kept many

escape doors. You can compel the viceroy to retire in

favour of a better one, you can revise your ideas about

Sir Michael O’Dwyer and General Dyer. You can compel

the government to summon a conference of the recog-

nized leaders of the people duly elected by them and

representing all shades of opinion so as to devise mans

for granting Swaraj in accordance with the wishes of the

people of India.

But this you cannot do unless you consider every

Indian to be in reality your equal and brother. I ask for no

patronage. I merely point out to you, as a friend, an hon-

ourable solution of a grave problem. The other solution,

namely, repression is open to you. I prophesy that it will

fail. It has begun already. The Government has already

imprisoned two brave men of Panipat for holding and

expressing their opinions freely. Another is on his trail in

Lahore for having expressed similar opinions. One in the

Oudh District is already imprisoned. Another awaits judg-

ment. You should know what is going on in your midst. Our

propaganda is being carried on in anticipation of repres-

sion. I invite you respectfully to choose the better way and

make common cause with the people of India whose salt

you are eating. To seek to thwart their aspirations is dis-

loyalty to the country.

I am,.

Your faithful friend,.

M.K. Gandhi.
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SIGNIFICANCE

According to Mahatma Gandhi, the open letter
excerpted in the primary source was written with the
purpose of apprising the common Englishman about
the unjust policies and initiatives of the British Empire
in India. In his letter, Gandhi mentions that the only
way for India to seek independence from British rule is
through non-cooperation.

The widely reproduced letter attracted favorable
responses from many Englishmen. One of the
replies—reprinted in 2003 as part of an E-book titled
Freedom’s Battle, by Mahatma Gandhi stated, ‘‘May we
say at once that in so far as the British Empire stands
for the domination and exploitation of other races for
Britain’s benefit, for degrading treatment of any, for
traffic in intoxicating liquors, for repressive legislation,
for administration such as that which to the Amritsar
incidents, we desire the end of it as much as you do?
We quite understand that in the excitement of the
present crisis, owing to certain acts of the British
Administration, which we join with you in condemn-
ing . . .’’ Similarly, there were others who exhibited
resonance and camaraderie with the Indian people on
this issue.
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Gandhi’s letter marked the beginning of the non-
cooperation movement. This movement attains great
significance because it shattered the economic
might of the British Empire in India. During the
non-cooperation movement, the Indian society did
not cooperate in any economic or social activity
associated with the British Empire.

There was no movement of goods, telegraph lines
did not work, and foreign produce such as clothes
manufactured in English mills were boycotted. Many
Indians gave up their titles and posts across national
and local bodies. Eventually, many daily services that
were dependent on Indians for smooth operation were
disrupted.

Ensuing an episode of violence, the non-coopera-
tion movement came to a premature end on February
12, 1922. A group of policemen assaulted a few nation-
alist demonstrators in the town of Chauri Chaura
in the north east state of Uttar Pradesh. Enraged by
such actions, the demonstrators killed more than
twenty policemen. Disturbed by these acts of violence,
Mahatma Gandhi suspended the non-cooperation
movement.

Though the movement did not last long, it is
considered by many to be instrumental in the Indian
independence struggle. The non-cooperative move-
ment laid the foundation for several other initiatives
such as the Salt March of Dandi, and the Quit India
movement. The British rule could not withstand an
opponent that did not indulge in violence or break any
laws. Eventually, India attained independence on
August 15, 1947.

Other British colonies are also known to have
followed Gandhi’s philosophies. Besides, eminent per-
sonalities, such as Martin Luther King, —who success-
fully campaigned for Black rights in North America in
the 1960s, and Nelson Mandela, who waged a relent-
less struggle against apartheid in South Africa, were
deeply inspired by his principles of non-cooperation
and non-violence.

Gandhian principles of non-cooperation and
non-violence have seen resurgence with political
developments in the twenty-first century, especially
among human rights advocates.
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Dalai Lama, Holy Ruler of the
Land of Tibet

Photograph

By: Anonymous

Date: September 28, 1939

Source: ª Bettmann/Corbis.

About the Photographer: Otto Bettmann, a librarian and
curator in Berlin in the 1930s, began collecting photo-
graphs to preserve as a historical archive. After fleeing
Germany with several trunks of photographs in his
possession, he settled in the United States. By 1995 his
collection included over 11 million items; the picture of
the Dalai Lama is part of the collection. The Bettmann
Archive is owned by the Corbis Corporation.

INTRODUCTION

According to Tibetan Buddhism, the Dalai Lama
is the embodiment of the bodhisattva of compassion, a
Buddha figure who chooses not to reach nirvana after
death but instead to be reincarnated and remain on
earth until all human beings have been freed from
suffering. According to this belief, the Dalai Lama
never dies; when his body reaches the end of its natural
life his spirit passes into another human who is being
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born, continuing his lineage and presence on earth.
Tibetans consider the Dalai Lama their spiritual leader
and head of state.

The current Dalai Lama is the fourteenth since
1391. He was born Lhamo Dhondrub on July 6, 1935,
to parents who were peasants in the northeastern sec-
tion of Tibet. At the age of three he was recognized as
the reincarnation of the thirteenth Dalai Lama by a
search committee appointed by the government of
Tibet. When, following a series of visions, the party
came to Lhamo Dhondrub’s house, the little boy
demanded to be given a rosary that he recognized,
worn by one of the religious leaders. He correctly
identified persons in the party by name, and after
successfully passing other tests was declared the four-
teenth Dalai Lama.

Because of his young age, the government was led
by a regent after the thirteenth Dalai Lama’s death.
When Lhamo Dhondrub, renamed Tenzin Gyatso,
reached the age of eighteen, he was expected to assume
his role as head of state. In 1949, however, China came
under Communist leadership, and the Chinese gov-
ernment announced its intention to ‘‘liberate’’ Tibet,
which it considered a province, not a separate, sover-
eign nation. Calling the Tibetan government a ‘‘feudal
regime,’’ China declared the country in need of a
return to Chinese—and Communist—leadership.

China invaded Tibet’s eastern provinces on
October 7, 1950. Forty thousand Chinese soldiers
easily defeated a Tibetan force one-fifth its size. Half
of those soldiers were killed, and at an emergency
meeting of the Tibetan National, the sixteen-year-
old Dalai Lama was given full powers as head of state.

International reaction to the Chinese invasion was
ineffectual; India had attempted to act as an interme-
diary between the two nations; the United States and
Great Britain had advised the Tibetans to use diplo-
macy as a way to mitigate Chinese aggression. Tibet
appealed to the United Nations in November 1950,
but repeated requests for intervention went unheeded.

In April 1951, a five-member delegation from
Tibet met with Chinese leaders; under pressure and
alleged coercion, the delegates signed the ‘‘Agreement
of the Central People’s Government and the Local
Government of Tibet on Measures for the Peaceful
Liberation of Tibet,’’ a seventeen-point plan acknowl-
edging China’s control over Tibet. The Dalai Lama
repudiated the plan, which gave China the power to
occupy Tibet and control all foreign relations,
although it preserved his powers and the existing gov-
ernment structure in Tibet.

For the next eight years tensions between
Tibetans and the Chinese occupiers escalated; Tibet
experienced famine conditions in some areas, with no
assistance from the Chinese government and no
recourse through international relations. Tibetans
protested and used nonviolent means to resist; some
guerillas clashed directly with Chinese troops. In
December 1958 the Chinese government threatened
to bomb the Tibetan capital city of Lhasa and the Dalai
Lama’s residence if guerillas refused to stop their
attacks.

By March 1959 Lhasa was engulfed in fighting.
The Chinese bombed parts of the city, and within a few
weeks as many as 86,000 Tibetans—many monks liv-
ing in religious communities—died. On March 31,
1959 the Dalai Lama and his family were smuggled
out of Tibet and into northern India.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Dalai Lama, Holy Ruler of the land of Tibet: The fourteenth

Dalai Lama as a young boy, September 28, 1939. After a three

year search determined that he is the reincarnation of the pre-

vious Dalai Lama, he is being transported to Lhasa, Tibet, for the

first time. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

DALAI LAMA, HOLY RULER OF THE LAND OF TIBET

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

After a fifteen-day trek from Tibet to India, the
Dalai Lama’s first official act was to repudiate the
seventeen-point plan. Creating a government in exile
in Dharamsala, India, he advocated for a free Tibet,
provided spiritual and political guidance for more than
120,000 fellow Tibetans in exile, published books and
gave public lectures on matters of faith as well as
political issues.

In 1961, the United Nations General Assembly
declared Tibet’s right to self-determination; the
Chinese government ignored the statement and
answered with the claim that the Tibetan people pros-
pered under Chinese control. A 1997 International
Commission of Jurist’s report echoed the UN and
called for freedom for Tibet.

In the intervening years, China has completely cut
off Tibet from the rest of the world and poured immi-
grants into the country. Refugees report that in some
areas Chinese immigrants outnumber Tibetans two or
three to one, with some conflict reported between the
two. Six million Tibetans remain in Tibet under tight
Chinese control. The Tibet government in exile esti-
mates that since 1949, approximately 1.2 million
Tibetans have been killed by Chinese authorities
through fighting, famine, or imprisonment.

During the 1980s, the Chinese government tried
unsuccessfully to convince the Dalai Lama to return to
Tibet. He has supported a ‘‘Middle Way’’ in dealing
with the Chinese government, asking not for full inde-
pendence, but for autonomy in all affairs except self-
defense and foreign relations. Other officials in the
Tibetan government in exile disagree with this stance,
and China has repudiated it, willing only to discuss the
Dalai Lama’s return to Tibet. In 1989, the Dalai Lama
was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to
free the Tibetan people. In his acceptance speech, the
Dalai Lama criticized the Chinese government for
their harsh repression of Tibetan nationalists, and
their use of violence in the Tiananmen Square
massacre.

In 2005 the Dalai Lama turned seventy years of
age and asked the Chinese government for permission
to return to Tibet with no conditions placed on him.
The Chinese government refused. Unless negotiations
between the Dalai Lama and the Chinese government

change, the fourteenth Dalai Lama may never return
to his homeland. Questions concerning his reincarna-
tion have prompted the Dalai Lama to declare that his
successor will most likely not be found in Tibet.
Historical conditions forced him to leave the country,
and therefore, in his opinion, his reincarnation may be
the first Dalai Lama reborn outside of Tibet.
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The fourteenth Dalai Lama, Tibet’s spiritual leader and ruler in

exile, meditates while listening to a speech in the eastern Indian

city of Calcutta, on November 24, 2003. ª JAYANTA SHAW/REUTERS/

CORBIS.
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UN Resolution 242

Resolution

By: United Nations Security Council

Date: November 22, 1967

Source: United Nations Security Council. Resolution
242. November 22, 1967.

About the Author: The United Nations Security Council is
a sub-committee of the United Nations whose man-
date is the maintenance of international peace and
security. The committee is made up of representatives
from UN member nations and is invested with the
power to arbitrate international conflicts, make rec-
ommendations (binding or non-binding) in the form
of resolutions, issue cease-fire orders and provide mili-
tary presence in the form of UN peace keeping forces.
In November of 1967, the Security Council President
was Mr. Mamadou Boubacar Kanté of Mali. Resolution
242 was drafted and put forward by the British ambas-
sador, Lord Hugh Caradon, and received unanimous
assent from the representatives of Argentina, Brazil,
Bulgaria, Canada, China, Denmark, Ethiopia, France,
India, Japan, Mali, Nigeria, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain for
Northern Ireland and the United States of America.

INTRODUCTION

United Nations Security Council Resolution 242
was adopted on November 22, 1967 and was directed at
finding a peaceful settlement to the conflict between the
state of Israel and its Arab neighbors, Egypt, Syria and
Jordan. The resolution was the direct response to the Six
Day War, fought between June 5 and 10, 1967, and the
Israeli occupation of Syria’s Golan Heights, the West
Bank of the Jordan River (including East Jerusalem), the
Sinai Peninsula and Gaza Strip in Egypt. Although the
Security Council’s resolution intended the return of
annexed territory to its rightful occupants, the ambiguous
language of the recommendations and a lack of enforce-
ment resulted in Israel’s non-compliance with the
Security Council’s proposal. Resolution 242 has become
one of the most cited and referenced documents in the
controversy over land rights in the Middle East because it
is believed that the failure of the resolution contributed in

large part to the perpetuation of the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Israel eventually withdrew from the Sinai Peninsula in
1979, and from the Gaza Strip and part of the West Bank
in September of 2005, but the Middle East remains a site
of much tension and conflict.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

The notion of ‘‘land for peace’’ is the most impor-
tant concept coming out of resolution 242. The
Security Council suggested that Israel be willing to
return conquered lands in exchange for peace with
Egypt, Jordan and Syria. However, due to problems
of ambiguous language and Israel’s preoccupation
with the resolution’s second point—‘‘the termination
of all claims or states of belligerency’’—Israel refused
to end the occupation of Arab territories until their
demands for the cessation of hostilities and terrorism
had been met, while the Arab states interpreted the
resolution to mean that it was incumbent upon Israel
to first return the occupied territories.

The wording of the resolution was deliberately
non-specific in its recommendations, requiring the
involved parties to negotiate a mutually acceptable sol-
ution. An earlier draft put forward by the USSR with
support from the Arab states that required Israel to fully
withdraw from all territories occupied after June 4,
1967 was vetoed by the United States of America,
who were in favor of a less binding resolution. As a
compromise, the British representative, Lord Caradon,
put forward a draft that referred to the ‘‘withdrawal of
Israel armed forces from territories occupied in the
recent conflict.’’ The main innovation in this draft was
the removal of the words ‘‘all the’’ from the previous
draft, thereby refusing to make a definitive statement
about exactly which territories should be returned. The
British draft, however, added the statement ‘‘emphasiz-
ing the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by
war,’’ thereby codifying the United Nation’s position
on the occupation and annexation of land through
armed conflict, and pointing to the need for Israel’s
complete return of the conquered territory. The
British draft was adopted as resolution 242 and
the statement on the inadmissibility of the acquisition
of territory by war has since been referenced repeatedly
as protecting the land rights and integrity of nations
and their citizenry in the event of an armed conflict.

According to analysts, the major mistake made by
the Security Council in resolution 242 was its failure to
specifically mention the situation and interests of the
Palestinians as a part of the peace settlement. Following
the Holocaust and the Second World War, the 2.3
million Jewish people who had survived in Europe had
no place to go and no homes to return to. The United
Nations, agreeing that the Jewish people needed an
independent state, decided to partition Palestine into a
Jewish state, an Arab state and a Neutral UN territory
containing the city of Jerusalem, which is sacred to
Christianity, Islam, and Judaism. The state of Israel
was proclaimed on May 14, 1948 and immediately
thrown into conflict. Palestinians fled or were forcibly

exiled from Israel and the rest of the Arab world imme-
diately attacked Israel in an attempt to destroy the new
country. By 1949, when the dust settled, Israel had twice
as much land as the UN had originally given them,
Egypt had taken the Gaza Strip, Jordan had claimed
the West Bank and the Palestinians had nothing. They
became a people without a place—their country had
effectively been taken from them.

Those Palestinians who remained in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip were poorly treated, the subjects of
religious hatred and violence, living in refugee camps
with no citizenship rights. Many fled to neighboring
Arab nations. In the late 1950s, Yasser Arafat founded
the militant group al-Fatah to fight for the destruction
of Israel and the liberation of Palestine, causing a surge
in violence and acts of terrorism by Palestinians against
Israelis. The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
was founded in 1964 to organize the wide variety of
fractured Palestinian groups fighting against Israel.
Israeli soldiers returned aggression, resulting in contin-
uous violence and acts of terrorism in Israel, the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip that persist to this day.

The aftermath of the Six Days War and the crea-
tion of resolution 242 provided an opportunity for the
United Nations, through the Security Council, to
redress the harm done by the division of Palestine
and the displacement of the Palestinians. Following
the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and Gaza
strip in 1967, Palestinians in refugee camps were even
more poorly treated by the Israelis who began to settle
the land that the Palestinians hoped to reclaim for their
own. Instead of directly addressing the state of the
Palestinian people as a nation without land, the
Security Council referred to them as the ‘‘refugee
problem’’ and offered no concrete solutions for repar-
ation and repatriation of their homeland. Rather, the
resolution offers the vague suggestion of a ‘‘just settle-
ment of the refugee problem,’’ refusing to acknowl-
edge the Palestinian people as a nation with a right to
an equal say in the Middle East peace settlement.

Since their exile in 1948, Palestinians have been
adamant about their right to return to the lands that
were taken from them by the United Nations’ division
of their country, although the Jewish people argue that
they have a historic claim to the land that predates the
nation of Palestine. The Palestinians maintain that
according to the stipulations of resolution 242, Israel
must return their land and only then will the
Palestinians cease hostilities and aggression. They
wish to be recognized as a nation and to reclaim the
rights of citizens and the land rights that accompany
sovereignty. The ambiguity and non-binding nature of
resolution 242 has prolonged the dispute over the
occupied territories and indirectly contributed to the
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continued violence between Palestinians and Israelis.
Although Israel withdrew from the Gaza Strip on
September 12, 2005, they continue to maintain their
occupation of the West Bank territory, which contains
the sacred city of Jerusalem. Palestinian interpretation
of resolution 242 still requires the complete with-
drawal of Israel from the territories taken in the 1967
Six Days War to cease hostilities and recognize Israel,
while Israel maintains that an end to the state of war
and Palestinian recognition of Israeli sovereignty are
necessary before they will withdraw from the West
Bank. The specter of resolution 242 continues to
haunt the Middle East peace process.
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Cast Out Caste

Photograph

By: Indranil Mukherjee

Israeli soldiers round up Egyptian prisoners in the area of the Gaza-El Arish crossroad in the Sinai penninsula, which Israel captured

during the June 1967 conflict known as the Six-Day War. AP IMAGES.
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Date: January 19, 2004

Source: Indranil Mukherjee/AFP/Getty Images.

About the Photographer: Indranil Mukherjee is a photogra-
pher with AFP (Agence France-Presse). The world’s
oldest established news agency, the AFP was founded
by Charles-Louis Havas in 1835. The agency, head-
quartered in Paris, has branches in Washington, Hong
Kong, Nicosia, and Montevideo. It provides news and
photographs to other news agencies and individuals
across the world.

INTRODUCTION

Since ancient times, the caste system is considered
to be one of the pillars of the Hindu social order in
India. A hierarchically interlinked system, it includes
numerous castes and sub-castes. One such caste, Dalit,
occupies the lowest position in the Hindu social
hierarchy.

The etymology of the term Dalit is traced to the
ancient Indian language Sanskrit. Dal in Sanskrit
means to split or crack. In Hebrew, Dal refers to some-
thing low, weak, and poor. In modern times, the term
Dalit is usually referred to those people of a commun-
ity among Hindus and Christians in India who are
split, scattered or crushed, and seen as inferior by
people of high castes.

Although Dalits have always been considered an
inferior caste, it was mainly during the nineteenth
century that they were referred to as Untouchables.
Considered outcasts, members of the Dalit community
were denied basic civil rights and were often subjected
to atrocities. The Dalits were not allowed to touch or
enter places and even temples frequented by higher
caste members. In the nineteenth century, the British
who ruled India at the time coined the terms depressed
classes and scheduled castes for Dalits.

Mahatma Gandhi (1869–1948) used the more
polite term Harijan (son of God) for this community.
In recent times, apart from scheduled castes, the Dalits
also form a part of the scheduled tribes, and all these
communities are, in varying degrees, considered
Untouchables. Reports in the past have highlighted
various instances of discrimination and brutality
against the Dalit community, especially in the rural
regions.

According to a 1999 Human Rights Watch report,
more than 160 million Dalits in India face severe dis-
crimination—many of these are denied basic civil
rights such as access to drinking water, education,
and jobs. Although untouchability was abolished by
the Indian Constitution in 1950 and subsequent anti-
discrimination acts such as the Anti-Untouchability

Act have been implemented, the report maintains
that there has been a rise in violence against Dalits in
the past decades.

A report by the Commission for Scheduled Caste
and Schedule Tribe found the average number of cases
of crimes against Untouchables registered under the
Anti-Untouchability Act were 480 in the 1950s, 1,903
in the 1960s, 3,240 in the 1970s, 3,875 in the 1980s and
1,672 during the early 1990s. The report also states
that between the periods of 1981 and 1986 as well as
1995 and 1997, two hundred thousand cases of crimi-
nal offenses against Untouchables were registered.
These include cases of murder, arson, rape, and other
criminal offences.

The United Nations has on numerous occasions
censured the Indian government for being unable to
prevent brutality against the Dalits. In one of its reports
in the mid–1990s, the United Nations condemned the
Indian Government for ‘‘failing to prevent acts of dis-
crimination towards Untouchables and failing to pun-
ish those found responsible and provide just and
adequate reparation to the victims.’’

Since the 1990s, there has also been an increase
in the number of Dalit rights movements. Several ral-
lies with the purpose of educating people about
the plight of Dalits have been organized. The primary
source, a photograph by AFP photographer Indranil
Mukherjee, shows a Dalit woman who took part in a
protest rally organized by anti-globalization activists
at the 2004 World Social Forum. The Forum was held
in Mumbai, India.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

CAST OUT CASTE

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The issue of Dalits in India is perceived as a socio-
economic problem. Despite a clear mention in India’s
Constitution and the Directive Principles that there
would be no discrimination against any citizen on
grounds of religion, race, caste, place, and birth,
there continues widespread discrimination against
members of lower communities. Although it is the
largest democracy in the world, India has been plagued
with social inequalities and a great divide between the
rich and the poor.

According to People’s Union for Civil Liberties
(PUCL) report, there are more Dalits in India than
make up the population of Pakistan. The scheduled
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castes are about sixteen percent of India’s population
and they contribute mainly in manual labor, art, and
culture. However, oppression of Dalits, especially in
the rural regions, adversely impacts the country
socially and economically.

Experts indicate that the cause of Dalit’s social
status is two-fold. The main factor is poverty; some-
times people of the Dalit community literally starve
because they are unable to participate in the economy.
Lack of formal education also contributes to their
poverty and social status.

A PUCL report estimated that over seventy-seven
percent of lower caste people live in the rural regions of
India and do menial jobs, especially in the unorganized
agriculture sector. Most of them live in poverty,

earning less than thirty rupees a day (about seventy-
five cents). Parents send their children not to schools,
but to earn daily wages. Consequently, the children
supplement their parents’ meager income and are
deprived of education at an early age. The situation
in urban areas fares a little better. Although only
twenty percent of Dalits live in cities, many do have
jobs. There are fewer reported cases of discrimination.
However, owing to lack of competency in technical
fields, Dalits cannot match the lifestyles and incomes of
those belonging to the upper castes.

The Indian government has taken several steps to
improve the condition of Dalits and other lower castes.
However, reports from human rights organizations
indicate that more plans appear on paper than are
actually implemented. The northeastern state of
Bihar that has the highest population of Dalits in the
country is reportedly affected the most. Although,
Dalits have been elected to political parties in the
state, the condition of Dalits being treated as untouch-
ables remains a pervasive concern.

On a national level, several panels set by the Indian
government have recommended reservation, a pro-
gram similar to affirmative action in the United
States, for the lower caste communities in education,
and employment. Soon after independence from
British rule, the Indian Constitution advocated a
quota system for Dalits and other backward commun-
ities in government organizations and educational
institutions.

The controversial Mandal Commission, set up in
1979, recommended a quota hike from twenty-seven
percent to 49.5 percent for Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes in government jobs and universities.
However, the move to implement these recommenda-
tions in 1990 caused widespread discord and brought
about the downfall of the incumbent government.
Critics argue that a quota system in jobs, especially
specialized posts, would give rise to ‘‘brain drain,’’
where highly skilled and educated professionals
would seek employment outside India. Opponents of
such policies state that jobs and admissions should be
rendered solely on merit.

As of 2006, the Government of India has proposed
a quota system for the private sector and educational
institutions. This initiative, deemed by critics as a
means to garner votes from oppressed castes, has been
marked with protests around the country. Economists
have also questioned the intention behind such policies.
Infzal Ali, chief economist of the Asian Development
Bank, stated in April 2006 that ‘‘reservation in private
sector would prove counterproductive.’’

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Cast Out Caste: An Indian woman who is a member of

Hinduism’s lowest caste, the Dalits or ‘‘Untouchables’’ marches

during a demonstration in Bombay, India, during the World Social

Forum, January 19, 2004. INDRANIL MUKHERJEE/AFP/GETTY IMAGES.
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Discrimination against some communities is
widespread in most developing countries. Moreover,
experts state that the condition of Dalits is similar to
that of the African American community in the early
and mid-twentieth century United States. Although
discrimination against Dalits continues in India, there
have been notable contributions from members of this
community. These include B.R. Ambedkar (1891–
1956), the chief architect of India’s Constitution, and
K.R. Narayanan (1920–2005), President of India from
1997–2002.
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Villagers grieve over the bodies of family members massacred at Vermachak village in Bihar, India on December 18, 2000. The slain

were Dalits, or untouchables, the lowest in the heap in India’s millenia-old caste system. AP IMAGES.
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About the Author: Rigoberta Menchú Tum, a native of
Guatemala, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in
1992. Menchú fought for greater rights for women
and peasants in Guatemala through such organizations
as the Committee for Peasant Unity and the 31st of
January Popular Front. She helped to create the United
Representation of the Guatemalan Opposition and
received the Nobel Prize for her efforts to aid indige-
nous peoples in Guatemala in their struggle against
military oppression.

INTRODUCTION

In 1992, the Nobel committee awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize to Rigoberta Menchú, a thirty-three-year-
old Guatemalan-Mayan woman who fought for indig-
enous rights. A few days after the 500th anniversary of
the landing of Christopher Columbus and his crew in
the New World, the Nobel committee’s choice of
Menchú, the first indigenous person to win a Nobel
prize, was timely.

Menchú published her autobiography in English
in 1983; I, Rigoberta Menchú: An Indian Woman in
Guatemala was a publishing success. It told the story
of Menchú’s struggle against the Guatemalan govern-
ment as she fought for greater rights for indigenous
peoples. In her book, Menchú chronicles her early life
as a poor peasant’s daughter, moving to the coast each
year for the harvest, during which time children and
adults worked on plantations seasonally. Menchú
describes her inability to receive a formal education
and her efforts to teach herself to read with the help of
several nuns while working as a maid in a convent
school. Her decision to learn Spanish, at the age of
seventeen, facilitated her work as an organizer and
revolutionary in fighting against the Guatemalan mili-
tary government in the 1980s.

From the early 1960s until 1996, the Guatemalan
government was engaged in an ongoing conflict with
a revolutionary group, the Guatemalan National

Revolutionary Unity (URNG). During the conflict,
more than 200,000 people were killed and indigenous
people of Mayan descent were targeted specifically
between 1978 and 1983 during a period of increased
violence and repression on the part of the Guatemalan
military.

According to Menchú, her father, Victor, helped
to form the Committee for Peasant Unity, an organ-
ization she later joined in 1979. Menchú describes
intense conflicts between her father and wealthy
European and government interests, and details the
killings of her mother, father, brother, and other fam-
ily members. Her brother, Petrocinio, was burned
alive in public, and her family was forced by authorities
to watch.

By the early 1980s, Menchú had joined the 31st of
January Popular Front, a radical anti-government
group, to fight for indigenous rights, freedom from
violence, and to help protect Mayan villages from
military attacks as the government fought to destroy
perceived leftist strongholds. During the early 1980s,
more than 400 villages were completely destroyed
by the Guatemalan government during the most vio-
lent period of the thirty-six-year war. This increase in
violent activity coincided with Menchú’s popularity
worldwide as her book gained a wide audience.

Nobel Peace Prize winner Rigoberta Menchú, in Washington,

D.C., on April 24, 1993. ª REUTERS/CORBIS.
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Menchú was forced into exile in Mexico in 1981;
she worked from Mexico as an organizer, and, in 1991,
assisted the United Nations in crafting a declaration of
rights for indigenous peoples. In 1992, she received the
Nobel Peace Prize.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

Menchú drew worldwide attention to human
rights abuses and the needs of the indigenous people
in Guatemala. In 1996, after the end of the war, a truth
commission was formed to study the Guatemalan
conflict. The commission found widespread abuse
of indigenous peoples had occurred, ranging from
forced displacement and exile to rape, torture, and
summary executions in violation of international
human rights conventions. In 2000, Menchú filed
suit in a Spanish court against Guatemalan military
commanders for human rights abuses against
Spaniards during the war, while a separate group of
Mayans filed a suit against two military officers for
the crime of genocide.

In the years after Menchú’s received the Nobel
Peace Prize, anthropology professor David Stoll inves-
tigated her life, interviewing family members and vil-
lagers to compare her autobiography against his
scholarly research. Stoll’s book, Rigoberta Menchú and
the Story of All Poor Guatemalans, describes several
inconsistencies between his research and Menchú’s
account of her family life and early years. According
to Stoll’s research, Menchú’s father was prosperous
enough that the family did not have to work on coastal
plantations. In addition, school records indicate that
Rigoberta Menchú attended Catholic and public
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schools through the eighth grade. Menchú’s brother
Petrocinio was shot, not burned, and the family was
not present at his death. Stoll was careful in his 1999
book to point out that none of the inconsistencies
affected Menchú’s actual work for indigenous rights.
In setting the record straight, Stoll wished to portray
a more accurate picture of Mayan life, Menchú’s
background, and her family’s financial condition.
According to Stoll’s portrait, Menchú was more liter-
ate and more able to organize resistance to the govern-
ment than the average Guatemalan peasant.

Stoll’s book received a great deal of attention and
publicity, taking attention away from Menchú’s work
for indigenous rights and focusing it instead on the
alleged factual discrepancies in her story. Menchú
initially stood behind her account, but later admitted
to having blended her experience with that of other
Guatemalan villagers to bring attention to the violence
in Guatemala and to gain sympathy for the revolu-
tionary cause.

In the aftermath of Stoll’s revelations, questions
about Menchú’s receipt of the Nobel Peace Prize led
to calls for the Nobel Committee to withdraw the
prize. The Nobel Committee later stated that giving
the prize to Menchú ‘‘was not based exclusively or
primarily on the autobiography.’’ Menchú was allowed
to keep her prize.

In 2001, a Guatemalan court declared that two
former Guatemalan presidents—Romeo Lucas
Garcia and Efrain Rios Montt—would be investigated
on genocide charges. This court decision along with
the court cases brought by Menchú and other Mayan
Guatemalans have been part of a slow but steady cam-
paign to hold the Guatemalan government account-
able for the deaths and torture of hundreds of
thousands of indigenous people. Rigoberta Menchú’s
autobiography, work for justice, and even the contro-
versy surrounding her book helped draw attention to
the plight of the indigenous Mayan people of
Guatemala and their efforts to recover from thirty-six
years of conflict.
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About the Author: Netanel Lorch is an author and former
Secretary-General of the Knesset. The Knesset [trans.
‘Assembly’] is the Israeli Parliament. First convened
in February 1949 it consists of 120 elected members.
The principle speakers in the below source are Asher
Hassin (1918–1995), a Moroccan born Knesset mem-
ber of the Ma’arach, and Shlomo Cohen-Tsiddon
(1923–), an Egyptian born Knesset member of the
Herut-Liberal bloc.

INTRODUCTION

On June 5 1967, after months of border skirmishes
and diplomatic arguments and fearing an attack by a
united Arab force, Israel launched pre-emptive air
strikes against Egypt. In so doing it wiped out almost
the entire Egyptian air force and precipitated a major
regional conflict that also embroiled Jordan, Syria and
Iraq. Over the following week the Israeli army waged
an effective war before a ceasefire was agreed on June
11. By this time, Israel’s territory had trebled in size,
then occupying the Sinai Desert, the Golan Heights,
the West Bank, and Gaza.

What became known as the Six-Day War would
have enormous consequences for Middle Eastern pol-
itics for years to come. The speed and relative ease of
military victory was a surprise to Israeli military plan-
ners second only to the size of the territorial gains war
had brought. To neighboring Arab nations, this was as
much a disaster.

In 1948, the establishment of Israel was closely
followed by a mass immigration of Jewish commun-
ities to Israel that had lived in Arab countries for
centuries. In 1948, the Jewish population of Arab
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countries numbered around 850,000. Within twenty
years this stood at between 150,000–200,000, although
not all who had left had moved to Israel.

Israel’s Law of Return gave the right to settlement
of any Jewish born person within its borders, but the
reasons for population shifts were many. Though some
emigrated for religious reasons, many others moved
because of economic imperatives. A better standard of
life was promised in Israel, or generous incentives to
emigrate made the move appealing. A third group were
impelled to emigrate to Israel because of expulsion
from their homelands, or because of the human rights
violations that followed Israel’s war of independence.

Both during and after Israel’s War of
Independence anti-Jewish riots and violence broke
out across the Middle East. Forty-four Jews were killed
during rioting in Morocco; in Cairo, a campaign of
bomb attacks on Jewish property and businesses killed

seventy. In Aden, which had a substantial Jewish com-
munity, a number of pogroms took place, while Libya
witnessed both rioting and the destruction of syna-
gogues. The situation worsened when post-colonial
independence came to many of these countries in the
1950s. Anti-Jewish legislation and restriction on
movement were frequently features of the statute
books of these newly independent states.

The Six-Day War sparked intense Arab frustra-
tion. Anger at Israel’s victory and its growing power in
the region soon spilled over into violence on streets
across the Middle East.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

21 June 1967 (13 Sivan 5727).

A. Hassin (Ma’arach): Mr. Speaker, distinguished

Knesset, almost 150,000 Jews still live in Moslem coun-

tries such as Morocco, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Syria,

Lebanon and Iraq. When some of those countries became

independent certain Jews left for other countries, while

those who remained demonstrated their loyalty and

expected to be given the same rights as everyone

else. . . .This, however, was not borne out by circumstan-

ces. The Jews were treated as second-class citizens . . .

subjected to officially-sanctioned harassment and

attack . . .and made a general scapegoat. . . . .

In the last few days two Jews were murdered in

Morocco, others were tortured and a great deal of property

was stolen. In Tunisia many Jews were beaten, including

old people and pregnant women, stores were looted and

the great and beautiful synagogue was desecrated and

destroyed. In Egypt a large number of Jews were impris-

oned. They were tortured in ways invented by the Nazis

and no one paid any heed to the cries of the young and the

old. . . .In Libya Jews were beaten and slaughtered by

mobs. . . .We have heard disturbing rumors about the fate

of our brethren in Lebanon, Syria and Iraq, where they

cower in fear and trembling behind the locked doors of

their homes. . . .We have heard that the Jewish commun-

ity of Aden has been wiped out brutally. . . .Meanwhile the

world sits idly by, no country protesting or intervening or

even displaying any pity or concern. . . . .

All the powers have representatives in the countries I

have mentioned, and they undoubtedly saw what was

being done to the Jews there . . .but they said and did

nothing . . .yet at the same time we are attacked in interna-

tional forums by those countries, in words and deeds, we,

who protect our citizens, who constantly extend our hand

in peace, who respect others and do not interfere in the

sovereign affairs of other countries. . . .The riots and kill-

ings have never been placed on the agenda of the U.N.

On June 8, 1967 a group of Israeli soldiers reverently take their

first look at the Jewish religion’s holiest place, the Wailing Wall in

the old city of Jerusalem, after it was captured from Jordan

during the Six-Day War. AP IMAGES.
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Assembly. . . .We, the bearers of the vision: ‘‘and the wolf

shall lie down with the lamb,’’ ‘‘nation shall not lift up the

sword against nation,’’ and ‘‘they shall beat their swords

into plowshares,’’ are persecuted in the Moslem

countries. . . .The representatives of some of the Powers

dare to place us in the dock. Blood has flowed like water,

peace-loving youngsters and defenders of the Holy Land

have been killed . . .but the U.N. has said nothing. . . . It is

blind and deaf when we are affected. . . . .

I know that the government is concerned about this

and is doing what it can at this fateful hour . . . but the

rioters act faster and there is no one to put out the fire in

the Jewish quarters in the Moslem countries. That is why

the government and the nation should take more vigorous

action to place this subject on the agenda of the world and

put an end to the suffering of our brethren. . . . I must add a

word of praise for King Hassan of Morocco and President

Bourguiba of Tunisia, who condemned the rioters,

arrested some of them and issued orders to guard the

Jewish quarters. This had very little effect, for in the final

event it is the voice of the people which decides. . . . In

view of the importance of the issue . . .I would like the

Knesset to discuss it. . . . .

S. Cohen-Sidon (sic) (Gahal): Mr. Speaker, distin-

guished Knesset, from the moment the Arab leaders

regarded the Jewish people’s liberation movement,

namely, Zionism, whereby the return of the Jewish people

to its ancient homeland and its redemption from the

oppression of the diaspora is fulfilled, as a rival to the

movement to liberate the Arab peoples from the yoke of

foreigners, mobs have been incited from above and have

vented their anger on the Jewish minority living in Arab

countries. Our brethren there have suffered persecution,

murder, rape and the burning of synagogues. Whenever

the Arab leaders have been unsuccessful in implementing

their threats against our state, and whenever they realize

that there is an immense gap between their speeches and

the results of their machinations against us, mobs are

inflamed and sent to conduct pogroms against defense-

less Jews. . . . .

At the beginning of the week several Knesset

Members, myself included, submitted a memorandum to

the Prime Minister which said inter alia: ‘‘The State of

Israel has absorbed some 750,000 Jews who resided

formerly in Arab countries. These Jews, who . . . are full

and equal citizens of Israel today and an integral part of

the country’s economic, political and social life, can easily

be regarded as former residents of the Arab countries who

have made room for the Arabs who lived in the territory of

Israel prior to the establishment of the state and who live in

Arab countries today, although still designated ‘refugees.’.

Information has reached us of murders and damage to

the persons and property of the Jews of Morocco, Algeria,

Tunisia, Libya, Egypt and Syria. We appeal to the Prime

Minister and voice our protest at these riots, demanding

that the International Red Cross and the U.N. intervene

immediately to rescue these Jews.

Just as the international organizations came to the aid

of the Arabs known as refugees and who live among their

people today, the same international organizations should

extend their protection to the Jews in Arab countries and

transfer them to Europe, where they will be able to choose

where to go next . . . .

Since the establishment of the State of Israel . . .the

vast majority of the Jewish communities in the Arab coun-

tries has left . . . most of them being absorbed by

Israel . . . and the great part of their property having been

left behind and confiscated by the governments of the

countries concerned. . . .In effect, there has been a popu-

lation exchange between the Arab countries and Israel,

counterbalancing the demands made on behalf of the

Arab refugees by the Arab governments. . . .The Arab

countries did not stand the test of minimal tolerance

where a small Jewish minority was concerned. . . .I note

this with deep disappointment, because the Arabs, and

the Moslems in particular, were noted for their tolerance

and have played a distinguished role in the annals of

Jewish-Moslem cooperation. I would like to use this

opportunity to appeal to the Arab peoples to cease to be

influenced by European Nazi theories of race, which fit

neither the Arab character nor the principles of Islam. . . . .

By agreeing to the transfer of 750,000 Jews from the

Arab countries to their ancient homeland of Israel, the Arab

rulers recognized that Israel was the homeland of the

Jews, yet they nonetheless continue to clamor that the

Arabs must return to Palestine, and since no one takes any

notice of them they incite the masses to attack defense-

less Jews. . . . .

I ask the Knesset to transmit our protest against the

aforementioned riots to all the parliaments of the world,

the International Red Cross and the U.N. institutions. I

would like our representatives to take this opportunity of

stressing that for the last twenty years there has been a

population exchange between the Arabs who lived for-

merly in Israel and the Jews who lived in Arab countries,

and that the Arab countries must return the private and

communal property of the Jews who lived there to their

representatives in Israel or pay appropriate compensation

for it. . . . .

The Prime Minister, L. Eshkol: Mr. Speaker, distin-

guished Knesset, the two previous speakers did well to

bring the plight of the Jews in certain Arab countries before

the Knesset. . . .There are approximately 100,000 Jews still

in Arab countries, most of them concentrated in two or

three countries. . . .The attitude of the various Arab countries
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to the Jews residing there varies, and we should be careful

not to make sweeping generalizations. . . . .

During the last few days several governments have

begun to persecute the Jews and the Jewish

communities. . . .In Egypt Jews are arrested and deported.

In other countries official broadcasts incited the public

against Israel and the Jews. In others, including Libya,

Iraq and Aden, there were attacks and pogroms. In some

places the authorities acted to put a stop to these attacks

and protect the Jews. . . .We know from our long and bitter

history that if a government wishes to stop attacks on

Jews it can, and if it does nothing or encourages them,

the attacks will continue. . . . .

Israel’s ability to protect Jews in Arab countries is,

regrettably, limited. . . .Our activities in this sphere are usu-

ally conducted via outside agencies of various kinds,

including those bodies which have been mentioned

here. . . .Needless to say, the nation, the Knesset and the

Government are as shocked and distressed by the news

as the distinguished Members of the Knesset who spoke

on the subject. . . .We are doing everything we can to

prevent riots and the shedding of Jewish blood. For

obvious reasons, I will not go into detail as to the situation

and our activities in the various countries. I am prepared to

discuss it and submit additional information in the Foreign

Affairs and Defense Committee if the subject is trans-

ferred to it. . . .I propose that the speakers agree that the

subject be transferred to the appropriate committee for

further debate.

(The proposal to transfer the subject to the Foreign Affairs

and Defense Committee is adopted.).

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The concerns expressed in the Knesset were not
without basis, either in history or contemporary fact.
After the Six-Day War, riots against Jews in Libya,
Morocco, Syria, Tunisia and Yemen broke out. In
Libya, violence was so severe that the country’s
remaining Jewish population of around 4,000 was
evacuated en masse to Italy.

While some governments, notably that of
Morocco, moved to protect their Jewish populations,
others used the aftermath of the Six-Day War to per-
secute their Jewish communities. In Egypt, the gov-
ernment of Gamal Abdul Nasser ordered the round up
of around 500 prominent Jews and incarcerated them
without charge or trial for months, before releasing
them on the condition that they relinquished all their
property and citizenship rights. A number of Syria’s
Jews met a similar fate.

The plight of Jews following the Six-Day War
hastened efforts to extricate them from Arab countries.
Zionist organizations helped organize their emigra-
tion to Israel, western Europe or the United States.
There are today less than 10,000 Jews living in Arab
countries and most of the remainder of Jewish immi-
gration from the Arab world took place in the years
following the Six-Day War. In the 1970s, concern for
Jewish minorities suffering human rights abuses
turned to Iran and the USSR and large scale immigra-
tion took place from these nations during that period.

Human rights abuses against Jews living in the
Arab World were not, however, universal nor always
systemically carried out with state backing. In
Morocco, King Hassan II (1929–1999), retained an
invitation for Moroccan Jews to return and provided
funds to maintain the synagogues and some of the
homes of exiled Jews. It is noticeable that in many
Moroccan villages the best kept building is often an
abandoned synagogue. Today, only around 5,000
Moroccan Jews remain out of a pre–1948 population
of more than 250,000. Critics of Jewish emigration
from largely benevolent countries such as Morocco
say that the mass emigration of historically ancient
Jewish populations have helped feed the polarization
of the current Arab-Israeli conflict.
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INTRODUCTION

The Framework Convention for the Protection of
National Minorities (FCPNM) is a treaty signed by
most of the member states of the Council of Europe
that seeks to protect the rights of national minorities. A
‘‘national minority’’ is a minority population that has a
linguistic, religious, or ethnic identity distinct from
that of the surrounding majority, such as German-
speaking residents of Russia. Historically, such minor-
ities have often been targets of persecution.

The Council of Europe, the body under whose
auspices the FCPNM was created and is enforced, is
an association of forty-six European states (as of 2006)
that was founded by ten original member states in
1949. The Council of Europe is distinct from the
European Union, which was founded in 1992; how-
ever, the two groups use the same flag, are both head-
quartered in the French city of Strasbourg, and have
many member states in common. The Council’s pri-
mary interest is the protection of democratic princi-
ples, including human rights, language rights, freedom
of speech, and the rights of national minorities.

Radical changes swept the European political
scene in the late 1980s and early 1990s as the former
Soviet Union disintegrated and democratic or at least
quasi-democratic governments appeared in a number
of former Soviet states. These events motivated the
Council of Europe to design a treaty to guard the
rights of national minorities, which became more
mobile and more vulnerable to nationalistic animosity
in their countries of residence. In 1991, the Steering
Committee for Human Rights of the Council of
Europe was tasked with exploring the means by
which the Council might protect national minorities.
The Steering Committee appointed a group of experts
who in 1993 recommended the drafting of the
FCPNM, which was duly written and adopted by the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe in
November 1994. The treaty was opened for signature
in early 1995 and entered into force in 1998 after being
ratified by twelve states. As of 2005, thirty-eight states
were party to the treaty.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

FRAMEWORK CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION

OF NATIONAL MINORITIES

SECTION I

Article 1 The protection of national minorities and of

the rights and freedoms of persons belonging to those

minorities forms an integral part of the international

protection of human rights, and as such falls within the

scope of international co-operation.

Article 2 The provisions of this framework Convention shall

be applied in good faith, in a spirit of understanding and

tolerance and in conformity with the principles of good

neighbourliness, friendly relations and co-operation

between States.

Article 3

1. Every person belonging to a national minority shall

have the right freely to choose to be treated or not

to be treated as such and no disadvantage shall result

from this choice or from the exercise of the rights

which are connected to that choice.

2. Persons belonging to national minorities may exercise

the rights and enjoy the freedoms flowing from the

principles enshrined in the present framework

Convention individually as well as in community with

others.

SECTION II

Article 4

1. The Parties undertake to guarantee to persons

belonging to national minorities the right of equality

before the law and of equal protection of the law. In

this respect, any discrimination based on belonging to

a national minority shall be prohibited.

2. The Parties undertake to adopt, where necessary,

adequate measures in order to promote, in all areas

of economic, social, political and cultural life, full and

effective equality between persons belonging to a

national minority and those belonging to the majority.

In this respect, they shall take due account of the

specific conditions of the persons belonging to

national minorities.

3. The measures adopted in accordance with paragraph

2 shall not be considered to be an act of

discrimination.

Article 5

1. The Parties undertake to promote the conditions nec-

essary for persons belonging to national minorities to

maintain and develop their culture, and to preserve

the essential elements of their identity, namely their

religion, language, traditions and cultural heritage.

2. Without prejudice to measures taken in pursuance of

their general integration policy, the Parties shall refrain

from policies or practices aimed at assimilation of

persons belonging to national minorities against their

will and shall protect these persons from any action

aimed at such assimilation.

Article 6

1. The Parties shall encourage a spirit of tolerance and

intercultural dialogue and take effective measures

to promote mutual respect and understanding and
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co-operation among all persons living on their terri-

tory, irrespective of those persons’ ethnic, cultural,

linguistic or religious identity, in particular in the fields

of education, culture and the media.

2. The Parties undertake to take appropriate measures

to protect persons who may be subject to threats or

acts of discrimination, hostility or violence as a result

of their ethnic, cultural, linguistic or religious identity.

Article 7 The Parties shall ensure respect for the right of

every person belonging to a national minority to freedom

of peaceful assembly, freedom of association, freedom of

expression, and freedom of thought, conscience and

religion.

Article 8 The Parties undertake to recognise that every

person belonging to a national minority has the right to

manifest his or her religion or belief and to establish reli-

gious institutions, organisations and associations.

Article 9

1. The Parties undertake to recognise that the right to

freedom of expression of every person belonging to a

national minority includes freedom to hold opinions

and to receive and impart information and ideas in

the minority language, without interference by public

authorities and regardless of frontiers. The Parties

shall ensure, within the framework of their legal

systems, that persons belonging to a national minority

are not discriminated against in their access to the

media.

2. Paragraph 1 shall not prevent Parties from requiring

the licensing, without discrimination and based on

objective criteria, of sound radio and television broad-

casting, or cinema enterprises.

3. The Parties shall not hinder the creation and the use of

printed media by persons belonging to national minor-

ities. In the legal framework of sound radio and tele-

vision broadcasting, they shall ensure, as far as

possible, and taking into account the provisions of

paragraph 1, that persons belonging to national minor-

ities are granted the possibility of creating and using

their own media.

4. In the framework of their legal systems, the Parties

shall adopt adequate measures in order to facilitate

access to the media for persons belonging to national

minorities and in order to promote tolerance and per-

mit cultural pluralism.

Article 10

1. The Parties undertake to recognise that every person

belonging to a national minority has the right to use

freely and without interference his or her minority

language, in private and in public, orally and in writing.

2. In areas inhabited by persons belonging to national

minorities traditionally or in substantial numbers, if

those persons so request and where such a request

corresponds to a real need, the Parties shall endeav-

our to ensure, as far as possible, the conditions which

would make it possible to use the minority language in

relations between those persons and the administra-

tive authorities.

3. The Parties undertake to guarantee the right of every

person belonging to a national minority to be informed

promptly, in a language which he or she understands,

of the reasons for his or her arrest, and of the nature

and cause of any accusation against him or her, and to

defend himself or herself in this language, if neces-

sary with the free assistance of an interpreter.

Article 11

1. The Parties undertake to recognise that every person

belonging to a national minority has the right to use his

or her surname (patronym) and first names in the

minority language and the right to official recognition

of them, according to modalities provided for in their

legal system.

2. The Parties undertake to recognise that every person

belonging to a national minority has the right to display

in his or her minority language signs, inscriptions and

other information of a private nature visible to the

public.

3. In areas traditionally inhabited by substantial numbers

of persons belonging to a national minority, the Parties

shall endeavour, in the framework of their legal sys-

tem, including, where appropriate, agreements with

other States, and taking into account their specific

conditions, to display traditional local names, street

names and other topographical indications intended

for the public also in the minority language when

there is a sufficient demand for such indications.

Article 12

1. The Parties shall, where appropriate, take measures

in the fields of education and research to foster knowl-

edge of the culture, history, language and religion of

their national minorities and of the majority.

2. In this context the Parties shall inter alia provide

adequate opportunities for teacher training and

access to textbooks, and facilitate contacts among

students and teachers of different communities.

3. The Parties undertake to promote equal opportunities

for access to education at all levels for persons

belonging to national minorities.

Article 13

1. Within the framework of their education systems, the

Parties shall recognise that persons belonging to a
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national minority have the right to set up and to man-

age their own private educational and training

establishments.

2. The exercise of this right shall not entail any financial

obligation for the Parties.

Article 14

1. The Parties undertake to recognise that every person

belonging to a national minority has the right to learn

his or her minority language.

2. In areas inhabited by persons belonging to national

minorities traditionally or in substantial numbers, if

there is sufficient demand, the Parties shall endeav-

our to ensure, as far as possible and within the frame-

work of their education systems, that persons

belonging to those minorities have adequate opportu-

nities for being taught the minority language or for

receiving instruction in this language.

3. Paragraph 2 of this article shall be implemented with-

out prejudice to the learning of the official language or

the teaching in this language.

Article 15 The Parties shall create the conditions necessary

for the effective participation of persons belonging to

national minorities in cultural, social and economic life

and in public affairs, in particular those affecting them.

Article 16 The Parties shall refrain from measures which

alter the proportions of the population in areas inhabited by

persons belonging to national minorities and are aimed at

restricting the rights and freedoms flowing from the prin-

ciples enshrined in the present framework Convention.

Article 17

1. The Parties undertake not to interfere with the right of

persons belonging to national minorities to establish

and maintain free and peaceful contacts across fron-

tiers with persons lawfully staying in other States, in

particular those with whom they share an ethnic,

cultural, linguistic or religious identity, or a common

cultural heritage.

2. The Parties undertake not to interfere with the right of

persons belonging to national minorities to participate

in the activities of non-governmental organisations,

both at the national and international levels.

Article 18

1. The Parties shall endeavour to conclude, where nec-

essary, bilateral and multilateral agreements with

other States, in particular neighbouring States, in

order to ensure the protection of persons belonging

to the national minorities concerned.

2. Where relevant, the Parties shall take measures to

encourage transfrontier co-operation.

Article 19 The Parties undertake to respect and implement

the principles enshrined in the present framework

Convention making, where necessary, only those limita-

tions, restrictions or derogations which are provided for

in international legal instruments, in particular the

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and

Fundamental Freedoms, in so far as they are relevant

to the rights and freedoms flowing from the said

principles.

SECTION III

Article 20 In the exercise of the rights and freedoms flowing

from the principles enshrined in the present framework

Convention, any person belonging to a national minority

shall respect the national legislation and the rights of

others, in particular those of persons belonging to the

majority or to other national minorities.

Article 21 Nothing in the present framework Convention

shall be interpreted as implying any right to engage in any

activity or perform any act contrary to the fundamental

principles of international law and in particular of the sov-

ereign equality, territorial integrity and political independ-

ence of States.

Article 22 Nothing in the present framework Convention

shall be construed as limiting or derogating from any of

the human rights and fundamental freedoms which may

be ensured under the laws of any Contracting Party or

under any other agreement to which it is a Party.

Article 23 The rights and freedoms flowing from the prin-

ciples enshrined in the present framework Convention,

in so far as they are the subject of a corresponding

provision in the Convention for the Protection of

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms or in the

Protocols thereto, shall be understood so as to conform

to the latter provisions.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

In Europe, national boundaries have not always
been drawn so as to neatly outline areas of cultural
purity, and indeed they could not have been, given
that many areas of mixed nationality or cultural dom-
inance have developed over the centuries. From the
perspective of the Council of Europe, promoting the
acceptance of national minorities is therefore not only
a human rights issue but a security and stability issue.
An example of the kind of instability that can result
when coexistence of national groups is not peaceful is
the conflict between Serbs, Croats, and Bosniaks co-
inhabiting parts of the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s.
Military intervention by the North Atlantic Treaty
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Organization (NATO) resulted. Approximately one
hundred thousand people died in the war and two
million were driven from their homes.

The FCPNM’s provisions are intended as a
starting point for national legislation and government
policies, including bilateral and multilateral treaties,
rather than as a complete solution to the many-sided
question of national minorities in Europe. The
FCPNM itself provides for monitoring, not enforce-
ment. As with several United Nations human rights
bodies, the goal is to encourage good practices at the
national level by credibly exposing abuses, praising
progress, and making suggestions for specific improve-
ments. To monitor treaty compliance, the Committee
of Ministers of the Council of Europe appoints eight-
een experts, ideally ‘‘independent and impartial,’’ to
form an Advisory Committee. The treaty requires
each signatory state to submit a report to the
Advisory Committee describing what measures it has
taken to put the FCPNM’s provisions into effect.
As of 2005, the Advisory Committee had reviewed
thirty-five state reports and issued thirty-four
Opinions or official reactions to the state reports.
Working groups of the Advisory Committee also
make international visits as part of the monitoring
process.

It is notable that the FCPNM contains no defini-
tion of the term ‘‘national minority.’’ This has created
differences of opinion between the international
bodies and certain member states: for example,
France has declared that it contains no national minor-
ities. The Human Rights Committee of the United
Nations has stated that it ‘‘is unable to agree that
France is a country in which no ethnic, religious or
linguistic minorities exist.’’ There is no set method for
deciding which party is correct in a legally binding
sense in such cases.

A uniquely trans-European national minority
issue is that of the Roma, or gypsies. (The word
‘‘gypsy’’ is considered derogatory by some but not all
Roma.) This ethnic group originated as migrants from
northern India about a thousand years ago and is now
found across Europe, in the United Kingdom, and
even in the United States. The Roma have for centu-
ries faced discrimination in almost every country
where they reside as a national minority. The
Advisory Committee has devoted special attention to
monitoring the condition of the Roma and to helping
states design measures for accommodating their pres-
ence in ways that fulfill the terms of the FCPNM and
other human rights treaties.
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Millicent

Government report

By: Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission

Date: April 1997

Source: ‘‘Millicent.’’ In Bringing Them Home: Report of
the National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Children from Their Families.
Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission, April 1997.

About the Author: The Australian Human Rights and
Equal Opportunity Commission formed in 1985 by
order of the Federal Parliament. It is an independent,
five-person, statutory organization that reports to
Parliament through the Attorney General. In 1995,
the commission inquired into the past laws, practices
and policies which resulted in the separation of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from
their families by compulsion, duress or undue influ-
ence, and the effects of those laws, practices and
policies.

INTRODUCTION

Aboriginal children were removed from their fam-
ilies from 1883 to 1969 in the largest human rights
violation in Australian history. The Australian govern-
ment argued that it attempted to protect the moral and
physical welfare of the children. However, the only
crime committed by the parents was that of being
Aborigine. No court hearings were necessary. A gov-
ernment official simply ordered the children removed.
Often, they never saw their parents again.
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The removal had its roots in prejudices held by
whites about Aborigines. The first inhabitants of
Australia, the Aborigines established more than 250
separate and distinct indigenous groups. They varied
greatly in lifestyle and habits, a result of the dramatic
differences in the Australian climate. In general,
Aborigines maintained a rich ceremonial and spiritual
culture. They developed superb adaptive behaviors,
learning to find food and water in the deserts. They
also developed musical instruments and sophisticated
forms of artistic expression.

White Australians did not value the culture of the
Aborigines. The government typically viewed the
indigenous people in harshly negative terms and saw
little worth in saving their cultures and traditions.
Many officials worried that children were not being
looked after properly within Aboriginal communities
and were quick to remove them to either orphanages
or foster homes. Thousands of children were removed
over generations. The government believed that they
were automatically better off within non-Aborigine
society.

Only in the 1980s and 1990s did the practice of
Aborigine removal become the focus of national
debate in Australia. The resulting national inquiry
led to the release of a major report, Bringing Them
Home, which documents the great pain and hardship
suffered by the Aborigine children and their families.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

MILLICENT

At the age of four, I was taken away from my family

and placed in Sister Kate’s Home—Western Australia

where I was kept as a ward of the state until I was eighteen

years old. I was forbidden to see any of my family or know

of their whereabouts. Five of us D. children were all taken

and placed in different institutions in WA. The Protector of

Aborigines and the Child Welfare Department in their

‘‘Almighty Wisdom’’ said we would have a better life and

future brought up as whitefellas away from our parents in a

good religious environment. All they contributed to our

upbringing and future was an unrepairable scar of lone-

liness, mistrust, hatred and bitterness. Fears that have

been with me all of my life. The empty dark and lonely

existence was so full of many hurtful and unforgivable

events, that I cannot escape from no matter how hard I

try. Being deprived of the most cherished and valuable

thing in life as an Aboriginal Child—love and family

bonds. I would like to tell my story of my life in Sister

Kate’s home—WA.

My name is Millicent D. I was born at Wonthella WA in

1945. My parents were CD and MP, both ‘‘half-caste’’

Aborigines. I was one of seven children, our family lived

in the sandhills at the back of the Geraldton Hospital. There

was a lot of families living there happy and harmonious. It

was like we were all part of one big happy family.

In 1949 the Protector of Aborigines with the Native

Welfare Department visited the sandhill camps. All the

families living there were to be moved to other campsites

or to the Moore River Aboriginal Settlement. Because my

parents were fair in complexion, the authorities decided us

kids could pass as whitefellas. I was four years old and that

was the last time I was to see my parents again. Because

my sisters were older than me they were taken to the

Government receiving home at Mount Lawley. My brother

Kevin was taken to the boys home in Kenwick. Colin and I

were taken to the Sister Kate’s Home. We were put in

separate accommodations and hardly ever saw each

other. I was so afraid and unhappy and didn’t understand

what was happening.

We were told Sundays was visiting day when parents

and relatives came and spent the day. For Colin and I that

was a patch of lies because our family were not allowed to

visit. We spent each Sunday crying and comforting each

other as we waited for our family. Each time it was the

same—no one came. That night we would cry ourselves to

sleep and wonder why. We were too young to understand

we were not allowed family visits.

A couple of years passed and I started primary school.

It had been such a long time since I had seen my

brother Colin. I was so helpless and alone. My brother

had been taken away to the boys’ home in Kenwick and

now I was by myself. I became more withdrawn and shy

and lived in a little world of my own hoping one day Mum

would come and take me out of that dreadful place. As the

years passed I realised that I would never see my family

again.

They told me that my family didn’t care . . . They told me that my

family didn’t care or want me and I had to forget them.

They said it was very degrading to belong to an Aboriginal

family and that I should be ashamed of myself, I was

inferior to whitefellas. They tried to make us act like

white kids but at the same time we had to give up our

seat for a whitefella because an Aboriginal never sits down

when a white person is present.

Then the religion began. We had church three times a

day, before breakfast, lunchtime and after school. If we

were naughty or got home from school late we had to

kneel at the altar for hours and polish all the floors and

brass in the church. We had religion rammed down our

throats from hypocrites who didn’t know the meaning of

the word. We used to get whipped with a wet ironing cord

and sometimes had to hold other children (naked) while

they were whipped, and if we didn’t hold them we got
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another whipping. To wake us up in the morning we were

sprayed up the backside with an old fashioned pump fly

spray. If we complained we got more. Hurt and humiliation

was a part of our every day life and we had to learn to live

with it. Several more years passed and I still had no contact

with my family, I didn’t know what they looked like or how I

could ever find them. By this time I was old enough to go to

High School. This meant I didn’t have to look after several

of the younger kids as I had previously done, bathing,

feeding and putting them on the potty and then off to

bed, chopping wood before school and housework which

all of us kids done and the housemothers sat back and

collected wages—for doing nothing. My life was misera-

ble, and I felt I was a nobody and things couldn’t get any

worse. But I was wrong.

The worst was yet to come.

While I was in first year high school I was sent out to

work on a farm as a domestic. I thought it would be great to

get away from the home for a while. At first it was. I was

made welcome and treated with kindness. The four shil-

lings I was payed went to the home. I wasn’t allowed to

keep it, I didn’t care. I was never payed for the work I did at

Sister Kate’s so you don’t miss what you didn’t get, pocket

money etc.

The first time I was sent to the farm for only a few

weeks and then back to school. In the next holidays I had

to go back. This time it was a terrifying experience, the

man of the house used to come into my room at night and

force me to have sex. I tried to fight him off but he was too

strong.

When I returned to the home I was feeling so used

and unwanted. I went to the Matron and told her what

happened. She washed my mouth out with soap and

boxed my ears and told me that awful things would happen

to me if I told any of the other kids. I was so scared and

wanted to die. When the next school holidays came I

begged not to be sent to that farm again. But they would

not listen and said I had to.

I ran away from the home, I was going to try to find my

family. It was impossible, I didn’t even know where to go.

The only thing was to go back. I got a good belting and had

to kneel at the altar everyday after school for two weeks.

Then I had to go back to that farm to work. The anguish and

humiliation of being sent back was bad enough but the

worse was yet to come.

This time I was raped, bashed and slashed with a razor

blade on both of my arms and legs because I would not

stop struggling and screaming. The farmer and one of his

workers raped me several times. I wanted to die, I wanted

my mother to take me home where I would be safe and

wanted. Because I was bruised and in a state of shock I

didn’t have to do any work but wasn’t allowed to leave the

property.

When they returned me to the home I once again

went to the Matron. I got a belting with a wet ironing

cord, my mouth washed out with soap and put in a cottage

by myself away from everyone so I couldn’t talk to the

other girls. They constantly told me that I was bad and a

disgrace and if anyone knew it would bring shame to Sister

Kate’s Home. They showed me no comfort which I des-

perately needed. I became more and more distant from

everyone and tried to block everything out of my mind but

couldn’t. I ate rat poison to try and kill myself but became

very sick and vomited. This meant another belting.

After several weeks of being kept away from every-

one I was examined by a doctor who told the Matron I was

pregnant. Another belting, they blamed me for everything

that had happened. I didn’t care what happened to me

anymore and kept to myself. All I wanted now was to

have my baby and get away as far as I could and try and

find my family.

My daughter was born [in 1962] at King Edward

Memorial Hospital. I was so happy, I had a beautiful baby

girl of my own who I could love and cherish and have with

me always.

But my dreams were soon crushed: the bastards took

her from me and said she would be fostered out until I was

old enough to look after her. They said when I left Sister

Kate’s I could have my baby back. I couldn’t believe what

was happening. My baby was taken away from me just as I

was from my mother.

My baby was taken away from me just as I was from my mother.

Once again I approached the Matron asking for the

Address of my family and address of the foster family

who had my daughter. She said that it was Government

Policy not to give information about family and she could

not help me. I then asked again about my baby girl and was

told she did not know her whereabouts. In desperation I

rang the King Edward Memorial Hospital. They said there

was no record of me ever giving birth or of my daughter

Toni. Then I wrote to the Native Welfare Department only

to be told the same thing and that there were no records of

the D. family because all records were destroyed by fire.

I now had no other options but to find a job and some-

where to live. After working for a while I left Western

Australia and moved to Adelaide to try and get my life

together and put the past behind me. I was very alone,

shy and not many friends and would break down over the

simplest thing. Every time I saw a baby I used to wonder,

could that by my little girl. I loved her and so desperately

wanted her back. So in 1972 I returned to Western

Australia and again searched for my family and child. I

returned to see the Matron from Sister Kate’s. This time
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she told me that my daughter was dead and it would be in

my best interest to go back to South Australia and forget

about my past and my family. I so wanted to find them,

heartbroken I wandered the streets hoping for the impos-

sible. I soon realized that I could come face to face with a

family member and wouldn’t even know.

Defeated I finally returned to Adelaide. In my heart I

believed that one day everything would be alright and I

would be reunited with my family. My baby was dead.

(That’s what I was told.) I didn’t even get to hold her, kiss

her and had no photographs, but her image would always

be with me, and I would always love her. They couldn’t

take that away from me.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

On October 24, 2001, the Northern Territory
became the last Australian state or territory to apolo-
gize for the taking of Aboriginal children from their
parents. Apologies are the only form of compensation
that the members of the stolen generation will receive.
In a case brought in 2000 by Lorna Cubillo, the
Federal Court ruled that the commonwealth is not
liable for the removal of Aboriginal children. Despite
the court ruling, it is documented by such reports as
Bringing Them Home that the victims of removal carry
psychological scars which have significantly affected
their abilities to achieve happy, prosperous, and stable
lives.

The issue of stolen children remains very much a
hot-button topic in Australia, partly because of con-
tinuing racial strife in the country. Some white
Australians continue to argue at the turn of the millen-
nium that the children were not stolen, but instead
removed from their families purely for their own
good. They make references to the higher rates of
alcohol abuse, illiteracy, and joblessness among
Aborigines. This claim of beneficial removal is hotly
disputed by Aboriginal activists and more liberal
Australians. As the various state and territorial govern-
ments have all acknowledged, the way in which
Aboriginal children were treated is a matter of great
national shame. With Aboriginal children taken from
their parents through 1969, it will be many decades
before the last of the stolen generations disappears
from the Australian landscape. Removal is therefore
likely to remain an issue in Australian life.

FURTHER RESOURCES
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Briskman, Linda. The Black Grapevine: Aboriginal Activism
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Federation Press, 2003.
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Generation. Alexandria, NSW, Australia: Hale &
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A Pictorial Guide to Hell

Newspaper article

By: John Kifner

Date: January 24, 2001

Source: Kifner, John. ‘‘A Pictorial Guide to Hell.’’ The
New York Times (January 24, 2001).

About the Author: John Kifner is an award-winning jour-
nalist and foreign correspondent at the New York
Times, where he has worked since his graduation
from Williams College in 1963. Kifner’s stories focus
on national politics, war, and current events, and he
has worked in Chicago, Boston, Egypt, Lebanon,
Poland, Bosnia, Iran, Afghanistan, and Iraq.

INTRODUCTION

John Kifner’s poignant review of Blood and Honey:
A Balkan War Journal brought a photograph that was
widely published in 1992 back into the limelight. The
photograph was taken by Ron Haviv, a photojournalist
who documented the Bosnian Serb takeover of the
town of Bijeljina in Bosnia and Herzegovina in April
1992. As Kifner describes, for many, Haviv’s photo-
graph—a young soldier with sunglasses and a cigarette,
casually kicking the body of a woman in the street next
to her house—personifies the horror of ten years of
war in the former Yugoslavia.

Haviv’s book serves as a searing testament to the
violence that killed over 300,000 Europeans in the
1990s. The wars in the Balkans included the greatest
occurrence of genocide since World War II and intro-
duced the term ‘‘ethnic cleansing’’ to the world.
Exhibits of Haviv’s photographs based on Blood and
Honey have been displayed in several museums since
Kifner’s review. In addition to shows in New York and
Sarajevo, exhibits have also taken place in Dubrovnik,
Croatia, where tourists from Adriatic cruise ships
encounter the shocking images from the previous
decade, and in several towns in Serbia, where violent
protest caused the exhibit to close in two cities in 2002.
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

The image is stark, one of the most enduring of the Balkan

wars: a Serb militiaman casually kicking a dying Muslim

woman in the head. It tells you everything you need to

know.

Ron Haviv was 27 when he took that photograph in

the early spring of 1992, and even today the words come

tumbling out, every detail etched in his memory, when he

talks about it. The picture is one of the most gripping in his

new book, ‘‘Blood and Honey: A Balkan War Journal’’ (TV

Books/Umbrage Editions), a collection of searing photo-

graphs. Some of the photos are on view through Feb. 8

at the Saba Gallery (116 East 16th Street, Manhattan) and

will go on permanent exhibition at the war museum in

Sarajevo.

The previous year in Vukovar, Serbs had killed a

Croatian woman in front of Mr. Haviv and prevented him

from taking the picture. He had vowed it would not happen

again.

This time it was the town of Bijeljina, at the very

beginning of the Bosnian phase of a war that tore the

former Yugoslavia apart. Tensions were high as reports

and rumors spread of Serbian plans for what would even-

tually be termed ‘‘ethnic cleansing.’’ Zeljko Raznatovic, the

gangster turned paramilitary leader known as Arkan,

stormed into the largely Muslim town with his Tigers mili-

tia, and the carnage began.

‘‘They were going house to house, looking for fighters

and things to take,’’ Mr. Haviv remembered. ‘‘Inside a

mosque, they had taken down the Islamic flag and were

holding it like a trophy. They had a guy, they said he was a

fundamentalist from Kosovo. He was begging for his life.

‘‘There was shouting outside. They had taken the

town butcher and his wife, and they were screaming.

They shot him, and he was lying there.

‘‘The soldiers were shouting in Serbian, ‘No pictures,

no pictures.’

‘‘I felt like I had to photograph it. There was a truck that

had crashed nearby. I got between the cab and the body

and turned my back so the soldiers couldn’t see me. They

shot the woman, then they brought out her sister and shot

her.

‘‘I was trying to think as clearly as possible. It was

incredibly important for evidence to try to get the soldiers

with the bodies in the same picture. I framed it, I was

probably about 30 feet away.

‘‘There were the two soldiers. Another came from my

left, he had a cigarette in one hand and sunglasses on top

of his head. When he kicked her, it was like the ultimate

disrespect for everything.’’

He had the pictures, but he still needed clearance

from Arkan to leave. As Mr. Haviv waited for the warlord,

he frantically stripped his cameras, hid the rolls of film and

reloaded.

‘‘I heard this crash,’’ he said. ‘‘The Kosovar came flying

out of a third-floor window and landed at my feet. I started

photographing him.’’

A few minutes later, Arkan arrived. ‘‘I need your film,’’

he said.

At first Arkan said he would have the film processed

and give back the pictures he approved of, Mr. Haviv said.

But he immediately began a long, complicated argument

about the poor quality of film processing in Belgrade,

which so distracted Arkan that he wound up taking the

two rolls of film in the cameras and not bothering to search

for more. When the pictures were published abroad, Mr.

Haviv was put on a Serbian death list and was once held

and beaten for three days.

Mr. Haviv had been, at this point, a major international

photographer for about three years. He had studied jour-

nalism at New York University, graduating in 1987, but only

took up photography as a hobby in his senior year.

He started out as an assistant to a fashion photogra-

pher, then broke in as a street photographer—working free

at first—for the New York City Tribune, the defunct

Unification Church newspaper, then Agence France-

Presse.

Chris Morris, a swashbuckling war photographer,

took the young man under his wing, helping him get to

Panama for his first big glimpse of history in 1989. He

scored a rare trifecta—the covers of Time, Newsweek

and U.S. News & World Report—with his shot of a vice

presidential candidate being beaten by paramilitary thugs.

He knew little about the Balkans when he set out for

Slovenia, where a brief war was brewing in 1991. A decade

later, he is wiser and sadder.

‘‘I was very happy when the pictures were published,’’

he said. ‘‘It was a week before the first shots were fired in

Sarajevo. There were lots of reports from journalists, dip-

lomats, spies, everybody, that Bosnia was going to be very

bad. I thought these pictures would provide a final push, so

the world would stop this. But obviously nothing hap-

pened. It was really incredibly disappointing.

‘‘I went from this very idealistic view of the power of

photography to feeling it was just really frustrating. We all

wound up feeling that way all through Bosnia—photogra-

phers, journalists, television people. Nobody was really

listening. There were just halfhearted efforts to solve the

situation. Then Kosovo, and once again the waffling that

led to so many deaths. And the victims become
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aggressors, and the aggressors become victims, and it

goes around and around.’’

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Ron Haviv’s photographs from April 1992 were
among the first that the international media saw of the
ethnic violence that accompanied the dissolution of
Yugoslavia. Bijeljina, the scene of his most famous
photograph, was the first town in Bosnia and
Herzegovina attacked in what came to be known as
the Bosnian War. As Human Rights Watch notes, the
attack on the Bijeljina Bosniaks (one of the minority
ethnic groups of Bosnia and Herzegovina, predomi-
nantly Muslim) foreshadowed methods of ethnic
cleansing that were used by several different factions
in Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia, and Serbia and
Montenegro in the following ten years and docu-
mented in Blood and Honey. In the four days following
Arkan’s invasion, many more civilians were killed and
houses and stores were looted and burned. Over the
next few years, most of the surviving Bosniaks in

Bijeljina were forced into the army, sent to detention
camps, or sentenced to forced labor. By the time the
Dayton Agreement was signed in December 1995,
fewer than a tenth of Bijeljina’s 30,000 Bosniaks
remained in the city.

Blood and Honey and Haviv’s more recent work,
Afghanistan: The Road to Kabul, bring war photography
and its role in influencing international policy into the
news and onto coffee tables. A Serbian documentary
film entitled Vivisect explores Serbian reactions to
Haviv’s work, and National Geographic featured Haviv
in a film examining the risks taken by freelance pho-
tographers in combat. Susan Sontag uses Haviv and his
Bijeljina photograph as an illustration of the war pho-
tography genre in her essay on the meanings and social
impact of photographs of human-led violence.

Journalist John Flinn summed up his experience of
the Blood and Honey exhibit in the new War Photo
Limited gallery in Dubrovnik in 2005:

. . .there were no captions on the photos. You had
to go over to the far wall to learn which of the

subjects were Croat victims of Serbian attacks,

Supporters of NATO military operations in the Balkans demonstrate in front the Federal Building on April 3, 1999 in Los Angeles,

California. HECTOR MATA/AFP/GETTY IMAGES.
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which were Serbs suffering at the hands of Croats,
which were Bosnians ducking Croat bullets
and which were Albanians being attacked by

Montenegrins. Maybe someone from the Balkans
could tell the victims apart, but they all looked the
same to me. It made clear that every side in the war

had blood on its hands, that innocent people suf-
fered everywhere.
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Honor Killings

Photograph

By: Lynsey Addario

Date: 2001

Source: ª Lynsey Addario/Corbis.

About the Photographer: Lynsey Addario is a freelance
photojournalist with a passion for human rights issues.
She is best known for her coverage of women’s issues in
the developing world, including the treatment of
women in Afghanistan under the Taliban. Her work
has appeared in the New York Times, Boston Globe, Time,
Newsweek, National Geographic, and the Associated
Press, among other publications. In 2002, Addario
was named Young Photographer of the Year by the
International Center of Photography and one of the
Thirty Best Emerging Photographers by Photo
District News. She was also awarded the Fujifilm
Young Photographer Prize in 2005 for her coverage
of life in Iraq before and during the American invasion.
Originally from Westport, Connecticut, Addario

holds a degree in International Relations from the
University of Wisconsin at Madison and currently
resides in Istabul, Turkey.

INTRODUCTION

The photograph below portrays the tragic after-
math of an attempted honor killing in Pakistan. The
term ‘‘honor killing’’ refers to the premeditated mur-
der of a female by members (generally male) of her own
family in response to a perceived threat to family honor
or esteem. Under the laws of Islam, women in Pakistan
and many other predominantly Islamic countries are
considered to be the property and responsibility of
their male relatives, first of their father and brothers
and then of their husbands when they marry. A wom-
an’s conduct is seen as reflective of the honor and
reputation of her family. Any behavior that is deemed
to bring shame or dishonor to the family may be
punished with physical abuse or death. This abuse of
women is sanctioned under Shar’iah, the traditional
Islamic law that governs family matters and the every-
day lives of Muslim followers. Honor killings and the
abuse of women in the name of family honor have been
known to occur in many Middle Eastern countries and
among immigrants to western nations, but are partic-
ularly prevalent in the country of Pakistan.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

HONOR KILLINGS

See primary source image.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The perceived link between female sexuality and
family honor is a strong one in fundamentally religious
and patriarchal cultures. Women’s sexuality, court-
ship, whom they may marry, their virginity and the
loss of virginity in wedlock, and even separation and
divorce are strongly regulated by the family. Any sug-
gestion of impropriety is seen to cast a shadow on the
reputation and esteem of the family, particularly its
male members, and must be harshly punished in
order to restore the family honor.

Honor killing takes many forms and is exacted in a
variety of circumstances, all primarily related to sexual
conduct or perceptions of impropriety on the part of
the woman. Allegations of infidelity or pre-marital
intercourse, disobedience to a male relative, refusal to
participate in an arranged marriage, separation and
divorce (even from an abusive husband), bearing a
child out of wedlock, venturing into public without a
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chaperone, becoming the victim of a rape—all of these
have been cited as reasons for the abuse or murder of
women. Women have been raped, beaten, stoned to
death, shot, strangled, burned alive, dismembered, dis-
figured, stabbed, and had their throats slashed. These
atrocities are committed in the name of honor.

The United Nations’ 1948 Universal Declaration
of Human Rights states that ‘‘all human beings are
born free and equal in dignity and rights . . . everyone
has the right to life, liberty and security of the person
and . . . no one shall be subject to torture or to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment’’
(Articles 3, 1 and 5). The declaration also codifies the
right to equal treatment and protection under the law
and the right to marry a person of one’s choosing and
not to be forced into an unwanted marriage (Articles 7
and 16). Clearly, the practice of honor killing consti-
tutes the violation of women’s fundamental human
rights as they are set out by the United Nations, yet
the authorities of many Islamic countries have

overlooked and condoned the abuse of women as the
ritual practice of Shar’iah law.

Although Pakistan, like many other predomi-
nantly Islamic states, has a secular system of criminal
law and prohibits murder and abuse, police and courts
have regularly turned a blind eye to honor killings,
failing to prevent or prosecute them. The state has
generally allowed family disputes to be resolved
under Shar’iah rather than through the secular legal
system. This system affords no justice for women who
lose their dignity and their lives at the hands of their
family members. The principles of Qisas and Diyat in
Shar’iah law allow the family of a murder victim to
forgive the killer, or demand retribution or blood
money. Since the perpetrators of honor killings are
nearly always family members of the victim, they go
unpunished when other relatives choose to forgive
them.

Despite attempts to legitimize honor killing
through its basis in cultural and religious beliefs,

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Honor Killings: Nayyar Shahzaidi, a victim of an attempted honor killing, at her parent’s home in Pakistan, February 2003. ª LYNSEY

ADDARIO/CORBIS.
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scholars such as Sev’er and Yurdakul (2001) argue that
honor killings need to be considered as separate from
the religious practice of Islam and considered as part of
a larger continuum of patriarchy and misogyny that
allows the abuse of women to take place. They point
out that honor killings have been occurring since
before the inception of Islam and Shar’iah and are
not supported by the Qur’an. In fact, the justifications
used for honor killings in Turkey are based in cultural
notions of honor and not in religion. Feminists and
human rights organizations have made efforts to
increase international awareness of the systemic abuses
of women in the Middle East, bringing media and
public attention to the practice of honor killing and
the role of patriarchy. While this problem is still ram-
pant, progress is being made toward condemning and
eradicating the abuse of women in the name of honor.

In January of 2005, President of Pakistan Pervez
Musharraf passed a law making honor killings illegal
and punishable by death. Although murder has always
been illegal in Pakistan, the ‘‘grave and sudden

provocation’’ defense clause in Pakistan’s legal system
(inherited from the British common law) was used to
justify and avoid conviction in cases of premeditated
honor killings. In essence, the accused would argue
that he was justified in committing the murder because
he was provoked by the actions of the victim. Using
this defense, the acquittal ratio was more than eighty
percent in cases of honor killings. The new legislation
precludes the use of the provocation defense, aiming to
provide justice for the victims of these honor-based
murders.

Honor killings occur most often in rural, socio-
economically depressed areas. Like any other human
phenomenon, there are two sides to every story—
honor killings are not always undertaken lightly, and
the cultural importance placed on honor and respect
leaves some men with little choice. Take for example
the words of a Turkish farmer, cited by Sev’er and
Yurdakal, who killed his own daughter: ‘‘I would not
have want [sic] to harm my own child, but I had no
choice. Nobody would buy my produce. I had to make
a living for my other children.’’ While remorse does
not excuse the crime committed, this quote illustrates
the complexity of the human emotions and cultural/
religious beliefs involved in taking the life of a daugh-
ter, wife, or sister for the sake of honor. Many social,
cultural, and legal changes are required to eliminate
the practice of honor killing and protect the intrinsic
human rights of Muslim women.
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A Pakistani woman holds a placard carrying names of honor killing

victims at a rally on October 8, 2004, in Islamabad, Pakistan.

About 300 human right activists and lawmakers held a protest

march to condemn violence against women and honor killings

that claim hundreds of lives each year. AP IMAGES.
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Refugees and Asylum: Global
Figures for 2002

Book excerpt

By: Anonymous

Date: 2002

Source: ‘‘Refugees and Asylum: Global Figures for
2002,’’ Pocket World in Figures 2005. London: The
Economist Group, 2005.

About the Author: These tables are reproduced from Pocket
World in Figures 2005, a book produced by The
Economist, a London-based weekly news magazine
devoted to economics and politics.

INTRODUCTION

Refugees and other displaced persons are created
by wars, repressive governments, natural disasters,
poverty, and other factors. In the late twentieth and
early twenty-first centuries, refugees of one sort or
another numbered in the millions worldwide; the
tables from this primary source give an idea of the
scope of the problem as of 2002.

The figures in this table are derived from figures
compiled by the United Nations High Commissioner
on Refugees (UNHCR). The office of the UNHCR
was created by the General Assembly of the United
Nations (UN) in 1950 and tasked with resettling the
1.2 million European refugees displaced by World
War II. The mission of the UNHCR was renewed by
the UN every five years for over half a century, as
refugees continued to be created in many parts of the
world. In 2003, the traditional five-year limit was
removed and the UNHCR’s mission was extended
indefinitely. As of 2006, the UNHCR employed over
6,500 personnel who worked in 116 countries attempt-
ing to help 19.2 million displaced people. The agency
won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1954 and 1981.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

REFUGEES AND ASYLUM

[Below, units are thousands; e.g., ‘‘574.4’’ means

574,400.]

Largest refugee nationalities

1. Afghanistan 2480.9

2. Burundi 574.4

3. Sudan 505.2

4. Angola 432.8

5. Somalia 429.5

6. West Bank and Gaza 428.7

7. Congo 415.5

8. Iraq 400.6

9. Bosnia 371.6

10. Vietnam 348.3

11. Eritrea 315.6

12. Liberia 274.5

13. Croatia 269.7

14. Azerbaijan 254.7

15. Serbia & Montenegro 161.3

16. Myanmar 148.5

17. Sierra Leone 139.2

18. Sri Lanka 126.5

19. China 126.3

20. Bhutan 112.4

Countries with largest refugee populations

1. Iran 1306.3

2. Pakistan 1227.4

3. Germany 903.0

4. Tanzania 689.4

5. United States 485.2

6. Serbia and Montenegro 354.4

7. Congo 333.0

8. Sudan 328.2

9. China 297.3

10. Armenia 247.6

11. Zambia 246.8

12. Saudi Arabia 245.3

13. Kenya 233.7

14. Uganda 217.3

15. Guinea 182.2

16. Algeria 169.2

17. India 168.9

18. United Kingdom 159.2

19. Netherlands 148.4

20. Sweden 142.2

Nationality of asylum applications in industrialized countries

1. Iraq 51.0

2. Serbia & Montenegro 33.1

3. Turkey 29.6

4. China 26.3

5. Afghanistan 25.7

6. Russia 20.0

7. India 14.0

8. Nigeria 13.6
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9. Congo 13.2

10. Somalia 12.9

11. Colombia 12.4

12. Iran 11.6

13. Mexico 10.4

14. Pakistan 10.4

15. Sri Lanka 10.2

16. Algeria 9.8

17. Zimbabwe 8.6

18. Georgia 8.3

19. Armenia 8.2

20. Bosnia 8.0

Asylum applications in industrialized countries

1. United Kingdom 110.7

2. United States 81.1

3. Germany 71.1

4. France 50.8

5. Austria 37.1

6. Canada 33.4

7. Sweden 33.0

8. Switzerland 26.2

9. Belgium 18.8

10. Netherlands 18.7

11. Norway 17.5

12. Ireland 11.6

13. Slovakia 9.7

14. Czech Republic 8.5

15. Italy 7.2

16. Hungary 6.4

17. Spain 6.2

18. Australia 6.0

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Displaced persons are generally categorized as
refugees, internally displaced persons, or stateless per-
sons. Collectively, people in these groups are referred
to by the UNHCR as ‘‘persons of concern.’’ The num-
ber of persons of concern rose by thirteen percent from
early 2004 to early 2005, that is, from seventeen mil-
lion to 19.2 million.

Refugees are defined as persons who have fled
persecution or war in their home countries to seek
refuge in other states. There were about 9.2 million
refugees worldwide in 2004. In that year, according to
the UNHCR, about 1.5 million refugees returned to
their homelands voluntarily, including 940,500 who
returned to Afghanistan and 194,000 to Iraq. About
232,100 new refugees were created in the same period,
however, mostly in Sudan, where the government-
sponsored militias are (according to the U.S.

government and other observers) committing geno-
cide against the inhabits of the Darfur region.

Some refugees apply formally for sanctuary in
some state other than their home country, in which
case they are asylum seekers. Asylum seekers usually
apply for asylum in nearby, relatively peaceful, pros-
perous countries where human rights are usually
respected; two thirds of asylum applications are made
to European countries.

Internally displaced persons are people who have
been driven from their homes by violence or other
disasters but who remain inside their home country.
The Sudan genocide in the Darfur region has created
about 1.8 internally displaced persons in that country.
In Colombia, conflict between government and
rebel forces, in what the United Nations called in
2006 ‘‘the worst humanitarian crisis in the Western
Hemisphere,’’ has produced over two million inter-
nally displaced persons plus many refugees to neigh-
boring states, including 26,000 to Ecuador since
2000.

Stateless persons are refugees or asylum seekers
who do not have citizenship in any state and have no
home state to which they can return.

The UNHCR notes that many factors drive peo-
ple to move from their homes, whether they stay in-
country or flee to a neighboring state. Some suffer
extreme poverty and wish to move elsewhere in order
to survive; some are displaced by environmental
destruction, development projects, persecution
because of religion, race, or ethnicity, or human traf-
ficking (e.g., sexual slavery). The UNHCR stated in
2006 that ‘‘the world has witnessed a decline in armed
conflict from a peak in the early 1990s,’’ with corre-
spondingly fewer refugees caused by armed conflict.
However, it also noted that the global ‘war on terror’
has complicated many refugee crises, as the war on
terror has been cited by various states to ‘‘justify new
or intensified military offensives’’ in Aceh (in
Indonesia), Afghanistan, Chechnya (in the Russian
Federation), Georgia, Iraq, Pakistan, and Palestine,
with the United States and European states being less
likely to grant asylum due to anti-terror measures.

The UNHCR also states that economic global-
ization is causing many regions to undergo massive
social upheavals, which in turn cause mass interna-
tional migration. The system of international agree-
ments and corporate freedoms often termed free trade
allows for the rapid movement of goods, money, and
corporations across national boundaries, but there is
no corresponding freedom of movement for workers
who are displaced by globalization’s disruption of tra-
ditional markets in their home areas. Many persons
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therefore become illegal migrants, like the twelve mil-
lion undocumented migrants in the United States.
A migrant is anyone who lives outside their birth
country for a year or more. Migrants are not necessa-
rily synonymous with refugees; there are about 175
million migrants worldwide, about 3% of the world’s
population, but only about nineteen million refugees
(still a tremendous number—about a third larger than
the entire population of New England).

Many refugees end up living for long periods of
time in camps or other confined zones, usually located
in unstable border areas. Only voluntary repatriation
(return to the home country), acceptance by the coun-
try of refuge, or resettlement to some other country
offers a permanent solution to the refugee dilemma.
An example of a largely successful repatriation pro-
gram is Liberia, where after the end of a fourteen-
year civil war in 2003, repatriation of over 300,000
refugees from neighboring countries began under
UNHCR auspices in 2004 and was expected to run
through 2007. To support the returning population,
the UN oversaw scores of development projects focus-
ing on water, sanitation, schools, and infrastructure.
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INTRODUCTION

House Resolution 5524, the Global Internet
Freedom Act, was introduced in the U.S. House of
Representatives in October 2002 by Representatives
Christopher Cox (R, CA) and Tom Lantos (D, CA). It
was a bipartisan effort to counter censorship of the
Internet by various non-U.S. countries. The act
would have established an Office of Global Internet
Freedom inside the International Broadcasting
Bureau, which is the federal agency that oversees all
U.S. government propaganda broadcasts abroad. The
act would also have provided $50 million per year for
2004 and 2005 to fund implementation of a global
Internet freedom policy.

The bill stalled in committee and was not voted on
by the House during the 108th Congress. Its provi-
sions were subsumed into Title V, subtitle B of H.R.
1950 during the 109th Congress (Foreign Relations
Authorization Act of 2004–05). This bill was passed
by the House in July 2003. However, the Internet-
freedom provisions did not take effect because the
corresponding Senate bill, S. 925, did not contain
them.

The Global Internet Freedom Act was re-introduced
by Representative Cox during the 109th Congress on
May 10, 2005 as H.R. 2216. The bill was referred to
the House Committee on International Relations,
and, as of May 2006, it had not come to the House
for a vote.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Mr. COX (for himself and Mr. LANTOS) introduced the

following bill; which was referred to the Committee on

International Relations.

A BILL.

To develop and deploy technologies to defeat Internet

jamming and censorship.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled.
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SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the ‘Global Internet Freedom Act’.

SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

The Congress makes the following findings:.

(1) Freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and freedom

of association are fundamental characteristics of a free

society. The first amendment to the Constitution of the

United States guarantees that ‘Congress shall make no

law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press;

or the right of the people peaceably to assemble.’

These constitutional provisions guarantee the rights of

Americans to communicate and associate with one

another without restriction, including unfettered commu-

nication and association via the Internet. Article 19 of the

United Nation’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights

explicitly guarantees the freedom to ‘receive and impart

information and ideas through any media and regardless of

frontiers’.

(2) All people have the right to communicate freely with

others, and to have unrestricted access to news and infor-

mation, on the Internet.

(3) With nearly 10 percent of the world’s population now

online, and more gaining access each day, the Internet

stands to become the most powerful engine for democra-

tization and the free exchange of ideas ever invented.

(4) Unrestricted access to news and information on the

Internet is a check on repressive rule by authoritarian

regimes around the world.

(5) The governments of Burma, Cuba, Laos, North Korea,

the People’s Republic of China, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and

Vietnam, among others, are taking active measures to

keep their citizens from freely accessing the Internet and

Yi Li, a graduate student from Taiwan, using a computer at the New York Public Library. He supports the federal court decision issued

in Philadelphia that bans government censorship of the Internet, stating ‘‘We can use the (free flow of) information to unite the world.’’

AP IMAGES.
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obtaining international political, religious, and economic

news and information.

(6) Intergovernmental, nongovernmental, and media

organizations have reported the widespread and increas-

ing pattern by authoritarian governments to block, jam, and

monitor Internet access and content, using technologies

such as firewalls, filters, and ‘black boxes’. Such jamming

and monitoring of individual activity on the Internet

includes surveillance of e-mail messages, message

boards, and the use of particular words; ‘stealth blocking’

individuals from visiting websites; the development of

‘black lists’ of users that seek to visit these websites;

and the denial of access to the Internet.

(7) The Voice of America and Radio Free Asia, as well as

hundreds of news sources with an Internet presence, are

routinely being jammed by repressive governments.

(8) Since the 1940s, the United States has deployed anti-

jamming technologies to make Voice of America and other

United States Government sponsored broadcasting avail-

able to people in nations with governments that seek to

block news and information.

(9) The United States Government has thus far com-

menced only modest steps to fund and deploy technolo-

gies to defeat Internet censorship. To date, the Voice of

America and Radio Free Asia have committed a total of

$1,000,000 for technology to counter Internet jamming by

the People’s Republic of China. This technology, which

has been successful in attracting 100,000 electronic hits

per day from the People’s Republic of China, has been

relied upon by Voice of America and Radio Free Asia to

ensure access to their programming by citizens of the

People’s Republic of China, but United States

Government financial support for the technology has

lapsed. In most other countries there is no meaningful

United States support for Internet freedom.

(10) The success of United States policy in support of

freedom of speech, press, and association requires new

initiatives to defeat totalitarian and authoritarian controls

on news and information over the Internet.

SEC. 3. PURPOSES.

The purposes of this Act are—.

(1) to adopt an effective and robust global Internet freedom

policy;.

(2) to establish an office within the International

Broadcasting Bureau with the sole mission of countering

Internet jamming and blocking by repressive regimes;.

(3) to expedite the development and deployment of tech-

nology to protect Internet freedom around the world;.

(4) to authorize the commitment of a substantial portion of

United States international broadcasting resources to the

continued development and implementation of technolo-

gies to counter the jamming of the Internet;.

(5) to utilize the expertise of the private sector in the

development and implementation of such technologies,

so that the many current technologies used commercially

for securing business transactions and providing virtual

meeting space can be used to promote democracy and

freedom; and

(6) to bring to bear the pressure of the free world on

repressive governments guilty of Internet censorship and

the intimidation and persecution of their citizens who use

the Internet.

SEC. 4. DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT OF

TECHNOLOGIES TO DEFEAT INTERNET

JAMMING AND CENSORSHIP.

(a) ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE OF GLOBAL INTERNET

FREEDOM—There is established in the International

Broadcasting Bureau the Office of Global Internet

Freedom (hereinafter in this Act referred to as the

‘Office’). The Office shall be headed by a Director who

shall develop and implement a comprehensive global strat-

egy to combat state-sponsored and state-directed Internet

jamming, and persecution of those who use the Internet.

(b) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS—There are

authorized to be appropriated to the Office $50,000,000

for each of the fiscal years 2003 and 2004.

(c) COOPERATION OF OTHER FEDERAL DEPART-

MENTS AND AGENCIES—Each department and agency

of the United States Government shall cooperate fully

with, and assist in the implementation of, the strategy

developed by the Office and shall make such resources

and information available to the Office as is necessary to

the achievement of the purposes of this Act.

(d) REPORT TO CONGRESS—On March 1 following

the date of the enactment of this Act and annually there-

after, the Director of the Office shall submit to the

Congress a report on the status of state interference

with Internet use and of efforts by the United States to

counter such interference. Each report shall list the coun-

tries that pursue policies of Internet censorship, blocking,

and other abuses; provide information concerning the gov-

ernment agencies or quasi-governmental organizations

that implement Internet censorship; and describe with

the greatest particularity practicable the technological

means by which such blocking and other abuses are

accomplished. In the discretion of the Director, such report

may be submitted in both a classified and nonclassified

version.

(e) LIMITATION ON AUTHORITY—Nothing in this Act

shall be interpreted to authorize any action by the United

States to interfere with foreign national censorship for
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the purpose of protecting minors from harm, preserving

public morality, or assisting with legitimate law enforce-

ment aims.

SEC. 5. SENSE OF CONGRESS.

It is the sense of the Congress that the United States

should—.

(1) publicly, prominently, and consistently denounce gov-

ernments that restrict, censor, ban, and block access to

information on the Internet;.

(2) direct the United States Representative to the United

Nations to submit a resolution at the next annual meeting

of the United Nations Human Rights Commission

condemning all governments that practice Internet cen-

sorship and deny freedom to access and share informa-

tion; and.

(3) deploy, at the earliest practicable date, technologies

aimed at defeating state-directed Internet censorship and

the persecution of those who use the Internet.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The anti-blocking activities proposed by the
Global Internet Freedom Act would not be entirely
new. The Broadcasting Board of Governors, which
oversees the U.S. International Broadcasting Bureau,
already conducts federally funded anti-Internet-
blocking activities. However, as noted in the Global
Internet Freedom Act, only $1 million was appropri-
ated for the Broadcasting Board of Governors’ Internet
anti-censorship program in fiscal year 2004. Another
million dollars was appropriated in 2005. Most of this
money was spent on the creation of Chinese-language
e-mail programs that would enable Internet users inside
China to exchange forbidden information—especially
political information—using frequently-changing
proxy servers. A proxy server is a computer that an
Internet user employs to access the Internet indirectly;
a proxy server can accelerate access to Web pages by
compressing and archiving them, it can censor or filter
content, and it can strip identifying information from a
user’s messages, rendering the user anonymous. The
latter ability makes proxy servers particularly useful for
Internet users in China who wish to evade that country’s
strict and comprehensive controls on Web access.
However, proxy servers must be changed frequently
lest they be tracked down by government agents.

China is, as the Act notes, not the only country to
censor or filter Internet content. Even some countries
not generally thought of as anti-democratic, such as
Germany, block Internet access to certain sites (in
Germany’s case, Nazi websites). However, China has

by far the greatest number of blocked Internet users of
any country—about 103 million as of June 2005. It
employs approximately 30,000 full-time Internet
police censors to monitor e-mail, Web usage, chat
rooms, and the like. It also uses powerful computers
located at points where international data lines leave
and enter China to search for key terms and block
objectionable material. Through threats of punish-
ment it motivates Internet service companies inside
China to self-censor, so that the government censor-
ship apparatus need only catch whatever material
evades private network censorship. Banned subject
matter includes pro-democracy websites, any refer-
ence to the Tiananmen Square protests in Beijing in
1989, and any reference to the forbidden Falun Gong
religious movement, which the government in China
has outlawed.

It is difficult to evaluate the success of the U.S.
Board of Broadcast Governors’ efforts to improve
Web and e-mail access to persons in countries such as
Iran and China. This would require detailed in-country
surveys that are not feasible, given the level of political
repression in those countries. However, the U.S.-
China Economic and Security Review Commission
noted in its 2005 annual report to Congress that
efforts to provide uncensored Web access to com-
puter users in Iran and China had been partly
defeated by U.S. efforts to block sexual content
from those users. By attempting to censor the Web
for Iranian and Chinese users in a way that it is not
censored for U.S. users, the United States ended up
blocking, the Commission reported, ‘‘thousands of
useful and non-controversial sites such as sites for
the U.S. Embassy, a presidential election campaign,
and a popular email service.’’ The United States, the
Commission concluded, ‘‘was over-blocking in its
own effort to control what Iranian and Chinese
users could view.’’ Blockage of sexual content inside
the United States, with the exception of child por-
nography, would be a violation of the First
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

Independent computer experts have also sought to
develop software to bypass Internet censorship by gov-
ernments. Such private efforts are not hampered by a
desire to censor sexual material, but their effectiveness
is as difficult to evaluate as that of U.S. government
efforts.

Attempts to view forbidden material remain per-
sonally risky in China. Scores of individuals (possibly
many more) have been sentenced to long prison terms
for accessing forbidden websites. In Iran, similar num-
bers of Web users have received, and continue to
receive, similar punishments.
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INTRODUCTION

France is home to Europe’s largest Muslim popula-
tion; at least five million people—approximately 8–9
percent of the country’s 60 million inhabitants. As an
openly secular country, France’s 1789 Constitution
established freedom of religion. In 1905, France
added a law that strictly separates church and state.
This policy of laı̈cité requires neutrality from the
government in all religious affairs; this extends to
public schools, all government institutions, and even
to political statements made by politicians. Religion, in
French culture, is treated as a private matter.

For nearly two decades, the issue of headscarves
worn by female Muslims has been debated in French
society. Religious symbols such as the cross and
yarmulke had been tolerated in public schools and by
government institutions, as long as the display of faith
was modest and did not overtly violate separation of

church and state. As the Muslim population increased
in France and more young women entered schools
wearing headscarves, this highly visible mode of reli-
gious expression became a subject of contention.
Throughout the 1990s, the Ministry of Education
turned to the Council of State to rule on numerous
individual cases involving Muslim girls and head-
scarves. France had no federal law to deal with such
cases.

Muslims claim that forbidding the headscarves
violates freedom of religion for schoolgirls, makes
them the target of ridicule and anger by fellow
Muslims who accuse them of shirking their religion,
and that the scarves are not inherently a tool for pros-
elytizing or religious militancy. On the other side of
the debate, President Jacques Chirac has argued that
‘‘Wearing a veil, whether we want it or not, is a sort of
aggression that is difficult for us to accept.’’ In addi-
tion, some public school teachers claim that the scarves
are prominent and interfere with educational religious
neutrality in the classroom, while some feminists argue
that the head covering, with roots in the idea that
women must cover themselves to thwart male advan-
ces, stands out as a symbol of female oppression.

In 2003, French President Jacques Chirac called
for an investigation into the issue.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

PARIS—French President Jacques Chirac wants to shore

up the country’s secular tradition by banning religious

symbols from public schools, a move that some believe

will stigmatize Muslims by forcing girls to take off their

headscarves.

Chirac asked the French parliament to introduce a law,

following the recommendations issued by a presidential

panel last week.

The 20-person panel, struck to look into the issue of

secularism, said all ostentatious displays of religion or

political affiliation should be banned from public buildings.

Warning that ‘‘fanaticism is gaining ground’’ in the

country, Chirac said he also wanted to clear the way for

businesses to impose similar bans.

‘‘Secularism is one of the great successes of the

Republic,’’ Chirac said in an address to the nation. ‘‘It is a

crucial element of social peace and national cohesion. We

cannot let it weaken.’’

France has the largest Muslim population in Europe –

five million people.

Many in France see the headscarf as a symbol of

Muslim militancy.
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Many Muslims see the headscarf as a mark of mod-

esty and a symbol of their Islamic identity. They oppose a

ban, calling it a discriminatory violation of their rights.

The ban, which Chirac wants in place for the start of

the next school year in the fall of 2004, would also ban

Jewish yarmulkes and large crucifixes.

The law is expected to have enough support from

both sides of the political spectrum to pass the French

parliament.

Chirac also asked for a law that would prevent

patients in public hospitals from refusing treatment

because of the gender of the treating physician or medical

personnel. The panel’s report included accounts of Muslim

men refusing to let male doctors treat their wives.

The commission recommended that the Jewish holi-

day of Yom Kippur and the Muslim Eid el-Kabir feast be

made school holidays. Chirac rejected that.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

According to 2004 surveys, more than sixty-nine
percent of the French population (including more than
forty percent of Muslims) support the prohibition of

headscarves and other conspicuous religious symbols
from classrooms. There were no Muslim members of
Parliament at the time of the law’s passage; Muslim
critics note that this lack of representation meant that
religious voices and perspectives were not taken into
account in the creation of such legislation.

As Chirac notes above, ‘‘Secularism is one of the
great successes of the Republic’’: proponents of the
legislation state that Muslim political representation
in Parliament is a private matter; a legislator’s religion
should not affect state policy or law. In addition to the
argument that church and state should remain sepa-
rate, the ban on overt religious symbols, according
to proponents, also protects minors from pressure to
follow a particular religion, be it endorsed by a teacher
or a fellow classmate.

The debate over the law sparked protests in
France, with thousands taking to the streets on
February 14, 2004. Chirac signed the law on March
15, 2004, to take effect on September 2, 2004, the
beginning of the French school year. In August 2004,
two French citizens, Christian Chesnot and George
Malbrunot, were taken hostage in Iraq and held by
Muslim kidnappers. The hostage-takers demanded

Muslim women demonstrate against a French government proposal to bar them from wearing headscarves in state schools, on January

17, 2004, in Paris, France. PHOTO BY PASCAL LE SEGRETAIN/GETTY IMAGES.
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the repeal of the new law; Chirac refused to comply,
and the hostages were later released alive.

The law went into effect on September 2, 2004, as
planned. While a few hundred reports of violations of
the law involving Muslim girls wearing headscarves
were logged in the first few weeks, the overwhelming
support of the French public, including forty-nine
percent of French Muslim women, led to a fairly
quiet acceptance of the new law.
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Secretary of State for Democracy, Human Rights and
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ten, he was a professor of international law at Yale. In
2004, he became dean of the Yale Law School.

INTRODUCTION

The events of September 11, 2001, have often
been compared to those of December 7, 1941, when

Japanese aircraft attacked the U.S. Naval base at Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii. In both cases, the U.S. public was
shocked by sudden proof of unsuspected national vul-
nerability. In both cases, the nation responded by
going to war.

During World War II (1939–1945), however, the
enemy was a definite group of nation-states with tradi-
tional military forces. To fight the war primarily meant
pitting armies, navies, and air forces against other
armies, navies, and air forces, all easily identified. In
what the U.S. government has termed ‘‘the war on
terror,’’ however, there is no national enemy. The
declared foe is a methodology—the use of violence,
terror, and intimidation to achieve a desired end—
rather than any particular state or group. The United
States has instituted a number of policies with possible
effects on human rights since 9/11, citing as justifica-
tion for these policies the peculiar secretiveness and
elusiveness of terrorism. Most of these policies have
been controversial. Critics have accused the United
States of systematically violating human rights in its
pursuit of the war on terror.

This primary source is written by American law
professor Harold Hongju Koh, a critic of many of
post-9/11 policies. Similar views have been expressed
by many writers and speakers, but as a Yale University
law professor, Koh backs his claims with professional
credentials not held by most citizens.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

I would argue that September 11th ended the euphoria

brought on by the fall of the Berlin Wall, the belief that

American-led global co-operation could solve global prob-

lems. The American administration responded to the twin-

towers tragedy with a sweeping new global strategy: an

emerging ‘‘Bush doctrine,’’ if you will.

One element of this doctrine is what I call ‘‘Achilles

and his heel.’’ September 11th brought upon America, as

once upon Achilles, a schizophrenic sense of both excep-

tional power and exceptional vulnerability. Never has a

superpower seemed so powerful and so vulnerable at

the same time. The Bush doctrine asked: ‘‘How can we

use our superpower resources to protect our

vulnerability?’’

The administration’s answer has been ‘‘homeland

security.’’ To preserve American power and prevent future

attack, the government has asserted a novel right under

international law to disarm through ‘‘pre-emptive self-

defence’’ any country that poses a threat. At home it has

instituted sweeping strategies of immigration control,
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security detention, governmental secrecy and information

awareness.

The administration has also radically shifted its

emphasis on human rights. In 1941, Franklin Delano

Roosevelt called the allies to arms by painting a vision of

the world we were trying to make: a post-war world of four

fundamental freedoms: freedom of speech, freedom of

religion, freedom from want, freedom from fear.

This framework foreshadowed the post-war human-

rights construct—embedded in the Universal Declaration

of Human Rights and subsequent international cove-

nants—that emphasised comprehensive protection of

civil and political rights (freedom of speech and religion),

economic, social and cultural rights (freedom from want),

and freedom from gross violations and persecution (the

Refugee Convention, the Genocide Convention and the

Torture Convention). But Bush administration officials

have now reprioritised ‘‘freedom from fear’’ as the

number-one freedom we need to preserve. Freedom

from fear has become the obsessive watchword of

America’s human-rights policy.

Witness five faces of a human-rights policy fixated on

freedom from fear. First, closed government and invasions

of privacy. Second, scapegoating immigrants and refu-

gees. Third, creating extra-legal zones, most prominently

at the naval base at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba. Fourth,

creating extra-legal persons, particularly the detainees of

American citizenship labelled ‘‘enemy combatants.’’ Fifth,

a reduced American human-rights presence through the

rest of the globe.

The following vignettes illustrate this transformation

of human rights.

Closed government and invasion of privacy. Two

core tenets of a post-Watergate world had been that

our government does not spy on its citizens, and that

American citizens should see what our government is

doing. But since September 11th, classification of govern-

ment documents has risen to new heights.

The Patriot Act, passed almost without dissent after

September 11th, authorises the Defence Department to

develop a project to promote something called ‘‘total infor-

mation awareness.’’ Under this programme, the govern-

ment may gather huge amounts of information about

citizens without proving they have done anything wrong.

They can access a citizen’s records—whether telephone,

financial, rental, internet, medical, educational or library—

without showing any involvement with terrorism. Internet

service providers may be forced to produce records based

solely on FBI declarations that the information is for an anti-

terrorism investigation.

Many absurdities follow: the Lawyers Committee for

Human Rights, in a study published in September, reports

that 20 American peace activists, including nuns and high-

school students, were recently flagged as security threats

and detained for saying that they were travelling to a rally

to protest against military aid to Colombia. The entire high-

school wrestling team of Juneau, Alaska, was held up at

airports seven times just because one member was the

son of a retired Coast Guard officer on the FBI watch-list.

Scapegoating immigrants. After September 11th,

1,200 immigrants were detained, more than 750 on charges

based solely on civil immigration violations. The Justice

Department’s own inspector-general called the attorney-

general’s enforcement of immigration laws ‘‘indiscriminate

and haphazard.’’ The Immigration and Naturalisation

Service, which formerly had a mandate for humanitarian

relief as well as for border protection, has been converted

into an arm of the Department of Homeland Security.

The impact on particular groups has been devastating.

The number of refugees resettled in America declined

Travelers wait in line to be screened by security personnel at

Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport on June 1, 2004.

AP IMAGES.
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from 90,000 a year before September 11th to less than a

third that number, 27,000, this year. The Pakistani popula-

tion of Atlantic County, New Jersey has fallen by half.

The creation of extra-legal zones. Some 660 prison-

ers from 42 countries are being held in Guantanamo Bay,

some for nearly two years. Three children are apparently

being detained, including a 13-year-old, several of the

detainees are aged over 70, and one claims to be over

100. Courtrooms are being built to try six detainees, includ-

ing two British subjects who have been declared eligible

for trial by military commission. There have been 32

reported suicide attempts. Yet the administration is liter-

ally pouring concrete around its detention policy, spending

another $25m on buildings in Guantanamo that will

increase the detention capacity to 1,100.

The creation of extra-legal persons. In two cases

that are quickly working their way to the Supreme Court,

Yasser Hamdi and José Padilla are two American citizens

on American soil who have been designated as ‘‘enemy

combatants,’’ and who have been accorded no legal chan-

nels to assert their rights.

The racial disparities in the use of the ‘‘enemy combat-

ant’’ label are glaring. Contrast, for example, the treatment

of Mr. Hamdi, from Louisiana but of Saudi Arabian ances-

try, with that of John Walker Lindh, the famous ‘‘American

Taliban,’’ who is a white American from a comfortable

family in the San Francisco Bay area. Both are American

citizens; both were captured in Afghanistan in late 2001 by

the Northern Alliance; both were handed over to American

forces, who eventually brought them to the United States.

But federal prosecutors brought criminal charges against

Mr. Lindh, who got an expensive lawyer and eventually

plea-bargained to a prison term. Meanwhile, Mr. Hamdi

has remained in incommunicado detention, without a law-

yer, in a South Carolina military brig for the past 16 months.

The effect on the rest of the world. America’s anti-

terrorist activities have given cover to many foreign gov-

ernments who want to use ‘‘anti-terrorism’’ to justify their

own crackdowns on human rights. Examples abound.

In Indonesia, the army has cited America’s use of

Guantanamo to propose building an offshore prison camp

on Nasi Island to hold suspected terrorists from Aceh. In

Australia, Parliament passed laws mandating the forcible

transfer of refugees seeking entry to detention facilities in

Nauru, where children as young as three years old are

being held, so that Australia does not (in the words of its

defence minister) become a ‘‘pipeline for terrorists.’’

In China, Wang Bingzhang, the founder of the pro-

democracy magazine China Spring, was recently sen-

tenced to life imprisonment for ‘‘organising and leading a

terrorist group,’’ the first time, apparently, that the Chinese

government has charged a democracy activist with terror-

ism. In Russia, Vladimir Putin on September 12th 2001

declared that America and Russia ‘‘have a common foe’’

because Osama bin Laden’s people are connected to

events in Chechnya. Within months the American govern-

ment had added three Chechen groups to its list of foreign

terrorist organisations.

In Egypt, the government extended for another

three years its emergency law, which allows it to detain

suspected national-security threats almost indefinitely

without charge, to ban public demonstrations, and to try

citizens before military tribunals. President Hosni Mubarak

announced that America’s parallel policies proved that ‘‘we

were right from the beginning in using all means, including

military tribunals, to combat terrorism.’’

What’s wrong with this picture? Each prong of the

Bush doctrine places America in the position of promot-

ing double standards, one for itself, and another for the

rest of the world. The emerging doctrine has placed

startling pressure upon the structure of human-rights

and international law that the United States itself

designed and supported since 1948. In a remarkably

short time, the United States has moved from being

the principal supporter of that system to its most visible

outlier.

Around the globe, America’s human-rights policy has

visibly softened, subsumed under the all-encompassing

banner of the ‘‘war against terrorism.’’ And at home, the

Patriot Act, military commissions, Guantanamo and the

indefinite detention of American citizens have placed

America in the odd position of condoning deep intrusions

by law, even while creating zones and persons outside

the law.

At this point, you are surely asking: ‘‘Why did this

happen?’’ and ‘‘What can we do about it?’’ People living

outside America sometimes suggest that the reason is

rooted in the American national culture of unilateralism,

parochialism, and an obsession with power. With respect,

let me urge you to see it differently. The Bush doctrine,

I believe, is less a broad manifestation of American

national character than of short-sighted decisions made

by a particularly extreme American administration.

Many, if not most, Americans would have supported

dealing with September 11th in a different way. Imagine,

for example, the Bush administration dealing with the

atrocity through the then prevailing multilateralist strategy

of using global co-operation to solve global problems.

On the day after the attack, George Bush could have

flown to New York to stand in solidarity with the world’s

ambassadors in front of the United Nations.

He could have supported the International Criminal

Court as a way of bringing the Osama bin Ladens and

Saddam Husseins of the world to justice. He could have

refrained from invading Iraq without a second UN
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resolution and he could have maintained a host of human-

rights treaties to signal the need for even greater global

solidarity in a time of terror. I am convinced that the

American people would have supported him in all those

efforts.

So to those who would blame American culture for

America’s unilateralism, let me remind you that not every

American is equally well-placed to promote American uni-

lateralism. In recent years, such individuals as Mr. Bush,

Donald Rumsfeld, John Bolton, Jesse Helms, and Justice

Antonin Scalia have held particularly strategic positions

that enabled them to promote this sea-change in human-

rights policy.

But if particular politicians and judges are part of

the problem, they are also part of the solution. For, in

recent months, American human-rights lawyers have

launched multiple efforts to counter these trends, par-

ticularly through lawsuits seeking to persuade judges to

consider American law in light of universal human-rights

principles.

What are the signs of this trend? With each passing

day, I see growing resistance to these policies among

ordinary Americans. Some promising examples:

� Career bureaucrats have started to challenge the

administration’s policies for undoing years of hard

work.

� Military judges and former federal prosecutors have

expressed dismay over military commissions.

� A group of former federal judges filed a brief in the

Padilla case challenging the president’s detention of

American citizens without express congressional

authorisation. They were joined in those efforts by

two conservative libertarian groups: the Cato

Institute and the Rutherford Institute.

� Career diplomats have told me of early retirements by

those who refuse to implement what they view as

discriminatory visa policies.

� A group of former American diplomats and former

American prisoners-of-war have challenged the

administration’s flouting of the Geneva Conventions

before the Supreme Court.

� Librarians and booksellers have joined a bipartisan

group of 133 congressional representatives to press

for a law, called the Freedom to Read Protection Act,

that would shield library and bookstore records from

government surveillance.

These grassroots efforts are finally reaching the

political actors. The public outcry following the leak of

a proposed second Patriot Act has put that legislation

on hold. Resolutions opposing the first Patriot Act have

passed in three states and 162 municipalities. The

House of Representatives has refused to provide

funding for the part of the Patriot Act that allows so-

called ‘‘sneak and peek’’ searches of private property

without prompt notice to the resident. A battle is brew-

ing in Congress over whether parts of the current act

should be eliminated in 2005.

Most important, the key cases are finally starting to

make their way to the United States Supreme Court. Now

you may ask: what influence can a combination of interna-

tional pressure and protest from ordinary Americans have

on such a conservative court?

But recent cases may give hope. For instance, last

June in Lawrence v. Texas, the Supreme Court finally

overruled its 17-year-old decision in Bowers v. Hardwick,

which had permitted states to ban same-sex sodomy

among consenting adults. Representing Mary Robinson,

the former UN Human Rights High Commissioner, and

several other human-rights groups, I had filed an amicus

curiae brief urging the court to consider two decades of

European human-rights precedent rejecting the criminal-

isation of same-sex sodomy as a violation of the European

Convention’s right to privacy.

In a six-to-three vote, Justice Anthony Kennedy

wrote, citing our brief, that the rationale of Bowers had

been rejected by ‘‘values we [Americans] share with a

wider civilisation.’’ The court noted that ‘‘the right peti-

tioners seek in this case has been accepted as an integral

part of human freedom in many other countries’’ and that

‘‘[t]here has been no showing in [the United States] that

governmental interest in circumscribing personal choice is

somehow more legitimate or urgent.’’

What this may mean is that when the September 11th

cases get to the Supreme Court, American human-rights

lawyers can similarly argue that the legality of our policies

must be evaluated by ‘‘values we [Americans] share with a

wider civilisation.’’ Citing Lawrence, human-rights advo-

cates can urge the court to decide whether the rights

being asserted by detainees like Mr. Hamdi, Mr. Padilla

and those on Guantanamo ‘‘have been accepted as an

integral part of human freedom in many other countries’’

and can argue that our government has not demonstrated

‘‘that the governmental interest in circumscribing [these

freedoms] is somehow more legitimate or ugent’’ in the

United States than in other countries that have seen fit to

forgo such legal restrictions.

Whether our Supreme Court will accept these

arguments remains unclear. But these cases may well

determine whether historians will remember these past

two years as a fundamental change, or as only a temporary

eclipse, in America’s human-rights leadership. I, for one,

have neither given up hope, nor accepted as inevitable a

21st-century American human-rights policy that is increas-

ingly at odds with core American and universal values.
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In our ‘‘Declaration of Independence,’’ Thomas

Jefferson wrote: ‘‘When in the course of human events,

it becomes necessary for one people . . .to assume among

the Power of the Earth, the separate and equal Station to

which the Laws of Nature . . .entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they

should declare the causes . . .’’ Most patriotic Americans,

I believe, still think that our human-rights policy should pay

‘‘decent respect to the opinions of mankind.’’ As a nation

conceived in liberty and dedicated to certain inalienable

rights, our country has strong primal instincts to address

the world not just in the language of power, but through a

combination of power and principle.

In 1759, Benjamin Franklin wrote: ‘‘They that can give

up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety

deserve neither.’’ In the months ahead, I believe, we can

both obtain our security and preserve our essential liberty,

but only so long as we have courage from our courts,

commitment from our citizens, and pressure from our

foreign allies. Even after September 11th, America can

still stand for human rights, but we can get there only

with a little help from our friends.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

There is disagreement over whether U.S. govern-
ment policy toward human rights has changed since 9/
11. The U.S. government and those who support its
post-9/11 policies maintain that the U.S. commitment
to human rights is unchanged and that all official U.S.
actions have been both morally and legally justified.
Others have argued that many of the new policies are
illegal, immoral, or both, and reflect an increased offi-
cial disregard of human rights since 9/11. Koh repre-
sents the latter school of thought.

Some controversial post-9/11 human rights poli-
cies include:

(1) The United States has detained hundreds of per-
sons captured in Afghanistan, Iraq, and other countries
since 9/11. Almost all of these prisoners are held in
detention centers outside U.S. borders, and only a few
have been formally charged with any crime. The most
famous of these detention centers is that at the U.S.
Naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The holding of
prisoners for years without charge has been criticized
as illegal and unjust. Further, the U.S. government
does not categorize the prisoners it captures in the
war on terror as prisoners of war and has argued that
the protections of the Geneva Conventions do not
apply to them. It also has argued that since these
prisoners are not U.S. citizens and are not held inside
U.S. territory, they are not entitled to rights granted by

U.S. domestic law. In Rasul v. Bush (2004), the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled that foreign nationals impris-
oned at Guantanamo were entitled to challenge their
detentions. In response, the U.S. government began
reviewing the status of detainees before military tribu-
nals. In February 2005, a federal judge ruled that the
tribunals were illegal and that the detainees must be
allowed to challenge their detentions in U.S. civilian
courts. The case went before the U.S. Supreme Court
again in 2006; a ruling was due by the end of June 2006.

(2) The possibility of torturing persons suspected of
being terrorists has been widely discussed in the
United States since 9/11. Prominent civil rights attor-
ney Alan Dershowitz argued publicly in 2002 that,
since torture will inevitably be practiced by the govern-
ment, it would be best to provide for legalized torture.
Also in 2002, a memorandum from the Justice
Department to the White House claimed that torture
could be used legally on members of the terrorist
organization Al Qaeda. In 2003, a Defense
Department memorandum declared that the president
is not bound by U.S. federal anti-torture law or by the
Torture Convention of 1984, an anti-torture treaty
signed by the United States. According to the New
York Times, an official 2002 memo of the U.S. admin-
istration authorized the use of an interrogation techni-
que called ‘‘water boarding,’’ in which a suspect is
strapped to a board and held under water until they
think they are going to be drowned. President George
W. Bush has insisted, however, that the United States
does not use torture or employ other illegal means of
interrogation. ‘‘We do not torture,’’ he stated during a
2005 visit to Panama. In 2005, the International
Committee of the Red Cross concluded that U.S.
interrogation practices at Guantanamo were ‘‘tanta-
mount to torture.’’ In February 2006, the United
Nations Human Rights Commission demanded that
the United States cease the interrogation and force-
feeding practices deemed ‘‘tantamount to torture’’ by
the Red Cross. In 2005, Craig Murray, the former
British Ambassador to Uzbekistan, claimed that U.S.
intelligence agencies routinely accept information
obtained in Uzbekistan using torture. The U.S. gov-
ernment maintains that it has never approved of the use
of torture or other illegal interrogation methods.

(3) In 2005, the Washington Post reported that the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) was running a net-
work of secret prisons outside the United States. The
CIA seemed to acknowledge the existence of such a
system of prisons by requesting that the Justice
Department conduct a criminal investigation of the
source of the information given in the article. Secret
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imprisonment is illegal in the United States and in
most countries allied with it.

(4) The Bush administration has been widely criticized
for a secret CIA program to transfer terrorist suspects
to foreign countries for interrogation. The practice,
called ‘‘special rendition,’’ was authorized by a direc-
tive signed by President Bush a few days after the 9/11
attacks, according to a March 6, 2005, report in the
New York Times. Critics of the program have argued
that its purpose is to have suspects tortured in coun-
tries where torture is routine, such as Egypt and
Jordan.

(5) Increased surveillance of U.S. citizens and others
has occurred since 9/11. Most controversially, it was
reported by the New York Times in December 2005 that
President Bush had authorized eavesdropping on the
telephone calls of U.S. citizens and others in the
United States without the issuing of warrants. This
action has been described as illegal by a number of
members of Congress, including Republican Arlen
Specter (PA), chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee. Its legality has been defended by the
Bush Administration.

This list of controversial policies could be
extended. Many experts and commentators have
argued that all U.S. actions in the war on terror have,
in fact, been fully legal and fully justified. Others, both
in the United States and abroad, have argued that this
is not the case, and that some policies, justified as
necessary tactics in the war on terror, violate human
rights.
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INTRODUCTION

National identity cards are not creations of the
twenty-first century. The Nazis used them, and
under apartheid, the South African government
required blacks and ‘‘coloureds’’ to carry them at all
times. In both cases, the cards listed name, residence,
and work information; if found in an area to which the
bearer was denied access, they were subject to arrest.
Accordingly, national ID cards inspire distrust and fear
among many. In an age of terrorism and identity fraud,
however, some countries are considering them. Identity
fraud alone cost countries like the United Kingdom
about 1.7 pounds (three million dollars) a year.

Many countries currently use national identity
cards, including most European nations. As technol-
ogy has progressed, their functions have evolved as
well. Taiwan, a country that has used national ID
cards since 1947, continued their use from the
Japanese colonial government. Taiwan’s cards also act
as a police record, and the law mandates that they be
carried at all times. In 2005, the government proposed
storing fingerprint data in the cards. This issue is still
being debated because many citizens fear that finger-
print data will be used to violate their human rights.

In the summer of 2005, shortly after the terrorists
attacks on the London, England subway system, the
British Parliament reopened the debate on national
identity. During World War II, the United Kingdom
implemented a national ID card system, but it ended
the program in 1952. Proponents believe that the cards
would help thwart terrorism because every person
entering, working in, or living in the country would
be required to have one. They would increase the
possibility of identifying terrorists before an attack
could be carried out. Opponents argue that they can-
not guarantee to stop terrorism and could facilitate the
quarantining of individuals based on family lineage,
ethnic background, or country of origin.
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On November 17, 2004, protestors burned a mock
identity card of Prime Minister Tony Blair in central
London, a throwback to Vietnam-era protests in the
United States when protestors burned their draft
cards. The message of British protestors is clear:
They do not want their personal data compiled into a
database that could possibly be seen by a computer
hacker, nor do they want the government to have
large files of their personal information. Also, individ-
uals fear that the cards could make their movements
and financial transactions too easy to track.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

NATIONAL IDENTITY CARD

See primary source image.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The idea of national identity cards has stirred inter-
national debate. The United States has examined the
idea of national ID cards, although in 1971 the Social
Security Administration rejected using Social Security
Numbers as a universal ID, and in 1973 and 1976 the
idea was thwarted by two other federal agencies.

Public concern increased in February 2006 when
the British Parliament passed the Identity Cards Act.
Currently, the British government is streamlining pro-
posals for the card’s database, on how to get biometric
readers to banks, post offices, police stations, and others
places of interest. Registry will be mandatory when apply-
ing for documents like a passport, but individuals will not
have to carry them at all times. Additionally, the cards will
be recognized travel documents in the European Union,
and they will contain a microchip holding a set of finger-
prints as well as facial and iris scans to increase security
and prevent card fraud. The United Kingdom will begin
issuing national ID cards in 2008.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

National Identity Card: On November 17, 2004, protestors in central London burn a mock-up of an identity card of Prime Minister Tony Blair

in demonstration as Home Secretary David Blunkett was making a keynote speech on his plans to introduce a national identity card. AP IMAGES.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1962, the United Nations began discussions
concerning ways in which to extend protections
for religious freedom, and, in 1982, it finally promul-
gated the Elimination of Religious Intolerance
and Discrimination Declaration. Unfortunately, the
United Nations has not imposed substantial sanctions
and punishments on nations that violate these rights.
In November 2005, the U.S. State Department issued
its 2005 annual report on international religious free-
dom. This report describes numerous countries that
have, according to the guidelines of the department,
violated basic human and civil rights. The U.S. State

On April 26, 2004, a British Passport Office volunteer has his fingerprints scanned for a biometrics enrollment card in London. ª PETER

MACDIARMID/REUTERS/CORBIS.
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Department’s annual report on religious freedom is
submitted to the U.S. Congress in compliance with
Section 102(b) of the International Religious
Freedom Act (IRFA) of 1998. That act requires that
the Secretary of State with the assistance of the
Ambassador at Large for Religious Freedom ‘‘shall
transmit to Congress...detailed information with
respect to matters involving international religious
freedom.’’

While popular media accounts frequently focus on
religious groups that hinder a woman’s education,
social interactions, or freedom of choice in marriage,
other forms of governmental religious intolerance
and suppression receive less media attention. The
governments of many countries place curbs on basic
elements of the religious freedom for a number of
reasons, including political domination by a single
religious group, misunderstanding of smaller religious

groups, and fears that minority religious groups spon-
sor terrorist acts or contribute to political instability.
The U.S. State Department’s 2005 report focuses on
countries whose governments act in a totalitarian
fashion to prevent targeted religious groups from
flourishing.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PART I: BARRIERS TO INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS

FREEDOM

Totalitarian or Authoritarian Actions to Control Religious Belief

or Practice

Totalitarian and authoritarian regimes seek to control reli-

gious thought and expression. Such regimes regard some

or all religious groups as enemies of the state because of

their religious beliefs or their independence from central

authority. The practice of religion is often seen as a threat

to the state’s ideology or power. Oftentimes, the state

suppresses religious groups based on the dominant eth-

nicity of groups.

Burma. The Government continued to engage in particu-

larly severe violations of religious freedom. The

Government generally infiltrated or monitored the meet-

ings and activities of virtually all organizations, including

religious ones. Religious organizations of all faiths

also were subject to broad government restrictions on

freedom of expression and association. The Government

systemically restricted efforts by Buddhist clergy to pro-

mote human rights and political freedom, discouraged or

prohibited non-Buddhist groups from constructing new

places of worship or repairing existing ones, and actively

promoted Buddhism over other religions, particularly

among members of ethnic minorities. Anti-Muslim

violence continued to occur, Muslim activities were

monitored, and the Government restricted the ability of

Muslims to travel freely. Non-Buddhists experienced

employment discrimination at upper levels of the public

sector.

China. The Government’s respect for freedom of religion

and freedom of conscience remained poor. Communist

Party officials restated that party membership and reli-

gious belief were incompatible. The Government contin-

ued to seek to manage religious affairs by restricting

religious practice to government-sanctioned organizations

and registered places of worship and to control the growth

and scope of activities of religious groups to prevent the

rise of possible competing sources of authority outside the

control of the Government. Unregistered religious groups

continued to experience varying degrees of official

interference and harassment. Members of some unregis-

tered groups were subjected to restrictions, including

A state visit to France by Chinese President Hu Jintao in January

2004 led to protest against China’s occupation of Tibet. ª

J.L.BULCAO/CORBIS.
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intimidation, harassment, and detention. In some local-

ities, ‘‘underground’’ religious leaders reported pressure

to register with a government agency or become affiliated

with and supervised by an official government-sanctioned

religious association. Religious leaders and adherents,

including those in official churches, were detained,

arrested, or sentenced to prison or reeducation-through-

labor camps. Underground Christian groups, Muslim

Uighurs, Tibetan Buddhists, and members of groups that

the Government considered ‘‘cults’’ were subjected to

increased government scrutiny. In some areas, security

officials used threats, demolition of unregistered property,

extortion, interrogation, detention, and at times beatings

and torture to harass leaders of unauthorized groups and

their followers. The arrest, detention, and imprisonment of

Falun Gong practitioners continued; those who refused to

recant their beliefs were sometimes subjected to harsh

treatment in prisons and reeducation-through-labor

camps, and there were credible reports of deaths due to

torture and abuse.

In Tibetan areas, the Government maintained tight con-

trols on religious practices and places of worship.

Government authorities forcibly suppressed activities

they viewed as vehicles for political dissent or advocacy

of Tibetan independence, including such religious activ-

ities as venerating the Dalai Lama. The most important

figures in Tibetan Buddhism, such as the Dalai Lama and

the Karmapa Lama, remained in exile. Dozens of monks

and nuns continued to serve prison terms for their resist-

ance to ‘‘patriotic education.’’ The Government refused

free access to Tibetan areas for most international observ-

ers, tightly controlled observers who were granted access,

and closely controlled publication of information about

conditions in Tibet. These limitations made it impossible

to determine accurately the scope of restrictions on reli-

gious freedom.

Cuba. The Government continued to control and monitor

religious activities and to use surveillance, infiltration, and

harassment against religious groups, clergy, and layper-

sons. The Government ignored unregistered groups’

pending applications for legal recognition. The law allows

for the construction of new churches once the required

permits are obtained; however, the Government has rarely

issued construction permits, forcing many churches to

meet in private homes, which also requires a permit.

Government harassment of private houses of worship

continued, with evangelical denominations reporting evic-

tions from houses used for worship. Religious groups

must obtain authorization from the Government to recon-

struct or repair existing places of worship; however, the

process of obtaining permission and purchasing construc-

tion materials from government outlets is lengthy and

expensive. The authorities restricted the import and

distribution of religious literature and materials and moni-

tored church-run publications. The Government main-

tained its policy of not allowing the Catholic Church to

train or transfer from abroad enough priests for its needs;

the Government also did not allow the Church to establish

social institutions, including schools and universities,

hospitals and clinics, and nursing homes.

North Korea. There was no change in the extremely

poor level of respect for religious freedom. Religious

freedom does not exist. The regime continued to

repress unauthorized religious groups, and there were

indications that the regime used authorized religious

entities for external propaganda and political purposes

and that local citizens were barred from entering their

places of worship. Religious persons who proselytized

or who had ties to overseas evangelical groups operat-

ing in the People’s Republic of China were subjected to

arrest and harsh penalties, according to several uncon-

firmed reports. Defectors continued to allege that the

regime arrested and executed members of underground

Christian churches in prior years. Over the years,

defectors have claimed that Christians were imprisoned

and tortured for reading the Bible and talking about

God. Due to the inaccessibility of the country and inability

to gain timely information, it was difficult to confirm these

reports.

State Hostility Toward Minority or Nonapproved Religions

Some governments, while not implementing full control

over minority religions, nevertheless are hostile and

repressive towards certain groups or identify them as

‘‘security threats.’’ These governments implement poli-

cies designed to demand adherents to recant their faith,

cause religious group members to flee the country, or

intimidate and harass certain religious groups, or have as

their principal effect the intimidation and harassment of

certain religious groups.

Eritrea. The Government’s poor respect for religious free-

dom for minority religious groups continued to worsen.

Following a 2002 decree requiring all religious groups to

register or cease religious activities, the Government

closed all religious facilities not belonging to the four

religions registered by the Government. The closures,

the Government’s failure to authorize any of the groups

that applied for registration, and the arbitrarily enforced

restriction on holding religious meetings continued. The

Government harassed, arrested, and detained members

of Pentecostal and other independent evangelical groups

and Jehovah’s Witnesses. Some religious detainees were

held in harsh conditions that included extreme temper-

ature fluctuations with limited or no access to family.

There also were numerous reports of attempts to force

recantations.
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Iran. The Government engaged in particularly severe

violations of religious freedom. Members of religious

minorities—including Sunni Muslims, Baha’is, Jews, and

Christians—reported imprisonment, harassment, intimi-

dation, and discrimination based on their religious beliefs.

All religious minorities continued to suffer varying degrees

of officially sanctioned discrimination, particularly in the

areas of employment, education, and housing. The

Government continued to imprison and detain Baha’is

based on their religious beliefs, and state-controlled

media conducted a campaign of defamation against the

group. Baha’is could not teach or freely practice their faith,

nor could they maintain links with co-religionists abroad.

The Government vigilantly enforced its prohibition on

proselytizing activities by evangelical Christians by clos-

ing evangelical churches and arresting converts. In

September 2004, security officials arrested 85 leaders

of the Assemblies of God Church. The Government’s

anti-Israel policies, along with a perception among radical

Muslims that all Jewish citizens support Zionism and the

state of Israel, continued to create a hostile atmosphere

for the Jewish community. Sunni Muslims encountered

religious discrimination at the local, provincial, and national

levels, and there were reports of discrimination against

practitioners of the Sufi tradition.

Laos. The Government continued to interpret the

Constitution in a manner that restricted religious practice,

and application of the law was arbitrary. Persons arrested

for their religious activities were sometimes charged with

exaggerated security or other criminal offenses. Persons

detained could be held for lengthy periods without trial,

and an accused person’s defense rights were limited.

There were five known religious prisoners, all members

of the Lao Evangelical Church, the country’s domestic

Protestant Christian group. Central authorities continued

to withhold permission for the printing of non-Buddhist

religious material. Central government control over the

behavior of local officials was weak. In some areas, local

officials displayed intolerance for minority religions, partic-

ularly evangelical Protestants. There were reports that

local officials pressured Christians to renounce their faith;

in two instances, persons were detained and evicted from

their villages for resisting such efforts. Local authorities

often refused to grant permission to construct new places

of worship or repair existing facilities.

Saudi Arabia. Freedom of religion does not exist. Islam is

the official religion, and all citizens must be Muslims.

Religious freedom is not recognized or protected under

the country’s laws, and basic religious freedoms are

denied to all but those who adhere to the state-sanctioned

version of Sunni Islam. The Government’s official policy is

to permit non-Muslims to practice their religions freely at

home and in private; however, the Government does not

always respect this right in practice. Citizens are denied

the freedom to choose or change their religion. Members

of the Shi’a minority are subject to officially sanctioned

political and economic discrimination, including limited

employment opportunities, little representation in official

institutions, and restrictions on the practice of their faith

and the building of mosques and community centers.

The Government enforces a strictly conservative version

of Sunni Islam and discriminates against other branches of

Islam. The Government prohibits the public practice

of other religions; non-Muslim worshippers risk arrest,

imprisonment, lashing, deportation, and torture for engag-

ing in religious activity that attracts official attention, espe-

cially of the Mutawwa’in (religious police). All public school

children receive mandatory religious instruction that con-

forms to the Salafi tradition. While there was an improve-

ment in press freedom, open discussion of religious issues

was limited.

Sudan. The Government considers itself an Islamic gov-

ernment, and Islamization is an objective of the governing

party. It continued to place many restrictions on and dis-

criminate against non-Muslims, non-Arab Muslims, and

Muslims from tribes or groups not affiliated with the ruling

party. Applications to build mosques generally were

granted; however, the process for applications to build

churches continued to be difficult—the last permit was

issued around 1975. Many non-Muslims stated that they

are treated as second-class citizens and discriminated

against in government jobs and contracts. Some

Muslims received preferential treatment regarding limited

government services, such as access to medical care, and

preferential treatment in court cases involving Muslims

against non-Muslims.

Uzbekistan. There was a slight decline in the already poor

status of religious freedom. The Government continued its

campaign against unauthorized Islamic groups suspected

of extremist sentiments or activities. Government author-

ities arrested numerous alleged members of these groups

and sentenced them to lengthy jail terms. In thousands of

cases, authorities have asserted membership in Hizb ut-

Tahrir (HT), a banned political organization that encourages

terrorism, based solely on outward expressions of devout

belief, or have made false assertions of HT membership

as a pretext for repressing the innocent expression of reli-

gious belief. The Government pressured the banned Islamic

group Akromiylar (Akromiya), especially in Tashkent and

Andijon, and those actions resulted in violence and deaths

in Andijon in May 2005. Following three terrorist bombings

in Tashkent in July 2004, the Government took into custody

several hundred persons; the overwhelming majority of

detainees were identified as having belonged to HT or

other so-called ‘‘Wahhabi’’ groups. Most of these were

released after questioning, but approximately 115 were
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convicted on terrorism-related charges. A number of minor-

ity religious groups, including congregations of various

Christian confessions, had difficulty satisfying the strict

registration requirements set out by law. As in previous

years, Protestant groups with ethnic Uzbek members

reported operating in a climate of harassment and fear.

Some registered groups experienced raids and harassment,

including de-registration and closing of several groups. A

small but growing number of ‘‘underground’’ mosques,

such as those that were tolerated during the Soviet period,

operated under the close scrutiny of religious authorities

and security services. After the May 2005 violence in

Andijon, the number of congregants at these mosques

declined significantly.

Vietnam. Although there was some improvement in

respect for religious freedom, the Government continued

to restrict organized activities of religious groups that it

declared to be at variance with state laws and policies.

Despite the introduction of less restrictive legislation gov-

erning religion, the legal framework continued to require

that the organization and activities of all religious denomi-

nations be officially sanctioned by the Government.

Restrictions on the hierarchies and clergy of religious

groups remained in place. Oversight of recognized reli-

gions and harassment of followers of nonrecognized reli-

gions varied with the locality, often as a result of diverse

local interpretations of national policy. There were reports

that on several occasions, local officials pressured ethnic

minority Protestants to recant their faith. According to

reports, police arbitrarily detained and sometimes beat

religious believers, particularly in the mountainous ethnic

minority areas. At least 6 persons were in prison or deten-

tion for religious reasons, and at least 15 other persons

were under various levels of restrictions on their activities.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The United Nations Universal Declaration of
Human Rights states in Article 18 that "[e]veryone
has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion... [and] to manifest his religion or belief in
teaching, practice, worship and observance." There is
a strong correlation among nations that restrict reli-
gious freedom and nations that commit other human
rights abuses. Regime restriction of private religious
liberties often accompanies restrictions of speech,
press, and political dissent.

The U.S. State Department’s 2005 report is just
one of many studies dealing with religious freedoms. It
documents governmental violations of religious free-
dom and also points to countries where improvements
in religious tolerance have occurred and are continu-
ing to occur. Although the U.S. government advocates

for and supports religious freedom around the globe,
its record at home is not perfect. In February 2005,
the bi-partisan U.S. Commission on International
Religious Freedom issued a report that spotlighted
the hardships refugees may face in the United States.
The report documented inconsistencies in the imple-
mentation of established procedures for processing
refegees and asylum seekers by U.S. Immigration offi-
cials. These shortcomings put legitimate asylum
seekers at risk of being returned to countries where
they may face persecution, including religious perse-
cution. The report also made recommendations for
improvements in the system.
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INTRODUCTION

This essay was published a few days after the
Internet search-engine company Google opened a
search service inside China, google.cn, on January 27,
2006. The new service blocked access of Internet users
in China to content that the government of China
considers objectionable, including pornography, pro-
democracy material, the free online encyclopedia
Wikipedia, and material favorable to the religious
movement Falun Gong, which the Chinese govern-
ment considers subversive and has repressed. The
author, Erping Zhang, was one of many persons who
have criticized Google and other Internet companies,
such as Yahoo and Microsoft, for collaborating with
the Chinese government’s censorship.

Most Internet traffic leaves and enters China
through three major fiber-optic bundles. Each of
these large underground data pipelines encounters a
large computer or ‘‘router’’ before interfacing with
China’s internal communications network. The router
scans content before allowing it to enter or leave the
country and blocks content that the government
deems objectionable. This system is sometimes
referred to as the Great Firewall of China.

Prior to January 2006, Google searches performed
inside China produced a message that left the country,
caused Google-owned computers in countries such as
the United States to perform a search, and imported
the results back through the Great Firewall—if the
Firewall would let them through. If results were
blocked by the Firewall, the user would receive an
error message and might be denied Google access for
several minutes as a penalty. Because of these incon-
veniences, a Chinese search company called Baidu had
captured almost fifty percent of the Chinese Internet
search market by 2005, while Google had only twenty-
seven percent. Globally, Google has over fifty percent
of the Internet search market. Google had also been
directly penalized for returning results for forbidden
sites: in 2002, the Chinese Government blocked
Google entirely for two weeks.

Google decided to compromise. Since the Chinese
government would not supply a list of officially banned
sites, Google set up a computer that systematically
attempted to access millions of Web sites and noted
which ones were censored by the Chinese government.
These sites are now pre-censored by the google.cn

search engine inside China. When a Chinese user’s
Google search produces hits to forbidden sites, the
user will receive a notice saying that this has
occurred. In Germany and France, attempts to
access pro-Nazi websites produce a similar notice
of blocked content.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

‘‘Focus on the user and all else will follow.’’ This is principle

number one listed on Google’s Web site of ‘‘Ten Things

Google Has Found to be True.’’

This principle holds great irony upon release of

announcements that Google has agreed to comply with

Chinese government censors in launching its new site

www.google.cn, catering to Internet users inside China.

With this in mind, it would seem more appropriate for the

principle to read: ‘‘Focus on the user, unless the user

happens to be Chinese, in which case the government is

more important than the user.’’

If the user is Chinese, allowing listings of Web sites

regarding human rights, religious freedom, and Chinese

government abuses of religious freedom may perhaps

expose the user to information the government considers

‘‘threatening.’’

Google’s acceptance of Chinese government censor-

ship comes as an even greater disappointment in light of

its recent vigor in resisting subpoenas from the United

States Department of Justice. The Department of Justice

subpoenas came as a part of U.S. efforts to enforce the

Child Online Protection Act, which Congress passed in

attempts to combat Internet child pornography.

Google’s efforts to defend the right to privacy of

United States citizens might seem more genuine were

the company not so ready and willing to facilitate the

Chinese government’s denial to its own citizens of free-

dom of the press, freedom of religion and rights to free

expression. In this instance, it appears that Google lawyers

will go to bat to defend the right to privacy of Americans

doing searches for child pornography, but they deem it

less important to defend the rights of Chinese citizens to

learn more about religious freedom and democracy.

Recent studies from the OpenNet Initiative show that

while Chinese Internet filters block about 7% of the top

100 search results for pornography, more than 70% of the

top 100 results were blocked in searches on the Falun

Gong movement, outlawed in China in 1999. More than

80% were blocked in searches for the China Democracy

Party. Now searches on www.google.cn will yield similar

results.

An ongoing experiment, the first of its kind, initiated

by Reebok, demonstrates that companies can push local
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limits in China and still make money. In 2002, despite

regulations that outlaw free trade unions, executives at

Reebok decided to make association rights a priority at

their factories in China by instituting a process for fac-

tory-wide elections at sites of their largest contracting

plants.

Reebok executives claim they undertook tense nego-

tiations to ensure that rank-and-file workers would have

their say and that the elections would offer workers repre-

sentation. Of course, the Reebok union, like every other

union in China, still falls under the umbrella of the All China

Federation of Trade Unions, however, impartial observers

report that conditions have improved since its installation.

The experiment is far from perfect, but it never would

have started had Reebok not taken a stand. Likewise,

Google could have countered Beijing’s censorship with

tenacity equal to its ongoing efforts to resist compliance

with subpoenas from the Department of Justice.

Google has said that it complies with regulations in

China in the same way that it complies with regulations

elsewhere. Has its board of ethics considered that laws

and regulations and rule of law operate on a different plane

in China than in most other countries?

In America, a lengthy process exists. It includes

checks and balances on government agencies, which

must seek thorough approval to demonstrate their lawful

right to demand companies turn over any sort of corporate

records. Additional processes guarantee the rights of

defendants to fight such subpoenas in court.

In China, the process is quite different. It relies not

upon legitimate rule of law, but upon a priority to preserve

the power of the Communist Party. The top leadership of

the Chinese Communist Party writes a list of the topics it

deems threatening to its complete control over political

and social capital within the country. It hands that list to

Google executives, who proceed to build their China

search engines with filters installed. Chinese Internet

users log on and search for information on Falun Gong

and they receive results of sites for Chinese propaganda

of an ‘‘evil cult.’’ They receive no information regarding the

Protesters gather in front of Google Inc. on January 25, 2006 to fight the company’s agreement to censor Internet search results in

China. AP IMAGES.
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imprisonment of thousands of Falun Gong practitioners in

Chinese reeducation through labor camps.

Perhaps Google may argue, at least they logged on, at

least there is a search engine, and some Chinese users

may learn ways to evade the censors. Those who evade

the censors may then contribute to the ongoing efforts of

the Chinese people to push for greater governmental

accountability and for greater individual rights. It is unfor-

tunate, though, that they will be forced to fight the tech-

nology of a giant like Google in order to get around the

limitations that the search engines have succumbed to.

It is unfortunate that through their compliance, com-

panies like Yahoo, MSN, and now Google have implied that

the Chinese Communist Party has legitimate rights to

enforce such limitations.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Several Internet companies have helped imple-
ment Chinese censorship policies. In December
2004, Microsoft corporation agreed to delete from its
servers political blogs by a writer named Zhao Jing.
Remarkably, the postings were stored on computers in
the United States, not in China. U.S. computer maker
Cisco has been criticized for manufacturing the com-
puters that implement the Great Firewall. E-mail and
Internet search provider Yahoo, which has been doing
business inside China since 1999, has been widely
criticized for its behavior. In 2004, it was revealed
that Yahoo had handed over e-mail account informa-
tion for a dissident named Shi Tao who had sent to
foreign Web sites copies of a government order that
Chinese reporters not discuss the anniversary of the
Tiananmen Square pro-democracy uprising. Shi Tao
was tracked down with the help of the digital evidence
supplied by Yahoo, convicted, and sentenced to ten
years in jail.

The co-founder of Yahoo, Jerry Yang, defended
his company’s actions by saying that ‘‘To be doing
business in China, or anywhere else in the world,
we have to comply with local law.’’ Critics argued
that Yahoo was not obliged to do business in China
at all, except by its desire to compete for market
share and increased profits. In 2006, it was reported
that in 2003 Yahoo had also supplied evidence cru-
cial to jailing Chinese dissident Li Zhi, who had
criticized government corruption online and tried
to join the outlawed China Democracy Party. The
nongovernmental organization Reporters Without
Borders has argued dozens of such cases have prob-
ably gone unreported.

The Committee on International Relations of the
U.S. House of Representatives held hearings entitled
‘‘The Internet in China: A Tool for Freedom or
Repression?’’ on February 15, 2006. Representatives
from Google, whose informal corporate slogan is
‘‘Don’t Be Evil,’’ were accused of hypocrisy. Rep. Jim
Leach (R-IA) told a Google representative that the
built-in censorship of google.cn ‘‘makes you a func-
tionary of the Chinese government . . . So if this
Congress wanted to learn how to censor, we’d go to
you.’’

In the 1990s, the Internet was widely hailed as a
powerful force for democratization, one that govern-
ments would not be able to control. This turned out to
be incorrect; a number of countries, including China,
censor Internet traffic. China employs 30,000 full-time
Internet police who use software tools to monitor
Internet users.

Google’s relationship to the U.S. government was
also headline news in 2005, with the difference that it
was Google non-cooperativenes, rather than its coop-
erativeness, that was newsworthy. Google refused a
request from the Justice Department to hand over
lists of one million search queries submitted during a
one-week period and a random sample of one million
Web addresses reachable through Google. The Justice
Department said it wanted the information in order to
determine how often U.S. Internet users search for
child pornography and did not ask for identifying
information on which individual users had made the
searches. Google denied that it was refusing the
request on privacy-protection grounds, but refused to
explain what its grounds actually were; some industry
observers speculated that Google was afraid trade
secrets would be revealed. Google does reportedly
record personal identifying information on all
Google Internet searches.

Groups such as the American Civil Libertarian
Union criticized the Justice Department’s request for
information without specific need as a precedent that
might eventually lead to the use of Google (and similar
databases) for the improper surveillance of Internet
users. In March 2006, a Federal judge ruled that
Google would have to give the Justice Department
50,000 randomly selected Web addresses and 5,000
search queries. Google said it would comply with the
order.
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Education and Childhood

The United Nations Declaration of Human Rights
proclaims that every individual has a right to an edu-
cation. It advocates free and compulsory elementary
education, but does not specify what such an education
should entail—other that it should promote peace and
tolerance—nor does it specify for how many years
children should attend school.

While the goal of universal elementary educa-
tion is realized throughout most of the developed
world, children in developing nations are less likely
to have access to education. Some nations in Africa,
Southern Asia, and the Middle East have the illiter-
acy rates of forty to fifty percent. In some nations
schools are not provided, or rural children do not
have schools near where they live. In other areas,
children are kept from school and sent to work, either
to earn income for struggling families or to parti-
cipate in farm work.

Women are especially affected by educational
inequalities. In some regimes, they are wholly denied
a meaningful education. During the rule of the Taliban
in Afghanistan, girls were barred from schools, and
women risked their lives to establish underground
schools in homes. After the Taliban was removed
from power in 2001, Afghan schools were once again
opened to women. However, as the article ‘‘Attacks
Beset Afghan Girls’ Schools’’ notes, educating girls

remains controversial to religious fundamentalists
and Islamist factions. Girls’ schools were routinely
attacked and vandalized, and teachers harassed.

This chapter also briefly surveys some of the events
that made the United States education system increas-
ingly more inclusive. ‘‘Brown v. Board of Education’’ dis-
cusses the racial desegregation of schools. Other
articles profile legislation that demands equity for
women’s sports or created special education programs
for handicapped students. Finally, ‘‘Plyler v. Doe’’ pro-
files the landmark case that guaranteed foreign-nationals
and undocumented alien students the right to attend
U.S. public schools.

The United Nations Declaration of Human Rights
also proclaims that childhood should be valued and
protected. The UN Convention on Rights of the
Child (included in this chapter) further enumerates
these goals. However, for many of the world’s children,
childhood remains a period of substantial burden and
peril. A lack of adequate housing, food, and potable
water challenges the health of most of the world’s
endangered children. These issues are covered in
depth in the chapter Health and Housing. Children are
also often victims of human rights crimes, some by the
actions of their own family. This chapter highlights
child soldiers, laborers, and sex workers, as well as the
practice of child marriage.
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No Church Need Apply

Editorial cartoon

By: Thomas Nast

Date: May 8, 1875

Source: Nast, Thomas. ‘‘No Church Need Apply.’’
Harper’s Weekly (May 8, 1875). Provided courtesy of
HarpWeek.

About the Illustrator: Thomas Nast (1840–1902) was the
most famous American political cartoonist of the nine-
teenth century. The bulk of Nast’s work appeared in
Harper’s Weekly between 1859 and 1896—his best-
known inventions include the goateed Uncle Sam,
the Republican Elephant, the Democratic donkey,
and the jolly appearance of the modern American
Santa Claus.

INTRODUCTION

This cartoon by Nast was published in 1875 in the
journal Harper’s Weekly. Nast published cartoons
through the time of the American Civil War and the
period immediately following it. Nast had become
extremely popular by the end of the 1860s and was
the only contributor of whom Harper’s boasted repeat-
edly in its editorial columns.

This cartoon, which originally occupied an entire
page of the magazine, shows a caricature of Pope Pius IX
(1792–1878) carrying a hatbox full of ‘‘Hats Caps and
Gowns From Rome’’ and bundles of documents bear-
ing legends like ‘‘The Ecclesiastical Power is Superior
to the Civil’’ and ‘‘I Am Infallible, Therefore Must
Rule.’’ The figure’s mitre combines ‘‘School,’’ ‘‘State,’’
and ‘‘Church’’ in a single structure—an implicit threat
to American liberties. A figure dubbed Little Jonathan,
standing at the door of a ‘‘Common Public School,’’
says that ‘‘Miss Columbia’’—Columbia being a female
figure symbolizing the United States, almost entirely
replaced today by the Uncle Sam image that was first
popularized by Nast himself—‘‘will not try your teach-
ing, as it has proved to be so injurious in Dame
Europa’s school, that our adopted children who left
her don’t care to learn under that system again.’’ ‘‘Oh,
you Godless, infidel vipers,’’ replies the Pope, ‘‘I’ll be
revenged on you, for I keep the keys of Heaven!’’

The gist of the cartoon is that the American public
school system is under threat by a sectarian attack from
Roman Catholics, who supposedly owe, according to
one of the documents in the cartoon, ‘‘First Allegiance
to the Pope of Rome.’’

Anti-Catholic sentiment ran high in late nineteenth-
century America in the majority Protestant popula-
tion. Because of immigration from Catholic-majority
European countries such as Ireland, the number of
Catholics in the U.S. had increased greatly by the
1870s, when this cartoon was published. In 1789, less
than one percent of Americans were Catholics; by
1891, approximately sixteen percent of Americans
were Catholics. In some urban areas they were a
majority. Catholics established Catholic schools in
these areas and sought public funding for them, efforts
met by nativist, Protestant backlash as typified by this
Nast cartoon.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

NO CHURCH NEED APPLY

See primary source image.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The U.S. Constitution’s First Amendment (1791)
states that ‘‘Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion.’’ However, until the early
twentieth century, when the Supreme Court first
ruled that the Fourteenth Amendment (1868) extends
the First Amendment to individual states, it was com-
monplace for public schools—funded by states, not by
the federal government—to offer religious instruction
in the classroom. Bible reading, hymn singing, and
instruction in generic Protestant doctrine were the
rule rather than the exception in the 1870s. The objec-
tion of Nast and others to ‘‘sectarian’’ religious observ-
ances in public schools therefore referred only to
Roman Catholic observances, not to the presence
of Christianity as such in the classroom; Protestant
religious observances were considered normal, not
‘‘sectarian.’’

The uproar over the alleged Catholic threat to
American liberty was intense, nationwide, and had
legal repercussions that are felt to this day. In late
1875, some months after this cartoon was published, a
Republican congressman named James G. Blaine (1830–
1893) proposed an amendment to the U.S. Constitution,
generally known as the Blaine Amendment, stipulating
that ‘‘no money raised by taxation in any state for the
support of public schools . . . shall ever be under the
control of any religious sect . . .’’ In 1876, the Blaine
Amendment was passed overwhelmingly in the House
of Representatives (180–7) but fell just four votes
short of ratification in the Senate. Supporters of the
Amendment then took their fight to the states, and
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n PRIMARY SOURCE

No Church Need Apply: An editorial cartoon from Harper’s Weekly, May 8, 1875 supporting the separation of church and state.

PROVIDED COURTESY OF HARPWEEK.
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succeeded in attaching ‘‘Blaine Amendments’’ to the
constitutions of thirty-seven U.S. states, where they
still remain.

For about a century, in a majority of U.S. states, the
Blaine Amendments settled the question of whether
public money could be used to fund religious school.
In the late twentieth century, however, the concept of
school voucher programs became prominent. School
vouchers are certificates with a fixed cash value that
parents or guardians of children are issued by the states
and which they can use toward paying tuition at any
school of their choice—including a religious school.
Blaine Amendments stand directly in the way of using
public funds in this way. A number of legal challenges
to voucher programs and to Blaine Amendments have
been mounted in recent years. In 2002, the U.S. Supreme
Court upheld a Colorado vouchers program in Zelman v.
Simmons-Harris. However, in 2006 the Florida Supreme
Court overturned Florida’s vouchers program.

Today, numerous court cases have established
that any form of religious observance in the public-

school classroom, including prayer, moments of
silence, Bible reading, posting of religious texts, or the
introduction of anti-evolutionary, pro-Creationism,
or pro-Intelligent Design materials, is forbidden by
the establishment clause of the First Amendment
(‘‘Congress shall make no law respecting an establish-
ment of religion’’). However, the question of whether
public money can be used to fund religious schools, as
through voucher systems or busing programs, remains
legally unstable, with some court decisions upholding
vouchers and others denying them. Laws dating
directly to the period of this Thomas Nast cartoon
are being vigorously challenged and defended in U.S.
courts today. The larger issue of religion’s role in
public and political life also remains contentious.
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Perry, Michael J. Under God?: Religious Faith and Liberal
Democracy. New York: Cambridge University Press,
2003.

A Roman Catholic mission school in Puerto Asis, Columbia, in 1965. PHOTO BY ART RICKERBY//TIME LIFE PICTURES/GETTY IMAGES.
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Girl in a Bean Field
Migrant Farm Worker Children

Photograph

By: Anonymous

Date: 1949

Source: ª Bettmann/Corbis.

About the Photographer: This photograph is part of the
collection at Corbis Images, a worldwide provider of
visual content materials to advertisers, broadcasters,
designers, magazines, new media organizations, news-
papers, and producers. The photographer is not known.

INTRODUCTION

For most of history, children have worked. The
notion of a childhood in which children play and go to
school instead of supplementing family income is a
relatively recent one. In the nineteenth century, rising
wealth allowed middle-class parents the luxury of
keeping their children out of the workplace. Poor
parents did not have this option.

With few adult industrial and agricultural workers
able to earn enough to support and educate a family in the
nineteenth century, children were compelled by necessity
to enter the work force. By 1900, about 1.7 million
children labored in American industries, more than dou-
ble the number in 1870. In the 10- to 15-year-old age

group, 18.2 percent were employed, with more than half
working in agricultural trades.

Because they were cheap to employ and had small,
nimble fingers, children were well suited to the small
repetitious tasks that American industry demanded—
but their labor came at a high price. Breaker boys in
coal mines sorted coal from slate and developed
hunched-over backs along with pallor. Snapping-up
boys in glass factories suffered eye damage from the
bright, glaring light of molten glass and lung damage
from inhaled glass dust. Children of both sexes cracked
open sharp oyster shells and shelled shrimp in can-
neries then soaked their bleeding hands in a strong
alum solution to toughen the skin and help heal the
wounds. Mill children lost fingers or limbs to machi-
nery, while boys and girls who peeled apples or shelled
peas often injured themselves with slipped knives.

In the early twentieth century, new ideas about
child development emerged. Americans began to see
childhood as a series of stages, each with specific phys-
ical and psychological demands that had to be satisfied
for the child to progress into a healthy adult able to
fulfill his or her potential. Children who spent crucial
years at labor would progress into ‘‘human junk,’’ as
one poster in the 1920s proclaimed—adults doomed to
become burdens upon society because of weakened
bodies and uncultivated minds. Halting child labor, it
was believed, would help end the cycle of poverty,
reduce crime, and ensure the preservation of
democracy.

A number of states instituted reforms designed to
influence the supply of child labor, including compul-
sory education and minimum ages for employment .
However, the laws proved relatively easy to evade. The
names of underage workers typically did not appear in
company books because their pay went to an older
brother or sister. Some states required only a signed
statement by a parent or guardian that a child was of
the legal employment age. Agricultural and domestic
workers were typically exempt from such laws.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

GIRL IN BEAN FIELD

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The number of undocumented workers in the
U.S. is estimated at 11–15 million. The rising debate
over the effects of such immigration is focusing more
attention on migrant children, especially the sons and
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daughters of undocumented workers, who continue to
be part of the modern American workforce. The exact
numbers of child workers is unknown because of the
difficulty in measuring illegal labor, but the effects of
migrant labor on children are well documented.

In 2005, the national poverty rate for immigrants
and their American-born children was 18.4 percent.
One-third of immigrants lacked health insurance. In
California, which had the highest number of immi-
grant arrivals from January 2000 to March 2005 with
1.8 million, nearly half the immigrants and their chil-
dren lived in or near poverty. Almost half the
California households using a welfare program such
as food stamps or supplemental social security income
were headed by immigrants.

Migrant children, often on the move and worried
about being identified by authorities, rarely attend
school on a regular basis. In 2005, 31 percent of adult

immigrants lacked a high school degree, condemning
them to low-wage jobs. To combat this problem, in
2001 the Texas legislature permitted some undocu-
mented immigrants to qualify for in-state tuition
at public colleges. An undocumented student pays
$616 a semester for a 12-hour course load at Alamo
Community College while a non-Texas resident pays
$2,056. In 2005, 3,700 undocumented workers took
advantage of this program.

The legislation has since come under attack by
opponents who argue that it violates the Illegal
Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act
of 1996, which prohibits states from providing access to
colleges and universities at rates not available to citizens.
Critics also cite concerns about terrorists being given
potential access to American schools, while others claim
that reduced tuition payments strain public budgets and
deny educational opportunities to Americans. A similar

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Girl in Bean Field: A young migrant worker picks beans on a Wisconsin farm in 1949. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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law was struck down in Kansas, but immigrant tuition
laws remain in place in California, New York, Utah,
Illinois, Washington, and Oklahoma.

.
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Migrant Trail. New York: Metropolitan Books, 2001.

Brown v. Board of Education

Opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States

Legal decision

By: U.S. Supreme Court

Date: May 17, 1954

Source: Brown vs. Board of Education of Topeka. 347 US
483 (1954).

About the Author: The Supreme Court of the United
States is comprised of eight justices and one chief
justice. In 1954, the associate justices were Felix
Frankfurter, Tom C. Clark, Hugo L. Black, Robert
H. Jackson, Harold Burton, Stanley Reed, Sherman
Minton, and William O. Douglas. Earl Warren was
the chief justice. Thurgood Marshall, who represented
Brown before the court, later became the U.S.
Solicitor General and a Supreme Court justice, serving
on the court from 1967 to 1991.

INTRODUCTION

In the 1896 U.S. Supreme Court case Plessy
v. Ferguson, the Supreme Court determined that ‘‘sep-
arate but equal’’ facilities for black and white persons
was an acceptable legal standard for such public venues
as movie houses, restaurants, trains, hotels, and rest-
rooms. This ‘‘separate but equal’’ standard applied to
education as well; segregating black and white children
into separate schools was legal as long as the ‘‘separate
but equal’’ standard was met.

Court cases dealing with desegregated schools
stretch back to 1850, when Robert Morris, an
African-American attorney, and Charles Sumner

argued in Roberts v. The City of Boston that segregated
schools violated the Massachusetts constitution and
created psychological conditions of inferiority in
black students. Although Morris and Sumner lost the
case, it became part of the court precedent in future
desegregation cases. In 1885, a California case, Tape
v. Hurley, held that a child of Chinese ancestry must be
permitted to enroll in any public school. In response,
the San Francisco school superintendent succeeded in
lobbying the state assembly to pass a law that created
‘‘separate schools for children of Mongolian or
Chinese descent. When such separate schools are
established, Chinese or Mongolian children must not
be admitted into any other schools.’’ This law
remained in effect in California until 1947.

The first court case ending segregation on the
district level occurred in California; the 1931 case
Roberto Alvarez vs. the Board of Trustees of the Lemon
Grove School District held that the school district
could not segregate Hispanics into a separate school.
In 1947, California schools across the state were deseg-
regated with the Mendez v. Westminster decision; the
governor of California at the time was Earl Warren,
who later wrote the Brown v. Board of Education deci-
sion as chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court.

Before 1954, seventeen states required segregation
in public schools, while sixteen prohibited it. All states
requiring segregation were in the southern United
States, stretching from Texas to Maryland. Between
1896 and 1954, the ‘‘separate’’ aspect of Plessy
v. Ferguson was often part of educational systems, but
the ‘‘equal’’ was not.

In 1951, Oliver Brown and Charles Scott attempted
to enroll their African-American children in a neigh-
borhood school in Topeka, Kansas. Their requests were
denied, and Brown contacted a local attorney to pur-
sue legal action. The attorney referred Brown to the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP), and Thurgood Marshall, an attorney
with the organization, stepped in as counsel.

Kansas law allowed for segregation at the elemen-
tary level; junior high and high schools were inte-
grated. The District Court that heard the Oliver
Brown et al v. The Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas
case found for the board of education, citing the Plessy
v. Ferguson case as precedent. The Topeka schools,
however, quietly began to integrate all schools as the
Brown v. Board of Education case made its way through
the courts; the entire district was integrated by 1956.

Brown v. Board of Education was argued before the
U.S. Supreme Court on December 8, 1952, reargued
on December 7, 1953, and decided on May 17, 1954.
This case was decided with three other cases—Briggs v.
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Elliott, Davis v. County School Board of Prince Edward
County, and Gebhart v. Belton.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

BROWN ET AL. V. BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TOPEKA

ET AL. APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT

COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS.*

Segregation of white and Negro children in the public

schools of a State solely on the basis of race, pursuant to

state laws permitting or requiring such segregation, denies

to Negro children the equal protection of the laws guaran-

teed by the Fourteenth Amendment—even though the

physical facilities and other ‘‘tangible’’ factors of white

and Negro schools may be equal.

(a) The history of the Fourteenth Amendment is inconclu-

sive as to its intended effect on public education.

(b) The question presented in these cases must be deter-

mined not on the basis of conditions existing when the

Fourteenth Amendment was adopted, but in the light of

the full development of public education and its present

place in American life throughout the Nation.

(c) Where a State has undertaken to provide an opportunity

for an education in its public schools, such an opportunity

is a right which must be made available to all on equal

terms.

A classroom in Fort Myer Elementary School on September 8, 1954, the day it was desegregated. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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(d) Segregation of children in public schools solely on the

basis of race deprives children of the minority group of

equal educational opportunities, even though the physical

facilities and other ‘‘tangible’’ factors may be equal.

(e) The ‘‘separate but equal’’ doctrine adopted in Plessy

v. Ferguson , 163 U.S. 537, has no place in the field of public

education.

(f) The cases are restored to the docket for further argu-

ment on specified questions relating to the forms of the

decrees.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE WARREN delivered the opinion of

the Court.

These cases come to us from the States of Kansas, South

Carolina, Virginia, and Delaware. They are premised on

different facts and different local conditions, but a com-

mon legal question justifies their consideration together in

this consolidated opinion.

In each of the cases, minors of the Negro race, through

their legal representatives, seek the aid of the courts in

obtaining admission to the public schools of their commun-

ity on a nonsegregated basis. In each instance, they had

been denied admission to schools attended by white chil-

dren under laws requiring or permitting segregation

according to race. This segregation was alleged to deprive

the plaintiffs of the equal protection of the laws under the

Fourteenth Amendment. In each of the cases other than

the Delaware case, a three-judge federal district court

denied relief to the plaintiffs on the so-called ‘‘separate

but equal’’ doctrine announced by this Court in Plessy

v. Ferguson , 163 U.S. 537. Under that doctrine, equality

of treatment is accorded when the races are provided

substantially equal facilities, even though these facilities

be separate. In the Delaware case, the Supreme Court of

Delaware adhered to that doctrine, but ordered that the

plaintiffs be admitted to the white schools because of their

superiority to the Negro schools.

The plaintiffs contend that segregated public schools are

not ‘‘equal’’ and cannot be made ‘‘equal,’’ and that hence

they are deprived of the equal protection of the laws.

Because of the obvious importance of the question pre-

sented, the Court took jurisdiction. Argument was heard in

the 1952 Term, and reargument was heard this Term on

certain questions propounded by the Court.

Reargument was largely devoted to the circumstances

surrounding the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment

in 1868. It covered exhaustively consideration of the

Amendment in Congress, ratification by the states, then-

existing practices in racial segregation, and the views of

proponents and opponents of the Amendment. This dis-

cussion and our own investigation convince us that,

although these sources cast some light, it is not enough

to resolve the problem with which we are faced. At best,

they are inconclusive. The most avid proponents of the

post-War Amendments undoubtedly intended them to

remove all legal distinctions among ‘‘all persons born or

naturalized in the United States.’’ Their opponents, just as

certainly, were antagonistic to both the letter and the spirit

of the Amendments and wished them to have the most

limited effect. What others in Congress and the state

legislatures had in mind cannot be determined with any

degree of certainty.

An additional reason for the inconclusive nature of the

Amendment’s history with respect to segregated schools

is the status of public education at that time. In the South,

the movement toward free common schools, supported

by general taxation, had not yet taken hold. Education of

white children was largely in the hands of private groups.

Education of Negroes was almost nonexistent, and practi-

cally all of the race were illiterate. In fact, any education of

Negroes was forbidden by law in some states. Today, in

contrast, many Negroes have achieved outstanding suc-

cess in the arts and sciences, as well as in the business

and professional world. It is that public school education at

the time of the Amendment had advanced further in the

North, but the effect of the Amendment on Northern

States was generally ignored in the congressional debates.

Even in the North, the conditions of public education did

not approximate those existing today. The curriculum was

usually rudimentary; ungraded schools were common in

rural areas; the school term was but three months a year in

many states, and compulsory school attendance was vir-

tually unknown. As a consequence, it is not surprising that

there should be so little in the history of the Fourteenth

Amendment relating to its intended effect on public

education.

In the first cases in this Court construing the Fourteenth

Amendment, decided shortly after its adoption, the Court

interpreted it as proscribing all state-imposed discrimina-

tions against the Negro race. The doctrine of ‘‘separate but

equal’’ did not make its appearance in this Court until 1896

in the case of Plessy v. Ferguson , supra, involving not

education but transportation. American courts have since

labored with the doctrine for over half a century. In this

Court, there have been six cases involving the ‘‘separate

but equal’’ doctrine in the field of public education. In

Cumming v. County Board of Education, 175 U.S. 528,

and Gong Lum v. Rice, 275 U.S. 78, the validity of the

doctrine itself was not challenged. In more recent cases,

all on the graduate school level, inequality was found in

that specific benefits enjoyed by white students were

denied to Negro students of the same educational qualifi-

cations. Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337;

Sipuel v. Oklahoma, 332 U.S. 631; Sweatt v. Painter, 339

U.S. 629; McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U.S.

637. In none of these cases was it necessary to reexamine
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the doctrine to grant relief to the Negro plaintiff. And in

Sweatt v. Painter, supra, the Court expressly reserved

decision on the question whether Plessy v. Ferguson

should be held inapplicable to public education.

In the instant cases, that question is directly presented.

Here, unlike Sweatt v. Painter, there are findings below

that the Negro and white schools involved have been

equalized, or are being equalized, with respect to buildings,

curricula, qualifications and salaries of teachers, and other

‘‘tangible’’ factors. Our decision, therefore, cannot turn on

merely a comparison of these tangible factors in the Negro

and white schools involved in each of the cases. We must

look instead to the effect of segregation itself on public

education.

In approaching this problem, we cannot turn the clock back

to 1868, when the Amendment was adopted, or even to

1896, when Plessy v. Ferguson was written. We must

consider public education in the light of its full develop-

ment and its present place in American life throughout the

Nation. Only in this way can it be determined if segregation

in public schools deprives these plaintiffs of the equal

protection of the laws.

Today, education is perhaps the most important function

of state and local governments. Compulsory school

attendance laws and the great expenditures for education

both demonstrate our recognition of the importance of

education to our democratic society. It is required in the

performance of our most basic public responsibilities,

even service in the armed forces. It is the very foundation

of good citizenship. Today it is a principal instrument in

awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing him for

later professional training, and in helping him to adjust

normally to his environment. In these days, it is doubtful

that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in

life if he is denied the opportunity of an education. Such an

opportunity, where the state has undertaken to provide it,

is a right which must be made available to all on equal

terms.

We come then to the question presented: Does segrega-

tion of children in public schools solely on the basis of race,

even though the physical facilities and other ‘‘tangible’’

factors may be equal, deprive the children of the minority

group of equal educational opportunities? We believe that

it does.

In Sweatt v. Painter, supra, in finding that a segregated law

school for Negroes could not provide them equal educa-

tional opportunities, this Court relied in large part on ‘‘those

qualities which are incapable of objective measurement

but which make for greatness in a law school.’’ In

McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, supra, the Court,

in requiring that a Negro admitted to a white graduate

school be treated like all other students, again resorted to

intangible considerations: ‘‘ . . . his ability to study, to

engage in discussions and exchange views with other

students, and, in general, to learn his profession.’’ Such

considerations apply with added force to children in grade

and high schools. To separate them from others of similar

age and qualifications solely because of their race gener-

ates a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the com-

munity that may affect their hearts and minds in a way

unlikely ever to be undone. The effect of this separation on

their educational opportunities was well stated by a finding

in the Kansas case by a court which nevertheless felt

compelled to rule against the Negro plaintiffs:.

‘‘Segregation of white and colored children in public

schools has a detrimental effect upon the colored chil-

dren. The impact is greater when it has the sanction of

the law, for the policy of separating the races is usually

interpreted as denoting the inferiority of the negro

group. A sense of inferiority affects the motivation of a

child to learn. Segregation with the sanction of law,

therefore, has a tendency to [retard] the educational

and mental development of negro children and to

deprive them of some of the benefits they would

receive in a racial[ly] integrated school system.’’

Whatever may have been the extent of psychological

knowledge at the time of Plessy v. Ferguson, this finding

is amply supported by modern authority. Any language in

Plessy v. Ferguson contrary to this finding is rejected. We

conclude that, in the field of public education, the doctrine

of ‘‘separate but equal’’ has no place. Separate educational

facilities are inherently unequal. Therefore, we hold that

the plaintiffs and others similarly situated for whom the

actions have been brought are, by reason of the segrega-

tion complained of, deprived of the equal protection of the

laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment. This dis-

position makes unnecessary any discussion whether such

segregation also violates the Due Process Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment.

Because these are class actions, because of the wide

applicability of this decision, and because of the great

variety of local conditions, the formulation of decrees in

these cases presents problems of considerable complex-

ity. On reargument, the consideration of appropriate relief

was necessarily subordinated to the primary question—

the constitutionality of segregation in public education. We

have now announced that such segregation is a denial of

the equal protection of the laws. In order that we may have

the full assistance of the parties in formulating decrees,

the cases will be restored to the docket, and the parties are

requested to present further argument on Questions 4 and

5 previously propounded by the Court for the reargument

this Term. The Attorney General of the United States is

again invited to participate. The Attorneys General of the

states requiring or permitting segregation in public educa-

tion will also be permitted to appear as amici curiae upon
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request to do so by September 15, 1954, and submission

of briefs by October 1, 1954.

It is so ordered.

* Together with No. 2, Briggs et al. v. Elliott et al., on appeal

from the United States District Court for the Eastern District

of South Carolina, argued December 9–10, 1952, reargued

December 7-8, 1953; No. 4, Davis et al. v. County School

Board of Prince Edward County, Virginia, et al., on appeal

from the United States District Court for the Eastern District

of Virginia, argued December 10, 1952, reargued December

7-8, 1953, and No. 10, Gebhart et al. v. Belton et al., on

certiorari to the Supreme Court of Delaware, argued

December 11, 1952, reargued December 9, 1953.
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SIGNIFICANCE

In the Kansas district court case, one of the pri-
mary arguments advanced was that of social inferiority.
As witness Dr. Hugh W. Speer testified, ‘‘ . . . if the
colored children are denied the experience in school
of associating with white children, who represent 90
percent of our national society in which these colored
children must live, then the colored child’s curriculum
is being greatly curtailed. The Topeka curriculum or
any school curriculum cannot be equal under segrega-
tion.’’ In the U.S. Supreme Court case, Thurgood
Marshall argued this concept, while the justices also
examined the fourteenth amendment, questioning
whether ‘‘separate but equal’’ violated the ‘‘equal pro-
tection’’ aspect of the amendment.

The U.S. Supreme Court focused on the question
of ‘‘separate.’’ While some of the four cases that com-
bined to become Brown v. Board of Education dealt with
unequal facilities, the Kansas case did not. Investigators
found the facilities involved in the Kansas case to be
roughly equal. The issue of ‘‘separate’’ and the social
stigma or exclusion from white society it created, was
the central theme of the decision: ‘‘Segregation of white
and colored children in public schools has a detrimental
effect upon the colored children. The impact is greater
when it has the sanction of the law, for the policy of
separating the races is usually interpreted as denoting
the inferiority of the negro group. A sense of inferiority
affects the motivation of a child to learn. Segregation
with the sanction of law, therefore, has a tendency to
[retard] the educational and mental development of
negro children and to deprive them of some of the
benefits they would receive in a racial[ly] integrated
school system.’’

In the aftermath of the Brown decision, a 1955 U.S.
Supreme Court decision, nicknamed ‘‘Brown II,’’
required states to use ‘‘all deliberate speed’’ to implement

desegregation. Violence and refusal to comply with
the law erupted in many southern states. In 1956, the
presence of a black student at the University of
Alabama led to rioting; in Clinton, Tennessee, a
high school was bombed in 1958; in 1962, James
Meredith enrolled at the University of Mississippi
with federal troops present to control rioting. From
1959 to 1964, Price Edward County, Virginia, closed
all its schools rather than comply with desegregation
requirements.

The 1964 Civil Rights Act, ten years after the
Brown decision, helped to strengthen desegregation
in public venues and to tighten laws against racial
discrimination. By reversing Plessy v. Ferguson, the
Brown v. Board of Education decision added fuel to the
growing civil rights movement in the United States
and changed the landscape of public education for
minority children.
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INTRODUCTION

In the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964,
Representative Martha Griffiths, a Democrat from
the state of Michigan, worked to insert ‘‘gender’’ into
the language of the act, thereby offering women in the
United States the legal protections granted to minor-
ities. While the act included the desegregation of all
public schools and the federal power to enforce it, as
well as the desegregation of restaurants, movie houses,
public transportation, restrooms, fountains, gas sta-
tions, hotels, and sporting arenas, it also prohibited
discrimination on the basis of gender.

President Lyndon Johnson’s 1965 Executive Order
11246, which prohibited discrimination by federal con-
tractors, was amended in 1968 to include gender as a
protected class. Representative Martha Griffiths, aided
by a University of Maryland professor, Bernice Sandler,
worked on the issue of discrimination against women in
education. The two began their work in 1970, and
Griffiths was joined by Representative Edith Green, a
Democrat from Ohio, in drafting legislation that would
expressly forbid discrimination against women in edu-
cation. In the early 1970s, women earned eighteen per-
cent of all bachelor’s degrees, nine percent of all medical
degrees, seven percent of all law degrees, and twenty-
five percent of all doctoral degrees, in spite of the fact
that women were just over fifty percent of the overall
population of the United States.

Initial efforts included the revision of previous
civil rights legislation, such as Title VI and Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act, and the extension of the Equal
Pay Act of 1963 to executives, administrators, and pro-
fessionals. With the support of Democratic Senator
Birch Bayh of Indiana and Democratic Senator
George McGovern of South Dakota, by 1972 the bill
drafted by Representative Green had acquired a sepa-
rate title: Title IX.

As the preamble to Title IX states, ‘‘No person in
the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subject to discrimination under any educational pro-
grams or activity receiving federal financial assistance.’’
When President Richard Nixon signed the act into law
on June 23, 1972, few realized the impact this law
would have on gender relations, education, and sports
in the United States.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

TITLE IX, EDUCATIONAL AMENDMENTS OF 1972

Section 1681. Sex (a) Prohibition against discrimination;

exceptions. No person in the United States shall, on the

basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied

the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any

education program or activity receiving Federal financial

assistance, except that:

(1) Classes of educational institutions subject to prohibition in

regard to admissions to educational institutions, this section

shall apply only to institutions of vocational education, pro-

fessional education, and graduate higher education, and to

public institutions of undergraduate higher education;

(2) Educational institutions commencing planned change in

admissions in regard to admissions to educational institu-

tions, this section shall not apply (A) for one year from June

23, 1972, nor for six years after June 23, 1972, in the case

of an educational institution which has begun the process

of changing from being an institution which admits only

students of one sex to being an institution which admits

students of both sexes, but only if it is carrying out a plan

for such a change which is approved by the Secretary of

Education or (B) for seven years from the date an educa-

tional institution begins the process of changing from

On November 10, 1972, Holy Cross’s first two women Air Force

ROTC students, Lesley Darling (second row, left) and Cindi Norris

(first row, left), stand attention with fellow cadets during morning

drill. ª BETTMANN/CORBIS.
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being an institution which admits only students of one sex

to being an institution which admits students of both

sexes, but only if it is carrying out a plan for such a change

which is approved by the Secretary of Education, which-

ever is the later;

(3) Educational institutions of religious organizations with

contrary religious tenets this section shall not apply to any

educational institution which is controlled by a religious

organization if the application of this subsection would not

be consistent with the religious tenets of such organization;

(4) Educational institutions training individuals for military

services or merchant marine this section shall not apply to

an educational institution whose primary purpose is the

training of individuals for the military services of the United

States, or the merchant marine;

(5) Public educational institutions with traditional and continuing

admissions policy in regard to admissions this section shall

not apply to any public institution of undergraduate higher

education which is an institution that traditionally and con-

tinually from its establishment has had a policy of admit-

ting only students of one sex;

(6) Social fraternities or sororities; voluntary youth service

organizations this section shall not apply to membership

practices—

(A) of a social fraternity or social sorority which is exempt

from taxation under section 501(a) of Title 26, the active

membership of which consists primarily of students in

attendance at an institution of higher education, or

(B) of the Young Men’s Christian Association, Young

Women’s Christian Association; Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts,

Camp Fire Girls, and voluntary youth service organizations

which are so exempt, the membership of which has tradi-

tionally been limited to persons of one sex and principally

to persons of less than nineteen years of age;

(7) Boy or Girl conferences this section shall not apply to—

(A) any program or activity of the American Legion under-

taken in connection with the organization or operation of

any Boys State conference, Boys Nation conference, Girls

State conference, or Girls Nation conference; or

(B) any program or activity of any secondary school or

educational institution specifically for—

(i) the promotion of any Boys State conference, Boys

Nation conference, Girls State conference, or Girls Nation

conference; or

(ii) the selection of students to attend any such

conference;

(8) Father-son or mother-daughter activities at educational

institutions this section shall not preclude father-son or

mother-daughter activities at an educational institution,

but if such activities are provided for students of one sex,

opportunities for reasonably comparable activities shall be

provided for students of the other sex; and

(9) Institutions of higher education scholarship wards in ‘‘beauty’’

pageants this section shall not apply with respect to any

scholarship or other financial assistance awarded by an

institution of higher education to any individual because

such individual has received such award in any pageant in

which the attainment of such award is based upon a com-

bination of factors related to the personal appearance,

poise, and talent of such individual and in which participa-

tion is limited to individuals of one sex only, so long as such

pageant is in compliance with other nondiscrimination pro-

visions of Federal law.

(b) Preferential or disparate treatment because of imbalance in

participation or receipt of Federal benefits; statistical evidence of

imbalance. Nothing contained in subsection (a) of this sec-

tion shall be interpreted to require any educational institu-

tion to grant preferential or disparate treatment to the

members of one sex on account of an imbalance which

may exist with respect to the total number or percentage

of persons of that sex participating in or receiving the

benefits of any federally supported program or activity, in

comparison with the total number or percentage of per-

sons of that sex in any community, State, section, or other

area: Provided, that this subsection shall not be construed

to prevent the consideration in any hearing or proceeding

under this chapter of statistical evidence tending to show

that such an imbalance exists with respect to the partic-

ipation in, or receipt of the benefits of, any such program or

activity by the members of one sex.

(c) Educational institution defined. For the purposes of this

chapter an educational institution means any public or

private preschool, elementary, or secondary school, or

any institution of vocational, professional, or higher educa-

tion, except that in the case of an educational institution

composed of more than one school, college, or depart-

ment which are administratively separate units, such

term means each such school, college or department.

Section 1682. Federal administrative enforcement; report to

Congressional committees Each Federal department and

agency which is empowered to extend Federal financial

assistance to any education program or activity, by way of

grant, loan, or contract other than a contract of insurance

or guaranty, is authorized and directed to effectuate the

provisions of section 1681 of this title with respect to such

program or activity by issuing rules, regulations, or orders

of general applicability which shall be consistent with

achievement of the objectives of the statute authorizing

the financial assistance in connection with which the

action is taken. No such rule, regulation, or order shall

become effective unless and until approved by the
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President. Compliance with any requirement adopted pur-

suant to this section may be effected (l) by the termination

of or refusal to grant or to continue assistance under such

program or activity to any recipient as to whom there has

been an express finding on the record, after opportunity for

hearing, of a failure to comply with such requirement, but

such termination or refusal shall be limited to the particular

political entity, or part thereof, or other recipient as to

whom such a finding has been made, and shall be limited

in its effect to the particular program, or part thereof, in

which such noncompliance has been so found, or (2) by

any other means authorized by law: Provided, however,

that no such action shall be taken until the department or

agency concerned has advised the appropriate person or

persons of the failure to comply with the requirement and

has determined that compliance cannot be secured by

voluntary means. In the case of any action terminating, or

refusing to grant or continue, assistance because of failure

to comply with a requirement imposed pursuant to this

section, the head of the Federal department or agency

shall file with the committees of the House and Senate

having legislative jurisdiction over the program or activity

involved a full written report of the circumstances and the

grounds for such action. No such action shall become

effective until thirty days have elapsed after the filing of

such report.

Section 1683. Judicial Review Any department or agency

action taken pursuant to section 1682 of this title shall be

subject to such judicial review as may otherwise be pro-

vided by law for similar action taken by such department or

agency on other grounds. In the case of action, not other-

wise subject to judicial review, terminating or refusing to

grant or to continue financial assistance upon a finding of

failure to comply with any requirement imposed pursuant

to section 1682 of this title, any person aggrieved (includ-

ing any State or political subdivision thereof and any

agency of either) may obtain judicial review of such action

in accordance with chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code,

and such action shall not be deemed committed to unre-

viewable agency discretion within the meaning of section

701 of that title.

Section 1684. Blindness or visual impairment; prohibition against

discrimination No person in the United States shall, on the

ground of blindness or severely impaired vision, be denied

admission in any course of study by a recipient of Federal

financial assistance for any education program or activity;

but nothing herein shall be construed to require any such

institution to provide any special services to such person

because of his blindness or visual impairment.

Section 1685. Authority under other laws unaffected Nothing in

this chaper shall add to or detract from any existing author-

ity with respect to any program or activity under which

Federal financial assistance is extended by way of a con-

tract of insurance or guaranty.

Section 1686. Interpretation with respect to living facilities

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in

this chapter, nothing contained herein shall be construed

to prohibit any educational institution receiving funds

under this Act, from maintaining separate living facilities

for the different sexes.

Section 1687. Interpretation of ‘‘program or activity’’ For the pur-

poses of this title, the term ‘‘program or activity’’ and

‘‘program’’ mean all of the operations of—

(l)(A) a department, agency, special purpose district, or

other instrumentality of a State or of a local government; or

(B) the entity of such State or local government that dis-

tributed such assistance and each such department or

agency (and each other State or local government entity)

to which the assistance is extended, in the case of assis-

tance to a State or local government;

(2)(A) a college, university, or other postsecondary institu-

tion, or a public system of higher education; or

(B) a local educational agency (as defined in section

2854(a)(10) of this title), system of vocational education,

or other school system;

(3)(A) an entire corporation, partnership, or other private

organization, or an entire sole proprietorship—

(i) if assistance is extended to such corporation, partner-

ship, private organization, or sole proprietorship as a

whole; or

(ii) which is principally engaged in the business of providing

education, health care, housing, social services, or parks

and recreation; or

(B) the entire plant or other comparable, geographically

separate facility to which Federal financial assistance is

extended, in the case of any other corporation, partner-

ship, private organization, or sole proprietorship; or

(4) any other entity which is established by two or more of

the entities described in paragraph (l), (2) or (3);

any part of which is extended Federal financial assistance,

except that such term does not include any operation of an

entity which is controlled by a religious organization if the

application of section 1681 if this title to such operation

would not be consistent with the religious tenets of such

organization.

Section 1688. Neutrality with respect to abortion Nothing in this

chapter shall be construed to require or prohibit any per-

son, or public or private entity, to provide or pay for any

benefit or service, including the use of facilities, related to

an abortion. Nothing in this section shall be construed to

permit a penalty to be imposed on any person or individual
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because such person or individual is seeking or has

received any benefit or service related to a legal abortion.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

The role that Title IX would play in sports equal-
ity was not a major impetus for its passage in 1972.
Over time, however, Title IX became a powerful legal
tool in the courts for women, girls, their parents, and
coaches to fight for equal access, equipment, and facili-
ties in sporting events and teams.

Lawsuits such as the 1984 Grove City v. Bell deci-
sion, which reaffirmed that Title IX applied only to
sports in which federal funds were used, or the 1992
Franklin v. Gwinnett County Public Schools, which held
that punitive damages could be applied if intentional
violation of Title IX was at the heart of court cases,
helped to clarify Title IX’s role in regulating gender
equality in education and sports.

According to a National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) report on gender equity in col-
lege sports, while women represent fifty-four percent
of all enrolled college students, their participation rate
in college sports is only at forty-one percent. Other
inequities in collegiate athletics, some thirty years after
Title IX’s passage, include the fact that on the whole,
women received a percentage of athletic scholarship
dollars greater than their participation percentage,
leading critics to point to perceived unfairness with
Title IX application. Critics of the legislation have
long argued that Title IX punishes male athletes, turn-
ing the legislation into a quota system.

In terms of educational opportunities in federally
funded institutions, surveys show that compared to
1972 rates, in 1994 twenty-seven percent of women
earned bachelor’s degrees, thirty-eight percent of
medical degrees, forty-three percent of law degrees,
and forty-four percent of doctoral degrees. Title IX’s
role in providing protection against discrimination for
women in federally funded educational institutions—
both on the playing field and in the classroom—com-
bined with such legislation as the Equal Pay Act of
1963 and the Civil Rights Act of 1964, led to a marked
increase in female participation in educational oppor-
tunity and sports, and continues to be a topic of debate
in U.S. society.

Critics of Title IX claim that in order to achieve
equal participation rates in sports, many schools must
drop male-only athletic teams, such as wrestling or
football. Others charge that Title IX is in effect a
quota system, and inherently discriminatory.

In 2005, the Supreme Court upheld the right of a
basketball coach to sue his school district for retaliat-
ing against him when he reported Title IX violations;
Roderick Jackson, a Birmingham Alabama girls’ bas-
ketball coach, complained that boys were receiving
better equipment than his team. After being fired by
his school district, Jackson sued. The case went to the
Supreme Court, where his right to sue was upheld in
part by the court’s determination that Title IX’ impact
would be diluted if those who report infractions are
met with retaliation and no legal recourse. In its deci-
sion the court stressed the importance of such reports
to enforce Title IX in full.
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INTRODUCTION

Education of physically, mentally, and emotion-
ally handicapped children in the United States, until
the 1960s, was provided through a mixture of institu-
tionalization, private tutoring, private schooling, or
state-run schools for the handicapped. The Perkins
School for the Blind, founded in 1829, was the first
school for the blind in the United States, and similar
schools for the blind and deaf opened throughout the
United States in the latter part of the 19th century.

Students with other disabilities, such as those with
conditions that prevented or hampered walking, devel-
opmental disabilities, or genetic conditions such as
Down Syndrome were often ignored, institutionalized,
or kept at home without schooling. In 1907, Maria
Montessori, an Italian doctor, founded the Casa dei
Bambini, a school for children with developmental dis-
abilities in which she used experimental education
approaches, with hands-on learning and self-correcting
materials to teach ‘‘unteachable’’ mentally retarded
children. Her ability to train children labeled mentally
retarded to read and do arithmetic stunned educators

and gained admiration from Alexander Graham Bell,
who helped found the Montessori Education
Association in 1913 in Washington, D.C.

Other methods and schools for the handicapped
included the 1864 founding of Gallaudet University in
Washington D.C., which specialized in education for
deaf people, and the New York Institute for the Blind,
which changed its name after 135 years to the New York
Institute for Special Education in 1986, reflecting the
broad change in society as the concept of ‘‘handicapped’’
shifted to the more inclusive term ‘‘special needs.’’

In 1966 Congress established the Bureau for
Education of the Handicapped as part of Title VI of
the Elementary and Secondary Schools Act (ESEA).
Through this government bureau advocates for special
education students began to pursue Free Appropriate
Public Education, or FAPE, for students with physical
and mental issues that required special assistance.
Many states passed laws requiring local school districts
to remove barriers to education for children in wheel-
chairs, or to provide aides and speech therapy to stu-
dents with emotional or processing disabilities.

A teacher instructs a special education class for disabled students at the Kennedy-Krieger Institute for Handicapped Children in

Baltimore, Maryland, 1990. ª RICHARD NOWITZ/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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At the same time, the concept of a disability or a
‘‘special need’’ changed as well. Understanding of
learning disabilities such as dyslexia, attention deficit
disorder, auditory processing disorder, speech and
language disorders, and other behavioral and neuro-
logical disorders improved; giving students access to
FAPE included diagnosing and treating these stu-
dents as part of their educational experience as well
as those students with classic physical and mental
disabilities. As government agencies, smaller appro-
priations, and local and state governments passed a
mixture of disparate measures, the push for a cohesive
federal plan for special education led to the Education
for All Handicapped Children Act in 1975, which
mandated FAPE and required that all children,
regardless of severity of disability, must receive
FAPE from their local public school district. The
ensuing costs would, according to the act, be federally
supported.

President Ford’s signing statement reflects many
of the concerns expressed by advocates and critics alike
when he signed the act into law on December 2, 1975.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

President Gerald R. Ford’s Statement on Signing the Education for

All Handicapped Children Act of 1975

December 2, 1975

I have approved S. 6, the Education for All Handicapped Children

Act of 1975.

Unfortunately, this bill promises more than the Federal

Government can deliver, and its good intentions could be

thwarted by the many unwise provisions it contains.

Everyone can agree with the objective stated in the title

of this bill—educating all handicapped children in our

Nation. The key question is whether the bill will really

accomplish that objective.

Even the strongest supporters of this measure know as

well as I that they are falsely raising the expectations of the

groups affected by claiming authorization levels which are

excessive and unrealistic.

Despite my strong support for full educational opportuni-

ties for our handicapped children, the funding levels pro-

posed in this bill will simply not be possible if Federal

expenditures are to be brought under control and a bal-

anced budget achieved over the next few years.

There are other features in the bill which I believe to be

objectionable and which should be changed. It contains a

vast array of detailed, complex, and costly administrative

requirements which would unnecessarily assert Federal

control over traditional State and local government func-

tions. It establishes complex requirements under which

tax dollars would be used to support administrative

paperwork and not educational programs. Unfortunately,

these requirements will remain in effect even though the

Congress appropriates far less than the amounts contem-

plated in S. 6.

Fortunately, since the provisions of this bill will not

become fully effective until fiscal year 1978, there is

time to revise the legislation and come up with a program

that is effective and realistic. I will work with the

Congress to use this time to design a program which

will recognize the proper Federal role in helping States

and localities fulfill their responsibilities in educating

handicapped children. The Administration will send

amendments to the Congress that will accomplish this

purpose.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

In 1975 fewer than half of all children with known
physical, developmental, and emotional disabilities
were receiving a public or private school education.
Part of the act’s purpose was to increase opportunity
for this underserved population; another purpose was
to provide better education for those already in the
system. A student in a wheelchair could not be
deprived of physical education classes under this act;
the classes must be modified to meet his need and to
be ‘‘appropriate’’ and ‘‘fair.’’ Students with emotional
or neurobiological disabilities must be placed in a
setting that is least restrictive; in many instances this
means a classroom of four students and one teacher,
or the assignment of a one-to-one aide for the
student.

By the 1980s and 1990s the costs to school districts
for providing FAPE to students with disabilities rose
dramatically. The law required all students with any
form of disability to be accommodated; the student
with dyslexia or food allergies has the same rights
to accommodation as a student in a wheelchair with
cerebral palsy, or a blind or hearing impaired student.
Ford’s concerns about funding and federal administra-
tive control have both been issues as this act has been
implemented over time.

In the early 1990s, autism diagnoses began to rise
in the United States; from a rate of one in two thou-
sand in the late 1980s to one in 166 in 2005, diagnoses
of autism spectrum disorders have overwhelmed many
school districts. Because each student’s needs must be
fully accommodated, in some instances one student
may need a one-to-one aide, hours of time with an
occupational therapist, a speech therapist, and extra
time from the regular classroom teacher. In addition,
while special education students were placed in
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separate classes in past decades, by the 1990s ‘‘main-
streaming,’’ or integrating special education students
into regular classes, became the goal for many special
education advocates and parents who argued that
socialization and academic success depending on
mainstreaming when appropriate.

Each child with a diagnosed special need repre-
sents budget dollars, and the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act—renamed the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act during later revi-
sions—requires that school districts must meet these
needs, or send students to facilities that can provide the
services the students need, at the local school district’s
cost. The student’s right to a Fair Appropriate Public
Education includes sending the child to a private
school at public school district expense if needed;
these cases generally result in the child being sent to
a facility that costs between four and ten times the
public school expenditure per pupil, causing strains
on public school budgets.

Critics of such policies argue that all children are
harmed by the exercise of this right for special needs
children; in 2004 eleven school districts in the state of
Washington sued the state, the governor, the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, the President
of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House to force
the state to pay for special education services after
the costs of administering such programs became
onerous.

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act
pledged that the federal government would pay for
forty percent of a special education student’s costs.
According to the National Education Association, in
2004, the federal government provided slightly less
than twenty percent, a difference of more than $10.6
billion that states and local school districts do not
receive.
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About the Author: The Supreme Court of the United States
is the nation’s highest court, currently with eight asso-
ciate justices and one chief justice. In 1982, the associate
justices were Thurgood Marshall, John Paul Stevens,
William J. Brennan, Lewis F. Powell, William H.
Rehnquist, Byron R. White, Sandra Day O’Connor,
and Harry A. Blackmun; the chief justice was Warren
E. Burger. The majority opinion in the Plyler v. Doe case
was delivered by Justice William J. Brennan.

INTRODUCTION

In 1975, Texas passed a law that cut funds for the
education of the children of illegal immigrants and
authorized school districts to not enroll these children.
Lawyers filed a class-action suit in 1975 in a Federal
District Court on behalf of Mexican children denied
education in the Tyler, Texas school district. The suit
claimed that the new Texas law violated the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution, which states that ‘‘No State . . .
shall deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the law.’’ (All cases brought on appeal to
the U.S. Constitution are handled in Federal courts.).

In 1980, the U.S. District Court found against
Texas. Texas appealed to the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals (also a Federal court), which again decided in
favor of the plaintiffs (the Mexican children). Texas
appealed a second time, its last recourse being the U.S.
Supreme Court. In 1982, the Supreme Court upheld
the judgment of the two lower courts by a 5–4 vote.
Blackmun, Brennan, Marshall, Powell, and Stephens
were in the majority, with Burger, White, Rehnquist,
and O’Connor in the minority.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

PLYLER, SUPERINTENDENT, TYLER INDEPENDENT SCHOOL

DISTRICT, ET AL. V. DOE, GUARDIAN, ET AL. APPEAL

FROM THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE

FIFTH CIRCUIT

Held: .

A Texas statute which withholds from local school districts

any state funds for the education of children who were not
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‘‘legally admitted’’ into the United States, and which

authorizes local school districts to deny enrollment to

such children, violates the Equal Protection Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment. Pp. 210-230.

(a) The illegal aliens who are plaintiffs in these cases chal-

lenging the statute may claim the benefit of the Equal

Protection Clause, which provides that no State shall

‘‘deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal pro-

tection of the laws.’’ Whatever his status under the immi-

gration laws, an alien is a ‘‘person’’ in any ordinary sense

of that term. This Court’s prior cases recognizing that

illegal aliens are ‘‘persons’’ protected by the Due Process

Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, which

Clauses do not include the phrase ‘‘within its jurisdiction,’’

cannot be distinguished on the asserted ground that per-

sons who have entered the country illegally are not ‘‘within

the jurisdiction’’ of a State even if they are present within

its boundaries and subject to its laws. Nor do the logic and

history of the Fourteenth Amendment support such a

construction. Instead, use of the phrase ‘‘within its juris-

diction’’ confirms the understanding that the Fourteenth

Amendment’s protection extends to anyone, citizen or

stranger, who is subject to the laws of a State, and reaches

into every corner of a State’s territory. Pp. 210-216.

(b) The discrimination contained in the Texas statute can-

not be considered rational unless it furthers some substan-

tial goal of the State. Although undocumented resident

aliens cannot be treated as a ‘‘suspect class,’’ and although

education is not a ‘‘fundamental right,’’ so as to require the

State to justify the statutory classification by showing that

it serves a compelling governmental interest, nevertheless

the Texas statute imposes a lifetime hardship on a discrete

class of children not accountable for their disabling status.

These children can neither affect their parents’ conduct

nor their own undocumented status. [457 U.S. 202, 203]

The deprivation of public education is not like the depriva-

tion of some other governmental benefit. Public education

has a pivotal role in maintaining the fabric of our society

and in sustaining our political and cultural heritage; the

deprivation of education takes an inestimable toll on the

social, economic, intellectual, and psychological well-

being of the individual, and poses an obstacle to individual

achievement. In determining the rationality of the Texas

statute, its costs to the Nation and to the innocent children

may properly be considered. Pp. 216-224.

(c) The undocumented status of these children vel non

does not establish a sufficient rational basis for denying

them benefits that the State affords other residents. It is

true that when faced with an equal protection challenge

respecting a State’s differential treatment of aliens, the

courts must be attentive to congressional policy concern-

ing aliens. But in the area of special constitutional sensi-

tivity presented by these cases, and in the absence of any

contrary indication fairly discernible in the legislative

record, no national policy is perceived that might justify

the State in denying these children an elementary educa-

tion. Pp. 224-226.

(d) Texas’ statutory classification cannot be sustained as

furthering its interest in the ‘‘preservation of the state’s

limited resources for the education of its lawful residents.’’

While the State might have an interest in mitigating poten-

tially harsh economic effects from an influx of illegal immi-

grants, the Texas statute does not offer an effective

method of dealing with the problem. Even assuming that

the net impact of illegal aliens on the economy is negative,

charging tuition to undocumented children constitutes an

ineffectual attempt to stem the tide of illegal immigration,

at least when compared with the alternative of prohibiting

employment of illegal aliens. Nor is there any merit to the

suggestion that undocumented children are appropriately

singled out for exclusion because of the special burdens

they impose on the State’s ability to provide high-quality

public education. The record does not show that exclusion

of undocumented children is likely to improve the overall

quality of education in the State. Neither is there any merit

to the claim that undocumented children are appropriately

singled out because their unlawful presence within the

United States renders them less likely than other children

to remain within the State’s boundaries and to put their

education to productive social or political use within the

State.

JUSTICE BRENNAN delivered the opinion of the Court.

The question presented by these cases is whether, con-

sistent with the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment, Texas may deny to undocumented school-

age children the free public education that it provides to

children who are citizens of the United States or legally

admitted aliens.

A

Sheer incapability or lax enforcement of the laws barring

entry into this country, coupled with the failure to establish

an effective bar to the employment of undocumented

aliens, has resulted in the creation of a substantial

‘‘shadow population’’ of illegal migrants—numbering in

the millions—within our borders. This situation raises the

specter of a permanent caste of undocumented resident

aliens, encouraged by some to remain here as a source of

cheap labor, but nevertheless denied the benefits that our

society makes available to citizens and lawful residents.

The existence of such an underclass presents most diffi-

cult problems for a Nation that prides itself on adherence

to principles of equality under law.

The children who are plaintiffs in these cases are special

members of this underclass. Persuasive arguments sup-

port the view that a State may withhold its beneficence
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from those whose very presence within the United States

is the product of their own unlawful conduct. These argu-

ments do not apply with the same force to classifications

imposing disabilities on the minor children of such illegal

entrants. At the least, those who elect to enter our territory

by stealth and in violation of our law should be prepared to

bear the consequences, including, but not limited to,

deportation. But the children of those illegal entrants are

not comparably situated. Their ‘‘parents have the ability to

conform their conduct to societal norms,’’ and presumably

the ability to remove themselves from the State’s jurisdic-

tion; but the children who are plaintiffs in these cases ‘‘can

affect neither their parents’ conduct nor their own status.’’

Even if the State found it expedient to control the conduct

of adults by acting against their children, legislation direct-

ing the onus of a parent’s misconduct against his children

does not comport with fundamental conceptions of

justice.

‘‘[V]isiting . . . condemnation on the head of an infant is

illogical and unjust. Moreover, imposing disabilities on

the . . . child is contrary to the basic concept of our

system that legal burdens should bear some relation-

ship to individual responsibility or wrongdoing.

Obviously, no child is responsible for his birth and penal-

izing the . . . child is an ineffectual—as well as unjust—

way of deterring the parent.’’

Of course, undocumented status is not irrelevant to any

proper legislative goal. Nor is undocumented status an

absolutely immutable characteristic since it is the product

of conscious, indeed unlawful, action. But 21.031 is

directed against children, and imposes its discriminatory

burden on the basis of a legal characteristic over which

children can have little control. It is thus difficult to con-

ceive of a rational justification for penalizing these children

for their presence within the United States. Yet that

appears to be precisely the effect of 21.031.

Public education is not a ‘‘right’’ granted to individuals by

the Constitution. But neither is it merely some governmen-

tal ‘‘benefit’’ indistinguishable from other forms of social

welfare legislation. Both the importance of education in

maintaining our basic institutions, and the lasting impact of

its deprivation on the life of the child, mark the distinction.

The ‘‘American people have always regarded education

and [the] acquisition of knowledge as matters of supreme

importance.’’ We have recognized ‘‘the public schools as a

most vital civic institution for the preservation of a demo-

cratic system of government,’’ and as the primary vehicle

for transmitting ‘‘the values on which our society rests.’’

‘‘[A]s . . . pointed out early in our history, . . . some degree

of education is necessary to prepare citizens to participate

effectively and intelligently in our open political system if

we are to preserve freedom and independence.’’ And

these historic ‘‘perceptions of the public schools as incul-

cating fundamental values necessary to the maintenance

of a democratic political system have been confirmed by

the observations of social scientists.’’ In addition, educa-

tion provides the basic tools by which individuals might

lead economically productive lives to the benefit of us all.

In sum, education has a fundamental role in maintaining

the fabric of our society. We cannot ignore the significant

social costs borne by our Nation when select groups are

denied the means to absorb the values and skills upon

which our social order rests.

In addition to the pivotal role of education in sustaining our

political and cultural heritage, denial of education to some

isolated group of children poses an affront to one of

the goals of the Equal Protection Clause: the abolition of

governmental barriers presenting unreasonable obsta-

cles to advancement on the basis of individual merit.

Paradoxically, by depriving the children of any disfavored

group of an education, we foreclose the means by which

that group might raise the level of esteem in which it is

held by the majority. But more directly, ‘‘education pre-

pares individuals to be self-reliant and self-sufficient par-

ticipants in society.’’ Illiteracy is an enduring disability. The

inability to read and write will handicap the individual

deprived of a basic education each and every day of his

life. The inestimable toll of that deprivation on the social,

economic, intellectual, and psychological well-being of

the individual, and the obstacle it poses to individual

achievement, make it most difficult to reconcile the cost

or the principle of a status-based denial of basic education

with the framework of equality embodied in the Equal

Protection Clause. What we said 28 years ago in Brown

v. Board of Education, still holds true:.

‘‘Today, education is perhaps the most important func-

tion of state and local governments. Compulsory school

attendance laws and the great expenditures for educa-

tion both demonstrate our recognition of the impor-

tance of education to our democratic society. It is

required in the performance of our most basic public

responsibilities, even service in the armed forces. It is

the very foundation of good citizenship. Today it is a

principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural

values, in preparing him for later professional training,

and in helping him to adjust normally to his environ-

ment. In these days, it is doubtful that any child may

reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is denied

the opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity,

where the state has undertaken to provide it, is a right

which must be made available to all on equal terms.’’

B

These well-settled principles allow us to determine the

proper level of deference to be afforded 21.031.

Undocumented aliens cannot be treated as a suspect

class because their presence in this country in violation

of federal law is not a ‘‘constitutional irrelevancy.’’ Nor is
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education a fundamental right; a State need not justify by

compelling necessity every variation in the manner in

which education is provided to its population. But more is

involved in these cases than the abstract question

whether 21.031 discriminates against a suspect class, or

whether education is a fundamental right. Section 21.031

imposes a lifetime hardship on a discrete class of children

not accountable for their disabling status. The stigma of

illiteracy will mark them for the rest of their lives. By deny-

ing these children a basic education, we deny them the

ability to live within the structure of our civic institutions,

and foreclose any realistic possibility that they will contrib-

ute in even the smallest way to the progress of our Nation.

In determining the rationality of 21.031, we may appropri-

ately take into account its costs to the Nation and to the

innocent children who are its victims. In light of these

countervailing costs, the discrimination contained in

21.031 can hardly be considered rational unless it furthers

some substantial goal of the State.

IV

It is the State’s principal argument, and apparently the view

of the dissenting Justices, that the undocumented status of

these children vel non establishes a sufficient rational basis

for denying them benefits that a State might choose to

afford other residents. The State notes that while other

aliens are admitted ‘‘on an equality of legal privileges with

all citizens under non-discriminatory laws,’’ the asserted

right of these children to an education can claim no implicit

congressional imprimatur. Indeed, in the State’s view,

Congress’ apparent disapproval of the presence of these

children within the United States, and the evasion of the

federal regulatory program that is the mark of undocu-

mented status, provides authority for its decision to impose

upon them special disabilities. Faced with an equal protec-

tion challenge respecting the treatment of aliens, we agree

that the courts must be attentive to congressional policy;

the exercise of congressional power might well affect the

State’s prerogatives to afford differential treatment to a

particular class of aliens. But we are unable to find in the

congressional immigration scheme any statement of policy

that might weigh significantly in arriving at an equal protec-

tion balance concerning the State’s authority to deprive

these children of an education.

To be sure, like all persons who have entered the United

States unlawfully, these children are subject to deporta-

tion. But there is no assurance that a child subject to

deportation will ever be deported. An illegal entrant might

be granted federal permission to continue to reside in this

country, or even to become a citizen. In light of the discre-

tionary federal power to grant relief from deportation, a

State cannot realistically determine that any particular

undocumented child will in fact be deported until after

deportation proceedings have been completed. It would

of course be most difficult for the State to justify a denial of

education to a child enjoying an inchoate federal permis-

sion to remain.

We are reluctant to impute to Congress the intention to

withhold from these children, for so long as they are

present in this country through no fault of their own,

access to a basic education. In other contexts, undocu-

mented status, coupled with some articulable federal pol-

icy, might enhance state authority with respect to the

treatment of undocumented aliens. But in the area of

special constitutional sensitivity presented by these

cases, and in the absence of any contrary indication fairly

discernible in the present legislative record, we perceive

no national policy that supports the State in denying these

children an elementary education.

VI

If the State is to deny a discrete group of innocent children

the free public education that it offers to other children

residing within its borders, that denial must be justified by

a showing that it furthers some substantial state interest.

No such showing was made here. Accordingly, the judg-

ment of the Court of Appeals in each of these cases is.

Affirmed.

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

Illegal immigration has been a contentious issue in
the U.S. since the early twentieth century. Although
both legal and illegal immigrants have been a necessary
component of the U.S. economy, the latter have
engendered much resentment on the part of some
citizens, who believe that their jobs are threatened by
unfair, low-wage competition and that immigrants
enjoy services and benefits funded by citizen taxpayers.
(Many illegal immigrants pay income tax because it is
deducted from their paycheck.) In recent decades, pol-
iticians have responded to this sentiment at the state
and federal levels with measures designed to restrict
government-supplied services to immigrants. The
1975 Texas Alien Children Education Act—over-
turned by Plyler v. Doe—was one such measure.

Children who are born in the United States are,
according to the Fourteenth Amendment, citizens, and
there is little controversy about whether they must
receive all benefits provided by government: children
born outside the U.S. to non-citizens are non-citizens.

Plyler v. Doe is one leg of a tripod of federal cases
that govern the schooling in the U.S. of children who do
not speak English fluently or at all. In Lau v. Nichols
(1973), the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that non-English
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speaking students must be taught English in order to
have equal access to education. In Castenada v. Pickard
(1981), a Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals set standards
for judging whether a school’s program to teach non-
English-speaking students is adequate. Plyler v. Doe, by
ruling that undocumented children have a right to the
same education as citizen children, effectively required
schools to apply Lau v. Nichols and Castenada v. Pickard
to undocumented children.

Plyler v. Doe defines the only major service to illegal
immigrant children that is constitutionally protected:
public-school education through high school. In fact,
children of illegal immigrants are not only allowed but
required to attend school while they are in the U.S.
Other services can be and are denied by various laws,
but not education. A number of laws seeking to restrict
benefits to immigrants were passed by state legislatures
in the 1990s and early 2000s. For example, in 1994,
California voters enacted Proposition 187, which was
described on its ballot argument as ‘‘the first giant stride
in ultimately ending the ILLEGAL ALIEN invasion.’’
This proposition sought to cut off all medical and public
services for undocumented non-citizens and to deny
their children public education. The law was overturned
in U.S. Federal District Court that same year, partly
because Plyler v. Doe indicated that the denial-of-educa-
tion provision in Proposition 187 was unconstitutional.

In 2004, Proposition 200 passed in Arizona. It
requires employees of all state and federal agencies to
verify the immigration status of those receiving bene-
fits—including maternity health clinic services for
pregnant women—and criminalizes failure to do so.
Because of Plyler v. Doe and the fate of California’s
Proposition 187, the Arizona law does not attempt to
block the education of undocumented children.

In 2006, there were approximately twelve million
undocumented aliens in the U.S.—about one worker in
twenty—and the U.S. Congress was considering highly
controversial immigration-related legislation that
would enact more severe penalties for undocumented
immigrants. Possible measures include building a large
wall along the U.S.-Mexican border, legalizing the sta-
tus of long-term residents of the United States despite
originally illegal status, and criminalizing the provision
of aid to illegal immigrants by priests, social workers, or
anyone else. Consideration of the bill by Congress in
early 2006 elicited record-setting mass protest marches
in some U.S. cities.
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Young Children Weave
Carpets at a Kathmandu
Factory
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About the Photographer: Alison Wright is an award-
winning freelance photographer and journalist based
in San Francisco. In the late 1980s, Wright worked
for the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
in Nepal for about four years, where she focused
on children engaged in child labor. In 1993, she
received the Dorothea Lange Award in Documentary
Photography for her portrayal of child labor in Asia.

INTRODUCTION

The carpet industry in Nepal, over the years, has
accounted for a significant proportion of foreign
exchange for the country. Carpets have been one of
the major exports of Nepal, especially in the late 1980s
and early 1990s. At its peak in 1994, revenue generated
from carpet exports was nearly $180 million, with
Germany and the United States being the biggest
export markets. According to Nepal’s Commerce
Ministry, carpet exports accounted for half of the
total exports in the same year.

However, the labor-intensive carpet industry
employs a significant number of underage children.
According to Child Workers in Nepal, a child rights
organization, out of 200,000 people employed in the
Nepalese carpet industry in the early 1990s, thirty-
eight percent were children below the age of fourteen.
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Reports indicate that most industries in Nepal employ
child laborers. A fact sheet prepared by the International
Labor Organization as part of its International Program
on the Elimination of Child Labor (ILO-IPEC) men-
tioned that nearly 2.6 million children worked in Nepal
in the 1990s. These children, generally between five and
fourteen years of age, comprised more than forty percent
of the total child population in Nepal during the above-
mentioned period.

The carpet industry in Nepal gained prominence
as a result of the Chinese occupation of Tibet in 1959,
when many Tibetans were forced out of the region. A
majority of them took refuge in Nepal, bringing with
them their traditional carpet-weaving skills. The cir-
cumstances in Nepal at the time, such as low cost of
child labor, proved favorable for the expansion of the
country’s carpet industry.

Human Rights organizations, such as ILO, have
often highlighted in their reports the lowly conditions
of child laborers in the carpet weaving industry. Carpet
makers defend such recruitment practices claiming
that children are better at weaving intricate designs—
a key requirement in the carpet industry.

Children are often forced to work for extremely
long hours in cramped and dimly lit conditions for
little or no compensation. These organizations state
that the children, often ill-fed and beaten, are made to
work in hazardous conditions. For instance, the air
inside carpet factories is filled with woolen fluff, mak-
ing breathing extremely difficult.

According to ILO-IPEC, some child laborers are
enslaved in accordance with local custom that involves
setting off the wages earned by them for the debts their
parents have incurred from carpet factory owners.
There have also been reports of sexual abuse and
child trafficking to neighboring countries.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

YOUNG CHILDREN WEAVE CARPETS AT A KATHMANDU

FACTORY

See primary source image.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Child labor is widespread in various countries,
especially the least developed nations. According to
UNICEF, as of 2005 there were an estimated 246
million child laborers in the world. Nearly seventy
percent of these children work in hazardous condi-
tions. Nepal, one of the least developed countries in
the world, has faced this scourge for many years.

Experts maintain that child labor, apart from being
illegal, affects a country in many ways. Education
plays an important role in the progress of any country.
High prevalence of child labor implies fewer educated
children. This would affect the economy in the long
run.

According to the ILO there are various reasons
that force children in Nepal to work. These include
extreme poverty, lack of education, large-scale transi-
tion of labor from the agricultural sector to other areas,
traditionalist societal values and customs, and absence
of effective implementation of existing legislation.
There are laws that prohibit child labor in any industry
in Nepal. The Nepal Children’s Act of 1992 terms
child labor as illegal. Article 20 of the Constitution of
Nepal, formulated in 1990, guarantees the right
against exploitation to children. Child labor in hazard-
ous occupations has been banned since 1956. Under
the Labor Act of 1992, it is a criminal offense to
employ children less than fourteen years of age.
Moreover, the country is also a signatory of the
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child. However, due to the above-mentioned factors
and weak implementation of such laws, child labor has
been rampant.

Neighboring countries such as India and
Bangladesh show similar trends. Both India and
Bangladesh reportedly have a high percentage of
child laborers. Like Nepal, some of the main reasons
for child labor in these countries are poverty, lack of
education, and poor implementation of laws.
Nevertheless, owing to the magnitude of child labor
in Nepal, several anti-child-labor campaigns have been
organized since the early 1990s. For instance, there
was an aggressive consumer awareness campaign in
Europe in 1990 that highlighted employment of chil-
dren in carpet manufacturing. According to a Ford
Foundation report, Senator Tom Harkin of Iowa co-
sponsored the Pease-Harkin bill in the mid-1990s,
proposing a ban on import of all goods that involved
child labor. However, this bill was not passed.

Such initiatives did lead to numerous other develop-
ments for the prevention of child labor in Nepal. The
Government of Nepal set up the Child Labor Free
Certification Coordination Committee in 1994. The
committee, as a means of discouraging child labor, issues
child-labor-free certification to carpet manufactures that
do not employ child workers. In 1995, the ILO also
commenced its IPEC program to create awareness,
education, and rehabilitation schemes for children.

Another organization—RUGMARK International—
has been successful in diminishing child labor in
Nepal to a considerable extent. RUGMARK Nepal,
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launched in the 1990s, has a team of independent
inspectors that regularly inspect carpet manufac-
turers participating in their program. According to
the organization, between 1996 and 2004 it has been
responsible for rehabilitating 1,760 children. As of
2004, 517 manufacturers representing seventy per-
cent of Nepal’s carpet exports are inspected by
RUGMARK. According to a 1999 UNICEF report
titled ‘‘Situation Analysis of Child Labor in Carpet
Industry of Nepal,’’ in 1996 an estimated fifty per-
cent of Nepal’s carpet weavers were children. Four
years after RUGMARK launched in Nepal this fig-
ure dropped to less than five percent.

Such initiatives are thought to have significantly
reduced the number of child workers in Nepal’s carpet
industry. According to the Ford Foundation, as of the
mid-2000s the number of children working in this
industry has dropped to two percent. Moreover, trade
figures from the Carpet Industry of Nepal indicate that

two-thirds of the nearly three thousand carpet manu-
facturers in 1993 went out of business as a result of the
anti-child-labor awareness. However, trade figures
also indicate a substantial slowdown in carpet manu-
facturing in the country. Also, with the reduction in
employment of children in the carpet industry, there
have been simultaneous reports indicating a rise in
child trafficking to neighboring countries.
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Young Children Weave Carpets at a Kathmandu Factory: Child labor is often used in the traditional carpet-weaving industry in

Nepal. These children are weaving carpets at a factory in Kathmandu, Nepal, in 1989. ª ALISON WRIGHT/CORBIS.
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United Nations Convention on
the Rights of the Child

Declaration

By: United Nations General Assembly

Date: November 20, 1989

Source: United Nations General Assembly. United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. United
Nations, November 20, 1989.

About the Author: The phrase ‘‘United Nations’’ was used
during World War II (1939–1945) to describe the doz-
ens of nations allied together to fight Germany and
Japan, most notably including China, France, Great
Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United States of
America. These allies decided to develop a new organ-
ization to facilitate international cooperation and help
prevent future wars. It would replace the League of
Nations, which had failed to prevent World War II.
They called it the United Nations (UN). The UN
Charter was ratified on October 24, 1945. In the years
since the UN has served as a forum for international
negotiation and cooperation on many issues, including
international security, human rights, trade and econom-
ics, and the environment. The General Assembly is the
primary body for deliberation within the United
Nations, in which all member nations have a seat.

INTRODUCTION

In response to growing international concerns
governing the treatment, handling, and rights of chil-
dren, the United Nations proposed the Committee on

the Rights of the Child (CRC). In 1999, the CRC—
ratified on November 20, 1989—ranked as the single
most endorsed human rights treaty, and as of 2006 the
United States and Somalia are the only two countries
who have not signed it. The treaty, seeking to provide
safe harbor for children, shows a continuation in twen-
tieth-century history to expand and solidify the rights
of minors.

The question of children’s rights precedes the
twentieth century. Though the United States did not
have a concise program for children’s rights as of 2006,
it has taken action throughout its history. In 1852,
Massachusetts mandated that children attend school.
Also in the mid-1800s, Orphan Trains began transport-
ing parentless children westward across the United
States in an effort to keep them off the streets and out
of factories. The Orphan Trains subsided in the early
twentieth century, but their principles extended to other
realms of society. Civic organizations such as the
Masons and other groups established homes for orphan
children. These group homes also existed in Europe and
other areas outside the United States.

Other reforms for child labor concerned restrict-
ing the working hours of women and children. The
state of Oregon enacted such a law in 1903 that was
upheld in the 1908 Muller v. Oregon ruling. But, issues
with child labor were not the only prevailing issues
concerning the rights of children.

In World War II (1938–1945) and other wars,
children fought in the battle zones, acting as couriers,
intelligence collectors, and in underground resistance
groups. One example of child resisters during World
War II can be seen from Poland. Here, children often
traveled in large groups, committing acts of violence to
denounce Nazi control. A more memorable account of
Polish children’s wartime activities involved present-
ing Nazi personnel with flowers containing crushed
glass. Pope John Paul II was a child resister in World-
War-II-era Poland. In Nazi Germany, children worked
to resist the regime, in some instances, but the govern-
ment also recruited them to work in factories and do
courier tasks throughout the country.

These wartime actions are just one realm of the
abuses of children. Street children, those deemed home-
less or without adequate parental control and guidance,
are a large segment of the child population who con-
tinually fall outside of mainstream society and civil
rights. In countries like Guatemala, Egypt, Brazil, and
Columbia, these children are randomly gathered up
and confined in jail cells for several days or weeks.
Frequently, police or adult prisoners beat them, sexually
abuse them, and deny them food and water. Guatemala
has established a system to help street children report
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instances of abuse by police and law enforcement offi-
cials, but of three hundred cases, less than half have been
brought to prosecution. A variety of other countries
have problems with street children, and they are often
thought of as anti-social and dangerous.

In an effort to eradicate these crimes against chil-
dren and to protect children within the global environ-
ment, the United Nations Committee on the Rights of
the Child (CRC) consists of independent experts who
review reports, examine issues, and propose protocols
for change. The first report must be submitted within
two years of ascending to the Committee, and then
afterward a study must be delivered every five years. It
meets in Geneva three times per year.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Four Indonesian children play on a jungle gym in a park in Jakarta on April 12, 2005. ª BAGUS INDAHONO/EPA/CORBIS.
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SIGNIFICANCE

In addition to the 1989 treaty, the CRC has
enacted two optional protocols. One is for the removal
of children in armed conflict; the other is to prevent
the sale of children and use of children in prostitution
or pornography. All states are required to submit a
report on children’s rights. These additional sections
of the treaty came about in 1996 in response to a
special UN report about children in war zones and
the recruitment of children under fifteen to serve in
militaries. Additionally, the International Criminal
Court (ICC) adopted the war statute, and in 1997 the

Mine Ban Treaty was ratified. The Mine Ban Treaty
also stems from studies of children in war zones, and it
directly addresses the issues of children (and adults)
encountering land mines left over from previous bat-
tles or recently placed ones. The treaty argues that land
mines can be more detrimental after a battle has com-
pleted because unknowing individuals stumble upon
these devices, losing life or limb.

Even though the CRC treaty has been overwhelm-
ingly signed, many violations of children’s rights con-
tinue to occur. In 2004, a group of children aged two,
three, seven, and eight were sentenced to three years in
a Waziristan prison. Waziristan is a mountainous
region in Northwest Pakistan. The children received
jail time because under tribal law immediate family
members of criminals can be jailed in their place. In
the United States, polygamous unions occur with child
brides as young as twelve or thirteen, and in India
reports have noted that parents were willing to marry
their twelve-year-old daughter to a fifty-year-old man
to pay off a debt.

These instances of child mistreatment, and many
others, are still prevalent worldwide. The CRC con-
tinually looks to expand its scope of power, but
although many nations have signed the treaty, not all
have fully complied with its statements.
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United Nations Rules for the
Protection of Juveniles
Deprived of their Liberty

Resolution

By: United Nations General Assembly

Date: December 14, 1990

Source: United Nations General Assembly. Resolution
45/113. United Nations Rules for the Protection of
Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty. December 14, 1990.

About the Author: The phrase ‘‘United Nations’’ was used
during World War II (1939–1945) to describe the
dozens of nations allied together to fight Germany
and Japan, most notably including China, France,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United States
of America. These allies decided to develop a new
organization to facilitate international cooperation and
help prevent future wars. It would replace the League of
Nations, which had failed to prevent World War II.
They called it the United Nations (UN). The UN
Charter was ratified on October 24, 1945. In the years
since the UN has served as a forum for international
negotiation and cooperation on many issues, including
international security, human rights, trade and econom-
ics, and the environment. The General Assembly is the
primary bosy for deliberation within the United
Nations, in which all member nations have a seat.

INTRODUCTION

In 1989 the United Nations set forth recommen-
dations and guidelines for the international rights of
children. The UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child (CRC) went into force on November 20, 1989,
and it acts as an umbrella for three other UN initiatives
concerning children. These are the UN Guidelines for
the Administration of Juvenile Delinquency (Riyadh
Guidelines), the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the
Protection of Juvenile Justice (Beijing Rules), and the
UN Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of
their Liberty. These platforms seek to monitor and
improve the conditions of juvenile welfare and health,
and they are elaborations of the CRC.

The UN Rules for the Protection of Juveniles
Deprived of their Liberty operates to ensure that juve-
nile detainees, and offenders, are given fair treatment
and receive consideration for their age. This UN
agenda reflects the perceptual rise in juvenile criminal
behavior in the late twentieth century, and it shows
consciousness of a growing trend (in many nations) to

remove juvenile justice laws. The removal of juvenile
justice laws pertains to the decrease in age that
offenders are tried as adults. Many countries, including
the United States, convict juveniles as adults. Since
1978, in the United States, forty-one states have estab-
lished laws that make transferring juveniles to adult
court easier. Sometimes these transfers occur because
the crime is exceptionally heinous, and in other instan-
ces these reassignments take place because local and
national politics incite emotions. For instance, courts
in Paducah, Kentucky decided that Michael Carneal
should be tried as an adult for his killings at West
Paducah High School in December 1997. Before the
Grand Jury voted to try Carneal as an adult, the shock
of the public and the media frenzy played heavily into
public opinion about the case. None-the-less, critics
continually argue for the continuation and reinstate-
ment of juvenile laws.

In Pakistan the Penal Code states that a twelve
year old is fully responsible for his or her crimes, and
children between seven and twelve can be tried and
convicted as those older than twelve if a judge believes
they are mature enough to understand the consequen-
ces of their actions. These stringent rules are harnessed
by the large number of juveniles in Pakistani prisons
for murder, causing harm with a weapon, theft, having
sexual relations outside of marriage, and a variety of
other charges. Pakistan, like several other countries,
has executed and placed children on death row.
Pakistan has not, as of 2006, executed a child as
young as thirteen, but it has executed offenders that
were sentenced at thirteen. In contrast, in 1993, a
thirteen year old was publicly executed in Yemen.
Since 1990 Iran, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and
the United States are the only countries who have
formally executed a juvenile offender.

The issue of executing juveniles, or individuals
who committed capital punishment crimes as juve-
niles, is just one aspect of the UN’s Rules for the
Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty.
These points also set forth agendas for sentencing
lengths for children, the conditions in which children
should or should not be imprisoned, and how children
should be treated in detention, jail, or prison.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

Since this UN treaty numerous cases of juvenile
mistreatment still occur. In October 2001 a sixteen-
year-old Egyptian boy received a five year prison
sentence for homosexual acts. His lawyers and interna-
tional human rights investigators claimed that he was
held in detention for several days, without the right to
see his family or legal council, and that his confessions
were made under duress. Other instances of juveniles
receiving extended prison sentences can be seen with
children connected with resistance groups. Children
fighting with Middle Eastern groups, like the Hamas
and Islamic Jihad organizations, are routinely held in
adult prisons without recourse for release or relocation.

As the international court of public opinion con-
tinues to scrutinize countries that treat juveniles as
adults, more critics are emerging with discussion con-
cerning the cognitive development of children. These
studies range in diversity, with some focusing on early
childhood trauma that juveniles may endure and others
sighting that full cognitive development and under-
standing of consequences does not fully set in until the
teens and early twenties. Proponents of reducing age
limits for crimes note that technology and an increase of
violence in media and society enables children to
develop criminal behaviors earlier than previous gener-
ations. When most modern juvenile justice systems
took hold they did not fathom hundreds and thousands
of delinquent children. Rather, the systems sought to
house a few hundred children annually. Modern dis-
course and social expectations have expanded laws,
legitimized new crimes, and eradicated others.
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In March 2006 the US Supreme Court made a nod
toward the international community on the treatment
of juveniles. In its five to four decision in Roper v
Simmons the Court set aside seventy-two juvenile
death-row sentences. This decision also banned the
future placement of minors on death row. In justifying
its decision, members of the Court remarked that the
United States is the only country that still routinely
sentences minors to death sentences, and that even
though the United States has not signed the CRC treaty
it should pay note to international public opinion.
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Protocol to Prevent, Suppress,
and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, Especially Women
and Children

Protocol

By: United Nations

A young bonded laborer working in a slate mine in Mandsaur, India, in 1990. Child labor is common in the region despite laws prohibiting

the employment of children under 14. ª SOPHIE ELBAZ/SYGMA/CORBIS.
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Date: 2000

Source: United Nations General Assembly. Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the
United Nations Convention Against Transnational
Organized Crime. 2000.

About the Author: The phrase ‘‘United Nations’’ was used
during World War II (1939–1945) to describe the
dozens of nations allied together to fight Germany
and Japan, most notably including China, France,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United
States of America. These allies decided to develop a
new organization to facilitate international coopera-
tion and help prevent future wars. It would replace the
League of Nations, which had failed to prevent World
War II. They called it the United Nations (UN). The
UN Charter was ratified on October 24, 1945. In the
years since the UN has served as a forum for interna-
tional negotiation and cooperation on many issues,
including international security, human rights, trade
and economics, and the environment.

INTRODUCTION

Human trafficking for the purposes of labor and/
or commercial sex has a long history, but it gained
particular attention of policymakers worldwide in the
twentieth century. International conventions on
human trafficking include the 1910 International
Convention for the Suppression of the White Slave
Traffic, the 1921 International Convention for the
Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children,
and the International Convention for the Suppression
of the Traffic in Women of Full Age in 1933. While
these conventions focused on women and children,
future conventions, such as the 1949 United Nations
Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in
Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of
Others, used more gender-neutral language and
focused more on the elimination of human trafficking
for the sex trade.

The United Nations defines trafficking as ‘‘the
recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or
receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of
force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of
fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a
position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving
of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a
person having control over another person, for the
purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at
a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced
labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery,
servitude or the removal of organs.’’

Women who are used as workers in the sex indus-
tries in regions such as southeast Asia find themselves
sold into brothels and turned into virtual slaves due to
lack of education, debt, or drug addiction. According
to an International Labor Organization 1998 estimate,
the sex trade and sex tourism represents between two
percent and fourteen percent of the economic activities
of the countries of Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, and
the Philippines.

Labor trafficking of men, women and children for
work in sweatshop clothing factories, agricultural set-
tings, construction, domestic settings, and in restau-
rants involves the exploitation of human beings and
either the flagrant refusal to obey labor laws or the use
of legal, but not always ethical, practices. Reports of
women in India offered high-paying jobs in Saudi
Arabia and forced to work for low wages for over
seventy hours per week, or Chinese immigrants to
the United States placed in virtual indentured

Child prostitutes in the Brazilian mining town of Curionopolis,

1985. ª STEPHANIE MAZE/CORBIS.
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servitude, working eighty or more hours in restaurants
to pay back the person who smuggled them into the
country are examples of illegal and dangerous aspects
of forced labor. Not only does labor trafficking repre-
sent a significant percentage of the 1.4 million people
trafficked within countries and across international
borders, the practice often involves minors as well.

In 2000, the United Nations developed the follow-
ing Protocol to control human trafficking.

n PRIMARY SOURCE
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SIGNIFICANCE

The Protocol compels UN member states to cre-
ate legislation with severe penalties for those persons
directly involved in human trafficking. In 2003, the
United States updated the U.S. Code to make illegal
the importation of minors for use in the commercial
sex trade or in the creation of pornographic materials.
Human trafficking, according to the International
Labor Organization, is the third most profitable crim-
inal activity in the world, after the sale of illegal drugs
and weaponry.

The Council of Europe, with forty-six member
nations, crafted the 2005 ‘‘Council of Europe
Convention on action against trafficking in human
beings,’’ which would require nations who sign the con-
vention to adopt policies that reduce human trafficking,
increase penalties for human smugglers, provide basic
housing, food, and medical assistance to trafficked per-
sons seeking safe harbor, and to permit trafficked persons
to remain in the country for thirty or more days.

International recognition of the scope of human
trafficking was highlighted by recent stories of humans
perishing in ship containers, in the backs of vans, or in
semi trucks. The 2000 story of sixty Chinese immi-
grants found in a truck container in Dover, England—
fifty-eight of whom had suffocated to death—trig-
gered international outcry and fed international and
national policy directives and conventions to control
human trafficking. As the Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons illustrates,
effective measures against human trafficking—a $13
billion per year industry—challenge human rights pol-
icy on a global scale.
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Attacks Beset Afghan Girls’
Schools

Newspaper article

By: Pamela Constable

Date: September 8, 2003

Source: Constable, Pamela. ‘‘Attacks Beset Afghan
Girls’ Schools.’’ Washington Post (September 8, 2003).

About the Author: Pamela Constable is the deputy foreign
editor for the Washington Post and the author of the
book Fragments of Grace: My Search for Meaning in the
Strife of South Asia.

INTRODUCTION

In December 2001, the Islamic fundamentalist
government in Afghanistan, the Taliban, was removed
from power by U.S. forces in the wake of the
September 11, 2001, attacks on U.S. soil by Al-
Qaeda members. The Taliban—a word that means
‘‘seeker’’ or ‘‘student of Islam‘‘—had gained control of
Afghanistan in September 1996 and initiated a strict
fundamentalist government based on sharia, or Islamic
religious law.

For more than five years, the Taliban imple-
mented a series of restrictions on women and girls,
including the removal of such rights as voting, access
to education and healthcare, and the right to work. In
addition, the Taliban required all women to wear a
full-length burqa, a garment that covers a woman from
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head to toe and allows for a small mesh section for the
eyes. Women were forbidden to wear white, the offi-
cial color of the Taliban, or to wear shoes that made
noise. Any woman who appeared in public without a
male relative as an escort could be beaten and in homes
where women lived, windows had to be painted. In
1997, the Taliban segregated hospitals by sex, forcing
hundreds of thousands of women and children to lose
access to health care, which in turn drove the infant
and maternal mortality rates to new highs.

The Taliban made female education illegal; in late
2001, when President Hamid Karzai gained power, he
pledged to reverse the Taliban’s policy on female edu-
cation, noting that ‘‘We are fully committed to the
education of our girls, as all the international experi-
ence has demonstrated the return of investing in girls’
education. We will ensure active participation of
Afghan women in all spheres of reconstruction.’’
Under the new president’s administration, schools
reopened, welcoming girls, and, by 2002, more than
three million boys and girls were enrolled in schools,
with reconstruction and new construction of schools a
stated priority for the new government.

As the schools opened and welcomed girls, how-
ever, the reaction to such change was not unanimously
favorable. Taliban loyalists and other fundamentalists
targeted girl’s schools for attacks. As this source notes,
the resumption of female education was not simple.

n PRIMARY SOURCE

Zahidabad, Afghanistan— It was little more than a shed,

with no chairs or desks. But for the 50 girls who had

studied there since April, the two-room school in this pas-

toral pocket of Logar province was all that stood between a

lifetime of ignorance and a glimmer of knowledge.

Now, the doors have been padlocked, the teacher

says he is too scared to return, and the former students

are back to their customary chores—pumping water at the

village well, weeding onion fields and carrying loads of

animal fodder on their heads.

That may be exactly what the unknown assailants had

in mind when they broke into the shed late at night 10 days

ago, doused the classrooms with fuel and set them afire,

leaving behind leaflets in the Dari language warning that

girls should not go to school and that teachers should not

teach them.

‘‘When I was walking home today, the little girls fol-

lowed me and asked when they could go back to school,

but I am not ready to teach them again because I am afraid

for my own safety,’’ confided Fazel Ahmed, 39, the

school’s only teacher. ‘‘I’m very upset. These students

will make the future of our community and our country.’’

The attack was followed two days later by the mid-

night burning of three tents used as classrooms outside

another school in Logar province. According to officials of

UNICEF, which is helping to revive the country’s long-

neglected education system, there have been 18 incidents

of school sabotage nationwide in the past 18 months,

often accompanied by similar warnings.

The assailants could be from the Taliban, the former

Islamic government that opposed girls’ education as

morally corrupting, and whose armed supporters recently

have been regrouping. Or they could be from another of

the conservative Islamic groups that once fought the

Taliban but are now plotting a political comeback as guard-

ians of religious purity.

Whoever they are, said school officials in Logar and

education experts in Kabul, the capital, their goal is clearly

to undermine Afghanistan’s emergence into the modern

world after 25 years of military conflict and religious

repression that paralyzed its development in every

sphere—particularly the emancipation of women.

And yet everyone involved in Afghan education—

from village elders to foreign charities—insists that such

tactics cannot slow the extraordinarily swift and wide-

spread revival of girls’ education that has taken place

since the Taliban were defeated and replaced by a U.S.-

backed government under President Hamid Karzai in

December 2001.

‘‘We have 4.2 million children in 7,000 schools now,

and a 37 percent increase in the number of girls in school

since last year,’’ said Sharad Sapra, the UNICEF director for

Afghanistan.

Two female students preparing to attend the girl’s school in

Kandahar, Afghanistan on August 12, 2002. Schools for women

were banned under the Taliban regime. AP IMAGES.
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The increase amounts to 400,000 more girls in school

this year. ‘‘There is concern that these sporadic incidents

should not become a wave, but almost everyone wants

their daughters to go to school, and overall, people do not

seem to be intimidated,’’ said Sapra.

The second Logar province school to be attacked, a

primary school in the village of Mogul Khel where girls

and boys study in separate shifts and separate areas, has

already achieved national fame because of its resistance

to the threat. Karzai, speaking at a news conference in

Kabul on Sunday with Defense Secretary Donald

Rumsfeld, noted proudly that almost all students and

teachers there had returned to class the day after the

attack.

On Saturday, classes were in full, noisy swing, if in

hastily improvised settings. Groups of boys recited their

multiplication tables in unison, sitting on the playground

next to the burned tents. Groups of girls huddled on straw

mats in the front lobby, reading their Pashto language

lessons from a portable blackboard.

‘‘We do not know who these saboteurs are, but our

school is the cradle of education in Logar, and we will

defend it,’’ said Mahmoud Ayub Saber, 50, the principal,

who returned home last year after waiting out the Taliban

era in Pakistan. ‘‘If some girls were occasionally absent

before this happened, their parents are saying from now

on none of their daughters will miss a single day.’’

Education Ministry officials in Kabul said they were

determined to ensure the success of girls’ education,

but they acknowledged that they had limited resources

to physically protect schools, and they noted with alarm

that a rising tide of Islamic fundamentalism was chal-

lenging the modernizing policies of the Karzai

government.

‘‘Our society is going through many changes, and

there are fundamentalists who want to resist this change,’’

said Ashrak Hossaini, deputy minister of education. ‘‘We

are trying to move to a modern and civilized stage, and

girls’ schools are attacked because they represent this

movement. We must not only provide physical protection,

but also prepare the people mentally for these changes.’’

While there seems to be near-universal public support

for girls’ elementary school education, the idea of female

study beyond sixth grade is far more controversial, partic-

ularly in traditional, rural areas steeped in social and gender

taboos that existed long before the Taliban took power in

1996.

In the relatively prosperous Logar province, there are

hundreds of schools that teach boys and girls up to sixth

grade, but very few higher-level schools for girls. Co-edu-

cation is out of the question in conservative Afghan soci-

ety, and most parents do not want their adolescent

daughters attending even an all-female high school if it is

not in or close to their village.

‘‘In our district, there is no opportunity for girls to go

beyond the fifth class,’’ said Saber, the Mogul Khel princi-

pal. ‘‘After that, most of them get married and have no

need to continue their educations.’’ He said education

officials in Kabul had ordered a girls’ high school to be

built in Logar, but community elders opposed it because

students would be required to travel some distance from

their homes.

By turning schools into social service centers where

people receive vaccinations, register births and even pump

well water, Sapra said, the idea of education can become

an integral part of village life. But in villages such as

Zahidabad, where the two-room girls’ school was built

last spring, the most serious obstacle to education today

is fear.

‘‘We are all afraid of these bad people. We are

Muslims, and we fear for the honor of our daughters,’’

said Shah Agha, 50, a water and power department worker

in Zahidabad whose 12-year-old daughter attended the

village school until last week.

‘‘We were very happy when this school opened, but

one morning we went to pray, and we found it was all

burned,’’ he said. ‘‘Unless the government brings us more

security, we cannot let our daughters go back there.’’

nnn

SIGNIFICANCE

As attacks on girls and girls’ schools increased,
female enrollment dropped. While many attacks
involve vandalism and damage to the school buildings,
other attacks include direct threats and intimidation to
known female enrollees, physical attacks on girls and
their families, and direct violence against teachers. In
many instances, girls’ schools are set on fire and
destroyed while boys’ schools next door are left
untouched.

By 2005, more than five million children were
enrolled in Afghan schools and more than forty per-
cent were girls. UNICEF estimates that in spite of
this change in female enrollment, nearly sixty per-
cent of all girls under the age of eleven in
Afghanistan are not enrolled in school, unable to
access education due to parental choice, physical
threats and intimidation from outside sources, the
distance of schools from homes, or the need to work
to bring in income.

U.S. President George W. Bush and Afghanistan
President Hamid Karzai, in a joint press conference
held on May 23, 2005, discussed the issue of female
education in Afghanistan as part of a diplomatic
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meeting. President Bush noted that ‘‘Over 40 percent
of the voters on that October day [the first elections in
Afghanistan after the end of Taliban rule] were women
voters. Girls are now going to school. Women entre-
preneurs are opening businesses. The president was
telling me that there’s quite a number of candidates
who filed for the upcoming legislative elections who
are women.’’ At the same time, according to
UNICEF’s Deputy Executive Director Rima Salah,
‘‘One in five children in this country do not survive
long enough even to reach school age. Others will drop
out of school, to support their families. This is a trag-
edy that threatens progress made in recent years.’’

In January 2006, Malim Abdul Habib, the head-
master of the Shaikh Mathi Baba high school in
Zabul, Afghanistan, was stabbed and beheaded by
Taliban sympathizers. Prominent Afghan Muslim
clerics have publicly stated that there is no justifica-
tion in the Koran or in other Islamic writing for
banning female education, and support in
Afghanistan for basic female education is overwhelm-
ing. Some surveys show that ninety percent of Afghan
adults agree that girls should be permitted to attend
school. According to UNICEF, literacy rates for
women are as low as three to four percent in rural
areas, and only approximately thirty percent of men in
Afghanistan as a whole are literate.
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